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tastron Plate Waveform

7‑65

7̲̀̀

丘e重Pla章e Waveform

Grid Waveform

7‑7 1

‥

tastron Plate Waveform
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7‑7 1

Diode Cathode Waveform
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7‑7 1

lowef Cathode Waveform
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7‑7 1

Diode Cathode Waveform.
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7‑70

Amplifier Pl貧しe Waveform ‥
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7‑192

Delay Phanta§trOn Plate Wavefo重m. 7J5色

7‑169

7‑7 0

Thyratron Plate Waveform ‥

7‑64

Delay Clamp Cathode Waveform
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7‑191 Electrical Synchronizer, Sync Error
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7‑217

Plate

Waveform

.
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,

Test Scope

7‑219

Test Scope, 1,000享Delay Output Plate

7‑7 7

Test

Scope,

7‑247

1

000,s

Pu§h"uP

fo章m .

7‑223

Te§t Scope, 100

Test Scope, 100

7‑7 8

7‑78

7‑250

Synchronization ControI Type C‑1238/

FPNづ0, Top View of Gear Train

7‑226

Tes̀ Scope, Continuou§ Delay Phanta§・

7‑1う3

Scope,

Sync

Trigger

Te§l

Scope,

Sweep

7‑230

Test

Scope,

Sweep

Generator

Waveform.

7‑2う5

Radio Receiver Type R‑564/FPN‑30,
Bot章Om View of Components

7‑80

7‑256 ̲.Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑
238/FPN‑30, Top View of Compo.
7‑257

7‑81

7‑258

7‑237

Test Scope, Marke章Amplifier Plate

7̲238

Te重minal Connections fo重∴5RP2A

7‑259

Cathode.Ray Tube.

7‑1 34

Opening
7‑260

238/FPN‑30, Components LOCated
̲

Special Alignment Tool ‥

7‑137

238/FPN‑30, Components L∝ated

7‑1 39

Behind Left Side Cover.
7‑262

Location§ Of Slide Mechanism Adjust‑

238/FPN‑30, Left Subchassi§, Bot‑

Locations of Slide.and‑Tilt Mechani§m
7‑263

‥

tom View of Components ‥

7̲144
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7‑161

El∝trical Synchronizer Type SNTl17/
FPN‑30, Bottom Vicw of Compo・

Oven As§embly Terminal Board Con‑
neCt重O血§ .

7‑ 160

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

238/FPN‑30, Right Subchassis, Bot.

ExpIoded View of Oven As§embly,

Container

7〇・1 60

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

tom View of Component§ ‥

7‑143

7‑1う9

7‑261 Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

Showing Const重uCtion of the Major

7‑245

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

Behind Rear Cover

7‑142

7‑244

7‑1う8

7‑13う

Adjustments..

7‑1う8

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

100‑kc Test Signal ‥

7̲241 Correc章Po§ition for C1298 Rotor ‥

7̲243

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

238/FPN‑30, L6cation of Capacitor

7‑239∴Connection Diagram for Obtaining

7‑242

7‑1う7

: ∴ Bank AぐCeSSible Th重Ough Bottom

7‑8 2

Wavefo重皿

7̲1う6

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

238/FPN‑30, Components Iocated
Behind Lower Hinged Pane1

7‑8 1

比重m .

7‑1うう

238/FPN‑30, Components Behind

7‑8 1
s Amplifier Plate Wave‑

7‑1う4

TD‑92/FPN‑30,

Right Side Cover ‥

Test Scope, Marker Mixe重Plate Wave‑

め重皿.

7‑240

Type

7‑1う6

Test Scope, Inten§ifier Follower Cath・

Test Scope, 1

Delay

CIose‑uP Of Blink Motor As§embly

7‑81

.

ode Wavefo重m ‥

7‑236

TD‑92/FPN‑30,

7‑8 0

Tes〔 Scope, Paraphase Amplifier Plate
Waveform

Type

7‑7,

7‑80

.

Delay

Time

7‑80

Plate

Time

7‑254

7‑232

Clamp

7‑253

7‑1う4

Plate

Wavefo重血.

Scope,

CV‑274/

Bottom View of Components ‥

7‑231 Te§( Scope, Clamp Cathode Waveform
Test

Type

Behind SLOW SCOPE CONTROLS

Grid

Wavefo重皿

Divider

Pane1
7‑7タ

Generator

Frequency

FPN‑30, CIose・uP Of Components

Follower

Cathode Waveform .
7‑229

7‑235

7‑252

Te§t Sc9Pe・ Continuous Delay Phantas.

tron Suppressor Waveform∴

7‑234

FPN‑30, Bottom View of Compo.

7‑79

tron Screen Waveform ‥

7‑233

7‑1う0

7‑251 Frequency Divider Type CV‑274/

7‑7,

tron Plate Waveform ‥

7‑1う0

FPN‑30, Bottom View of Compo・

7‑7 8

Tes̀ Scopel Continuous Delay Phantas・

Test

7‑149

Componen ts

s Clippe重Plate Wave‑

7‑225

7‑228

Type

7‑78

for血.

7‑227

7̲147

Oscillator

Synchronization ControI Type C‑1238/

§ Push‑uP Plate Wave‑

fo章m .

7‑224

Frequency

7‑249

Test Scope, 100卑S Delay Output Plate

Wavefo重m .

Radio

O‑202/FPN‑30, Bottom View of

7‑7 7

7‑221 Test Scope1 1000,§ Clipper Plate Wave‑

7‑222

ExpIoded View of Oven Assembly

Heater and Terminal End
7‑248

Plate

Wavefo重m .

7̲146

Showing ExpIoded View of Coar§e

7‑77

Wavefor皿.

ExpIoded View of Oven Assembly,

and Crystal A§Sembly .

Positive Sync Amplifier

Plate Waveform.
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Test Oscilloscope Type OS‑39/FPN‑

30

Bottom View of Components‥

7‑266

Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30,

7‑267

Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30,

Bo章tom View of Components

Bottom View of Components∴ ・

7‑268

7‑285

Voltage

Regulator

Type

7‑286

7‑287

Voltage

Regulator

7‑289

Radio

FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram
Schematic Diagram
Radio Receiver Type R‑564/FPN‑30,

7‑278

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

7‑279

Electrical SynchrQnizer Type SN‑117/

7‑280

Test Oscilloscope Type OS‑39/FPN‑

Schematic Diagram

238/FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram
FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram
30, Schematic Diagram .

7‑281 Recording Ammeter Type ME‑84/
FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram
7‑282

Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30,

7‑283

Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30,

Schematic Diagram
Schematic Diagram
7‑284

Frequency

7‑20う

AN/FPN‑30,

A‑C

adder Diagram

Oscillàor

7‑207

Type

Synchronization ControI Type C‑1238/

7‑21 1

Time

Delay

Type

7‑213

TD‑92/FPN‑30,

7‑21う

7‑293

Radio Receiver Type R‑564/FPN‑30,

7‑294

Radio Receiver Type R‑564/FPN‑30,

7‑295

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

7‑296

Electrical Synchronizer Type SN‑117/

7‑297

Test Oscillo§COPe Type OS‑39/FPN‑

Main Chas§i§ Wiring Diagram ‥

7‑217

Subassemblies, Wiring Diagram.

7‑177

7‑219

238/FPN‑30, Wiring Diagram .

7‑17,

7‑221

FPN‑30, Wiring Diagram.

7‑181

7‑223

30, Wiring Diagram

7‑183
7‑298

Recording

Ammeter

7‑22う
Type

ME‑84/

FPN‑30, Wiring Diagram

7‑18う

7‑227

7‑299

Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30,

7‑300

Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30,

Wiring Diagram

7‑187

7‑229

Wiring Diagram

7‑18,

7‑231

7‑301 Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30,

Wiring Diagram

7‑1,1
7‑302

7‑193

Voltage

Regulator

7‑233
Type

CN‑235/

FPN‑30・ Wiiing Diagr雪m
7‑303

Electrical Equipmeǹ

7‑23う

Cabinet Type

CY‑1437/FPN‑30, Power and Con‑

7‑19う

troI Connections, Wiring Diagram.
7‑197

Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30,

Schematic Diagram

XX

7‑292

7‑173

Time Delay Type TD‑92/FPN‑30,

7‑277

Set

WiringDiagram .

7‑275∴Frequency Divider Type CV‑274/

7‑276

Timer

FPN‑30, Wiring Diagram.
7‑172

Synchronization ControI Type C‑1238/

FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram

7‑203

CY‑

7‑291 Frequency Divider Type CV‑274/

Radio Frequency Oscillator Type

O‑202/FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram
7‑274

Cabinet

FPN‑30, Wiring Diagram.

7‑1̀7

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑

quency Respon§e Characteristic .

Equipment

O‑202/FPN‑30, Wiring Diagram . 7‑209

238/FPN‑30, Video Amplifier Fre‑
7‑273

Electrical

Loran

Overall R‑F∴Frequency Respon§e

7‑272

7‑20 1

Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY‑

7‑288

7‑290

7‑271 Radio Receiver Type R‑564/FPN‑30,
Characteristic

CN‑235/

Schematic Diagram.∴∴∴∴・

CN‑235/

FPN‑30, Components Mounted Be・

hind Main Panel∴

Type

Power Distribution, I

7‑1 66
Type

Regulator

1437/FPN‑30, Coaxial Connections,
7‑1̀う

FPN‑30, Bottom View of ControI
7‑270

Voltage

Page

1437/FPN‑30, Power and ControI
Connections, Schematic Diagram

7‑1̀4

CN‑235/

Chassis Components

すわIe

FPN‑30, Schematic Diagram..

Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30,

Bottom View of Components
7‑269

彫gure

7‑163

7‑16う

d)

7‑304

7‑237

Recording Ammeter.Type ME‑84/

FPN‑30, Mechanical Assembly of
7‑1,,
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eUARÅN†たた
The Contractor guarantees that at the time of delivery thereof the articles p重OVided for under this contrac(
Will be free from any defect§ in material or workmanship and will conform to the requirements of this cont重aCt.
Nòice of such defect or nonconformance §hall be given by the Government to the Contractor within two years of
the delive重y Of the defective or noncomforming article・ Or Within one year of the date it i§ Placed in se重Vice, Which・
ever expires first. To ̀he extent the equipment, including all par̀S and spare parts, a§ defined above, i§ Of the
Cont重aCtOr

s de§ign or is of a design selected by the Contractor・ it is ai§O guaranteed, Subject to the foregoing

COnditions, against defects in de§ign with the understanding that if ten percent (10%) or more of any such
§aid item・ b'1t nOt less thar

wo of any §uCh item, Of the total quantity comprlSlng SuCh item fumished unde重

the contract, are found to be defective as to design

SuCh item will be conclu§ively pre§umed to be of defective

design and §ubject to one hundred percent (100%) correction or∴rePlacement by a suitably redesigned item. If
required by the Govemmcnt the cont重aCtOr Shall with all po§Sible speed correct or replace the defect王ve or noncon‑
forming article or part thereof. When suchぐO重reCtion or replacement requjres transportatjon of the article o重
Part thereof・ Shirtping costs, nOt eXCeeding u§ual charges, from the delivery point to the Contractor・§ Plant and

return・ §hall be bome by †he Cont重aCtOr; the Govemment shall bear all other∴Shipping cost§・ This guaranty
Shall then contillue aS tO CO重reCted or replacing article§ Or, if only pa重tS Of such articles are corrected or replaced,
to such corrected or replacing parts・ until one year after redelivery. If the Govemment doe§ nOt require cor‑

でeCtlOn Or rePlacement of a defective o重nOnCOnforming article・ the Contractor・ if requi重ed by the Contracting
Officer within a reasonable time after the notiぐe Of defect or nonconformance・ Shall repay such po重tion of the
COntraCt Price of the article as is equitable in the circumstance§.

REPOR丁OF FAlしuR要
Report of failure of any part of thi§ equipment, during its entire service life, §hall be made to the Com.

mandant via channel§ in accordance with current in§truCtions using form DD‑787 (revised). The report §hall

COVer all details of the failure and give date of ins̀allation of the equipment.
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1nslalla書ion, Ordering PorIs,

Safeiy Noliくe and Re§uS̀iIalion

INSTAし」ATION RECORD

Blank §PaCeS On this page shall be餌ed in at the time of installation. Operating per§Onnel shall als6 mark
the ・くDate Placed in Service・・ on the date of acceptance plate located below the model nameplate on the equip‑
ment, uSing suitable methods and ca重e tO aVOid damaging the equipment.

ORDERINe PARTS
All requests or requisition§ for replacement̀ materiaI §hould include the following data :

1. Standard Navy St∝k Number.

2. Name and short description of part.
If the appropriate §tOck number is not available the following shall be specified:
1. Equipment model or type de§ignation, Ci重Cuit symbol, and item number.

2. Name of part and complete description.
3. Manufacturer
4. Contractor

s designation.
s drawing and part number.

5. JAN or Navy type number.

SA F ETY NO丁ICE
THIS EQUIPMENT EMPLOYS VOLTAGES WHICH
ARE DANGEROUS, AND WHICH MAY BE FATAL
IF CONTACTED BY OPERAT呈NG PERSONNEL.

within tha equipment for the purpose of §erVicing or
adjusting

it

without

the

immediate

pre§enCe

Or

aS‑

Sistance of anothe重PerSOn CaPable of重endering aid.

EXTREME CAUTION SHOULD BE EXERCISED

WHEN WORKING WITH THE EQUIPMENT.
Whiie every practicable safety precaution has been
i重ICOrPOrated in this equipment, the following rule§

DON'T TAMPたR WITH INTとRしOCKi:
Do not depらnd upon door switches or interlocks for

must be §trictly ob§e重Ved:

PrOteCtion but always remove power from the equip‑

KEEP AWAY FROM

door,ふ§afety interlock switch be重emOVed, Short・

しIVと

ment. Under no circumstances should any access gate,

CIRCUIT§:

Operating personnel must at all times observe all
safety

regulations. Do not change tubes or make ad‑

justments inside equipment with high voltage §uPPly

on. under certain conditions dangerous potentials

Circuited, Or tamPered with in any way, by other
than aùhorized maintenance personnel, nOr §hould

reliance be placed upon the interlock switches for
removing voltages from the equipment.

may exist in circuits with powe重∴COntrOIs in the off

POSition due to charges∴retained by capacitors. To

avoid casualties always remove power and discharge
and ground circuit§ Prior to touching them.

WHERE l,OOO VOしTi OR MORE, TAKE NOTE:

NEVER MEASURE POTENTIALS IN EXCESS OF
l,000

DON

T

§ERViCE OR AD」UST AしONE:

VOLTS BY MEANS OF∴FLEXIBLE TEST

LEADS OR PROBES.

Under no ci重CumStanCeS §hould any personl reaCh

R寡§U§CITA†ION
AN APPROVED POSTER ILLUSTRATING THE RULES FOR RESUSCITA・

TION SHALL BE PROMINENTLY DISPLAYED IN EACH RADIO, RADAR,

OR SONAR ENCLOSURE. POSTERS MAY BE OBTAINED UPON REQUEST
TO THE COAST GUARD SUPPLY CENTER, JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY.
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1. INTRODuCTION.

from

Loran Timer Set AN/FPN‑30 is one of the basic
COmPOnent§ Of a loran transmlttlng Station. Ì is the

function of this book to supply all the information
nece§Sary for the installation, OPeration, and mainte.

nance of the timer∴Set. The general appearance and
ar重angement Of the timer set are shown in figure l‑1.

くくA

to pulses from transmitting §tationくくB

arriving fir§t.

c. TIME DELAY FOR IDENTIFICATION.一Since
the pulses from the two tran§mitting stations are es‑
§entially identical in shape, it is not possible to tell

Whether the pulse which arrives first o重iginated at
Station

2. THEしORAN SYS丁格M.

arriving.first. On the othe重§ide of the

bi§eCtOr is a similar set of hyperbolas corresponding

A

or stationくくB

. This重eSults in an ambiguity

as to which of two hyperbolas‑‑One On eaCh side

To assist in understanding the nature and purpo§e
Of the timer set, a brief description of the loran sy§‑

of

the bisector‑is the true line of position. To overcome
this ambiguity and at the §ame time simplify the meas‑
urement method, the pul§eS from the two transmltt重ng

tem fol○○ws.

§tations a重e nOt tranSmitted simultaneously but those

a. PURPOSE OF LORAN.‑Loran i§ a naVigational
§yStem for determlnlng POSitions by means of radio.

The term is derived from the initial letters of the
wordsくくLOng RAnge Navigation

from one station are delayed a finite amount in.order
that the pulse from that station will always arrive last.
This delay is called the codあg delay・ The amount of

and consequently

this delay needs to be at least equal to or slightly more

implie§ tha=he distances invoIved are g重eater than

than the travel time of the radio signal between the

those obtained by the familia重radio direction finding
method§. Ordinarily, OVer Sea Water, rangeS may be
expected of from 500 to 900 nautical mile§ during the

two tran§mit〔ing stations, Actually, it i§ muCh more
than that. Howeve重, aS Iong as it is always a definite

amount, PrOPe重allowances can always be made.

daytime and up to l;400 nautical miles at night. For
the latter, however, SO‑Called l

くsky wave

tran§mission

is employed, Which is not quite as.reliable as daytime
ground wave transmission.
b・

PRINCIPLE

OF

OPERATION,

PAIRED

PULSES.鵜The principle of operation is based on the
difference in travel time (in millionth§ Of a §econd)

to the point of observation of radio signals from亡WO
transmitting stations spaced several hundred mile§
apart. Assume that pulse §ignals are tran§mitted at

exactly the same instant from the two tran§mitting

Stations. Refer to figure l‑2. It is evident that along
the perpendicular bisector of the base line comecting
the two station§,章he two pul§e Signals will a重rive at

exactly the same time, Since any point along this
bisecto重is equally distant from the two transmitters.

For observation points on either side of the bisector,
the signal from the nearer §tation arrives ahead of the

other and the loci for observation points of given
time differences a重e rePreSented by hyperbolas with the
two t重an§mitting

§〔ations at the two foci*. The

hyperbolas on the side of the bisector toward trans・

mitling stalion, let u§ §ay,く.A

correspond to pulse§

* A hype重bola i§ a mathematical figure which may be drawn
by pIot〔ing a path of point§ having a∴COnStant difference in
di§tanCe from two fixed重eference points. These reference point§

are the foci of (he hyperbola. In the lo重an SyStem the章WO
tran§mi(ting §tations are the foci fo重∴a fa重hily of hype重bolas
which form lines of position u§ed to ob〔ain a navigational
.脆x,,. The constant di§tanCe difference is measured in term§ Of
con§tant time di任erence, Since重adio signals t重aVel a given di§・

tance in a known amount of time.

ORICINAし
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The transmitted signals are not random pul§eS, fir§t

§eVeral series of timing pul§eS (く.markers

from one tran§mitter and then the other, but a series

Various

Of carefully timed pul§eS from each which are properly

l

interspaced. The time interval between each §tation

Parograph

interval§

ranging

from

one

2

̀

) §PaCed at

microsecond

to

000 micro§eCOnds. The infinitesimal pas§age Of time

s

rep重eSented between these markers, Or eVen the greater

Pul§eS is con§tant fo重a given pair of §tation§ but diffe重S

Pulse interval ( 30,000 toう0,000 microseconds ) between

for. variou§ Pair§ a§ a, mean§ Of identification and to

transmissions of the loran §ignal§, is almo§t inconceiv‑

avoid interference of other loran §ignals. These重eCur.

able compared to the more familiar time units of sec‑

rence periods vary from about 30,000 micro§eCOnds to

Onds and minule§・ Yet thi§ timing equipment must

う0,000血ic重o§eCOnds.

measure and portray the§e Small bit§ Of time so accur‑

d..くMASTER,, AND

一SLAVE,, STATION.̲It wa§

ately and consistently that, if added up for §eVeral yea重§,

the sum would not differ by mo重e than one §eCOnd
PreViou§1y s〔ated that the interval between the pul§eS

from the actual elap§ed time. This precision is es§en‑

from one transmitting sfation and the co重reSPOnding
tial in the loran §yStem言n which micro§eCOnds of time
OneS from the §eCOnd station must be carefully timed

difference measured at the血ip or plane become miles
With re§PeCt tO eaCh other. Any adjustment t町uired
Of diffe重enCe in position when plotted on the chart by
§hould be made at only one §tation to avoid confusion.

This station i§ termed a
other is the

master

くslave

Such precISe tlmlng Can be accomplished only by

station.

e・ REC即VING EQUIPMENT.一On the ship or ai重・
craft a loran receiver.indicator i§ u§ed to determine the

diffe重enCe in times of arrival between the related pulses
from the

くmaste重,, and from the

the navigator.

station, Wherea§ the

くslave,, §tation to

within a mic重O§eCOnd. This mea§urement determines

the line of position as indicated on specially prepared
Charts (or table§). A §imilar measurement made on a
§eCOnd pair of loran ground stations provides a second
line of po§ition. The in〔erSeCtion of two or more line§

Of position determine§ the location of the ship o重Plane.

/. TRANSMITTING STATION EQUIPMENT:
THE T重MER.‑It is evident that, in addition to the
radio transmitter, POWer SuPPly, antennaS, and a§§OCi・

ated acce§§Ory equipment u§ually found in a重adio

SPeCially designed electronic circuits which will retain
their precision in spite of varylng atmOSPheric and

other conditions. In Loran Timer Set AN/FPN‑30 the
accuracy is maintained within a few part§ in a billion.

However, eVen this §light deviation could build up an

erro重in loran reading of many micro§eCOnds in an
hour unless compensated. Therefore, it i§ neCe§Sary tO

correct con§tantly (at the slave station) for the slight
difference which a⊂Cumula章e§ between the errors of

two timers working together as slave and master.
Correction must al§O be made periodically (at the

master §tation) by compari§On With a primary stand‑
a重d of frequency
Standard§

SuCh as the United States Bureau of

standard frequency

§tation WWV or

WWVH.

〔ranSmitting station, a loran §tation must al§O include
equipment for timing the pulses accu重ately. The lim.

3. IA§lC FUNCTIONi OF THE TIMER.

ing equipment must: (1) establish the pul§e inte重Val,

Or Pulse recurrence rate, at any One Of a number of
S〔andard rate§; (2) e§tabli§h the delay between maste重
and §lave to any specified value; (3) permit constant
moniloring of the pul§e tranSmisstons for correct tim‑

ing, delay, etC.; and (4) provide a means of maintain‑
ing synchroni§m between stations by making minor
Corrections at one of the two §tations. The la§t function,
by convention, is pe重formed only at a slave stalion

The primary purpose of a loran timer i§ tO COntrOl

(trigger) the pul§eS generated by the tran§mitler,
§PaCing them with absolute uniformity and with pre‑
Cisely timed reference lO the pulse§ reCeived from a

§econd 〔ranSmitter located several hundred mile§ aWay.
Several functions, Performed by the variou§ unit§ Of lhe
timer, are CO・Ordina〔ed to accomplish this purpose.

Principally the timer :

although, teChnically, it could be done equally well at
a. Generates the excitation (trigger) pul§e Which

either.

Because the functions of the timing equipmeǹ are
basically similar at a master and a slave §tation, iden‑
tical timers are used・ In other words, the same type

actuates章he local transmitter periodically.
b. Generate§ a Very aCCurate timing §ignal for the
COntrOI of the transmitter trigger pul§e.

Of timer i§ u§ed al eaCh station, the small difference§ in

OPerational requirements being met by appropriate

C. Convert§ the timing signal of b, above, into large,
§mall, and inte重mediale time unil§ Which can be u§ed

adj ustment.

Loran Timer Set AN/FPN‑30, Shown in figure l‑3,
is such a timing equipment and, aS mentioned above,
it can be used as a master or a §lave §tation timer. In

the latter case, autOmatic §ynChronization may be em‑

PIoyed in lieu of manual ope重ation.

for measuring the time relation§hip of the local and
distant loran pul§CS.

d. Receive§ the pul§e §ignal generated by both the
local transmitter and the other (くくremote

) transmitter.

e. Provides a visual indication (on calhode.ray

CONSIDERATIONS.一The

o§Cillo§COPeS) of the remòe Pulse, the local pulse, and

tlmlng lnterVals mentioned above are measured in

the time units (marker pul§e§) §O that the 〔ime inter‑

microsecond§ (millionth§ Of a second) by means of

val between the two pulses can be determined and

g.

BASIC

ORiCINAL

TIMING
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e

Hinged doors, One for each section, are PrOVided
at the rea重Of the cabinet for acces§ tO the ⊂abling, etC.

The doors operate safety interlocks which are con・

§ Principal duty.)

nected in〔o lhe previously described in章erlock circuit.

/. Provides manual, facilities for∴e§〔abli§hing, and

later correcting, the time interval between remote and

Slip hinges are used so that the door§ may be re‑

moved completely.

local pulse§ and also for∴COr重eCti重ig the basic timing

Signal (of b, above) whi⊂h controIs that time interval

( synchronizing ).

A temperature cont重OI system is contained in the
Cabinet. Space heaters, at the bot〔Om Of the cabinet,

g. Provides automatic facilities for correcting and
maintaining the ba§ic timing signal which control§

a重e energized when the time重is shut down. They keep

the cabinet temperature above.ambient and thereby
reduce the possibility of moi§tu重e COnden§ation when

the time interval of I, above.

the timer is idle. No attempt is made to regulate the

b. Provides lOO‑kc phase‑COntrOlled signal for use

tempe重ature While the space heater is energized・ Dur.

in generating the local tran§mitter carrie重, Where

1ng OPeration the space heate重S are inoperalive, the

requ i重ed.

heat supplied by the units them§elves being more than
§ufficient to keep the temperature at the desired level・

4. D各§CRiPTION OF MAJOR UN音TS.

A thermostatically cont重Olled blower §yStem is used

a・ ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CABINET CY‑

to reduce the temperature rise within the cabinel・ Two

1437/FPN‑30: OVER‑ALL CONSTRUCTION. (Fig・

blowers are used, One in each cabinet section. They

uγe J教書.)‑All but two of the majo重unit§ Of Loran

exhaust air through screened por章S at the top rear of

Timer Set AN/FPN‑30 are housed in a single two‑SeC‑

the cabinet. The thermo§ta〔 i§ Centrally located in the

tion cabinet・ The units are supported on slides so that

Cabinet

removal, either partially or completely, is possible

temperature ri§e§ above lOOC.(50OF.) and shut them

f重Om lhe front. Several of the units incorporate a tilt

Off if temperature falls below ‑1.20C.(30OF.).

mechani§m §O that they can be withdrawn to the safety

StOP (cha§§is completely forward of the panels) and

then tilted upward (see figure 3‑5 ). This permits tests
and adju§tmen〔S tO be made below the cha§§is deck

While the timer is in

operalion. (Becau§e Of an clec‑

trical interlock arrangement provided for each unit,
except the oscillator and one power supply, SerVice will
be

interrupted

when

a

Cabinet. Aくくcheater

unit

i§

Withdrawn

from

the

arrangement, On eaCh interlo⊂k,

and

is

provided

to

tu重n

the

blowers

on

if

The wiring from chassis to chassis consists of two
laced cable systems. One sy§tem i§ COaXial, the o血e重i§

a group of single conductor wires. The two systems
are laced together and secured to the cabinet by means

Of cable clamps. When a unil is to be installed or
removed, thcse cables must be connected or discon‑
nected at appropriate plug§ and terminals. Extemal
§ignal connections are broughi ou=O COaXial connec‑
tors at the rear of the cabinet言ust above the doors.

Permits service to be restored, OnCe the unit has been

withdrawn. )

The units are held in place by the combined action
Of panel catches and thumb screws. A blank panel,

Provision i§ made for重unning 2̲1/2・inch Square D
duct fitting§ into two openings at the top rear corners

Of the cabinet. One of these opening§ is fo重POWer
circuits and the other is for controI citcuits. The duc章

PrOViding space for contemplated timer equipment, is

opening covers §hipped with the cabinet have khock‑

Iocated a〔 the upper left §ide of the front of the cabinet.

This panel is held in place by means of ordinary
SCreWS; however, PrOVision has been made to allow the

OutS for other types of conduit fittings. Four bracket§
at the top of the cabinet may be u§ed to §uPPOrt What‑

ever duct work is uied.

§ame tyPe Of thumb screws as used on all major uniti

to be u§ed for §eCuring the contemplated equipment.
An operator

s table is supplied with the cabinet. It

extends forward 20 inches and is 30 inches above the

base. It fits snugly be19W the synchronization indicator
unit whose sIoping panel protudes several inches be.

b・ RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR TYPE
O」202/FPN‑30.一The oscillator i§ an ult重a‑PreCision
SOurCe Of the lOO"kc signal vihich i§ u§ed as the timing
standa重d of the timer. The unit is essentially self.con‑

tained (except for power supply) and performs only

yond the front of the cabinet・ The table is supported at

both ends by bracket§ Which a重e SeCu重ed to the cabinet
Side§・ Luggage‑tyPe fasteners hold the table on the

brackelS during normal operation. If required, the
table may be lifled off the brackets to permit acces§ tO

those uni〔S mOunted in the lower half of the cabinet.

One function, that of fu重nishing a§ aCCu重ate and stable
a lOO‑kc §ine wave as pos§ible. Refer to figure l‑5.

The oscillator cha§Si§ i§

SuPPOrted on a slide

mechanism which pe重mits convenient withdrawal from

the cabinet.

The §uPPOrting brackets may be removed from血e
Cabinet, by loo§ening 〔hree locking knob§ On either

Basic∴COmPOnentS Of the oscillator illClude a two‑

side of the cabinet. A drawer is mounted on the under‑

Stage amPlifier which supplies energy to sustain o§Cil‑

Side of the right‑hand half of the lable and is u§ed for

lations and a crystaトcontrolled frequency determlnlng

StOrage Of timer accessories. Space i§ al§O PrOVided for

network. All essential frequency determining elements

the operator

are housed in a doし1ble oven. An outer oven is thermo.

ORiCiNAし
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Statically controlled to within O5OF., and an inner

Means are provided for bypassing the pha§e ⊂OmOI

OVen重S COntrOlled by an electronic bridge circuit which

When the timer i§ tO be u§ed al a master §tation. Co血.

maintain§ temPe重ature With an accuracy be章章e重than

troI of the oscillator frequency is provided, OVer a Very

O.00う。F.

limited range, by a capacitor i血the sync cotlt重Ol

As compensation fo‥he slight physical tole重anCe§

Which affect f重equenCy

unit. This capacitor and ̀he pha§e COntrOl a重e gea重ed

the o§Cillato重is provided with

to a sync control motor. A血e重rOr CO重reCti皿g volt.

frequency adjuslment controIs. A COARSE FREQ.

age, generated by Electrical Synchronizer Type

ADJ..controI covers a total重ange Of 3.6 cps (36 parts

SN‑1 17/FPN‑30, is supplied to the moto=hrough an

Per million) in ten s章ePS. A FINE FREQ. ADJ. controI

amplifier in the syn⊂ COnt重Ol unit. The electrical syn‑

PrOVides a continuous重ange OVer about O.5 cps (5 par̀S

Chronizer, mOtof

Per million). Ådditional control i§ PrOVided, à a

a重e SO ar重anged at a slave station that the lOO.kc sig血al

and phase and frequency co血trol§

Slave station・ by a moto重driven capacitor in the sy皿c

lS autOmatically and conlinuously adjusled to maintain

COntrOl unit which is∴COnneCted to the oscillator to

SynChronization. À a ma§ter §tation the synchronizing

PrOVide a∴COntinuous range of about O.08 cps (ap‑

Sy§tem is u§ed to monitor the pc重formance of a slave

PrOXimately O.8 part per million).
A meter §elector switch and app重OPriate multiplier§

d・ FREQUENCY DIVIDER TYPE CV二274/FPN‑

are lnCOrPOrated in the oscillato重tO Pemit monitoring

30.‑In dividing the lOO.kc §ignal to produce a §quare

Of the more important circuits of tha‡ u。it. The mul‑

WaVe Of the重equired frequency to control the pul§e

tiplie重S are SO Chosen that the normal mèer重eading,

recur重enCe重ate Of the statio皿, the frequency divider,

for all switch function§, is about midscale.

Shown

in

POrtant

c.

SYNCHRONEzÅTION

CONTROL

TYPE

C̲

figu重e

l‑7,

functions

of

Perform§
the

One

timer.

As

Of
an

the

most

im‑

e§§ential

by・PrOduct of performing this function, the frequency

1238/FPN‑30.‑The synchronization control unit,

divider develops timing marke重§ Which permit preci§e

§hown in figure l‑6・ PrOVides means for isolating, an.

measurement and controI of vital time relation§hip§・

Plifying・ and controlling the phase and frequency of

All timing functions depend on §ignal§ generated in

the lOO"kc signal generated by the o§Cillator. Outputs

the frequency divider.

are p重OVided for delivering a §eParately phase・adjusted

lOO‑kc signal to the timer and to the loran transmitter.
(In some lo重an tranSmitters the carrier frequency is

The frequency divider i§ §lide and tilt mounted.

e. TIME DELAY TYPE TD‑92/FPN‑30.‑{)血e of
the basic §teP§ in timing the transmit〔er trigge重Pulse

Obtained by multiplication and division of the lOO‑k⊂
i§ aCCOmPlished in the time delay unil. This unit,

Signa重・ )

The chassis of the sync control unit is supported on
a slide・and‑tilt mechani§m Which permits conve血ient
access to all wo重kiog su重face§.

漢̲l

Shown in figure l‑8, controls the A delay and B delay,
essential timing operations in establi§hing and moni・

toring the time difference between master and slave
pu重§e§.
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As a convenience, tO Permit rapid change of the

手RADIO RECEIVER TYPE R‑う64/FPN‑30.‑The

loran coding delay, the time delayし1nit is provided

receiver provides an es§entia=ink between the local

With five separate sets of delay adjustments. Each set

and remote stations. Refer to figしIre l‑9 for a photo‑

Of adjustments may be preset, SO that any five different

graph of the unit. Operating in conJしInCt10n With a

COding delays may be §elected at the tしIrn Of a switch.

discriminator circuit in the station switchgear (Navy

The delay circuilS COntrOl the timing of two pulses,

Model

UM

or

Loran

Switching

Groし1P

Type

one a§SOCiated with master time funCtions and the

AN/FPN‑2) , the receiver picksしIP Iocal and remote

Other associated with slave. At a given §tation one of

§ignals and delivers two detected signals and an un‑

the§e Pulses initiates the local transmitter trlgger Pulse

detected signal to other units in the timer. The receiver

and the other establishes time factors reqし1ired to

includes differentiator circuits which generate the first

monitor the remote station.

and second derivatives of the video signal for use in

This unit is slide and tilt mounted.

ORIelNAL

other timer circuits.

1̲7
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cとN教職Aし

AN/ FPN‑3O

D各§C教IPTiON

f;gu′e I‑8. Tjme DeIoy Jype TD‑92/fPN‑3O,

fronl ObIjque Vjew

The receiver is a fixed tuned TRF unit which u§eS
Plug‑in coil§ tO Change frequency. The cha§Sis i§ tilt

and slide mounted.

cabinet. The cha§§is i§ Slide mounted and may the重e‑

fore be withdrawn f重Om the cabinet. ExlenSion tube§

g. SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR TYPE
IP‑238/FPN‑30.‑The

Of the front panel projects f重Om the f重Ont Of the time重

9ynChronization

indicator,

a重e PrOVided, fo重uSe aS ligh‡ Shield§, Wbich may be
fitted over the face§ Of lWO Of the scope§.

Shown in figure l‑10, COmbines, in one unit, 0§Cillo‑

b. ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZER TYPE SN‑

§COPeS required to monitor the signal, and alarm indi‑

1 17/FPN‑30.‑The elect重ical §ynCh重Onizer, §howtl in

CatOrS tO indicate operational abnormalities.

figure l‑1 1) OPerateS With the §ynCh重Onization control

Thi§ unit is unique in const重uCtion by compari§On

uni=O P重OVide an au章Omalic means fo重maintaining

With other units in the timer, in that the front panel

SynChronization at a slave §lation. At a ma§te重Station

Slopes to provide a more natuial viewing surface fo重

the synchronizing §yStem is u§ed章O mOdilO=he pe重‑

the three §COPe SCreen§. Becau§e Of this sIope the bottom

formance of the slave stalion.

Fjgu「e I‑9. Rodjo Reぐejve「 Type脈‑564/fPN‑3O,
f○○nl ObIjque Vjew
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fjgu′e事‑?2. Tes書Osc川os̀OPe Jype OS‑39/fPN‑3O,

FronI ObIjque Vjew

fjgu'e I‑13. RèO′ding AmmeIe′ 「yPe ME‑84/fPN‑3O,

Fr〇両ObIjque Vjew
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D各§CRIPTION

AN/FPN‑3O

Po調g○○ph 4 h

fj9u′e I‑14. Powe′ §uppIγ 「yPe PP‑959/f州」O′
f○○nI ObI;que Vjew

The synchro血eer is provided with alarm circuits

Unlike mo§t Of the other timer major unit§, ̀he re‑

宝器読書嘉霊器謹言豊富霊

corder i§ nOt mOunted in Elect重ical Equipment Cablnel

Iocated in帆e timer, a duplicate set of lamps and a

19.inch or 24・inch rack o重Cabinet supplied by lhe

buzzer, at a remOte location, may be operaled by the

終,富ま苦絡霊詰詰寄霊藍菩

synchronizer. The §ynCh重Onizef chas§is is §lide and tilt

CY‑1437/FPN‑30 bu章is 10 be mounted in

a sepa重ate

be fitted to the 19・inch panel of the reco重ding ammeler.

血ou皿章ed. 、

The meter i§ fumi§hed wilh a §uPPly of cha重t PaPer,

i. TEST OSC重LLOSCOPE TYPE OS‑39/FPN‑30.‑
The te§t O§Cillo§COPe is shown in figure l‑12. This uni〔

ink, an inkwell filler, a Pen filler, §Pare PenS, aCCeSSO重y

tlmlng gear§, and a connecting cable.

i§ a requi§ite to proper adjustment and te§t Of timcr
circuits; it i§

therefore provided as a vilal acces.

sory. The test scope features a versatile range of §WeeP

§Peeds and sweep delay§ §O that any desired portion of

a wavefo重m may be obse重Ved. Timing markers permlt
ac⊂urate meaSurement Of waveform time重elationship§・
The test scope is §lide and tilt mounted..

ふPOWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑959/FPN‑30.‑
Power Supply PP‑959 contains the basic switches, indi・
cato重1amp§, and circuitry for the control of ̀imer
power. This unit also contain§ a mete重ing circuit for

mea§uring the d‑C VOltage oùPùS Of all three power

supply units of the timer. Power Supply PP‑959 i§
shown in figure l葛14・ Thi§ unit §uPPlie§ a PO重くion of

i. RECORD重NG ÅMMETER TYPE ME‑84/FPN

章he regula書ed +150 volt§ u§ed in the time重a§ Well as

30.一十he重eCOrding ammeter, Shown in figure l‑13, is

regulàed ‑108 volt§ and ‑30 volt§ for u§e in time重

provided as a mcans for重ecording the monitoring

units. The chassi§ is mounted on §lide§.

action of the synchronizing syslem at a maSter StatlOn

l.

POWER

SUPPLY

TYPE

PP‑958/FPN」30.‑

and for recording the correc章ing ac̀ion of the syn・

Powe重Supply PP‑958, §hown in figure l‑15・ P重OVides
chronizing system at a §lave §tation. This uni章is a
regulated +135 volts and +300 volt§ aS Well a§ un‑
⊂Ombination of a graphic∴reCOrder and two runnlng
regulaled +1,Oco volts for timer unilS. The chas§i§ i§
time meter§. The graphic∴reCOrder has three pens
moun章ed on §lides.

which trace their deflections on a moving chart §trip.

The cente重Pen deflect§ tO follow the excursions of the

m.

powER

SUPPLY

TYPE

PP‑957/FPN‑30.一

synchronizing §yStem. The two §ide pens are each

Power Supply PP‑957, Shown in figu重e l‑16, ProVide§

connected to the §ame Ci重Cui章S aS the running time

重egulaled +150 volts and unregulated ‑1,800 volt§,
十2,100 vollS, +8,000 volt§ and 6.4 vollS aC at a high

meters. Each pen and the associated重unning time meter
indicate a particula重OPCrational abnormality.

o教lclNAし

voltage to ground. The +150 volt§ dc is in addition to

書̲1漢

1 i。.一i。n
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CEN各RAし

Parograph 4 m
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. DとSCRIPTION

FjguIe?‑15. Power §uppIy Type PP‑958/FPN‑3O,

書′〇億I obIj叩e Vjew

Fjgu′e l‑事̀. Powe′ §uppIy Jype PP‑957/fPN‑3O,

FIOnI ObIjque Vjew
that provided in PP‑959 and is required becau§e Of

Of Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY‑1437/FPN‑30・

̀he large cu重rent demand of the many circuìS OPerat‑

Switches permit thi§ unit to be di§COnneCted, in the

ing from one or the olhe重Of the two +150‑VOlt supply

evenl￣of failure, SO that the limer may be operated

bu§eS. Thi§ Chassis is mounled on slide§.

directly from the a.c line・ The重egulator maintaini a

桝VOLTAGE REGULATOR TYPE CN‑235/FPN‑
30.‑A voltage regulator・ is provided to maintain the

a‑C line at a constant voltage. Refer to figure l‑17.

constant l15‑VOlt output over a血inpu〔 range Of 98
to 132 volt§.
The voltage regulator i§ Of ̀he rack‑mOunting type

This unil is es§enlially a fast‑aCting, mOtOr‑driven,

and may be mounted in eìher a 19‑inch or a 24‑inch

Variable transformer a重rangement. I〔 i§ intended fo重

rack or cabinet. Adapte重Plates are fumished fo=he

mountlng ln a SeParate Cabine〔, nOt an integral part

24・inch mounting arrangement.

○○12
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Fjgu′e i一?7. yoI書oge hegu○○lor Type CV」235/F州」3O,
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5. R各F寡教各NC各DAT▲.

(2) T皿ⅢNG CII調UIT.鵜イqs total adjusment

a. NOMENCLATURE.‑Loran Timer Set AN/
FPN‑3 0.
b. CONTRACT NUMBERS AND DATES.一Tcg‑

38701 (CG‑20,181‑A), 14 November 1951; Tcg‑39263
(CG‑27,298一Å), 20
35,978‑A), 14

March 1953

Of lOO‑kc §ignal.

タ. TYPE OF FREQUENCY CONTROL.
( 1 ) RECEIVER.一Fixed tuned coils to cove重Ihe
frequencie§ 1,750, 1,800, 1,850, 1900 and 1950 kc.

Tcg十00020 (CG‑

September 1955; Tcg」紅O83 (CG‑

44,327A), 12 May 1959.
f. CONTRACTOR.‑ITT Federal Divi§ion, Clifton,

N.J.
d. COGNIZANT COAST GUARD INSPECTOR.‑
Inapec章or Of Electronic Mate重ial, Coa§t Guard Supply

(2) TIMING C賞RCUIT.‑Crystal with §uPPle‑
mental LC ∞mPbnents to vary freque血ey over smll
range by manual or automa〔ic adjustme血l・

i. TYPE OF OUTPUT.
( 1 ) TRANSMITTER EXCITAT重ON

PULSE CHARACTERISTIC.

Center, Je重Sey City, N. J.

e. NUMBER OF PACKAGES PER COMPLETE
EQUIPMENT.一7 including equipment spare§・

/. TOTAL CUBICAL CONTENT.‑115 cubic feet,
uncrated; 150 cubic feet crated; including equlP皿ent
SPa重e§・

g・ TOTAL WE賞GHT‑1,850 1bs. unc重ated; 2・872
1bs. crated; including equipmenl §Pare§・

b. FREQUENCY RANGE.
(1) RECEIVER.‑Fixed tuned at one of丘ve fre‑
qucncies by mean§ of hermetically sealed plug‑in coils.

R各Vl§各D

(a) Polarity: POSitive.
(b) Width at 50 pe重Cent a皿Plitude: 4 mic畑
seconds ±2 mic重OSeCOnd§.
(c) Ri§e ti皿e lO to 90 perce血書amPlitude; O to
2 mic重O§eCOnds.
(d) Output levels: 20 volts ±5 volts.

(e) Ou(Put impedaace: 50 ohm§.
(/) Pulse recurre血ce rates: Th重ee basic rate§

Of 20, 25, atld 33・l/3 pps; mOdi阜ed by §PeCific重ateS aS

listed under 4 below.

1鵜13
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NAMEOFuNIT

pと農

丁YP暮

DEileNATiON

とQIP.

oV各教。A〇〇番

H各ic格丁

1

LoranTime重Setin⊂luding:

1

ElectricalEquipmentCabinet

1

RadioFrequencyOscilla‡or

1

SynchronizationCont重Ol

1

F重equenCyDivider

1

TimeDelay

1

RadioReceiver

1

1

Reco重dingAmmeter**奪

1

Powe重Supp重y

1

PowerSupply

1

PowerSupply

77・1/2*春

0‑202/FPN‑30

11・1う/16

9‑1う/16

22

22

SN‑117/FPN置30

22

22

11・1う/16

22

PP‑9う8/耳PN‑30

11・1う/16

22

PP‑タラ7/FPN‑30

11‑1う/16

VoltageRegulator**奪

1

Che§tOfmaintenancespa重e

1

Ches〔Ofmaintenanccspa重e

CN‑235/FPN‑30

pa重tS

‑

pa重く§

‑

2

2

InslruC章ion〃Books

CG‑273‑1う

Setsofplasticizedschematic

drawing§

2

Setsofin§tallationdrawings

2

SetsofTunedR‑F

1̲14

11・1/2

一

20

一

T重ansfo重mers

9

12

10

‑

80,う

50.う

3

46.う

3

47.0

2.う

3

36

84.0

1,‑う/8

3

少3.0

19・う/8

3

81.う

1̀・1/16

16・l/2

3.2

6.4

16‑1/2

36†

29J

l・1/2

1・1/2

13

少

37.0

2.う

1少・う/8

43・3/4

‑

42.;

う.8

1少・う/8

1,

Setof300%tube§PareSfor ￨oranTime重Setand accessorykitforReco重ding Ammeter

3

2,う

10・う/8

43・3/4

15‑3/4

う1.0

1少・う/8

22

19‑7/32

1う・3/4

2.7

1少‑う/8

22

19

PP‑9う少/FPN‑30

19・う/8

23・う/16

22・3/4

6う1.0暮春

86.う

22

11・1う/16

‑

2.7

19・う/8

11・1う/1̀

ME‑84/FPN」30

う6

19・5/8

1,・1う/16

ー

19・う/8

22

22

9・1う/16

OS‑39/FPN‑30

26・1/4*奪

10"1う/16

置P‑238/FPN‑30

漢書■

48

CV‑274/FPN‑30

R‑う64/FPN‑30

TestOscilloscope

1

CY‑1437/FPN‑30

ー

10・1う/1(与

Elect重icalSynchronizer

1

W各1cH丁★

D各P†H

AN/FPN‑30

冒p‑92/FPN‑30

1

WIDTH

G1238/FPN‑30

Synch重OnizationIndicator

1

VOしuME★

DiMとNilONS

1/2

7

14

6.4

27†

100

12う(est)

13̀(cst)

16†

う0

0.1

0.2

6††

8††

鵜

3/4′=

0.う

ORleiNAL

う

c各N各教Aし
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( 2 ) BLANKING PULSE CHARACTERISTICS.
(a) Length: 500 to l,500 micro§econd§ (meas・
ured between 50‑Pe重Cenl amPlitude point§).

クTIMING CIRCUIT CRYSTAI,.
( 1 ) FIIEQUENCY.一100 kc.
(2) TYPE.‑GT cut, ▼aCuum Sealed.

(.b) Ri§e time: I,eS§.than lO mic重OSeCOnd§.

q. POWER SOURCE.一115 voll§ ±15 pe重Cent, aC.

(c) Polarity: POSitive.

Single, Phaie, 55 to 65 ap§.

(d) Amplitude: 100 volts to 150 volts.
(e) Impedance‥ l,000 ohm§・

γ. POWER CONSUMPTION.
(1 ) Inte重Iodred Powe重Off; Space Heaters Otl.一5

んPUISE RECURRENCE RATES AND
重NTERVALS.

amps at 99 percent powe重facto重・
(2) Operating.‑11 a皿PS at

99

percent power

facto重.
南▲○○

l:R[OU置NCY

eA5IciP暮ci事IC

lNIERVAL青

(puLiE§P馴らECOND)

(MiC教Oi各CoND§)

5. HEAT DISSIPATION.
(1) Time De重ay Type

0
S

20

l

う0,000

20・1/2う

4夕,900

TD一夕2/重P肌30

書̲̲

74 watt§

(2) Radio Receive重Type
ううwa章章§

R「う64/重PN」30 ○○̲○○
(SIow)2

20・2/2う

4,,800

3

20・3/2う

4タ,700

4

20・4/2う

4タ,600

(3 ) Synchronizatio。 Indicator Type
IP‑238/FPN」30 ‑̲̲̲̲○○̲〇〇〇〇̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

108 waltS

(4 )馴ectrical Synch重Onize重Type
う.

20・う/2う

49,う00

6

20・6/2う

49,400

7

20書7/2う

49,300

SN」l 17/重PN‑30 ̲̲̲̲○○̲̲̲輸̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲

60 wa筒§

(5) Power Supply Type
PP÷957/FPN」30 ̲̲̲̲〇〇〇̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲〇〇〇〇̲

145 walt§

(6) Frequency Divide重Type
0

L

2う

宣

40,000

2う・1/16

(めw)2

2う・2/16

39,900

3,,800

3

2う・3/16

3タ,700

4

2う互/16

39,600

CV‑274/EPNト30 ‑̲〇〇〇̲̲̲ふ̲̲̲〇〇〇̲̲̲̲

12うwa〔噂

(7) Test O§Ci皿oscQPe Type
OS‑3,/重P叶30 ̲̲̲̲̲〇〇〇〇̲○○̲̲̲‑̲̲̲̲̲̲

70 wat〔§

( 8) Radio F重equenCy Oscillator
Type O‑202/FPN‑30.○○‑‑‑‑‑○○‑‑

僚watt§

( 9 ) Synchronization Cont重OI Type
う

2う‑う/16

39,う00
C‑1238/FPN」30

6
7

2う・6/16

3夕,400

2う・7/16

39,300

̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲‑̲̲̲.

(10) Powe重Supply Type

PP‑958/FPN‑30 ( including
d重ain of cabinet blower§) ‑̲̲̲

0
H

33・1/3

l

(High〉

30,000

33・4/少

2

29,900

33・う/2

2夕,800

4

33・6/少
33・7/,

PP‑9う9/重PN」30 ̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲〇〇〇̲̲̲̲̲̲○○.

‑̲〇〇〇̲̲̲̲̲○○̲̲置̲̲.

33・8/9

34

Negligible

2,,う00

(14) Cabinet Space Heaters ○○‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑

6

3うwa(章§

( 13 ) Recording Ammeter Type
ME‑84/FPN」30 ̲̲̲̲̲̲̲̲○○̲̲̲○○̲̲̲○○̲

う

270 wa請S

( 12) Voltage Regulato重Type

2,,了00
29,600

180 watt§

(11) Power Supply Type

CN」23う/重PN」30

3

60 wal章S

375 wat〔§

29,400
(15) Total,Items (1) through (13) l,248watt§

7

34・1/9

29,300

l' Between∴Pulses of either station of the loran pair,

l. TYPE RECEIVER.一Fixed tuned; TRF.

̀.各eUIVAし帥富TU髄TY惟i.
Loran Timer Set AN/FPN‑30 empIoys §eVe重al of
the new重eliable type tubes. To help the technician

m. TYPE OF RECEPTION.喜PO (Pulse).
の. BANDWIDTH.一35 kc (±5 kc) at 6 db down;
le§S lhan 150 kc at 60 db down.

0. INPUT IMPEDANCE OF RECEIVER.

become familiar with these tube§, 〔able l‑5 1ist§ the

reliable types with their lower quality counterpa重tS・
The lower quality counterpart§ §hould not be used jn

the timer, eXCePt in cases of emergency.
A new §yStem Of tube designations is being put into

(1) ,LOCAL ANTENNA.‑う2 ohm§ (J1220).

effect to identify the lower quality counterpart of re‑

(2) REMOTE ANTENNA.‑52 ohms (J1201).

1iable type tube§ Which are employed in military equip・

R各VIS各D

1○○与

言語精。

無籍嵩

。たS諾獣

ment. In this sy§tem・ the reliable type number is given

血ough the 6005/6AQ5W重ePlace§ the 6AQ5W and

first, followed by a separating virgule (/) and by the

the 6AQ5, these lower qualfty tube§ §hould not be

numbe重

used to replace the 6005/6AQ5W. It is expected that

Of

the

lower

quality

counterpart.

The

6005/6AQ5W §hown in table l葛5 follows thi§ SyS‑

thi§∴§yStem Of nomenclature will be applied lO all

tem

reliable type tubes to be supplied for military u§e.

of

nomenclature.

It

§hould

be

。0ted

that,

al.
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p各教

○○貫AN

Rackorcabine(

O章重皿O重e

STAT看ON

NAM各o各UNil

髄QUIR各oUi各

FormountingoneRecordingAm‑

Either19‑incho重24・inchwiderack.

me章erTypeME‑84/FPN‑3Oand

)

twoVoltageRegulatorsType

Cable,installationhard‑

Wa書e,and丘備i血gs.

田oX

CoN丁各NIS
No.

ToconnecIstadonequipment

○○3. SHIPPINe DATA

oV言脈̲Aしし★

4

V○○UM教場

WIDTH

Vol書ageRegulato重

29

32

28

28

Setof300%tubespare§and acce§§Orykitfo重R∝Ording A皿皿e章e富

う

6

Twosetsoftu血ed高t重an§fo章me重S̀

Che§lofMaitl章etlanCeSpareParts

7

音̲漢l

W馴cH〇番

D,pl物

§ table,installalionhardyyare, ins̀ruCtionbook§

Reco重dingAm皿eter

3,

OrCoastGua重dinslmCtions.

oiM格N5IoN§

ElectricalEquipmentCabinetwi血 alldrawerunits,OPe重atO重

2

Ascalledfo重ininstallationdraw̲
ing§,figures3‑8,3⊥9,3葛10,3‑1l,

menttopowersourceand‡O 血e§ladonan章enm§yS章e血.

H各ieHl

1

皿èerand19.1/4inche§Ofrack

SPaCeneededforeachvoltage 書eg山ato重.

lOgelherandtoconnectequip.

TAB」E

HiPPINc

22‑3/4inchesofrackheight

neededfo重eaCh重eCO重dingam‑̀

CN‑235/FPN‑30pertwodme重S
ofalo重a血書ate.
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l. IN丁RODUC丁ION.

go into great detail to acquire the general understand‑

The carefully timed transmitte重1 rigger pulse gene重・
ated and cont重Olled by the timer i§ a §imple signal,血e
nature of which was explained in Section l. The gen・

eration, and particularly the control, Of this signal,
however, is a complicated proce§S invoIving highly
accurate, Stable electronic timing circuilS. To p重e§ent

ing required by most perso血nel. Technicians requlr重ng
complete detail§ Of ̀ime重OPe重ation, Otl the other hand,
will find the§e by重eading through the enti重e SeC〔lOn.
The experienced lo重an teChnician will note that this
equipment is simila重, in many重eSPeCt§, tO the prevIOuS

Loran Time重, Navy Model UE‑1. By revleWlng Para‑

the reader with a clear under§tanding of time重QPera‑

graphs 2 and 3 of this section

tion, this section is divided into three major parts. The

nician will recognize those element§ Of the timer circuit

first part (ParagraPh 2) b重iefly des⊂ribes the ba§ic

functions of the timer to acquaint the reader with the

章he expe重ienced ̀ech.

which differ from equipment he already knows. He
may then concent重ate hi§ Study of detailed ci重̀uit§ On

element§ nOt PreViously encountered.

broad principles of operation. Many mino重functious
are omilted, SO that the initial de§Cription may high‑
1ight only major functions. Parag重aPh 3 describes,
functionally, all of the timer major unilS. All §ignals

2. BA§1C FUNC丁lON§.
A§ di§Cu§Sed in Section l, a loran §y§tem CO血§is章S Of

developed within each unit are di§Cu§§ed and the rela・

two co‑OPerating §tations which genera章e al章e重na章e re.

tion§hip

Petitive pul§eS. The time重equipment§, Which deter‑

between

the

various

voltages

developed

throughout the time重is de§Cribed to show detailed

mine the moment of pul§e OCぐurrenCe at eaCh §tation,

timer functions. Paragraph 4 provides a detailed de・

are identical at both the ma§te重and slave stations of a

§Cription of each timer circuil, giving the method of,

Pair. The ope重ational diffe重enCeS, between maste重and

and §howing the reason for, developing each waveform.

§lave §tations 6f a pair, a重e effected by making different

In addition, the complete timer operat19n l§ Summar・

adjustmenl§ at eaCh timer.

ized in paragraph 5.

Only lhe basic function§ Of developing the tran§・

The arrangement of this section i§ §uCh血at three

mit章e‥rigge重and moni章Oring the relationship of the

separate description§ Of timer operation are give血; eaCh

l∝al and remole loran pul§eS are di§CuS§ed in this

de§Cription is increasingly comp!ex, eaCh unfold§ the

Pa重ag重aPh. A block diagram of the functional arrange‑

StOry gradually so that the reade重may digest the infor"

menl u§ed to perform these funclion§ i§ §howtl in figure

mation sIowly and so that the average reader 。eed n6t

2‑l.
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a. PURPOSE OF TIMER.一The timer coǹ重OIs the

moment of occurrence of the transmitted signal. In

WaVe Pha§e 2 (§quare WaVe d) 2). Important time refer‑

doing this i書Performs three ba§ic functions; the;e are :

ence points are establi§hed by the leading edge of the

( 1 ) ESTABLISH RATE.一The timer generates a
Pulse who§e PreCise recurrence establishes the loran

ク0∫iiわe half of each §quare WaVe. A§ Shown in figure

2‑2タthe leading edge§ Of the positive halve§ Of the
§quare WaVeS differ by exa⊂tly half the pulse recurrence

ràe. This pul§e triggers the as§OCiated tran§mitter.
interval. This is true because the negative and po§itive

Thus a carefully timed radio"frequency signal i§ Sent
halves of each §quare WaVe a重e PreCisely symmetrical.

Out by lhe loran station.

These leading edge§ are identified, in this book, aS the

(2) ESTABLISH REFERENCE DELAY.一A tim‑
ing inte重Val is established within the timer which may

be u§ed

to compare the 〔ime diffe重enCe between the

4 1 time refe重enCe POint and the + 2 time reference

POint for the leading edges of the positive half of
Square WaVe $ 1 and square wave $ 2, reSPeCtively. The

remote signal and the local §ignal. This interval is a

ヰ1 time reference point is used for mea§uring time re・

reference delay and ii uSed as a standard again§t Which

lationships associated with ma§ter function§ and the 4

the time di億erence be(Ween the reception of local and

2 time重eference poin‡ is used for measuring the time

the重eCePtion of重emOte §ignal§ may be measured・

重elationships associated with

§lave functions. The

Square WaVe i§ u§ed to divide the loran repetition

( 3 ) MON重TOR TIME DIFFERENCE.‑The time
inte重Val into the

章WO halves as§OCiated with master

diffe重enCe between local and remote §ignal§ may be con.
and slave function§.
trolled by the timer. This time diffe重enCe i§ adjusted
only at a §lave station. The occurrence time of the
Slave signal i§

adju§ted, eithe重

manually or auto.

matically, SO that the time difference equals ̀he重efer‑

Time relationships of the complete loran cycle, from
one 4) 1 time重eference point to the next, are di§Played
On One Of the monitor o§Cillo§COPeS. This o§Cilloscope,

ence delay. The condition thà the time di任erence

identified as the SLOW SCOPE, uSeS tWO traCe§, One

equals the重eference delay is called synchronizatiotl.

above

the

other,

tO

COmPare

ma§ter

and

slave

time

relationships. The duration of the upper ,traCe is coin‑
Cident with the positive half of the square wave $ 1

b. ESTABLISHING RATE.

and is therefore associated with master time function§;

timing

thi§ t申Ce is called the master trace, Or, in short, the

Standard for the tim6r is a lOO.kc crystal o§Cillator. The

(1) TIME STANDARD.‑The ba§i⊂

A trace. Co重富eSPOndingly, the lower trace, aSSOCiated

timer is so a重ranged that the pha§e and/or the fre‑
quency of thi§ O§Cillator may be adjusted tJ maintain
SynChroniza(ion. If the two oscillato重S in a normally
OPe重ating lo重an Pai重are in §teP, the two §lations will

be synch重Onized. How中e o§Cillator∴̀Ont重Ol§ all the

亡謹ユニ嵩高コ

important time rela〔ion§hip§ itl the time重Will be ex"

十WaVe Phase l (wrilten: Square WaVe 4 1) and square

Plained below.
The co重賞eClly limed lOO・kc §ignal, aS delive重ed from

章he ouやut of

the phase §hifter

i§ divided down in

f重equenCy by章he f重equenCy divide重tO PrOduce a §quare
WaVe al the desi重ed lo重an重ePetìion rate・ Because the
§qua重e WaVe is a submulliple of the 100‑kc signals the

¥

¥

POINT

¥

Pha§e and frequency of the §quare WaVe a重e COntrOlled

by the phase and frequcncy of the lOO‑kc signal.

¥

/

/

、¥

/‑

¥、

(2) SQUARE WAVE.‑The §quare WaVe, Which

//

題臆臆臆患

COnt重OIs the pulse repelilion rate, is obtained by divid‑

ing the frequency of the lOO・kc §ignal by a facto重

requi重ed to produce血e de§ired重ate. Fo重a 25‑CyCle

/

¥

§qua重e Wave, Which is required fo重rate LOW O, the

100‑kc signal is divided by a factor of 4,000.
All lo重an rateS a重e Obtainable by dividing the fre‑
quency of the 100‑kc §ignal by a §uilable factor. The
f重equenCy Of the §quare WaVe Varies, depending on the
Particular重ate uSed ; for explana(Ory PurPO§eS, chrough‑

Out this book, the square wave is assumed to have a
nominal, f重equenCy Of 25 q)§.
Actually two squa重e WaVe§ a重e PrOdu⊂ed in the

S」OW SCOPE

timer: both a重e identical in all respect§ eXCePt that they.

are of opposite polarity ( 180O ou1 0f phase). To di§tin‑

F;gu「e 2‑2. Squa′e W〇Ve 「jme ReIerenくe PojnIs ond

gui§h one from the other, they a重e de§ignated square

ReIaljonshjp Io SIow §̀Ope P′eSenIoIj○○

OR寒○○NAし
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(2)

with slave time fしInCtions, is called the slave trace or

B trace. The A and B traces and their relationships to

各

PU」SEA

TiMING

A

the square waves a重e Shown in figure 2‑2・ The advan‑

tage of displaying master and slave time relationships
by means of a double trace presentation will be ap.

R各FER各NCE
B 丁IMINc
A'

DEしAY

PU」SE

B

」

cYC

HA

CYC

Parent When it is seen how delay i§ meaSured.

The申l and $ 2 time reference points are used as

Starting points for the two delay circuits which estab‑
1i§h the reference delay within the timer. Two timing

Pulses are generated in the timer: an A‑timing pulse
is

delayed

with

respect

to

the

d)

1

time∴reference

MASTER

POint, and a B‑timing pul§e is delayed with re§PeCt tO

the q 2 time refer町ce point. Depending on whether

the timer is used at a master or a slave station, One Or
the other of these pulses is used to initiate the t重anS.

PEDESTA」S
l

¥
¥

SしAVE

mitter trlgger Pulse which times the transmitted

¥/

Signal.

c. ESTABLISHING REFERENCE DELAY.‑The

I

¥

/¥

¥

reference delay is a time interval which is used as a

standard for comparison when determining that the
time difference between local and remote transmitted

l/¥¥

§ignal§ is correct. The reference delay is measured as

the difference betWeen the two main delays §et uP i皿

the timer. These are the A delay and the B delay.
Refer to figure 2‑3・

(1) A DELAY.‑The A delay i§ meaSured with
respect to the 4 1 time rcference point. It i§ adjustable

in increments of l,000 micro§eCOnd§. The A delay con‑
troIs the occurrence time of the A.timing pul§e, Which
i§

uSed

to

control

the

occurrence

time

of

the

t重anS‑

mitter trigger at a master∴Station or to time other
functions in the §lave timer which are §ynChronized

with the triggering of the master pulse. The A delay
is normally adju§ted so that the master pul§e, a§ dis‑

played on the SLOW SCOPE at both the master and
the slave station timer§, is positioned near the left

edge.of the upper trace.
(2) B DELAY.一The B delay is measu重ed with
respect to the 4 2 time reference point. It is contlnu・

ously adjustable over a wide range. The B delay con‑
t重OIs the occur重enCe Of the B・timing pul§e, Which i§

fjgure 24. ReIal;onshjp oI TjmjJ

g PuIses, PedesloIs′

ohd VIDEO SCOPE丁子OCeS

A

DこしAY

R各F各RENC各

DとしAY

βI丁iM各

used to control the occurrence time of the transmit章er

t重igge重at a Slave §tation. At a maste重Station it i§

u§ed to time othe重functions which a重e §ynChronized

R各語群夢タ

¥MASTEP(A)
TIMIN6

PU」SE

wìh the triggering of the slave pul§e. The B delay i§

adju§ted so that the B delay, minu§ the A delay

PrO‑

duces the重eference delay required to mea§ure the time

の2丁IME

R各記譜チタ

difference assigned ̀O the loran pai重・ With thi§ inangc‑

s」AVE(B)ノ
TIMINc

PU」SE

ment, the signal gene重ated by the slave station is dis‑

played on the lower trace of the SLOW SCOPE, and
is alway§ POSitioned to the重ight of the ma§te重§ignaL

さ

D

としAY

(3) REFERENCE DELAY.‑The refe重enCe delay
ha§ been previously defined as the B delay minus the
A delay. The refe重enCe delay is established in the time

delay unit as a known time interval which is highly
F;gu′e 2‑3・

2̲2

Eslob

shjng Re書ereǹe DeIaγ

accurate and §table. All three of the above delays are

O軸elNAし
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2

̀

2

(3)

Shown on the SLOW SCOPE pre§entation. However,

ment, the same type of double trace presentation i§

as shown on this scope, the reference delay cannot be

used. Therefore, When the received loran signals a重e

determined simply or accurately. An accurate and

Stationary on the §COPe Of the navigator

Simple !nethod for determlnlng reference delay i§

CatOr, for example, the repetition intervals of the two

fumished by a VIDFO SCOPE, Which operates at a

t重an§mlttlng StatlOnS and the receiver indicator must

s receiver indi‑

be exactly equal. It follows, then, that exactly the

fast sweep §Peed.

The detailed重elation§hip of the scope presentations

Same amOunt Of time (1/2 the repetition interval) is
dropped oしIt When the reference delay is used 〔O

to the time delays i§ discus§ed in the next parag重aPh.

describe the time interval between the A and B pし1lses

(4) SLOW SCOPE PRESENTATION. (Re/er Jo

and no error is introduced.

fgure 2一(.)‑As previou§ly shown in figure 2‑2, the

upper and lower traces of the SLOW SCOPE are iden‑
tified as the master and slave traces, reSPeCtively.

An important advantage of the illしIS〔rated method

Of measuring reference delay, Wherein half the pulse

These master and slave traces are initiated concurrently

interval drops oし̀t言s that the actし一al pし一Ise repetition

With the 4 l and 4) 2 time reference points, reSPeCtively.

rate (or interval) has no bearing on the measし1red

Each trace starts at approximately where the other
StOPPed (in time); therefore, almost the complete
lo重an CyCle is covered by the SLOW SCOPE presenta.
tion. (A small por〔ion of the cycle is Iost in the retrace

time difference. The two characteris〔ics of a loran

Pair, Pulse repetition rate and time diference, become
independent of each other. This is importan〔 because
the pし一Ise recし1rrenCe rate Can be any one of 24 different

rates. The variations∴Cau§ed by changing the pし1lse

Period which necessarily occurs between sweeps.)∴ A
rectangula重Pul§e, Orく●pedestal

, is shown on each trace.

The sta重t (leading edge) of each pedestal is determined

repetition rate merely add or sし1btract times∴eqし

ally

at the right‑hand end of both the A and B traces.

by the A. o重B‑timing pulse; thu§ the difference be‑
tween the start of the master pede§tal and the start

Of the slave pedestal is the reference delay. For reasons

(う) VIDEO SCOPE PRESENTATION.‑As pre・
Viously discussed, the §tart Of each of the two VIDEO
scopE traces is determined by the A‑ Or B.timing

Which will become obvious, thi§ ar重angement for meas‑

uring reference delay provides only a coarse measure‑

Pul§eS for the upper or lower trace§, reSPeCtively. The

ment; the detailed measurement is provided by the

traces are §eParated, One above the other, When estab‑

VIDEO SCOPE.

1ishing or checking delay§; however, for normal

The VIDEO SCOPE provides means for measurlng
the reference delay accu重ately. Each VIDEO SCOPE
§WeeP

§hows

an

expanded

portion

of

the

Ob§erVation of synchronization) the trace separation is

reduced to zero so that the two traces are made to
coincide.

SLOW

SCOPE sweep. The pedestals shown on the SLOW

It has already been established that the time delay

SCOPE indicate those portion§ Of the loran cycle which

between the §tart Of the upper VIDEO SCOPE trace

are shown on the VIDEO SCOPE. A§ Shown in figure

and the

2葛4, the sta重t Of each pedestal, the start of the corres‑

the reference delay. It is also true that any polnt

POnding VIDEO SCOPE trace, and the corresponding
A‑ Or B‑timing pulse are all coincident.

along one trace occur§ at the same time with respect

The time intervals illustrated in figure 2十f show

how reference delay is indicated on the SLOW SCOPE.
It will be noted that the absolute time interval between
the A. and B‑timing pulse is half the pul§e rePetition

interval (the time between the A・timing pulse and the
CO重きeSPOnding point, labeled A,

on the B half‑CyCle)

Plu§ the reference delay (the time from point A

to

the B‑timing pulse, equal to the B delay minus the

A delay). However, the absolute time interval is not

§tart Of the lower VIDEO SCOPE trace is

to the start of that trace as the corre§POnding (super"

POSed) point of the other trace occurs with respec=O
the star〔 Of the other trace. This identica=inearity of

the two traces is produced by generating both traces,
altemately, in the same sweep circuit. Because of this,
a point 12 microseconds・from the start of one trace

must correspond to, and thus superpose with, a POint
12 microseconds from the start of the other trace. For
the example shown in figし一re 2‑5, 12 microseconds are

added to the A delay and 12 microsecond§ are added
to the B delay when the observation poin〔 Selected for

used in describing the time be〔Ween the A and B pulses.
this example is u§ed. It will be §een that the time

It i§ mOre COnVenient to drop out half the pulse repeti‑

tion interval and use the reference delay to designate

this time interval between the A and B pulses.

distance be章Ween the selected observation points §till
equal§ the reference delay. The above considerations

are true regardless of the observation point selected;

Dropping out half the repe〔ition interval eliminates

any two superposed points, therefore, muSt be separated

霊三豊藍霊ご豊富驚喜器嘉悪霊

On the VIDEO SCOPE, One On eaCh trace, and the

by the reference delay. Thus if two signals were present

measurement which would be of no more value than

two signals were superposed, they woし11d also be

the figure obtained with the system shown in figure

SeParated by the reference delay. This is the method

2‑4. Ab§Olute delay would be much more difficult to

by which a very accurate comparison can be made

Obtain and would complicate lhe §yStem unneCeSSarily.

between the reference delay and the time difference

In all forms of loran timers, and of receiving equip・

between the two signal§・
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An ob§erVe重Will notc that the local signal remains

Stationary on the VIDEO SCOPE) With重eSPeCt tO it§ lo・

Cation along the trace) While the remote signal moves
in accordance with sync error. The local §ignal occurs
at a fixed time af̀er the local timing pul§e. This fixed

time is the sum of such miscellaneou§ delays as occur

in the transmitter and the receiver. Since the occur.

rence of the local timing pulse and the beginning of
the VIDEO SCOPE sweep are coincident? the local §ig‑

nal will appear at a fixed time afte=he beginning of
the VIDEO SCOPE sweep. This will be true重egardles§
Of any sync erro重between ma§ter and slave stations
Since it is a ⊂Ondition controlled only by the local sta.

tion. Because the remote signal is always shown in re‑
lation to the local signal, and because the local signal
necessarily occupies a血xed position on the scoi)e, Only

the remote signal will appear to move. This is true
Fjgu′e 2‑5. How Re/料eǹe DeIoyls MeosuIed by

CompoJjson of Two Pojnls on V/DEO
SC°PE T′òe

regardless of whether the timing e重rO重OrlglnateS at
the local or remote §tation.

At a master station the operator ob§erVeS SuPer.

(6) MEASUREMENT BY MARKERS.‑To pro‑

PO§i〔ion of the two pulses as a check against the slave.

vide an accurate, readable system of measurlng tlme

The only action taken by the master station i§ tO alert

units, a Series of decimally scaled marker pulses is de‑

the attention of the slave operator after it becomes

veloped in the frequency divider for application to the

apparent that the slave operator i§ nOt attemPting to

monitor oscilloscopes. These ma重ke重S a重e Pre§ented on

the scope traces when measuring the reference delay;
they are not required during the continuous.proce§S Of

monltOrlng SynChronization.

d. MONITORING TIME DIFFERENCE.

The slave operato重

s principal duty is to monitor

SuPerPOSi〔ion and to vary the phase of the lOO.kc

Signal to correct any change in the time difference

Of the two signals. An automatic synchronizer is in‑

(1) USE OF MONITOR OSCILLOSCOPES.

COrPOrated in the timer which perform§ this function

一In the previous paragraph it was shown how a refer‑

by electrically comparing the phase relationship of

ence delay wa§ developed and made available for

local and remote §ignals and developing a voltage

OSCilloscope comparison. The purpo§e Of establishing

Which is approximately proportional to the magnitude

the reference delay is to Provide a timing standard

and direction of any error in the §ynChronization of

Which may be used to measure the time difference

the two signals. The error voltage thus developed i§

between the local and remote loran signals, aS reCeived

used to ope重ate a COntrOl motor which change§ the

at the timer. Normally the local and remote §ignals

Phase to correc〔 the er重Or. Either manual or auto‑

are visible on both oscilloscope§・ They are §hown on

matic synchronization may be u§ed.

the SLOW SCOPE as spikes on top of the pede§tals.

On the VIDEO SCOPE presentation, the received sig‑
nal occupies most of the trace length; becau§e Of the
expanded time §Cale, the pulse waveform is shown in

(2) HOW PULSES ARE MOVED BY CHANG‑
ING PHASE OF THE lOO‑KC TIMING SIGNALS.‑
As previously implied, the relative time position of the
transmitted loran signals i§ directly controlled by the

detai重.

time relation§hip between the lOO‑kc timing §ignals
The time difference between the master and §lave

Pulses i§ lhe mo§t important charac竜ristic of the loran

at both stations. It remain§ tO be shown how this is

accompli§hed.

Signal. This 〔ime di任erence is measured a§ the interval
between remote and local signal§ aS mea§ured at the

The transmitted radio‑frequency signal i§ timed by

output of the timer∴重eCeiver. (Because of the effect

the A‑ Or B‑timing pulse, Which in turn is timed, afte重

Of signal travel time, the time difference measured at

a precise delay, With重eference to the leading edge of

a master station will be greater than that at the slave

One・half of the §quare WaVe. As §hown in figure 2‑6

Station by twice the travel time between stations. ) The

and as previously di§Cu§Sed, the square wave is timed

time difference i§ mOnitored by observing the supe重・

by frequency division of the lOO・kc timing signal.

PO§ition of local and remote §ignals on the VIDEO

Every 4,000th cycle of the lOO.kc signal control§ the

SCOPE. When the two pulses are supe重POSed, the time

beginning of a new cy⊂le of the square wave. (The

difference is equal to the reference delay and syn・

lOO・kc signal i§ divided by 4,000 to produce a 25‑CPS

Chronization is correct. If synchronization js in error,

Square WaVe.) Every 4,000th cycle therefore contains

OⅥ′mg tO §uCh causes as phase or frequency error of

a reference point which coincides with the beginning

the 100.kc timing signal, the two pulses will be di§一

Of a new cycle of the §quare WaVe. By adjusting pha§e

Placed with respect to each other.

the lOO‑kc signal is shifted in time, and the reference
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point i§ Shifted accordingly. By moving this reference
point, the start of the §quare WaVe is moved a cor重e§・

ponding amount. Moving the §quare WaVe

in turn,

moves the transmitter trigger pulse and change§ the

tirriing of the transmitted radio‑frequency signal by a

contro11ed amount. Thus the moment of transmission
of the radio‑freqし1enCy Signal is directly related to the

Phase of the lOO"kc∴Signal.

(3) THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PHASE
AND FREQUENCY OF THE lOO"KC SIGNAL. ‑
Although not previously considered, there is a direc章
rela章ionship between pha§e and f重equenCy Of the
lOO‑kc timing §ignal. This relationship is important

because even the slightest frequency error can cause
the accumulation of several cycles of phase e重rOr in a
relatively short time. By way of illustration・ COn§ider
two §ignal§, One at a frequency of lOO・000.00 cps and
the

f;gu′e 2‑6. How Phose o=OO‑k̀ §j9的I Co両o/s
TIOnSm航er T;m;ng Pu/se

pther at a frequency of lOO,000.01 cps. (This repre‑

§ent§ a frequency error of l part in lO了・) If the two

signal§ are SuPe重PO§ed on an o§Cilloscope・ they will

appear to coincide only once in every lOO seconds; One
§ignal will continuously move with respect to the

mediately affecting phase. These cont重OIs are normally

geared together so that as the PHASE dial is operated

to maintain synchronization, the FREQUENCY COR‑

other. The two signals are constantly changing in

RECTOR dial i§ also operated to provide ̀he automatlC

phase. This phase shift is a §hift in time・ that is・ a

frequency correction described in the p重eV10uS Para‑

change in the interval between corresponding polntS
on the two signals. It will be seen that if the above
condition were allowed to exist in the oscillators of a

loran pair, there would.be a constant change in time

g重aPh. For the normal frequency errors obtained in
actual time重OPe重ation, SynChronization is maintained
at a slave station, tO a Very §atisfactory deg重ee, by this

arrangement・

difference at the rate of lO mic重O§eCOnd§ (one cycle of

(4) CONCLUSION.‑It has been shown that the

the lOO‑kc signal) in every lOO seconds.

master and slave stations are kept in synchronization
This con§tant Change of phase

Which is actually

caused by a minし1te frequency error・ may be corrected
by changing the phase at the local §tation.

by adjustment of the 100‑kc timing signal at the slave
§tation. It has also been shown that an error in §yn‑

chronization is evidenced by a difference between the

In normal operation the two o§Cillators of a loran

reference delay and the time difference of arrival of

pai重Will be stabilized and their∴aVerage frequencies

master and slave signals. This time difference is

will be eqしIal. However, OWlng tO Short time fre‑

ob§erVed on monitor oscilloscopes. These.are the basic

qしIenCy errOrS enCÒ一ntered during normal operatlOn・
it will usually be necessary 〔O Change phase (at a

operating principles of the timer. The other princi封es
of operation, uSed in the variousし1nit§ Which perform

slave timer) in one direction for a shor=ime and then

these basic functions, are discussed in the next para‑

in the opposite direction to maintain a constant phase

g重aph・

relationship between master and slave timers. If the
average frequency lS ln errOr, it will be necessary to

correct phase in one predominant direction. This phase
correction will be required as Iong as the frequency
e重でor∴eXis亡s.

The

units

which

make

し1P

Loran

Timer

Set

AN/FPN‑30 are de§Cribed in this paragraph. Refer to

the unit block diagram, figure 2‑7. In addition to those

The need for continual phase correction may be
eliminated by making a sma11 change in frequency

3. TIMたR uNIT§.

at

the slave station, at the same∴time a§ the phase is

units which provide the basic fし1nCtions described in
paragraph 2

all other units essential to the efficient

OPeration of the timer are described below.

Changed・ With such an arrangement, any reCurrlng

Radio Frequency Oscillator Type O‑202/FPN‑30

Phase correc〔ion, Predominantly in one direction be‑

develops the lOO‑kcsine wave which isし1Sed as the basic

caし一Se Of freqしIenCy errOr, Will be accompanied by a

timing signal for all timer operations. The phase and

small freqし1enCy COrreCtion sl‑Ch that the phase drift is
redし1Ced. Eventし1ally this arrangement will reduce the
freqし1enCy errOr tO ZerO.

The timer is equipped with a control for 〔hanging

phase withoし1t Changing freqし1enCy. This is the PHASE

frequency of this sine wave are adjしISted in Synchroni‑

zation ControI Type C‑1238/FPN‑30, at a Slave stat10n,
to establish the reqし一ired phase relationship between

the signal transmitted by the master station and the
signal transmitted by the slave station. A sし一bmultiple

control. A separate FREQUENCY CORRECTOR con‑

of the lOO‑kc timing signal is developed in Frequency

troI permits freqし1enCy tO be corrected without im"

Divider Type CV‑274/FPN‑30 andし一Sed to contro1

ORIGINAし
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the loran rate. This submul̀iple is the 25‑CyCle square

delay and i§ PreSented on the o§Cilloscopes for compari・

WaVe and is generated in two oppo§ite phases. The

SOn With the time difference of the重eCeived §ignals. The

Square WaVe is u§ed to divide∴the loran repetition

duration of the reference delay is measured by means

interval into two halve§. An A half is associated with

Of marker pulse§ developed in the frequency divider

master functions and a B half is associated with §lave

and presented on the oscilloscope screens. Equality of

functions. Time Delay Type TD‑92/FPN‑30 generates
tIie

the time difference of the received §ignals with the

A‑timing pulse during the ma§te重half of the

reference delay indicates a desired condition of §yn‑

repetition interval and the B‑timing pulse during the

Chronization. This equality is established by adju§tment

Slave half of the repetition interval. The A‑timing pulse
is u§ed to trlgger the transmi〔ter at a master §tation

and the B‑timing pulse is used to trlgger the trans‑
mltter at a §lave §tation・ Thus the timing of the
transmitted signal i§

COntrOlled by the oscillator

through the sync control unit・ the frequency divide重,

and the time delay unit.

The time difference between the master and slave
transmitted signals is monitored on Synchronization

Of slave signal timing in the sync control unit. The
Phase relationship between the slave and the master
Signal is thus maintained. Åt a maste重Stàion equality

Of time diffe重enCe vyith reference delay is monitored

as a check on slave performance.
In addition to the visual comparison to determine
the above‑mentioned equality, an electronic compari‑

SOn is made by Electrical Synchronizer SN‑117/
FPN‑30. This comparison isしISed to automatically

Indicator Type IP‑238/FPN‑30. These signals are

main〔ain synchronization at a slave station and to

Picked up by Radio Receiver Type R‑564/FPN‑30 and

automatically monitor synchronization at a master

PreSented on the oscilloscope§ Of the synchronization

Station. Monitoring synchronization at a ma§ter Sta・

indicator. The two halves of the repetition interval

tion is performed as a precautionary check against

are defined on these oscilloscopes by a square‑WaVe

failure at a slave station. Any inequality between time

Signal fed from the frequency divider. The reference
delay is the difference between the Å delay and the B

2」

difference and reference delay is detected by the syn・

Chronizer, and an error signal is produced. This error
ORICINAし
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signal is used to operate a sync control motor・ in the
sync control

unit. At a slave §tation the motor correc〔S

的嵩嵩雪

h犀precision, and the basic design of the oscillator
is s‑1Ch that the effects of external variations of tem・

the synchronization error. At a ma§ter∴Station the

peratし1re, humidity・ and voltage are practically elimi‑

moto重drives an indicating dial which reads directly

nated. Temperature effect§ are materially reduced by

in microsecond§ Of error. The synchronizer also con‑

tains an alarm system to indicate synchronization
abnormalitie§ ・by actuating indicator light§ and a

し一Slng tWO electrically heated oven§, One Within the

other. The outer (coarse) oven is kept at a nearly
constant temperature of 55OC. (131OF.) by means of a
〔herm。Static∴COntrOl; the inner (fine) oven, Which

buzze重.
The operation of the §ynC COntrOl motor・ either to
monitor or to correct error) PrOVides a driving §ignal

for the operation of Recording Ammeter ME‑84/
FPN‑30. The recording ammeter is u§ed to make a
permanent record of the error obse重Ved at a master
station or the co重reCting action of the sync control

motor at a slave station. These indications are recorded
by a movlng Pen On a Chart strip. The recording am‑
meter also records the time that synchronizer alarm§

have operated.

operates at a temperature a few degrees higher, 580C・

(136OF.), than the outer oven, is kept at a very con‑
stan‥emPerature by a self‑regulating vacuum tube
o§Cillator heating circuì・ Refer to figure 2‑8.

The frequency goveming element of the lOO"kc
oscillator is a precisely ground quartz∴CryStal. Thi§

crysud and as§OCiated component§ are housed in the

inner oven to provide maximum temperature stability.
The oven is sealed to protect the endosed components
from the e倍ects of humidity. The cry§tal is mounted

Test Oscillo§COPe Type OS‑39/FPN‑30 is provided

as an accessory unit to aid in adjusting and maintaining
timer circuits.

in an evacuated glass bulb. A very §mall degree of con.

troI of the crystal frequency is provided so that master
and slave oscillators may be synchronized and §O that

Power for the timer is §uPPlied through Voltage

Regulator Type CN‑23う/FPN‑30・ Which maintains a

〔he master o§Cillator may be §ynChronized with a stand‑

ard. The f重equenCy may depart from exactly lOO kc

stable line voltage to the timer. The variou§ a.C and

d‑C VOltages required by the timer units are supplied

争S a reSult of production variable§ and as a result of

crystal aging. Two controIs are provided on the oscil‑

from three power supply units. These unit§ are Power

lator, a COarSe

Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30・ Power Supply Type

ously variable control.

S̀eP"tyPe COntrOl and a fine, COntlnu‑

PP‑958/FPN‑30, and Power Supply Type PP‑957/
FPN̲30. All the timerしInit§, With the exception of the

The oscillator step"tyPe COntrOl i§ the COARsE

line voltage regulator and the recording ammeter, are

FREQ. ADJ. controI which consists of a switch con‑

housed in Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY‑1437/
FPN‑30.

quency network,,. Each step of thi§ SWitch cover§ a

nected to inductors and capacito重S in a 《●microfre.

a. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR TYPE

range of about 4 parts per,106 with a total range of

O‑202/FPN‑30.‑As the generator of the basic timing

36 parts per lO6 (3・6 cycles per second). A FINE

signal for the timer・ Radio Frequency Oscillator Type

FREQ. ADJ. control ha§ a COntinuous range of 5,000

O‑202/FPN‑30 is required to meet extremely do§e

parts per lO!) (0.うcy。e per second). Since each step

limits of frequency stability. To meet these requlre‑

。f ,h。 COARSE FREQ. ADJ. control represents 4,000

ment§ this lOO‑kc o§Cillator is constructed with very

parts per lO¥ it can be seen that the FINE FREQ.

十十吊出土
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ADJ. control has sufficient overlap to provide continし1‑
Oし1S Variatjon of frequency over the entire range. The

arrangement for reading the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control

諾譜ぷ

§ynChronization, at a Slave station, Or autOmatic moni・

toring, at a maSter Station. This facility uses a motor
drive system and an arrangement of cams, SWitche§, and

requires detailed explanation.
PreCision potentiometer§; all these components operate

・ The calibrated scale of the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control
is divided into two sections: a dial and a drし1m. The

ln COnJunCtlOn With the electrical synchronizer. To

dmm is marked in steps of O to 50 with 50 repre§enting

Permit maintenance of the sync control unit circuits,
the unit is equipped with a test signal circuit selector

う,000 parts per lO!). The dial is calibrated from O t。

SWitch and cathode follower.

100; eaCh dial division is eqしIal to I par〔 Per lO牛Thし1S

if the drum reads 2l and the dial reads 37 the total

reading for the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control is 2,137
pa重ts per lOO.
In addition to the control§ incorporated in the

OSCillator

PrOVision is made for connec̀ing the FRE‑

QUENCY CORRECTOR capacitor of the sync control
〇一nit in parallel with the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control
for making the continuou§ adjustment of frequency

described in paragraph 2 d (3) above. The range of
COntrOI provided by this extemal capacitor is ±400

The arrangement and sighal path of the sync control
unit are shown in blo⊂k form,in figure 2‑9.

( 1 ) 100.KC PHASE CONTROI. CIRCUIT.̲Con.
troI of the pha§e Of the lOO‑kc signal, Which was dis.

CuS§ed in paragraph 2 (d) (1) above

i§ aCCOmPli§hed

by the lOO.kc pha§e COntrOI circuit. The heart of this
Circuit is a rotary transformer (auto§yn) which is op‑

erated by the PHASE dial. The arrangement is such
that angular rotation of the PHASE dial through a
given number of mechanical degrees produces a corre‑
SPOnding electrical phase §hift of the same number of

pa重章s pe重lOひ.

The crystal is empIoyed in one arm of a bridge
CircしIit as the freqし1enCy determining element of a

regeneratlVe OSCillator. A driving amplifier is∴uSed

degrees. For each tum of the phase dial a full cycle
(360O) of lOO"kc phase shift is provided (this is equiva‑
len‥O the lOO‑kc signal shifting lO microseconds in

time); COntinuous rotation of the PHASE dial produces

to sし一PPly energy to sustain crystal oscillation. The

COntinuous pha§e Shift.

driving ampl誼er incorporates∴negative feedback to

make it practically insensitive to normal voltage varia‑

The autosyn is a special rotary transformer which

tlOnS and to eliminate the effects ofしISual variations in

has one primary stator winding,, and two §eCOndarie§.

t

1be characteristics o‥しIbe aging. The o〇一tPしl〔 Of the

The secondaries are physically located 90O apart from

highly stable ampl誼er is connected via the crystal

each other・ about the axi§ Of rota書ion. The voltages

bridge circuit in such a manner a§ tO Cau?e OSCillation

induced in the secondaries are combined in RC net̲

at the §eries resonant freqしIenCy Of the crystal.

WOrks so that the output vol〔age Shifts in phase a§ the

Proper oscillator operation may be checked by means
Of a b̀一ilt・in metering circl章it which may be switched
to measし一re Sign塩ant currents and voltages.
The outpし一t Of the driving amplifier js fed, Via a

Single stage isolation amplifier, tO the sync control unit.

b・ SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL TYPE

C‑1238/FPN‑30.‑The synchronization control unit
COntains facilities for controlling the timing of the
lOO‑kc signals and thus the transmitter timing pulse.

These facilities include a means for correcting the

rotor is tumed. This electromechanical arrangement is
fed from the low impedance output of a cathode fol‑
lowe重.

The phase shift circuit i§ u§ed only at a slave station,
Since phase correc̀ion is strictly a §lave fpnction. For

use at a master station a switch is provided to obtain the

lOO‑kc signal from a point preceding the phase shifter
and the phase shifter is not used.

(2) 100"KC AMPLIFIER AND CATHODE FOL
LOWER.‑A血ree‑Stage amPlifier is provided to boost

Phase of the o§Cillator output (the previou§ly discussed

the amplitude of ̀he lOO‑kc signal. This amplifier is

PHASE con〔rOl)・ a meanS for correcting the frequency

driven directly by the oscillator at a master station and

Of the oscillator (the. previously discussed FRE‑

by the output of the lOO‑kc phase shifter at a slave

QUENCY CORRECTOR control), and a means for

Stàion. The final stage of t:he lOO‑kc amp揃er uses a

adjusting the phase relationship between the signal

tuned circuit to provide a clean waveshape. This stage

Sent tO the frequency divider and a second lOO.kc sig‑

is overdriven and acts as a limiter so that minor varia.

nal・ Sent tO the transmitter. This second signal may be

tions in input level provide essentially constant output.

used in the transmitter to generate the carrier fre‑

A cathode follower provides a low output impedance

quency. Associated with the PHASE and FREQUENCY

for driving the frequency divider. Output i§ taken from

COntrOIs is a system of gears∴and electrically operated

the plate circuit of the tuned s̀age and fed to the trans‑

Clutches which link the two con章roIs together.

mltter Phase shifter.

Additional facilities in the sync control upit serve the
Pし1rPOSe Of boosting the level of the lOO・kc signal to

PrOVide adequate drive for the frequency divider and
fo‥he transmitter frequency generating circuits.

A subordinate facility which adds to the complexity
Of the s)′nC COntrOl unit is the provision for automatic

2̲8

(3) TRANSMITTER PHASE SHIFTER AND
CATHODE FOLLOWER.一The transmitter phase
Shifter and its associated ouやut cathode follower pro‑
Vide a means for feeding phase controlled lOO‑kc §ig‑
nal to 〔he transmitter. Some loran transmitters (those

Of the T‑137 and T‑325 type) generate their carrier
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frequency by a process of multiplication and divi§ion

this adjustment, the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR co。‑

Of the lOO.kc timing signal; thus any change in pha§e

trol i§ marked RAISE OSC DIAL READING BEFORE

Or frequency‑Of the lOO‑kc signal will appear id the

RESETTING at one end of its range and LOWER OSC
DIAL REÅDING BEFORE RESETTING at the othe重

This second process of phase shifting, following any

end of its range. Thus if the FREQUENCY CORREC‑

Phase controI which may be e億ected by the PHASE

TOR dial reache§ 3・9 on theくくでaise,, side, for example,

dial, i§ aPPlied only to the §ignal fed from the time重

the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control on the oscillator §hould

to the transmitter. This phase shift i§ aCCOmPlished in

be adjusted to read 3.9 parts per lO了higher (390 part§

the transmitter pha§e §hift circuitl Which has a range

Per lO9)・ The adju§tment is carried out by making the

Of controI of about 40O. Becau§e Of the multiplication

FINE FREQ. ADJ. drum and

PrOceSS required to rai§e the lOO・kc signal to the carrier

f重equenCy, this 40O range is multiplied to a重ange Of
about 720O. This range of two carrier cycle§ is adequate

to permit easy alignment of the r‑f cycles within the

dial read 390 parts pe重

109 higher. (Each d重um division is equal to lOO par〔S

Pe重100 or l partper lO7.)

To wam the operator that the FREQUENCY COR‑
RECTOR dial has reached its limit the sync cont重Ol

Signal envelope. Such alignment permit§ the eventu‑

unit is equipped with a cam and §Witch arrangement

ality of cyde matching. Cycle matching, i.e., the super‑

Which cIoses the circuit to a FREQUENCY WARN.

POSing of individual r‑f tycle§, PrOVide§ a mOre aCCurate

ING indicator lamp. As the capacitor approaches either

means for time compari§On than does pulse matching.

limit of it§重ange, the switch is tripped by the cam,

Note that carrier phase control is applied′ to the §ig‑

and the lamp ligh‡S tO PrOVide a very noticeable indi・

nal after it has been phase・COntrOlled fo重delivery to

Cation of the condition.

the frequency divider; thus the phase重elatio皿ship of
the carrier and the signal envelope will重emain fixed
unde重the direct ⊂OntrOI of the PHASE dial. In other
WOrd§, mOVing the signal envelope, by mean§ Of the

PHASE dial, al§O mOVeS the carrier;血e two signals

(5) TEST CIRCUITS.一The sync cont重Ol unit is
equipped with a selector switch and i§Olatipg cathode
follower for picking up §ignificant circuits and deliver‑
ihg their waveforms to the test scope for ob§erVation.
The circuits picked up by thi§ arrangement are the

move together.
Adju§tment Of the tran§mitte重・ Phase contrcil circuit

i§ aCCOmPlished by means of′ tWO XMTR 100 KC 4

lOO KC INPUT, the SHIFTER OUTBUT, the lOO KC
TO XMTR ou中ut, and the lOO KC TO FREQ DIV
OutPut・

SHIFT potentiometerIs; onc i§ a FINE control, the other

a COARSE control.

(6) SYNC CONTROL DRIVE SYSTEM.‑The

The output of血e transmitter pha§e COntrOl is de‑

§ynC COntrOl drive sys章em is a motor driven chain of

1ive重ed to lhe transmit〔er via the low output impedance

gears which drives the PHASE and FREQUENCY

Of a cathode followe重Stage.

CORRECTOR control§ Of the synchronization control
unit. The §y§tem includes two electrically operated

(4) FREQUENCY CORRECTOR CAPACITOR.
‑As previously discussed in paragraph 2 d (3) the §ynC

COntrOl unit i§ equipped with a FREQUENCY COR‑

Clutches which permit血e driven cont重OIs to be di§・
COtlneCted from the chain §O that they may be manually

OPerated. Disengaging only the pha§e dut⊂h will leave

RECTOR controI which permits the f重equenCy Of the

the PHASE controI connected to the FREQUENCY

lOO‑kc oscilla章Or tO be̲ COrreCted in a mamer directly

CORRECTOR control, through a po重tion of the gear

related to the amount of phase cor重eCtion required to

Chain, but will disconnect both control§ from the drive

maintain synchronization. The essential element of thi§

SyStem. Disengaging only the frequency clutch will

COntrOl is the frequency adjust capacitor which i§ elec.

disconnect the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR control

t重ically connected to the crystal oscillator to provide a

f重Om the PHASE control and the drive §y§tem. Dis‑

minute adjustment of the oscillator frequency. The

engaging both clutches will di§COnneCt both co叫roIs

FREQUENCY CORRECTOR control i§ mechanically

from the drive §yStem and from each other.

geared to the shaft of the PHASE autosyn so that, With

the phase clutch engaged, lhe FREQUENCY CORREC‑
TOR and PHASE controIs operate 〔Ogether.

The mo10重OPerated §y§tem is a self.controlled auto.

matic arrangement for correcting synchronization
erro重・ Any change in the relation§hip between the time

Because frequency co重reCtion i§ Ca重ried out only at a

difference and the reference delay will be ob§erVed in

Slave §lation, the frequency adjust capacitor is not re‑

the electrical synchronizer and an error signal will re.

quired at a ma§ter Station. Therefore, tO ProVide utmost

Sult. At a §lave station this er重O重Signal operates the

§tability at a ma§ter Station, the frequency adjust capaci・

motor臆tO drive the PHASE control and thus重educe the

tor is disconnected from Radio Frequency Oscillator

error to zero. At a master station the error signal is

Type O‑202/FPN‑30 for master operation.

used in another way. The error signal ⊂auSeS the motor

The frequency adju§t CaPaCitor has a range of ±4

to rotate the PHASE dial, Which言n master service,

PartS Per lO了; When this limit is approached, it is nec‑

indicate§ (he amount of error. The PHASE dial shaft

e§Sary tO reSet the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR control

OPerateS an errOr reCOrding circuit; thus the master

to

Station only indicate§ and records error, it doe§ nOt

its

center

position

and

make

a

compen§ating

fre.

quency adju§tment in the crystal o§Cillator. To facilitate

2"漢0
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With manual operation the error is monìOred on the

The speed range empIoyed is indicated by MAX

indicator scopes and the PHASE dial is manually ad‑

MOTOR SPEED panel light§ aPPrOPriately labeled

LOW RANGE and HIGH RANGE.

ju§ted whenever an error is observed.

Gearing i§ SuCh that the FREQUENCY CORREC.

(a) SYNC CONTROL MOTOR.一The sync

COntrOl motor is a two phase a.c motor which is oper‑
ated from an error voltage developed in the electrical

TOR dial is operated at a rate l/64th that of the
PHASE dial. Thus significant correction is made only
after the PHASE dial has rotated an appreciable

synchronizer. Thi§ 60‑CyCle error voltage, Which is the

amount. On the other hand, the FINE PHASE dial

Principal output signal of the electrical synchronizer・

rotates 20 times faster than the PHASE dial so that one

is applied to one of′the two windings of the motor.

tum of the FINE PHASE dial indicates a phase change
of one̲half microsecond. The FINE PHASE dial is sub‑

The other winding i§ COnneCted to the 60"CyCle line.
The pha§e Of the error voltage will differ by 90O or

2700 from the phase of the 60‑CyCle line, depending on
the direction of the.error; thus the motor wi11

divided into fifths to provide tenth‑microsecond indi‑
Cation§.

rotate

in the direction required to reduce the error. With zero

Wi血the gear system connected, it is not practical to

error the error voltage is zero and the motor is sta‑

OPerate the PHASE or FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

1ionary.

dials by hand; lherefore, Clutches are provided for dis‑

engaging each dial from the gear train. The clutches
The error voltage delivered by the synch重Onize重doe§

are operated electrically by means of front panel

not have su債cient power to drive the motor; therefore

§Witches. With the pha§e Clutch disengaged

the sync control unit is provided with a three"S章age

PHASE dial is disconnected from the motor but re‑

the

amplifier which develops adequate power from the

main§ COnneCted to the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

synchronize重OutPut VOltage. This amplifier is equipped

dial; the FINE PHASE dial is always connected to the

with a MAX MOTOR SPEED controI which regulates

motor and operates with the motor. With the fre‑
quency clutch disengaged, the FREQUENCY COR‑

the amplitude of the error voltage and thus controIs
motor speed. The MÅX MOTOR SPEED control regu‑

RECTOR dial is ⊂OmPletely disengaged from the gear

lates speed in a unique manner. For small error signal§
motor speed is

proportional to the amount of error;

however, With a large error the motor reaches a maxi.

The pha§e Clutch will be disengaged at such time a§
it is desirable to disable the automatic §ynChronizing

mum speed which does not increase・ de§Pite an increa§e

in error. This occurs because the circuit limits motor
voltage to a maximum value determined by the setting

of the MAX MOTOR SPEED control. Thus this control
limits th? maXimum motor speed without appreciably
affecting motor speed when the error is small and speed
is limited without materially reducing sen§itivity to

system o=O manually adjust phase. A switch, labeled
AUTO SYNC ON‑OFF, Short"Circuits the output of
the motor amplifier and disengages the clutch at the
§ame time. With this switch OFF, the PHASE dial may

be easily turned by hand.

The frequency clutch will be disengaged whenever

it is desirable to reset the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

small error signals.
To p重eVent OSCillatory 《‑hunting

about the zero

dial, Or tO adjust phase, Without changing frequency.
A fronl Panel FREQUENCY CORRECTOR IN‑OUT

error polnt, a d‑C generatOr, OPerated by the motor・ is

used to develop a feedback voltage. This voltage is
applied to the error∴Circuit§ Of the electrical synchro‑
nizer in such a way that the motor i§ effectively pre‑

vented from hunting.

ever this switch is in the OUT position, a FRE.

QUENCY CORRECTOR OUT indicator glows to pro"
vide a conspicuous indication of this abnormal condi・

(b) GEAR SYSTEM.‑The gear system incor‑
POrateS reduction gears and electrically operated
clutches to connect the

toggle §Witch is provided to disengage the frequency

clutch when required. To remind the operator when‑

moto重tO the PHASE and FRE‑

tion. Thu§ the operator is alerted to the need to retum

the switch to the IN position when frequency correc‑
tion ha§ been completed.

QUENCY dials.血e gear system also drives a FINE

PHASE indicator dial. (A detailed drawing of the
functional arrangement of this system is shown in fig.
ure 2‑55, later in this section.)

(c) SLAVE OPERATION. ‑ For slave opera‑
tion, the sync control motor drive§ the PHASE and

FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dials through the gear
train. The PHASE dial i§ COnneC〔ed to the autosyrl

A gear shift arrangement is incorpora章ed so that a

which shifts the phase of the lOO‑kc signal by a num‑

wide range of speed may be obtained. The gear shift

ber of electrical degrees corresponding to the number

provides a change in gear ratio of 8:1; however

be‑

cause of motor characteristics, the actual speed change

of mechanical degrees of dial rotation. Simul章aneOuSly,

the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial is rotated to vary

ratio is approximately lO:1. With the gear shift §et for

the setting of the frequency capacitor. Thus, for slave

LOW speed

operation

the MAX MOTOR SPEED controI covers

the sync∴COntrOl moto重drives the autosyn

a range of l to lO micro§eCOnd§ Of error per minute.

and frequency capacitor in a manner which maintains

With the gear shift in high speed, this range i§ in.

synchronization. Synchronization i§ maintained be‑

crea§ed to lO to lOO microseconds of error per minute.

cau§e

ORIe!NAし

the

time

difference

belween

maSter

and

slave
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transmitted signals, aS Observed by the electrical syn‑

Potentiometer rotation away from center unbalance§

Chronizer言s continuously adjusted to be equal to the

a d‑C bridge so that the milliammeter pen is linearly

reference delay.

deflected in accordance with the amount and direction

(d) MASTER OPERATION.‑For ma§ter OP‑
eration the sync con〔rOl drive system drives the PHASE

of rotation.
Two cams

On the potentiometer shaft, are arranged

and FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dials through the

to trlP a SWitch and thus indicate that the PHASE dial

gear system, aS before; however, the autosyn and the

ha§ rOtated a preset amount away from center. This

frequency adjust capacitor are electrically disconnected

rotational displacement is indica〔ive, at a maSter Station

§O that they have no controI on synchronization. Addi・

Only>Of a synchronization error. At a slave §tation the

tional control elements are connected to the shaft of

COndition of correct synchronization does not neces‑

the PHASE dial through a mechanica=inkage. The

Sarily correspond to the zero setting of the PHASE dial.

elements consist of a two.section precision potentiom‑

The cam§ are adjustable to monitor a ±1" tO a ±3.

eter plus acces§Ory CamS and switche§. These elements

mlCrOSeCOnd error. The switch triPped by these cams is

Permit ± error to be shown on the PHASE dial, in

COnneCted to a sync error alarm circuit in the electrical

microseconds, by the arrangement described below.

SynChronizer. This alarm circuit is arranged to alert

For master operation, this error indication system i§

the operator to excessive error.

designed to operate over a range of ±うmicroseconds
Of error. This arrangement coincides with the lO micro・

SeCOnds per revolution of the PHASE dial correction
required for slave operation; thus each dial divi§ion

The same potentiometer §haft which carrie§ the sync

error cams is also equipped with a small stop mech"
anlSm arranged to limit shaft rotation to less than 360O
for master operation・ tO PreVent the potentiometer arm

equals one micro§eCOnd fo重

both master and slave

OPeration.

from exceeding the winding limitation and going

abruptly from one end of the winding to the other.

Were this to happen, the electrical synchronizer would

N0細e

see

Although the PHASE dial i§ Calibrated over a
±5‑microsecond range, for 360O of rotation,

the electrically active portion of the poten"
tlOmeter Winding is less than 360O. Because of
thi§, the PHASE dial rotation is limited to
± 4.6 microseconds.

motor contlnuOu§ly in one direction, PaSt the end§ Of
the winding, until the error was corrected. This ac〔ion

WOuld cause the milliammeter pen to move sIowly f重Om

One Side of the paper to the other, jump back to the
Starting position

and then repea‥he cycle. The stop

mechanjsm prevents this by arres〔ing potentiometer

One of the potentiometer sections controIs a delay
Circuit in the synchronizer in §uCh a manner that the

delay circuit follows any error in timing of the slave

Signal. With this arrangement) the delay circuit is ad‑
justed to an initial condition corresponding to correct
SynChronization. Any subsequent errors

a sudden increase in error and would drive the

rotation before the ±5.microsecond limit is重eaChed;
thu§ With a large error the motor will keep tuming

but because of stop action and clutch slippage the pot

Will be stopped. At such time as the error is corrected,
the motor will reverse direction and cau§e the pot to
retum to ⊂enter POSition.

Which result

because the §lave station fails to maintain synchroniza‑
tion, are Observed by the §ynChronizer at the master
§tation and an error voltage is generated. This error

VOltage is applied to the sync control motor so that the

The stop mechanism i§ required only with master

OPeration. To permit the mechanism to be disabled, for
Slave operation

the arrangement incorporates an ad‑

justable screw. The screw may be extended to contact
the stop for master operation and retrac〔ed to dear the

PreCision pot i§ rOtated・ Rotation of the pot adjusts the

delay circuit so that the synchronizer no Ionger gener‑

StOP for slave operation.

ates the error voltage, and the motor stops. Under the§e

C. FREQUENCY DIVIDER TYPE CV‑274/FPN‑30.

COnditions, the precision potentiometer ha§ rOtated

一The frequency divider establishes the loran repe〔i‑

away from center position; the amount of rotation is

tlOn rate by dividing the lOO‑kc signal by a sしIitable

indicated, in

±

microseconds error, On the PHASE

factor. A circuit arrangement isし一Sed which generates a

dial. Thus the operator at the master station can always

Sqし一are WaVe at an erict sし一bmし一Itiple of the 100‑kc tim‑

Observe any synchronization error ckisting in the sys‑

ing signal so that the phase and freqし一enCy Of the sqし1are

tem because of inefficient slave operation. Note that

WaVe may be adjしISted by variation of the phase and fre‑

the master only ob∫e

e∫ errOr; nO attemPt Should be

made to correct error at a master station.

The second section of the precision potentiometer
drives the pen of a recording milliammeter 〔O make a

quency of the lOO‑kc slgnal to effect the control de‑

SCribed previously in paragraph 2 # (2). The frequency
divider

counts off,, 4,000 cycles of the lOO̲kc tlmlng

Signal to produce one 25・Cyde square wave.

Permanent reCOrd of synchronization conditions. The

The loran system e重nPloys three groups of repetition

recording milliammeter and the chart paper supplied

rates which are called basic rates. These are designated

with it are calibrated in ± microseconds error so that

a record is made of the error indications which appear

on the PHASE dial.

2̲1 2

SIow, low, and high for rates of 20, 25, and 33・1/3

Pulses per∴SeCOnd・ reSPeCtively・ Each group is sub‑

divided into eight specific rates designated O through 7.
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TOR§. AND PUし§害RECURRENCE iNTERVAし§

squa重e.WaVe CyCle), and the duration of one‑half the

square・WaVe CyCle are given in table 2‑1. A BASIC

R各CURR置NCと
・INTERVAしiN

ON○○HAしl:
iQuA貫と

RATE switch and a SPECIFIC RATE switch select the

MiCROSECONDi

WAV各,

division factors of the frequency divider to provide all

(Durolionol
DIVl§lON

the tabulated rate§.

OneSqUOI

iN

e‑

MiC農o●

置AC○○鴫
WaVèỳle) INTERVAIO書
i各CoNDS
TOIAL
puしiた、

教Al格

The quantity‑ of available basic and specific rates
permits

a

maximum

of

24

station§

tO

OPera章e

On

a

SLOW

(20

CyCles)

0

う,000

う0,000

2う,000

given carrier frequency in any one se重Vice area. Separa‑
tion of differeǹ Pairs opera章ing at the same ⊂arrier fre‑

quency is accompli§hed, at reCeiving stations, by syn‑

chronizing the重àe Of the receiver indicator to the rate
。f the station to be received. The desired signals will

appear stationary on the screen while all other signals
will appear to move across the screen. Thi§ aPParent

motion

Of a pulse signal recurring at a different rate・

result§ becau§e the signal appears at a di俺erent place
along the time ba§e With each recurring sweep. For

1

4,9タ0

49,900

2

4,980

4,,800

3

4,夕70

4,,700

4

4,タ60

う

24,9う0

24,900
24,8う0

49,600

4,9う0

24,800

49,う00

6

4,940

4少,400

7

4,930

4,,300

24,7う0
24,700

24,6う0

example, if the received signal occurs at the rpte to
which the receiver indicator i§ §ynChronized, the signal

will occur at the same point along the time base

each sweep

LOW

(2う

qcle§)

0

4,000

40,000

20,000

for

and appear §tationary. If the received sig‑

nal occur§ at §Ome faster rate, it will recur a little ahead

l

of time, With each sweep, and appear a little to the left

of its previous position. Thus it will appear to move
continuously to the left' The speed of apparent motlOn

3,990

2

39,タ00

3,980

3

3,,70

4

19,,う0

39,800
39,700

3,960

l,,900
1,,8う0

39,600

1,,800

will depend on how much the rate of the movlng Slg・
う

3,9う0

39,う00

19,7う0

nal differs from that of a stationary §ignal; the greater

the difference the faster the appareǹ mOtion. The
effect may be likened to an image on a motion picture

6

3,少40

7

3,930

3,,400
3,,300

19,700
19,6う0

film. If the image appears in the §ame Place on each

HIGH

(33‑1/3

Cydes)

0

3,000

30,000

1う,000

successive frame of the創ri, it will appear to §tand
§till; if it appears at a slightly different place・ eaCh
time, the illusion of motion i§ Created.

The ability to make a signal appear to move by mak.

l

2,,,0

29,900

2

2,,80

2少,800

3

2,970

29,700

4

2,960

14,9う0
14,900

ing it occur at a nonsynchronou§ rate is used in the

timer to aid in positioning the local §ignal with respect

to the重emOte Signal when initially placing the timer
into operation. A DRIFT switch is p重OVided to select
one of four modified rate§ tO make the remote §ignal

appea‥O drift at a sIow or a fast rate

tO the left or

う

2,9う0

6

2,940

7

2,タ30

14,8う0

2,,600
29,う00

14,800
14,7う0

2少,400
2,,300

14,700
14,6う0

right, in acco重dance with the pQSition of the switch.
The switch i§ nOrmally spritlg returned to the center.

but may be depressed

in two steps

tO eìher side of

center to make the signal drift in a corresponding
direction at a sIow or fast §Peed. The center position of
the §Witch maintain§ the normal ra〔e aS Selected by the

BASIC RATE and SPECIFIC RATE §Witches. The rate
§elected by the DR量FT switch is deliberately made
unequal to any specific rate ̀O PreVent any PO§Sibility

of confusion.

SLOW SCOPE markers and pede§tal, and controI of

the separation. of SLOW SCOPE trace§・ To permit
maintenance and adju§tment Of 〔he frequency divider
circuits the unit is equipped with a tes〔 COunt generatOr
and a test §ignal circuit selector §Witch and cathode

fouowe重.

( 1 ) FREQUENCY DIVISION.‑Frequency divi.
sion is accomplished by a number of es§entially iden‑

Aside from the ba§ic function of f重equenCy division

tical counter circuits. A counter circuit, in its simplest

the divider also perform§ SeVeral §eCOndary tlmlng

form, is one which divide§ the input §ignal by two.

functions. These include generation of marker pul§eS

The circuit

for accura〔e meaSurement Of time on the timer oscil.

an output, thus dividing by two. Such a co一一nter lS

loscopes

called a binary counter. Groups of binary counters are

generation of the §quare WaVe・ gene重atlOn

of the SLOW SCOPE sweep voltage) mixing of the
O剛CiNAし

くcounts off

two pul§eS and then produce§

used to obtain the required divi§ion factors.
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number.zero) all stages are o#. The first input pulse
turns the first stage (called the l §tage because it tums

INPU丁

O脇after application of one pulse) oce. Remembering
that when a bina重y Stage gOeS O# it tran§mits an ou〔Put

州PUT SIGNA」

￣￣r冊

Pulse, We Can follow the progre§S through. butomati‑

Cally. At the second pulse the l stage goes o# to tum
the 2 stage oの・ Pulse number 3 tums the l stage back

ouTPUTSIGNA」 」冊二塁嵩

O% and pulse number 4 tums the l stage o飢turning
the 2 stage o# and thu§ the 4 stage oの(the third stage
is called the 4 stage becau§e it takes four pul§eS tO tum

it oれThe progression continue§ until pul§e number

荒詳黒岩

16 tums the 8 stage o# and an outpu〔 Pulse is thus

Ⅲ

transmitted. At thi§ time all stages are oβ and the

COunter is ready to start a new cycle. It will be observed
F;gure 2」O. B;間′y Counier §Ic'ge′ BJock Djog

Om

ond SjmpIjlled W。Vef○○mS

that if the cycle is stopped after any number of input
Pul§eS have been introduced, the totalくくcount,, of

lnPut Pulses will be indicated by the sum of the num‑
bers identifying those stages which are oの. Thus, if the.

(a) BINARY COUNTER.‑A binary counter

Cyde is stopped after application of ll pulses, the l

is a circuit which produces one output pulse for every

Stage, the 2 stage, and the 8 stage will be o研O indicate

two lnPut Pulses. The type of binary counter u§ed here

a 10tal count of ll. For the number 16 the indicated

is a modified version of the Eccles‑Jordanくくflip‑flop

COunt is zero; this is becau§̀ the count of 16 completes

multivibrator, a bistable device which requlre§ nO

↑he cycle and the lights indicate that the counter is

Critical adjustments. The circuit consi§tS Of a single

about to start a new cycle.

§tage COmPOSed of two tube section§ designated A and

B. The sections are arranged so that A will always
COnduct when B is nonconducting, and vice versa. Each
tlme a negatlVe Pulse is applied to the common lnPut

(c) DECIMAL COUNTER・‑The 4 s̀age coun‑

ter described in the preceding paragraph may be modi‑
fied to count to ten instead of 16 by a simple feedback
arrangement. In the simple 4 stage counter (figure

Of sections A and B they reverse the王r state. A neon
2‑11) the l stage and the 8 stage are o4クat the count

lamp

COnneCted across the A section) gOeS On and off

霊豊窪豊富‡詩誌書言葉誓
and o#

with altemate input pul§e§. The binary

COuntef stage produces an output pulse every time the

Of nine. The count of ten tu重nS the l stage o# and the

2 stage o4e. To modify this counter for decimal count‑
1ng

lt lS neCeSSary tO terminate the cycle at the count

Of ten by making all stage§ gO Oβ‥・ This is accomplished
bv using feedback・ in the form of output pulses

lamp goes o#. No output pulse re§ults when the lamp
Selected from appropriate stages
goes olク; thus・ because it takes two input pulses to

tO turn the 8 stage

Oβ and prevent the 2 stage from coming o

at the

make the stage go through a complete o伽0# cycle,

豊善書蒜謹呈書芸書誌蒜
building block which forms all other counter circuits,
is shown in block fo重m, With input and output signals
in figure 2‑10. The useful output §ignal i§ Obtained

by differentiating the binary stage output waveform to
PrOVide negative pulses. The small po§itive pulses may

MとASURiNc
PoiN丁

be ignored since the §uCCeeding counter §tageS re§POnd
iNPU丁

(D

ISTAGE

②

2S丁A鎌

⑨

4STAc各

④

8S丁A6E

⑨

つnly to negative pulses. Observe that, because the out‑
Put Pulses occ皿half as frequently as the input pulses,
〔hey are spaced twice as far apart as the input pulse§・

Thus a circuit which divides frequency also multiplie§
PしIIse recurrence interval.

(b) COMBINING BINARY STAGES.̲
Larger division factors than two are obtained by

grouping binary counters so that the output of the
first coしInter drives the second and §O On aS Shown in

block form

With waveform§, in figure 2‑11. The

SeqしIential operation of thi§ COunter is shown by the
WaVeforms of figure 2‑11 and i§ also tabulated in figure
2‑12. The condition of each of the four stage§ is shown

葦葦諸富嵩宝器嵩告窪
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count of ten. The output of the l stage is fed

Via a

special path, tO the 8 stage to turn ì 0β・ Another
special path feeds the 8 stage output Pul§e tO the 2

stage to hold it o#. Thus, On the tenth pulse
are o# and the counter
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all §tageS

i§ ready to start a new cycle.

stage counter shown in figure 2‑11. At the count of
ten the feedback pulses tum the 8 §̀age O# and hold

the 2 stage o#. The short wavy line on the 2 stage
waveform, at the count of ten, is, CauSed by the feed‑
back pulse applied to prevent the stage from comlng

The sequence of thi§ mOdified counting cycle is §hown

in figure 2‑12・ The a重rangement fo重decimal countlng

The pulses which turn o# the 8 §tage and hold the 2

is shown in block form in figure 2‑13・ The waveforms

stage o# a重e te重med

in this figure §how the complete counting cycle. For

the∴COuǹe=o the §tart Of the cycle. The reset pul§e

くreset

pulses because they reset

coun(S. from zero to nine the cycle is the same fo重

from ̀he l stage is gene重ated each time an even num‑

decimal counting as for counting with the simple 4

ber pulse tums the l stage o耕however, it is only e任ec‑
tive at the count of ten becau§e this is the only time

?

?

?∴∴?

during the couuting cycle that the 8 stage i§ 0のWhen
lhe l stage goe§ 0机Becau§e the reset pulie applied.to
the 2 stage i§ generated by the 8 stage, it occurs only
at the count of ten. Thu§, reSet Pulses are effective only

at the count of ten in a decimal counter.
Decimal counters are u§ed, instead of counte重S by

MEASURINc

Po間了

INPU丁

(ウ

IS丁AGE

⑪

」冊

16, 32, Or any Òher number・ becau§e decimal coun〔lng
i§ COnSis̀ent With eve重yday arithmèic. The decimal
counter§, aS emPIoyed in the co早nte重, yield pulses every

lOO microseconds and every l1000 microsecond§・

(d) MODIFICATION OF COUNT BY USE
OF PRESET PULSES.一丁he preceding paragraph ex‑

2S丁AG各(D

4STAGE

④

冒岳星間

星田

plained how it is possible to modify a 4 s章age COuǹer

to count by tens, by重eSet̀ing the counte‥O the be‑

ginning of the cycle on the tenth count. It is also pos.
sible, by u§e Of another feedback scheme・ Called

presetting, ̀O make the counter count by any number.
Å counter without preset will have all s̀ageS tumed
oβ at the end of the cycle; the stages will重emain oβ:

8S丁AcE

⑤

」￣叶○○

until applicàion of the fir§t Pulse at the §ta重t Of a new

counting cycle. If some of the counter stages are
turned o ∴at the beginning of the cycle, P重ior to

application of the first count, then fewer counts will
的ure 2‑,3・ DeぐjmoI Coun'e「′ BIòk Djog′om

and Wovefo'mS

be required to complete the cycle and prodし
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Pし一t Pし一Ise. For example, if the l stage and lhe 2 stage

Cident with

Were artificially tumed o

PしIIs3 interval and freqし1enCy for the three coし1nterS are

クat the start of the cycle, Only

SeVen Pulses woし11d be required to produce an oし1tPut

and proportional to, freqしIenCy division.

Shown here for the high basic rate.

Pし一Ise. From this example it can be seen 〔hat the §tageS
Which must be artificially tし1med oクク, Or PreSet, muSt

be the complement of the desired count.

SIcNAし

書R各QU各NCY

PUしi∈RとCURR各NC各 lNTERVAし

Each binary stage has two grids; aPPlication of a
100kc

100kc

10IISe⊂

Pulse to one grid will tum the stage oクク・ Application

Of a pulse to the other grid will tum the stage o#.

Counte重loutput

10kc

100〃ScC

Since at the end of a count al] stages are o飢and it is
Counter2output

1kc

重000〆§eC

de§ired to tum some of them oクク, PreSet Pulses are

applied to oタグgrids. The counter circuit is arranged

Counter3output

66"2/3c上)S

1う,000ふんSeC

§O that the preset pしIIse is derived from the counter

OutPut Pし1lse. The preset pul§e is applied to the on
grid§ Of those stages which mu§t be preset for the

required complementary count. Thus a counter can be
PreSet for a count less than its normal total by

lnSertmg a COmPlementary count artificially. A decimal
COし1nter Can be preset, in this manner, tO COunt any

(a) DEVELOPMENT OF BASIC RATE.‑The
ba§ic rate is established by the division factor of coun‑

ter 3. At specific rate O counter 3 is driven by l,000‑
microsecond pulses resulting from decimal divi§ion of
the lOO‑kc signal by counter l and counter 2・ For the

three basic rates, S, L, and H, COunter 3 divides by

number from one to ten・ The use of preset counts will
factor§ Of 25, 20, and 15, reSPeCtively. To ob〔ain the§e

be discussed in greater detail in later paragraph§・

The basic difference between pre§etting and resetting

division factors, COunter 3 i§ designed as a 5 stage

b⊥nary COunter With a maximum count capability of

is that at reset the coしIn〔er is fo重Ced to terminate a

32. This count of 32 i§ mOdified, by preset〔lng, tO

CyCle before the maximum count has been reached.

one of the three required division factors. The in§er・

In presetting the counter completes a cycle normally

tion of preset pulses, tO Obtain the required division

but the count is modified, at the beginning of the next
CyCle, by in§ertion of an artificial count.

(2) ARRANGEMENT FOR FREQUENCY DI‑

factors, is illustrated in figし1re 2‑14・ The block dia‑

gram shows counter 3 to consist of five binary stages
and two preset amplifiers. The two preset amplifier§
areしISed to develop pre§et Pulse§ Which can be fed to

VISION.‑The groups of binary counters in the f重e‑
two isolated destination§・ Pulse§ from preset amplifie重

quency divider are designated counter l, COunter 2, and

nし1mber two are applied, Via a switch

tO all stages of

COunter 3. Counter l and coしmter 2 are 4 stage decimal
coし一n〔er 3. These pulses are applied to the

m grids of

CÒ1nterS. Coし1nter 3 is a 5 stage counter which can

〔he varioし一S StageS tO PreSet them fo‥he required
PrOVide a maximし一m COunt Of 32. As shown in the block

complementary coしInt. They are also applied in the

diagram, figure 2‑14, COし1nter l feeds counter 2 and

form of

holding

pし1lses to the o# grids of other

counter 2 feeds cò1nter 3. The outpしIt Of coしInter 3

drives the square.wave generator (through the preset

StageS). The square‑WaVe generatOr is essentially a
binary circuit and divides by two. ThしIS,章he coし一nter

circuits need to provide only half the total division
factor required of the freq̀一enCy divider. To divide the
lOO‑kc timing signal by 5,000, the largest factor re・
quired of the divider, the coし1nter CircしIits need divide

stage§ tO PreVen‥hose∴StageS, Which are not to be

preset

from coming o

ク・ Theし一Se Of holding pulses

prevents §Pし直oし一S triggering from pしIIses∴CauSed by

trlggerlng earlier stages.
To obtain a coし1nt Of 25, Pre§et Pul§eS are aPPlied to
the l, 2, and 4 stages to in§ert the required count of

sevcn. Holding pし一Ises are‑aPPlied to the 8 and 16

stages. This arrangement and the arrangement for ob‑

by only 2,う00・

taining the other two basic coし1nt§ are tabulated at the
The output pulses of coし一nter 2 recur at intervals
of one・half the loran cyde. Since it is essential to

bottom of figure 2‑15. Waveforms for the complete
counting cycle, for, eaCh arrangement・ and the wave‑

keep ma§te重and slave halves of ̀he square wave equal,
forms for a simple 5 stage co

lnter are Shown ln

tlmlng mOdification§, tO PrOVide different rates, are
figures 2‑16, 2‑17, 2‑18

and 2‑19. The scheme of

Performed ahead of the square‑vyaVe generatOr. The
Square‑WaVe generatOr, Which divides the coし1nter 3

prcsentation in these figし1re§ i§ the §ame aS uSed for

explaining the behavior of the bina重y COunter and the
output by 2

thus necessarily has equal half‑CyCles.

Because the Sq̀lare‑WaVe generatOr is not a variable
element in the determining of the loran rate, the

decimal counter. The waveforms show that at the
coしInt Of zero all §tageS gO O飢almost immediately the
prese〔 Pし一1ses then t̀一rn aPPrOPriate stages o

tO insert

followipg discし一SSions on the arrangement for fre‑

the reqし一ired complementary cò一nt. The cycle then

ql

progresses to termination withoし1〔 additional modifi‑

enCy division will be fonfined to the three counter

ci重cuits.

ca[ion. ThしIS, becaしISe theうStage COしInter i§ mOdified

It is often convenient to speak of pul§e interval

by presetting, COunter 3 prodしICeS the reqしIired divi§ion

multiplication rather than frequency division. A§ Pre・

factors of 25, 20, Or lうand the basic rates∴are eStab・

viously shown

lished by 〔he divi§ion factor of coし一nter 3.

ORleiNAし
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(b) DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIFIC RATES.

丁ABしE 2̲2. iPとCIFIC RATE TIMiNe OPE教ATIONS

‑The specific rates are derived by modifying the basic

FOR ONE 」oRAN HAしF。CYCしE

rates in dec重ementS Of lOO microsecond§, a§ §hown ln

table 2‑1 (page 2‑13). The重ate Which defines each
iP各Cl書IC

group of basic rates is specific rate O・ The other specific

教A丁各

TOTAし
iUBIRACTED
TIM要

TIME
FROMCOuNTER]
SuBTRACTとD

TiMとらuBIRACT各D
fROMCOuNTER2

(MICROiECONDS)

(MiCRO§各CONDi)

(MiCRO§ECOND§)

重ateS, Within each basic group, di僧e重by continuous
progressive steps. The progre§Sion i§ the §ame for each

of the basic rates. Thus for specific rate 3 the pulse
recurrence interval is 300 microseconds shorter than
for specific rate O, for all basic rates.

0

0

0

0

1

う0

う0

0

2

100

0

100

う0

100

0

200

うむ

200

As discussed above, all modifications ‡6 the loran
重ate are Performed ahead of the square‑WaVe generatO重

and appear in the output of counte重3・ Thus specific

3

4

1う0

200

rate modification§ are aPPlied to one‑half the loran

cyde and are in decrements of 50 microseconds. This i§

う

2う0

illustrated in the right‑hand column of table 2‑1 and
in table 2‑2. The§e t都)les show the total time sub・

tracted from the loran half‑CyCle for.each重ate.

6
7

300
3う0

0

300

う0

300

Table 2‑2 §hows that the time subtraction requlre一
皿entS are met by combining decrement§ Of zero or 50

microseconds in counte重1 and zero, 100, 200, O重300

of the counter l counte重CyCles. Thi§ is重eadily ac‑

microseconds in counter 2. Countcr l decimally mul・

compli§hed by using the preset pul§e developed from

tiplies lO‑microsecond interval§ and i§重eadily modi・

the coun〔e重3 0utPut. Becau§e this presè Pulse occurs

fied by pre§etting to provide 50‑microsecond interval§・

at the terminàion of each half‑CyCle, it i§ uSed to pre美章

Counter 2 decimally multiplies lOO‑micro§eCOnd inter・

the first counte重1 counting cycle of each new Io重an

val§ and i§ readily modified, by p重e§etting, SO that a

half‑CyCle. The remaining 149 counter l countlng

counter 2 counting cycle contain§ les§ than ten lOO‑

cycle§ are nOrmal decimal cycles. The same method is

micro§eCOnd pe重iods.

u§ed in counter 2 to modify the fir§t Of it§ 15 countlng

Fo‥he high basic重ate, COunter l must go th重Ough

cycles. This fir§t COunting cycle is modified so that

150 counting cycles to comple〔e One lo重an half‑CyCle.

900, 800, O重700 micro§eCOnd§ are required for the

To subtract 50 micro§eCOnds from the half‑CyCle, it is

cycle to complete. The remaining 15 cycles are norma1

only necessary to subt重aCt 50 mic重OSeCOnd§ from one

1 ,000‑microsecond intervals.
ORleiNAし
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fjgure 2‑?6. Sjmple 5 Sloge CouれIe′′ Woveforms

The timing arrangement for one complete loran

understanding of the method for obtaining specific

half"CyCle is shown in figure 2‑20 for all specific rates

rates. Refer to figure 2‑20 for §PeCific rate 5. The preset

of the high basic rate. Thi§ illust重ation has been d重aWn

Pulse,.at the completion of the preceding cycle言s

with the first twoくく1,000‑mic重O§eCOnd

applied to counters

pe重iods shown

in detail and the remaining 13 periods shown a§ a

13,000‑microsecond interval. This figure g重aPhi⊂ally
illustrates that the fir§t Period of each loran half"CyCle

is the period which is shortened to develop the specific
重ateS.and that the remaining 14 periods are each a ful1

1,000 micro§eCOnds long. The half‑Cyde duration for
each modified rate is th̀lS One Shortened

く1,000‑micro‑

1 and 2 to determine the §PeCific

rate' Counter l is preset so that its first outpし一t Pul§e
occurs afte‥he first five input.pulses, Or 50 micro§eC‑

onds after the §tart Of the cycle・ All succeeding coし

n〔er

l output pulses recur at lOO‑microsecond intervals.
Counter 2 is preset §O that it will require only eight

input pul§eS tO PrOVide the firs̀ Oし1tPしIt. Because the

second・, period plus the 14・000‑micro§eCOnd interval of

first pulse driving counte重2 is the §horte早ed, 50‑micro‑

the remaining full periods of the half‑CyCle. The short.

§eCOnd count, the fir§t eight driving pulses∴COmf)lete

ened period contains less ̀han ten lOO‑microsecond

the first counting cycle of counter 2 in 750 microsec‑

period§ and, for odd‑numbe重ed rates・ One 50‑microsec・

onds. Thus 2うO micro§eCOnds have been §ubtracted from

ond period. This method of shortening the loran half‑

the first 《'1,000.microsecond,, period. The sho重tened

cycle i§ aPPlied・ in the same manner・ tO the first
counting cycle of counters l and 2, fo重a11 three basic

Period, PlしIS 14 full period§, PrOVides the lうdriving
Pul§eS tO COmPlete the cycle of counte重3・ Thus the

A重eView of ̀he sequence of event§・ for one complete

counter 3 cycle, may help the reader to a detailed

loran half‑̀yCle requl重eS Only 14,750 mic重OSeCOnds fo重

SpeCi魚c重a章eう・
o 1 2∴き∴4∴5∴e

o 1 2∴事i●∴5
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The ar重angement for applying書he required p重eSet
Pulses to appropriate counter §tageS is illustrated by the

to counter l. That is, the p重e§et Pulse arrives so late

that the counter does no章have time to recover from

§Witching system shown in figure 2‑21. It will be

PreSet aPPlication before ar重ival of the fir§t input

Obse重Ved that an initial count of §ix is p重eSet into

Pulse. To overcome this difficulty, thi§ first input pul§e

COunter l, On Odd rates, rather than five as might be

is blocked out by applying the preset pulse to the o#

expected. With 〔his ar重angement, COunter l requi重eS

Only four input pulses, after preset, tO PrOduce an

窪ま荒土S記蕊豊器霊:a譜誓書

OutPut Pulse; eVen SO, a fullう0‑micro§eCOnd period is

that only four input pulses are needed to complete the

taken up by thi§ fir§t Cy⊂le. Thi§ aPParent Paradox

Cyde. Thus, because the counter i§ Paralyzed for the

results because of the delay accumulated through the

first lO microseconds of its cycle and because the coun.

three counters. The preset pulse gene重ated by counter

ter has been preset to a count of six, it require§ Only

3 doe§ nOt OCCur SOOn enOugh to be applied e億ciently

four lO・micro§eCOnd binary operations to make up the

重equired 50‑microsecond period・

/2‡歩等
イ言言等宝霊
!,品霊」」

It should be noted that the shortening of counts in
counter l and counter 2 will not a僻ect the u§efulnes§

Of their respective lOO‑ and l,000‑microsecond marker
OutPut§・ The count modification is e俺ective only for

the first counting operation within each square‑WaVe
half‑Cyde and this modification affects A and B delay§

。5。uS.。山一Il川川」言言

l。黒sと。I」 I川I川I亡,詩誌

in an identical manner; hence the time change cancels

(3) L即T.RIGHT DRIFT.‑Left‑right drift is an

arrangement whereby the remote signal may be moved

to the left or to the right, On the timer scopes, tO

出川同仁.㌫ここ

POSition it on the remote pedestal. Two rate§ Of drift

are available for each direction. The panel controI
which operates the drift circuit§, tO mOVe the signal,

is the DRIFT §Witch. This switch, located on the con‑
troI panel of the synchronization indicator unit, ha§

思uls封Il川'Il一に詩誌

five positions. Spring tension normally hold§ the switch

in the central, OFF, POSition. Moderate pressure to the
left moves the §Witch to a SLOW LEFT position.

了黒古一I川IIII亡誌二言

Heavier pres§ure in the §ame di重eCtion moves the

§Witch to a FAST L即T position. Correspondingly,
PreSSure

黒鳥」。出川‑亡蒜よ二言

tO

the

right

moves

the

§Witch

to

SLOW

RIGHT and FAST RIGHT position§. The illu§ion of
motion in the indicated direction§ is created becau§e

the重ePetition rate of the local §ignal is made different

from that of the remote signal.
The

remote

§ignal

moves

to

the

right

becau§e

§Witch operation modifies the frequency divider∴Cir‑
cuits to shorten the pul§e rePetition interval・ Thus the

f;gure 2‑2O. PuIse lnIervoI Mod碗oljon l0 Oblojn

Spèj伽慮oIes

2̲20

local signal, On a Shorter time base than that con‑
trolling the remote signal, i§ mOVed to the left of the
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重emO〔e Signal with each recurring modified cycle.
Because the local §quare WaVe, and the local signal, are

locked together in time, and since the local square
WaVe time§ the local scope, the local signal must appear
Stationary on the local scope. The remote §ignal there‑
fore appea重S tO mOVe tO the right, eVen though, from

the viewpoint of absolute time, it is the signal which
Should appear stationa重y. Similarly, the switch can be

Se=O lengthen the pulse repetition interval and make
the remote signal appear to move to the left.
Drift i§ aCCOmPlished by approprlate temPOrary

Change of the pulse recurrence interval of the square

WaVe. This change is effected by a feedback arrange‑
ment which modifies the first counting cycle of counter
l by insertion of an artificial count, Or by blocking out
a normal count. Insertion of one extra pulse to the 4
Stage Of counter l shortens the cyde by 40 mic重O‑
SeCOnd§ tO make the remote pul§e mOVe tO the righ〔・

BIocking out one pulse normally applied to the 4
Stage Of counter l lengthens the cycle by 40 micro‑

「RoM

F鼠o持

堆モ蒲丁

珊耕丁

SeCOnds to make the remote pulse move to the left.

Thus the remote pulse is moved 40 microseconds along
the time base each time the cycle i§ mOdified by one

F;gure 2‑2l. P′eSeI of Dè;maI Couniers,

各xpIonoI○○y Djo9Iom

COし一nt. The rate at which this pulse drift takes place

is determined by the frequency of the feedback pul§e.
Two d重ift重ateS are Obtained by providing one pulse
for every six Iora重l half・Cyde§, for sIow d重ift, and one

Pulse for every loran half‑CyCle for fast drift. As there
is only one feedback pulse generated for every three
loran cycles, at the∴SIow rate, the average change of

A block diagram, figure 2‑22, Shows the arrange・

ment for obtaining one pulse every third cycle or two

Pulses every cycle and shaping the pulse so that it can
be fed back to modify appropriate counting cycles.
For the sIow d重ift rates, Squa重e‑WaVe OutPut is fed

through an isolation diode to a network which differ‑
entiates the square wave to obtain a single negative

recし1rrenCe interval is 13・3 mic重OSeCOnds per cycle. At

the fast rate two feedback pulses per cyde change the

Pulse fo重eaCh §quare‑WaVe CyCle. This pulse is applied

to the left.right divider, a 2 stage binary counter which

recurrence interval by 80 microsecc,nds per cycle. Thus

i§ arranged to divide by three. Thus one output pulse

the fast rate moves the pulse six times faster than the

is obtained for every third loran cycle.

Slow rate. The drift rates were deliberately made not

For the fast rate preset #2, Pulses are applied to
the fast left‑right cathode follower. The preset #2

equal to adjacent specific ra〔eS SO that a minimum of
confu§ion would arise.

Pulses occu重tWice per loran cycle and are thus used

Fjgu′e 2‑22. Frequeǹy Div;deI DIj〃 C;′̀Ujts, BIoぐk D;ogrom
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for fa§t drift. The ouやut of ei血er the left‑right

100‑kc timing signal is u§ed to generate lO‑microsecond

divider or the left・right cathode followe重is selected

markers二The lO・microsecond marker§, in turn, are

by a slow‑fast relay and fed to a left‑right amplifier.

multiplied, by facto重§ Of five and two respectively, in

The output of thi§ amPlifier is fed back to preset the

500"kc and l.mc harmonic amplifiers. The重eSulting

left‑right divider lo a COunt Of three, fo重a SIow d重ift,

l.mc signal is §haped in a clipper∴Stage and fed, aS

and is al§O fed to a left‑right delay diode. The delay

l‑microsecond marker§, tO Other∴Circuits via the low

diode feeds the重ight blocking o§Cillator and the left

impedan⊂e Ouやut Of a cathode follower. The counter

amplifier. Delay is such that the output pulses of the§e

l and counter 2 0utPutS d重ive blocking o§Cillators to

two §haping circuits occu重aPPrOXimately 23 micro‑
SeCOnds after the star章Of the counter l counting cycle.

generate血e lOO・microsecond and l,000.microsecond
marke重S.

The重ight blocking o§Cillator produce§ §harp nar重OW
Pul§eS, Suitable for inserting an artificial count between
the second and third input pulse§ Of counter l, tO
Sho重ten the cyde by 40 micro§eCOnd§. Because the
a重tificial count is applied to the 4 stage the change of

COunt i§ four counter l input pulse§, Or 40 micro‑

SeCOnds. Because the time base is shortened, the remote
Pulse is moved to the right. Insertion pulses are ap‑
Plied to the 4 §tage by operation of the right relay.

The left amplifier produces a broad pulse which blocks

N01e
For convenience the markeri are designated by
the §hort form l

s, 10

§, 100

s, and l,000

s for

the l‑microsecond, 10・microsecond, 100.mic重O‑
§econd, and l,000・microsecond ma重kers respec‑

tively. These designations are used on the
timer and throughout this book. It i§ also

CuStOmary tO SPeak of a l, a lO, a lOO, Or a
l,000 when referring to one particular marke重
in any chain of marker§.

Out the first input trigger to the 4 stage and thus
lengthens the cycle by 40 microseconds to move the

(6) SLOW SCOPE DEFLECTION CIRCUITS.一

remote §ignal to the left. Thi§ broad pulse is also used,

The frequency divider chassis incorpora章e§. Circuits

for right drift operation, aS a holding pul§e. The need

for this holding pulse is explained later in paragraph
4 c (8). BIocking pul§eS are aPPlied to the 4 stage by
OPeration of the left relay when the right relay i§ nOt

Which develop some of the SLOW SCOPE deflection
VOltages. These circuits include the SLOW SCOPE
SWeeP generating circuits and the sIow trace §ePara‑

tion, Pedestal, and marker mixing circ函§.

OPerated and they are applied to the 2 stage when the

left relay and the right relay are operated together.
The feedback pulse§ OCCur at aPPrOXimat可y 23
microseconds after the start of the first counte重1 count.

1ng CyCle in each loran half‑CyCle. At this particular
time the 4 stage is o# for even rate§ and oのfor

odd

rates; therefore, it is neces§ary tO insert a pulse to the

Oのgrid for even rate§ and the o# grid for odd rates to
Shorten the cycle. Likewi§e言t is nece§Sary tO aPPly a
blocking pulse to the o# grid for even rate§ and to the
O

grid for odd rates to lengthen the cycle. Thi§ Change

Of feedback pulse destination is accomplished by a sec.

(a)・SLOW SWEEP GENERATION.‑‑The sIow
SWeeP VOltage generated in the frequency divider i§

used to produce horizontal deflection in the SLOW
SCOPE Iocated on the synchronization indicator unit.
The generator uses the

く50‑CyCle

output pulses of

COunter 3 to trigger a circuit which prpduces a single
§aWtOOth output for each

inpu章Pul§e. Succe§Sive §aW.

tooths, having the same occurrence time a§ the §uCCe§・
§ive halves of the square wave, are thus produced.

The circuit arrangement uses an i§Olation diode to

PrOduce the sweep trigger pulses, a PentOde sIow sweep

tion of the SPECIFIC RATE swi〔Ch. Selection of an

insertion pulse or a blocking pulse, at the desired drift

generator stage to develop an extremely linear tra⊂e,

and a paraphase amplifier to provide push.pull sweep.

rate, is accomplished by relay operation in response to

(b) SLOW TRACE SEPARATION, PEDES‑

the position of the DRIFT switch.

TAL AND MARKER MIXING.‑A combinaiion of
(4) SQUARE‑WAVE GENERATION.一

The

Square WaVe is generated in a binary stage which is
identical to the stages used in counter 3. Square‑WaVe

VOltages is mixed in frequency divider circuil§ and fed

to the SLOW SCOPE to vertically deflect the trace and
thus separate alternate SLOW SCOPE sweeps) PrOVide

OutPut, Of two opposite phase§, Called q) 1 and 4 2, is

taken from each of the two plate circuits of the genera‑

tor. This stage lS trlggered by counter 3 output so that

Pedestals, and provide l,000‑micro§eCOnd markers. In
addition to the mixer circuit which combine§

these

VOltages, a marker amplifier circuit is provided to

each §quare‑WaVe half‑CyCle is equal in duration to the

broaden the l,000‑microsecond markers for presenta‑

COunter 3 output pul§e reCurrenCe interval. The two
genera〔Or OutPutS are amPlified and isolated by a two‑

tion on the SLOW SCOPE. If the markers were not
broadened, the compressed time base of the SLOW

SeCtion output amplifier for delivery to other circuits.

SCOPE wò一Id make them too sharp to be seen clearly.

(う) MARKER GENFRATION.喜As §hown in the

Separation of the two SLOW SCOPE sweeps i§

block diagram, figure 2‑14, marker pulses are obtained

accomplished by using the square wave to supply two

from decimally separated signal points in the frequency

different voltage levels to the lower deflection plate

dividing chain

These pulses are formed by blocking

Of the SLOW SCOPE. Depending on which half of the

oscillator circuits and fed to other timer circuits. The

§quare WaVe is being generated, One Or the other volt‑
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age will deflect the SLOW SCOPE trace to one of two

Included in the time delay unit are circuits for gen‑

Vertical positions. Thus the sIow sweeps appear as two

erating the transmitter trigger, for generating a pulse

SeParate lines, One above 〔he other, Which display the

used to blank out the input to the receiver during trans‑

two h種lves of the loran cycle.

mission of the local signal, and for generatlng trlggerS

The pedestal is a rectangular deflection which is pre‑

sented on the SLOW SCOPE to relate the fast VIDEO
SCOPE presen〔ation to the loran cycle. Voltages for

Pedestal deflection are obtained from the fast video
SWeeP genera[Or §O that the pedestal is of the∴Same

duration as the fast video sweep. Pedestal and sIow
trace separation voltages are combined in one mixer
ClrCu重章.

the A or B delay by exactly l,000 microseconds in re・
§POnSe tO the cyclic operation of a motor・driven cam.
This aでrangement blinks the local signal to indicate

that operational difficulties Prevail. A switch and other
approprlate COntrOIs are provided so that the B delay
may be rapidly changed to provide any of five p重eSet
COding delays. Refer to figure 2‑23・

A second circuit broaden§

markers and mixes

for the fast §COPe SWeePS from the A. and B‑timing

Pulses. AIso included is an arrangement for changing

the l,000‑microsecond

them with the output of the trace

(1) A‑DELAY CIRCUIT. ‑ The A‑delay circuit

SePara〔ion and pedes〔al mixer. The resulting output

PrOVides a delayed pulse (the A.timing pulse) which

thus contains markers which are wide enough to be

may be positioned over a l,000. to 24,000‑microsecond

Clearly visible on the compressed time base of the

range in steps of l,000 microseconds. The circuit first

SLOW SCOPE. The polarity of these marker§ i§ SO

establishes an approximate delay by mean§ Of an R.C

arranged that they deflect downwards from the trace.

time cons〔ant emPIoyed in a phantastron delay circuit.
The output of this circuit is a wide (about 980 micro一

(7) TEST COUNT GENERATOR.‑A manual
test‑COunt insert circuit is provided for a convenient
Check on coun〔er OPeration. Refer to the block dia‑

gram, figure 2‑14. The test count generator is a circuit
Which provides one artificial counting pul§e eaCh time

a TEST COUNT push button is depressed. This count
may be inserted into any of the three counter circuits

to permit testing of cach counter individually. By this
means it is possible to check out the operation of each

Stage Of each counter. Observation of the on"Off state
Of the neon lamps a§SOCiated with the various stage§

Permits comparison with the normal counting §equenCe
SuCh as chown in figure 2‑12. Counting §equenCe Charts

are provided for this purpose in Section 7, tables 7‑27,

§eCOnds) gate. The position 9f this gate may be varied

continuously over a range of l,000 to 24,000 micro‑
SeCOnd§. The accuracy of this position i§ inadequate to
Permit direct u§e Of the gale aS the A‑timing pulse;

therefore, the gate is used to select one particular
marker from血e chain of l,000‑microsecond markers

generated by the frequency divider. By this means the
A delay is controlled by a l,000.microsecond marker.
The selected lOOO is broadened and u§ed as a gate to
select a particular lO.micro§eCOnd marker. The selected
lO is used as the A.timing pulse §O that the final delay

has a stability directly controlled by the lOO‑kc timing

Signal, With a minimum number of intervenlng ClrCultS
Which might degrade the timing ac⊂uraCy.

7‑28, and 7‑2,.
The test count i§ inserted into the desired counter

Figure 2‑24 shows the time重elationship of the vari・

through opera〔ion of a TEST COUNT INSERT switch.

OuS Signals in the A"delay circuit. The square wave 4) 1

This four‑POSition rotary switch interrupt§ the norma1

is applied to a differentiating circuit so that a positive

COunt generatOr tO the one of three counters selected.

薯悪霊豊富書誌詩誌詰塁

Positions of this switch are appropriately labeled

tastron delay circuit to produce a variable width rec.

COUNTER l, COUNTER 2, COUNTER 3, and OFF
(CIRCUIT NORMAL).

tangular pulse. The width of this pul§e may be varied

100‑kc input signal and connects the o加put of the test

by a front panel controI so that the trailing edge is
moved about in time. Di任erentiation of the variable

(8) TEST SIGNALS.一A test signal circuit i§ PrO‑

width pul§e PrOduces a gate which is positioned in

vided in the frequenCy divider to pick up significant

time by the trailing edge of the pulse. Thus a continu"

WaVeforms and deliveでthem to the test oscilloscope for

ously variable delay, between the d, 1 time reference

Observation. These circuits are selected by a TEST

POint and the gate, is fixed by a panel control.

SIGNAL switch and delivered to the oscilloscope ▼ia a
Cathode follower. Selected circuits are the lO

s,小e

士oo,s, the l,000,s (markers) and the 50.cycle output of

PreSet amPlifier number 2.
d・ TIME DELAY TYPE TD‑92/FPN‑30. ‑ The

The gate is empIoyed in a mixer circuit to

くpザh‑uP

One Particular lOOO. Only one lOOO can be §elected at a

time because gate width i§ adjusted (usi重Ig the AlOOO

WIDTH control) to slightly less than l,000 microsec‑
ond§・ Thus the phantastron delay must shift at least

time delay unit sets up the reference delay in the timer

500 microseconds to make the gate coincident with an

by means of circuits which establish the A and B de‑

adjacent lOOO. The characteristic§ Of the mixer circuit

1ays. A high degree of acc。racy and stability of delay

aでe SuCh that the orle marker coincident with the gate

is obtained by using the markers which are developed

will be amplified more than any othe重marker. In addi‑

in the frequency divider from the lOO‑kc timing signal.

tion, the gate voltage will produce a pede§tal, On the
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timing of thi§ reference point without affecting the
timing of the lO"mi⊂roSecond marker which becomes

トい器。.〇十い。器享「

̀he A‑timing pulse.
(2) B‑DELAY CIRCUIT. ‑ The B‑delay circuit
PrOVides the B‑timing pulse. The po§ition of this pulse

/諜鮨頂ON

may be conlinuously varied over∴a l,120‑ tO 24,000‑

microsecond range. In this respect it is not like the

A‑delay circuit which provides delay in only l,000.
micr6second steps. The B‑delay circuit is an expan§ion‑
̲「￣￣干→ VARIAB」〔 POS‑T'ON

「器措ST凧ON

Of the arrangement u§ed in the A‑delay circuit. Like the

AlOOO circuit the BlOOO circuit provide§ an OutPut in
§teP§ Of l,000 microseconds; however, additional cir‑

Cuits are incorporated to interpolate between the l,000‑

microsecond steps. The selected lOOO drives a BlOO
delay circuit to §elect one of the ten lOO‑microsecond

markers following the selected lOOO, thus permlttlng
lOO・microsecond steps. Step§ Of lO microseconds are

「いA晶十HA藍「
Fjgu′e 2‑24. §eIèIjon o白he Delayed AIOOO PuIse

「

q2TIMEBEFERENC…T」

BI〇〇°

marker base line, and thus further push up the ma重ker

Slttlng On the pedestal. As a re§ult the selected marker

Will have greater amplitude than any other marker.
BI○○

Thi§ Pulse is i§Olated in a clipper stage becau§e it is the

Only marker with sufficient amplitude to drive the
normally cutoff clipper §tage into the conducting重e‑
8io

gion. The clipper output would normally be a narrow
Pulse; however, Circuit modifications p重Oduce a broad・

ened pulse which has sufficient width to make it coin‑

8

CoN丁

Cident wi血the lO‑mic重OSeCOnd marker immediately
following the §elected lOOO・ The broadened clipper

」Bo巨」AY」

OutPut is used to push up this lO in the same manner
used to §elect the desired 1000. Likewi§e this lO is iso.

lated by clipper action in succeeding circuits.
The lO fo11owing the lOOO is §elected, in§tead of the

lO which is nominally coincident with the lOOO, because
Of delays inherent in counter§ 1 and 2 of the f重equenCy

divider. These delays prevent the lOOO from being

。̲,。。。 。E」。,」

developed coincidently with the lO; therefore the next

lO must be used. This causes the A delay to be 10
microseconds greater than nominal. This added delay
is of no consequence since it is readily compensated for,
when establishing reference delay as the difference be‑

tween the A delay and the B delay.

「

」 B￨O DELAY

」」∴O TO 12O peC

The pushed up lO‑microsecond marker is the A‑
tlmlng Pulse, an eXtremely accurately delayed §ignal

廿̲̲
星豊国

Obtained from a relatively simple circuit. That is, the
A‑timing pulse is timed by the continuously va重iable

Phantastron delay which selects a particular lOOO and
this in furn selects an accurately timed lO to form the

SUCC∈SSNE

6∈NEBATiON OF DELAYED PUしSES

A‑delay circuit output.

Note that, although the A‑timing pulse is delayed

No丁E
TiM∈∴京∈」ATiONS川PS AR∈

NOT TO SCAしこ

With respect to the 4) 1 time reference point, a COn‑
Siderable amount of instability can be tolerated in the
ORiCINAし

F;guIe 2‑25. Tjmjng of B‑DeIoy PuIses
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Similarly provided by the BlO delay circuit to inter‑
POlate between the lOO

s. The selected lO drives a B.

(3) TRANSMITTER TRIGGER GENERATOR.
‑The pulse which actually trigge重S the loran trans・

COntinuous delay circuit, With a range of lO to 22

mitter is generated by a thyra〔rOn Circuit in the time

microseconds, S6 that the final B delay i§ StePless arid

delay unit. This thyratron is triggered by either the
A‑ Or B‑timing pulse, depending on whether the timer

COntinuò一S. Time relationships of B delay pulses are

Shown in figure 2‑25.

is used at a master or a §lave station. The thyratron pro"

Arrangement of the BlOOO delay circuit is identical
to the AlOOO delay circuit except that, aS Shown in
figure 2‑23, the BlOOO delay i§ initiated by the dy 2 time

reference point. Thus a different l,000・microse⊂Ond

marker, SPaCed more than half a loran cyde from the
A‑timing pulse, is selected in the BlOOO circuit, The
Selected lOOO is used to time the start of the phantastron

time delay of the BlOO circuit. Action is essentially the
Same aS in the BlOOO circuit except that in thi§ Circuit

a specific lOO.microsecond marker is selected. This lOO
is used, in the BlO circuit, tO time the selection of a
SPeCific lO・ Thu§ a lOOO is selected, One Of the lOO

duces a pulse shape which is suitable for triggering
the transmitter; the instant of triggering is determined
by the A‑ Or B"timing pul§e・

(4) BLANKING PULSE GENERATOR. ̲Con.
Currently with the generation of the transmitter trig.
ger pulse, a blanking pul§e is generated to paralyze the

remote channel of the radio receiver. This pulse starts
ahead of the local transmitter trigger pul§e and con‑
tinues for 500 microseconds beyond the tl

an§重nitter

trlgger, during which time the local signal is trans.
mi章亡ed.

s
§

The blanking pulse is applied to electronic swi〔Ch

following the lOO is selected; all by con§eCutive action

Circuits, both in the receive重and in the associated

Of similar circuit groups. Therefore, any required de‑

SWitchgear

lay, in lO‑microsecond inc重ementS, i§ made available.

justed to amplify the weak remote signal, is completely
lnOPerative during transmission of the strong local sig‑

following the lOOO is §elected and one of the lO

Should a B delay which is no‡ in full increments of

SO that the remote channel, Which is ad‑

ten be required, One additional circuit arrangement is

nal・ Thi§ allows the local and remote pulse amplitudes

used to provide a continuous delay ove重a lO・micro‑

to be equalized.

SeCOnd range. The §elected lO is used to initiate a B一

議請書器嵩盈悪霊。§豊霊
delay circuits, Which is.differentiated and inverted to

(5) SCOPE TRIGGER GENERATOR.̲The A.
and B‑timing pulses are mixed together and fed to a
Pulse forming circuit to generate the fast scope trlg‑
gers. The lesulting trigger pul§eS are uSed to initiate

PrOVide proper polarity for direct use a§ the B‑timing

Pulse. B.continuou§ delay is never greater than

about

22 microseconds so that the §tability of the circuit at

the fast §COPe SWeePS and to time gate circuit§ in the

electrical synchronizer. Thus a fast scope trace is started
by each timing pulse and there are ̀WO fast scope traces

this Small delay is adequate to provide an ove重・all.tim‑

ing stability of be章ter than O.1 microsecond.
The B‑timing pul§e is the re§ult of the several suc・

⊂eSSive delays provided in the B‑delay circuits. Should

for each full cycle of the §quare WaVe.

(6) BLINK CIRCUIT.‑A blink circuit is pro‑
Vided to modify either the A or B delay so that the

the desired B delay be an increment of lO, the B‑

local delay may be periodically increased by l,000

COntinuous delay circuit is not used and the BlO output

mlCrOSeCOnds to transmit special information. It is used

becomes the B‑timing pulse. Thus the final B delay has

Primarily to warn navigators not to use the signal

a stability directly controlled by the lOO‑kc timing sig‑
nal with a minimum number of inte重Venlng ClrCultS

Which might degrade timing accuracy.

The phantastron delays of the B.delay circuit are

because of timing errors. The circuit consists of a
motor driven cam and microswitch arrangement, a re‑
lay・ and a dual potentiometer arrangement which may
be connected to the AlOOO or BlOOO delay phantas〔ron
to modify 〔he delay.

COntrOlled by d"C VOl章ages applied through panel‑

mounted potentiometers. Four additional sets of poten‑

In operation the motor drives the cam to turn the

tiometers are also mounted on the front panel, behind

§Witch on and off periodically to control the blink

a door labeled PRESET B DELAYS, and connected to

CyCle. The duration of the blink cycle is one second (at
a power line frequency of 60 cycles). The ratio of

a switch which §elects one of the five sets of controIs.

These controIs permit adjustment of the B1000, BlOO,

blink to no‑blink time is adjustable from 30 〔O 70 per‑

and BlO delays to provide a number of different coding

Cent. Thus the relay is switched on and off to modify

delays. Only one B・CONTINUOUS DELAY control is

PrOVided because the same continuous delay setting
will always be used in combination with all of the
PreSet delay changes. By mean§ Of the PRESET B

the delay circuit and shif〔 the time position of the local

Signal. The increase of delay is accomplished by means
Of a BLINK ADJUST con〔rOl. This dual po〔entio重○○eter

is connected to the AlOOO or B1000 delay controI poten‑

DELAY SELECTOR switch any one §et Of potentioln‑

tiometer, through contac〔S Of a STATION SELECTOR

e〔erS may be connected to control the delay. Thus five

MASTER SLAVE switch

different sets of B‑delay adjustments may be preset for

One or the other of the dual potentiometer SeCtions is

rapid selection §O that coding delay may be instantly

Shor〔ed out by the cyclic operation of the blink relay

SWitched to any of five values.

SO tha亡blink or no‑blink delay results. Thus the local

2̲26
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signal i§ made to jump back and forth from its normal

(l) INPUT CIRCUIT.‑The loran receiver am.

time position to one l,000 micros∝Onds late. Thi§

plifies the signals radiated by both the local and the

cyclic displacement is used to signal that synchroniza‑

remote t重anSmitters. Since the local transmlttlng an.

tion diffiふlties prevail. Provision is also made to inter"

tenna is generally, at mO§t, a few hし1ndred feet from the

change the blink shift of the A and B delay for ch∝k

recelVlng aǹenna and the remote transmitter is usually

of the OFF"SYNC ALARM system. AIso

facilitie§ are

several hundred miles away, the difference in signal

provided to operate the blink relay from an extemal
key.

amplitudes at the recelVlng antenna terminal is tre‑

(7) TEST SIGNAL CIRCUITS.‑A test signal cir・

mendous. This difference is equalized, Without introd.

cuit is provided in the time delay unit to pick up sig.

ducing delay distortion

nificant waveforms and deliver them to the test oscil.

and the electronic §Witch units of Loran Switching

lo§COPe for observation. These circuits are sel∝ted by a

TEST SIGNAL switch and delivered to the oscilloscope
via a cathode follower. Selected circuits are the AlOOO
push・uP OutPut, the BlOOO push.up output・ the BlOO

pu§h.up output, the BlO push・uP OutPut・ the TRANS

TRIGGER, and the BLANKING pul§e.

e, RADIO RECEIVER TYPE R‑564/FPN‑30.〇二The

radio receiver provides means for delivering r.f and
detected video pulse§ tO the other units of the timer.

Primarily thi§ unit重eCeives the local and remote loran
§ignals and makes them available for p重eSentatlOn On
the timer o§Cilloscope§・ The receiver al§O di任erentiates
the detected video §ignal to obtain the first and second

by the recelVer lnPut Circuit

Group AN/FPA‑2・

The recelVer lnPut Channel for local signals con‑
sists of a resistive attenuator which includes two fixed

20"db pads and a potentiometer with an attenuation

range of about 40 db. An additional attenuator pad,
mounted on the back of the receiver and connected in
Series with the local channel input, PrOVides attenua‑

tion of O to 60 db in 20‑db steps. The remote channel
is∴an aPPrOXimately unity gain amplifier which is
biased to cutoff by the blanking pulse genera〔ed in the
time delay uni〔 during the time of transmission of the
local signal. This unity gain channel is ⊂alled the elec.

tronic switch. Both channels employ identical tuned

derivatives. Derivative §ignal§ are uSed in the electrical

synchronizer and in the synchronizàion indicàOr OS‑

cilloscopes for pulse matching.

Circuit inputs to attenuate o任‑frequency signals and
thus prevent ⊂rO§§ mOdulation in the electronic §Witch

§tage.

The receive重is a high gain TRF unit・ The u§e Of a
tuned radio・frequency receiver坤the§e loran frequen・
cies i§ a nOVel feature which permit§ the eventuality of

The femote §ignal is picked up by the antenna and
PaS§ed through the remote channel of one of che elec‑

tronic §Witch units of the switching equipmen=O the
cycle matching. Becau§e the receiver does no章emPIoy a
local oscillator the pha§e relationship between the

electronic switch in the receiver, Because no blanking
Signal exis̀S at the time of tran§mission of the remote

pul§e enVelope and the r‑f carrier is preserved and the
individual r‑f cycles may be used for pha§e COmPa重l§On

Signal) it passes through the remote channel without
attenuation. A portion of the remote signal pa§§eS

of local and remote signal§・ The r・f cycle§ PrOVide a
through the re§i§tive attenuators of the local channel;

more §enSitive indicàion of phase relation§hip§・ This
at〔enuation is so great that this portion i§ Of negligible

indication is useful when the r‑f cycle§ are harmonically

COnSequenCe.

generated from the same lOO・kc signal which ̀imes ̀he

loran signal・
The local §ignal pas§eS through resistive attenuators,

Another feature not usually empIoyed in recelVe重

in one of the electronic switch units of the loran switch‑

design is the use of pretuned plug・in coils to control

ing equipment and in the receiver, and i§ thus reduced

the receiver frequency. Separate set§ Of hermetically

in amplitude to a level equal to that of the remo〔e

§ealed coils are supplied for each of the five loran fre・

Signal. The levels of the two §ignal§ are made equal by

quencies so that the receiver may be §e章uP aS a fixed

tuned receiver for any operating frequency. This fea‑

adjustment of the attenuatio早Any minor change in

this adjustment, aS may be required from time to time,

ture provides maximuni operàing stability and elim‑

is made by means of the continuously variable LOCAL

inates any need for adjustment of the receiver tuned

GAIN control mounted on the receiver front panel.

circuits du重ing the life of the recelVer.

The local signal ⊂annOt PaSS through the remote chan‑
nel because, at the time of traninis§ion of the local

The receiver is equipped with two re)eCt10n traPS・

Each of these traps may be adjusted to tune out one
particular interfering frequency over the range of
loran frequencie§・ The traps may both be tuned to the

Signal, the重emOte Channel is cut off by the blanking

Pulse. Thus the local signal can only pass through the
attenuated local channel and the remote §ignal i§ PaSSed

through the remote channel.

same frequency, tO PrOVide maximum reJeCtlOn, Or tO
two §eParate frequencleS.

The receiver has two input channels? One for the

The elec〔rOnic §Witch and the resistive attenuator§ ln

the receiver are extensions of corresponding circuits in

local signal) the other for the remote §ignal. The local

the switching equipment. They are provided to insure

channel is provided with a variable gain controI so that

greater isolation of the two signal§ and so permlt an

the amplitudes of the received signals may be exactly

equalized. Refer to figure 2‑26.
AMEND

2

additional range of adjustment for equalizing signal
levels・ The presence of the continuou§ly variable
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LOCAL GAIN control on the receiver unit allows the

(6) VIDEO LIMITER.‑The video limi(er Stage

operato=O conVeniently make an exact adjustment of

restrict§ the peak amplitude of the detector oùPut §ig‑

the local §ignal amplitude.

nal. This peak limi〔ing reduces the amplitude of large

The equalized outputs of the local and remote chan.

noise bursts to a level comparable to the video §ignal

nels are combined and delivered to the radio‑frequency

Peak amplitude to prevent overloading of other timer

amplifiers of the receiver.

CircuìS. The amplitude at which limiting takes place

(2) AMPiITUDE BALANCE ADJUSTMENT.‑
An arrangement is provided in the receiver which per‑
mit§ SPeCial u§e

is regulated by means of a LIMITER ADJ potentiom"
eter・ A LIMITER IN‑OUT §Witch permits the limiter
to be‑di§COnneCted if desired.

of the timer to monitor a loran palr.

For §uCh use the timer is operated as a highly accurate

receiver indicator and may or may not be used in con.
junc章ion with the loran switchgear required at a trans.
mlttlng Statio重l. The amplitude balance adjustment per・
mits the gain of the remote channel to be di任erent for
the two Ioran half‑CyCle§ §O that two monitored signals

(7) DERIVATIVE GENERATOR.‑The deriva‑
tive generator empIoys two consecutive di任erentiator
StageS tO PrOduce the first and §eCOnd derivatives of the

Video pulse. The derivative§ are neW WaVeforms which

COntain voltage points bearing significant time rela.
tionships to portions of the video §ignal. These voltage

of di任erent amplitudes may be equalized. The arrange.

POlnt§ are emPIoyed in the eleclrical §ynChronizer to

ment u§eS Square‑WaVe VOltage, aPPlied through an

mark specific timing ⊂Onditions for control

AMPLITUDE BALANCE control, tO bias the electronic

Chronization and for operation of automatic alarms.

switch for decreased gain during the half‑CyCle of the

These uses will be discussed in detail under paragraph

of §yn‑

stronger §ignal. The gain during the half・CyCle of the

3 g cove重ing the electri⊂al synchronizer. The second

weaker signal is unchanged. Jn such service the叩lPli・

derivative of the video signal is also made available for

tude balance voltage is only made large enough to
reduce the gain of the electroni⊂ §Witch; the circuit is

never disabled by the blanking pulse in the manner
used for service at a transmlttlng §tation. An AMPLI‑

TUDE BALANCE IN‑OUT switch permits remova1 9f
amplitude balance bias at a normal tran§mlttlng StatlOn.

(3) R・F AMPLIFIERS.一Six s〔ageS Of r‑f amplifi‑

Vi§ual observation on the §ynChronization indicator

unit. Under some conditions this waveform may be
more convenient for pulse malChing than the video
Signal・
A discu§Sion of the operation of a differentiator cir・

cuit to obtain a new waveform and the nature of the
derivative waveform§ generated in the receiver will

cation provide the required gain and bandwidth. The

help the reader to unders〔and the significant relation・

first three stages are sharply tuned to the operatlng

§hip§ between the video §ignal and its derivative§.

frequency by meahs of plug‑in coil§・ The last three

The theory of differentiation may be better under.

stages are broad.banded to cover the five‑Channel tun‑

StOOd by considering first a simple differentiating net‑

ing range of the∴reCeiver・ The §ixth stage uses a tube

WOrk, figure 2‑27, and a §quare‑WaVe Pulse. The differ‑

with larger power capability than the first five stages

entiator, in its simple§t form, COn§ist§ Of a small capaci‑

to provide a large amplitude output signal. The r.f

tor, C, in §eries with a relatively low resistance, R.

reJeCtlOn traPS are incorporated in the plate circuit§ Of

Differentiation is the process of deriving a new wave.

the first two r‑f amplifiers. R‑f gain control is provided

form from an exl§tlng WaVeform; the instantaneous

by a variable grid bias applied to the first three stages

amplitude of the new waveform i§ PrOPOrtional to the

through COARSE GAIN and FINE GAIN poten‑

rate of change (§lope) of the original waveform. In

tiometer§.

this circuit the differentiation occurs becau§e the cur‑

(4) R‑F CATHODE FOLI.OWER. ‑The radio‑

rent through C i§ PrOPOrtional to the rate of change of

frequency output of the sixth r.f amplifier is fed

the applied vdltage. If a square wave having a finite

through a cathode follower to an ouやut jack. The jack

(4・microsecond) rise tinie (figure

makes the undetected radio.frequency signal available

through this network, the following detailed analysis

for presentation on one of the timer oscilloscopes. This

Of the leading edge may be made. In the period from

§ignal is known as the r"f signal.

O to 2 micro§eCOnds fhe square"WaVe §lope i§ ZerO and

2‑28) is passed

(5) DETECTOR.一The r.f signal is taken from

unchanging. No current can flow through C and there

the output of the r‑f cathode follower and rectified and

is no voltage drop (IR) across R; the amplitude of the

filtered by a diode detector stage to remove r‑f compo.
nent§・ The resulting §ignal is the video signal. The

video signal is applied to two separate circuits; One lS
via a cathode follower to an output jack connecting to
the synchronization indicator, the other is via a cathode
followep to a derivative generator circuit in the r?・

ceiver. A PHONE jack in the output of this cathode
follower permits listening to the detected signal to aid
identification of interfering §ignals. A limiter∴Circuit

董=

may be connected across the detector output to limit
noise peaks・

ORlcINAし
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In the first di鮎erentiator the applied voltage (e)
(refer to figure 2‑27) is血e video §ignal. Refer to figu重e
2‑29, Derivation of De重ivatives. Note that the video
§ignal sits on a flat base line (ZerO rate Of change) and

that the forward amplitude rises at a continually in"
C重eaSing重ate (increasing rate of change) until the

POint marked A. Note血at at the time this is happen‑
ing the first derivative∴rises in accordance with the
increa§ing rate of change of the video §ignal. At the

in§tant the video §ignal重eaChes maximum rate of
Change, at POint A, the first derivative attains maxi・

mum voltage. Beyond point A the重ate Of change of
the

video

signal

decreases

(a§

Shown

by

the

more

gradual slope) and the corresponding voltage of the
first derivative decrease§ aCCOrdingly. The first deriva‑
tive重eaChes the base line when the videb signal feaches

it§ maXimum amplitude (ZerO Slope). The §eCOnd half
Of the video signal (trailing sIope) is §imilar章o the
fir§t half and therefore the two halve§ Of the fir§t de‑
MICROSECONDS O

1

2∴∴∴ 3 ∴∴∴4

5

6

7

8

rivative are similar except that as the trailing sIope of
‡he video §ignal is a declining §lope the co重reSPOnding

Fjgu「e 2‑28. D紺e′en高oijon o白he [eod;ng Edge

POrtion of the firs章derivative is negative. It may be

of a Squ。′e Wove Hovjng o F;njle Rjse Tjme

seen from the foregoing that by virtue of the change
Of the current in the capacito重Wi血change i血the

differentiated wave is therefore zero. In the period

SIope of the video signal a new waveform, having a

from 2 to 4 microseconds the amplitude of the square

PO§itive and a negative peak, has been produced which

wave rises at a continuously increasing rate. As the

PreCisely corre§POnds, in time, With the video signal.

SIope increases, SO also does the current through C in‑

CreaSe.* The output voltage of the differentiating net‑
work, aPPearing ac重OSS R, therefore increases accord‑

ingly. At 4 microseconds the rate of change §hif̀S from

an increaslng tO a decreasing rate; at this poin事the

differentiated wave reaches maximum amplitude and
starts to decline. The decline∴COntinues until the end

of the period 4 to 6 microseconds, When the square
wave reache§ a SeCOnd point of constant rate of change

(zero sIope) and the differentiated wave retums to zero

It may aliO be seen, from figure 2‑29・ that the §eCOnd

derivative contains a point, marked B, Which exactly
corresponds in time with the point marked A. Thi§

exact time relationship重eSults because at the poinl Of
inflection of the video §ignal (A) the重ate Of change
i§ maXimum. This point marks the positive peak of the
first derivative. The po§itive peak of the first derivative
is a point of zero §lope‑that i§, ZerO rate Of change‑

and therefore the corresponding point on the second
derivative is the zero voltage point marked B. Thu§

amplitude. In the drawing the differentiated wave has

point B exac↑ly corresponds in time to point A・ and

been §hown at approximately the same amplitude as

point B is a zero voltage point regardles§ Of the ampli‑

the square wave for clarity. Actually, the amplitude of

tude of the video signal.

the differentiated wave would depend on the relative

The second differentiator i§ PrOVided to change the

values of C and R. The steeper the sIope of the applied

first derivative to the second derivative. The theory of

waveform, the higher the current through C and the

operation behind this change is the §ame aS that for the

large‥he voltage across R. Becau§e R is. very small,

first differentiator and the reader may u§e the §ape

as∴COmPared wi章h the impedance of C

the current

through R and C is determined primarily by C; R is
made large enough so that some voltage drop (IR) will
appear across it as the useful output of the differen‑

type of analysi§ tO derive the second derivative from
the fir§t derivative.

The circui章arrangement for obtaining the deriva.

tlatlng netWOrk. It is necessary that the current be de‑

tives i§ §hown in the block diagram, figu重e 2‑26. A

termined by C to obtain the faithful differeǹiation

cathode follower provides a low impedance d重iving

Shown in figure 2‑28.

source to the firs〔 differentiator to insu重e lhat lhe cur.

rent through章he differentiating network is p重imarily
determined by the impedance of the di俺erentiating
*This change of current th重Ough C occur§ because the

capacitor. The di俺erentiated output i§ aPPlied to an
instantaneous impedance of ̀he capacitor decrea§e§ aS the
sIope of the waveform increa§eS. The effect may be compared

with the change of impedance of a capacitor with change in
frequency of a §ine wave. As the frequency of the sine wave
is increased, the rate of changc of the sine wave increa§eS and

the i重nPedance of the capacitor dccrease§・ A capacitor behaves
the∴SamC Way tO a nOnSinu§Oidal wave even though the im.

pedance∴CamOt be∴eXPlaincd in the same manncr.

2̲30

output jack via a cathode follower and al§O tO an in‑
verter §tage tO invert the pha§e Of the fir§t derivative
§ignal. The pha§e inversion is required to provide

proper deflection polarity for visual ob§erVation of the
second derivative on the §ynChronization indicator. The

inver̀er OutPut drives a cathode follower to provide a
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Iow impedance source for the second differentiator.
The §eCOnd derivative is taken from the §eCOnd differ・

entiator, Via a cathode follower, and applied to an
output jack for delivery to the electrical synchronizer
and to the synchronization indicator.

/. SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR TYPE IP‑
238/FPN‑30.‑The synchronization indicator unlt

ViDEO SiGNAL

A

graphically di§Plays the received loran signals to permll
comparison of their time di倍erence with the reference
delay. The reference delay is preset into the pre§enta‑

CHANcE VO」丁AcE
FIRST ERiWIV各
lNCfiEASINc

旺C随ASiNG

INC寄EASING

Aiト博
S

D∈c胃と

tion§ Of the synchronization indicator oscilloscopes so

that the comparison may be readily made. The unit

incorporates three osci11oscopes. The SLOW SCOPE is
u§ed to display the complete loran cycle and thu§ Show

coarse time relationships. The VIDEO SCOPE is used
to display expanded portion§ Of the SLOW SCOPE

presentation to show fine time relationships. The

SLOW SCOPE and VIDEO SCOPE presentatlOnS Were
discussed in paragraph§ 2 c (4) and 2 c (5) above. A

thi重d oscilloscopel nOt PreViously discussed言s the RF

SCOPE. The RF SCOPE is used for the display of
carrier frequency cycles of the loran §ignal; thi§ Pre§一

entation is primarily useful for pulse matching under
S各COND 各RM種丁NE

noisy condition§・

B

The advantage of the r‑f presentation over the video
PreSentation under noisy conditions is freedom from
くくbase line bounce

. Detected noise components change

the average d‑C VOltage in the detector output circuit to
§hift the video base line up and down with noise. Thi§
shift

makes

the

video

presentat与on

bounce

up

and

down,平aking pulse matching di債cult. Because the r‑f

Fjgure 2‑29. DerjvoIjon of Del.jvat;ves,
pre§entation is an a‑C PreSentation

nOise will not shift

IdeaIjzed Wovefol‑mS

the base line. Thus the envelopes of the signal§ Pre‑

sen章ed on the RF SCOPE are better suited to pulse

matching under noisy reception conditions. Because the
r‑f presentation pe重mi〔S detailed observation of indi‑
vidual carrier cycles, it al§O Permits the eventuality of

CyCle matching.

reference delay ii PrOVided.. Once referenCe delay ha§

been e§tablished the markers in the VIDEO SCOPE and

the RF SCOPE are switched off and time difference is
COmPared with reference delay by superposition of the

The fast §WeeP SPeeds of the RF SCOPE provide the
additional advantage of higher re§Olution than that

available on the VIDEO SCOPE because of the greate重

tilne eXPanSion affordcd. This permits attainment of a
cIoser measurement of reference delay.

local and remote signal§ On the VIDEO SCOPE and the

RF SCOPE.
In addition to the three §COPe§ tIle SynChronization

indicator unit incorporates SYNC ERROR and OFF・
SYNC alarm indicato重§ Which are connected to alarm

A summary of the presentation§ Of the three different

Ci重Cuit§ in the electrical synchronizer. These lamps will

§COPeS is given in table 2‑3・ Note that the VIDEO

glow if synchronization abnormalilies exi§t. A buzzer

SCOPE is used to present either the video pulse or the
§eCOnd derivative. The function of thi§ §⊂OPe, u§ing
either waveform, i§ e§§entially the same.

is mounted in the §ynChronization indicator chassi§ and

COnneCted to the alarm circuits so that, if a BUZZER
SWitch is tumed ON, the buzzer will sound whenever
a lamp glows・ The BUZZER switch is Iocated on the

To permit §etting up and maintaining the refe重enCe

SynChronization indicato重COntrOI panel.

delay, marker§ are made available for display on all

s are §hown on the rela‑

A BLINK SELECTOR swi‡Ch is provided on the con‑

tively long time ba§e Of the SLOW SCOPE since this

troI panel for operation of the blink circuit in the

SCOPe is used only to p重OVide a rough measurement. All

SynC COntrOl unit. This switch may be set to MANUAL

markers (1000

for continuous Iocal blink, may be set to OFF, Or may

tl..ee oscilloscopes. Only lOOO

s, 100

s, 10

s, and l

s)̀ are §hown on the

s

be set to AUTO to initiate local blink simultaneously

s are shown on the very sho重t time base of the

with operation of either of the electrical synchronizer

Shorter time base of the VIDEO SCOPE and only lO
and l

RF SCOPE. Thu§ a mean§ for precise measu重ement Of

ORICINAし
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TABした2̲3. §COPE PR格iEN†ATIONi
PREiとNTATION

WAV置FORMS

mastervideo§ignal.

Slavehalf‑CyCle,Pedestal,1000
video

回I S○○WSCOP鵬

Ma§ter

span

containedin
video

§Pan

COntainedin

Pedestal,maSter

10

§and

2nd

宣

s,and

above

above

Vldeo

Coa重Se

maste重

§ignal.

slave

s,100

meaSurementOfreferencedelay

Finemea§urementOfreferencedelayand

fine

matching

Signal§

slgnal.

Optionalp重eSentationofmixedlOOO

VIDEOSCOPE (video)

andcoarselocationofremotesignal.

signal.

Pede§lal,maSler
Time

Ui各

§,and§lave

half‑CyCle,Pedestal,1000

Time
○○

§HOWN

oflocaland

fo重.COmParison

of

remote
reference

delaywithtlmedl鱈erence.

§,

s.

derivatives

of

maste重

and

slave

§ignal§.

VIDEOSCOPE (derivative)

Samea§

Videopresentation

〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇」 ∴∵ノm† こ、ゝイ′ 「〇〇〇〇〇〇〇〇￣￣ R耳SCOPE
masterr・fsignal.
Time

span

§lave

following

aboveexcept

Sameasvideo.

Time.§Pan following A‑Pedestaltrigger,
SameasVIDEO SCOPE;Pe重mitsuItra
finemeasurementofreferencedelay.

B‑Pedestalt重igger,

r‑fsignal.

Usefulfor

pulse

COndition§.Permits

Optionalpre§entationofmixedlO

sandl

§.

match

under

noisy

matchingindivid・

ual重・fcycles.

Nole: The VIDEO SCOPE and RF SCOPE traces are §hown separated for∴darity. of illustration. The normal presentation i§

With the traces superposed.

The physical arrangement of the timer permits the

indicator unit. By use of the DRIFT and PHASE con‑

OPeratOr tO COnVeniently monitor synchronization by

t重Ol§ the slave operator may make the time difference

Ob§erVation of the three scopes and to make any adjust‑

Of the local and remdte signals equal the reference de‑

ments which may be required to correct §ynChroniza.

lay, aS indicated by superpo§ition of the two signals on

tion while watching the scopcs. A DRIFT switch, lo.

the synchronization indicator unit oscillo§COPe§・

Cated on the §ynChronization indicator unit controI
Panel, Permits.the operator to move the remote §ignal
to ̀he left or∴right in coarse or medium steps as re・

Signal palhs and functions of synchronization indica‑
tor circuits are described below and illustrated in the

block diagram, figure 2‑30.

quired. Thi§ SWitch operate§ the previou§ly described

慧謹

Circuits of the frequency divider to change

( 1 ) SLOW SCOPE.‑The SLOW SCOPE empIoys

recurrence rate. Fine adjustment of the posi一

a three‑inch cathode‑ray tube to display the complete

tion of the remote §ignal as required at a slave station

loran cycle. A rectangular vicwing mask distinguishe§

may be effecled by operation of the PHASE controI on

this scope from the other two. The sweep circuits for

the front panel of the §ynChronization control unit.

the SLOW SCOPE provide one horizontal trace for

This unit is Iocated to the right of the §ynChronization

each loran half‑CyCle. Altemate traces are separated,

2「32
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One above the othe重, SO that the master half・CyCle is

SLOW MARKERS §Witch, in the frequency divider,

alway§ PreSented on top and the slave half‑CyCle is

OFF. The deflection voltages for all the§e functions

Shown below, by application of a trace separation volt‑

are generated in the frequency divider and the circuit

age. Re⊂tatlgular pulses a重e aPPlied to the traces to

arrangement is covered under that unit.

form the A and B pedestals and relate the SLOW

The video outp̀一t Of the receiver is amplified

SCOPE pre§entation to the VIDEO SCOPE pre§enta‑

by an amplifier

tion. Marker§ are al§O aPPlied to the traces to permit

dicator and applied to the upper deflection plate of

coarse time measurement in l,000・microsecond incre‑

the cathode.ray tube with the correct polarity to cause

meǹS. The markers may be removed by tuming a

upward deflection of the cathode‑ray beam in direct

oRICINAし

§tage in the synchronization in・
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This output is mixed with other SLOW SCOPE deflec‑

the SLOW SCOPE relates the occurrence time of the

tlOn VOltage§ in the frequency divider and forms the

local and remote signals to the two Ioran half.cycle§, tO

Pedes〔al. The cathode follower output voltage is al§O

the l,000‑microsecond markers, and to the di§Play peri・

applied to the cathode‑ray tube as an intensifying pul§e.

ods of the VIDEO SCOPE.

For mbst of the loran cycle the VIDEO SCOPE

(2) VIDEO SCOPE.‑The VIDEO SCOPE dis‑
Plays two traces, either superposed or one above the
Other, tO PreSent an eXPanded picture of the informa‑

tion contained within the A and B pedestals shown on

Cathode‑ray tube is negatively biased to blank out the
beam. The intensifying pulse is a positive vol〔age Of
Sufficient amplitude to make the beam visible §O that

the trace is brightened only during sweep periods and
extinguished when the beam is stationary.

the SLOW SCOPE. Thi§ time expansion is accom̲

Markers and the loran signal are applied to opposite

Plished by using the A" and B.timing pulses 〔O initiate

a fast, Short duration sweep. The time expansion is

Ver〔ical deflection plates of the tube. Either the video

further advanced by the provision of a delay circuit to

Pulse or its §eCOnd derivative is applied to a wide.band

Permit §tarting the sweep §Ome time after the A and B

Pulses.

Video amplifier to develop the vertical signal deflec̀ion
VOltage applied to the lowe重Vertical deflection plate.
The lOOO

The video §WeeP Period is variable, by means of a

VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control, OVer a range Of 75 to
l,300 microseconds; thus only a portion of the §ignal

may be made to occupy the trace length or, at the other
extreme of the range, 〔he pulse may occupy but a small

fraction of the total trace. In addition to this controI

over the portion of the pulse viewed, the VIDEO
SCOPE incorporates the sweep delay circuit which
makes it possible to delay the star〔 Of the trace from

lO to lOO microseconds. Thus the sweep may be delayed
until such time as a desired portion of the waveform
occurs §O that this desired section may be made to

appear at the start of th6 visible trace. By using the
SWeeP delay in conJunCtlOn With a fast sweep speed,
Only a portion of the pulse may be ob§erVed. The

SWeeP delay feature is of little value with sIower sweeps
because the maximum available delay is only a small

s, 100

s, and lO

s markers are mixed together

ln a PuSh‑uP Circuit which makes them all coincident.
Two push・uP StageS feed broadened lOOO
ened lOO

s and broad‑

s to a lO‑microsecond push‑uP Stage tO mix

the three §ignals together and produce a chain of
markers in which the lOO
the lOOO

s are taller than the lO

§ and

§ are taller than the lOO,s. This chain is fed to

a mixer circuit which clips the broadened push‑uP VOlt‑
ages from the base line and mixe§ in pul§eS from a l,s

amplifier to produce a comb of markers contalnlng
l

s, 10

s, 100

s, and lOOO,s in progres§ively increasing

amplitude. The markers are coincident because the
broadened lOO

s and lOOO

s are u§ed to pu§h"uP the next

lO‑microsecond marker§; thus the lOO

s pu§h‑uP the

next ten to lnCreaSe the ampli‡ude of the lO by a fixed

amount and the lOOO

s push‑uP a neXt lO, Which is also

COincident with a lOO, by a larger

made coincident with the lO

amount. The l

s are

§ by adjustment of the

fraction of the maximum §WeeP Period.
Phase of the l

s in the frequency divider. The marker§

The same circuit which generates the §aWtoOth sweep

may be applied to the upper deflection plate of the

voltage also generates a rectangular waveform which

SCOPe by means of a VIDEO PRESENTATION §Witch‑

is the SLOW SCOPE pedestal・ Thus the pedestal ha§

The three positions of this switch permit scope prese叶

the same duration as the sweep, and the pedestal there‑

tation of either the received読gnal, the received signal

fore marks the VIDEO SCOPE sweep period on the

and the markers, Or the markers alone.

SLOW SCOPE t〇・aCe. Because one VIDEO SCOPE

SWeeP is generated each half‑CyCle, there are two pedes‑

tals displayed on the SLOW SCOPE.

Trace §eParation voltage i§ also applied to the upper

deflection plate. This voltage is developed by controlled
amplification of 4) 2 of the square wave so that different

The VIDEO SCOPE circuits are shown in the block
diagram, figure 2‑30. The A and B triggers, aS mixed

d‑C VOltages are applied to the deflection plate, for

together and supplied by卓ye time delay unit, are uSed

to alternate vertical positions, thus producing two

to trigger the sweep generator・ These trigge重S may be

Parallel traces. The trace §eParation may be reduced to

applied to a §WeeP delay circuit and thus delayed to

ZerO, for trace superposition, by reducing the ampli‑

make the sweep start after the triggers. A switch

fication of the §quare WaVe tO ZerO.

ganged to the SW髄P DELAY control a11ows the de‑

lay to be switched out when the control is tumed to
the extreme cIockwise position・ Thu§ the minimum de.

lay inherent in the sweep delay circuit may be elim‑

alternate halves of the loran cy可e, tO deflect the trace

The VIDEO SCOPE thus display§ the local and re‑

mote signals in an expanded presentation which en‑
ables convenient and detailed measurement of the time
relationships of the two §ignals.

inated. The sweep generator produces a §aWtOOth de‑

The deflection voltage is applied directly to one hori‑

(3) RF SCOPE.‑The RF SCOPE empIoys the
same general arrangement as the VIDEO SCOPE. A

zontal deflection plate and, Via a paraphase amplifier,

completely duplicate sweep circuit i§ PrOVided to en‑

flection voltage and, COnCurrently, a reCtangular pulse.

to the other horizontal deflection plate to produce

able separate sweep speed and sweep delay adjustment.

PuSh.pull sweep. The rectangular pulse is applied, Via

The sweep delay circuit may not be switched out; there‑

a cathode follower, tO a PEDESTAL OUTPUT jack・

2̲34
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seconds. The range of sweep delay is lO to lOO micro‑

Wi血either or both light§. If de§ired the buzzer may be

seconds and sweep §peed may be varied over∴a 5. to

Silenced by mean§ Of a switch located on the front panel

lOO‑microsecond range. Thus any 5‑microsecond or

Of the §ynChronization indicator unit. Facilities are

wider pul§e §egmentl Or the complete r‑f presentation,

PrOVided for connecting an additional set of light§ and

may be observed. The presentation is therefo重e uSeful

a buzzer a〔 a remOte POint which may be located up to

for matching individual r.f cycles o重for matching

two miles from the timer. The alarm circuits are ar̲
ranged so that they initiate automatic blinking, When

Pulse envelope§・

either circuit operates, PrOVided the BLINK SELEC‑
Only l

§ and lO

s are presented on the RF SCOPE.

These markers are applied through push‑uP StageS and

TOR switch is §et tO AUTO.

s in the

Before any discussion of ′synchronizer theory can be

same way as for the VIDEO SCOPE. An RF PRESEN.

attempted, it is necessary to define synchronizer delay.

TATION §Witch provides the same arrangement for

Refer to figure 2‑31 and note that the leading edge of

a mixer circuit'tO P上oduce a comb of l

s and lO

marker and signal display as used in the VIDEO
SCOPE.

the video §ignall Which is used for visual synchroniza"
tion throughou章the loran system, COntalnS a POlnt
marked A. Point A wa§ PreViously related (paragraph

The r‑f amplifie重emPIoyed in this §COPe differs from

the video amplifier employed

in the VIDEO SCOPE

in that the r"f amplifier empIoys tuned circuits which

3 e (7)) to a point marked B on the second derivative.
Poin章A and con§equently point B occur at a fixed time
after the A・ Or B‑timing pulse. Because this time is

must be adjusted for the ca重rie重frequency of the re‑
the §ame for ma§ter and slave signals, When synchro‑

ceived signal.. One other circuit di任erence in the RF

nization is correct, the two observation point§ (point B
SCOPE exists. The sweep generator dces not §uPPly a
on master and slave §ignals). are separated by the ref‑

pedestal voltage to any other scope to relate the RF

erence delay. (Reference delay was defined in para‑

SCOPE p重eSeǹàion to the loran cycle. It i§ nOt neCeS・
sary ̀O Show thi§ relationship becau§e the start of the

r‑f presentation is controlled by the A‑ and B.timing
pulses and the received signals occu重immediately after

graphs 2 4 (2) and 2 c at the beginning of Section 2.)
The synchronizer uses elec〔rical gate circuit§ tO

measure synchronization of the master and slave sig‑

these pulses. Thu§, SO Iong a§ a reasonable pulse match・

nals. The gates developed by the synch重Onizer are

is e§tablished on the VIDEO SCOPE, the r‑f signal

timed by the A‑ and B.timing pulses and are arranged

must appear on the RF SCOPE. The amplitude of the

to occu重at the time of the first zero cro§S‑OVer POint

r.f pulse i§ adjustable by means of an RF GAIN control

(POint B) of the §eCOnd derivative of each signal when

located on the front panel.

synchronization i§ COrreCt. The A.ti中ing pulse initiates

a delayed pulse which is the master gate and the B‑
g・ ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZER TYPE SN‑

117/FPN‑30. ‑ The electrical synchronizer performs
di§tinctly different p重imary functions at a master and
slave §tation. When used at a slave station,血e output
signals of the・ SynChronizer automatically control the
time diffe重enCe between a signal received from a master

station and a signal generated locally by the slave sta‑
tion. This control maintain§ SynChronization・ When
used at a master station the output §ignals of the syn‑

ch重Onizer are used solely to provide indications of the
deg重ee Of synchronization accuracy. Co血trolling syn・
chronization at a slave station and indicating §ynChro‑

nization erro重at a maSter Station are the primary
functions of the §ynChronizer. The synchronizer al§O

incorporates two alarm circuits which are used, in the

POINTB

MASTERDERlVATNE

same manner at both maste重and slave station, tO alert

the operator to §ynChronization di債culties.

s,N。H,,。NiZER。E」AY〇一i

poiN丁βヽI

The two alarm circuits are the sync error ala重m

S」N各

OE照I

a血d

the o任sync alarm. The §ynC er重Or alam circuit重e‑
sponds when synchronization error exceeds one micro・

」器印 譜」 oとしAY oきしAY

§eCるndへThe off.sync alarm ci重Cuit responds to fou重
di任e重ent COndition§, all equivalent to a la重ge errOr・
職AS丁各層

eA丁各

These conditionふくO be defined later in血is paragraph,
are remote blink, lost signal, WrOng ZerO, and la重ge

sync error. Alarm indications are given by the. SYNC
ERROR and OFF SYNC indicator light§ and an alarm
buzze重Which are located on the synchronization indi・

cato重unit. The buzzer will be §Ounded §imultaneously

o剛ciNAし
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timing pulse initiates a delayed pul§e Which i§ the

MiX各鼠

slave gate. The interval between the master gate and

P」A丁と

the slave gate is. defined a§ the synchronizer delay. At a

V○○丁A6各

slave station the synchronizer delay will alway§ equal

the reference delay. At a master station the synchro‑
nizer delay will only equal the reference delay when

廿

there i§ nO errOr. When there is a synchronization error,

the two will not be equal. This i§ becausc the synchro.
nize重delay is always adjusted to equal the time differ‑
etlCe between master and §lave signals.
The gates are u§ed to electronically sample the am‑
plitude§ Of

the derivatives of the video pul§e. The

amplitude of each sampled waveform・ for the duration
of the gate

PrOVides informa章ion which is used to gen‑

erate a 60‑CyCle error voltage.
The synchronizer control§ SynChronization at a §lave

station by shifting the phase of the lOO"kc signal to
correc章the error ( i.e., tO make the time difference equal

to the §ynChronizer delay); the combination of the

electrical synchronizer and the synchronization control
unit form an automatic error correction §yStem vyhich

continuously corrects any error. At a master station the
sync control motor i§ COnneCted to a gate delay control

to make the synchronizer delay equal the time di紐er‑

ence, eVen though the time difference may not be cor"
rec章・ Any change in synchronizer delay will appear on
the PHASE dial as ± SO many micro§eCOnds.of error.

Thus, if the slave fails

fo重any reaSOn

fjgure 2‑34. Chonges jn OulpuI of Remole §ynl

Cholgjng Djode w航Change jh E「′OI

to maintain synchronization,

the time diife重enCe Will not bc correct;
however, the master §tation will change its synchro‑
nizer delay to match the error in time di任erence, thus

CrCating an artificial condition of synchronization
within the maste重timer. The difference between t重ue
synchronization and the ar〔ificial synchronization re‑

quired to match the error will be shown on the PHASE
dial at the master station. In addition to the rotational
di§Placement which may be seen on the PHASE dial,
an electrical §ignal is also produced to operate the pen

Of the recording milliammeter and make a permanent
record of the error.

( 1 ) SYNC MEASURING CIRCUITS.‑The sync
measuring circuits are shown in the upper row on the
block diagram亘gure 2‑32・ They generate the 60・CyCle
error voltage which operates the §ynC COntrOl motor

and the sync error∴ala重m. The arrangement of

the

motor operating circuits is identical for master and
Slave operatlOn.
The sync mea§urlng ClrCultS OPerate by sampling the
first zero cross・OVer POint (POint B) of the master and
slave derivative signals. Refer to figure 2‑33・ The§e

POints correspond in time to the approximate middle
of the leading edge of the video pulse and are always
ZerO VOltage polntS regardless of the video pulse ampli‑
tude. The second derivatives are taken from the re・
ceiver and applied to the input amplifier of the recei

′er

via JlうOl and DERIVATIVE INPUT LEVEL controI
R1501. The outpし章t Of this amplifier branches in〔O tWO
Paths∴and is fed to the∴remOte mixer and the local

FjguIe 2‑33. Vjdeo PuIse and SèOnd Derjvく証ve

ORieINAし
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Period・ during which point B on the remote pul§e

§ynChronization sy§tem gateS the video pulse, in the

Should occur) and the local mixer is gated open for the

§ame manner aS for derivative synchronization, tO Ob.

COrreSPOnding period, during which point B on the

tain an output voltage which varies in amplitude a§

local pulse occurs. A§Suming normal operation, the

SamPling takes place to the right or to the left of the

mlXer§ Will generate altemate pul§eS Of equal ampli・

OPeration point (point A). Thus a specific output volt・

tude

aS a reSult of the gating p重0⊂eSS. These pulses are

age will be obtained whe血the remote pulse i§ SamPled

applied to capacitor§ Via the sync charging diodes. The

at point A and a larger or §maller voltage wi11 result

VOltages stored in these capacitor§, under these condi・

if a §ynC errOr eXists. The servo system is arranged to

tions・ Will be equal. With equal d.c voltages applied to

maintain the normal sampled voltage by appropriàe

the inpu〔 Of the a.c error generator, the generato重Will

be balanced, and no a‑C VOltage will be produced. Un‑

Pha§e Shift of the gate with re§PeC‥o the video pulse.

If the video pulse changes in amplitude? aS Will happen

der zero error condition§, the output of the a.c error

under poor reception conditions, the gated output

generator will be zero volts.

VOltage resulting from the sampling of point A will be

Should the remote pulse occuf ahead of the time it

les§ than normal) and the v:deo synchronizer will

くsee,,

Should arrive (+ error), the output of the remote

an error. The synchronizer will falsely correct for this

mixer will be greater than the output of the local

error by changing the gate‑VideQ Pulse pha§e relàion・

m三xer, and the d"C VOltages applied to the a.c error

Ship to restore the gated voltage to normal amplitude.

generator will no Ionger be equal. Refer to figure 2‑34.

The result will be a synchronization error arising from

The resulting unbalance will produce a 60.cp§ errOr

the change of amplitude of the video signal. Thu§)

VOltage. Fo重Small errors血e magnitude of this voltage

because signal amplitude under practical operating con.

Will be directly proportional to ‡he amount of error.

ditions is nò always constant

Should the remòe Pulse occur later than normal

Video synchronization

⊂annOt be a deperldable means for maintaining normal

Operation.

(‑ e重rOr), the output of the remote mixer will be le§S
and the d"C VOltages

Derivative operation is free from §uSCePtibility to

applied to the a‑C errOr generatOr Will unbalance the

§ignal amplitude variations because the zero voltage

than that of the local mixer

generator in the opposite direction. The resulting
60.cps voltage will be 1800 0ut Of phase with respect
to the voltage produced with a + error. Thu§ the error

VOltage will be of one phase or the other and will drive

OPeratlng POlnt CannOt Change in amplitude despite

large changes of signal amplitude. Even if the signal
fades to zero amplitude the derivative synchronizer will
くくsee

normal sampled voltage and ,will not ihtroduce

the sync control moto重in the direction重equired to cor‑

an error by falsely attempting to correct synchroniza‑

rect the c̀rrOr.

tion. So Iong as the received signal approaches a rea‑

The 60"CPS OutPut Of the a.c erro重generatOr is
applied

Via the a‑C amPlifier stage, tO the motor ampli‑

SOnable amplitude for part of the time, the synchro‑

nizer will be abIe to detect an efrOr and adjust for
COrreCt SynChronization. In practice it may be expected

fier in the sync control unit.

that, eVen during very bad reception pe重iods, the signal
The sync measurlng ClrCult OPerateS uSing the §eC‑

Ond derivative of the video pulse. Theoretically it is
POSSible to obtain the same result using the video pulse,
thus eliminating the need to generate the derivative.
The derivative has a distinct practical advantage

how‑

ever, because 〔he operating point (point B) used for

derivative synchronization is a zero voltage polnt.

Willくくbreak through,,, and thus be u§eful for synchro‑
nizer operation

frequently enough to overcome all

normal drift of the lOO‑kc timing signal. Because the
§ynChronizer responds in the same manner to no signal

as it does to a normal signal, the system has the addi‑
tional advantage of greater freedom from noise. Large
bursts saturate the limiter∴Circuit in the receiver to

Refer to figure 2‑35 for an explanation of the d組‑

Culty encountered with video synchronization. A video

2̲3 8
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OutPut Pulse happens to coincide with the normal op‑

timed by the A‑ Or B.timing pulses. Thu§ gate delay is

erating poin〔, the differentiated output voltage, at the

the time from either the A‑ Or B‑timing pulse to the

time of ga〔ing, Will be zero, and the synchronizer will

trailing、 edge of the phantastron output pulse. The

thu§ nOt be influenced by noise. The practical advan"

trailing edge of this pulse is differentiated and applied

tage of this system, for noise jmmunlty, lS eXtremely

to the gate generator. This stage provides a positive

g重eat・

rectangular pulse corresponding in time to the trailing

edge of the phantastron output pulse. Both local and

(2) GATE CIRCUITS.‑The gate circuits are
Shown in the middle row in the block diagram, figure

remote gate pulses空e applied to a gate §eParatOr Via
a cathode follower. The ga〔e SeParatOr is a two‑Channel

2‑32・ They produce a very narrow gate, timed by the

electronic switching arrangement which feeds one gate

A‑ and B・timing pulses, and properly delayed to occur

to each mixer in the sync measuring circuit. Switching

When point B on the master and slave derivatives

is controlled by the square waves, aPPlied through a

Should arrive. For slave operation the slave gate delay

Square‑WaVe amPlifier. The amplified square waves are

and the master ga.te delay are equal. For mastef OPera‑

applied to two diodes so that each diode conducts for

tion the local gate will be delayed a constant amount;

Only one half・CyCle. Therefore, the local gate can pa§S

however, the remote gate delay will be varied as re‑

through only one diode and the remote gate can pass

quired to make the synchronizer delay equal the time

through only the other diode.

difference of the received signals. Thus, With synchro‑
nization, the two gate delays will be equal and the
Sう′richronizer delay wi11 equal the reference delay and

One mixer, designated local, SamPles the master pulse
at a master station and the slave pulse at a slave station.

the time difference. When synchronization fails‑that

The functions of the other mixer, designated remote,

is, When the slave station fails to correct an error in

篇霊S書芸詳記器露i霊S豊島霊

time difference‑the master station synch重Onizer will
Va重y gate delay. The remote gate delay, at the master
Station, Will be∴Changed to make the synchronizer de‑

lay equal the observed (incorrect) time difference. If
an error is not corrected by the slave station the remote

(master or slave) gate to each mixer・ Chameling of the
gates i§ Changed by reversing phase of the square wave

by means of the STATION SELECTOR MASTER‑
SLAVE switch.
To permit independent delays for each of the gates,

gate, in the master station synchronizer, Will not coin‑
Cide with point B of the slave derivative and the out.

for master operation, tWO SeParate d‑C VOltage sources

PutS Of the remote and local mixers will unbalance,

are provided. One source is obtained by adju§tment Of

CauSing the sync control motor to rotate. Rotation of

the FINE LOCAL DELAY and COARSE LOCAL DE‑

the §ynC COntrOl motor will operate the PHASE dial

LAY controIs. The other source i§ Obtained by adjust.

and the precision potentiometer connected to the

ment of the gate delay section of the potentiometer

PHASE dial shaft. One section of this potentiome〔er

connected to the PHASE dial and other associated re‑

COntrOIs the remote gate delay, SO that, for example, if

mote delay con〔rOIs.

the observed error is + 3 microsecond§, the gate delay

Will be decreased 3 microseconds to make the synchro‑
nizer delay equal the observed time difference.

The two voltage§∴are COmbined in a circuit which
enable§ One SOurCe tO COntrOl the. local gate delay dur‑
ing the ma§ter half‑CyCle and the other source to con‑

When the synchronizer delay equals the observed

trol the remote gate delay during the slave half‑CyCle.

time difference, the outputs of the local and remote

Combination of the two d‑C VOltages i§ aChieved by

mixers will be restored to equality, and the motor will
StOP. The system i§ SO arranged that PHASE dial cali‑
bration indicates the amount the gate has been shif〔ed

applying these voltages to巾′O diodes whose output

COnneCtions are connected in paral!el. The two square
waves are fed to amplifiers and are then applied to the

to restore equality. The current flowing through the

diodes so that

second section of the potentiometer will be such that

half‑CyCle. Therefore, the d‑C VOltage from each §OurCe

the pen of the recording milliammeter will indicate
the + 3‑micro免cond error.

each diode altemately conducts for one

is delivered. altemately, tO the delay phantastron via a
cathode fo11ower. Thus at a ma§ter Station the remote

gate delay and the local gate delay are each adju§ted by

Two di任erent circuit arrangements, Selected by a

independent controIs. Initially, local and remote gate

STATION SELECTOR MASTER SLAVE switch, en‑

delays are adju§ted to be equal for correct synchroniza‑

able the.gate circuits to provide identical delay for

tion. Thereafter, the remote gate delay i§ COntrOlled

local and remote gates or independently co重工trolled de‑

by variation of the PHASE dial, tO adjust syhchronizer

lay for both gate§・ For slave service, delay of both gates

delay.

is controlled by the d‑C VOltage applied through the

COARSE LOCAL DELAY and FINE LOCAL DELAY

(3) METER CIRCUIT.一A SYNC TEST meter is

POtentiometers. This voltage is aj〕Plied to the gate

PrOVided to facilitate adjustment of the sync mea§uring

delay phanta§trOn Via a clamping diode. The width of

Circuit§. Thi§ Circuit allows the output voltage of the

the rectangular output pulse generated by the phan‑

三emote mixer charging diode to be adjusted to a fixed

tastron, aS COntrO11ed by the d‑C VOltage, determines the

reference level under no‑§ignal condition§・ The adjust‑

gate delay. This pul§e is initiated by a trigger pul§e

ment is necessary because at any fixed setting the output

ORleINAし
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VOltage is a function of the repetition rate. The meter

OP各RATION
(5) OFF.SYNC ALARM.一The off‑SynC alarm

i§ initially set to read zero with a reference voltage of

SyStem PrOVides a warning indication for practically

approximately ‑5 volts applied to a d・C amPlifier and

every operatioml abnormality beyond the controI capa.

Cathode follower arrangement connected to one of the

meter terminals. A METER TEST switch is used to

bility of the slave station sync control motor. The sy§‑

tem responds to remote blinking, a large sync error, a

apnnect the amplifier input to the reference voltage to

lost signal・ and operation on a wrong zero of the §eCOnd

Permit adju§ting the d‑C VOltage applied to a second

derivative.

Cathode follower, COnneCted to the other meter ter.

minal, by means of a METER BALANCE control. The

Remote blinking occurs when the remote station
Shift§ the time position of its §ignal back and forth in

Charging diode ouaput voltage is adjusted by switch・

ing the meter ampIifier input to the charging diode

l

000‑microsecond steps to ihdicate operating difficulty.

OutPut Circuit and adjusting the SYNC BIAS control

A large sync error is an error which is §O large that

to make the meter read zero. With the meter amplifier

the gate will not coincide with apy part of the §eCOnd

COnneCted to the charging diode output, ZerO reading

derivative.

Of the meter indicate§ that the output of the charging
diode i§ equal to the reference voltage.

(4) SYNC ERROR AI

各

ARM.‑The §ynC errOr

alarm responds to synchronization errors greater than
l microsecpnd・ With slave operation this circuit oper‑

ates using the same 60"dycle error voltage that is
applied to the sync control motor. Thi§ VOl̀age is fed
from 〔he output of the a‑C errOr generatOr tO the a‑C

rectifier in the sync error alarm circuit. The rect誼ed
E 丁iV各

VOltage is a d‑C VOltage proportional to sync error. Thi§
VOl〔age is applied, Via a cathode follower, tO the §ynC
e

error alarm thyratron. The thyratron is normally ad‑

c

justed, by means of the SYNC ERROR SENSITIVITY
COntrOl・ tO reSPOnd to a d‑C VOltage corre§POnding to a
I各o PU」S∈

o

l‑microsecond error. The thyratron operates a group of
relays arranged so that sync error alarm circuits are

! SしoPE I ′ / / Fo層

1///

OPerated only after the sync error ha§ PerSisted for a

SPeCific, adjustable, length of time (five setonds to one
minute). The SYNC ERROR lamp light§ immediately,

「IN6 「OR

NcAしA鼠輸

丁iVE

S○○P各

2

/

/

/

′

/

′

/

however. Because this arrangement makes the circuit
unreSPOnSIVe tO SynC errOrS Which do not persi§t for a

long enough period to complete the time delay se‑
quence

fal§e alarms occurring becau§e Of noisy recep‑

tion will be greatly minimized.
各

At a master station the motor, OPerated by the 60・

POSition indicative of the amount of slave station error.
At this rest po§ition the 60‑CyCle error voltage i§ ZerO
and i§ thus not∴available to operate the sync error

alarm circuì・ For master operation, therefore

﹂c
C﹁

CyCle error voltage, drives the PHASE dial to a rest
N〇日MAし

P A Po 「o

S章B」各 o層MA I丁ioN WRO

POSi丁Io
SYNC

Z各

G

A丁各

6A

Ro
丁各

the

thyratron is connec̀ed to a cam‑OPerated switch in the

SY川c 層各cIoN Z∈ROREGION DI員∈CTION RMALSYNC 胃とclONS、 ZERoSYNC

SynC COntrOl unit. This switch doses to apply operating
VOltage to the thyra〔rOn whenever the PHASE dial indi̲
CateS an errOr greater than a preset value of ± 1 micro"

SeCOnd to ± 3 microseconds. Application of this volt‑
age fire§ the thyratron to operate relays in the §ame

Way a? for slave operation.
The detailed sequence of alarm indications i§ aS fol.

No寄 OP各 員E6 A」 A丁州6 N¥

lows. AImost immediately after the thyratron fires, the

SYNC ERROR lamp lights, and an associated chrono"

員EeIoN N6R∈cION NCE照層O京
II

graph pen

On the recording ammeter, i§ deflected.to

record the error. After the preset time delay interval

POWer is applied to the buzzer in the sync control unit,
throし1gh a BUZZER switch, and local blink is initiated

through a BLINK switch.

2〇㌦0

F;gure 2‑36. 「;me ReIo′;onsh;ps fo′ Synchronjze′

EI′or and AJorm C壷u;Is
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A Io§̀ Signal occur§ When章he remote §ignal i§ nOt

§。.‑i。n 2

Poragraph 3 g (5)

consideration of the motor direction for negative and

重eCeived by the local synchronizer. Thi§ Will happen・

PO§itive amplitudes of the derivative pulse at the in̲

fo重eXamPle, if there is a transmitter failure at the

stant of sampling. The direction of motor operation,

remote station.

for lhe various conditions of improper synchronization,
is shown in I and J of figure 2‑36.

A wrong zero condition is illustrated in figure 2‑36.
Normally the synchronizer opera章e§ along the positive
sIope of the second de重ivative (§lope l). There is, un・

The off.sync alarm circuit responds to all four of the
above conditions to signal the operator that at〔ention

der some conditions, a SeCOnd positive sIope, COntaln・

is needed. Refer to figure 2‑37 and observe that the

ing negative and positive voltages, OVer Which the

POSitive half of the first derivative corresponds in time

synchronizer can also operate (sIope 2). Thi§ Second

to the leading edge of the video pulse. As described

sIope occurs because, in some cases, the shape of the

above, all the off‑SynC COnditions to which this alarm

t重ailing edge of血e detected video pulse i§ SuCh that an

Circui章reSPOnds invoIve lack of coincidence of the re‑

additional zero c重OSS.OVer POint is present at the end

mote gate with the leading edge of the video pulse

of the derivàive. It i§ POS§ible for the synchronizer to
operate falsely on this sIope to ・maintain synchroniza‑

tion on the wrong zero. This will be understood after

for either a par̀ Of the timeタa§ is the case for remote

blink, Or all of the time, aS is the case for the other
three conditions. By clipping, limi〔ing, and a孟plifying
the positive half Qf the first derivative・ an amPlified

alarm pulse is obtained which corresponds in time to
the operating region in which the off.sync alarm is
not required to operate. Coincidence, Or lack of coin.
cidence, Of the amplified alarm pulse and the remote
gate

therefore, is information which operates the

alarm circuit. The amplified alarm pulse is sampledl
in an amplitude mixer by the remote gate

in a circuit

arrangement which responds to coincidence or lack of
coincidence of the remote gate with the leading edge
Of the video pulse.

The off.sync alarm circuit path is shbwn in the
lower row on the block d亭r空figure 2‑32. The first

derivative, from the recelVer, lS aPPlied to the first
derivative dipper.1imiter via J1502・ Because the
Clipper‑1imìer i§ re§POnSive only to signal voltage
levels within the §haded area of figure 2‑27, the signal

is clipped and limited to form the rectangular shaped

amplified alarm pulse. This drawing shows an idealized
alarm pulse. The actual pulse is somewhat delayed, aS
explained laler in paragraph 4 g (5). This pulse is
applied to one input of an alarm mixer. The remote
gate is applied tb the other input so that the gated out.
Put Will be a negative pul§e Of large amplitude when

the gate and the negative pulse coincide. The mixer
OutPut Pulses are applied, Via a charging diode, tO a

charging.capacitor. A large negative voltage will be
stored in the charging capacitor when the alarm pulse

and gate coincide. Small mixer output pulses, and thus
Iow charging capacitoi voltage, Will result if the

alarm pulse and gate do not coincide. For remote blink
the mixer output pulses will be large for one part of
the blink cycle and small for the remainder of the
CyCle. The average voltage in the charging capacltO重

will be an intermediate value, less than the high value

FjguIe 2‑37. PoIljon o"jISI DeI;voijve

obtained with normal coincidence. For the three.other
conditions the value will be even lower. Thi§ differ‑

Used jれ▲I○○のCjr̀Uji

ence, therefore, indicates eithdr normal or off‑SynC

operation. The charging capacitQr Voltage is amplified
by a d‑C amPlifie重and applied to an off‑SynC alarm

o農IclNAし
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thyratron. The thyratronノis∴adjusted, by means of an

between the remote §ignal and a local trigger (the A‑

OFF SYNC SENSITIVITY potentiometer

or E.timing pulse) occurring at the time of the remore

§O that the

thyratron will not conduct upon application of the

signal. The advantage of the FPN‑30 system is that it

normal d"C VOltage obtained with correct synchroniza‑

works directly from the received signal§, Whereas the

tion but will conduc〔 With the amplitude of the re.

UE‑1 system assumed that the time from the local trig.

duced vol̀ageS Obtained for the different conditions.

ger to the gating point on the l∝al pulse remains

The thyratron conduction current operate§ a relay sys‑
tem to actuate the alarm§. This relay system operates ln

An incorrect gate delay setting in the UE‑l timer

the ;ame way as the system in the sync error circuit

affects the UE‑1 equivalent of §ynChronizer delay so

which was previously discussed・ eXCePt for the follow‑

that the synchronize重maihtains a fixed error equal to

ing: (a) T牌reco重ding ammeter is operated by an in̲

the erro重in gate delay §e章ting as established by the

direct path (through the blink circuit) instead of

AUTO SYNC BAL control. With the double gate sys‑

directly by the alarm. The blink circuit i§ OPerated

tem empIoyed in the FPN‑30 ̀imer, SynChronization

directly by the alarm when the BLINK SELECTOR is

error cau§ed by imprope重adjustment of the gate delay

set

§ynC

setting is tremendou§ly reduced becau§e both gates

alarm circuit is adjustable ove壬a range of 15 seconds

necessarily have the same error and therefore §amPle

to 5 minute§.

equal (even though not zero) amplitude points on the

to

AUTO.

(b)

The

time

delay

for

the

off

(6) TEST SIGNALS.‑A test signal circuit i§ PrO‑
vided in the §ynChronizer to pick up significant wave‑

forms and deliver them to the test oscilloscope for ob‑
§e重Vation. These circuits a重e Selected by a TEST SIG‑
NAL swi章Ch and delivered ̀O the oscilloscope vla a

cathode follower. Selected circuits are the 60.cps AC
ERROR output voltage

de重ivative§ of local and remote signals (PrOVided the

signals are of equal amplitude and §imilar §hape).

b.

TEST OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE OS‑39/FPN‑30.一

The test oscilloscope is provided to facilitate adju§t‑
ment and test of all other timer circuit§. It is an acce§.

sory unit with no dircct operating function.

the 2ND DER, the LOCAL

GATE, the REMOTE GATE, the MIⅩED GATES

the

lST DER, and the LIMITED IST DER.

As a device for observation and §tudy of the various
waveform§ generated by timer circuit§, the test oscillo.

scope i§ P重OVided with a wide‑band signal amplifier, a

(7) NOVEL FEATURES. ‑ Loran personnel fa‑
miliar with operation of the Loran Timer, Navy Model

versatile sweep ci重Cuit with a wide range of sweep

speeds and sweep delay, and a marker mixer arrange.

UE‑1, Should familiarize them§elves with certain novel

ment which permits the display of marker§ tO Permit

features of the automatic synchronizing system in the

accurate mea§urement Of waveforql time relationships.

FPN‑30 timer which require different ope重atlng PrO‑
cedures from tho§e u§ed with the UE‑1 timer. These

features offer improved, mOre dependable・ and more
accurate operation. Operational and adjustment differ・

The signal amplifier i§ a Wide‑band, low dis̀Ortion

channel, equipped with a frequency compen§ated atten・
uator network which permi章S Observation of §ignals

having a wide重ange Of amplitudes.

ences mu§t be appreciated, however・ §O that血e opera‑

tor may disca上d those practices・ formed by habit, Which

prevent derivation of maximum benefit from the new
feature§.

The sweep circuit provides a one.§hot triggered

sweep which may be synch重Onizea with a number of
significant time points in the loran cycle. Å delay ci重・

cuit is provided which has the ve重y Wide重ange Of 2・000

It is not necessary to establish a precise manual
malCh of lhe received signal§) aS §een On the VIDEO

to 28,000 micro§eCOnds. This delay ha§ les§ than Ol・
microsecond jitter. Sweep speed is variable over mo§t

SCOPE, tO Set uP the timer for automatic synchroniza.

of章he range of 15 to 28,000 microseconds so thà With

tion. In the UE‑1 timer it was necessary to accurately

the range of sweep speedS and delays available any de‑

establish synchronization manually before the gate de.

§ired portion of a waveform may be §tudied.

lay could be properly adju§led・ In the FPN‑30 timer
The marker∴Ci重Cuit permits the display of lOOO

§,

the gate delay circuif i§ aCCurately adjusted without

reference to ther remote signal. Only a coarse visual
synchronization adjustment ( ± 20 microseconds) need
be e§tablished at a slave station befo重e allowing the

100,s or mixed lO

s and l

s.

Refe重tO figure 2‑38 for the block arrangemeǹ Of the
te§t SCOPe.

synch重Onizer to take over. Similarly, at a maSter §talion

( 1) TEST SIGNAL PATH.一The 〔eSt Sigqal may

it i§ nOt neCeS§ary tO determine that the slave ha§

be taken from any of several units by switch §election

established accurate synchronization・ The synchronizer

or it may be taken from an exte重nal §OurCe by meatlS

may be adjusted without重eference to the remote slg‑

of a jack connection and flexible probe. The §ynChro‑

nal and will then indicale aCtual synchronization. Thi§

nization control unit, the frequency divider, the time

fealure is particularly u§eful under nol§y reCePtlOn

delay unit) and the electrical synch重Onizer are each

conditions.

The FPN‑30 synchronizer operates using the time
difference between the local and remote signals,
whereas the UE‑l timer.operates using the inle重Val

ORIclNAし

p重OVided with a switch and cathode followe重arrange‑
ment which picks up one of several significant §ignals

and feeds it to the test §COPe SIGNAL SELECTOR
§Witch. This switch, in tum, §elects one of §eVeral units
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Or COnneC〔§ tO the EXTERNAL SIGNAL jack on the

Signal is fed to the SYNC SELECTOR §Witch via a

front panel of the test scope. By means of a set of test

front panel jack. One position (‑) of this switch feed§

COrd§ any extemal signal) from points in the timer or

negatlVe SynC Signals to a negative sync amplifier, also

from some other signal source, may be fed to the scope.

empIoyed for both phases of the square wave. The +

Included in this §et is a low capacity probe which

SWitch position bypasses the negative §ynC amPlifier to

PermltS WaVeform ob§erVation with a minimum of cir‑

feed negative sync pulses directly to a positive sync

Cuit loading. This probe ha§ a lO:1 attenuation ratio.

amplifier. When used, the negative sync amplifier pro‑

The path of the test signal is through the SIGNAL
SELECTOR switch to a three‑POSition GAIN SELEC‑
TOR switch. The HIGH position feeds the signal to

fier. The negative sync stage also provides additional

the input of the amplifier. The LOW position feeds the

SynC Signals.

Vides phase inversion to drive the positive sync ampli‑

galn SO that more sen§ltlVlty lS PrOVided for negative

Signal through a frequency compensated attenuator to
PrOVide a 20・decibel gain reduction. The DIRECT posi・
tion feeds the signal direc〔ly to the upper vertical de‑

flection plate of the cathode‑ray tube. The first stage
Of the signal amplifier is a cathode follower which pre"
SentS a high input impedance to t卒signal and al§O

The output of the positive sync amplifier feeds a
l・000.micro§eCOnd and a lOO‑microsecond step・delay

Circuit which is very similar to the B‑delay circuit; a
lO‑microsecond step・delay circuit is not used in the test
SCOPe・ however, because the requirement for long time
Stability of this delay i§ nOt aS §trlngent aS it is in the

PrOVides a low output impedance which permits the
u§e Of a relatively low re§istance potentiometer as a

SIGNAL GAIN control. Thi§ arrangement aCCOmmO.

dates a wide range of input voltages and permits ad‑

B‑delay circuit. The output of the lOO‑microsecond
SteP・delay feeds a continuous delay circuit which has

a range of approximately 1 50 microseconds

Permlttlng

the total delay to be se〔 for any desired value. The out‑
luStment Of the amplitude of the test scope presenta・

tion. The potentiometer output is fed to a voltage
amplifier stage which drives a phase splitter. The
resulting push‑Pull voltage is applied to a push‑Pull
OutPut Stage tO feed the upper and lower vertical de.

flection plates of the cathode‑ray tube.

Put Of the continuous delay circuit feeds a sync trigger

Cathode follower through contacts of the SYNC
SELECTOR switch to trigger the sweep generator. The
PEDESTAL position of the SYNC SELECTOR switch
feeds the mixed A and B pedestal triggers into the
COnt重nuOuS delay circui章tO PrOVide only a limited

(2) SWEEP CIRCUIT. ‑The sweep circuit em.

range of delay for this sync signal. The l,000‑ and lOO‑

Ploy§ a Phantastron sweep generator in the same

microsecond markers are fed, through contacts of the

arrangement used in the VIDEO SCOPE. A triggered

SYNC SELECTOR switch without delay, tO the sync

SaWtOOth sweep voltage and a rectangular intensifying

trigger cathode follower.

Pulse are generated. Thus, in the absence of a sync
trigger, the test scope beam is stationary and blanked

A§ has been discussed above, the output of the te§t

Out. For each trigger pulse applied one visible trace is

SCOPe SWeeP generatOr is a push・Pull horizontal deflec‑

generated. The output. of the sweep generator is fed

tion voltage which may be triggered from a number

directly to one of the horizontal deflection plates and,

Of sources. Delay circuits may be used with some of

Via a paraphase amplifier, tO the othe重horizontal de‑

these sources to provide a wide range of sweep delay.

flection plate.

This makes the test scope particularly §uitable for
observation of timer waveform§.

A SYNC SELECTOR control i§ PrOVided to permit

the sweep generator to be triggered by either phase of
小e §quare WaVe, by mixed A‑ and B‑triggers (PED‑
ESTAL), by l,000‑ Or lOO‑microsecond marker§, Or by
an extemal §ignal. A delay circuit provides a wide
重ange Of delayed t重iggering from the square wave or

from the extemal signal. A portion of the delay circuit
is used to provide a limited range of delay for the

mixed A‑ and B‑Pedestal triggers. No delay is available
On the 1,000‑ Or lOO‑microsecond posìions of the
swi章ch.

Square wave 4 1 is applied through an input con̲

(3) MARKERS.‑Either lOOO
lO

s and l

s, 100

s, Or mixed

s may be applied to the test scope presenta.

tion to permit time measurement・Of ob§erVed wave‑

forms. A MARKER SELECTOR switch feeds the de.
Sired markers, Or COmbination of marker§, tO marker
PuSh‑uPS and clipper slageS. The 1000

s and lOO

s are

not mixed with any other markers and go through one
Of the pu§h‑uPS and the clipper・ The lO

s and l

s go

through the two push‑uP StageS and are combined in
the clipper in the same arrangement as used for the

RF SCOPE. The clipper output feeds markers to the

nector to a cathode follower. The output of this cath‑

lower vertical deflection plate of the cathode‑ray tube.

Ode follower i§ aPPlied to a SQUAREWAVE OUTPUT

The height of any markers selected by the MARKER
SELECTOR switch may be controlled by a MARKER

iack on the test §COPe front panel to make the square

WaVe aVailable for test pufposes. The input connector
al§O feeds one contact of the SYNC SELECTOR switch

to make the square wave available to trlgger the delay
Circuit. Likewise square wave 4 2 i§ aPPlied to this

SWitch through an input connector. The external sync

2■すき

HEIGHT con[rOl. It may be noted that the SIGNAL
GAIN control does not affect marker height and that

the MARKER HEIGHT control does not affect signal
gain. Thus marker§ may be introduced without de‑

grading the waveform of the observed signal.
ORICINAし
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i. RECORDING AMMETER TYPE ME‑84/FPN‑

On the front of the recorder to permit direct access to

30.‑The recording ammeter is provided a§ a meanS for

the chart so that manual notations may be made to

making a permanent record of the synchroniz今tion

SuPPlement the automatically drawn graph.

conditions of ￣a loran pair. It will be recalled from the

discussion of the operation of the synchronization con‑
1rol unit at a master station (paragraph 3 b (6) (d))
that the PHASE dial i§ uSed to indicate synchroniza・

In addition to the sync error recording arrangement,

two chronograph pens, OPerating at the left and right
edges of the chart, indicate that the local blink circuit
is operated by either or both of the alarm circuits and

tion errors whi⊂h result if the sta〔ion fails to maintain

that the off‑SynC alarm is operated. One of these pen§

synch重Onization. The range of thi§ indication is limited
OPerate§ along the left margin of the chart to indicate,

by the ± 5‑microsecond markings on the PHASE dial.
by a l/8.inch deflection to the left, the period§ tha章
Special circuits in the sync control unit make the re・

corder pen deflect in proportion to the motion of the

the local blink circuit is actuated. The other pen oper.
ates along the right margin to indicate, by §imilar dc‑

PHASE dial and thu§ PrOVide a permaneǹ iecord of
flection to the right, the periods that the off‑§ynC alarm

SynChronization error.

i§ aCtuated. This indication is for all off‑SynC Periods, aS
The circuits which cau§e Pen deflection are con‑

trolled by the potentiometer which is ganged to the

PHASE dial. This arfangement provides a current
whose amplitude is proportional to erro重and who§e

indicated by the lighting of the OFF SYNC lamp on
the synchronization indicator panel, and is not 6ubject
to the time delay between the lighting of the lamp and

the initiation of automatic blinking.

polarity depends on the direc̀ion of error. At a master

Two runnlng tlme meterS On the front panel of Re‑

霊霊等讐誓書塁監禁i霊霊

COrding Ammeter ME‑84/FPN‑30 are provided to in.

center of the calibrated ammeter §Cale. A ‑ errOr POSl‑

tion of the PHASE dial produces current flow in one

direction to deflect the pen to the left, and a + error
position of the PHASE dial produce§ Current in the

opposite direction to deflect the pen to the right. The
meter §Cale and the ⊂h糾t paper supplied with血e meter

dicate the total number of minutes each of the two
⊂hronograph pens have been actuated. It may be noted,

in conjunction with this feature, that station switching
OPerations are such that the recorder is always con‑
nected to the operatlng tlmer; thus the chart record is

COntinuous even though different.timers may be
SWitched in and out of operation during the period of

are both calibrated in ± microseconds error; thus it is

the recofd. Two recorders are supplied with the two

pos§ible to read error.directly on the meter §Cale and

timer§ COmPrlSlng a loran rate; however, One Of these

on the cha重くpape重・

meters is to be kept in continuous operation and the

The permanent record is made by having the charl
move at a sIow and constant rate so that the excursIOnS

of the pen draw a graph of the minute‑by.minute syn.
chronization conditions. The graph is d重aWn On Chart

paper which is moved under the pen and stored on
rolle重S. A choice of five chart speeds is available so that

Other is to be con§idered a spare. Should it be nece§Sary

to change meters the operating recorder must be re.

moved and replaced by the spare. The spare meter may
be connected, for te§t PurPOSeS, tO JlO5 0n the front

Panel of the synchronization control unit. This connec‑
tion will permit operation of the chart drive motor and
the center, errOr reCOrding, Pen; however, the two

a proper∴COmPrOmise may be made between detailed

Chronograph pen§ Will not be connected.
presentation of information

economy of paper

at the faster speed§, and

at the sIower speed§・ Chart speed

In addition to the above de§Cribed hse of the meter

may be changed by substituting sets of gea重S. Gears

at a master slation, lhe meter will be found very useful

are supplied for speeds of 3/4, 1・1/2

3, 6・ and 12 inches

at a §lave station as an aid in detecting abrupt changes

per hour. The recommended chart speed is 3 inches per

in the normal maintenance of synchronization. It has

hour, and therefore the chart is calibrated with time

been found that, after the two oscillators at the ma§ter

markings, in accordance with the 24‑hour cIock・ for

and slave §tation become §tabilized, the PHASE dial at

tha章SPeed. When used at other speeds・ this calibration

the slave station will generally oscillate back and forth

does not apply. The chart is driven by a synchronous

at an extrem牢y sIow rate, With very liltle tendency to

motor, and timing is ba§ed on a 60.cycle supply. Time

move ih one predominant direction. The meter record

markings are therefore incorrect for any other supply

made under the§e COnditions will thus be a sIowly

line frequency.

moving line, O§Cillating back and forth in response to

Chart speed may be multiplied by 60, tO COnVert
speed to inches per minute instead of inches per hour・

by operation of a lever which is Iocated on the right
side of the chart drive frame. This fa§t §Peed may be

found useful for special test applications.
Each roll of chart paper is lO3 feet long §O that at the

PHASE dial motion. The PHASE dial at the slave
§tation does not stay at zero becau§e the slave change§

Pha§e a§ required to maintain synchronization. There.
fore, the line drawn on the meter char章will not nece§・

Sarily stay on the zero error center line. The l.micro.
SeCOnd chart calibrations will be accurate, however, SO

that the amount of oscillator drift, in any given period,

recommended speed the chart wi1=ast for about 400

may be measured. The PHASE dial may rotate to any

hours or just over 16 days. A writing door is provided

POSition of its 3600 range to maintain synchronization,
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but, because the winding on the potentiometer is dis∴・

continuous, there will be a position where the arm of
the potentiometer passes from one end of the winding

through an open area to the other end of the winding.
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when interlocked power is removed. The interlo⊂ked
power circuit includes an ar重angement Whereby power
is applied to the cabinet space heater§ When the inter"

locked power is removed. This power to the space

other end of the winding, the pen will be driven to the

‡謹書聖霊藍霊諾電器冒謹書
謹書笥蒜露親善謙語諾誓震
when power is applied to the SPACE HEATERS. A

OPPOSite §ide of the chart so that it may contlnue mOV‑

BATTLE SHORT switch by‑PaSSeS the entire interlock

ing in the same direction a§ before, following the con"

ci.cuit and facilitates unit adjustment without disab‑

tinuous rotation of the PHASE dial in the one

1ing any of the time power circuits.

As the arm crosses the open area, Current through the
coil of the meter pen will be zero, and the pen will

rest at the center of the chart. As the arm reaches the

d irect ion.

The cabinet includes a thermo§tatically controlled

Because the normal excursions of the PHASE dial
are sIow, the line normally drawn on the chart will be
a §mOOthly wavering line except for random fluctua‑

tions caused by noi§e. Any abrupt changes of thi§ line
will indicate a synchronization di§turbance which may
require investigation・

blower arrangement and a pair of indicator lamps

which are controlled by a stand‑by operate circuit. The
blower arrangement draws air through the cabinet

whenever the thermostat doses, tO PreVent eXCeSSive

捲ごて蒜音盤a霊請書嵩曇荒業
is reduced to ‑1OC. (30OF.). The indicator lamps show
whe血er the timer i§ in OPERATE or STANDBY serv一

弓. POWER CONTROL CIRCUITS. ‑ The power

controI circuits, treated here as a group, are Physically

霊聖霊器E。霊gl詰霊e盤諾諾

distributed throughout the timer unit§ and the timer

Loran Switching Group AN/FPA‑2. The STANDBY

cabinet. Sources of power are treated in the next para‑

lamp glow§ if the relay is not actuated・ The§e lamps

g重aPh under power supplies. Refer to figure 2‑39 and

glow only if power is applied to the timer through all

2十王O.

power controI circuits including the INTERLOCKED

POWER switch. Other relays in the stand"by‑Operate

Line voltage, regulated by Voltage Regulator Type

circuit connect the operating timer to the recording

CN‑235/FPN‑30, is applied to the timer input terml‑
nal§. This voltage is controlled by a MAIN POWER

circuit breaker located on Power Supply Type PP‑

959/FPN‑30. The circuit breaker provides protection
against current overloads exceedipg 20 amperes. Power
applied through thi§ Circuit breake重Iights the MÅIN
POWER indicator lamp and provides power to Powe重

Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30. This power supply, One
of three

ふPOWER SUPPLIES.‑Three power §uPPly units

are provided in the timer. These units supply all re‑
quired ac and dc. The d‑C SuPPlies are highly regulated
by electronic stabilizing circuits. The three power sup‑
Ply unit§ are identified as Power Supply Type PP‑

959/FPN‑30, Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30,
and Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30. Refer to

§uPPlies d‑⊂ VOltages of 150 volt§ and le§S.

正gu重e 2十王0.
Power from this supply is used to keep Radio Fre・

quency Oscillator Type O‑202/FPN‑30 in operation

( 1 ) POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑959/FPN」30.一

when power is removed from all other circuits; thu§

Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30 includes all

the oscillator need not be shut down and full operating

§Witches and indicator lamp§, for the controI of timer

§tability may be maintained. All main power control

POWer, eXCePt the SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES switch

§Witches and indicators are located on the front panel

and indicator lamp. Power controIs and indicators are

of Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30. A SCOPE

di§CuSSed in paragraph 3 j above. In addition this unit

HIGH VOLTAGES switch and indicator lamp are

incorpo重ate§ a metering arrangement for measuring

located on Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30・

the d・C VOltage output of all three powe重SuPPly unit§.

An interlock sy§ten? i§ PrOVided to permit重emOVal

Three electronically regulated voltages are developed

Of power from all circuits excep=hose required to

by this power supply. A po§itive 150.volt §uPPly, at

main〔ain operation of the oscillator. This power may

400

be removed, When working on any of血e u皿it§, by

through use of §erie§ VOl〔age COntrOl tube§. The con‑

OPeration of an INTERLOCKED POWER toggle

duction of these tubes i§ autOmatically adjusted by a

switch. Interlocked power will al§O be removed if

Ca§COde (series connected) voltage feedback amplifier

timer units are withdrawn from the cabinet, if the

to maintain constant output voltage despite

rear cabinet doors a重e OPened, Or if the lower controI

tions of input voltage or load cur重ent. The 150 volt§

Panel of Synchronizalion Indicator Type IP‑238/FPN‑

developed by this arrangement is used to powe重Cir‑

30 is disassembled. Interlock switches are not provided

Cui章S Of章he sync control unil, the frequency divider,

for Pow宣Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30 or Crystal

the time delay unit, and the synchronization indicator

Oscillator Type O‑202/FPN‑30 becau§e POWer Will

unit. A relay operates, uPOn重emOVal of interlocked

§till be applied to these uhits, eVen though the iǹer‑

POWer, tO tran§fer lhis voltage to the o§Cillator a血d

locked power i§ remOVed. In addition a.c power will

thus replace the voltage normally supplied the o§Cilla‑

Still be present at a few isolated points in the timer

tor by Power Supply PP‑958/FPN‑30. This transfer

AMEND

2

milliampe重eS maXimum current, is developed

fluctua‑
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POWer tO O〔her units. Additiona1 115.volt output§,

unit§ and place§ a reSistive load acro§§ the supply to

COntrOlled by the interlock relay, are PrOVided to op.

maintain regulation.

erate control relay§ in Power Supply PP‑959/FPN‑30

and to operate the cabinet blower and the relay con‑
A §imila重arrangerPeǹ uSing a shunt regulator tube

is used to develop a bias voltage of ‑30 volts at a
nominal current of 3うmilliamperes. This bias is used
throughout the timer. Another bia§ VOltage of ‑108
volts at 12 milliampere§ maXimum current is controlled

by a gas regulator tube. Both these bias voltages are
developed

from

a

common,

t重Olling the OPERATE.STANDBY light§・

(3) POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑957/FPN‑30.‑
Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30 is the source of a

SeCOnd + 150‑VOlt supply and the high voltage supplies
and filament voltage§ for the four oscilloscope cathode‑

ray tubes. Spare 6.4 volt§ aC a章2.75 amperes i§ also

unregulated,一230‑VOlt

supply. The ‑230.volt §uPPly is also applied to a gas
重egulator tube to provide a ‑150.volt source which
control§ a reference voltage tube in the +150‑VOlt reg‑

ulator circuit of Power Supply PP‑9う7/FPN‑30. Pro.

tection to timer circuits, uPOn failure of the ‑230‑

volt supply, is provided by a relay circuit which re‑
moves interlocked power in the absence of ‑230 volts・

p重ov ided ・

The +150 volts, at 400 milliampere§ maXimum cur.

rent, is supplied by an arrangement identical to the
十150・VOlt §uPPly of Powe重Supply PP‑9う9/FPN‑30.

This supply operates from the ‑87‑VOlt reference volt‑
age developed by the ‑150 volts fed from thà unit.
The +150 volt§ developed here is applied td the re‑

All bias power is removed from other units of the

Ceiver, the electrical synchronizer, and the te§t OS.

timer when the interlocked power circuit is opened.

Ci l loscope・

The oscilloscope high voltage supplie§ include a
This power supply al§O PrOVides filament power for

Radio Frequency Oscillator O‑202/FPN‑30 and l15‑
volt a‑C POWer for the oven heater of the oscillator and
for the cabinet space heater§・

(2) POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑958/FPN‑30・‑
Power Supply Type PP‑9う8/FPN‑30 is the §OurCe for

lhe +300 volts, +135 volt§ and +l,000 volts used in
the timer. This unit alsb supplies 6.4 volts for §Pare

PurPOSeS. The +300 volts, at 350 mi11iamperes maxi‑
mum current, is used throughou=he timer. This volt‑
age i§ developed by an electronic regulator afrange・

ment similar to that used for developing the +150
volts in Power Supply PP‑959/FPN‑30.

‑1,800.volt, a +2,100‑VOlt, and a +8,000.volt source.
All scope high voltages and filament voltages are con‑
trolled by a switch labeled SCOPE HIGH VOILTAGES
ON‑OFF. The葛1,800 volts and the +2,100 volts are

each developed from separate half‑WaVe VaCuum tube
rectifier circuits; ‑1,800 volts is used in all four scope§,

the +2,100 volts is used in the SLOW SCOPE, the
VIDEO SCOPE, and the te§t OSCilloscope.
The +8,000 volts is developed by a §elenium.rectifier
VOltage‑quadrupler circuit for u§e in the RF SCOPE.

Filament supply of 6.4 volts at 2.4 amperes is devel"
OPed for use in all four scope§・

l. VOLTAGE REGULATOR TYPE.CV‑235/FPN‑
The +135 volt§, at 50 milliamperes maxlmum Cur‑

rentl is developed for use in Radio Frequency Oscilla.
tor O‑202/FPN‑30. This voltage is regulated by a
series regulator tube whose conduction is adjusted for
constant output voltage by a pentode cont重Ol tube.

30.‑The voltage regulator is provided as an accessory
unit to maintain the 60.cyde powe=O the timer at a
COnStant l15 volt§. The regulator consist§ Of a motor

driven autotransformer which is opera〔ed by a controI

Circuit to adjust the line voltage as required to correct

This vol̀age i§ rOuted to the o§Cillator via Power Sup.

for voltage changes. Refer to figure 2‑41 for the block

Ply PP‑959/FPN‑30 so that a relay §Witching arrange・

diag重am.

ment in that unit may provide +150 volts to the

oscillator when the +135 volts i§重emOVed by the inter‑

locked power circuit.

The autotransformer is connected through an iso‑
lating tran§former in a buck‑boo§t arrangement tO add
Or Subtract voltage, in §eries with the power line. The

The +l,000 volt§, at 25 milliampere? maXimum cur.

VOltage which this arrallgement add§ Or Subtracts from

rent, is used for the video amplifier stage, V809, in

the power line is varied by means of a motor geared

Synchronization Indicator IP‑238/FPN‑30. Thi§ VOlt‑
age is supplied via a full・WaVe Selenium rectifier and

has no §PeCial重egulatin; arrangement・ A voltage di‑
vide重is used to reduce the +l,000 volts to a lower

value §O that it may be metered by the arrangement重n

Power Supply PP‑959/FPN‑30・
The 6.4・VOlt a.c supply is provided from two iso.

lated §OurCeS at maXimum currents of 14 ampere§ and

2.75 amperes for availability in contemplated auxiliary
equlPment.

This power supply houses the interlock circuit con.
trol relay and p重OVides a l15.volt output controlled by
that relay. This output provide§ the majority of a‑C
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to the controI shaft of the autotransformer. Power may

Vided by the fu§e§ in the loran §Witching equipment.

be applied to the motor to drive it in either direction.

This p重OteCtion i§ required when the timer i§ OPerated

The controI circuit uses a voltage sen諒ive resis〔Or

to monitor the regulator output voltage. If the circuit
senses a decrea§e in vol〔age it proddees an output of

On unregulated voltage by direc〔 COnneCtion to lhe

POWer.1ine through the LINE VOLT posi〔ion of the

toggle switch.

One Phase and cause§ One Of two thyratrons to fire.

The circuits of̀the重egulator unit are protected by

Thi§ thyratron fires to dose a relay and apply power

two instrument̲tyPe fuses Iocated on the regulator

to the motor in such a manner that the motor raises

front panel. One of these fu§eS PrOteCtS the controI cir.

voltage. When the voltage has been raised to the nor・

Cuit and the other protects the buck.booit autOtranS・

mal value, the circuit produces no output, the thyra‑

former arrangement. A POWER ON indicato重Iamp

tron stops firing, and the motor is stopped. If the cir.

is provided to show that power is reaching the controI

cui〔 SenSeS a raise in vol〔age, it produces an outpul Of

C重きCulし

OPPOSite phase and fires the other of the two thyratrons.
Thi§ CauSeS a §imilar correc〔ion sequence, in the oppo‑

4. DETAIしED CiRCUIT DとSCRIPTION.

site direction, tO Iower voltage. If the circuit senses
normal vol〔age, it produces no output"

The voltage at which the circuit produces no output
and hence the output voltage which is maintained by
the regula〔Or may be adjusted by mean§ Of an OUT‑

PUT VOLTAGE control. The sensitivity of the circuit,
and hence the voltage change which the regulator will

This paragraph con〔inue§ the description of timer
theory wi〔h detailed descriptions of the operating

theory of individual circuit§. The information is of

SPeCific interest to the advanced technician who will
be concemed with adjustment, maintenance, and重e‑
Pair of the timer. Empha§is i§ Placed on the schematic
arrangement of the timer units, ra〔her than a func・

Permit to take place before initiating a correc〔ing se"

tional description, aS made in paragraph 3 above. Some

quence, may be adjusted by means of a SENSITIVITY

Of the more technical aspects of time重OPeration, be‑

control. This control §hould be set to produce the maxi‑
mum sensitivity which doe§ nOt reSult in more than
occasional operation of the motor for normal §mall

voltage surges. The sen§亘ivity should not be made so
great tha‥he motor constantly hunt§ back and forth.

yond the scope of paragraph 3, are al§O described here.
Ii ;∫ e∫∫enlんl, 4/ ;bi∫ Poi初, Jbal ;be γeeder bルe 4

;borougb紡der5imdわg o/ hmer oクeγa;io#, 4∫ de・
JCribed寂かeCedi
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Power through the regulator i§ COn〔rOlled by a

〔hree‑POSition toggle switch which either interrupts
POWer COmPletely

feeds regulated output voltage to

a. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR TYPE O‑
202/FPN‑30.‑As discu§Sed in piragraph 3 4 PreCed・

the timer, Or feeds unregulated output voltage to the

ing

timer. The three positions of this switch are appropri・

(temperature stabilized in a double oven), a driving

the radio‑frequency oscillator empIoys a crystal

ately labeled OFF, REG VOLT, and LINE VOLT. Un‑

amplifier, an isolation amplifie重, and a fine heater os‑

regulated voltage should be used only in the event that

Cillator to generate an extremely s〔able lOO"kc §ignal.

the regulato重fails and the stand‑by timer and its a§SO‑

Adjustment of the frequency of thi§ Signal, OVer. a

ciated regulator cannot be pressed into service.

A line voltage meter is provided to permit monitor.
ing output vol̀age and to permit te§ting the input volt‑

limited range, is provided by a microfrequency net・

wo重k.

( 1 ) CRYSTAL BRIDGE CIRCUIT.一The inhe重・

age. A switch ⊂OnneCtS this meter to either regulated

ently high §tability of the重adio"frequency oscilla章0重

or unregulated voltage. Thi§ SWit⊂h is §Pring‑retumed

may be attributed to empIoyment of the frequency

to the regulated position and must be hand.held in the

determining cry§tal in a bridge circuit. The bridge

unregulated po§ition. Positions of thi§ §Witch are

arrangement, driven by the highly degenerative d重iving

appropria〔ely labeled OUTPUT VOLTAGE and IN・

amplifier, Permits oscillator freqhency to be determined

PUT VOLTAGE. The cohnection to the input voltage

almo§t entirely by the re§Onant frequency of the crystal,

i§ made at the regulated voltage terminals of the three‑

with virtual freedom from changes of voltage o重Of

position toggle switch so that ̀he meter reads unregu‑
lated voltage only when the regulator circuit is in use.

component characteris〔ics. Becau§e the crystal is i§0‑

The meter cannot be used to read line voltage when

variations of atmospheric pre§Sure, an unu§ual degree

the toggle switch is placed in the LINE VOLT posi・

Of §tability is achieved・

tion.

A MAIN POWER circuit breaker, in the input side

lated from the effects of temperattlre, humidity, and

As §hown in the simplified schematic diagram) figure

2十色the bridge consi§tS Of four arms. One a重m lS

of the regulator wiring言s used only when the regula.

R1401, anOther R1402, and a third is重e§istance lamp

tor circuì is in use and is disconnected in the LINE

RV140l, Which provides an amplitude stabilizing ef・

VOLT position of the toggle switch. This circuit

fect. The fourth arm con§i§tS Of the crystal, Y1401, and

breaker provides protection agalnSt Curren章OVerload

an arrangement of inductor§ and capacito重S Which per‑

in excess of 20 amperes. Supplementary protectlOn,

mit§ §light modification of the重eSOnant frequency of

again§t Current OVerload exceeding 30 amperes, lS PrO"

the crystal circuit. This arrangement is called ̀he mi‑
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sharply and to a high value at a frequency which is

only slightly removed from 100 kc. This unbalances
the bridge greatly. At resonance, Of course, the reac.
tance of the crystal drops to zero, leaving only the
resistive componeǹ Of approximately 15 ohm§ On

which the balance of the bridge is based.

The amplitude of oscillation is maintained at a stable
level by means of the.lamp, RV1401, in one of the legs
of the bridge. As the amplitude of oscillation increa§eS,

more current flows through the bridge. The tempera.
ture coe債cient of re§i§tanCe Of this lamp is quite

high. The increased current through it raises the tem‑
perature of the filament and caus?S the re§is〔anCe tO
increa§e. This in tum decreases the feedback ratio §O

that the amplitude of oscillation i§ reduced・ The over‑

all effect on the oscillator is that a stable amplitude is

attained and maintained at a relatively constant level
by the goveming action of RV1401. Ouやut level is

kept small enough to assure dass A operation of ̀he
driving amplifier so that excellent output waveform i§

attained.
Fjgu′e 2‑42. CrysloI師dge Cj′̀ujI,

§j調p鵬ed S̀he調oIj̀

It can be shown, for any oscilla〔Or Circuit, tha〔 OSCil.

lation occurs at the frequency where the phase shift
through the o§Cillatory loop is zero (or a multiple of

CrOfrequency network. The crystal is approximately

360O ). As§uming zero phase shif=hrough the driving

equivalent, electrically; to a resistance of 15 ohms, a

amp皿er and ̀hrough

CaPaCitance of O.149 micromicrofarad, and an induc‑

bridge

tance of 17 henrie§, all connected in series. This is

the crystal because the pha§e Shift through the crystal

the other components of the

OSCillation occurs at the resonant frequency of

shown in the equivalent circuit diagram, figure 2‑43・

is zero at resonance. Should component characte重istic§

The resonant frequency of the crystal is thus §ubject

change so that the phase shif‥hrough all components

to modification by the series∴COnneCtion of the com.

except the crystal be other than zero

POnentS Of the microfrequency network. At §eries re‑

the crystal must

introduce a compen§ating phase shift by cffecting a

§OnanCe the impedance of this arm of the bridge is pure

§light change in frequency. This oscillator possesse§

resistance; the phase shift is therefo重e ZerO.

exceptional frequency stability because it contalnS tWO

If the bridge were adjusted for perfect balance, VOlt.
age impressed acro§S the bridge input terminals, A and

D, WPuld not appear at the output terminals, B and C.
Under such a condition oscillation is not possible be"
cause no feedback occurs from the ainplifier ou〔Put ler.

features which permit a large phase §hift to be effected

by an extremely slight change in frequency. One of
the§e is a crystal arm with an ex章remely high Q, a§ dis‑

cussed previously. The other is the use of the bridge
⊂ircuit which multiplies ̀he phase shift of the crystal

minals, A‑D, back to the input terminals, B・C.
In order to produce o§Cillation, the correct unbalance

of the bridge is obtained by adjustment of R1402. Thi§
adjustment i§ a Criti⊂al one and is made at the factory

by careful removal of resistance wire to obtain the de‑

sired results. The unbalance of the bridge is in such a
direction that th了output voltage, between points B and

C, is in the right phase to support oscillàion.
Oscillalion o⊂CurS at the fundamental frequency of
the cryslal becau§e the slight bridge.unbalance situa.

tion described above occurs only a=hat frequency. Al
any other frequency the bridge is unbalanced to a
greater degree, becau§e Of phase shift in the series reso‑

The magnification of phase shift

Or Phase angle mul.

tiplication, is best illustrated by a ve⊂tOr diag重am. Refer

to figure 2」i4・ The brid豆e is shown with an input

voltage

EIX, aPPlied between terminals A and D. Out‑

put voltage, E…▼′l・, is obtained・ if the bridge is unbal.

anced, between terminals B and C. Distribution of the
voltage, at Various points of the bridge

may be illus‑

trated by the use of vectors. Vectors are directed line
segments‑that

is

arrOWS‑Which

show

the

magnitude

of a voltage or current by their relative length and

which show phase angles by their relative angular posl.
tion. For the condition of resonance, the pha§e §hift

through all point§ Of the bridge is zero and ̀herefo重e

naǹ CryStal circuit, and in §uCh a direction that o§Cilla・
tion is suppres§ed rather than supported. Because the

reactance of each of the individual parts (induc〔anCe
and capacily) of the equivalen〔 Circuit of lhe cry§lal is

so very high compared to the resistance

PrOducing a

high circuit Q, the impedance of the crystal ri§e§ Very

ORICINAし
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all vectors lie along the same line, Which is taken as
horizontal. EIX is shown for reference as vecto重A・D.

The portion of EIX developed acros§ RV1401 is labeled
EI
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.14。1 and is vector A‑B. Correspondingly, VOltage

ER14。2 is vector B"D, El剛,1 is vector A・C, and Ez is

OPERATION

Variation of lhe o§Cillator frequency by changing血e
electrical reactance in the c重yStal arm. As shown in the

Simplihed schematic diag重am, figure 2」i5, the micro・
frequency network consists of §tePS Of induc(anCe Or

CaPaCitance selected by COARSE FREQ. ADJ. switch
S1401, fixed capacitors C1409, C1424, and C1425, and

vec書o重C.D.

FINE FREQ. ADJ. capaci〔Or C1410. FREQUENCY

The ratio of A‑B to B‑D does not equal A‑C to C‑D,
indicating bridge unbalance, and thus producing EouT

between terminals B and C as shown by vector B‑C.

Assume, for example, that a component in the driv‑
ing amplifier changes characteristics・ SO that the phase

shift through the driving amplifier is not zero, and
therefore EIN is not in phase with EouT. This is §hown)

for an off resonance condition, by the angle made by

CORRECTOR capacitor C120, located in the sync con.
trol unit, i§ al§O COnneCted acro§S C1410, Via J1402, tO
Permit frequency correction at a slave §tation. This

connection is not made at a master station. The entire
network is connected in series with the crystal an勺the

switch.selected components are connected in parallel
wi〔h the other fixed and variable capacitors. Because
the permanently connec〔ed capacitors in §erie§ With the

vector A‑D with重eSPeCt tO B‑C. The voltage through
resistors RV1401 and R1402 is nece§Sarily in phase
with the applied voltage, EIヾ, because there is no phase

shift through a resistive circuit. Because oscillation can
only exist when there is zero phase shift through the
o§Cillatory.loop, the crystal arm must produce pha§e

shift if oscillation is to continue. Thus there is a small
difference in phase angle between EIX and Ez as shown

by angle BDC made by the intersection of vectors B‑D

and C‑D. It can be seen from the vector diagram that
this small pha?e §hift in the crystal arm・ angle BDC,
causes a much larger shift in E《)UT, angle DBC.、Thus

the action of the bridge is to minimize the change of
frequency requiied in the cry§tal arm to provide a

large change in phase.

It will be seen that the ratio of angle DBC to angle
BDC i§ large if EouT i§ Small compared to EIX. Thus,

phase angle multiplication is enhanced by a large ratio
of E重N tO EouT. Since EIX/Eo廿T eXPreSSeS bridge los§,
and since for oscillation to be §uStained the bridge los§

must equal the gain of the amplifier, the desired ratio

will be large if the amplifier gain is large. The two
§tageS Of pentode amplification in the中iving amplifier

provide a very large amount of gain and thus establish
an enormous amount of phase angle multiplication.
No〔e that, for clarfty of illust重ation, the vecto重dia.
gmms have been drawn to show a relatively §mall重a章io

of封y to EouT and that the phase shift in lhe crystal
arm has been made much large重than would be ex・
PeCted in practice. The phase angle multiplication i§

actually much greater than is apparent frdm the dia"
grams. Because the phase angle multiplication is large,
the crystal frequency need change only a negligible
amount to produce the required pha§e Shift, bèWeen

EIN and EouT, tO COmPen§ate fo重nOrmal component
fluctuations. Thu§血e frequency of o§Cillation i§ de章er.
∨∈c丁O鼠

OIAe員AM

mined almost enti重ely by the resonant frequency of the

CryStal circuit.

(2) MICROFREQUENCY NETWORK・ ‑ The
microfrequency

network,

conneCted

in

se重ies

with
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crystal total about 2,000 micromicrofarad§ they have
only a sligh̀ effect on the crystal frequency・ To com"

pensate for this effect, the crystal is ground about three
CyCle§ low∴rhしIS, With only the fixed capacitance§ in
the circuit, the nominal re§Onant f重equenCy is exactly

100 kc. To permit correction for possible grinding
errors and other circuit tolerance, and because the
natural crystal frequency ⊂hanges with age) the coar§e

and fine adjustment§ Of the microfrequency network
permit addition of either inductive o重CaPaCitive reac‑

tance in series with the crystal to Iower or raise the
crystal frequency as required.
The purpose of capacitors C1424 and C1425 i§ tO PrO‑
vide a temperature.§tabilizing effect. The§e negative

temperature coefficient capacitors compensate for the
PO§itive temperature coefficieǹ Of the other∴COmPO・

nents in the network.
The high value resistor

R1433, PrOVides static drain

which prevents accumulation of a charge which could

develop across the network capacitors. Because the re‑

sistance is high compared to other impedances in the
circuit, this resistor has no other effect.

The switch‑Selected components of the microfre‑
quency network are encIosed in an in§ulated hou§ing
to minimize temperature e紐ect§ On OSCillator frequency.

A heater (R1434) within this housing is controlled,
by the same circuit which controIs the temperature of
the outer∴CryStal oven,. tO PrOVide rough temperature

regulation. This rough temperature control reduces the
Change in reactance of the microfrequency co血POnentS
tp a point where the resulting effect on frequency i§

negligible.
Fjgure 2‑45. Mj̀rOfJequeǹy Nelw○○k,

(3) DRIVING AMPLIFIER. ‑The driving am‑

§jmp鵬ed §̀he調oIj̀

Plifier provides electrical energy required to sustaln
oscillation. This amplifier empIoy§

tWO high gain

stages, Stabilized by a generous amount of negative

to a desired value. The d‑C retum Path for the cathode

feedback, tO PrOVide adequate drive. Frequency §elec‑

is via the feedback components, Which have the correct

tive circuits provide maximum amplification at lOO kc,

resi§tanCe tO PrOVide proper cathode bia§ for the stage.

further enhancing the frequency stability of the oscilla.

Z1401 consists of a parallel tuned L.C circuit §hunted

tor and supprcssing the generation of harmonics.

by a resistor. This arrangement reduces the amount of
feedback at lOO kc while permlttlng COnSiderable feed‑

Tuned transformers a‥he input and output of the
amplifier provide maximum transmi§Sion of the lOO‑kc

signal with attenuation of all other frequencies. Re‑
sistance coupling is empIoyed betweeh the two class A
operated 6AC7 stages which arc entirely conventional

back at other frequencies. The shunt resistor in this
network limits the maximum impedance of the r?SO"
nant circuit to provide adequate feedback, at lOO kc, tO
stabilize 〔he amp皿er agamSt COmPOnent Variations. A

major factor contributing to the peaked frequency

except for the feedback circuit. Refer to figure 2一重6.

Feedback is taken from the secondary of the output

response of the

driving amplifier, at lOO kc, is the tuned

output transformer, T1402・ If thc feedback circuit were
transformer, T1402, and applied via freq￨一enCy Selective
not frequency selective, the peaked respon§e Of T1402
assembly Z1401 and the parasitic oscillation suppre§S.
would be

ing network R1403 and C1402 to the V140l ca〔hode.

flattened

by the feedback; however, be‑

cause the feedback is reduced at lOO kc by the increased

Becau§e Of the 180O phase shift inherent in this path・

the feedback voltage subtracts from the signal voltage

applied between the V1401 grid and cathode to reduce
the∴amP描er output voltage, thus reducing the effec‑
tive gain of the amplifier by negative feedback・ Re‑
sistor R1405, COmeCted 〔O grOund via d.c blocking

capacitor C1403B, OPerateS With the series impedance
of the feeしlback network to reduce the feedb:lCk voltage

ORIGiNAし

impedance of the resonant circui〔, frequency selectivity

is very high.
Plate

lecoupling, at lOO kc, is provided by L‑C filters

in the 135‑VOlt supply bus to prevent coupling of lOO
kc into other Circuits through the power supply.
The lOO・kc output of the driving amplifier is apl〕1ied
to a slngle stage isola〔ion amplifier.
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(4) ISOI.ATION AMPLIFIER.一The i§Olation

arrangement need operate only over a narrow range of

amplifier, Shown in figure 2‑46, i§ a COnVentional class

amplitude varia〔ion and thus i§ able to maintain an

A amplifier which empIoys r‑f transformer T1403 to

extremely ̀OnStant temPerature Within ̀he inne重OVen.

SuPPly a low impedance outpu〔 to jack J140l. The

The inner oven con§i§tS Of a closedでnd, heavy.

6AC7 single stage of the i§Olalion amplifier is driven
through serie§ reSi§tOr R1415 which isolates the input
CaPaCity of this §tage from the・ tuned circuit of the

PreCeding output transformer. Plate and screen voltages
are∴§uPPlied through L‑C decoupling filters to isolate
〔he output §ignal from the power §uPPly and from pre・
Ceding s章ages・
The 100・kc output to J1401 is supplied to the syn‑

chronization control unit.
(う) CRYSTAI. OVEN.‑The crystal oven main.
tains the components of 〔he crystal arm of the bridge at

gauge,

COPPer

Cylinder

which

has

resIStanCe

Wl重e

wound around its outer §urface. This vyire, Which
heats the inner oven, is also

used as the re§islanCe ele‑

ments of the fine heater bridge. The thick coppe富Wall§
of the cylinder provide thermal storage which help§
§mOOth out temperature fluctuation§ reSulting from血e
on̲Off action of the coarse heater. The thermal conduc・

tivily Of this cylinder in§ureS eVen temPe重ature di§tri‑

bution throughout the oven. The重mal insulation, PrO・
vided between the inner oven, and the oute重OVen,

serves as an additional factor in the filtering out of

i‑n eX〔remely uniform 〔emPerature・ This i§ aCCOm‑

temperature fluctuations. This insulation consists of a

Plished by use of a dual oven, One Within the other.

glass vacuum cylinder, CIosed at both end§ by glass

The outer oven maintains coarse controI of temperature

vacuum plug§, and a felt overwrap. The evacuated hol‑

by means of zl thermosta〔; the inner oven maintain§

low glas§ Walls provide heat insulation in the∴Same

StePless control by means of a vacuum tube oscillator

manner as does an ordinary vacuum bo〔tle. This assem‑

Circuit which powers the fine heater of the inne重OVen.

bly is endosed in a∴SeCOnd copper cylinder which is

The fine heater is arranged in the form of a bridge §O

heated by the coarse heater winding wrapped around

tha‥he ̀emPera〔ure COefficient of the fine heater wire

its outer surface. The temperature of this coarse heater

COntrOIs osci=tltOr Oしl〔Pし一〔 amPlitし一de∴tO e§tablish an

cylinder is isolated from ambient changes in tempera‑

equilibril‑m分‥he desired temperature of the inner

ture by heat barriers and by an outer cylinder which

OVen. The heat supplied by the fine heater will thus

serves as a protective housing for the entire assembly

be equr‑1 to the heat lost by the inner oven to the

and as a reflector of radiant heat. The heat barriers

outer oven. Since thi§ heat is constant, Within the few

con§ist of alternate wrappings of felt and metalla〔ion・

degrees of the thermostat differential, the fine heater

The meta11ation, Which i§ PaPer, COated on both sides

2̲5き
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the insulating layers of felt and also provides reflecting

operating temperature of the thermostat. The total
range of correction is somewhat less than 3OC. The

surfaces to reduce radiation losses.

initia上se章ting of the thermo§tat i§ aboutう6.8OC.

with aluminum foil, PrOVides thermal storage between

The coarse heater is powered from the 60‑CyCle §uP.

ply and controlled by a thermoswitch which projects

into one end of the coarse heater cylinder. The thermo̲
switch, S1403, i§ a bimetallic element which operates

at 56OC. (133OF.) to do§e a merCury重elay (K1401)

(134.3OF.). Depending on the setting of R1442 the
̀CyCling period of the coarse heater varies from about
2 minutes on and 4 minutes off for minimum resistance
to a few. §eCOnds on and off for maximum resistance.

(6) FINE HEATER OSCILLATOR. ‑ The fine

and power the heater. Relay arcing i§ minimized by

heater oscillator is a bridge controlled circuit・ Similar

§Park suppression network C1428 and R1438. Ther‑

in design to the示ystal dscillator, Which develops

moswitch ar⊂ing is minimized by network C1427,

power for the fine heater・ The bridge elements are

R1436. When heater operation raises the oven tempera̲

arranged so that the bridge is unbalanced at room tem.

ture to above 56。C. ( 133OF.), the thermoswitch opens.

perature and nearly balanced at the desired operatlng

The coar§e heater is connected in §eries with R1434,

temperature of approximately 59OC. ( 138OF.). The cir‑

the heating element of the microfrequency network

cuit arrangement is §hown in figure 2」i7.

oven, SO that R1434 makes up heat lo§S in the micro‑

The bridge re§istances

WraPPed around the fine

frequency network in response to the same factors gov"

heater cylinder, conSist of al〔ernate armS Of ADVANCE

eming heat loss in the coarse heater・

and HYTEMPCO wire. The ADVANCE wire ha§ a

Thermoswitch S1403 is provided with a small heat‑

negligible temperature coefficient so that its resIStanCe

ing coil which is wound on the glass envelope of the

remains fairly constant as the bridge heat§ uP; how一

thermostat, Shunted by variable resistor R1442, and

誌霊I紫霊慧嘉島議書詰ま蒜

connected in series with the coarse heater of the crystal
oven. The temperature inside the coar§e heater cylin‑

der can be adjusted by varying the setting of R1442・
For example, When the resistance of R1442 is increased

heat. Thu§,血e bridge approaches a balanced condition
a§ temPerature ri§eS.

'Requirements for oscillation are the same as in ̀he

more heat is dissipated by the coil・ This reduce§ the

crystal oscillator. The phase shift from amplifier outpu〔

difference between the temperatures at the thermostat

to input is required to be 360O and bridge transmission

and at the coarse heater, reSulting in a lowering of the

must permit §ufficient regenerative voltage to su§taln

temperature at the coarse heater. Conversely, a reduc‑

oscillation. The phase shift is made equal to 360。 a章

tion in the resistance of R1442 increases the tempera‑

approximàely 900 cp§ by tuning the secondary of

ture at the coar§e heater. Through initial adjustments

input transforme重T1404 to that frequency. (Theくくtun・

and of the operating

ing,, i§ nOt adjustable.) Since the bridge is re§istive it

temperature of the thermostat to a value which exactly

produces no pha§e Shift. The function of the bridge in

compensates for the corresponding reduction in tem.

this oscillato重is purely the control of oscillator ampli・

of R1442 to an intermediate value,

perature at the coarse heater・ a mean§ is provided for

correc̀ing for either a positive or negative §hift in the

tude. Because oscillator output heat§ uP the bridge to
change it§ balance in a direction for reduced oùPu〔,

V14O4

HEATER OSCiL」ATOR V14O5
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the sys〔em i§ Self‑regulating, and oscillator output

By maintaining a log of periodic meter reading§,

always supplies just enough energy to make up for the

the operator is able to detect any performance abnor‑

heat lost b/ the bridge. The system §tabilizes at an

mality before it becomes serious enough to degrade

equilibl.ium point where the oscillator produces an

OSCillator reliability. In this way tube failures and

OutPut Which exactly compensate§ for the small heat

Other component deteriorations may be predicted and

lo§S Of the inner oven. Thus this stepless controI of fine

Sudden causes of failure may be located.

heater output keep§ the inner oven at an extremely
COn§tant temPerature Which is held to a differential of

less than O.01OC. The equilibrium point and hence the
CryStal temperature are established by adjustment of

R1435 and by connection of this resistor to one of two
arms of the bridge, aS determined by factory tests.
The heater o§Cillator amplifier §erVeS the same pur‑

POSe aS the driving amplifier in the crystal oscillator

b. SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL TYPE C̲

1238/FPN‑30.‑The sync control unit was functionally
Outlined in paragraph 3 b above. Discussions in this
ParagraPh are confined to advanced technical theory
Of the more complex and novel circuit§ Of this unit as
Well as a detailed description of the syn⊂ COntrOl drive

SyStem and gearing.

ClrCult; lt PrOVides energy to maintain o§Cillation. This

( 1 ) 100‑KC PHASE CONTROL CIRCUIT.‑Con"

amplifier is a two‑Stage high gain arrangement which

章rOI of the pha§e Of the lOO‑kc timing signal is accom‑

is designed to §uPPly higher power than the crystal
driving amplifier. The two circuits are §imilar. R1426

Plished by a rotary transformer (autosyn) electrically
driven by a cathode follower and mechanically rotated

SuPPlies feedback to the input stage cathode via block‑

by means of the PHASE dial. Refer to figure 2‑48. The

ing capacitor C1415. The feedback stabilizes the gain

lOO‑kc oscillator output signal is delivered to the sync

Of the amplifie重SO that it is virtually independent of

COntrOl unit via input jack JlOl. Voltage divide重re‑

normal tube or other component variations. Thus, be‑

Sistors RlOl and RlO2 attenuate this high amplitude

CauSe the amplifier supplies constant amplification of

Signal to prevent it from overloading the cathode

the bridge output voltage, the bridge equilibrium point

follower stage. Resi§tOr RlO9, in series with the grid

i§ determined §Olely by bridge constants.

Of the cathode follower, §uPPreSSeS ParaSitic oscilla"

(7) METERING CIRCUIT. (ReIer Jo figure 7‑
273.)鵜The metering circuit empIoys selector switch

S1402 and d‑C microammeter M1401 to pick up slgnl‑
ficant operating voltages within the oscillator and
measure them as a percentage of normal reading.

A‑C VOltages are rectified by small half‑WaVe COPPer
OXide rectifier§ (CR1401, CR1402, CR1403) and ap‑

tions. Both triode §eCtions.of the tube, VlOl, are uSed

in parallel to Iower the output impedance to a value
Which permits d重iving the primary of the auto§yn

efficiently. Resistor RlO4, in series with the load pre.
Sented by the autosyn prlmary, PrOVides cathode bia§・

Because of the moderate signal voltage driving the
Stage, and because of the degeneration inherent in the
Cathode follower, the output waveform is es§entially

Plied a§ dc to the meter. Resistors empIoyed at all the

meterlng POints edjust the measured voltage to pro‑
dしICe an aPPrOXimate midscale deflection of the meter

Sine wave, aS required to obtain linear pha§e Shift from

the autosyn circuit.

for normal circしIit indication. Pla〔e CurrentS are read

The autosyn incorporates two secondary rotor wind‑

as the voltage drop across a resistor in the tube cathode

1ngS; these two coil§ are at an angle of 90 mechanical

circし1it. Bypass capacitor C1426 shunts the meter coil

degrees with respect to each other. When one seconda重y

for ac and thし1S PrOtCCtS the coil from possible over.

is parallel to the primary, for maximum coupling, the

競霊誓:嵩笥霊詰。管器崇岩

Other is perpendicular to the primary, for zero cou・

catic;n of relative performance of oscillator circuit§.

increases as the voltage in the other coil decreases dur‑

2喜5l

Pling. With this arrangement

the voltage in one coil
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ing rotation of 〔he coils. The amplitude§ Of the voltages

4 equals 180O and decreases to ze重O at + equals 270O.

in the two coils vary as the sine and cosine of the

A second 180O phase reversal occur§ at this point and

mechanical angle of PHASE dial rotation. ThiS i§

shown by figure 2‑49 which graph§ the peak amplitude

voltage increases until thc original position of rotation,
申equals 360O, is reached. The change of vol(age am.

of the induced voltage infaCh coil over 360 mechanical

plitude with change of + is pIotted as a function of

degrees of rotation. This figure shows that the voltage

cosine 4, for secondary #1 in figure 2」Z9. The voltage

in one of lhe coils (secondary #1) is maximum when

in §eCOndary #2 follows the same behavior ex⊂ePt

the mechanical angle of rotation, eXPreSSed as q,・ i§
zero; that is, When secondary #1 is parallel to the pri・

mary. The autosyn is designed so that asかncreases to
90。 the voltage in the coil decreases proportionally to
the cosine.of 4. As + exCeeds 90。 the voltage makes a
180O phase reve重Salタbecause of the transposition of the

extremities of secondary #1 with respect to the pri‑
mary

and the voltage continues to increase in this

phase in proportion to cosine dy (The transposition of
the extremitie§ Of secondary #1 i§ ・aPParent from a
comparison of the coil positions for争= 45O and 4
= 13うO.) The voltage reaches a maximum again when

章hat its maxima and minima are displaced 90O from
lhat of §eCOndary #1; that i§, the amplitude of voltage

in secondary #2 behaves as sine +. This is plotled for
compari§On With the vol̀age in secondary #1. The
balloons in figure 2→i9 show the relative position§ Of

the autosyn coils for various positions of 4 and show
the mathematical values for the sine and cosine func.
tions at each position. Vectors are drawn to show rela・

tive amplitude and phase of the voltages inddeed in
lhe secondary windings for the various angles repre‑
§ented in the balloon§. The relative amplitudes for

other angles may be obtained by interpolation.

Fjgu′e 2」49. AmpIjfude of Vo/′oge Indùed jn AuIosyn §èOndo′jes
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The amplitude variation in the two secondary coils

the amplitude of one of these components must be

is used to provide continuous phase shift through an

arrangement of leading and lagging phase shift net‑

proportional to the sine of an angle and the amplitude
of the other component must be proportional to the

works. As §hown in the simplified schematic arrange‑

cosine of the angle. Additionally, the two componen〔S

ment of figure 2‑50, the two secondary windings are

must have a phase sepa重ation of 90O. That the above is

connecled together at point A so that, for 4 equal to

true in the circuit being described can be seen because

4うO, the vol̀ageS in both coils are equal and the volt‑

the amplitude of component AC of the output voltage

ages are series aiding. This i§ Shown in the first vecto重

i§ PrOPOrtional to vector AB which in turn is propor・

diagram of figure 2‑う0, for dy = 45O, aS tWO head‑tO‑

tional to the sine of布the mechanical angle of the coil.

tail arrow§, EA and AB) rePreSenting the vector volt.

Component DA of the output voltage is proportional

ages acro§S COils EA and AB. These correspond to the

to vector EA which in turn i§ PrOPOrtional to the cosine

vectors which represent voltage§ in figure 2」壬9.

of本AIso, VeCtOrS AC and DA are always §eParated by
a 90O phase difference. Thi§ i§ true becau§e AC has

The R‑C phase §hifting network across coil EA con‑

been shifted 45O leading and DA 45。 Iagging by the

si§tS Of resistor ED (RlO7) and capacitor DA (ClO3)・
phase shift networks connected to the coils・
At lOO kc the impedances of the§e tWO COmPOnentS are
equal in magnitude §O that the voltages developed

The magnitude of EouT is a constant value which

across them are equal, a§ rePreSented by vectors ED and

can be shown, mathematically, tO be equal to O.707

DA, Of equal length・ Becau§e the capacitor has a phase

times ̀he voltage induced in either

shift of 900 with respect to the re§i§tOr, angle EDA is

that secondary is parallel to the primary. Thus a lOO"

§hown as a right angle. Since the two vector§ a重e equal

kc signal, bearing any desired phase relationship to the

secondary when

they are drawn at an angle of 45O・ With respect to

lOO.kc output of Radio Frequency Oscilla章Or O‑202/

voltage EA induced in the coil, With vector EclO3 lag.

FPN‑30, and having constant amplitude・ may be ob‑

ging vector EA. A similar network is connected acro§§

coil AB so tha章the triangle formed by vectors AC and

CB across AB is identical to triangle EDA. Vector AC
shows the 45O leading phase §hift (wi血re§PeCt tO
ve⊂tOr AB) developed acro§S OutPut reSistor RllO・
Output vol〔age is taken acro§S POints DC so that vector
DC, rePre§enting the vector addition of the leading
and lagging voltage§ aCrOSS reSis̀Or Rl lO and capacltOr

ClO5, Shows the magnitude and phase angle of the out.
put voltage, E。Ul卜For this value of布EouT Parallels

tained by adjustment of the PHASE dial.

(2) 100‑KC AMPLIFIER AND CATHODE FOL‑
LOWER.‑The lOO‑kc amplifier

Shown in figure 2‑5 1,

consists of two re§istance・COuPled stages and a plate

tuned amplifier. The grid retum fo‥he input stage
VlO3A, i§ made through the d‑C Path of the autosyn

phase shift network, When the circuit is empIoyed at a
slave s〔ation, Or through RlO2タa Part Of the input
attenuator,

When

u§ed

at

a

master

station.

The

two

di億erent circuit paths are provided so that the lOO"kc

EAB and the indicated phase §hift i§ ZerO. It will be
phase shifting arrangement may be di§⊂OnneCted for
noted, in this and all the following cases, that Eo叩

lags布the phy§ical angle between secondary #1 and
the primary, by 45O・

master operation. The lOO.kc amplifier provides a
la重ge amOunt Of gain §0 ̀hat the second and third stage§
are highly overdriven and thus act as limiters to §mOOth

For p = 60O the magnitude of EA decreases and AB

out any variation§ Of input §ignal ampli調de.

increases, aS Shown in figure 2‑50, §? tha白riangle

VlO3A, the first stage, is a conventional resi§tanCe‑

EDA becomes smaller and triangle ACB becomes

coupled amplifier. The second stage・ VlO3B・ is∴also

larger. As a result vector T)C tilts

conventionally resi§tatlCe COuPled; however・ because lt

With respect to EAB

and血e indicated phase shift i§ 15O. For 4 = 900 volt‑
age EA reduces to zero so tha‥riangle EDA reduces

is ove重driven, the grid draws current on po§itive §ignal

peaks and grid leak bias i§ thus developed. The grid

to a point and E。UT is the §ide of triangle ACB. The

leak bia§ Varie§ aS a function of the driving §ignal and

indicated phase shift is 45O. For q) = 110O vector EA

therefore acts to keep the output voltage con§tant. The

rever§eS direction apd a §mall triangle, ADE, is formed

third stage, VlO4A, is similarly overdriven to further

below triangle ACB. The indicated phase shift is 65O.
This change of phase angle may be fo11owed through
the succeeding vector diagrams. These show the effect

limit the signal amplitude. This stage lnCOrPO重ateS a

tuned plate load, LlO3 and Clll・ tO attenuate any har‑
monics generated by the nonlinear plate swing inhe重・

on phase angle, for §eVeral other values of本To aid

ent in limiter operation. Output voltage is coupled
from the plate of VlO4A to an output cathode foIIower,

the reader, the magnitude and direction of EA and AB

VlO4B, and through voltage divider R155 and Rl12 to

are expressed as numerical values of cosine争and sine不

the transmitter pha§e Shifte重・

of change of magnitude and direction of EA and AB

As has been shown, E。。丁・,̀ lags + by 45O, for all posi‑

The output cathode follower, VlO4B, emPIoy§ in‑

tions of the PHASE dial. so that phase shift may be
continuously and accurately controlled. The proof that

ductance LlOl, tuned to resonance by the capacity of

the phase of the output voltage varies linearly wìh the

This arrangement is made necessary because of the

議書霊誓書慧:嵩霊宝霊蒜

large amount of cable capacìanCe invoIved. If a resi§t‑
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Shif〔 in the cathode circuit, CauSed by ̀he shunt capaci"

nected across plate and cathode resistor§ R123 and

tance of the cable, WOuld prevent the cathode from fol.

R156. (E appears between plate and cathode.) A phase

lowing the grid excursions so that true cathode fol‑

Shifting network, Cl14 and Ra,一j. (a series resistance

lower action would no章reSult and the output impedance

WOuld be excessively high and the output voltage

COnSisting of R128, R127, and R125) is connected
across the tube output terminals. An output connection

WOuld be reduced. A Iow output impedance source,

i§ taken be〔ween the common junction (of Cl14 and

PrOViding large outpu〔 VOltage, is required to drive the

R油.) and ground.

blocking oscillator in the frequency divider. Resistor
R154, in the grid circuit of the cathode follower言s

used to suppress parasitics.
(3) TRÅNSMITTER PHASE SHIFTER AND

CATHODE FOLLOWER. ‑ The transmitter phase
Shifter permits separate controI of the phase of the
lOO‑kc signal fed to the carrier frequency generating
⊂ircuits of the transmitter. This controI permits the

Carrier pha§e tO be changed with respec‥O the phase

Of ̀he transmitter trigger pulse so that r‑f cycles may

be aligned with respect to the pulse envelope. The cir.
Cul〔 arrangement, Shown in figure 2‑う2言s a pha§e
SPlitter with special output connec〔ions. An equivalent
Circuit of the phase shif〔er, With an explanatory vector

diagram, is shown in figure 2‑う3.
Ås illustrated in the equivalent circuit, the plate and

Cathode resistors, R123

A vector diagram may be drawn for this circuit,
using arrows to show relative phase and amplitude for

the voltages in the various branches. All vectors are
referred to a common point, labeled A on each of the
three drawings. Load branch No. 1 is purely re§istive
and is represented by two head‑tO.〔ail arrows which

Show equal amplitudes and no phase shift for the volt.
ages in the plate and cathode load circuits. In load
branch No. 2 the current v卑I lead the applied voltage
because the impedance is partly capaci〔ive. The cur‑
rent vector is represented by a single aでrOW Of arbitrary

ampli〔ude and is shown ex〔ending beyond the voltage
VeCtOr. The pha§e Of this current is leading and there‑
fore the arrow is §hown rotated countercIockwise from

the arrows representing the load branch No. 1 vectors.
The voltage and current through Rn.1j. are in phase

and R156, are COnneCted in

and therefore the E時同j VeCtOr COincides with the cur‑

Series and have a common JunCt10n at the signal ground

rent vector. The voltage across Cl14 lags 90O behind

POint. (The 300‑VOlt B十bus is held at a‑C grOund by

the power supply output filter capacitor.) The tube
OutPut Signal may be repre6ente・l by p (〔he amplifica‑

the current and therefore the E(.111 VeC〔O重is shown

PerPendicular to the current vector. The two Ioad
branches are connec̀ed to a common generator; there‑

tion factor of VlO5A) times Ech (the output signal at

fore, the voltages across each branch are neces§arily

the tube grid as referred to the cathode)言n series with

equal and the E('111 VeCtOr muSt join the top of the

R,, (the a・C PIate resistance of the tube) and cathode‑

Ei昭VeCtOr. Thus, regardless of the setting of R用

bia§ reSistor R126. The 〔ube output signal, E, is con‑

right triangle is formed by the vectors repre§enting

2重O
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the voltages in the resistive and reactive loads of the

(4) TEST SIGNAL CATHODE FOLLOWER.

circuit. By the geometrical relationship of a right

(ReJer ;o feure 7‑274・)一The test signal cathode fol.

triangle, the 90O junction of the EltadJ. and Ecl14 VeC‑

lower consists of a §ingle stage, V106B

tors, labeled point D, Will be located on a semicircle,

vides a high impedance input, for minimum loading

regardless of the relative magnitudes of竜ese two

of the ci重Cuits under te§l, and a low impedance output,

Which pro・

for.minimum waveform di§tOrtion due to §hunt ca‑
pacitance of connecting cable§・ Isolation from the
Therefore, a§ RadJ. is va重ied, POint D move§ On this

various circuit§, Which may be selected by mean§ Of

§emicircular path. The output voltage, Eout・ is章aken

TEST SIGNÅL §Witch SlO7, i§ PrOVided by the means

from the points labeled C and D on the dravings;

of resistors inse重ted in series with each te§t POint and

Eou言s the radiu§ Of a semicircle bounded by movable

the as§OCiated switch contact. Test point§ are the lOO

point D and is therefore constant for∴any Setting of

KC INPUT, directly at the output 6f jack JlOl; the

R川・ The phase of Eout

ヰSHIFTER OUTPUT, at血e grid of the output am.

aS indicated by the angle of

its vector, may be shifted anywhere along the 180O
しoAD

path of D, from A to B, by variation of Radj.. Thi§

し°A

β鼠ANCH

NO.i

B員ANCH

o

NO2

range is limited to about 40。, however, because of the

limiting resi§tanCe imposed by R125. Because of血e

frequency multiplication process required to raise the
lOO.kc signal to the transmitter carrier frequency・ this

phase shift is multiplied to a useful range of about
720O; a larger range of pha§e §hift would not be de§ira.
ble. The two pha§e COǹrOI potentiometers・ R127 and

R128, Permit coa重§e and fine adjustment of the phase
shift. The重eSi§tanCe Of R128 i§ One.tenth that of R127

圏

園聞=∴臆看

so that a given angular rotation of R128 produces only
a tenth the phase §hift of a corresponding rotation of

R127. Thus, R128 provides fine controI of phase.
The transmitte重Cathode follower is VlO5B, a COn‑
ventional resistance loaded arrangement which pro・

vides a low impedance ouやu‥O feed the transmitter
signal via a∴COaXial ⊂able. The low impedance, high

voltage output provided by the circuit of the output
cathode follower, VlO4B, i§ nOt required to d重ive the

十〇とC‑一三〇」

transmitter; hence the design of the VlO5B stage l§
les§ Critical and resistance loading of the cathode cir‑

cuit is used.
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Plifier; the lOO KC TO XMTR output, a‥he output
Of章he transmitter cathode follower; and書he 100 KC

the bia§ VOl̀age and grid cu重reǹ i§ drawn・ Grid cur‑

TO FREQ DIV output, at the.outpù Of the output

rent develop§ grid leak bia§ tO increase the grid.cathode

cathode f○○lower.

thus ieducing càhode bias, the inpù §ignal exceed§

( 5 ) 60‑CYCLE AMPLIFIER.一.The 60‑CyCle am‑

器誓書霊宝霊等霊葦霊謹嵩霊

Plifier provides sufficient amplificarion of the 60‑CyCle

InPut Signal. The advantage of thi§ tyPe Of circui章is

error voltage developed by the electrical §ynChronizer

that it i§ POSSible to opcrate the synchronizer at low

to power the §ynC COntrOl motor. This amplifier incor‑

maximum motor speed§, Which minimize error§ Cau§ed

POrateS three stages. R轟er to figure 2‑54・ The amplifie重

mPut Circuit consists of the parallel tuned circuit, LlO2
and ClO7, Which provides maximum tran§mi§Sion of

the nomina1 60‑CyCle input signal and attenuates lhe
noISe COmPOnentS generated by the gating process
Which supplies the error voltage. LlO2 is an adju§table

by noi§e fluctuations, and still maintain extremely good
§en§ltlVlty tO aCtual error§.

It∴Should be noted that the designation MAX
MOTOR SPEED mean§ the fastest speed that the motor
Can attain, for a given control §etting) nO matter how

large the synchronization error may be.

reactor which may be varied to tune the circuit over
the power frequency range of 50 to 65 cycle§. The

error voltage is reduced to a suitable amplitude by volt.
age divider§ RlO8 and R140 and applied to the g重id of

VlO2B, a Class A resistance"COuPled amplifier. The am‑
Plified error voltage is applied to a cathode follower

The output of the maximum motor∴SPeed coǹrOI
Cathode follower, VlO2A) is fed章O the motor amplifier
Stage, V107, a PentOde power amplifier which i§ trads‑

former‑COuPled to one winding of the two‑Phase sync
COntrOl moto重(BlO3)・ Resistor R136, in the g重id of

Stage, VlO2A, Which is used as a limiter for lhe controI

thi§ Stage

of maximum motor speed. Limiting is controlled bJ

tion. Switch §eCtion SlO4B i§ Pa重t Of血e AUTO SYNC

Rlう7, the MAX MOTOR SPEED cont重Ol, Which va重ie§
the d‑C VOltage applied to the plate of cathode followe重

VlO2A. Lowering the plate supbly voltage lower§ the

maximum output vol(age CaPability of the cathode
follower §O that each position of this controI corre‑

SPOnds to a specific maximum ouやut. This output can.
not be exceeded regardles§ Of input §ignal amplitude.
Sin⊂e the gain of a cathode follower doe§ nOt Change

SuPPreS§eS any tendency to para§itic oscilla‑

ON‑OFF switch. This section shunt§ the grid of the
moto重∴amPlifier stage, VlO7, tO grOund, tO StOP the

motor wheneve‥he pha§e Clutch is disengaged. The
Pha§e Clutch is disengaged by SlO4A to permit manual

OPeration of the PHASE dial.
Power for all three of the motor amplifier §tage§ is

SuPPlied from the regulated

300・VOlt B+

bus via

SWitch section SlO2B and decoupling filte重R158 and

to anywhere near the degree that the plate voltage

C117. Re§i§tOr R158 reduces the voltage applied to

Changes, the sensitivity of the ca血ode follower i§重ela‑

VlO7 to a value within the rating of the 6AQ5W tube.

tively constant, eVen though 〔he output capability i§

60 CYCLE AMPL PWR switch SlO2 cont重OIs applica.

made variable. Examination of the output waveforms

tion of B十and filament voltage to the amplifie重and

Of this circuit for different settings of the maximum

application of 60・CyCle line voltage to the remalmng

moto重§Peed control reveals clipped sine waves重ather

Winding of the two.pha§e §ynC COntrOl motor. This

than §aturated §ine waves, aS might be expected. The

SWitch §hould be tumed OFF only if a long pe重iod of

rea§On fo重this is 〔hat as the plate voltage is重educed.

manual synchronization i§ contemPlated.

′畠
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A small gear on shaft #2 drives a large gear on shaft

Of the gear drive system i§ detailed in figure 2‑う5. The

#3 to produce a 4:l §Peed reduction. A small gear on

drawing illustrates how lthe gear shift opera〔e§ tO PrO.

Shaft #3 drives a large gear which rotates about shaft

vide an 8:l speed change and §hows how the phase

#4. A magnetic clutch plate i§ riveted to this large

and frequency correction control§ are‑ geared togèher.

gear and positioned next to a magnetic clutch which
rotates with §haft #4. When the ⊂lutch is energized,

The gear system i§ driven by the sync control motor.

by 24 vplt§ dc applied to §lip rings on the clutch, the

A gear on the moIOr Shaft drives a feedback generator

clutch grips the clutch plate so that shaft #4 rotates at

and also drives shaft #1 of the gear drive system. Shaft

one.fifth the speed 9f shaft #3・ Shaft #4 drives the

#1 i§ drivep at one‑fourth the motor speed. A speed

PHASE dial, the auto§yn, the two preci§ion potentiom‑

Change gear rotates with shaft #l and slides laterally

eter section§, R138A and R138B, and a master §ynC

along a splined §eg重neǹ Of thi§ §haft. In the HIGH

error cam. At a master station this cam engages a roller

SPeed po§ition, this gear engage§ the large gear shown

on microswitch SlO8 to cIose the switch when PHASE

a=he end of shaft #2 and drives shaft #2 at one‑

dial rotation exceed§ Pre§et limits established by the

fourth the speed of §haf〔 #1. In the LOW speed posi・

Cam POSition. The cam consists of two separate sections

tion the speed change gear engages the larger of a pair

which may be adju§ted to operate the switch on a ±1‑

of gears which rotate about shaft #2. The smaller of

to a

this pair engages the larger gear of a similar pair rotat.

master operation, tO COntrOl the sync.error alarm cir‑

±3‑microsecond error. The §Wi〔Ch i§ u§ed for

ing, about shaft #1. The §maller gea重Of章his §eCOnd

Cuit in the electrical synchronizer. A cogwheel i§ also

pair engages a large gear on shaft #2 and drives shaft

PrOVided on shaft #4 and is used in conjunction wi〔h

#2 at l/32 the speed of shaft #1. Thus,血e speed

an adjustable stop to limil PHASE dial rotalion to les§

than 360O. The adju§table stop con§ists of a §Cre¥v

Change gear effects an 8: 1 speed change・

which may be adjusted to engage a single cog on the

The speed change gear is moved laterally along shaft

COgWheel and §O PreVent COntinuous rotàion of the

#1 by a §liding yoke which engages a collar lo⊂ated

PHASE dial at a masler §talion. This §CreW muSt be

between the toothed end§ Of the gear. The yoke may be

retracted to clear the cog à a Slave station. With rota.
tion of shaft #4 arrested by the stop, there is sufficient

locked in either po§ition by means of a knu重Ied thumb‑
screw Iocated on its top 6urface. A cam surface project§

Clutch slippage to permit the motor to continue d重iv‑

from the side of the yoke to eng脅ge two switch重Oller§

ing shaft #3. Å small gear on §haft #4 drives a large

to actuate microswitches SlO9 and SllO. SlO9 selects a
POrtion of the generator output voltage

in the LOW

gear on shaft #5 to provide a 4:1 §Peed reduction.
Similarly §haft #6 is driven at one.fourth the speed of

Speed po§i〔ion, tO reduce the feedback voltage. SllO

shafl #うand a large gear rotatihg around shaft #7 is

opera〔eS One of two MAX MOTOR SPEED indi⊂atOr

d重iven at one.fourth the speed of shaft #6. A clutch

lamps on the front panel to indicate the §Peed range

Plate, riveted to this large gear, i§ OPerated by a clutch

mechani§m identical with that on §haft #4・ Thu§, Shaft
#7 i§ driven at l/64 the speed of §haft #4・ Shaft
Thi§ gear Shift provides the wide ratio of maximum

to minimum correction speeds重equired of the syn・

#7 drives the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial, fre‑
quency corrector capacifo重, C120, and a frequchcy

Chronizing §yStem. The system is capable of correcting
an error at a rate as fast as 60 micro§eCOnds per minute
or a§ §low as l microsecond per minute. With a single

gear ratio arrangement, the motor would be requi重ed
to work very sIowly at the §lowe§t COrreC〔ion speed. At

very low §Peeds motor lOrque i§ low, and章he motor
run§ Very erratically because it is sensitive to changes

in load caused by minor imperfection§ in the gear train.

Warning cam. This cam i§ arranged to trip microswitch
SlO5 whenever C120 is rotated beyond it§ nOrma1 1800
range. Switch operation light§ indicator lamp I105.
This ar重angement Warn§ the operator that the fre・

quency of Radio Frequency Oscillator Type O‑202/
FPN‑30 has drifted beyond lhe range of cont重OI of
C120 and must therefore be re§et by mean§ Of the FINE
FREQ. ADJ. control on the o§Cilla章0r.

Shifting gear§ Permits faster motor speed, for a given
PHASE dial speed, and also reduce§ the load on the

Power to operate the phase and frequency clutches IS
PrOVided by a tran§former, TlO重, and a full wave

A FINE PHASE dial i§ localed at the panel end of
Shaft #2 and may be observed through a ro心nd plas章ic

Window in the panel. The FINE PHASE dial i§ uSeful
Only with automatic synchronization coǹrOl; it i§ di§・
COnneCted if §ynChronization is to be controlled man‑

ually. Becau§e the PHASE dial rotafes at l/20 the speed

bridge rectifier, CRlOl. T10l supplie§ 6.3 volts ac for

all filaments of the sync control unit and provides 28
0r 32 volts for CRlOl. The d・C OutPut Of CRlOl i§

nominally 24 volts; (he different input voltages permit
COmPenSation for the voltage drop accompanying rec‑
tifier aging.

of 〔he FINE PHASE dial, eaCh revolution of the FINE
PHASE dial corresponds to O.う・micro§eCOnd phase §hift.

The feedback generator provides a d.c voltage which

The FINE PHASE dial is engraved with five radial

is directly proportional to motor speed and which has

lines; eaCh line indicates a O.l‑micro§eCOnd phase §hift.

a polarity that depends upon the direction of motor
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The ma§ter delay control, R138B, is a 5,000・Ohm

system which provides electrical braking to check the

POtentiometer which is wired to the master delay cir‑

speed of the motor. This braking

Cuit in the electrical synchronizer. The function of this

overcomes the章end‑

ency of the motor to overshoot the zero error point

POtentlOmeter is to control gate delay at a master

because of motor iner̀ia. Thus any possibility that the

Station only. This is explained fully in the description

system might hun〔 is eliminated. The feedback voltage

Of the electrical synchronizer, ParagraPh 4gl later in

is fed to a circuit in the electrical synchronizer in such

this section.

a way that the feedback acts upon the 60‑CyCle error

C. FREQUENCY DIVIDER TYPE CV‑274/FPN‑30.

voltage to check the speed of the motor and prevent

‑The functional de§Cription of the frequency divider

hunting. Because of time lags inherent in the synchro‑

in paragraph 3c, PreCeding, discussed the theory of

nizer circuit the system would overbrake if the full

frequency division wjthout reference to the signal

generator butput were used in the LOW speed §etting

of the gear drive. Fu= generator voltage is required in

Path through the frequency divider. In discussing the
detailed theory of operation of frequency divider cir‑

the HIGH speed setting. Accordingly, the switching

Cuits this paragraph carrie§ the description through

system described previously is used to reduce generator

the frequency divider from input to the various out‑

output in the LOW speed setting of the gear shift yoke・

The behavior of the feedback to prevent hunting will
be described in greater detail in the discussion of the
electrical synchronizer

ParagraPh 4g・

and R138B, COn〔rOl recorder drive and the master gate

position, reSPeCtively. R138A is connected to the re‑
corder drive bridge circuit which includes R144, R14う,
and R146. Refer to figure 2‑う6. R145 is a potentiometer

which permits adjustment of the bridge balance point,
to compensate for component tolerances, SO that bridge
balance (to zero the IeCOrder pen) may be obtained

with the PHASE dial set at the zero error position.
R141 and R142, in series with one of thebridge output
terminals, limit the bridge output currenl・ Potentiom‑

eter R142 permits adjustment of the output current so
that when the PHASE dial is set for a 4‑micro誓cond

error the pen deflection indicates a 4‑microsecond
aWay from center,

occurs when the coil current is ±0.5 milliampere. D‑C

voltage, tO POWer the bridge, is obtained from the
‑30.volt bias supply.
DしIring operation

(1 ) 10‑MICROSECOND BLOCKING OSCILLA.
TOR.‑The lO‑microsecond blocking oscillator shapes
the lOO・kc timing signal to obtain sharp negative out‑

The two precision potentiometer sections, R138Å

error. Maximum pen deflection

PutS・

Whenever the PHASE dial indi‑

cates a particular reading (away from O), the bridge

Pu〔 Pulses to drive the l stage of counter l and for use

as lO‑microsecond markers.
The circuit, §hown in figure 2‑57, COnSists of triode

Stage V202B which empIoy§ a tranSformer, T20l, With

two dosely coupled windings that provide a large
amount of regenerative plate to grid feedback・ If it

were not for the action of capacitor C203, in series
with the transformer grid circui〔, the stage would
OPera〔e aS a COnVentional regenerative oscillator.

Because of the large negative bias applied through
R203, the stage is inoperative in the absence of an
input signal to termina= of T201・ A positive peak of
the lOO‑kc timing signal overcome§ the bias to start

the oscillatory cycle. Positive voltage qt the grid causes

an increase in plate current which appears a=ermina1

2 of T201 as a positive voltage. Thus the regenerative
cycle is started, and plate current increase§ tO 〔he point

of tube saturation. The large induced grid voltage
drives the grid considerably positive so tha‥he result.

ing grid current charges capacitor C203・ When the

will be unbalanced and cause a current of the proper
magnitude to flow in the recorder pen circuit to make

the pen indicate the PHASE dial reading. By this

+3○○V

action the recorder provide§ a Permanent reCOrd of

PHASE dial position.′
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inductive field of T201 collapses, CaPaCitor C203 dis‑
Charges, through R202 and R203, developing a voltage
Which swings the grid far below cutoff. The.period of
this portion of the cyde, Which yields a steep, high

THEORY
AN/FPN置3O

OF

op駅ATION

PrOVided by R8. Capacitor C3 bypasses the cathodes to
§ignal vol̀age' Each grid is connected to the opposite
Pla〔e by a re§istor shunted by a capacitor so that d.c

and a￨C COuPling is provided. The grids are isolated

amplitude, negative output pulsQ at̀the plate, is deter‑

from each other by resistors R5 and R6 and connected

mined primarily by the natural frequency of T201.

to ground through the common impedancc of R7.

The period i§ influenced to a slight extent by the

Input voltage is coupled to both grids through C4.

amount of regeneration empIoyed and by the nature

Output voltage is taken from the section B grid via

Of coupling capacitor C203・ Resistor R201 damps the

C5. A small neon lamp, Il, is∴COnneCted, in §eries

tuned circuit to minimize the positive overshoot which

With current limiting resistor R9, from plate to ca血ode

would othe重Wise occur as a resul〔 Of transformer

Of §eCtion A. This lamp glows when the sec〔ion is not

重重ng重ng・

⊂Onducting. In this §tate the stage is considered o仇

The latter portion of the cycle is a quiescent period
during which the tube is held a〔 CulO債by the charge
accumula〔ed across C203・ This period lasts until C203

di§Charges sufficiently, Via R202 and R203言O Permit

triggering the tube with the next positive excursion of

the lOO‑kc timing signal. Thus the blocking oscillator
PrOduces a single pulse, Of shorter duration than the

Period of one input cyde, for each cycle of the lOO"kc
timing signal. The phase and repetition period of this

Our study of the binary cycle start§ With section A

COnducting and section B cut off・ With the appliぐation

Of a negatlVe lnPul Pulse through C4, the conduction

Of section A will be reduced; SeCtion B, already at cut‑
Off, Will not be a紐ecled by the negative pul§e. The
drop in conduction of section Å results in an amplified

POSitive plate swlng Which i§ COuPled to the grid of
SeCtion B・ This positive swlng OVerCanCels the negative
input pul§e delivered to the section B grid and there.
fore increases the conduction of §eCtion B. This drops

Pulse are directly cont重Olled by the timing signal.

the section B plate voltage to couple a negative signal

Several useful outputs are taken from the blocking

to the grid of section A. This negative signal reinforce§

oscillator. Most important is the plate signal voltage

the negatlVe lnPut Pulse which s〔arted the cycle so that

coupled via C201 to drive the l stage of counter l. AIso

a regenerative condition i§ eStablished which very

taken from the plate i§ the chain of lO・micro§eCOnd

rapidly drives §eCtion A to cutoff and §eCtion B ‡O

markers which are u§ed for display on the timer oscillo‑

§aturation. Thus the initial steady state condition has

§COPeS. The use of separate coupling capacitors i§Olates

been reversed by application of the negative drivirlg

the loading of the l stage of counter l from the marker
circuits. Positive signal pulses are taken from the grid
and used to drive the 500・kc multiplier which is part
of the l‑mi⊂rOSeCOnd marker generation circuit. The

Pulse.
The circuit remains in its steady state because of
the d.c couplings through R3 and R4・ With §eCtion A
Cut Off, its plate voltage is approximately 200 volt§・

cathode circuit provides a smal1 100‑kc signal with high
harmonic∴COntent Which is made available as a timer

output for frequency ⊂hecking purposes. The extreme‑

1y small resistance of R461, in para11el with R462, PrO‑
vides a low impedance output which does not affect
the performance of the blocking oscillator regardless
of external conne⊂llOnS.

(2) BINARY COUNTER STAGE.‑The binary
counter stage i§ the basic element of each of the three

counters∴emPIoyed in the frequency divider. Conse‑
quently

the detailed description of these counter cir‑

cuits is preceded by an explanation of how the binary
stage divides by two.
A binary counter §tage COnSists of a dual triode, With

resistance‑CaPaCitance cross fOuPling between plate§

and grids, arranged so that the stage will seek one of

two steady states. In one state triode section A will

三島什丑山p」A†E S‑6NA」

conduct and B will be cut off; in the other stale triode

A is cut off and B conducting. The sections are made to
reverse state by application of a negative driving sig‑
nal. Figure 2‑58 illustrates a representatlVe arrange‑

装薬「丁」十〇u… GRiD S‑GNA」
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Plate load resistors Rl and R2 apply operating volt‑
ages to the two triode sections. Both cathodes are con‑
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directly to the B section grid is dnly e細ective for

VOltage in excess of the 160‑VOlt cathode bia§ at.the

tuming the §tage O舟The pulses applied dircctly to the

grid of section B so that B conduct§ heavily. The.Je‑

A o重B grids require less amplitude, tO be effective,

Sulting current through R2 lower§ the plate vol章age Of
SeCtion B so tha‥he voltage at the g重id of §eCtion A is

than pulses applied to the common input for both
g重ids.

Sufficiently less than the 160・VOlt cathode bia§, and

The frequency divider empIoys a∴Circuit arrange・

SeCtion A is cut off. This §tate Will be maintained until

ment which provides increased operating stability. The

the application of another negative d重iving pulse. A

arrangement

POSitive pul§e, Of moderate amplitude, CamOt CauSe a

(equivalent to R8 in figure 2‑58), for all binary stages
Of all three counters. This resistor, the COUNTER
BIAS potentiometer, PrOVides a stable bias voltage

rever§al of state because the §aturated section B cannot

be made to draw more current and because section A,

is

a

common

cathode

re§istor,

R282

at cutoff, is biased 〔O an OPerating region where the

Which results from the total current flow of all binary

galn lS SO reduced that the positive g重id drive i§

StageS. Adju§tment Of this controI over the maximum

ineffect ive.

and minimum range of bias at which all counter slage§

OPerate PrOVides a test feature which rapidly detects
Es§entially negative output pul§eS are P重Oduced by
the binary stage, aS Shown in the waveforms of figu重e

2‑58. Because of the action of CI with R6 and R7, the
VOltage applied to the grid of section B from the plate

Of section A has a sharp differentiated peak which

any weak tubes before they deteriorate. to the point of

failure. The control is equipped with a calibrated dial
SO that the marginal limits may be pe重iodically logged

and any major change of performance noted. The most
important contribution to stability made by this fea・

OVerShoot§ the o# level e§tablished by voltage divi§ion

across R3 in series with R6 and R7. This action, CauSed
by Cl, is desirable because the full plate swlng lS

ture is that the control may be set midway between
OPerating limits so that optimum bias is provided.
With this optimum bia§, maXimum freedom from the

COuPled to the grid to increa§e regeneration and thus

effects of drift of componen章Characteristics i§ assured.
§Peed the time for∴SWitching from one state to the
level be̲

(3) COUNTER l.一Counter l empIoy§ four con.

Cau§e the saturated B section grid draw§ Current tO

SeCutive binary stages to provide a total count of ten.

limit the l driving §ignal and thus

prevent. positive

The inherent count of 16 i§ mOdified J)y reSetting to

excursion. Thus the negative §Wing of the output (B

PrOVide a decimal count, aS discu§Sed in paragraph 3c

Other. There is no ove重Shoot beyond the o

§eCtion) grid yields a larger pulse, for driving the next

(l) (c) pfeceding. Refer to figure 2‑59. It will be noted

Stage, than the positive swing. Advantage is taken of

that the l s〔age is provided with additional cathode

this grid waveform over§hoot to obtain a larger nega‑

bia§ by means of bia§ re§istor R458, Which i§ bypas§ed

tive peak than the positive peak by taking the o叩put

by C271. This added bias has been provided to make

Pulse from the grid' The diffe重enCe between negative

the stage responsive to test counts. The reset pulse

and positive peak amplitudei is further magnified by

Obtained from the l stage is taken from the junction

the output differentiating circuit becau§e Of a difference

Of R211 and R212, in the plate circuit of V203A, and

in rise time between negative and positive pulse§. Be‑

fed lO the o# grid of the 8 stage, V206B. Thi§ g重id is

CauSe Of this difference the §harper negative pulse i§

al§O the counter l output grid which feeds driving

differentiated to a higher amplitud9 than the po§itive

Pulses to counter 2. Because the reset pulses are taken
f重Om

Pulse. The rise time of the po§itive pulse is sIowed

becau§e the A section is always going from conducting

to cutoff coincidently with the generation of positive
B section output pulse§ and, in this direction, the

the

l

stage

at

reduced

amplitude,

they

do

not

OPerate COunter 2. They do reset the 8 stage, however)
because they are applied directly to the oβ‥ grid instead

Of the common connectiorl tO both grids. A重e§et Pulse

intemal resi§tanCe Of the A ieCtion increase§ tO increa§e

is also taken from the junction of R239 and R240, in

the time constan( ⊂OnSisting of §hunt circuit capaci・

the plate circuit of V206A, tO PreVent the 2 stage from

tances

COming oの, at the time the 8 §tage is reset. Thu§ ・the

in

§eries

with

the

tube

and

other

circuit

re§et Pul§eS are generated to restore the counter to its

resistances.

initial §tate (all stages o#) a=he coun〔 Of ten.
Each negalive driving pulse cau§eS a reVe重Sal of
Counter l i! prese=O PrOVide 50‑mi⊂rO§eCOnd de‑

State, SO tha=he stage goe§ 0β with every allemate
negative driving pulse. Each time the stage goe§ 0飢
It tranSmit§ a negative driving pul§e tO the next s〔age

Via differentiating capacitor C5. Becau§e this output is

Crement§ Of the loran half‑CyCle for odd numbered

SPeCific rates by application of preset #1 pulses to the
l

2

and 4 stages. Pulses arc applied to the o

grids of

the 2 and 4 stages via R214 and R225 and to the o#

Produced only once for every other input pul§e, the

grid of the l §tage Via R213. Thi§ PreSet§ COunter l to

Circuit divides by two.

a count of six, and, at the §ame time, block§ Ou=he
The normal driving pul§e is applied to the common

first normal driving pul§e, aS eXPlained in paragraph

grid connection at the junc〔ion of R5, R6, and R7 so

3 c (2) (b), PreCeding, tO §horten the count by 50

tha章it affects each grid alternately. A negative pul§e

mic重OSeCOnds. Pre§ettlng lS emPIoyed only for odd

applied directly to the A section grid is only effective

rate§・ Pre§et Pulses are applied via contacts of SPE‑

for turning the stage o

CIFIC RATE switch S202.

ORICiNAし
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The output of coun〔er l drives counter 2 via C242

(shown in figure 2‑60). Counter l output is also used
to drive the lOO‑microsecond marker blocking oscilla‑

師g,討(霧
are taken from the output of a dual triode amplifier・

V218. The input triode, V218A, is zero biased through

return of grid resistor R406 to the +300‑VOlt bus.

tor, V207, Via C217. V207A is an amplifier stage used

This arrangement sharpens the pul§e in the same man.

to provide high amplitude positive driving pulses to

ner as章he similar circuit of V207A, described in para.

the grid of oscillator stage V207B. The grid of V207A

graph 4 c (3), above・ The amplified output of V218A

is returned to B十via R242. This arrangement sharpens

drives negatively biased V218B from cutoff to satura.

the inpù Pulse to VlO7A because C217 charges more
rapidly towards‑ B十than to ground. Decreased charg‑
ing time results becau§e Of the greater voltage dif‑

ference, Which produces a faster exponential rise. The
rise is arrested at the grid current point.
V207A output i§ taken from the junction of voltage

divider resistors R243 and R354 which provides a low
impedance source for driving V207B. The positive

tion so that the presらt #1 amplitude i§ determined by

the maximum plate swing of V218B. The negative
output pulses at the plate of V218B are fed血rough

C302 as preset #1 pulses and are also used to drive
the preset #2 stages via C303・

The preset #1 pulses are sharp narrow pulses used
to modify the ⊂Ount Of counter l. Narrow pulses are
required in counter l becau§e Of the short repetition

intervals of the pulses that enter that counter. The

output signal time§ the recurren⊂e interval of V207B,

wider pul§eS Of preset #2 are applied to countei 3
the blocking oscillato重Stage

Which operates in the

same way a§ the previously described lO‑microsecond

blocking oscillator, V202B. The resulting lOO‑micro‑
second marker pulses are delivered to other timer

which requires wide pulses because its circuits empIoy
longer time constants. Counter 2 is also fed by pre§et

#2 pulses because the preset #2 output circuit i§ low

impedance and can stand the extra loading better than

ci重⊂uits.

the preset #1 output cir・uit. It is necessary to delay

(4) COUNTER 2.‑Coun(er 2 is a 4 stage binary

the preset #2 pulse§ Slightly to prevent degeneratlOn

counter empIoying the §ame decimal feedback ar重ange‑

of the counter 3 output pulse on the high basic∴rate.

ment used in counter l. Refer to figure 2‑60. Preset

On that rate the 16 stage of counter 3 is preset (m lm.

pulses are applied to counter 2 to modify the count ln

mediately following the counter 3 output pulse which

decrement§ Of lOO microseconds. Specific preset appli‑
cation§, for each rate,.are PrOVided by the different

is generated when the 16 stage goes o#. If the preset
pul§e OCCurred too soon, the 16 stage might not go fully

positions of SPECIFIC RATE switch S202 which

oβ before it was preset o

applies p重eSet and holding pulses to the l stage and 2

tude output pulse would deteriorate the preset #1

stage of counter 2. Holding pulses are applied perma‑
nently to the o# grid of the 8 stage to prevent spurious
triggering of that stage. The pulses u§ed to preset and
hold counter 2 §tageS are PreSet #2 ou〔Put Pulses.

, and the resulting low ampli‑

pulse so that preset #1 pulses would not be effective.
Delay of the driving pulse to the preset #2 genera‑
tor stage is explained in figure 2‑62・ The negative pulse

charges C303 through the diode connected triode・

The detailed arrangement for obtaining each specific

V219A. The time constant for this charge is deter‑

rate, by presetting, is explained in paragraph 3 c (2)

mined by the impedance of the driving pulse §OurCe

(b), PreCeding.

and by C303・ Because the 'diode has very low for雨ard

The output of counter 2 drives ⊂Ounter 3 via C285

and drives the l,000‑microsecond marker blocking os"
cillator, V212, Via C256. Operation of V212 i§ identical

to that of V207, the lOO‑microsecond marker blocking
oscillato重.

resistance, it does not influence this time constant, and

negligible output appears across the diode. At the
termination of the input waveform the cha重ge àrOSS

C303 is impre§Sed across R411. The resulting positive

pulse decays exponentially according to the discharge
time con§tant Of the R‑C network. The leading edge of

(5) COUNTER 3.‑Counter 3 is a 5 stage bi.
nary counter which depends upon p重eSetting to modify

its count to 15, 20, Or 25. This change of count perml〔§
change of basic rate. Preset applica章ion for the develop‑
ment of the basic rate was previously di§CuSSed in para‑

graph 3 c (2) (a)・ Except for the routing of preset #2

pulses through BASIC RATE switch S205・ the stages

of counter 3 are similar to those of the other two

the output pulse start§ at the time of the trailing edge

of the input pulse; hence the delay i§ determined by

input pulse width.

The delayed positive output of V219A is used to
drive pre§et #2 blocking oscilla〔Or V219B. The opera̲

tion of this circuit is similar to other blocking oscilla‑
tors; however, POSitive excursions of the 〔Ollapsing

field are prevented by clamp V231B so that only nega‑
tive output pulses are produced alld the output pulses

Counter 3 outpù drives the two preset stages which,
in turn, drive the square‑WaVe generatOr. Thu§・ eaCh

cycle of counter 3 controIs the duration of a loran
hal f・CyCle・

(6) PRESET STAGES.一Pre§et Pulse§ are derived
from two stages which provide pre§et #1 and preset

#2 outputs. Refer to figure 2‑61. Preset #1 pulses
ORICINAし

are broadened by using a large value of grid coupling
CapaC i ta nce ・

The ouやut of the blocking oscillator is applied as
the preset #2 0utPut Pulse via C30う・ Thi§ OutPut lS
al§O uSed to drive the square‑WaVe generatOr Via C308

and the §low sweep generator via C219 and isolation

diode V224R.
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(7) SQUARE‑WAVE GENERATOR AND OUT‑
PUT AMPLIFIER.‑The square‑WaVe generatO重IS a
binary stage. Refer to figure 2‑63・ Because of the sym‑
metrical configuration of a binary §tage, the output
wavefo重mS are identical excep‥hat they are 180O out
Of phase. Square waves of both pha§eS, i.e., + 1 and

匂2, are taken from the plates ofV220. The output of

V220 is fed to a push‑Pull output amplifier, V221, Via
isolation resistors R424 and R433 and coupling capaci‑
tors C31l and C314. The output amplifier is driven
from cutoff to saturation and therefore acts as a clipper‑

1imiter to provide constant output. The stage provides
Iow impedance output because of the low value plate

resistors (R428, R429; R430, R431) used. To limit
Plate current

With these low value plate resistors

彊

the

￣「

「

§tage i§ OPerated from the regulated +150・VOlt bus.

(8) LEFT‑RIGHT DRIFT CIRCUITS.一The left‑

right drift arrangement was discussed in paragraph
3 c (3), PreCeding. It will be recalled that left or right
drift is obtained by feeding pul§eS back to the 4 stage

of counter l. For left drift the feedback pulse serves
to block out a normal input pul§e, thereby increaslng

the repetition interval and causing apparent motion of
the∴remOte Pulse to the left. For right operation the
feedback pulse serve§ tO introduce an extra lnPut Pulse,

thereby?hortening the repetition interval and causing

Fjgu′e 2‑62. P′eSeI #2 DeIay Djode, S;mpIj佃ed
Sche調olj̀ ond Wovef○○調s

apparent motion of the remote pulse to the right. Fast
and sIow rates of drift are obtained by providing feed‑

The left‑right divider consists of two binary stages・

back pulses at a rate of either two per loran cycle or

V233 and V234, mOdified by feedback from the output

One Per three loran cycles respectively.

of the lefトright amplifier, V228, tO divide by 3. Square

The circuit§ Which provide drift include 〔he left‑

wave is applied to the divider via isola[ion diode

right divider, the fast left.right cathode follower, the

V231A・ V231A passes only negative pulses through

lefトright amplifier, the left‑righ〔 delay diode, the right

di任erentia〔ing capacitor C31う〔O drive the l stage.

blocking oscillator, and the left amplifier. Refer to

Thus one output pulse is produced for every three

丘gu重e 2‑̀4・

Square‑WaVe CyCles.
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The fast left‑right cathode follower, V230B, is driven

Pul§e is delayed approximately 23 microsecond§ from

by outpilt Pulses from the preset #2 blocking oscilla‑

the start of the counter l counting cycle by the delay§

tor. A delay network, R338 and C269, PrOVides the

accumulated in the three counter§, in the p重eSel StageS

Same Order of pulse delay as does the left"right divider

and in the left一重ight delay diode. The delay may be

SO that the output pulses of the two circuits are ap.

Varied slightly by means of DRIFT ADJUST controI

PrOXjmately coincident; however, because V230B is

R329, Which controIs the shape of the positive pul§e.

driven at twice the square‑WaVe rate, the output of the

There are other mino重COntributions to 〔he 23・micro・

fa§t left‑right cathode follower occurs six times as fre‑

§eCOnd delay; however, the three above・mentioned cir‑

quently as the output of the left‑right divider.

Cuit groups are the main element§・ The output of

Output of either the left‑right divider or the left.

delay diode V229A is used to drive the left amplifier,

right∴Cathode follower i§ Selected by the sIow‑fast

V230A, and to t重igge重the right blocking oscillator,

relay, K203, tO PrOVide a pulse at one of two重ateS.

V229B.

The selected output is amplified in the left‑right am.

Plifier, V228. The grid of the input sectionl V228B,
lS returned to the +300・VOlt bus to §harpen the pulse

by increasing the charging rate of C321. The output
§tage is biased to cutoff and is driven from cuto任to
§aturation to provide an output pulse with a large
fixed amplitude. ・Output is fed via coupling capac竜or

C274 and voltage dividing重eSistor R451 to the o# grid
Of the left‑right divider l stage
divider for a cc

V233, tO PreSet the

unt Of three. Output is also fed to the

left‑right delay diode, V229A.

The left amplifier is fed by the broadened positive
OutPut Pul§e Of the delay diode. The §tage, V230A, is

biased to cutoff, by the negative voltage applied
through voltage dividing resi§tOr§ R333 and R341, and
driven to saturation by the input pul§e tO P重Oduce a

broad, COnStant amPlitude output pul§e. Left重elay
K202 operates to ground the cathode of V230Å, Per‑

mitting the stage to operate, and thus provide an out.

Put Pulse via C265 and normally cIosed contacts of
K201, and the arm of S202D, a §eCtion of the SPECIFIC
RATE selector switch. S202D rou健§ the pulse to the

The delay diode, V229A, OPerateS in the same way

oβ grid of the 4 §tage Of coutlter l for even rates and

as the preset #2 delay diode, V219A, tO PrOduce a

the on grid of the same stage for odd rate§・ The §ho重t‑

POSitive pulse whose trailing edge corresponds in time

ening of the fir§t COunter l counting cycle resulting

to the trailing edge of the input pulse. Thi§ POSitive

f重Om aPPlication of the left amplifier ouやut pul§e tO

2̲72
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the 4 stage may be seen by study of the §implified wave・
forms of figure 2‑65. The b重Oadened pulse starts at

approximately 23 microseconds; therefore, the count.
1ng CyCle is unmodified unti1 40 microsecond§ after the

Start Of the cycle. At this time, the norma1 2 stage out̲

oi

0う0

40

50

6o70

80

90

iIO

I2°

I3q

〇°

Put Pulse i§ blocked out by the broadened pul§e・ This

PreVentS the 4 stage from coming o私Thus, at the end
Of the fourth count, COunter l has been §et tO indicate

a count of zero and requires lO additional input pulses
before it completes・ the cycle to tran§mit the first out.

Put Pulse. By this means the cycle is lengthened 40
micro§eCOnds and the remote pulse is moved to the left.
For odd specific rates counter l i§ nOrmally preset

to indicate a count of six before ̀he applicàion of the
first counting pulse. This is shown in the fir§t grouP
Of waveforms of figure 2‑66. Note that as a re§ult of

PreSetting to obtain章he odd rate the first input pul§e

to the l stage, at lO microseconds, is blocked oul and
that the 2 stage and the 4 stage are pre§et On at abou1 8

!」

N l OR I MA

microseconds. For left drift the broadened output pul§e

Of the left amplifier is applied to章he on grid of the 4
Stage. Because this pul§e §tartS at 23 microseconds, i(

blocks the 2 stage output pul§e Which occurs a1 30
microseconds. Thus, after the third counting pulse i§

applied, Only the 4 §tage i§ 0 . Thu§, a§ Shown in the
WaVeforms, Six mo重e COuntS are required to te重minate
the cycle and transmi〔 an OutPut Pulse at 90 micro‑
§eCOnds. In the normal odd rate cycle, the output pulse
lS tranSmitted at 50 microseconds. It is thu§ aPParent

that the cycle has been lengthened by 40 micrdseconds
and that the pulse will be moved to the left accordingly.

Note that, in the above case for left shifting at odd
rates・ and in the previous case for left §hifting at even
rate§, the input pulse which is blocked out occu重S at

30 microsecopds and 40 microseconds, reSPeCtively.

!

This input pulse is blocked, in both cases, because the

I) 」亡「丁

blocking pulse starts at 23 micro§eCOnds and i§ Suf‑
ficiently wide to be effective at 40 micro§eCOnds.

Right drift is accompli§hed by a narrow pulse gen.

erated by the right blocking oscillator, V229B. This
Stage OPerate§ in the same manner a§ O血er blocking
O§Cillator§ uSed in the frequency divider and i§ t重ig‑

gered by the delayed positive output pulse of V229A.
The cathode of the blocking o§Cillator is retumed to

ground through normally open contacts of K20l, the
right relay

SO tha〔 an OutPu〔 Pulse is only generated

When the relay is operated・ This pulse is switched to
the oタe grid of the 4 stage of counter l for even rate§

and the o# grid for odd重ateS.
For even specific rates the blocking oscillator ou妙ut

Pulse, rOuted to the oのgrid, tu重nS the 4 stage (脇about

25 microseconds after the start of the counter l count̲
lng Cyde, aS Shown in figure 2‑65. As a重e§ult the 4

○○

∴l

Ri

l 6H丁

i

Stage develops a pulse which could feed back to the

B section grid of the 2 stage and tum the 2 stage o#,
(Such a pulse is always generated whenever a bina重y

F;guIe 2‑65・ Counle「? Wovefo,mS Ior Even §pè碗
Roies; No′mal, [eIi, ond njg加Drjfl

Stage reVerSeS State but is normally of no consequence
Since 〔he reversal of state is eifected by a large driving
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pulse from the preceding stage. This driving pul§e i§
of such magnitude that it offset§ the e節ect of the pulse

generated in the following stage.) To prevent the 2
stage from going o#‥, diode CR201 is connected in series
with the∴COuPling capacitor between the 2 stage and

the 4 stage in such a mamer that a negative pulse can
be transmitted only in the de§ired direction. Resistor
R342, COnneCted ac重OSS the diode, Shunts the back
resistance of the diode to provide a di§Charge path for
the coupling capacitor. Tbus the 4 stage is tumed oの

and the 2 stage重emains on so that the indicated coutl章
is §ix, instead of two, a§ WOuld be normal after the

§eCOnd count. Thi§ Shor〔enS the counting cycle by 40

microseconds to move the重emOte Pulse to the righ〔・
For odd §PeCific rates the insertion pulse gene重ated

by the blocking oscillator is connected to the 4 stage
oβ grid so that the 4 stage i§ tumed o# about 25 mi⊂rO‑
§eCOnd§ after the start of the cycle. The 4 stage going
oβ turns the 8 stage o . This i§ Shown in figure 2‑66.
No

照M

Just.prior to the third count, between 23 and 30 micro‑

A

§eCOnd§, the l stage, the 2 s早ge, and the 8 stage are all

o筋At the third count the l stage i§ turned o励how・

ever, the resulting output pulse does not tum ̀he 2
stage o

because a blocking pul§e is applied to the 2

stage o

grid from the output of the left amplifier.

The output pulse resulting from the l stage going o#
i§ al§O tranSmitted to the o# grid of the 8 stage, be‑

cause of the decimal feedback connection. Thi§ Pulse

does not turn血e 8 §tage Off, however, because the 8
stage ha§ ju§t COme O4

, at 23 microseconds, and has not

yet had time to recover to a quiescent stable §tate from

which it may be tumed o# again. Thus, because of
the§e Va重ious effects, the 2 stage, and the 8 §tage are Oの

following the血ird count.
The fou重th count tums o# the l stage. At the fifth

count the l stage is tumed o# apd this turns the 2
し各F

丁

§tage O#. The l stage going o# al§O tumS the 8 stage o#
becau§e Of the decimal feedback connection. This trans.
mit§ an OutPut Pul§e Which occurs at the §ame time as
̀he first output pul§e Of a normal odd rate counting
cycle. The cycle is not terminàed normally
because the 4 stage is tumed o

however,

by the 2 stage golng

oβ. Thus, the counter重equires only six more count§・
or 60 microseconds instead of the norma1 100, tO COm・

. plete the second counting cycle. It is the second count‑
ing cycle, therefore, Which is shortened by 40 micro‑
§eco血d§ tO mOVe the remote pulse to the right.
U§e Of the left amplifier output as a holding pulse
for right drift is e庫ected by operating K202, the left

relayl at the sa皿e time a§ K20l, the重ight reIay. For
left d重if̀ K202 operates alone and the output of the
left amplifier i§ rOuted to the 4 stage through norma11y

closed contact§ Of K201. For right drift K201 and K202
both operate and the lef̀ amPlifier output i§ tranSferred

的u○○ 2」6. Coun'el'? WoveIorms lo「 Odd §pè碗

from the 4 §tage tO the 2 §tage by contacts of K20l.

Roies; NoImOI, [eft, Ond Rjghi Dr緬

A白he §ame time血e left amplifier output pul§e is

made narrower by changing the bias on V230A and
lhus changing the level at which clipping of the input
ORIclNAし
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Pulse begin§・ This change is made by opening the

The 500‑kc signal is multiplied by two in the l‑mC
harmonic amplifier) V222B. Except for the different

ground retum for voltage dividing resistor R341
through normally cIosed contacts of K201. The holding

resonant frequency of the plate transformer and the

Pulse used for right drift does not have to be as wide

addition of a parasitic suppressor resi§tOr, R35l, in the

as the insertion pulse generated for left drift. By mak・

grid circuit) this §tage is identical to V222A. The sine

ing the pulse narrower, undesirable leakage effects

WaVe OutPut Of V222B is fed to clipper stage V223.

have been eliminated. The left amplifier output i§ u§ed

V223 i§ a high gain pentode which is biased beyond

as a holding pulse for right drift on odd rates only.
For even rates the left amplifier output is removed

CutOff by grid leak bias so that it amplifies only the
POSitive peaks of the l‑mC Signal. Becau§e these peaks.

from the 2 stage by contacts of the front section of

have a much shorter duràion than the po§itive half‑

S202C.

CyCle of the input §ignal

Operation of the specific combination of relays re‑
quired for any drift condition is accomplished by

the resulting l‑mC markers

are extremely §harp. A Iow value of plate resistancel

R4う6, PrOVides Iow impedance output for the preser‑

Vation of thi§ Sharpness. Series resistor R268, bypa§Sed

appropr重ate grOuPing of the contacts of the DRIFT
by C272, form§ a decoupling filter to prevent the mark‑

SWitch) S8071 Which is Iocated on the §ynChronization

indicator unit.

(9) 1‑MICROSECOND MARKER GENERA̲

ers from getting on to the B十bu§. Markers are made
available for delivery through high capacitance ⊂OaXial
OutPut Circuit§ by cathode followe重Stage V235. A very

T重ON.‑The l‑microsecond markers are generated by

low output impedance i§ attained by this stage through

harmonic mul̀iplication of positive lO・microsecond

use of a triode connected power pentode whi⊂h has an

Pulses taken from the grid of the lO‑microsecond block.

extremely high tran§COnductance. The negative ma重k.

1ng OSCillator, V202B. Refer to figure 2‑67. These

ers provided by this circuit are approximately O.2

harmonically rich pulses are applied to the grid of the

microsecond wide.

500‑kc multiplier, V222A, Via C220 and multiplied by
a factor of five. V222A is a harmonic amplifier with
the primary of transformer Z201 as its plate load. Z201

cident with the lO‑microsecond markers as delivered to

is double tuned to enhance its frequency selectivity and

SeCOnd marker genefatOr are tuned to re§OnanCe. How‑

thus provide maximum transmission for the fifth har‑

ever, Phase coincidence is achieved by detuning the

monic of the input pulse so that the principal output

SeCOndary of Z201 slightly. The phase shift accompany"

The l‑microsecond mainers are not necessarily coin‑

the VIDEO SCOPE when all stages of the l‑micro‑

frequency isう00 kc. The harmonic amplifier is operated

ing this detuning move§ the l・microsecond marker§

With grid leak bias because of the large driving signal

Su航ciently to provide an adequate range of adjustment

applied to the grid circuit. The bias applied through
VOltage dividing resistors R246 and R247 is only a

fo重marker alignment. This adjustment also provides
PrOPer COincidence of the l

s and lO

s on the RF SCOPE

PrOteCtive bias which prevents exce§Sive tube current

and test scope presentations. The mixer circuits in these

in the absence of driving signal. Because of the grid

latter units are such that minor differences ln lnPut

leak bias only the positive peaks of the driving signal

Phase of the l,s and lO

s does not affect coincidence in

are amplified. These peak§ are eXtremely rich in har・

the mixer output. Thus the initial phase adjustment

monics and provide ample fifth harmonic signal to the

using the VIDEO SCOPE is adequate to insure prope重

Plate circuit.

PreSentation of all markers.

2‑76
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(10) SLOW SWEEP GENERATION. ‑The de‑

.。「。g 。。 #霊
plate voltage, however, becau§e Of the coupling through

flec章ion voltage for horizoǹal sweep of the SLOW

C235. The rate at which the grid rises, and the plate

SCOPE electron beam i§ developed by a g富OuP Of cir.

falls, is therefore controlled by C235.

cui(S in the frequency divider. The SLOW SCOPE
beam i§ required to start the trace at the left §ide of the
§Creen, mOVe aCrOSS the §Creen at a uniform rate to the

During the linear rundown a degeherative voltage is
developed across grid resistor R267 because of feed‑
back current flow through C235. Any change in the

righ章Side, and rapidly jump ba・k (retrace) to the left

rate at which V226 plate voltage falls, reSulting f重Om a

§ide

l§

change of rate of grid voltage rise・ Changes the feed‑

required so thaでeach increment of章raCe length corre"

back current組owing through C235 and thus changes

to

sla重t

a

neW

traCe.

A

uniform

sweep

rate

sponds to the same amouǹ Of time as any other identi"

the amplitude of the feedback voltage. The direction

cal inc重ement Of trace length. Thus the di§tanCe be‑

of change of feedback voltage i§ SuCh as to oppose the

tween l,000.microsecond markers on the SLOW

change of grid voltage rise and thus maintain the plate

SCOPE is uniform. Å rapid retrace is required so that

vol̀age fall at a linear rate. Except for the counter.

a minimum amount of time is los〔 between succes§ive

ac章ing effect of feedback, the rate of grid voltage rl§e

sweeps. Rapid重èraCe and uniform sweep are provided

would occur at an increasingly slower rate because the

by the §aWtOOth waveform generated by the sIow sweep

cauie Of this rise is the exponential charging of capaci‑

circuìS and applied to the horizontal deflection plates

tor c235 by vol〔age aPPlied through resistdrs R267

of the cathode.ray tube. This sawtooth is synchronized

and R269. Becau§e the charging rate sIows down as the

by the presel #2 blocking o§Cillator output pul§eS SO

rundown progres§eS, the feedback voltage diminishe§

tha章there are two sweep§ Per loran cycle. Since the pre‑

and thus opposes the rise of grid voltage to a les§er

set #2 blocking oscilla章O重also triggers the §qua重e‑WaVe

and lesse重degree. T楊/e5∫e

i

generator, the sweeps are synchronized with the §quare

ri∫e O/ grid 4,Ol/age t

early o輝e15 Jbe e#ec/ O/

wave, and, CXCePt fo‥ime los̀ in retrace, the start of

decγea∫i

each trace corre§POnd§ tO the + l or the 4 2 time ref.

doluのre故l丸でbi∫あibe ba読t毒m袖le of oクeγalioの

erence point. Thus the sIow trace presentation is used
to define ba§ic章ime relation§hips of the loran cycle
and provide a mean§ fo‥ime compar重§On.

eγy

g OI oppo5巌o所o /be

g壷e O/ grid coliage JO Jba1 4 t,ery iわear m伽

/0γ調Miller ;ime ba∫e Circz

il∫・ These circuits diffcr

principally in the methods by which the rundown is
started and terminated and in the manner in which an

output is utilized.
The sweep po重tion of the §aẀOOth voltage is ex.

̀remely linear and is formcd as the plate voltage of the

The output of the sweep generator consi§tS Of alter‑

sweep gene重atO重fall§ at a SIow and uniform rate. Thi§

nate sweep and retrace periods. The sweep periods are

plate voltage fall is called a重undown. The rundown is
made ex̀remely linea重becau§e Of plàe‑tO‑grid capaci‑

produced by the linear rundowh just described; the
retrace periods, Which rèum the generator to a condi‑

̀ive coupling. A circuì u§ing血is type of coupling to

tion to start a new rundown, are initiated by a syn‑

obtain a linear sweep is called a Mille‥ime base cir‑

chronizing trigger pulse. The manner in which thi§

cuit. Because of the extremely linear rundown of Miller

trigger cau§e§ retraCe, tO PrePare the tube for the start

time ba§e Circuit§ and because of their inherent ex‑

of the rundown, is described next.

treme s(ability, they are u§ed, in various forms for

The negatlVe trlgger Pulse i§ aPPlied to the suppres‑

di紐eren〔 funclion§, ̀hroughout the time重and will

sor grid through i§Olating diode V224B. The pulse is

hence be encountered again in discu§Sion§ Of other

of sufficient amplitude to drive the suppre§SOr beyond

unit§. The action of a Miller time base circuit, tO PrO‑

cutoff and thus stop the flow of plate current. In thi§

duce a linear∴rundown, is a§ follow§.

circuit arrangement the suppres§Or grid is used as the

control element for distribution of cathode current to
The circuit of ̀he §WeeP generatOr Stage・ V226・ is

the plate and §Creen. With the suppressor highly nega‑

§hown in figure 2‑68. Thi§ Circui章re§embles a conven‑

tive, Plate current does not flbw and all the cathode

tional pentode amplifier except for the plate.to"grid

current flows to the screen. With the suppressor at zero,

feedback connection via C235 and for the fact that the
input signal is applied to the suppre§SOr grid. The
linear rundown produced by this circuit is typi⊂al of

the rundown developed in all Miller time base circuits.
At the beginning of thi§ rundown the control grid i§

placed at a high negàive voltage by conditions estab‑
1i§hed in the preceding part of the cycle. This voltage
pemits only a small plate current to flow and thus put§

the plare voltagc at a value clo§e tO B十・ The grid can‑
no=emain

at

thi§

negàive

voltage

because

of

the

the no重mal pentode distribution of plate and screen

current is obtained. The total cathode current, flowing
to only the screen or to both plate.and §Creen・ is deler‑

mined by the control grid and is largely independent of
the effects of suppre§SOr grid distribution. Variations of
screen current do not change screen voltage becau§e Of

the bypassing action of C237.

The suppressor cuts off plate current so that B+
voltage is impressed across R269 and C235・ driving the

connection to a positive voltage applied via R254・

grid positive and thus causing grid current to flow.

R275, and R267; thi§ COnneCtion causes C235 to charge,

This happens almo§t instantly, aS Shown in the grid

making the grid ri§e and thus making the plate voltage

waveform of figure 2‑68. The voltage at the plate then

fall. The rise of grid voltage is opposed by the fall of

begins to rise exponentially as C235 charges th重Ough
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because the trigger pulse is only about 8 microseconds
Wide・ the suppressor pul§e muSt be considerably broad‑

ened to permit adequate retrace time to develop the
requjred sweep amplitude. Thi§ broadening is accom‑
Plished by connection of C236 from suppres§Or tO
ground・ Upon the application of the negative pul§e

through the low impedance path of diode V224B, C236
Charges very rapidly as the suppressor is driven nega‑
tive. This charge holds the suppres§Or grid subs〔antially
negative for a long time, however, becau§e the only

discharge path for C236 is through the high resistance

Of R266. Thus the suppressor is held negative to make
the retrace operation continue for over 400 micro.
SeCOnd s.
The plate voltage rise which charges C235 con章inues
Only as Iong as the suppresso重remain§ Sufficiently nega‑

tive to cut off the flow of plate current. After a time
the suppressor voltage decreases to a point where plate

Current StartS ̀O flow. This flow arrests the rise of plate
VOltage・ thus terminating the retracel and starts plate

VOltage falling again. This fall of plate voltage occurs
in a transition period during which the control grid
is driven negative by the negative plate voltage applicd

through C235. The control grid goes negative until it
CauSeS that amount of plate current to flow which pro‑
duces a plate voltage drop equal to the voltage coupled
to the grid・ Thus, because plate voltage drop is limited
by its own action, an equilibrium polnt lS e§tablished.

If the rise of suppressor grid voltage were steep, the
transition fall of plate voltage would al§O be steep

and sharply defined. Becau§e Of the gradual ri§e Of
SuPPreSSOr grid voltage, the transition §lope is modified

to a slight degree.
It should be noted that very little negative swing of
the control grid i§∴重equired to e§tablish the above

equilibrium state and that the plate voltage drop i§

Fjgu′e 2‑68・ IsoIal;on D;ode′ SIow Sweep Genero′o′

ond Po

a′aPhose Amplj佃er′ Schem訪ぐDjog′Om

oれd Wovefo「ms

therefore very small. A§ a reSult the plate i§ at a fairly

high voltage at the beginning of the rundown and a
large amount of voltage change i§ POSSible during the

R269 and the low impedance path of grid‑Cathode
diode conduction. The grid is maintained po§itive for

the duration of plate voltage rise. However, because

rundown. The rundown is started because of ̀he posi・

tive drive on the control grid which does not permit
the stage to rest at the equilibrium point. Thi§ PO§itive

drive is the d‑C VOltage appli申to the grid through

this rise is exponential, CaPaCitor current falls o任so

that the grid voltage decreases with time and produces

R267 1o charge C23う. The sequence of rundown, re・
trace, and transition i§ thus repeated continuously.

a negative sIope on血e grid waveform. Note that the
PreViously described degenerative coupling

Which pro‑

duced the sIow Miller rundown, is absent during re.
trace because the increa§e Of ca章hode current caused by

COntrOl grid rise cannot lower the voltage of the cutoff

To permit control of the physica=ength of the
SLOW SCOPE tracel the gcneratof incorpo重ateS a Ci重・

Cuit to change the peak amplitude of the output wave‑
form. This∴Change is accompli§hed by SLOW SIZE

Plate. Thu§・ COntrOI of the rate of plate voltage rise is

COntrOI R275 which determines章he positive voltage

e飾ected by the time constant of plate resistor R269

The fact that the plate voltage rise§ eXPOnentially

applied to the grid retum of V226 to charge C235.
Because the charging rate of C235 depends on lhe
applied voltage) R275 has a direct control of the sIope

during retrace means that the amplitude of thi§ ri§e i§

Of ̀he rundown. By steepening the rundown, through

and coupling capacitor C235.

dependent upon the amount of time allowed for re.

increase of charging voltage, the drop in plate voltage,

trace. Because this time is controlled by the period

from the start of the rundown to the next trigge重Pul§e,

during which the §uPPreSSOr is held negative and

i§ made larger and thus the章raCe length is increased.
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It may be noted, aS an additional characteristic of

amp皿cation provided by the pentode empIoyed as

Miller time base generators, that the controI of plate

V227, Only a small grid signal is required, and there̲

Current, by means of suppressor grid voltage, i§ eS!en‑

fore the difference in output amplitudes of the two

tial to placing the circuit in condition to start a重un.

StageS is negligible.

down. Although the means for varying suppressor
VOltage varie§, in the di僧erent Miller time base cir‑

Cuits, uSe Of the suppressor grid for switching plate
current is a common feature found in all forms of the

arrangement.

SLOW SWEEP l and SLOW SWEEP 2 are coupled
directly to the deflection plates of the cathode‑ray tube
Without use of d・C blocking capacitor§. Theoretically,

therefore, if the average plate voltage of the two tubes

Were equal, the trace would be centered. ControI of

To summarize the operation of the sIow sweep

trace centering is therefore possible through controI of

the d‑C VOltage of one plate with respect to the other.

gene重atOr:.

moment the rundown is interrupted by application of

The current through each tube is controlled by the
average d.c voltage of the grid circuit. The grid of

a steep negative pulse to the supp重eSSO重grid.

V226 i§ always operated slightly negative; therefore

(a) RETRACE.一The retrace period starts the

This pulse cuts off plate current. The plate voltage

the grid bias of V227 is varied from a.negative ;VOltage
to zero vol〔age by adjustmen章Of SLOW HOR CENT

StartS重ising only as fast as B+ can cha重ge C235

through R2(59 and the low impedance grid‑Cathode
章e§置StanCe.

This condition (retrace) is made to continue for as
Iong as the suppressor cut§ Off plate current.

(b) TRANSITION. ‑ The transition between
retrace and rundown §tartS aS SOOn a§ the suppressor

VOltage has decreased sufficiently to allow plate current
t〇分ow.
The drop of plate voltage

potentiometer R255 to provide controI of trace centei"
ing. This variation of bias does not alter the output of
V227 because of the large amount of degeneration
e皿p重oyed ・

( 11 ) SLOW TRACE SEPARATION, PEDESTAI.;
AND MARKER MIXING.‑The functional arrange‑
ment of the sIow trace separation) Pede§tal, and marker

mlXlng ClrCultS WaS PreViously described in paragraph
3 c (6) (b)・ The detailed de§Cription to follow explains

aPPlied to.the gridタ

Cau§e§ the tube to seek an equilibrium point. This

POint is achieved when.the plate and grid voltages both
fall by the same small amount.

how these functions are accomplished> Refer to figure
2‑の.
The three waveforms generated by this group of cir・

Cuits are combined in the plate circuit of V225B. Ped‑

( c ) RUNDOWN.一Following the above transi‑

estal voltage (the small rectangular pulse originating

tional state the rundown begins. The positive voltage

in the video sweep generator) is applied to the grid of

applied to血e grid raises grid voltage. The reshlting

this stage via high・PaSS filter R253, C266, and R260.

fall of plate voltage opposes the rise of grid voltage to

This filter sharpens the leading and trailing edges of

COntrOl the speed of the rundown until the application

the pedestal waveform to compensate for pulse degrada‑

Of the next trigger pulse・
SIow sweep deflection voltage is provided in pu§h‑

Pull. The output of V226 is ident誼ed, for convenience

tion effected by shunt wlrlng CaPaCity. The amplified
Pedestal voltage is mixed with the other waveforms in
the plate circuit.

in signal ̀raCing, aS SLOW SW挑P l. A paraphase

SIow §COPe markers are provided by amplification of

amplifierタV227, PrOVide§ SLOW SWEEP 2 which is of

l,000・microsecond markers applied to the grid of

nearly the same amplitude and of opposite polarity

With respect to the output of V226. The degenerative

V224A. The positive excur§ion of the markers draws
grid curren〔 in V224A to charge C231. As each marker

input arrangement of the paraphase amplifier provides

is terminated, C231 discharges through R256. This is

the required unity gain with faithful phase inver§ion.

a relatively long time constant circuit producing broad

Grid drive for V227 is obtained frc;m the junction of

negative markers at the V224A grid. Thi§ broadening

two equal re§i§tOrS, R271 and R217, Which are fed from

PrOVide§ Sufficient pulse width so that the markers may

the two plates. Assuming the desired condition that the

be easily seen on the compressed time base of the

two plate voltages, Which are 180O out of phasel are

SLOW ScopE. The markers are amplified in lhe plate

equal, the voltage at the grid would be zero because of

Circuit and delivered as positive pul§eS tO the plate of

CanCellatioI工Of the plate voltages. Naturally this con‑

V225B through attenuating resisIOr R258. The markers

dition cannot occur because an input signal must exist

may be cut off by means of SLOW MARKERS switch

to produce an output at the plate of V227. The circuit

S206, in series with the cathode of V224A.

therefore adjusts the output amplitude of V227 so that

SIow trace §eParation is controlled by application of

the amplitude difference between V226 and V227 0ut‑

Square‑WaVe VOltage to the grid of V225A via SLOW

PutS PrOVides a signal at the grid of V227 which, When

SEP controI R264・ R264 controIs the amplitude of the

amplified, PrOduces just the required output amplitude.

§quare‑WaVe VOltage which appear§ aCrOS§ the common

This adjustment is continuous and automatic. The
adjustment results becau§e Of the self‑regulating char‑

Cathode resistor, R262. This voltage drives V225B and
is amplified in the plate circuit. A large voltage swlng,

ac〔eri§tic of the feedback circuit. Because of the large

in the cathode circuit, is made possible because of the
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retum of R262 to the ‑30.volt bus. Because of this

tact bounce in S204.) When the tube ionize§, C277 and

COnneCtion the cathode swing is from ‑30 volts, at

C278 discharge th重Ough V232 and R347, in accordance

V225A cuto任・ tO a POSitive voltage determined by the

With the time con§tant Of the resi§tOr and capacitor§・

Current through R262 at the grid conduction point. It

Tube conduction stops when plate current fall§ below

Will be seen that this voltage swing is 30 volts greater

a value su債cient to maintain ionization; this termin‑

〔han could be developed across R262 alone if the re.

ate§ the output pul§e. C277 and C278 will §tart re.

SIStOr Were retumed to ground and that the voltage

Charging a§ SOOn a§ ionization stops. If the grid is

SWing is therefore increased by this arrangement. The

maintained positive

amplitude of this voltage swlng may be reduced, if it

the circuit will behave as a relaxation oscillator and

is desired to decrease sIow trace separation by adjust‑

ment of SLOW SEP controI R264. Extreme counter.

by continuous pressure on S204,

generate low amplitude pul§e§ Which will not drive
̀he counter§・ Upon release of S204 the grid will go ̀o

CIockwise∴rOtation of this controI will reduce trace

Cu〔Off and C262 will recharge completely through

Sepa重ation to乙e重o.

R3う3.

Resistor R261・ in the plate circuit of V225A, Pemits

Current tO be equalized in both sections of V225. The
〔hree waveforms which are mixed in the plate circui〔

Of V225B are delivered to the lower vertical deflection

The generator develops a negative output pulse
across resistor R347 and a positive output pulse acro§S

Cathode resis̀Or R349. The negative pulse i§ uSed to

drive either counter 2 0r COunter 3 via C279 and TEST
COUNT INSERT switch S201. The posi章ive pul§e is

Plate of the SI

OW SCOPE ⊂athode‑ray tube via block‑

ing capacitor C234.

used to drive the lO.mic重OSeCOnd blocking oscillator
Which feed§ COunter l. This pulse is applied to the

(12) TEST COUNT GENERATOR. ̲ As dis。

CuSSed previously in paragraph 3 c (7), the frequency

OSCillator grid via S201, T201, and C203・ The positive
Pul§e is used in this manner

instead of a negativc pulse

divider unit incorporates a test count generato‥o PrO‑

a‥he l stage input, beca心se ̀he low output impedance

duce an artificial count each time a TEST COUNT

Of the blocking oscillator

PuSh button is depressed. The pulse§ uSed for test

PrOhibits driving the l stage directly from a high

COunt are derived from a single stage thyràron circuit

impedance source.

Which provides pulses of the proper shape. Refer to
figure 2‑70. A miniature type 2D21W thyratron i§

aCrO§§ the l §tage OutPut,

One additional cifcuit feature i§ incorporated to per・
mit efficient te§t COunt aPPlication. The d‑C level of

used (V232). Normally TEST COUNT switch S204 is

the §ignal at the inpu〔 Of the l stage of counter l is

OPen and a negàive bias is applied to the thyratron

differen章・ When the §tage is being driven at a high

grid through voltage divider R352 and R353. This

repetition ratel from when the stage i§ quiesceǹ O重

bias prevents the stage from ionizing §O that the plate

being driven by a single test count. To make this stage

does not draw current. Parallel capacitor§ C277 and

respond equally well with either single test counts or

諾豊富葦駕∴盤3書塁豊謹書

rapidly repeated input signals, the §tage requires more

+300 volts through R3うO to charge capacitor C262 and

PrOVided by connection of R458 in §erie§ With the l

thus overcome the negative bias to make the tube

Stage Cathodes and the po§itive bias voltage developed

ionize. (C262 i§ included in the circuit to eliminate

for all counter stage§・ R458 i§ bypassed to signal fluc〔u・

any possibility of multiple triggering because of con.

ation by C271.

2̲8 0
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( 13) TEST SIGNAL CATHODE FOLLOWER.‑

PrOVided by 〔he parallel combination of capacitors

The章eSt Signal cathode follower consi§tS Of a single

Cう03 and C504. The linear operation of a Miller time

Stagel V202A

base generator was previously di§CuSSed in the descrlP‑

Which proYides a high impedance input,

for minimum loading of the circuit under test, and a

tion of the sIow sweep generator, ParagraPh 4 c (10).

low impedance output)、for minimum waveform distor‑

The primary characteris〔ic of all Miller time base cir‑

tion caused by shunt capacitance of connecting cables.

cuits is this linear rundown. Associated wi〔h the run‑

The circuil§ Selected by mean§ Of TEST SIGNAL

down are the end points where the plate voltage is

§Witch S203 are relatively low impedance circuits and

high, aS at the beginning of the rundown

are not disturbed by the very moderate loadin喜pre̲

the plate voltage is Iow, aS at the end of the rundown.

and where

sented by the capacitive voltage divider in the cathode

Plate voltage is made high by cutting off the suppres‑

follower grid circuit. Selected circuits are the lO

§Or grid. It is made low by setting the suppressor grid

100

§, 1000

s・

at zero. The circuit may be made to re§t in a stable state

s, and the 50 ‑ OutPut.

d. TIME DELAY UNIT TYPE TD‑92/FPN‑30.‑
The time delay unit sets up the A and B delays to pro‑
vide reference delay and generates a blanking pulse
and transmitter and oscilloscope triggers as previously

at either or both of the§e end points, depending on the

circuit arrangement used. The circuit is made to depart
from these end points by Changing the suppressor grid
V01tage・

In the sIow sweep generator the circuit arrangement

described in paragraph 3 d・

( 1) Å・DELAY CIRCUIT. ‑ The A‑delay circuit
establi§hes the A delay by using a continuously variable

phanta§trOn delay to select one particular lOOO from

is such that the plate voltage would remain low in the

absence of a trigger. Triggering is such that this stable
sta〔e is never reached because the trigger forces the

the chain of 1000,s generated by the f重equenCy divider

§tage tO at〔ain a high plate

and, in turn, uSing the lOOO to select a particular 10.

rundown. In this arrangement the rundown occupleS

This lO, Which is accurately conlrOlled by the lOO・kc

almost all the loran cycle and little time is taken up

timing signal, becomes the A・timing pulse.

by retrace. (Retrace is the operation which raises plate

(a) PHANTASTRON DELAY CIRCUIT.一
The phanta§trOn delay circuit provides a continuously

varia.ble delay which is.controlled by a d.c voltage.

′Oltage and thus begin the

voltage′tO the level required for the start of a new

rundown. )
In the phantastron the circuit arrangement is §uCh

Variation of the d・C VOltage, by n?eanS Of a single wire・

that plate voltage remains high in the ab§enCe Of a

wound potentiometer, COntrOIs the width、of a rectangu・

trigger. The duration of the rundown is only a small

lar output pulse, SO that a nominal delay of l・000 to

par↑ Of the loran cycle so that the stage remains in this

24,000 micro§eCOnds i§ PrOVided. The time from the

high plate voltage state most of the time" To start the

leading edge to the trailing edge of this output pulse

rundown, it is necessary to trlgger the suppressor grid

is the delay. The trailing edge i§ u§ed, in succeeding
circuits, tO §elect a particular lOOO.

to drive the tube away from its steady state. This trig‑
ger is applied to the suppressor grid indirectly. At

he

The A.delay phantastron is V502, Shown in figure

end of the rundown, it is necessary to make the plate

2‑71. The circuit may be ideǹified as a Miller time

voltage recover so that it will be ready for the next

ba§e generator by virtue of the plate‑tO.g重id feedback

rundown.

TEST COUNT
G各N∈員A丁〇日
V232
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Recovery is initiated by a §ignal developed at the end

Square wave 4) 1 is differentiated by capacitor C502

Of the rundown and furnished the suppressor grid

and grid resistor R504 to produce a positive pulse corre.

from the screen grid. This signal drives the suppre§SOr

SPOnding to the leading edge of the positive half of

grid negative and makes plate voltage rise so that the

the square wave and a negative pulse corresponding to

Stage is ready for the next trigger.

the trailing edge of the same half. Only the po§itive

Because of the functional differences of the phan‑
tastron, the circuit configuration is somewhat different

from that of the sIow sweep generator. Note that the
Same arrangement Of plate‑tO.grid capacitive coupling

Pulse can overcome the high negative bias on dipper
Stage V501A and produce an amplified negatlVe trlgger

Pulse in the common plate circuit of V501A and V502.
This negatlVe trlgger is coupled to the grid of V502

(C503, C504), for the controI of the rundown, and

through C503 and C504 to cut off cathode current.

application of po§itive voltage to the control grid

With cathode current cut off, §Creen VOltage ri§eS. The

through a series re§istor (R509), tO Start the rundown,

rise of screen vol〔age i§ COuPled to the supp重eSSOr Via

is retained in the phantastron. To permit self trigger‑

a‑C and d‑C Paths. D‑C COuPling is through R506 and is

ing, the phantastron screen is left unbypas§ed. This

Of reduced magnitude because of the voltage dividing

Permits screen voltage to change with screen current

action of R506 and R507. The a・C∴COuPling of C505

Changes, and the screen is coupled to the∴SuPPre§§Or

and C5 12 provides full application of transient voltages

grid §O that changes in screen voltage controI suppres‑

to the suppressor. Thus the full amplitude of screen

SOr grid action. This arrangement provides the required
means for developing a trigger at the suppressor grid
from the external trigger applied to the plate, and for
developing a signal to initiate recovery at the end of
the rundown. Quiescent voltage controI of the §uP.

grid rise drives the suppre§SOr POSitive until it is

Clamped at zero by conduction of V505B. The rise of
SuPPreSSOr VOltage make§ Plàe vOltage fall to reinforce
血e original trigger voltage and regeneratively speed
the rise of §Creen grid voltage. These conditions are

PreSSOr grid is obtained by the negative bias applied via
R609 to hold the′Plate at cutoff. The phantastron also

empIoys an isolating trigger dipper, V501A, and plate
and suppressor‑grid clamps, V521 and V505B, Whi⊂h

enhance the stability of the circuit.
In the quiescent state, before triggering, the control

achieved very rapidly and are maintained throughout

the brief triggering period. When the trigger is terml‑
nated, Plate and control grid voltages cannot retum to
the previous levels of the quiescent state because the
SuPPreS§Or has been driven positive. The tube there‑
for §eeks an equilibrium state corresponding. to this

grid of V502 is e§Sentially at zero bias because of the

POSitive voltage applied from B十via R509. As a result

Cathode current is heavy and screen voltage is Iow.
Plate voltage i§ equal to B十because the suppressor i§

biased to cuto倍and plate current does not flow. The

new condition. Because the suppres§Or VOltage i§

clamped at zero, nOrmal penlOde distribution of plate
and screen grid currents obtains. Because of plate cur‑
rent flow, Plate voltage will not return to B十and

diode clamp§, V521 and V505B, do not conduct because

since plate voltage changes are coupled to the control

their cathodes are maintained positive with respect to

grid the grid will not retum to zero. The control grid

their plates. Clipper §tage V501A has no effect because

will attain a negative voltage which permit§ that plate

of the cuto任bias applied through R504・

current to flow which develops a negative plate voltage
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equal to the voltage coupled to the grid. The equilib‑

be too large or it will limit the length of the rundown.

rium point thus reached is the same as that reached at

In normal operation the rise of §Creen VOltage holds

the end of the t重anSilion period of the §low sweep gen・

the suppres§Or in a clamped scate despite the expondn.

erator, just a=he start of rundown. Thus, the phan.

tial decay through coupling capacitors C505, C512. If

tastron is ready 〔O Start a rundown.

the bia§ VOltage is too large the voltage applied to the

Rundown takes place because of the positive voltage

suppressor by the screen will fall below the clampi嶋
level before the end of the rundown. When 〔his hap‑

applied to the control grid via Rう09. The rate of run‑

down is controlled because the pen章Ode amplifier

pens, the negative suppressor swing starts a regeriera‑
tive cycle which terminates the rundown at a voltage

provides a large amount of plate‑tO‑grid feedback. Thi§

level above that determined by R502. To prevent this,

feedback makes the plate voltage fall oppose the grid

adjustment of R609 is made, With R502 §et for maxi‑

voltage ri§e SO that the rundown is maintained at a

mum delay, tO reduce the bias to somewha〔 before the

When the phantastron plate voltage falls to the point
where the cathodes of diode clamp V521 are a‥he
same voltage as the diode platc§, COnduction starts.

This conduction effectively connects the phantastron
plate to the voltage at the tap of R502. This tap IS
maintained at a constant voltage

̀hrough the. diode

despite current flow

becau§e Of the bypassing action of

C501. Thu§, because plate vol〔age CannOt become more
negative than the voltage at the tap of R502

the run‑

down is lerminated. Adjustment of R502 permits the
rundown to be terminàed at any voltage poiǹ SO that

the length of the rundown may be varied. Because the
vol̀age POint at which the rundown is terminated is

rigidly fixed by the set̀ing of R502, the A DELAY
1000 control, the duration of the ruhdown is precisely
contro l led.

point where the rundown is shortened・

Clamping is used to hold the suppressor grid at a
constant voltage during rundown so that plate current
is not affected by suppressor grid variations・ This

arrangement stabilizes the circuit to make the rundown
largely independent of tube operating characteri§tics.

The rectangular output pulse taken from the screen
grid controIs the delay. The leading and trailing edges
of this pulse are steep sided and thus sharply defined
because of the regenerative action which accompani3§

trlggerlng and follows clamping of the rundown. The
[railing edge i§ rigidly fixed in time because it corre‑
§POnd§ tO the end of the rundown. This trailing edge

is di飾erentiated, by coupling capacitor C506 and the
next stage input resistor, and is used to select a par・

ticular l,000・microsecond marker in a push‑uP Circuit.

The termination of rundown sets in motion a series

The particular marker selected is thus controlled by

of events which cause recovery to the stable, Pretrlg‑

the setting of A DELAY lOOO controI Rう02. This delay

gered state. When the rundown i§ terminated・ feedback

is extremely stable becau§e Of the large amount of nega‑

vol̀age i§ nO Ionger applied to the control grid・ Be‑

tive feedback inherent in the phantastron・

⊂auSe the rate of grid voltage ri§e is no Ionger opposed

by feedback, the rate of grid voltage rise increases to
the much greater, natural, eXPOnential rate of Rう09

and C503, C504. Thi§ increase causes a rapid drop in
screen voltage which is coupled through capacltOr§

C505 and C512 to develop a large negative voltage
across R506 in the suppres§Or grid circuit. The negatlVe
voltage starts cutting o俺the plate. Thi§ allows B+ to

impres§ a POSitive voltage on the grid through C503

and C504, reinforcing the grid rise. The rate of control
grid rise is thus regeneratively increased so that the
control grid is rapidly driven to the grid current polnt.

Wilh control grid voltage arrested, SCreen grid voltage
level§ Off and C505 and C512 di§Charge exponentially

It should be noted that the maximum delay range of
approximately 30,000 microseconds provided by the

A.delay phantastron is far greater than will usually be
required. Where an A delay of less than lう・000 micro‑
§eCOnds is needed, greater Circuit stability and ea§e Of

adjustment will be obtained if the circuit time con§tant

is shortened. This may be effected by removing one
of the two equal plate‑grid coupling capacitors・ C503
and C504, from the circuit. Thi§ Same COn§ideration

applies to the BlOOO phantastron in the B‑delay circuit.
If none of the five possible BlOOO delays (NORMAL・
2, 3, 4,う) exceed 15,000 microsccond§, One Of the B1000

coupling capacitors (Cう17 or C518) may be removed・

a§ SuPPreSsor VOltage settles at the bias level established

(b) 1,000.MICROSECOND PUSH・UP CIR‑

by R609. The negàive suppre§SOr VOltage cut§ Off plate

CUIT.‑The rectangular output pul§e Of the phantas‑

current so that C503 and Cう04 charge exponentially

tron screen circuit is differen〔iated by output capacltOr

through plate resistor R508 and the grid‑Cathode path

Cう06 and by re§istor R510 in the input circuit of the

of diode conduction. Plate voltage thus rises slowly
as the stage recovers to the condition where it is ready

for the next trigger. This recovery corresponds to the
ret重aCe Of the §low sweep genera(Or.

The bias level established by R609 must be suffi‑
ciently negative to cut off the plate during the qし一ie§‑

cent part of the cycle・ §O tha‥he stage canno〔 OPerate
a§ a free running oscillator. This bias level mu§t nOt

o則elNAし

push‑uP §tage. Refer to figure 2‑72. The leading edge
of the phantastron output pul§e is differentiated to a
positive pulse which has no §ignificant e怖ect on the

operation of the push‑uP Stage

V503A. The trailing

edge, however言§ di鮒erentiated to a negative pulse
which drives Vう03A to cutoff. The duration which
Vう03A is cし1t Off, and hence the width of the positive
pulse appearing in the V503Å plate circuit・ is deter.
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mined by the set〔ing of AlOOO WIDTH controI R511.

The gate width is adjusted, by means of AlOOO

As is evident from the drawing, R511 controIs the

WIDTH cont重OI R51l, §O that the gate is a trifle nar‑

POSitive voltage applied to the grid via Rう10. Variarion

rower than the space between two adjacent lOOO

Of R511 does not significantly change the time constant

This arrangement provides maximum stability because

s.

Of Cう06, R511; What it does is vary the voltage level

the phantastron must drift about 500 microsecond§ be‑

to which C506 charges immediately after the applica‑

fore coincidence between the gate and the de§ired

tion of a negatlVe重nPut Pulse. The rate ̀at Which C506

marker is Iost. If the gate were narrower, a Phantastron

Charges depends upon the instantaneous voltage at the

drift of le§S than 500 microseconds would cause lost

junction of C506 and R510 and血e applied voltage at

COincidence. If血e gate were wider, a Phantastron drift

the junction of R511 and R510. Variation of this重ate

Of less than 500 micro§eCOnds might cau§e the circuit

COntrOIs the exponential charging sIope and hence the

to select an adjacent marker in addition to the desired

Pulse wid血・ The charging sIope does no〔 COntinue

marker. Since the stability of the phantastron is much

SmOOthly, un〔il it reaches the voltage at the junction

better than 500 microseconds, the gate will not nor‑

Of R511 and R510, but breaks abruptly when grid volt‑

mally drift away from coincidence with the desired

age ri§eS tO the grid current point. Thus pulse width is

ma重ke重.

determined in part by the time constant of C506 and
R510 and is controlled by the voltage applied through
R511. The pulse is u§ed as a gate to select a particular

The output of V503 is a high amplitude marker
Whichくくsits

on the push.up gate. In addition to this

desired marker the §ignal includes the chain of marker§

l ,000.microsecond marker.

and ̀he gate. The gate and all marker§ in the chain
The gate pulse applied to the grid of V503A cut§

the triode section off for most of the pulse duration.

During the cutoff time the section draws no plate cur‑

rent and the load shunting V503B is effectively re‑
moved. V503B is fed negative l,000.microsecond
marker pulses via C508. The§e Pulses are amplified by
Vう03B and appear as positive pulses in the plate ⊂ir・
Cuit. Normally, because of the shunting.e任ect of

V503A, the gain of V503B is Iow and pulse amplitude

except the pushed・uP lOOO are removed in the next

Stage by clipping. The amplitude of the V503 output
Signal must be reduced to a value which places the
gate and chain of markers below the ⊂lipping level to
PreVent these §ignals from passing through the clipper・

The required amplitude reduction is achieved by atten‑

uator network R513 and R530 in the plate circuit of
Vう03.

V503B increases, and the marker output amplitude

(c) 1,000‑MICROSECOND CLIPPER AND lO.
MICROSECOND PUSH‑UP CIRCUIT. ‑ The l,000‑

increases. The amplified gate pulse will normally be

microsecond marker selected by the pu§h"uP Circuit is

is Iow. When V503A is・Cu[ O任by the gate, the gain of

coinciden〔 With one of the amplified markers in the

isolated from the chain of lOOO

plate circuit of V503B. The voltage addition of the

Clipper stage. The clipper §tage, V505Å, i§ bia§ed to

marker and the gateくt)uShes up

CutOff by the ‑30 volts applied to the

the marker to a

s by being fed to a

grid via R515.

s. The

This bia§ is overcome only by the po§itive peak of the

amplitude of the marker selected by this means is

§elected lOOO §O that the clipper output i§ the amplified

much greater than any of the other markers because

Peak of the lOOO. This peak is broadened by plate

of the increased amplification of V503B at the mo‑

§hunting capacitor C531 and used as a gate in the plate

ment of push‑uP・

circuit of the lO‑micro§eCOnd push・uP Stage, V504・

higher voltage level than any of the other lOOO

‑○○0甲等。‡SH ∪P

IO Ll,SEC PUSH UP

V504

IOOO Ll,S∈C

‑きOV

Fjgu′e 2‑72. A?OOO Pu§h‑Up Cjl̀ujls, §̀hemoIj̀ Djag○○m
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This stage functions in the same manner a§ the l,000‑

Where the desired B delay is in s〔ePS Of 10, the B10

microsecoǹ1 push‑uP St租ge, Vう03, tO Select a par〔icular

0utPut i§ uSed as 〔he B‑timing pし1lse. Where it is nec‑

10 from the chain of 10

s applied to its grid via C51l.

essary to interpola〔e be〔ween StePS Of 10, the BlO out‑

The selected lO is alwayS the 10 which im重nediately

Pし1〔 isしl?ed to trigger the continし一OuS ̀蛇lay phantastron.

follows the selected 1000, hence the A・delay is always

At a slave station, the as§igned delay will always be in

SOme increment of 1000 /,l

′∫ IO

icro∫eCO′訪∫・ Because

increments of 10 to take ndvantage of the extreme

s

Stability of the 10‑microsecond markers. A〔 a maS〔er

no gate width control has been provided in this cir̲

Station, the reqしIired delay will be affected by radio

Cuit. The selectea lO isしISed as the A.timing p↓1l§e,

Signal transi=ime §O tha=he reference delay will be

Of the fixed time relationship between lO

s and lOOO

instead of using the selected lOOO dircctly, because the

the reference delay a=he slave station plしIS tWice 〔he

lO has a stability direclly conlrOlled by the lOO.kc

t重anSJt tlme Of the signal. Itl follows that the deiay

timing signaI.

added by signal transit time will rarely be exactly lO

(2) B‑DELAY CIRCUIT.‑The B‑delay circuit
u§eS a grOuP Of circuit§, eaCh similar to the AlOOO cir‑

microseconds, SO that the continuous deIay circuit must
be empIoyed at a master §tation. Any sligh白iming

Cuit, tO PrOVide any desired delay. Refer to figure 2‑73・

instability (which wi11 not normally exceed O・1 micro・

As previou§ly described in paragraph 3 d (2), the range

§eCOnd) contributed by 〔he continuous delay circuit

Of delay available from the∴COmbined action of the

will be of no great consequence, however, because the

SeVeral B delay§ is continuous from l,120 to 24,000

master station only monitors synchronization. Thus

microseconds. The first B.delay circuit provides a delay
in l,000‑microsecond s〔ePS in the §ame Way aS the

the effec〔 Of such 〔iming instability will be that the

master station detects a small apparent error.

AlOOO delay circuit. The outpu〔 Of this B1000 delay
Circuit drives∴a∴§imilar B100 delay circuit which, in

tum, drives a B10 circuit. Where the B delay must be
interpola〔ed 〔O a Value which cannot be obtained in

(〆) CONTINUOUS DELAY.‑The B‑COntinu‑

OuS delay circuit uses a phantastron to produce a rec‑

tangular pulse lO to 22 microseconds wide. The trailing
edge of this pulse is differentiated to form an output

10‑microsecond steps, the BlO output is u§ed to drive
Pulse. Except fo‥he dela〉′ range, the addition of a top
a∴CO重1〔inuous delay phantastron. The output signal of
the B.delay circし1it is taken from either the BlO delay
Or the B‑COntinuous delay circuit・ This output signal
is the B..〔iming pul§e. Becau§e any desired value of B

delay may be obtained, the reference delay (B delay

minus A delay) may be any desired value.
(a) l,000‑MICROSECOND DELAY.‑The cir・
Cui〔 arrangement for obtaining the BlOOO delay em‑

Clamp, and a minor change in the delay controI circuit,

this phantastron, V516, is identical to the othe=ime
delay phantastrons. A fixed resistor, Rう89, is placed in
Serics with the con〔inuous delay potentiome〔er tO limit

the minimum circuit delay. lncreased circuit stability
is achieved by clamping the tしIbe叫the top of the run・
down, uSing V52うB, aS Well as at the bottom. The
Stabili〔y Of this arrangement is adequa〔e tO insure that

PIoys a phantas〔rOn, PuSh.up stage, and clipper stage

the tlmlng aCCしIraCy Of the B.timing pし1lse is better

identical to those of the A1000 delay. The BlOOO ciI:Cuit

than O.1 microsecond.

lS trlggered from the leading edge of the positive half

Pulse inversion is∴亀CCOmPlished by V519B, a low

Of square wave申2 and the delay setting is always

made larger than tha〔 Of the A1000 delay so tha=he

gain triode ampli!ier which. is∴ZerO biased so that.a
large negative ou〔Pし1t Pし1lse is produced by differentia‑

marker selected by the B1000 circui〔 always follows

the A‑timing pulse by more than one‑half of a loran
CyCle. This selec〔ed l,000 is u§ed to trlgger the B100

delay phantastron. A nominal delay range of l,000 to
23,000 microseconds is available in this circui〔.

(b) 100‑MICROSECOND DELAY. ‑ The ar‑

〔ion of the tr乙liling c(lge of the phantastron ou〔Put
Pulse. This pしIIse inversion m{一kes the polari〔y Of the

OutPu〔 Pulse 〔he same ns tha〔 Of thc A10 flnd B10 out‑
Put Pulse. The resし11ting posi〔ive output is the B‑〔iming

Pulse・

(e) RELATIONSHIP OFB DELAYS TO REF‑

rangement of the BlOO delay circuit is identical to the
BlOOO delay circuit except

that a particular lOO‑micro‑

ERENCE DELAY.‑As previously discしtSSed in para・

second marker is∴Selected and the nominal range of

graph 3 ̀i (2), the total B delay is the s…一Of the delays

delay is lOO to l,200 microseconds. The selected 100 is

Of each individual B・delay circし

always one of the ten lOO‑microsecond markers follow.

the to〔al B delay minus the A ・lelay. Bec…Se the A

ing the selected lOOO. The lOO §elected by this circuit

delay is sub〔raCted from the B delay in the loran pres‑

is used to trlgger the BlO delay phantastron.

entation, the B‑delay circui白s ndjusted to produce a

(c) 10.MICROSECOND DELAY. ‑ A particu‑
lar 10‑microsecond marker is selected by the BlO cir.

it. Reference delay is

referencc delay directly, Wi〔h no rc.gard to the to〔al B

delay.

Cult, uSlng an arrangement identical 〔O the BlOO circuit.

The B‑

Because of the 10・microsecond delay, following 〔he

maJOrit)′ Of

Selected 1000 in the AlO rircuit, a lO‑microsecond delay

Thc B1000 delny circui〔 is∴adjustcd to pro、・jde thc

in the BlO circuit is cancelled out. For this reason, the

delay calleしうfor by the 1000

Iigit (hrst nしImber) of the

firs〔 10‑microsecond mlrker, fo=owing the selected lOO,

rcference del乙ly. The B100

y Circui〔 is 〔hen壷jus〔e

COrreSPOn

to producc 〔he∴しlelzly C川c

ORIGINAし

ls to a BlO delay of zero.

lel乙1y adjustmc重l〔 PrOCe

lure

し1Se

l for the

′alし1CS Of referencc del乙Iy lS Str{lightforward・

lck

I

=or by誼o IOOしIigit・ the
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BlO delay circuit is adjusted to produce the delay called
A‑DさしAY

for by the lO digit and, if required, the B〃COntinuou§

器二二百

delay circuit is. adjusted to produce the delay called′for
by the unit digit. For most values of reference delay・
the above procedure may be used; however・ because of

the minimum delays present in. the B・delay circuits)

。̲,。。。 。∪,.∪,」 L。̲.。 。∪,.u,

this procedure cannot be used for values of reference

delay ending in OOO to llO.

8‑DさしAY
(B‑CONT州UOUS NOT USED)

Figure 2‑74 shows the minimum delays present ln

the A‑delay circuit and also in the B‑delay circuit for
lhe two cases where the B‑COntinuous delay circuit is
and is not u§ed. The BlOOO minimum delay i§ Of no

importance and may be neglected because it is cancelled

by the AlOOO delay. The BlOO has a minimum delay of
lOO microsecond§, Which is not cancelled by a cor重e・

§POnding A delay, and must therefore be considered・

The BlO and B‑COntinuous delay circuits each contrib.

ute a minimum delay of lO microseconds. When the
B‑COntinuous delay circuit is used to provide the output
it is desirable to consider that the fixed lO‑microsecond
AlO delay cancel§ the B‑COntinuous minimum delay.
When, in§tead, the BlO delay circuit is used to provide

the output, the AlO delay cancels the BlO minimum
delay. Thus, When the B‑COntinuous delay is not used・

the total minimum delay is lOO microseconds and, When

the B‑COntinuous delay is usedl the total minimum
NO丁と.

delay is llO microseconds.
Assume a reference delay of 6,000・ Because the unit

digit is zero

the B‑COntinuous delay circuit is not

Fj9U′e 2‑74・川njmum Cj′̀Uj′ DeIoys′

ExpIonoIory DjagJom

needed and i§ therefore switched out. A BlOOO delay of

6,000 would mean a B delay of 6,100 becau§e the BlOO
delay cannot be reduced below it§ minimum value of
lOO. Obviously 6,100 is tQO large and・ therefore・ a

BlOOO delay of 5,000 is u§ed and the BlOO delay circuit

d‑C VOltage that can be applied to the BlOOO, BlOO・ and

B10 delay phantastrons. No provision is made for
Changing the continuous delay since the B‑COntinuous

is made to p重Oduce a delay of l1000. The BlO delay is

set for the minimum lO‑microsecond delay, Which is

cancelled by the fixed AlO delay, SO that the total delay
is the desired 6,000.

delay is not used at a §lave station and since the §ame

conside重ations of §ignal transit time a任ect the B delay

at a master station regardless of the particular value of

B delay used. By connecting each of the sets of controIs

A§Sume a reference delay of 6,109. Because the unit

to the delay circuits, One Set at a time, five different

digit is nine the B・COntinous delay circuit i§ uSed and

values of B delay may be presel. Once these values are

an additiona1 10‑microsecond minimum delay is en.

set up it will be possible to switch rapidly from one

COun$eでed. The BlOOO delay circuit is set to produce a

delay to any other delay. The positions of PRESET B

delay of 5,000, because the minimum delay of 6,110

DELAY SELECTOR Sう04 are labeled NORMAL, 2, 3,

WOuld be too high; the BlOO delay circuit is set to

4, and 5. The NORMAL position connects the front

produce a delay of l,000, tO make the tota1 6,000; the
BlO delay circuit is se‥O PrOduce a delay of 100; and
the B‑COntinuous delay circuit i§ Set tO PrOduce a delay
of 9. This add§ uP tO the required total of 6,109 even

panel set of controIs to the delay circuit§ and the other
four po§itions select one of 〔he∴COntrOI sets mounted

behind

the PRESET B DELAY door. For these posi‑

tions a section of S504 applie§ POWe‥O a load in an

though the delays have not been set up in accordance

external keyer unit and connects the blink relay to one

with the.numbers called for by the digits of the ref‑

of four keys in that unit. The circuì COnneCting to the

erence delay.

(/) PRESET CONTROLS.‑The B‑delay circuit

ex〔emal keys may be broken by means of EXT KEY

PuSh button S506.

is provided with facilities for rapidly changing the

(3) TRIGGER ALIGNMENT CIRCUIT.一When

B‑delay by means of a multideck swiitch, S504, and five

using the output of the BlO delay circuit directly as the

§etS Of B‑delay controIs. One set is Iocated on the front

B‑timing pulse, the circuit§ for generating the A‑ and

Panel of the time delay unit and the remaining four

B‑timing pulses furnish theoretically identical circuit

sets are located behind a PRESET B DELAY door. Each

paths for the chain of lO‑micro§eCOnd markers. It would

set consists of three potentiometers for controlling the

be expected

ORiCINAL

̀hen, that the two tlmlng Pulses would be

2」け
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Put Of the BlO delay, SO that the AlO output pulse will
be approximately the same amplitude as the BlO output

丁京I6c各員」IMI丁各日

V52e

Pulse. As previou§ly implied, Rう20 is adju§〔ed by ob‑
MAST∈胃●○○.S」AVE

﹁

§e重Ving that the lO

§ On One RF SCOPE trace are

coincident wilh the lO

s of the othe重RF SCOPE trace.

‑

(4) TRIGGER LIMITER CIRCUIT. (ReIeγ to

I

A DELAY.一十

I

〇U丁

i
‑

ガgure 2‑75.)一Two trigge重Iimiter stages, V528A and

‑
‑

V528B, are uSed to p重eVent the triggers from driving

the succeeding §tage§ (V517 and V518A) in10 the grid
⊂urrent重egion. Be⊂auSe Of thi§ limiting, the loading
PreSented by ̀he grid circuits driven by the A‑ and B・
tlml血g Pul§e§ remains unifo重m? and ̀he pulse shapes
Of the two timing pulses remain §imilar.

(5) TRANSMITTER TRIGGER GENERATOR
fjgu「e 2‑75. Trjgger §w航hjng ond T/jgger ljmjler

C重RCUIT.‑The transmitter trigger generalO重PrOVides

Cjrcujls, S̀hemo証Djogrom

an output pulse which is used to time the generàion
Of ‡he transmitted loran §ignal. Depending on whethe重

SeParated by some preci§e increment of lO micro‑
SeCOnds. With such a separation, the lO

§ Shown on one

trace of the RF SCOPE should be superposed on the
lO

s of the other trace on that scope.

The above effect i§ PreVented because the two circuit

くhe timer is u§ed at a ma§ter O重a Slave station, this

Pulse is timed by either the A‑ Or B.timing pulse.
Refer to figure 2‑76. The circuit is driven from the

A‑delay or B.delay output via STATION SELECTOR
MASTER SLAVE §Witch S501. The input pulse is fed

Paths are not identical" Variations of plate load resi§・

to clippe富・limiter §tage V518 which isolates the input

tors and tube characteristic§ CauSe different output pulse

Circuit from the thyratron pulse generator. Two stages

amplitudes from the AlO and B10 delay circuits. The

are used so that the positive polarity of the input pulse

two circuits al§O feed different loads so that capaci〔ive

is重etained. Inpu章1riode V518A is biased beyond cuto任

loading on the output circuits vary and pulse rise times

by retum̲ Of the output resistor of either the A. o重

di任er. The primary cause of thi§ toading difference is

B‑delay output circui=O ‑30 volts. Tube V518B i§

that the transmitter trigger generato重is d重iven by the

held at es§entially zero bias by return of grid resistor

local timing pulse only and does not load the circuit

R634 to B十. Thus, the positive input pulse drive§ the

generating the remote timing pul§e. Thu§ there i§ a

two §eCtion§ Of V518 beyond theii linear grid swings

smaller capacitive load acro§S the remもte timing pul§e

to clip and limit the signal to a fixed amplitude. Thi§

generator. It will be recalled that the local timing pul§e

OutPut Signal is u§ed to drive the thy重atrOn trlgger

is the A‑timing pulse at a ma§ter Station and the B‑

generato重, V520.

tlmlng Pulse at a slave station. The va重iations of ampli・
tude and rise time discu§§ed above act together to

The lhyratron is held cutoff by the ‑30・VOlt g重id

bias applied via R636. This bias prevents the thyratrop

Change the triggering time of the ouやut circuit by a

from firing §O that C537 and c538 are permitted to

Slight amount.

charge to full B十via plate resistor R611 and serie§

The di任erence in capacitive loading is compen§ated

by u§e Of fixed capacitor C559 (refer to figure 2‑75)

resistor R613. The positive driving signal, aPPlied
through grid current limiting resistor R608, CauSeS the

which approximate§ the input capacity of the trigger

thyratron to fire so that capacitor§ C537 and C538 dis.

generator. The switching ar重angement Which trans‑

charge their cur重ent through current limiting resi§tOr

fers the transmitter generator from the output of one

R613 and ca血ode re§istor R612. This produce§ an Out‑

tlm重ng Pulse generator to the òher also cross transfers

put pulse ac重OSS the cathode re§is章Or. Resisto重S R613

C559 to the opposite output so that approximately the
Same loading is maintained.
The amplitude difference is offset by the u§e Of a

×M丁胃
TRIG C」IPPER T照le LIMiTER TRle CEN∈RATO京
V5I8

A

V5i8B

V520

+I50V

variable rheostat, R520, Shown in figure 2‑72, a§ One
of the element§ Of the plate∴Circuit attenuator, in the

AlO push"uP Stage, V504・ This ALIGN TRIGGERS
COntrOl is used to compensate for inequalities i皿・Pulse
amplitude and also any inequalities in pul§e重i§e time
to provide an exact time relationship, in lO.mic重O‑

§eCOnd increments, between the AlO and BlO output§・

The controI of pulse amplitude provided by R520 can
change the effective instant of triggering over a range
of a few tenths of a microsecond.
Even where the continuous delay circuit is used it i§
desirable to first align the trigger§, uSing the direct out.

2̲8 8
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and R612 1imit the peak current and proportion the
OutPut VOltage so that an output of about 20 volts is

developed from a low impedance source.

The thyratron extinguishes when the capacitors dis.
Charge to‑the point where plate current is in§ufficient
to supporl ionization. The capaci〔OrS then recharge to

B十to make the stage ready for the next trigger.

The output pulse has an extremely sharp rise time of
less than O.2 microsecond. The pulse decays exponen‑
tially so that the pulse width at 50 percent amplitude
is approxima章ely 4 micro§eCOnd§・ This positive 20.vol̀

Pulse is applied to output jack J510 a§ the tran§mitter
t重igge重・

(6) BLANKING PULSE GENERATOR.一The
blanking pulse generator provides a wide rectangula重

FjguIe 2‑78. S̀OPe TJjgger CeneIOIoI,
§̀he細noIj̀ Dio9○○爪

blanking pulse which is synchronized with the trans‑
mitter trigger. This pulse is u§ed in electronic switch

circuits of the switching equipment and the receiver to

In the quiescent stale V506B i§ ZCrO‑bia§ed and con‑

disable the sensitive remote chamel during transmis‑

duct§ heavily, thu§ developing a large voltage across

sion of the local §ignal. The blanking pulse generator
is driven ahead of the source which drives the tran§・
mitter trigger generator. For master service it i§ driven

by di任erentiated §qua重e WaVe + 1 (+ 1 timing point)

and for slave service by the output of the BlOOO
PuSh‑uP (Vう09). Refer to figure 2‑77. The generato重
consists of a pulse inverter

a multivibrator, and an

output cathode follower. The pulse inverter? V507A・ is
bia§ed beyond cùOff by ‑30.volt bias applied through

Ca〔hode resistor Rう26. This voltage is larger than the

POSitive voltage applied to the grid of V506A so that
V506A is cu章Off. Under these conditions the plate of
Vう06A is positive with respect to the grid of V506B
and a charge is accumulated across Cう13・ The negative

input trigger applied to the plate of V506A is coupled
to the grid of Vう06B to reduce current in Vう06B.

Cathode voltage is thus Iowered, reducing the cathode
bias, SO that Vう06A conduc〔S. The resulting voltage

a resistor of the A. or B‑delay circuit. The positive A.

drop at the plate of V506A reinforces the negatlVe trlg.

or B‑timing pulse i§ amPlified and inverted in this

ger so that the change of tube voltages is regeneratively

§tage

tO

PrOVide

a

negative

trigger

for

the

multi‑

vibrator. The multivibrator is of the one‑Shot type and
produce§ a §ingle rectangular output pulse for each

speeded, and Vう06B is rapidly driven beyond cutoff.
This condition is maintained until C513 ha§ discharged
§u任ciently through R52うto rai§e grid voltage to the

point where V506B is no Ionger cut off. At this point

input pul§e.

The multivibra〔Or Stage i§ V506, a dual triode with

cathode coupling between sections through R526.
Capacitive coupling i§ PrOVided from V506A to V506B.

The grid of V506B is returned to B+ so that in the
quiescent state the stage draws grid current and the

V506B draws plate current so that the voltage acros§

ca章hode resistor Rう26 increase§, and Vう06A therefore

draws less current. The V506A plate goes positive to
drive the grid of V506B positive, regeneratively speed‑
ing the initial increase of current through V506B. The
multivibrator is thu§ raPidly driven back to the quies‑

grid is maintained at e§Sentially zero bias. The grid of

V506A is connected to a po§itive voltage applied

through voltage divider R528・ R529. R529 is variable

to permit adjustmenl Of this voltage.

The two regenerative changes of state produce a
§teeP.Sided rectangular pQSitive output pulse at the

plate of V506B. The width of this pul§e is controlled

by R529 which determines the grid bias on Vう06A and
PUしS

E

eしAN博N

6

iNVE京丁ER PUしS各6ENEIum押l∴∴∴∴ B」ANKINc OuTPUT

hence controIs the plate swing of Vう06A during the

initial regenerative change. Making this bias more
negative decreases the Vう06A conduction during the
period that Vう06B is cut off so that the Vう06A plate
swing, and therefore the V506B grid swing・ is de.

creased. Because the amount that the V506B grid is
driven beyond cutoff is le§Sened・ a Smaller rise of grid
voltage is required to drive V506B to the point of con・
duction. This∴Smaller rise require§ less time. This

shortens pulse width.
The multivibrator ou〔Put is applied to cathode fol.

lower output stage Vう07B. This stage is biased beyond

Fjgu′e 2‑77.馴ankjng PuIse GeneraIo′′

§̀he調o庇Djo9ro請
ORIGINAし

cutoff by application of ‑108 volts to grid circuit
voltage divider Rう99, R600. The load resistor for this
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Chronizer.

The

blink

OF

op駅ATiON
relay

may

al§O

be

operated

through the controI of an extemal keyer unit. Refer
to負gu重e 2‑7少.

(a) BLINK RELAY AND BLINK CONTROL

ELEMENTS.‑The blink relay, K501, OPerateS tO in‑
CreaSe delay by changing the electrical po§i章ion of an

auxiliary delay potentiometer which is connected to

either the A‑ Or B"delay circuit, depending upon
Whe血e‥he station i§ a maSter Or Slavel reSPeCtively.

This potentiometer, R614, ′is connected to either the

A"DELAY lOOO potentiometer R502, Or the B‑DELAY
lOOO potentiometer R532・ for B NORMAL, through

COntaCtS Of STATION SELECTOR MASTER SLAVE
SWitch S501. The auxiliary potentiometer, R614, COn‑
Sists of twoう,000‑Ohm sections; §eCtion A is connected

in series with B+ and the top of the l,000.step delay
POtent10meter, and section B is connected in §eries with

的u′e 2‑79. β/jnk Re/oy ond B/jnk C〇両′O′ E,emenIs,

S̀心emoIj⊂ Djo9ro爪

the bottom of the l

000.step delay. potentiometer and

ground. Normally dosed contacts of blink重elay K501
are connected acros§ R614A, and normally open con‑

tacts of K501 are connected across R614B. With this
Cathode follower is Iocated in the switch王ng equipment.

The blanking pulse is∴Simultaneously applied to all

the electronic switch units in the switching equipment
and is also fed to the receiverしhrough switchgear

Wiring. The output pulsc has a n。minal amplitude of

arrangement the resistance of one of the two equal
POtentiometers is connected in series with the top or
bottom of the loca1 1,000 delay potentiometer a§ the
relay i§ energized and de‑energized. Thu§, aS the relay

OPerateS, the voltage drop across a section of R614 is

125 volts and is normally 500 microseco11ds wide. This

either added or subtracted from the voltage at the arm

WidtÌ is adjustable over a nominal range of 300 to

Of the delay potentiometer. Because the current through

l,500 microseconds.

R利4 remains constant, aS di節ereǹ BlOOO delay con‑

(7) SCOPE TRIGGER GENERATOR CIRCUIT.

tIOl§ are SWitched into the circuit by means of PRE‑

‑The scope trigger generator circuit mixes A‑ and

SLT B DELAY SELECTOR S504, the voltage added or

B‑timing pulses and use§ them to alternately drive a

Subtracted from the delay controI voltage will be con̲

blocking oscillator which generates sharp trigger

Stant. Thus, OnCe R614 i§ adjusted to produce a voltage

Pulses. Refer to figure 2‑78. The mixer consists of

Change equivalent to a phantastron delay change of

V517, a dual triode, With a common plate load (the

l,000 microsecond§, the circuit will produce a l,000‑

SeCOndary of T502) for both section§・ The negative

micro§eCOnd shift for any §e章ting of the l?000‑SteP

trlggerS developed in the secondary of T502 are used

delay control. Blink relay K501 is made to operate, tO

to trigger blocking oscillator stage V527B・ This stage

PrOduce the l,000‑microsecond blink shift, by an elab‑

OPerateS in the same way a§ the blocking oscillators of

Orate COntrOI sys〔em.

the frequency divider to produce a sharp positive out‑

Put Pulse for each input trlgger. This output pulse is
fed to J508 to trigger the VIDEO SCOPE, tO J509 to
trlgger the synchronizer gate delay circuits, and to

(b) BLINK MOTOR, CAM, AND SWITCH.‑
The blink motor drives a cam to actuate a switch and
thus operate the blink relay in a cyclic pat〔em. This

Pattem is repeated once per second.

J511 to feed the pedes〔al trigger circuits of the test

The blink motor

SCOPe・

(8) BLINK,CIRCUIT. ‑The blink circuit con‑
Sists of a controI system, located in the synchronization

B501, is a synchronous motor

Which is geared to drive the cam at one revolution per

SeCOnd. The cam is mounted eccentrically on the shaft

indicator and electrical synchronizer units, a blink

SO that it pushes the switch arm back and for血as il

relay and controI circuit, and a inotor‑driven cam ,and

rotates. A sIotted hole

SWitch. Operation of the blink relay increases the delay
(一f the transmitter trlgger by l,000 microseconds. This

Change of timing is used for signaling purposes. At a
master station the change is achieved by increasing the
A delay and at a slave sta〔ion it is achieved by increas・

ing 〔he B delay. This increase is made to occur cyclically
by the switching ac〔ion of the motor.driven cam and

microswitch. The controI system permits blinking to be
ini〔iated manualIy

in the switch mounting arrange‑

ment, Permits adjustment of the switch arm relative

to the cam for controI of the ratio of blink to no.blink

time. This adjustment provides for from 30‑ t6 70.per‑

Cent blink time. Moving the switch cIoser to the cam
increases the percentage of blink time. Capacitor Cう36,
across the swi書Ch contacts, SuPP重eS§eS any a‑C line trans‑

ients generared by switching.

(c) BLINK CONTROL SYSTEM.‑Operation

by operation of a switch, Or autO‑

Of the blink relay is controlled by a system consIStlng

ma〔ically・ by the alarm circuits of the electrical syn‑

Of a BLINK SELECTOR switch, the alarm circuit§ Of

2̲90
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the electrical synchronizer, and an optional extemal

blinking in the same manner as for the MANUAL

keyer unit. Refer to figure 2‑80. The BLINK SELEC‑
TOR, S802, On the synchronization indicator unit, has
three positions labeled MANUAL, OFF, and AUTO.

POSition of S802.

Placing this switch in the MANUAL position connects
the blink motor and one terminal of blink switch S505
to a。C line 《一A,, and the other terlhinal of S505

to

(d) OFF‑SYNC ALARM TEST.‑Provision is
made to check the OFF‑SYNC alarm by simulation of
remote station blink by means of the OFF"SYNC TEST
switch. The action of this switch interchanges the
blink shift of the A and the B pede§tals without dis‑

blink relay K501 and a LOCAL BLINK indicator lamp,

turbing the trigger or blanking voltages of the operat‑

I806, located on the synchronization indicator unit.
This starts the motor operating so血at the blink switch

1ng tlmer. Operation of the OFF‑SYNC TEST switch
and initiation of manual blink (via BLINK SELECTOR

altemately

switch S802), aCtuateS the blink motor B501 to periodi‑

tum§

the

blink

relay

on

and

off.

The

LOCAL BLINK lamp lights simultaneously with the
energizing of the relay. The LOCAL BLINK pen and
the LOCAL BLINK runnlng tlme meter Of the record‑

cally shift the pedestal (1000型) from under the remote

1ng ammeter are COnneCted in parallel with the motor

§ynChronization.

circuit so that the pen record§ a local blink condition

(9) TEST CATHODE FOLLOWER.一The test
cathode follower permits delivery of significant wave"

whenever the blink motor is runnlng.

signal. Under these conditions, the adjustment of OFF‑
SYNC circuit may be checked without disturbing rate

Placing the BLINK SELECTOR switch in the OFF

form§, Originating in the time delay unit, tO the test

POSition permits operation of the blink relay from the
extemal keyer circuit. The line common to an extemal

§COPe. This device isolates the monitored cirouit from

the test circuit load and provides a low impedance out‑

lineくくA,, and the blink relay is connected to one of

put for the signals. The six monitored circuits are the
AlOOO gate, at the output of the l,000‑microsecond

four key lines through contacts of S504, the PRESET

push.up stage

B DELAY SELECTOR, When that switch is not at the

ing point of the B‑delay circuit, V509; the BlOO gate

load and the extemal key circuit i§ COnneCted to a‑C

V503; the BlOOO gate・ at the correspond‑

NORMÅL position・ This latter connection may be

at the BlOO push.up output, V512; the BlO gate

broken by operation of EXT KEY push button S506.

output of the BlO push"uP, V514; the transmitter trig.

Completion of thi§ Circuit cIoses the blink relay but

ger, at the cathode of the transmitter trigge‥hyratron

does not operate the blink motor and switch.

Placing the BLINK SELECTOR switch in the AUTO
po§ition connects a‑C lineくくA,, to the common line for

懇請霊慧富ま葦笠島霊堂歯蒜
The retum ci重Cuit from one of the four key lines is also

completed, through S504, S506, and normally cIosed
contacts of o任sync alarm relay K1506, tO OPerate the

blink relay from the extemal key circuit in the same

認諾諾葦蒜叢霊

at the

V520; and the blanking pulse, at the cathode of the
blanking output cathode follower, V507B. An isolating
resistor is included in the test cathode fo11ower input
circuit for monitoring the blanking pulse, and an iso・

lating capacity compelSated voltage divider is included

in the test cathode follower input circuit for monìOr‑
ing all other signals. D"C COuPling i§ u§ed to provide

good low frequency response to prevent di§tOrtion of

the relatively wide AlOOO and BlOOO push‑uP gateS.
A large amount of cathode bias, PrOVided by R598,
offset§ the positive grid voltage which results because

of the d‑C COuPling.

IineくくA), will be connected to the blink motor and one

e. RADIO RECEIVER TYPE R‑564/FPN‑30.‑The

terminal of S505 and the blink relay will be connected

general arrangement of the receiver has been described

to the other terminal of S505. This will start cyclic

in paragraph 3 e preceding. The receiver picks up the
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local and remote §ignals and delivers theml at equal

amplitude§, tO Olhe重timer circuits. The undetected r.f

Pulse is delivered to the RF SCOPE for display. The

detected pulse is delivered to the SLOW SCOPE and

Chas§is

#.

The

extemal

attenuator

is

a

separate

Shielded as§embly which is mounted on the back of
the main chassi§・ The shielded housing is insulated
from

the

main

cha§Si§

SO

that

the

ground

retum

is

VIDEO SCOPE for di§Play. The fir§t and se⊂Ond deriva‑
tive§ Of the detected video pul§e are delivered to the

electrical synchronizer to operate automatic synchro"

藍ug巨he shield of the coaxial connector to chassis

nization control and alarm circuits, and the second

The two channel§ PrOVide means for equalizing the

derivative is also delivered to the VIDEO SCOPE for

amplitudes of the two signals and combining these

d isplay.

§ignals in a common output circuit. Refer to figure

The receiver incorporates high gain TRF circuits

2‑82.

The extemal attenuator provides attenuation of the

Which provide an r.f §ignal whose carrier cycles bea重a

詩語討議豊精霊霊宝慧嘉学
。f豊言霊霊書誌碧霊薬詑蕊豊藷
amplifier §tageS, Which provide a voltage gain of more

than 120 db (1,000,000 times) at血e §ignal frequency,
are divided into three i§Olated subsections to prevent
feedback from output stages to input stages. Each §ub.
§eCtion

is

an

encIosed

metal

box

containing

all

the

local signal of from zero to 60 db in 20‑db §teP§・ Atten"

uation is changed by rearrangement of intemal links
and moving the output plug from one of several jacks
to another. Thi§ Pad has been included to facilitate use

Of the timer without a §hielded encIosure. By provid‑

ing a higher signal from the switching equipment, and
血en attenuating that signal in the external pad, any

leakage §ignal picked up by the coaxial line from the

SWitching equipment to the timer will be attenuated,

霊雷管叢i言霊諾‡繋善悪霊宝霊

譜霊了豊霊豊震蒸器COntrOl of the

all ground conn∝tion§ are made through a deliberately

The output of the extemal attenuator is applied to
Z1207, a Plug.in tuned transformer circuit identical to

Planned path which avoids the common impedance

詳盤圭瑞‡蒸器で認諾,i霊葦
Chassis・ and chassis #3, the output chas§is, are eaCh

Z1201, Which provides frequency selec章ivfty required
in the remote §ignal channel. Z1207 i§ u§ed so that the
delay characteristic§ Of the l∝al channel duplicate

grounded to the main receiver cha§§is at only one point

those of the remote channel. The output of Z1207 is

and that interchassi§ grOund§ are made through the

terminated by the intemal attenuator. The internal

§hielding of coaxial connectors. For safety, S哩Plemen.

attenuator has two lnPut COnneCtions so that, by chang‑

議書§S抹蕊i薄黒霊霊霊莞禁
to the coaxial ground retum points to maintain power
SuPPly ground conn∝tions when the coaxial intercon.

nections are removed.

ing a link connection, either of two attenuation §tePS

may be obtained. The minimum attenuation, nOminally
20 db relative to the remote signal path, i§ PrOVided

詑諸説窺、隷書V整霊薬芋窪窪ま

Unlike most other timer unit§ the radio receiver

transformer Z1202, in the fir§t r・f amplifier stage・ The

does not contain a test signal circuit. The §ignifican章

remainder of thi§ attenuation result§ becau§e the output

WaVeforms of the receiver are fed to other unit§ and

Of

may be observed through circuit§ eXtemal lO the re"

C1274 and the load presented by the attenuator instead

the

Ceiver. The r‑f output of the r∝eiver is pre§ented on

Of

the RF SCOPE. Corre§POndingly, the video pulse and

C1274, a§ is the case for the corresponding circuit of

at

l∝al

the

channel

junction

of

is

taken

the

from

the

transformer

junction

s∝Ondary

of

and

the §eCOnd derivative are presented on the VIDEO

the remote channel. Additional attenuation

SCOPE. The first and §eCOnd derivative§ are delivered

a nominal total of 40 db, reSults when the link is trans‑

tO PrOVide

to the el∝trical synchronizer and may be ob§erVed

ferred to connect a second attenuator §eCtion into the

through the test signal circuit of that unit.

Circuit. The output of the attenuator is taken from the
arm of LOCÅL GAIN potentiometer R1209, Which

(1) INPUT CIRCUIT.一The input circuit con.

siSts of the local channel attenuators and the remote

Channel electronic switch. Two attenuators, One eX‑
ternal and one intemall are PrOVided. The internal
attenuator and the electronic switch are housed in the
first of three sub§eCtions. Thi§ §eCtion is identified a§

2̲,2

PrOVides continuous adju§tment for a fine §etting of the

total attenuation. The attenuation provided by R1209
is limited by serie§ reSistor R1318 so that R1209 pro"

vides a maximum a〔tenuation of about 20 db. This
Permit§ adjusting the amplitude of the local §ignal to

exactly equal that of the remote signal.
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Transformer as§embly Z1207 is an exact duplicate

CaPaCitively coupled to the input terminal of Z1202

Of Z1201. Z1201 has been designed for optimum per‑
formance working into the input circuit of V1201. To
Obtain optimum performance of Z1207 adjustable ca‑

Where it is mixed with the output of the local channel

PaCitor C1298 is used to duplicate the input capacitance

Of V1201. Capacitor C1298 is adjusted at the factory
for maximum signal output. Although this adjustment
i§ made with the coil for one par̀icular loran fre.

quency, the adjustment provides the correct capacity
for the coils of all loran frequencies.

The remote channel incorporates an electronic switch
Stage, V1201, Which is biased past cuto任by a blanking
Pul§e tO disable the channel during the time of trans‑

internal attenuator.

The blanking pulse, Which disables the remote chan‑
nel, is applied to the grid circuit 〔hrough J1212 and

Pulse fil〔er netwOrk C1203, R1201, and C1202. Thi§

network red̀'CeS the sIope of the leading and trailing
edges of the blanking Pulse and therefore remove§
transient r‑f components which would otherwi§e be

applied to the plate circuit. Blanking voltage is applied

in series with the secondary of Z1201 to drive the grid
Well beyond cutoff.

Screen and cathode bypas§ Circuit

time constants for V1201 have been kept small to make

mi§Sion of the local §ignal. The inputぐircuit of this

the tube recover from the e任ects of blanking as quickly

unlty galn amPlifier is Z1201, a tuned plug‑in a§Sembly

as possible・

Which is made selective so that signals at other than the

In addition to the circuil isolation provided through

desired frequency will be attenuated and any over・

use of the insし11ated shielded sしIbassembly, Chas§is #l,

loading of 〔he input stage will be minimized. This

filament and plate power lines into V120l are rlgOr"

frequency selective arrapgement thus materially re"

OuSly filtered to prevent r.f coupling from other cir・

duces the posSibility of cro§S mOdulation. The stage is

Cuits. The plate supply filter consists of feedthrough

made to have unity gain through use of an extremely

CaPaCitor C1212, Series choke L1202, mOunted in a

Small value of plate load impedance, PrOVided prin‑

§hielded compartment at one end of chassis #1, feed.

Cipally by the loading of the first r・f amplifier s章age

input transformer, Z1202∴rhe output of V1201 is

ORICINAし

〔hrough capacitor C121l, Series choke L120l, and by‑

PaSS CaPaCitor C1206. This filter supplies B十to the
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Plate and §C重een Circuits of V1201. A similar filter, COn‑

OF

OP駅ATiON

to change the gain of eleclrO皿ic switch §lage V1201

§is章ing of feedthrough capacitor C1213, Series choke

du重ing alternate halves of the lo重an CyCle. Square wave

L1203, and feedthrough capacitor C1214 is used for

ヰ1 is applied to one end of potentiometer R1303,

the filament supply. To permit attainment of adequate

through jack J1218 and i§Olating re§istor R1301, and

inductance, de§Pite the large‑Size wire重equired to pas§

Square WaVe + 2 is applied to the oppo§ite end bf R1303

filament current, L1203 is wound over a powdered iron

through J1219 and R1302. By moving thc arm of the

Slug. This slug is factory一§et tO PrOVide maximum in‑

AMPLITUDE BALANCE potentiometer f重Om One end

d uctance.

Of the re§is‡anCe tO血e othe重, the potentiometer output

The single direct co甲ection between chassis #1

is varied from §quare WaVe 4 l of high amplitude,

and the main receiver chassis is made through one of

through diminished §quare WaVe + 1 amplitude, tO a

the chassis mounting screws. This screw is not provided

balance point of zero output, and then through in‑

with the insulated washers used for the other chas§i§

CreaSing amplitude of square wave 4 2. Thu§ Square
wave of ei血er phase, at any desi重ed output, is deliv.

JPOuntlng SCreW§・

(2) BLANKING DRIVER AND AMPLITUDE
BALANCE CIRCUIT.一The blanking pulSe which
drives V1201 〔O CutOff is provided through a blanking

eredI through AMPLITUDE BALANCE IN OUT
SWitch S1203 and coupling capacito重C1290, tO amPli‑

tude balance amplifier V1210A.

driver stage, V1210B, Shown in figure 2‑83. The blank‑

The square wave applied ̀o V1210A is amplified and

ing pulse is delivered from the switching equipment

u§ed to vary the voltage at the grid重etum Of V1201

Via J1213 and filtered through C1244, R1250, and
C1236 to reduce the sIope of the leading and t重ailing

誌詰‡器霊諾詰ざ薯藷宝器a‡

edge§ Of the blanking pul§e and therefore remove

Prevented f重Om gOing above ground by clamp V1213B

transient r.f components which would otherwise be

§O that the gain of V1201 can be重educed by square.

PaS§ed through the signal channel. Thi§ POSitive pulse

wave voltage during negative halves of the square‑

is inverted in the plate circuit of the tube and pas§ed

wave cycle but the grid is not driven positive duritlg

to the electronic switch stagel V1201} through cou‑

POSitive halves of the cycle. With this arrangement,

Pling capacitor C1218. Positive excursions of the nega.

the gain of V1201 is reduced during the time that the

tive output pulse are p重eVented by clamp tube V1213B.

StrOnger Signal is重eCeived, thus reducing the ampli‑

This clamp maintain§ the grid retum at ground poten‑

tude of the §tronger §ignal, and the gai皿of V1201 i§

tial during normal reception period§・

maintained at maximum for reception of the weaker

Another circuit feature, aSSOCiated with the blank‑

Sig皿al・

ing driver stage, is the amplitude balance a重rangement.

(3) RゼAMPLIFIERS. ‑ The receiver incorpo.

This arrangement is used only in the ca§e Where the

rates six stage§ Of r.f amplification, housed in two

timer is d§ed as a monitor of a remote loran pair operat.

§uba§Semblies. These assemblies, identified a§ Chassi§

ing at a di任erent rate. In this ca§e bo〔h signals are

#2 and chassi§ #3・ a重? Paft Of the precautionary ar‑

received through血e remote channel and the amplitude

rangement to prevent cl重Cult regeneration. Chassis # 2

balance arrangement is required to equalize the two

COntains three §tageS Pretuned to the signal frequency

Signa! amplitudes. This circuit uses square‑WaVe VOltage

by mean§ Of plug.in coil§・ Cha§§is #3 contains th重ee

B」ANKING DRlVER AND
AMP」ITUDE BA」 AMPし
V121O
+i50V

B」ANK用C
C」AMP
VI2iう8

B」ANKiNG
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(3)

Circuit), and therefore maximum attenuation, at reSO‑

range of loran signal frequencies, and an output cath‑

nance. Impedance is maximum because the capacitive

ode follower and video detector.

and inddctive currents through lhe trap are 180O out

Of phase and therefore the voltages cancel. This 180O
(a) TUNED R‑F STAGES.‑÷The first three r‑f
Stage§ are Sharply tuned to the. operating frequency

by means of factory‑§ealed plug‑in coil§・ In addition to
this controI of frequency selectivity, tWO tunable trap§

are provided, One in each of the plate circuits of the

firs=wO r‑f amplifiers, tO Permit rejection of inter‑

Phase rela〔ionship occur§ Only for the theoretical case

Of the ideal inductor and capacitor. In the practical
CaSe the resistance of the inductor becomes significant

and infinite rejection is not possible. The resistance
COmPOnent Of the inductance is balanced out by an
external resistance in the circuit arrangement of the

ference signal§・ These traps operate, independently,

OVer a range Of l,500 to 2,500 kc and may both be tuned
to the §ame frequency, tO PrOVide maximum re)eCtlOn

Of one signal, Or they may be tuned to different fre‑

actual trap. Figure 2‑85 show読he fundamental parallel

resonant circuit and the arrangement used to compen‑

Sate for the resistance of the inductor. The capacitance
is divided in〔O tWb serie§ SeCtion§ and a variable re‑

quencies to tune out two signals. Each 〔raP is most

Sistance is connected from their common JunCtlOn tO

effective when tuned to the∴Center frequency of its

OPerating range; however, When tuned to any fre‑

ground. The circuit is called a bridged T network. The

quency in this range, that frequency will be attenuated

through the capacitor branch of the circuit will be

à least 30 db.

Variable resistor can be adjusted so that the phase shift
exactly 180。 with respect to the phase shift through

The over‑all §electivity characteristic of the∴re‑

ceiver, With the traps tuned away from the received

the inductor branch. Thus the resistor compensates for
the les§ than 90O phase shift through the inductor.

Channel so that they have no effect, is between 30 and
40 kc, 6 db down, and les§ than 150 kc, 60 db down,
from the gain at the re§Onant frequency. Thi§ Char‑

acteristic assures negligible distortion of the received
WaVe§hape while still providing ample rejection of
adjacent channel signals. When this cha重aCteri§tic is
altered, through use of. the inte重fe重enCe traPS, SOme

The resistance of the inductor can be balanced out
at any frequency by adjustment of the variable resis‑
tor. For this resistor adjustment, the balance at other
frequencie§ in the tuning range will not be perfect;

however, the rejection at these other frequencies will

Still be very high. The adjustable resistor is factory‑
§e〔 for balance at l,850 kc. This adju§tment may be

Pul§e distortion may be encountered; therefore, it is
desirable to tune the trap§ tO f重equenCies outside the

receiver pass band when they are flOt required for

Changed in the field if it i§ desired to change the atten‑

uation characteristic of the trap. By varying the resist‑
ance and noting the effec〔 On filter characteri§tics, it is

interference reJeCtlOn.
The・first r‑f §tage, V1202, i§ fed the mixed output of

the electronic switch and the internal attenuator. Refer
to figure 2‑84. Thi§ OutPut is applied to the low im・

Pedance tap of the primary of Z1202, the plug‑in input

PO§Sible to increase the bandwidth of the trap so that a

broader range of frequencies may be §uPPre§§ed. This

broader bandwidth will be obtained at some sacrifice
in the maximum attenuation of the filter.

a double‑tuned transformer

The rejection frequency. of the trap is varied.by

which is made to have wide bandwidth by using §hunt

Changing the position of a powdered iron tuning slug.

resistors R1297 and R1298, aC重OSS the primary and §eC・

Thi§ Slug is mounted on a th重eaded shaft so that shaft

transformer. Z1202 i§

ondary, tO Iower the ci重Cuit Q. Grid bia§, aPPlied

rotation moves the slug in or ciut of the coil form. The

through the §eCOndary winding, is a negative voltage

Slug is rotated by means of a front panel control (RF

which is varied by the use of coar§e and fine r.f gain

REJECTION NO. 1) which is linked to the th重eaded

controls, 〔O Va重y tube amplification. A remote cutoff

rod through an insulated coupling・ This insulation

PentOde i§ uSed so that the plate characteristic sIope

PreSerVeS the ground isolation of chassi§ #2・ A stop

varies with change in bias to provide the required

mechanism, On the front panel chaft, limits rotation to

gain control. R1291, in the∴Cathode circuit, PrOVide§

PreVent mOVing 〔he slug beyond it§ uSeful range. This

negative current proportional feedback to stabilize the

StOP COnSist§ Of a gear, On the shaft, Which drives an

Circuit against change of input capacity wi血change

idler gear having a different number of teeth. Cog§ On

of grid bias. Thi§ minimizes detuning with change in

the idler gear and the driving gear mesh at one ex‑

gain cont重OI sèting. The resi§tOr also provides cathode

bias to lirhi=he minimum bias of the stage..The tube

treme of rotation, do not me§h during rotation because

they are thrown out of mechanical phase by the di任er・

i§ OPerated as a clas§ A a重をIifie重. Sc重een VOltage is

ence in gear teeth, and mesh again at the other extreme

taken from voltage divider R1212 and R1295 which

Of rotation, aS determined by the ratio of gear teeth.

PrOVide§ nearly constant voltage, despite ⊂hange in
SCreen Cu重rent e飯がed by bia§ Change, SO that good
gain conlrOI characteristic§ are Ob(ained.

Thu§, at the two po§itions whe重e the cogs mesh, rOta‑

tion is limited.
Outpu章of V1202 i§∴couPled (O the second stage,

V1202. This trap is a parallel resonanl Circuit which

V1203, through a double tuned plug‑in transformer,
Z1203, Which is identical to Z1202 except that the

PrOVides maximum impedance (e価ectively an open

Primary of this inter§tage tran§former is not tapped・

The first重・f trap is in §eries with the plate circuit of

ORICINAし
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Paragraph 4 e (3=o)

The circuit of V1203 is identical with that of V1202,

「二言「

even to the inclusion of an r.f trap. This §eCOnd trap i§

OPerated by a panel contro=abeled RF REJECTION
NO. 2. Output of V1203 is coupled to the third r‑f
stage through plug‑ir¥ tranSformer Z1204・
The third r"f amplifier, V1204, i§ identical to the
second

r・f

amplifier

except

for

the

omission

of

the

reJeCtlOn traP and a difference in the output circuit.
The plug.in output transformer for V1204 ha§ a tuned

Prlmary Which is broadbanded by resistor R1280. The
§eCOndary of this transformer, Z1205, is used to link‑

couple the output of V1204 to the fourth r‑f amplifier,
V1205, through the coaxial connection between chassis
#2 and chassis #3・
The plate

filament

and gain controI voltages applied

to chassis #2 are filtered by the same arrangement
used for cha§Sis #1. An LC filter arrangement is pro‑

vided for plate and filament voltages and an RC
arrangement for the gain controI voltage. The gain

Fjgu′e 2‑85. Rejelljon丁rop, ExpIo∩aIo′y Djogl.om

because the extremely small signals invoIved swing the

plate over only a small portion of the curve. V1206 is a
Sharp cutoff pentode which has a linear pla〔e Charac・

COntrOI voltage is developed by application of臆30

volts bias voltage through FINE RF GAIN rheostat
R1229 in series with COARSE RF GAIN potentiometer

teristic

Permlttlng relatively large signal swings with‑

out distortion, and does not lend itself to galn COntrOl.

For this reason grid resistor R1236 is retumed to

R1228. This voltage is fed to circuits in chassi§ #3 and
also to chas§is #2. R‑f decoupling, from one grid cir‑

ground and cathode bias is developed in R1237・ Be‑
Cause bias is not varied the c租thode is bypassed by

cuit to another, i§ PrOVided by RC filters in the bias

voltage line. A similar arrangement, uSing LC filters,
PrOVides r.f decoupling for the plate voltage. Filamen〔

voltage is decoupled by bypass capacitors at the un‑

C12うO for maximum gain, and a single series screen

resistor, R1238, Suffices.
The sixth r‑f amplifier, V1207, is similar to V1206
except that a power pentode i§ uSed to permit develop‑

grounded filament terminal of each tub三・

(b) UNTUNED R.F STAGES.‑The last three

ment of the desired amplitude output signal with a

minimum of distortion. The output of this stage is

r‑f stages are broadly tuned impedance‑COuPled ampli‑

impedance.coupled to an output cathode follower)

fier§・ These three stages, Plus an r‑f cathode follower

V1208.

and a video detector, are housed in chas§i§ #3・ Refer

章〇五gu重e 2‑86"

The output cathode fo=ower, V1208, is used to feed
the r‑f signal into the large amount of capacity present

The link‑COuPled output of Z120うis applied to

in the coaxial connection to other units. Even the low

Z1206, the input transformer for V1205. The tuned

source impedance pro

secondary of this plug‑in transformer completes the

insufficien‥O PreVent Phase shift across the capacitive

.ided by this cathode follower is

tunlng arrangemen〔 for the V1204 plate circuit and is

load with the loran frequencies invoIved. Such phase

similar in construction to the primary of Z1205. Grid

§hift is undesirable becausc it makes the feedback from

bias, Cathode degeneration

the cathode other than 1800 ou〔 Of phase with the

and screen supply connec‑

tions for this stage are the same as for the §eCOnd and

input voltage. This shift, therefore

third r‑f stages and permit manual controI of tube gain.

of degeneration so that a large output voltage

reduces the amount

The output circuit for V120うis an impedance‑COuPling

distortion, CannOt be developed. The desired condition

arrangement consisting of a 〔uned choke・ L1212・ Which

is obtained by tuning the cable capacity with inductor

is broadbanded by the resistance loading of R1236,

L1219 so that no phase shift is obtained and maximum

the grid resistor for the nex〔 Stage. This circuit is

undistor〔ed output voltage is developed.

at low

peaked at l,8うO kc, but has almost uniform transmlS‑

The receiver has been designed to provide a standard

sion over the band of l(元an frequencies. OしItPu〔 is

output of lうvolts. In terms of pulse signals this stand‑

capacitively coupled to R1236 through C120l.

ard ou〔Put is defined as the RMS value of a continuous

The signal output of the fourth s〔age h{lS been am‑

plified to a level where further amplification in a re‑

mote cutoff tube is not satisfactory. Therefore, the
fifth r.f amplifier, V1206," is designed to handle this
higher signa=evel withou‥listortion. The first four
stages empIoy a remote cutoff tしIbe which has a non‑

こ霊諸芸善書葦謹書請書霊
ship is illustrated in figure 2‑87・ The standard output

is made to produce a two.inch zero̲tO‑Peak deflection

on the VIDEO SCOPE by adjustment of scope galn.
For adjustment purposcs 〔he standard receiver outpu〔

1inear plate transfer characteristic to permi〔 Change of

mus〔 be set up wi〔h a continuous wave signal and read

gain by means of a v2̀riable bias.This nonlinear char‑

on any suitable vacuum tube vol〔meter Calibra〔ed in

acteristic does no〔 in〔rOduce any signifroant dis〔Ortion

ORIGINAし
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When operated with output amplitudes of 50 to 150

through terminal in cha§Sis #3 ahd fed to LIMITER

Per(℃n〔 Of the standard 15 volts the receiver p重Oduces

IN OUT switch S1202 and cathode followers V1216A
and V1216B.

negligible distortion. In terms of VIDEO SCOPE pre§‑
entation 〔his amounts to a deflec〔ion of from one to

Plate, filameut, and gain controI voltages are applied

three inches. Thu§, if the receiver gain i§ adju§ted for

to r・f chas§is #3 through decoupling arrangement§

a two.inch deflection, nOrmal amplitude fluctuation§

similar to those u§ed for the first two subcha§§is.

due to fading will not cause the pulse to be distor章ed

within the receiver. If the receiver is not set to thi§

midpoint of its distortion‑free operating range, how.
ever, §ignal amplitude variations may cause the pul§e
to be di§tOrted by the receiver. This distortion will not

(4) VIDEO LIMITER.一A limiter diode is ar・
ranged so that it may shunt noi§e Peak§ in the detector

duやut signal and thus prevent overloading of other

timer circuits by noise. Refer to figure 2‑88. Detector
OutPut i§ fed to the diode, V1211A, Via se重ie§ re§istor

be apparent on the scopes, but will cause errors in the

R1285. Any detector signal exceeding the negative

OPeration of the electrical synchronizer. The r‑f output

VOltage applied to the diode plate, through LIMITER

i§ fed to the RF SCOPE, Via an output jack, and to

the video detector.
The r‑f output i§ aPPlied though the video detector,

ADJ potentiometer R1289, Will cau§e diode conduc‑

tion. Because of the重eSulting vol(age d重dp acro§S
R1285, the signal will be prevented f重Om eXCeeding

V1209. The two parallel §eCtions of thi§ dual diode are

the level e§tablished by the voltage at the arm of R1289.

COnneCted in series with the signal path to rec〔ify the

Capacitor C1297 is u§ed to maintain this vol章age COn‑

negative half of血e r・f signal. A Iow va!しe Of diode

§taǹ despite curren章flow during diode conduction.

load resistance is used to prevent distortion of the・trail‑

The LIMITER ADJ control §hould be adjusted so that

̀ing edge of the video pul§e. The1ectifiea￨ignal is

t重でe level at which limiting occur§ is substantially

filtered by C128l, L1220, C1282, and L1221 to remove

higher than血e peak signal amplitude. LIMITER IN

r‑f components. This signal is passed through a feed"

OUT switch S1202 is connected in §eries with the diode

2̲,8
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Put Signal becau§e Of the very low resistance required.
The differentiated signal must therefore re⊂eive con.

酬
PULSE

I5

V○○「S

Siderable amplification to raise i‥O a u§eful output

level. Eeedback differentiators are used in the radio
receiver to provide the same differentiation as in the
Simple differentiator and provide the same output volt‑
age, Plus greater stability and freedom from distortion,
as would be obtained from that differentiator and an
amplifier without feedback. Feedback is empIoyed, in
a differen〔iator, tO Iower the input impedance of the
一

i5

一

一

二

VOLTS RMS

differen〔iator stage. The lower input impedance thus
Obtained replace§ the low impedance provided by a low

value of resistance in conventional circuits.
fjgu′e 2‑87. MeosuIemenI oI Pulse AmpI栂de jn
Terms o白he AmpI柄ude oI a CW §jgnol

To understand how feedback functions to Iower the
lnPul impedance, refer to figしIre 2‑89, Feedback Dif‑

ferentiator, ExplanalOry Diagram. Two conditions are
cathode and the de〔eCtOr OutPut SO that the limiter

may be disconnected when it is not required.

(5) VIDEO OUTPUT CATHODE FOLLOWER.
‑A video chtput cathode follower is u§ed to provide

represented in this diagram, One a reSistive dividing
network in the input network of an amplifier, and the
second the identical circuit with one extra connection
〔O feed part of the amplifier output back to the input

isolation and a low impedance output §O that the video

Circuit. In both ca§eS Rl = R登and the input signal is

Pulse may be fed th重Ough coaxial cable to the SLOW

assumed to be lOO volts. In the first case there is an

SCOPE and the VIDEO SCOPE for presentation. An

equal voltage drop acros§ eaCh equal resistor. In the

output i§ al§O PrOVided to a PHONE ja⊂k so that the

SeCOnd case the feedback voltage, Which is out of phase

ope重atOr may listen to the de鯵ctor output through ear‑

With the voltage across R2, Subtracts from that voltage

Phones as∴an aid to the iden〔ification of interfering

and lower§ it to a value of one volt. Thi§ Particular new

Sig皿al§・

voltage is based on the assumption that the amplifica.

The cathode follower circuit, Shown in figure 2‑88,

tion of the tube is of such a value as to develop the

is conventional except that the two ou章PutS are laken

SPeCified feedback voltage with an applied grid voltage

from §eParate POint§ in the ca血ode ̀ircuit. A correct

Of one volt. Thu§, aS rePre§ented in the drawingl the

operating bia§ is obtained by retum of grid re§istor

input voltage is reduced to the one‑VOlt value by being

R1305 to the junction of R1306, the bias resistor, and

bucked out by a portion of the output voltage. A§ the

R1307, the cathode load resistor. Greatest signal output

input signal i§ Stil1 100 volts, and as the total drop

i§ Obtained by direct connection 〔O the cathode. This
POint is used fo‥he output to the scope§・ A lesser
Signal output, i§Olated f重Om the direct cathode output・

across Rl and R登muSt also be lOO volts, the drop across
Rl is neces§arily 99 volts; thus a new voltage ratio of
99:.1 has been established. Since the voltage ratio ha§

is obtained at the tap in the ⊂athode load・ This output

been changed to present a lower voltage across R義, and

is u§ed to feed the PHONE jack through i§Olating

Since Rl has not changed, it fo11ow§ that, for the new

resistor R1237.

voltage di、′ision to ̀ake place, the equivalent imped‑

(6) DERIVATIVE GENERATOR.一The deriva‑
̀ive gene重atOr i§ uSed to provide the first and §eCOnd

derivative§ Of the video pulse by two consecutive,PrOC.

ance of R豊mu§t be lower. Thus the input impedance
Of the §〔age has been reduced through the application

of inverse feedback,

es§e§ Of differentiation. The nature of the first and sec‑

ond de重ivative waveform§, and the explanation of how

しiMiTER CATHODE FOしLOWEli

VI2=A

章hey are obtained by differentiation, Wa§ described in

Vi2i6甘

+i曇0V

Pa重ag重aPh 3 e (7) p重eCeding.
De‡eCtOr OutPut i§ attenuatCd by voltage divider

R1299 and R1300 to prevent overload of the first dif・
feren章iator stage. This attenuated output is fed to a

calhode follower which i§Olates the de重ivative genera‑

tor from other circuits and provides a low impedance
output for driving the first differentiator・ A Iow im・
pedance §OurCe is requi重ed in a differentiator circuit to

obtain good differentiation since the source impedance
i§ in §e重ies with the differentialOr netWOrk and con‑

tributes to the de〔ermination of the curren=hrough
the differentiator capacitor・
The §imple differentiator §hown in figure 2‑27 has

the disadvantage that it provides an extremely low out‑
oRICINAし
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( 7 ) POWER CIRCUITS.‑All input power to the
receiver i§ fed through r‑f創ters locatcd in a shielded

ト

COmPartment at the rear of the receiver, below lhe
chas義deck. LC filter§ are ProVided for thc ‑30・VOlt,

+150"VOlt and l15‑VOl‡ a.C POWer COnneCtions. Fila‑
ment power is §uPPlied through T1201, Which steps
down the l15 volts ac to 6・5 volts at 3.5 amperes, fo重

the §tage§ in §ubcha§Sis #1, #2, and #3, and 6.3 volt§
at 2.5 amperes for all other §tage§. The higher heater
VOltage is required to o任§et the vollage drop in the
filament r・f decoupling filters used in each subcha§Si§.

/. SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR TYPE IP‑
238/FPN‑30.‑As previou§ly de§Cribed in paragraph

3 /, the synchronization indicator unit contains three
OSCilloscope§ and the essential controIs for monitoring
and maintaining synchronization. Th; th重ee OSCillo‑
「且EDeAc嶋

京とS

§COPe§ are the SLOW SCOPE,血e VIDEO SCOPE, and

語丁°京

the RF SCOPE. They permit measurement of reference
delay, and compa重ison of time di鱈erence, in sleP§ Of

ト…S「
Ri

IV ′

increasing detail. A DRIFT switch permits change of
しI∞V∝鴫

repetition rate, tO Pe叩it a rough adjustment when

† (責,丁 京2

first setting up synchronization. A BLINK SELECTOR
SWitch provide§ COntrOI of the blink circuit§ and a set
Of alarm indicators wam of §ynChronization error§ Or

Other operational abnormali‡ie§.
A unique phy§ical ar重angement i§ used in the syn‑
chronization indicator unit to provide n;aximum acce§・
Sibility to component parts and to permit ea§e Of view.
ing the oscilloscope §CreenS. Two subcha§§i§ aSSemblies,
mounted on the top rear of the main cha§§is, fold out

fjgu′e 2‑89. Feedbock Dj寄e′enljoIoI,

to a任ord access to the subcha§Sis bottom§ and to com‑

各xpIoholoIy Dj09ro調
POnent§ in the main chassis. Becau§e Of its §ize and

重n the preceding discussion the input netwo重k was
Cho§en tO be a resistive divider to avoid a discussion of

the vector relationships of an RC voltage divider. The
behavior of the input network of the feedback differ・
entiator i§ eS§entially that of the re§istive network

described・ Rl is analogous to the impedance of血e
differentiating capacitor C1257 (refer to figure 2「90),
and R2 is the input re§istor, R1259, Of the feedback
differentiator. The video pulse i§ lhus differenlialed.

The重eSulting derivative is amplified in V1213A. A Iow
Value of plate resi§tOr, R1265, Permit§ feeding章hi§

Signal to the electrical synchronizerJ through J1215
and a coaxial cable, Without significant di§tOrtion.

Because of signal polarily requiremen(S Of lale重

Shape the main chassis has nol been mounted on a tilt
assembly. Acce§S tO the interio重i§ 〔hrough removable
§ide, rear, Or bottom cover plates and th重Ough the 〔OP

opening provided when the subchas§is are folded ou章
of lhe way and a top shield i§ remOVed. The cathode.
ray o§Cillo§COPe tubes are housed in magnelic shields
attached to the main cha§Si§ §O that the tubes project

th重Ough a tilted front panel which provides an opti‑
mum vleWlng angle. Auxiliary ope重ating control§ are
located behind a hinged door, direc章ly under the
OSCillo§COPe SCreenS, fo重∴ready acce§§ When adjusting
any of the scope?. Figures 4‑6 and 7‑256 th重Ough 7‑261
§how lhese mechanical features.

( 1 ) SLOW SCOPE.‑「Most of lhe deflector circuits

Stage§, the first derivative is inver章ed by V1211B. Il i§

for the SLOW

required that the first derivative be subjec̀ed to a mini・

divider unit; the only SLOW SCOPE circuits included

SCOPE are located in the frequency

mum of distortion. This requiremen〔 is met by the

in the §ynCh重Onization unit are a video amplifier stage,

Cathode degeneration provided by R1288.

FOCUS, INTENS重TY, and SLOW VERT CTR con‑

Ca章hode

follower

stage

V1214A

provides

a

low

§Ou重Ce impedance for driving the second di任erentia章0r,

troIs, and the cathode‑ray lube. Refer to figure 2‑91.
The video amplifier, V808A, i§ a Straightforward

V121う・ The circuì arrangement i§ the same as in the

triode amplifier. It i§ ZerO‑bia§ed so that maximum grid

first diferentiator. The output of the second di鯖eren.

SWlng l§ PrOVided for the negallVe lnPul Pulse. Input

tiator is the §eCOnd derivalive. Thi§ §ignal is applied lO

voltage divider R850, R860 is u§ed to attenuate the

Cathode follower V1214B and then fed through output

receiver output pul§e to a level which provides a con‑

jack§ J1216 and J1217 to the electrical synchronizer

venient SLOW SCOPE pre§entation. The posìive out.

and the VIDEO SCOPE.

2̲音00

Put Pul§e is applied to the upper vertical deflection
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Plàe of the cathode"ray tube so that ì PrOVides a

arrangement to the phantastrons in the time delay unil,

POSitive pulse on the scope. Marker§, traCe SeParation

PreViou§ly described in paragraph 4 d (1) (a), eXCePt

VOltage, and pede§〔als are in§e重ted into the SLOW

that a top clamp is al§O u§ed. Thi§ tOP Clamp, V801A,

SCOPE presentation by application to the lower ve重ti・

OPerateS a§ a trigger diode, tO aPPly mixed A and B

Cal de血ection plate. These signals are fed f重Om Ci重Cuit§

triggers to the phanta§trOn and also clamp§ the tube at

in the frequency divider unit.

the top of the rundown. The clamping voltage is de‑
rived from a high impedance voltage divider, R80l,

The章hree‑inch 3RPI cathode"ray tube i§ OPerated
from the ‑1,800 volt, +150・VOlt, and +300‑VOlt sup‑

R802, Which acIs aS a load resi§tanCe for the trigge重.

The duralion of the rundown i§ COnlrOlled by bottom

Plies. A voltage divider s壷ng §uPPlies correct ope重at‑

ing potentials to all of the electrodes in the tube. The

Clamp V801B, Which i§ u半d to establish a voltage

heater and cathode are connected togethe重and a重e COn.

difference between the clamping voltage at血e top of

nected ̀O a POin章on the voltage divider string§ Of all

the rundown and Jhat at the bottom of the rundown.

three oscilloscopes through the common 6.3・VOlt a.c

The voltage level at the bottom of the rundown is con.

heater supply. The voltage divider §tring include§

trolled by V重DEO SW即P DELAY potentiometer

FOCUS potentiometer R845 and INTENSITY poten‑

R804 which provides a delay range of lO to lOO mic重O・

tiometer R842.

second§.

Electrosta章ic deflection of the o§Cilloscope trace is

As with any phanta§trOn Circuit the delay phanta§・

tron has a fixed minimum delay. This delay may be

PrOVided by horizontal and vertical deflection plates.

The circuits for horizontal sweep, and controI of

§Witched out by applying the phantastron trigger

horizontal centering, are located in the frequency

Pul§e§・ directly to the next stage. This switching is

divider. Vertical centerlng lS PrOVided by va重ialiotl Of

accompli§hed by relay K801, Which is operated when

the d‑C POtential on the lower deflection plate料ith

VIDEO SWEEP DELAY codtroI R804 is rotated be.

respect to a fixed d.c potential applied to the upper

yond its minimum delay setting to trip S801. S801 i§

deflection plate. The fixed potentia事is established by

ganged to R804 and is bypa§Sed by C866B to §uPP重eSS

VOltage divi§ion of +300 volts across R956, R957. A

a.c line transients. Relay K801 i§ POWered from the

Variable d.c potential, above or below the fixed poten‑

l15‑VOlt a‑C linc and routes the input trigger through

tial, i§ eStabli§hed by voltage division of +300 volt§

‡he phantast重On Via 。Ormally closed contacts・ The input

at the arm of SLOW VERT CTR potentiometer R950.

trigger bypa§SeS the phantastron via normally open

R949 and R951 are d"C retu重n reSistors for the upper

COntaCtS §O that closing the relay switches out the

and lower plates, re§PeCtively.

delay.

(2) VIDEO SCOPE.‑‑The VIDEO SCOPE ha§ a

Direct or delayed trigger§ are differentialCd by C804

trigger delay circuit, horizontal §WeeP Circuit, Video
amplifiet

and R817, at the input of cathode follower stage V803B,

marker mixer circuits, a traCe SeParation cir‑

Which drive§ the phanta§trOn. The cathode followe重is

Cuit, and a five"inch cathode‑ray ̀ube.

required because a relatively low amplitude trigger is

The delay circuit uses a phantastron to provide a

used to drive the sweep generator phantast重On grid.

rectangular deky pulse which is di鯖erentiated for use

Because one of the operating ⊂OntrOIs of this §WeeP

as a §WeeP trigger. Refer to figure 2‑92・ This phan.

Circuit varies the grid supply volねge, the quiescent

tastrOn, V802, is identical in operation and circuit

慮80i

R807 ceoIIOC順

grid current also varies by a large amount. This cause§
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a considerable variation of the loading pre§ented by

Because the rundown is extremely linearタit is ideally

the

suitable as a horizontal sweep voltage. The phantas‑

grid

circuit.

The

low

impedance

ouやut

of

the

Cathode follower maintains relatively con§tan=rigger

tron has the additional advantage that the rectangular

amplitude despite this change in loading so tha‥he

§Creen Pulse i〔 generateS is coincident with the run.

§mall trigger provide§ dependable drive. The large

down and may therefore be use寸as an intensifier pulse

trigger u§ed in other phantastron circui〔S CannOl be

to make the trace visible during the sweep. Because the

used in the sweep generator becau§e the trigger i§

deflection §POt i§ Stationary during most of the operat・

coupled to the plate

ing cycle, it is neces§ary tO eXtinguish the beam at all

through C805

C868, and would

cause a false trace and retrace to occu重∴ahead of the

(imes, eXCePt the swcep period, tO aVOid burning a §POt

linear rundown. The negative pulse which would

on the cathode̲ray tube phospher. The blanking bias

cause this effect has

used to extinguish the beam is overcome‑by the inten.

￣been §hown in the plate wave.

form of the phantastron delay circuit, figure 2‑71.

sifier pulse so that the beam is made visible.

Although the triggers applied to the cathode fol"

Because this phan〔aStrOn is used as a sweep genera‑

lower grid, for direct and delayed triggering, have

tor, it has a slightly different circuit arrangement from

different amplitudes, they are lihited to the §ame Value

血at used for the delay phanta§trOnS. The sweep speed

by the càhode follower. Limiting takes place because

is varied by changing the charging voltage applied to

the triggers drive the grid from a quiescent zero volt‑

the grid coupling capacitor which dèermines the

age to beyond cutoff

sweep time∴COnStant. This method of control is used・

CauSing the maximum possible

swing of cathode voltage, regardless of relative trigger

so that the trace size will remainあnstant for all sweep

amplitude. In the quie§Cent state a small po§itive volt‑

speeds, instead of controlling the voltage drop during

age is developed acro§S Cathode resistor R954・ When

rundown by means of a variable bottom clamping

the tube is cut off by the trigger, this cathode voltage

voltage, aS done in the delay phalTtaStrOnS. ControI of

falls to zero; Since it cannot go beyond zero, the am・

trace size is effected by variation of the applied plate

pli章ude of the cathode follower output pulse is limited

voltage to change the output voltage of the circuit as

to a maxirilum Value established by the quiescent cath.

required. No fixed voltage bottom clamp is used as

ode voltage. This maximum value is reduced somewhat

adequate circuit stability for sweep purposes is realized

by the loading of the next stage. Thus a small output

by letting the rundown terminate at the bottom of 〔he

of relatively stable amplitude is provided.

linear plate characteristic. The d‑C COuPling resIStOr

The trigger provided by the cathode follower is

from the screen grid to the suppressor grid has been

applied through isolation diode V807A to the con〔rOl

omitted to permi〔 developing a large screen output

grid of the phantastron, V804・ Refer to figure 2‑93・

pulse. The loss of coupling caused by this omission is

This trigger initiate§ rundown in the §ame manner aS

compensated by use of a large value of coupling

PreViou§ly described for other phantastron circuits.
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Of 75 mic重OSeCOnds. With proper adju§tment Of C868,
the sIowest sweep apeed will be al lea§1 1,300 mic重〇・

§CCO血d§.

The tfaCe Size depends upon the amplitude of the
Phantast重On Pla章e outPut VOltage. Thi§ amPlitude i§
COntrOlled by va重ialion of the plate voltage. Output
amplitude is proportional to thi§ VOltage. Control is

■

effected through VIDEO SIZE rheo§章at R824, and the
VOltage at the output of R824 i§ bypas§ed by C808. The
VOltage drop acros§ thi§ rC§istor i§ used to reduce plate
VOltage of the phanta§trOn, V804, and an a§soCiated

ParaPhase inverter, V806. The reduced voltage is al§O

applied to VIDEO SWEEP SP挑D potentiometer R813
SO that change§ in §WeeP SPeed, With change§ itl §ize,

are mitlimized.
The sweep重undown is not te重minated by a bottom
B. CONTRO」 BY P」ATE PUNDOWN SしOPE

Clamp, aS done in the delay phanta§trOn§, SO that the

(SWEEP PHANTAST層ON)

重undown i§ allowed to terminate at the.くknee,, of the

Fjgu′e 2‑94. Two Melhods f○○ ConI′OI oI Ihe Du′oIjon

t‑1be characteristic where change in plate voltage with
Change in control g重id vol〔age falls o任abruptly. A章

〇番o P心onIosIIOn膿undown

this poinl degenerative controI of the rate of rundown

The difference between controI of the duration of the
rundown by changing the voltage at which ̀he重un・

CeaSeS and a sharp regenerative transition take§ Place,
JuSt a§ in the p重eViously de§Cribed ci重Cuit where clamp‑

ing terminate§ ‡he重undown. This method of termina‑

down is terminated and by changing the重ate Of the

rundown by variation of the voltage applied to the
grid circuit time constant is shown in figure. 2リ4・ In

A of this drawing platこvoltage is made to drop from

quleSCent VOllage El tO.a lower value E2. The time at

tion is called plate bo章tOming. The fac=hat the重un‑

down lerminates through the tube characteristic, rather
than a bottom clamp, is of no importahce because the
POiut of rundown terminatio皿has no time significance.

The

The intensifier pulse i§ taken from the suppresso重

rundown is made to termina章e at earlier.time T2 by

grid, Whe重e it is coupled over from the screen g重id at

Which

the

rundown

̀erminates

is

shown

a§

Tl.

Changing the voltage at which the rundown will ter‑

full amplitude by C807. Becau§e Of the omission of a

mmate・ tO a higher value, E3. Thi§ Change of time i§

d‑C couPling重e§isror, the cur重ent Variation in the

made with the sIope, Or∴rate Of fall, held constant. In

SCreen grid circui章ProVides a high amplitude rectangu.

B of figure 2‑94 the time of termination is shortened

la重Pulse. The width of this pulse varie§ aS the §WeeP

from Tl tO T2 by increasing the sIope of the rundown

SPeed is varied, Since the pul§e Width co重reSPO皿ds to

SO that voltage E2 is reached in a shorler time. This

the duration of the rundown. Thi§ Pul§e is therefore

held

u§eful as an inlenSifier pul§e for making the video trace

COnStant. In this second case the phantastron plate out.

Vi§ible during sweep§ and fo重forming a pede§tal on the

Change

of

time

i§

made

with

the

value

of

E2

Put VOltage is kept cons̀ant, eVen though the rundown
duration is §hortened. This is not t重ue in the first ca§e,

Shown in A・ Which is the arrangement u§ed for delay

Phantastrons. The arrangement §hown in B, fo=he
SeCOnd case, is used fo重SWeeP Circuits becau§e the重e.
Sulting constancy of output amplitude・ maintains a con‑
Stant traCe Size with any sweep duration・

The change in the sIope of the rundown i§ aCCOm.
Plished by varying the charging time of the g重id cir‑

Cuit time constant C805, C868, R819 by changing the
Charging voltage: The charging voltage is applied

SLOW SCOPE trace to relate the VIDEO SCOPE §WeeP
Pe重iod§ tO the SLOW SCOPE presentation.

In the quiescent portion of the sweep cycle, the
Period from one rectangular §Creen Pul§e tO the nex̀タ

coupling capacitor C807 i§ Cha重ged by current flow
from the +300.volt bu§ th重Ough screen resistors R814,
R815, CaPaCitor C807, and the suppres§O重∴retum re‑
Si§tOr, R826, tO the ‑108.volt bu§. The po§itive, lead・

ing edge of the screen pulse d重ives the junclion of

C807 and R826 positive from the quie§Cent ‑108‑VOlt

level until diode action of V805B clamps this point at

through VIDEO SWEEP potentiometer R813・ The

ZerO. During the rundown the charge on C807 increa§eS

minimum sweep speed is limited by re§istor R885, in

becau§e Of cur重ent flow through R814, R815, and

Series wi〔h R813. Capacitor C806B and §eries resi§tOr

diode V805B. At the termination of the rundown, the

R837 filter this voltage. The higher the charging volt‑

negative excursion of the screep,ノgrid drives the junc‑

age applied to C805・ C868 the faster they charge and

tion of C807 and R826 negative. Becau§e Of the charge

hence the greater the sIope of the rundowp and the

built up ac宣OSS C807 during rundown, this junction is

faster the sweep speed. Capacitor C868 i§ Variable so

driven beyond the original ‑108.volt point. This

that the circuit time constant may be adjusted, When

CauSe§ COnduction of V805Å, Which prevents negative

R813 is set for fastest sweep, tO PrOVide a sweep speed

excursion of the suppressor pul§e WaVeform. Conduc‑

2̲漢0き
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lion of V805A also enables C807章O di§Charge quickly,
thu§ Permitting the circuit to rapidly recove‥O the

quiescent operating condition before the next sweep
trigge重・ In addition, an unde§irable negative over§hoò

is prevented from occupring at the trailing edge of the

The suppressor voltage is applied to the grid of
cathode follower V807B. The cathode resi§tOr i§ re.

tu重ned to ‑30 volts. When the grid i§ à ‑108 volts,
stage

is

i。.‑i。n

cut

off

and

When the grid is at ze重O

Paragraph

2

4書く2)

change the d‑C Plate voltage. Becau§e direct coupling
i§ uSed between the phanta§trOn and inverter plate§
to the deflection plate§, the variation of inverter plate

VOltage controIs ⊂enterlng.

The 5CPIA cathode‑ray tube is operated from ̀he

‑1,800‑VOlt, +150‑VOlt, +300‑VOlt, and +2,100.volt

SLOW SCOPE pede§tal.

the

5
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the

cathode

i§

at

‑30

volts.

Current flow§ through cathode

resisto重S R912 and R838, and the tube adjusts itself to
normal cathode bias condition§. This results in the

càhode being approximately lO volt§ POSitive with

supplie§・ A voltage divider §tring・ Similar to that in the

SLOW SCOPE, SuPPlies proper operating voltages IO
the tube electrodes. This string include§ INTENSITY

potentiometer R879 and FOCUS potentiometer R882.
The d‑C VOltage applied to the intensity grid is through
isolating re§istor R878 which permit§ the intensity grid
voltage to be varied by the iǹen§ifier pulse.

An AUX FOCUS potentiometer, R839, is connected

respect to ground. Thus a cathode swing of aboù 40

as a voltage divider between the +300‑VOlt and ‑108一

volts is obtained because of the return to the ‑30.volt

塁霊霊h詰‡謹言S露盤霊器:;

bus; a muCh smaller swing would result if the cathode

were retumed ̀O grOund. The full positive cathode
pulse‑is used as an intensifier pul§e and applied to tbe

intensity control grid via∴COuPling capacitor C815.

tube. This voltage i§ u§ed to adjust the §Canning beam

for minimum astigmatism. Capacitor C810A bypasses
thi§ VOltage.

The quiescent voltage applied to this grid blanks the

Either the video signal or the second derivative i§

tube off so that the trace is not vi§ible except during

displayed on the VIDEO SCOPE. Refer to figure 2‑95.

the sweep period when the intensity grid voltage lS

The desired §ignal is §Witched into the two.stage video

raised by the intensifier pulse. A portion of the positive

amplifier by relay K802

cathode pulse i§ taken from the junclion of R912

NAL SELECTOR switch S803. Capacitor C819 by‑

Which is controlled by SIG.

R838 and fed to the frequency divider fo重u§e in devel‑

passe§ S803 to suppress a‑C line transients. Normally

oping the SLOW SCOPE pede§tal. Thu§ the peqe§tal

cIosed contacts of K802 connect VIDEO IN jack J80う

corresponds in time to the §WeeP Period.

to the amplifier via V量DEO GAIN potentiometer

The sweep voltage gene重ated at the phinta§trOn Plate

is applied directly to one horizontal deflection plate
and, through a parapha§e inverter stage, tO the other

horizontal deflection plate to provide push‑Pull sweep.

The paraphase inverter is a feedback circuit which
provides unity gain for the phaǹaStrOn Plate signal
with faithful phase inversion. The circui章arrangement
and operation are identical to that of V227

the para.

phase inverter of the SLOW SCOPE deflection circuit
located in the frequency divider and previously de‑

scribed in paragraph 4 c (10). VIDEO HOR CENT
potentiometer R836 controIs the bia§ On the inverter to

R854. R854 is adjusted to produce a two‑inch zero‑〔O‑
peak deflection when the receiver output is the s〔and‑

ard 15 volts described previously in paragraph 4 e (3)
(b)・ Normally open contacts of K802 connect 2ND

DERIV IN jack J806 to the amplifier via DERIV
GAIN potentiometer R846. R846 is adju§ted to pro‑

duce a two"inch peak‑tO‑Peak deflection for the stand.
ard receiver output.
The signal selected by K802 is amplified in V808B・

a resistance coupled triode amplifier. The output of
V808B is applied to a §eCOnd video amplifier・ V809・

via contacts of VIDEO PRESENTATION switch S804.
VIo各O
AMP」I Fi日]

AMPしiFI各R

V808甘

V809

十30oV

+i○○oV

ぐ‑●鵜D各乱各C丁iON
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This switch permits di§Play of eithe‥he video signal

認禅ぷ

The width of血e lOOO,§ atld lOO,s is increased by

alone, the video signal with marker§, Or markers alone.

Pul§e broadening network§ at the input to the 1000・§

S804 open§ the circuit from V808B and grounds the
grid of V809, When in the calibrate (CAI

) position, so

that only markers are displayed Qn the §COPe. V809 i§ a
重eSIStanCe COuPled beam tetrodc amplifier which i§

designed to provide a high o中put voltage. Resistor
R958・ in the grid ci重Cuit, is a parasitic suppresso重・ A
low value of plate resi§tanCe, R944, is u§ed to in§ure

amplifier, V811B・ and the lOO,s amplifier, V826A. Re‑
fe=O figure 2‑96. The network for V826A consi§̀S Of
SerleS reSistor R869 and §hunt capacitor C825; a Simi・
lar network is u§ed for V811B. The lO,§ are Sharpened,
to provide narrow. marker§, by an input difrorentiator

network・ C867 and R872, in the grid circuit of lO・§

amp重脆e重V81 1A.

good pul§e tranSmission with minimum distortion of

The group of markers is produced at the output of

the leading and trailing edge§・ The cathode bias pr〇・

Vided by R822 and R823 is offset from the center of a

the lO,s amplifierタV811A. This amplifier is §hunted

linear operating point §O that a four.inch zcro.toireak

by V811B and V826A・ the lOOO

Video presentation may be obtained without §atu重ation.

These amplifie重S are Ze重O‑bia§ed so ̀hat, eXCePt When

s and lOO・s amplifier§・

This requi重eS a negative plate signal of over 300 volts.

Cut Off by the negative input marker§, they load the

The desired output is obtained

Plate circuit of V811A. The loading reduces血e plàe

With negligible di§tOr・

tion, through u§e Of a large beam tetrode and a l,000.

VOltage rise of the lO,§ amPlifier when it is out off by an

VOlt plate supply. The ouやut §ignal i§ fed to the

lnPut lO. Reduction or removal of the loading inc重eaSeS

lower vertical deflection plate through coupling capaci・

the amplitude of the output lO. Thu§ When the lOOO・§

tor

c853・ A dual potentiomete重arrangemen章, R863A

and lOO

s amplifiers are both cut off by input markers

and R863B, i§ uSed to vary the d・C VOl章ageS apPlied to

the lbading is completely removed and the 10・s have

the vertical deflection plates to control centering. Thi§

maxlmum amPlitude. Whe皿only血e lOO,s amplifier i§

dual vol̀age control keeps the average voltage of the

Cut Off

deflection plate§ at a COnStant level to maintain good

the output lO,s have an intermediate amplitude. The

focusi皿g.

th重ee different amplitude§ Of血e ouやut 10,s identify

A series of marker§ is int重Oduced into the VIDEO

SCOPE presentation by application to章he uppe重Ve重̀i・

lO

s, 100

by an input lOO

§, a皿d lOOO

the loading i§ reduced, and

§.

The amplitude of the lO,§ in the marker group is

Cal deflection plate. A marker mixer arrangement is

d印etlden章uPOn the amount of loading pre§ented acro§§

used to produce a comb of lOOO

s.

V811A when the other two amplifiers are conduc̀ing.

The amplitudes of the markers produced by this ar‑

Thi§ loading i§ limited by the plate重eSistors for the

s, 100,s, 10

§ and l

rangement are controlled so that each marker may be

two amplifiers and controlled by Yariation of one of

identified by i章S relative height. The comb of marker§

the plate resistor§ for lOO,s amplifier V826A, 10

is produped by the§e tWO mixers. The lOOO,s, 100,§, and

MARKER HEIGHT rheosta章R868. This control has

lO

no effect on the amplitude of the lOO,s becau§e V826A

s are combined in one mixer; thi§ grouP i§ then

mixed with the l

s in anothe重mixe重tO form the com.

The circuit for combining the fir§t grOuP Of markers
OPerateS by using lOOO

is cut off by negative lOO

s and no current flows through

R868; the only time the curren‥hrough R868 is §ig・

Ple〔e COmb of markers.

s and lOO

s to increa§e the am"

nificant is the time of tran§mi§Sion of the string of
nine lO

§ between each lOO. In a like manner the am.

Plitude of specific 10,s. Thu§ the output signal i§ nOt a

Plitude of血e lOO,s is dependent upon the value of

mixture of the origina1 1000

§, and lO,s, but a

Plate resistor R866, Which is fixed. The value of重eSi§t.

group of lO‑microsecond markers in which all input

§, 100

ance used has been chosen to make the lOO,§ nOticeably

lO

§ COincident with the lOOO,s and lOO,s are increa§ed

Smaller than the lOOO,§・ The amplitude of the lOO,§ is

by a large fixed amount and all input 10,s coincident

the full output of the lO,§ amPlifier when it is not

Wi血the lOO,§ Only are increa§ed by a le§Se重fixed

loaded by the other two §tage§・ When properly ad.

amount. Because of this arrangeme皿t the exact position

justed, there i§ a §mall, discrete amplitude difference

Of the lOO,§ and lOOO

between the three markers. This small difference is

§ is not impo重tant, SO Io血g as

SOme Part Of these marker§ is coincident with a lO.

Ì will be recalled tha‥he lO,s are produced.by the

lOO‑kc timing signal

at the input to the frequency

divider・ and that the lOO,s and lOOO,s are the outputs

Of counter l and counter 2, reSPeCtively. Because of
the delays in the counter circuitsタthe lOOO,s, 100,s, and
lO

§ a重e nOt COincident. To produce a group of markers

With everything coincident with the lO,s, it is neces‑
Sary tO delay the lOOO,s∴and lOO

s so that they are

made much larger, SO that the marker amplitudes are
in the ratio l:2:3・ by clipping and amplifying the out‑

Put Of the lO,s amplifier in a following s̀age, V814B.
V814A and V814B comp重ise a dual triode clippe重・

mixer which combines the group of markers with l,s
and provides for controI of the amplitude of the g重OuP

and the l,s.
The l

s are fed through input jack J811 to amplifier

Stage V812A and from there to V814A. The amplitude

COincident with the lO which immediately follow§ the

Of the l

lOOO

COfitroI R967, located on the chas§i§・ This potentiom.

s and lOO

ening the lOOO

s. This delay.is accompli§hed by b重Oad‑
s and lOO,s so that they have §u任cient

Width to make them coincident with the desired lO.

2̲1 0l

s i§ COntrOlled by l早S MARKER HEIGHT

eter adjusts the bias, and hence the clipping level, Of
V814A. In a §imila重manne重MARKER HEIGHT con.
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t重OI R876, On lhe front panel, COn〔重Ol§ the over‑all

height of章he group of ma重kers fed to V814B. The
clipping action nò Only control§・ marker amplitude

are grounded in the receive (REC) po§ition of tbis
switch and fed 〔O the upper vertical deflection plate in
the 〔wO remalnlng SWitch po§itions.

Square wave is also applied to the upper vertical

but al§0 §harpen§ the markers.

The signal at the common output of V814A and

deflection plate, Vla mlXlng reSistor R828・ tO PrOVide

s・ and

trace separation. Since one half‑CyCle of the square

l,s. The mixing ac̀ion which produce§ this comb of

wave is negative, and the other half i§ POSitive・ and

markers diifers from thà uSed to produce the group

§ince the mas[er and slave traces occur in alterna章e

of lOOO・§, 100

§, and lO,§・ The ̀ime positions of the

halve§ Of tbe squa重e WaVe, One traCe Will be deflected

two signal§ fed ̀O V814・ are comPletely independent

upward§ and the othe重Will be displaced downward§

of each othe重and therefore §mall differences in the

regardle§S Of the time these traces occur within each

V814B i§ a comb 6f amplified lOOO,§, 100

§, 10

∝Curren⊂e time of the l,s, With respect to that of the

half.cycle of the sq〇一are WaVe. The square‑WaVe am‑

groupl a重e immediàely obvious. Fo‥his reason ̀he

plitude, and hence the amouǹ Of tra⊂e SeParation・ i§

VIDEO SCOPE presentàion is used to adju§t the phase

controlled by varying the bia§ On §quare‑WaVe amPlifier

of the l,s with重e§PeC‥O the 10

s. It will be recalled・

from the f重equenCy divider discussion

that the phase

of血e l・§ is controlled by tuning an r.f transformer.
The mixed comb of marker§ is fed to VIDEO PRES‑

ENTAT重ON switch S804 via coupling capacìOr C848.
This §∝tion i§ Part Of the switching arrangement
which controls presentation of marker§ and rcceived

signal

aS PreViously di§Cu§§ed in the de§⊂ription of

(he vidco amplifier, earlier in this paragraph. Markers
O則eINAL

tube V812B. This bias may be adju§ted to completely

cut off the tube, SO that the input square wave has no
effect on plate voltage (zero 〔raCe SeParation)・ Or bia§
can be reduced §O tha白he square wave varie§ Plate

voltage by any de§ired amount (any de§ired trace sep‑

aration). Bias control is effected by VIDEO SEPARA‑
TION potentiometer R852・ Which is connected in a
voltage divider §tring from ‑108 volts to ground. Ån

RC fil̀er COnSisting of R818 and C863, in the grid cir‑

2̲音07
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Cuit; /and shunt capacitor C862, in the plate circuit of

input lO. Thus the amplitude of eve重y tenth l i§ in‑

V812B

CreaSed, in the same arrangement u§ed to increase the

are uSed to remove undesirable marker voltages

amplitude of every tenth and hundredlh lO in the

Picked up by s̀ray COuPling in the inpù Wlrlng.

(3) RF SCOPE.‑The RF SCOPE has a circuit ar.

VIDEO SCOPE mixer de§C重ibed in the p重eCeding

rangement which is nearly identical to that of the

pa重ag重aPh ・

VIDEO SCOPE. The principal circuit difference §temS

The lO

s contain a sligh章POSitive ovおhoo〔 Which is

from the faster sweep rapge of the RF SCOPE. A sweep

rem6ved by a diode clipper in the input ci重Cuit of

§Peed range of 5 to lOO microsecond§ i§ uSed. The cir.

V824A. The flegative 10

Cuit has no provision for §Wi章Ching out the minimum

diode clipper, CR80 1, through differentiating capacitor

§WeeP delay. Becau§e Of the range of sweep speed§

C830. Becau§e Of the §light positive voltage prcsen〔 at

empIoyed, the marker circuit provides only l

§ and lO

s.

the junction of voltage divide重reSi§tOrS R887, R888,

The only circuit§ Which differ significantly f重Om

tho§e Of the VIDEO SCOPE

s are applied to the se重ies

血e diode i§ biased positively with. respect to the

are the marker mixer cir.

ground relu重n made through R889. The input lO mus〔

Cuit, the r.f amplifict, and血e cathode.ray tube circuit;

exceed this small po§itive bias before it can pa§S

hence only these circuits will be described.

through the diode, thu§ also eliminating a small nega‑

The marker mixer a重rangement for the RF SCOPE

tive over§hoot which follow§ the positive overshoot.

COnSists of dual triode mixer V824A and V824B and
Clipper stage V813A. Refer to figure 2‑97. Negative

Over§hool muSt be removed before the signal is applied

l

Of the l

to V824A to prevenl Changing血e amplitude of any

s are applied to the zero.bia§ed grid of V824B. The

amplitude of the output l

s excepl that l which is coincident with a lO.

If the overshoot were nol remOVed, it would affect the

s is reduced by the loading

amplitude of severa1 1

Presented by V824A when this stage is in the quic§Cent,
ZerO‑biased §tate. This loading, On the V824B plate

The comb of l

謹書書聖蕊豊富※誓諾葦

s following the lO.

s and lO

s at the oulPut Of V824 is

applied to clipper slage V813A which empIoys
MÅRKER HEIGHT controI R966 to vary marker am‑

R「 AMPしI「I〔京
VeI5

z80i
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plitude by change of bias in the same manner as thc

the 8,000‑VOlt §uPPly. Refer to figure 2‑99. Thi§ VOllage

clipper for the markers in the VIDEO SCOPE. Markers

assure§ adequate trace brightnes§ With the extremely

謹監豊聖霊器慧繁誓書慧

§hort duration trace used at the faster wrltlng rateS.

way as fo‥he VIDEO SCOPE.
The r.f amplifier use§ a reCeivjng type power pen‑
tode, V81う, With a re§Onant Plate circuit to develop a

high output voltage. Refer to figure 2‑98. The deflec‑
tion sensitivity of theうRP2A cathode‑ray tube used in

the RF SCOPE is Iower than that of the cathode.ray
tube used in the VIDEO SCOPE; however, because the
r‑f amp皿er uses a tuned transformer to provide volt‑

age step upl this large deflection requlrCment lS met

Trace brightncss becomes a problem à fa§ter Wrltlng
rates

because

lhe

duration

of

the

trace

become§

a

smaller proportion of the recurrence period・ and the
average illumjnation, for a glVen lnten§ìy Of the §Can‑

ning beam, is reduced accordingly. High beam intenslty
is achievcd by use of three accelerator electrodes near
the face of the 〔ube. These electrodes receive voltages

from the 8,000.volt supply through voltage divider
R8う6, R857, R858. An auxiliary focusing voltage, PrO‑

vidcd by AUX FOCUS potentiometer R948・ is applied

with only a small tube. A capacitive voltage divider is

to the secoǹl anode of the tube. The tube also incor・

use

porate§ a VOltagc divider s̀ring §imilar to that used in

=n the inpu〔 Of the r・f amplifier to ⊂OntrOI signal

amplitude. C864, in this divider・ is the va重iable RF
GAIN capacitor∴and is operàed from thc froǹ Panel

through a flexible drive cable. The grid is returncd to
ground through parasitic §uPPreSSO[ R88l and resi§章Or
R894. Catho

Ic bia§ is provided by R895 which i§ left

thc SLOW SCOPE and the VIDEO SCOPE for appli‑
cation of intensity and focus voltage§・ This string is

connectcd to the ‑ l,800‑V9lt supply.
(4 ) ALARM AND CONTROL CIRCUITS.喜The
alz̀rm Zm

l controI circuits include the buzzer and indi・

legcncration and thus reduce

c種t(}r lights for the synchronization alarms・ the

iistortion. PliltC Sし一Pl)ly v・)ltage is from the +300‑VOlt

BLINK SELECTOR switch, and the DRIFT swilCh. An

unbypassc̀=o proviしle

bus i皿I scrccn supply is from thc +lう0‑VOlt bus. Thc

l血tc sしIPPly is byPaSSC̀l by C873・ thc scrcen is bypas§ed

in〔Crlock circuit is al§O PrOVided to cut off timer power

whcn 〔he fron〔 Subpanel, Which provides acces§ tO

hy C872, a爪l the hlnment i§ bypasscd by C860 to pro‑

high‑VOltage con〔rOl element§言§ remOVed. Refer to

vi

角gu重c 2‑100・

lc r.f decoしlPling. Thc output circuit is tuned by

C861; this神事ISt111ent muSt be màic for the opcrating
frcqし一CnCy

)f thc station" The stagc is broadb{̀ǹlcd

The f11zlrm indicators are SYNC ERROR lamp I804,
OFT SYNC lamp I80う, and buzzer I807. The lamp§ and

slightly by rCSistor R82うwhich shun.s thc sccondary of

bしIZZCr

{}utPu=rZlnSformer Z80l..Ou〔Put is∴COuPIcd to thc

circuits of the clectrical synchronizer. These indicators

Iowcr vcr̀ic:̀l ̀leflection platc 。f the∴Cathode‑rìy tubc

are protcctcd by fusc F801 in the a‑C SuPPly line to the

〔hr()しIgh c:̀Pacitor C83う・

synchronization indicator. BUZZER switch S806・ in

Bcc{一uSC Of the high writing r種tc rcquireし!・ thc 5RP2A
cathodc‑ri

ORiCINAL

y tしIbc used in this scopc is powcrcd from

一re OPCrated by 115 volts ac・ SuPPlied through

scrics with the bl‑ZZer, Permits silencing the buzzer
when ̀lcsi重cしi.
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The BLINK SELECTOR §Witch, S802, i§ a lhree‑

COǹrol

詣器

or indicate the accuracy of synchronizàion.

POSition wafer §Witch which i§ Wired to the blink cir.

The synchronize重COmPareS ̀he time difference of the

Cuit§ in the time delay unit. Contact§ Of this switch are

received signal§ With an iǹernal synchronizer delay.

bypassed by C870 to suppre§S a‑C line tran§ients. Asso‑

This comparison i§ u§ed to develop an a.c error voltage

Ciated with the BLINK SELECTOR is LOCAL BLINK

Which is of one phase or the other, in accordance with

indicator lamp I806 which is lighted by blink重Clay

the direction of a §ynChronization error, and which

K501 in the章ime delay unì Wheneve重l∝al blinking

has a magnitude proportional to that erro重. The error

takes place. The Iamp goes on and off

With operation

Of K501, tO follow the blink cycle.

Signal is fed to the sync con〔rbl unit and u§ed to drive a

moIOr. Al a §lave station the motor drives the PHASE

The DRIFT switch, S807, is a five‑PO§ition wafer

dial to correcl the error; ai a maS(er S̀ation the mo10r

SWitch which is spring loaded to return to it§ Center

also drives the PHASE dial, bu〔 Only to indicate the

POSition. This switch applies l15 volts ac to relays in
the frequency divider to operate the drift circuits.
At a §lave station the error voltage i§ also used to

Capacitors C865A, C865B, and C866A bypass thi§

OPerate the sync error alarm circuil. Thi§ alarm is

SWitch to suppress a.c line transien〔S.

OPerated by the PHASE dial, through.a cam and §Witch
Interlock switch S808 is connected in §erie§ With lhe
arrangemenl, at a ma§ter Station. The §ynChronize丁

Cabinet interlocks and is prふided to remove power

Whenever the front subpanel

also includes an off sync alarm circuit which compares

COVe重ing high.voltage
COincidence of the po§itive half of the first derivàive,

terminal§ Of the controI circuits, is removed.
With a gate which occur§ al the lime the fir§〔 ZerO CrOSS.

g・ ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZER TYPE SN‑

OVer

point of the §econd derivative should occur. In

1 17/FPN‑30.‑As previously described in paragraph 3

this manner the circuit i§ SeP§itive to large sync errors

g・ the electrical synchronizer develops signal§ Which

Of al重type§.

S8o7
0FF
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Sync error is detected in a sync measuring circuit.

The output of R1501 is amplified in V1501A, a re.

The synchronizer delay is develdped in a gate circuit.

§istance coupled triode amplifier・ The resulting high

An auxiliary meter circuit is provided to aid in the

amplìude signal i§ fed to remote and local channels

adjustmenl Of the §ynC meaSurirlg Circuil. The §ynC

and sampled by remote and local gate§ tO PrOduce a

error alarm circuit detect§ Small §ynChronization errors

d‑C VOltage at the output of each channel. The magnl‑

and the off sypc alarm circuit detects all other forms of

tude of thi§ d‑C VOllage i§ dependent upon the time

OPera〔ional abnormality.

POSition of the firs̀ Ze重O CrOSS‑OVer POint of each deriva.

( l ) SYNC MEASURING CIRCUITS.‑The sec‑
Ond derivative§ Of both the local and remole Signals
are applied to the §ynC mea§uring circuit§ from inpù

jack J1501. Refer ̀O figure 2‑101. The amplitude of

tive with re§PeCt ̀O its as§OCiated gate. Equality of the

d‑C OutPut VOltage produced in each channel itldicate§
§ynChton ization.

The two channels operate in the same manner. In‑

these §ignal§ i§ COntrOlled by INPUT LEVEL poten‑

itially the remote channel will be discus§ed. Ån oùPù

tiometer R1501. Thi§ COntrOI pe重mit§血e circui=O be

Signal is taken from V1501A via coupling capacltOr

adjusted for con§tant SenSitivity. Adju§tment is nec.

C1501 and fed to remote mixer V1502. The mixer tube

e§§ary because sensitivity varies with di価e重ent rePeti‑

is a pentode amplifier which has been especially de‑

tion rate§ and with the pulse §hape§ PrOduced by

§igned §O thal the §uPPreSSOr grid (grid 3) may be used

different loran tran§mitter types. Changes in pul§C

a§ a C6ntrol grid for mixer seryice. The derivative sig.

§hape cau§e different §lopes on the dcrivative and hence

nal is fed ̀O grid 3 and the gate i§ fed to grid l so that

different deriva〔ive voltage level§ for a given amount

the output signal amplitude is controlled by both grid§・

of error. Because of the adjustment fealure PrOVided by

Although both local and remote §ignal§ are fed to

R1501, the syn⊂hronizer can provide uniform re§ult§

the number 3 grid

despite variations in operating condition§・

⊂auSe血e tube is gated to conduc̀ion only during the

̀he local signal has no effect be.

R1501.is adju§ted to provide a specific sensitivity by

transmission of the remote signal. The gate l§ a nar.

means of the built.in metering circuit. Thi§ dircuit indi"

row) reCtangular pulsel gene重ated in the gate circuit of

cate§ the sensilivity of the synchronize重for a given

(he synchronizer, Which i§ §uìably delayed wi(h respect

error. A meter §en§i(ivity reading ha§ been cho§en

to the remote (A. oi B"〉 timing pulse so that it occurs

which permì§ adequate circuit §enSitivity but not so

at the time of the fir§t Zero Of lhe se⊂Ond derivative

grea章a SenSìivity ̀ha‥he mo章Or

has excessive over.

(POint B, a§ eXPlained p重eViously in paragraph 3 g).

§hoot when correcting pa§t the zero・ er重Or POint. Thi§

The mixer is normally cut off by a bias of approxi.

meter reading is specified in the initial adjustment p重O.

màely ‑30 vol̀§ aPPlied to grid l・ This bias is over・

cedure for the synchronizer, de§Cribed in Section 3,

come by the gàe which drive§ the grid po§itive uǹil

Pa重ag重aPh 28 i o重29ん
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PrOVides a fixed amplitude at grid l, despite variation§

doe§ nOt reSPOnd to rapid noise bursts. The large time

ln gate drive, thus assuring tha白he output vollage

COn§tant al§O minimize§ the §aWtOOth ripple of the d.c

Varie§ Only in accordance with changes on grid 3.

The gate is made to have a steep trailing edge, despite
high source impedance and shunt wlrlng CaPaCity)
through retum of grid re§istor R1594 to the ‑108‑VOlt

bu§・ The shun〔 Wlrlng CaPaCitance charges at a重apid
rate towards ‑108 volts but is clamped at ‑30 volt§

by gate di§Charge diode V1503B. Because of thi§
arrangemen〔, the trailing edge i§ muCh steeper than it

WOuld be.if the grid capacity were made to charge
toward ‑30 volts. The §harpne§S Of the leading edge is

VOltage which重eSults from 〔he exponential decay of

d.c voltage between charging pulses. This attenuation
is desirable to suppre§§ harmonic§ Of the repetltlOn

frequency. If these harmonics are near the power line
f重equenCy, and if they were not attenuated, they would
cause undesirable effects. The §ize of the time constant
i§ limited to a value which permits the synchronizer

to follow the∴Change of ‑timing accompanying pulse
drift, Or COrreCtion, in a重ea§Onable amount of time. A

large time constant would make the d‑C VOltage lag far
behind the change of timing. Wi血excessive lag the

Pre§erVed because the gate output circuit provide§ low
SOurCe impedance to the po§itive going pulse. Thus the
mixer is made to conduct for a brief period (abou〔 1WO

microseconds) by the gate.

d‑C VOltage would not retum to the zero error level

unti=ong after the motor corrected the error, and the
motor would therefore overshoot the zero errof point.
A feedback §yStem, di§CuS§ed below, is u§ed to reduce

Becau§e grid l is used only to gate the tube on and

Off, the amplitude of血e outpul Pulse i§ COntrOlled by
grid 3. In the quiescent operating §tate the grid 3 volt‑

age is determined by the bias applied through SYNC
BIAS potentiometer R1515. This adjustment controIs
the amplitude of the mixer output pulse and is used to
adjust thi§ amPlitude so that the d‑C VOltage at the
OutPut Of the重emOte Channel provides a correct operat‑
ing bias for the a.c e重rOr gCnera〔O重Stage Which follows.
Because thi§ bia§ Varie§ With repetition rate the mixer

OutPut amPlitude mus' be decreased as章he repetition
rate increases. The meter circuit permi章§ adjustment of

R1515 for the required bia§.

With correct sync the gate coincides with the deriva.
tive zero and the output amplitude is the same qs for
the quiescent condition. In the event of a sync error'
Where lhe gate §ainples the. deriva‡ive before o重after
the occurrence of the ze重O, the grid 3 voltage will be

lower or higher than the quiescent level. Thu§ the am・

Plitude of the gated output pulse will be reduced or

lhe small amount of overshooI Which does occu重tO a

negligible amount.

The d‑C OutPut VOltage produced by gating is not a
COnVenient output for operating the sync control moto重.
It is much more convenient to u§e thi§ VOltage to p重O"

duce an a‑C errOr §ignal which can be readily amplified
and u§ed to drive the sync control motor. The a.c volt‑
age is obtained in a balanced error genera〔Or Ci重Cui章

Which depends upon the relative amplitude§ Of血e d‑C
OutPutS Of the local and remote channd§ tO COntrOl the
error §ignal. When the章wo d‑C VOltage§ are equal the

generator i§ balanced and no oufPu〔 is obtained. When
the output of the重emOte Channel exceed§ that of the
local channel,血e generator is unbalanced in one direc‑
tion and a血a.c vollage Of a given pha§e is produced.
When the l∝al channel output is the larger, the di重eC‑
tion of unbalance is reversed, and the‑pha§e Of the a‑C

error signal i§ reVer§ed 180O. The amplitude of

the resulting error voltage is proportional to the
amount of timing error.

increa§ed with重eSPeC=o the zero error amplitude and
Will therefore provide a measure of the depa重tu重e from

Pulse coincidence.
The pulsed output of the mixer i§ made to charge

an averaging capacitor so lhat a d‑C VOltage is obtained.
The pulse i§

aPPlied to charging diode V1505A

through coupling capacito重C1504 and load re§istor
R1516. The diode conducts fo=he negative pulse§ §O
that a short time constant is ob〔ained for charging

C1506A during the §hort time the pulse i§ aPPlied.
The d.c voltage stored in C1506A bia§e§ the diode §O
that a small portion of the input pul§e, Which doei nOt
exceed the bias voltage, i§ PreVented from passing

through the diode・ Because the input pulse i§ !arge
COmPared to the bia§ VOltage the effective pulse ampli・

tude is not appreciably changed.

The local channel operates in the same manner. a§

the remote channel to produce a d‑C VOltage which is a
mea§u重e Of the departure from pulse coincidence with
re§PeC=O the local gale・ In the theo重etically ideal ca§e
where the local and

重emOte Channels have identical

cha重aC̀eris̀ic§l ̀he d.c output of

血e two channel§

WOuld be the §ame, for the quiescen章, ZerO errOr COn‑

dition, apd the a・C errOr gene重atOr WOuld be balanced

霊悪霊詰苫霊霊嵩雷雲霊:
for these differences, the d‑C OutPut Of the l∝al channel

is ⊂OntrOlled separately by mean§ Of SYNC BALANCE
POtentiometer R1522. This potentiometer control§ the

d"C OutPut

in the same way a§ the SYNC BIAS control

in the remote channel. Thus the d‑C OutPut Of the local
Channel i§ aPPrOXimately equal to that of the remo章e

C1506A discharge§ through R1520 which p重OVide§
an extremely long time con§tant §O that the d・C VOltage

Channel and is tha〔 eXaCt VOltage which produce§
minimum output from the a‑C errOr generatO重.

doe§ nOt fall off appreciably during the relatively long
period between pulse§. Thi§ time con§taht has been

A feature of the local channel only i§ lhe inclusion

made large so that noise bursts are integrated and have

Of K1507 in 〔he input signal circuit of local mixer

reduced amplitude. For this rea§On the synchronizer

V1504. Contacts of this relay pe重mit the local ⊂hannel
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to be disabled §O that the synchronizer may be syn・

A Iow impedance §OurCe is not required for this circuit

chronized while it i§ in §tand・by service. Thi§ feature

since the §hunt cable capacity has negligible effect at

the low frequency of the error signal. The input circuit

is discussed later.

The a‑C VOltage is developed in V1506. Refer to
figure 2‑102. This drlal triode has a common cathode
connection

which

i§

u§ed

as

the

a‑C

input.

A

smal1

60"CyCle voltage is applied to cathode resistor R1524
through voltage dropping resistor Rlう23・ The grid of
V1506A is comected to the d・C OutPut Of the remote
channel, and the grid of V1506B i§ COnneCted to the
d"C OutPut Of the local channel・ The gain of each
triode i§ COntrOlled by the d‑C input voltage. Since no

tube is absolutely linear

the tube amplification may be

varied by controI of d.c grid voltage. As the grid l§

for the motor amplifier i§ a Parallel tuned circuit that

attenuates harmonics of ̀he repetition rate which re‑
Sult fro重P the gating proces§・ Harmonics which are
very clo§e tO the power line frequency mu§t be attenu‑

ated or they will cause motor oscillation at a rate equal
to the small frequency difference between the power
line and the harmonic§. This oscillation will occur
becau§e the harmonic§ are PreSent eVen When the a‑C
e重rOr generatOr is balanced for zero 60‑CyCle error. The

tuned circuit is actually a shunt plate load for V1507B.
The use of the 60.cycle error voltage differs at a

made more po§itive, the gain increases. In the quies・

slave and master station. A〔 a Slave station the error

cent, ZerO errOr State the gain of V1506B is adju§ted,

:悪霊謹言‡言霊言霊盤∵器霊

by means of SYNC BALANCE controI R1522, §O that

the 60‑CyCle output of V1506B exactly equals the output
of V1506A. These two outputs are fed to push:Pull

ha§ been cor重eCted, nO errOr VOltage exist§, and the

trinsformer T1501 §O that they cancel each other and

the motor to drive the ma§ter gate delay potentiometer

zero 60‑CyCle output voltage results. In the presence of

in a direction which moves the remote gate to re§tOre

a sync error the d‑C VOltage on the grid of V1506A

balance in V1506. The moIOr StOPS When balance has

change§, and the 60.cycle output changes accordingly.

been restored; however, 〔he error has not been cor.

Becau§e the a‑C OutPut VOltages of the two triode sec‑

rected. Instead, the gate has been moved by whatcver

tions are not exactly equal in this case

amount was required to make the gate coincide with

an OutPut VOlt‑

motor stops. At a master station the error voltage causes

age i§ PrOduced at the secondary of T1501. This output

the derivative zero. This motion is accompiished by

voltage i§ in phase with the input when the V1506B

changing a d"C VOltage cont重Olling the remote gate

output is predominant and out of phase with the input

delay. The required change of d‑C VOltage is effected

when the Vlう06A output is predominant. Thus a 60.

by rotating the preci§ion master gate delay potenti‑

cycle error voltage is produced which is of one pha§e

omèer a SPeCific amount. The amount of rotation re‑

or the other, in accordance with the direction of error,

quired for any given change of gate position is cali・

and which ha§ a magnitude proportional to the error・

brated on the PHASE dial in terms of ±●microseconds

The 60.cycle error voltage is ̀aken from the §eCOn・

error. Thu§ the error §een by the master §tation is

dary of T150l and fed ̀O a‑C amPlifier Vlう07B. This

indicated directly on the PHASE dial. As explained

voltage is also fed to the sync error alarm circuit

previously in the di§CuSSion of the sync∴COntrOl unit

dis‑

cu§Sed later. V1507B is.a resistance‑COuPled stage which

paragraph 4 b (6), the rotation of the PHASE dial

empIoys isolation re§istor R1560 in its grid circui=O

causes a corresponding motion of the center pen of

The amplified output is fcd to the motor driving ampli‑

the recording ammetcr. This motion indicates error
in accordance with the readings shown on the PHASE

fier in the sync control unit via coaxial conne⊂tlOnS.

dia賞.

prevent interaction with the sync error alarm circuit.

fjgure 2‑IO2・ §yれC Meosu′jng Cjrcujl′ Ar̀ E′r○○ Cene,oIor
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The circuit for disabling the local channel is pro.

lS OPerated. by l15 volt§ aC SuPPlied from §tand‑by

Vided so tha=he timer may be synch重O皿ized while

OPe重ate重elay K2203 in the timer cabinet. This relay

OPerating in stand‑by §erVice. Because of the double

lS OPerated from a circuit in Loran Switching Group

gate synchronization system, the d‑C Ouやut Of each
Channel in the sync mea§uring circuit will be equal so

‡器等霊葦磐詩誌荒認悪霊

Iong a§ the gate§ SamPle corresponding portions of the

S1506・ in §erie§ With the ̀Oil of K1507, Permits the

local and重emOte de重ivatives. For example, if the local

relay circuit to be broken when it is de§i重ed to apply

gate sample§ a POin〔 which is one volt above the zero

local §ignal with the timer in s̀a億d‑by §erVice. Thi§

On the local derivative, and if synchronization is cor‑

§Witch i§ u§ed when the timer is operated with the

rect

Model UM Switching Equipment §ince this equipment

the remote gate necessarily samples a point one

VOlt above the zero on the remote de重ivative. This holds

has no provision for switching the stand‑by・OPeràe

true only if ‡he ampli‡udes of the two signals are.iden‑

relay in the timer cabinet. Switch S1506 i§ also used

tical and is a de§ign feature of the ci重Cuit which permits

When making certain adju§tment§ With the time重in

an operating timer to maintain synchronization even

Stand.by service. Capacitor C1540.bypa§§e§ S1506 to

When the gate delay is incorrectly §et. In a §tand.by

SuPPreSS a.C line tra血sient§.

timer thi§

Circuit feature cause§

the ou中ut§

Of

the two channels to be equal no matter where the sig‑
nal§ are PO§itioned with respect to the gates. Equal

The local §ignal controI circuit is such that when
the timer i§ Set for normal bperationl aS an OPerating

timer, the local signal is automatically fed tbrough

OutPut from each channel重eSult§ becau§e the two

the synchronizer, regardle§S Of the po§itio皿of S1506.

Signals move together when the phase of血e stand‑by

In stand‑by service the local

timer is changed with respect to that of the operating

through if S1506 is §et tO IN so血at the time重Can

timer: The local signal does not occu重at SOme fixed

§ignal will be fed

be adju§ted to synchronization. The local §ignal will

time・ With respect to the local timing pulse, aS is the

not be fed through if S1506 i§ Set tO OUT §0血a白he

CaSe ln an OPeratlng timer. Thi§ i§ becau§e the local

SyS〔em Can autOmatically maintain

Signal is timed by the operating timer.

This∴arrangement ha§ been used because it is always

To permit the stand‑by timer to synchronize, the
local signal input to the §ynChronizer is disabled. This

makes the local channelく●§ee,, a ze重O VOltage which
Simulate§

the

zero

of.

a

norma11y

timed

local

§ynChronization.

desired to have [he local signal fed th重Ough the syn・
Chronizer when the timer is i血operating §ervice.
I章waS Stated above that the §yqC contrOl motor §tOP§

de‑

When the error voltage no Ionger exi§tS. The error

rivative. Thu§ the local channel is made to produce

voltage continues beyond the insla皿t the motor d重ive§

a fixed reference voltage and therefore the pha§e Of

the sy§tem tO ZerO, howeve重, becau§e Of the large

the stand‑by timer may be autom壷ically adjusted ,by

time cons章ant aSSOCiated with the averaging capacito重・

the synchronizing system so that the output of the
remote channel equal§ thi§ fixed reference voltage.

‡器eⅡ霊r蒜霊宝悪霊‡i聾霊

The §tand‑by synchronizer is able to operate in nor‑

SyStem have mechanical inertia, the moto重OVerShoo〔S

mal fa§hion because the lo⊂al §ignal has been re.

beyond the zero e重きOr POint. Thi§ OVer§hoo〔, When

moved.

exce§§ive, Cau§eS hunting. ove重Shoot i§ effectiively

The local signal is removed by contac〔S Of relay

K1507. Refer to figure 2‑103. These contact§ lift the
§igqal grid of local mixe重V1504 from the output of
§ignal amplifier V1501A and tran§fer the §ignal grid

to signal bypass capacito重C1539. The coil of K1507

2̲看1な

PreVented by血e use of the feedback arrangeme調de.
§Cribed below.
The

motor

drive§

a

generatOr

tO

develop

a

d‑C

VOltage propo重tional to the §Peed of the motor. The
POlarity of thi§ VOltage depend§ On mOtOr direction.
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The generator vollage i§し

Sed as negative feedback

VOl!age CannOt OPPOie the d‑C errOr VOltage until

to oppose the d・C errOr VOltage developed in averag‑

the feedback generator ha§ OPerated for a period of

ing capacitor C1506A. For pl‑rPOSeS Of thi§ discu§Sion

time. Although this time lag complicate§ the ope重a・

the d.c error voltage is defined as the di任erence

tion of the circuit s6mewhat, it does no〔 detract from

bem′een the vol(age in C1506A and the voltage in

the effectivene§S Of the feedback in p重eVenting over‑

Clう06B. Depending on the direction of the error

Shoot. Becau§e Of the time lag, the exac〔 behavior of

(十or ‑) thi§ errOr VOltage can be negative o重POSl・

the feedback differs for the two range§ Of gear §Peed

tive with respect to the reference established by the

empIoyed.

voltage in C1506B.

In the high range of gear speed a given e重rOr Will

Because the d‑C generatOr VOltage is opposite in

polarity to the d‑C errOr VOltage, the addition of the

be corrected in a relatively ,§hort period of time. Be.

CauSe Of the lag in the application of the feedback,
the full generator output will not be developed

two voltages prodl‑Ce§∴a degenerative action. This de‑

across C1506A before the error i§ COrreCted and the
generative action effectively oppo§e§

motor inertia by prod

the effect of

lCing elec̀rical breaking. With

a large error, the feedback is small compared to the

feedback is stopped. The maximum generator output
VOltage is used, in this high speed position, SO that
Sしl億cient feedback does develop to prevent overshoot.

d‑C errOr VOltage. As zero error is appoached

and the

d‑C errOr VOltage falls off, the feedback voltage is
relatively con§tant becal‑Se mOtOr inertia maintain§

the generator at high speed・ Under thi§ COndìion the
feedback voltage is larger than the d・C errOr VOltage

In the event that the erro重i§ Very Small, the feedback

Will not be permitted adequate time to develop sig‑
nificant voltage acro§S C1506A; however, in this event
motor

speed

will

be

§O

§low

that

inertia

will

be

negligible and overshoot will not occur.

and lhus the error voltage is overcancelled. This重e.
sしIlts in a net d‑C VOltage opposite in polarity to the
d.c∴errOr VOltage. The phase of the a‑C er重Or VOltage
will therefore be sしICh as to drive the motor in the

rever§e direclion. Although血e motor will not actual‑
1y reverse, thi§ aC̀ion will electrically break the motor

and make it §low dowrl tO follow the error condition
more do§ely. This effect will c?ntinue until the zero

error point has been reached. A‥his point the motor
will

be

so

sIowed

by

feedback

that

any

over§hoot

which migh〔 reSし一It from the remaining inertia is

In the low range of gear speed, a given error will
require approximately ten times as long fo重correCtion

a§ in the high speed・ With this inc重eaSed time

the

generator

SPeed range

output

were

as

large

a§

for

the

high

the feedback would greàly overcancel

the d‑C errOr VOltage before the error was corrected.

This would cause the motor to come to a complete
StOP, thus stopping the generator. The motor would
remain stopped until the feedback voltage thus built
up across the capacitor decayed

negligible・

the

full generator voltage will develop acros§ C1506Å・ If

§ufficiently to permlt

the motor to start again. With a large error, the motor

Another cause of overshoot is the time constant of

will go through §eVeral such sequence§ before the

the d‑C aVeraging circuit, Clう06A and Rlう20. Because

ZerO errOr POlnt lS重eaChed. To preven‥his action,

appreciable time is required for the d"C errOr VOltage

a switch and resistive voltage divider are p重OVided in

to change, after a change in the error condition has

the gear change sy§tem tO reduce the generator output

been made, the error voltage persi§tS after the motor

in the low speed position.

ha§ driven the sy§tem ̀O ZerO errOr. This lag causes

motor over§hoot and is the electrical equivalent of

mechanical inertia. Becau§e the feedback is of oppo.
§ite polarity to the d‑C errOr VOltage, the addilion

The function of the feedback is to prevent over‑
§hoot; however, the feedback al§O aCt§ aS a Check

upon motor §Peed whenever the motor i§ COrreCtlng
an er重Or. With large error§ the motor i§ OPerated at

of lhe feedback voltage ̀O the d・C errOr VOltage §Peeds

maximし一m SPeed, either as‑ govemed by ̀he character‑

the change §O that the d‑C errOr VOltage follow§ the

istics of the a‑C mO〔Or Or aS limited by the action of

error. Thus the feedback compensaleS for the time lag

the maximum motor speed circuit. Because of these

of the RC ci重Cuit.

limitation§ at high moto重SPeeds the only effect of the
feedback i§ tO reduce speed slightly. Thu§ the primary

In the above di§CuSSion of the use of feedback to o任・
effect of the feedback is to prevent over§hoot and

§et the effect§ Of mechanical and elect重ical inertia, it

〔herefore eliminate hunting.

was a§§umed that the feedback action is instantaneous.

Actually ̀he feedback i§ aPPlied ̀O aVeraglng CaPaCltOr

(2) GÅTE CIRCUITS.‑The gate circuit§ emPIoy

C1506A through series resistor R1520. (Feedback does

a delay phan〔a§〔rOn tO PrOduce gate pし̀lses which are

not follow the

§eemingly lower resistance path

through Rlう16 and diode V1505 becaしISe 〔he negatlVe
voltage stored in C1506A bia§e§ the diode to prevent
conduction. The feedback is∴a∴§mall vollage and
cannot overcome the bias to pass throし一gh the diode・)

Because of the large time cons̀ant in the feedback
path, the feedba⊂k req̀一1reS tlm‥O Change the volt‑
age acro§S C1506A. Thi§ meanS that the feedback

ORICINAL

delayed a controlled amount wilh respect to the A‑
and B.timing p

1l§e§・ A master gate is delayed with

respec=O the A・timing pul§e and a∴Slave gate is de‑
layed with respect [O the B‑timing p̀ll§e. The∴lWO

gates are separated, for delivery to the local and re.
mote∴SynC meaSuring channels. by a diode switching
CircしIit operated by the sqしIare WaVe. Åt a §1ave station

both gate§∴are∴alwnys dela)′C̀看

precisely 〔he

§分me
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amount of time. At a ma§ler §tation the remote gate

The remote delay source i§ a VOltage divider §trlng

delay is controlled by the automa〔ic synchronizing

similar to章hat of the local delay §OurCe. This string

SyStem tO P重OVidc章he error indication used fo重maSter

include§ R138B, the master delay potentiometer lo‑

§erVice. The local ga章e delay i§ contrOlled separately.

cated in the §ynC.COntrOl unit, and j§ PrOVided with
a g重eater number of auxiliary adjustments than the

BecaしISe Of the functional arrangement of circuit

local delay string. The additional adjustments permlt

groups within the §ynChronizer the de§ignations Jocal

the range of R138B to be set up to ma〔Ch the PHASE

and remのle are more convenient than ou∫ieγ and Jんt/e.

dial calibration§. The adju§tmen〔S for the remote source

All controIs are therefore labeled LOCAL and RE‑

con§ist of COARSE REMOTE DELAY potentiometer

MOTE. Al a ma;ter §tation ;ocal refe重§ tO o闘ier and

R1565A and R156うB; F重NE REMOTE DELAY po.

remのle refers to sんt/e. The converse i§ true at a Slave

tentiometer R1517A and R1517B, and DELAY RANGE
rheostat R15くれ. The coarse and fine delay controIs
are u§ed ̀O make the remote gate

Control of gate delay is effected by d‑C VOltages

delay exactly equal

the local gate delay when the PHASE dial i§ Set tO

applied to the phantastron. Two voltage divider §trings

zero (with R138B at the cenler Of its range). The

are the §Oし一rCeS Of these voltage§・ These strings are the

DELAY RANGE controI shunts R138B and is used

lo〔al gate delay §OurCe and the remote gate delay

to make R138B change gate delay in accordance with
the calibrations of the PHASE dial. The ringe of

source. At a master station the local source controIs the
local (master) gate and the remote source controIs the

remòe (slave) gate. The two separate sources of gate

thi§ Shunt control i§ limited by §eries resi§tOr Rlう40
10 Permit ea§ier adju§tment.

delay controI voltage are alternately connected to the

Phantastron by means of a diode switching system

A dual potentiometer has been used for the ⊂chrse

COntrOlled by the square wave. Thus the gate高hich

delay control to maintain con§tant Current through

is developed in each loran half‑CyCle can be u§ed to

the divider string and therefore provide the §ame

measure the time position of a §ignal transm誼ed in

range of adjustment for the fine delay cont重Ol regard‑

that half‑CyCle.

les§ Of the setting of the coarse control. The fine delay
control i§ also made a dual potentiometer to minimize

At a

§lave station, Since both gates are alway§

delayed the same amount, the remote delay source lS
switched oしl〔 and the local soしIrCe is used to control

both the local and remote gates. The local delay source
is a voltage divider string which includes Rl

541

R1544A, R15うl, Rlう44B, and Rlう48. Refer to figure

2‑104. R1544A and R1544B are sections of a dual
POtentiometcr. This potentiometer i§

the COARSE

LOCAL DELAY control and provides a means for
Setting the local delay to approximately the desired

POlnt OVer a Wide range. A more exact control, tO
Permit precise∴adjしIStmenl Of local delay over a limited

range言s provided by FINE LOCAL DELAY potenti‑
ometer Rlううl. Becaし一Se the range of R15う1 i§ Only

interaction between the DELAY RANGE and FINE
REMOTE DELÅY setting§ CauSed by change of current

with different settings of the two controIs. If a single
POtentiometer were used, the curren‥hrough R138B

would change a§ the FINE REMOTE DELAY §etting
Changed. This would nece§Sitate re§etting the DELAY

RANGE control, Which in tum would change the
current through the FINE REMOTE DELAY control
and require additional resetting. Because of the inter‑
action of each cc,ntrOI on the other, the adjustmen〔

would be extremely difficult to make. In the arrange‑
ment used, Only the DELAY RANGE controI caし1SeS

appreciable current change so that once delay range
is set the fine delay may be easily adjusted・

aboしIt 15 microseconds, a relatively large amount of

ro〔ation caし一Se§ Only a slight change of delay, and delay

At a master station the two separate d・⊂ SOurCeS

may be readily adjし一Sted to within O.1 microsecond・

each provide a voltage for controI of gate delay phan‑

This 15.mjcrosecond range is constan〔, for any setting

tastron Vlう17. Å diode switch tube and a §quare‑WaVe

。f the COARSE LOCAL DELAY、COn〔rOl, becaし1Se the

amplifier are each used to apply the d‑C VOltage from

̀lしIal potenliometer arrangement of Rlう44A and

each soし1rCe tO the phanta§trOn during alternate §quare‑

R1544B maintain§ COnStant Cし一rrent throし一gh the volt‑

wave half‑CyCles so that only one sò一rCe has control

zlgC ̀liviしIer. As 〔he resistance of one potentiometer

at a time. The local・SOurCe COntrOIs the delay of only

scc[ion (!ecreases, the other increases to keep the cur‑

the local gate and the∴remOte SOしIrCe COntrOIs the de‑

rent constant and sし一btract voltage from one end of the

lay of only the remote ga[e.

strmg While∴adding the same amoし

nt Of voltage to
The sqしIare‑WaVe amPlifier which controIs applica‑

the other end of the §tring.

tion of the local d‑C SOしIrCe VOltage to the phantastron lS
The oしItPし一t Of the voltage divider s〔ring i§ taken

Vlう21Å. The cathode of this triode amplifier is con・

NE LOCAL DELAY potentlOmeter

nected to the鵜30̲VOlt bしIS and the grid is retしIrned

Rlうう1. For slave service this oしItPしIt is applied direc〔ly

to the +150‑VOlt bしIS throしIgh R1586. The positive grid

to the phantastron 〔hroし

gh contacts of STATION

retしIm Caし1SeS the 〔しIbe to draw grid cし一rrent SO that the

SELECTOR MASTER SLAVE switch Slう0う. For mas‑

grid rests at the ‑30・VOlt potential of the cathode.

〔er SerVice the outpしIt is connected throしIgh switching

Resis〔Or Rlう89 is l)rOVided to isolate this grid load

diode Vlう20A.

from the sqしIare.WaVe Oし

from the∴arm Of FI

ORIGINAし

tPし

t amPlifier. P量れte voltage
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is supplied through plate load resi§tOr R1591 from the
local d‑C SOしIrCe. In the quiescent condition, the tube

COnducts heavily so tha=he vo!tage at the plate is
nega〔ive. Under this∴COndition the pla〔e of diode

OF

OPERATION

Square Waves rever§e Phase. For thi§ reaSOn a negative

Pulse may be developed which could trigger the
Phantastron falsely. This pulse is removed by bypa§S
CaPaCitor C1538, aCrO§S the diode load resistor, Which

Vlう20A is negative with respec‥O the diode cathode

lntegrateS the sharp pulses. Although this capacitor

and the diode does not conduct. The local d.c §OurCe

SIows the switching of d‑C SOurCe VOltages, the effect

VOltage is therefore not applied to the phantastron.
Square wave q, 2 is.taken from input弓ack J1507
and col‑Pled to the grid of §quare"WaVe amPlifier

is of no importance §ince the phantastron is not trig.

gered until at leas1 1,000 riicroseconds after the mo‑
ment of §Witching.

Vlう21A. Po§itive excursions of the square wave cause

The output from the common cathode connection

the tube to draw additional grid cu重きent and the

Of the two sections of diode V1520 i§ aPPlied to the

diode is cut off in the same way as fo‥he quie§Cent

COndition described above. Negative excursions of the

Phantastron through cathode follower V1518B and con‑
tacts of S1505. The low impedance cathode follower

§qし一are WaVe Cut the tube off so書hat the voltage at the

OutPut is used to drive the phantastron so that the

Plate of diode V1520A is almo§t that provided by the
local d‑C∴SOurCe. Because the diode pla章e is po§itive
With re§PeCt tO the cathode, the diode conducts and

delay controI voltage is no章varied by the quiescent
Current d重aWn by the top clamp of the phanta§trOn.
The phanta§trOn Circuit is like the time delay phan.

most of the §OurCe VOltage is developed a⊂rOSS diode

tastron previously de§Cribed in paragraph 4 d (1) (a)

load resistor R1512. The ratio of R1512

§eries

except that it is clamped a‡ both the top and bottom of

resistor R1591 i§ made high §O that a minimum amount

the rundown and that the clamping point i§ Varied at

to

Of voltage division takes place.

the top, instead of at the bottom, tO COntrOl delay.

The circuit which controIs application of the重e.

mote d‑C SOurCe VOltage to the phantastron is identical
ln OPera〔ion to that used fo重the local source. The
OutPut

diodes

of

the

two

circuits

have∴a

COmmOn

Cathode connection §O that the output of each circuit is

developed across diode load resistor R1512. The remote
SOurCe

is

applied

through

squa重e・WaVe

amPlifier

V1521B and diode V1520B and controlled by square
WaVe d) 1. Becau§e the square wave halves controlling

the two sources are 180O out of phase, the two sources

are applied altemately. V1520B is always conducting
When V1520A is cut off and vice ver§a. Thus the local

SOurCe is applied during negative halves of square wave

Becau§e a large bypa§S CaPaCr̀or must be u§ed on the

bottom clamping voltage, tO PreVent VOltage change
Cau§ed by the conduction of the bottom clamp at the

end of the rundown, it is not practical to vary the
bottom clamping voltage at the rapid重ate u§ed to
SWitch d‑C §OurCe VOl〔ageS. For this rea§On a tOP

Clamp is used and the top clamping point is varied.

This variation controIs the voltage drop of the run‑
down ju§t aS e億ectively as variation of the bottom

Clamping point of previously discu§§ed delay phanta§‑
trons. The cathode follower u§ed to §uPPly the two
d‑C §OurCe VOltage§ PrOVides a low impedance output

With adequate stability to maintain constant voltage

during the quiescent period of top clamping. Clamping
ヰ2 and the remote source is applied during the corre‑
Currenl i§ Va重ied only after the start of the rundown;

§POnding portions of square wave 4 1.

Since ̀he purpo§e Of clamping is to provide a §table

The rise times of the two halves of the square waves

VOltage for the start of the rundown, it is obvious

are not equal and §quare‑WaVe VOltage doe§ nOt eXaCtly

that any voltage change§ OCCurring after the start of

CanCel during the brief switching period when the

rundown are not important.

6ATE GAT∈ CATHODE∴∴∴ GATE
GEN∈寄ATOR FO」LOWER SEPARATOR
VI5258

VI525A

VI5I9

REMOTE GATE

So WAVE
AMP」I「I∈R

VI522

‑iO8V
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One additional mino重Circui〔 di任erence exists be.
tween the gate delay phantastron
oし

V1517, and prevl‑

Sly discus§ed phanta§trOnS. The plate resistor, R1567,

, 。言語霊

so that grid current is drawn and the tし

be conducts

heavily in the quiescent stage. Tube condし一Ction drops
the pla〔e VOltage towards ‑108 volts so tha‥he plate

is 470,000 ohms instead of 47,000 ohms as used in the

of diode V1519B is negative with respec‥O the ‑30

Other delay phantastrons. The higher plate resIStanCe

volts a=he∴Cathode. Diode conduc̀ion is preveǹed

mu§t be used in this∴Ci重Cuit to reduce the quiescent

and the gate does not have sufficient positive amplitude

Plate curren章during top clamping. A large amount

of plate current, flowing through clamp diode V1516B
to R1585, the cathode resistor of cathode follower
V1518B, WOuld develop a large voltage across R1585.
This laすge voltage would become the minimum clamp‑

ing voltage and would therefore limit the range of

top clamping.

to pa§S through the diode.

Cbnduction of.amplifier V1522A is controlled by
§quare‑WaVe VOltage applied to the grid. Positive
half‑CyCles of the §quare WaVe Cau§e the tし一be to draw

additional grid current so that the diode is cut off
exactly a§ for the quie§Cent COndition described above.

Negative half.cycles of the square wave cut Vlう22A

The delay phantastron produce§ a reCtangular output

Pulse whose width depend§ uPOn the d.c voltage ap‑

off so that the plate of diode Vlう19B is at the §ame
‑30‑VOlt potential as the cathode・ and the diode con‑

Plied through top damp V1516B. At a maste重Station

ducts. Thus a gate is passed on to the local channel

which detect§ a SynChronization error, this outpu章Pul§e

during negative half‑CyCle§ Of a square wave.

will have different widths during altemate half‑CyCles
of the §quare WaVe and therefore produce two dif‑

The remote channel receives a ga〔e in exactly the

ferent gate delays・ The phanta§trOn OutPut Pulse is

same甲anne重aS the local channel, from diode Vlう19A

differentiated by C1520 and R1563 in the input circuil

and amplifier V1522B・ The §quare WaVe fed to V1522B

to gate generator V1525B. Refer to figure 2‑10う・

is 180O out of phase with respect to the §quare WaVe

fed to V1522A. Whether §quare WaVe 4) 1 or squa重e

The leading edge of the output pulse is differentiated
to a positive pul§e Which is eliminated in the zero.

wave

4)

2

is

fed

to

a

particular

mixer

depend§

On

whether the timer i§ uSed for master or slave servICe.

biased gate generator. The trailing edge i§ a negative

The negative half of §quare WaVe 4 1 is as§OCiated

Pul§e Which drives the grid of Vlう25B negative to

with slave functions and hence must be used to bia§

PrOduce in amplified output. This output i§ Clipped

V1522A to cutoff, feeding gate to the local mixe重at a

in cathode fo1lower Vlう25A to produce a po§i章ive

rectangular output pulse about 2 microseconds wide.
The cathode follower i§ heavily biased by the large

value of cathode resistor R1601 to provide some clip‑
Ping・ This helps narrow the gate and al§O eliminates
the §ligh章negative excursion resulting from the lead‑

ing edge of the phantas〔rOn OutPut Pulse.

The top of ,the gate is flattened by gate clamps

V1503A and V1523A in lhe sync measurlng ClrCult.

slave station, and bia§ V1522B to cutoff, feeding gate
to the remote mixer at a master station. Conver§ely
the negative half of square wave + 2 is a§§OCiàed

with master functions and i§ uSed to control the重e.

malnlng gate. Application of the two §quare‑WaVe
§ignals to the grids of V1522 is controlled by contacts

of STATION SELECTOR MASTER SLAVE switch
S1505. Thus the appropriate gate is applied to each
mixer of the sync measuring circuì・

The output of the gate cathode follower consists

( 3 ) METER CIRCUIT.一The meter circuit p重OVides

Of alternate local and remote gate§ Which are de‑

mean§ for compari§On Of the voltage §tOred in averag.

layed with respect to the A‑ and B‑timing pul§eS.

1ng CaPaCitor C1506A with a reference voltage・ §O that

Before these gates.can be applied to the local and

SYNC BIAS controI R1515 may be adju§ted, and also

remote mixers they must be §eParated. Separation is

permits measu重emen〔 Of the relative §enSitivity of the

accomplished by a diode switching cir⊂uit, OPerated

sync mea§urlng ClrCult SO that INPUT LEVEL controI

by the sqし一are WaVe, in an arrangement similar to that

R1501 may be adjusted. Refer to figu重e 2‑106. The

used to feed the two isolated d‑C SOurCeS tO a COmmOn

reference voltage is establi§hed by voltage division of

霊嵩書誌:塁書誌謹告重ニ霊

the

Channel§ Of the sync mixer circuit.

Gate is fed throしIgh coし一Pling capacitor Clう36 and
diode V寸う19B to the grid of local mixer ylう04・ The
diode is made noncondし

‑30・VOlt bia§ aCrO§§ R1580 and R1579. These

re§istors provide app重OXimately 5 volts at thei重∴COm.

mon junction which is used to adjust the meter circuit
so 〔hat zero reading of the meter indicates that the

vol̀age aPPlied to the meter circuit is equal to the

reference voltage. The meter zero is at the center of

Cting throし一gh the action of
the scale so that the meter reading can §how input

SqしIare‑WaVe amPlifier Vlう22A so that the gate is al‑
voltages of more or les§ negative amplitude with re‑

lowed to pass only dしIring alternate half.cycles and
SPeC‥O 〔he reference voltage.
the proper gate is applied to the. local mixer dし一ring
the half‑CyCle identified with local fしInCtions. Amplifier

The grid of meter amplifier V1510A is connected

V1522 is operated from a negative supply voltage.
The cathode is returned to ‑108 volts and plate is

to either the jし1nCtion of R1580 and R1579 or to

re〔urned章O ‑30 vol[§ SO that the total plate §し1PPly

S1504・ For normal operation the switch is placed in

VOltage i§ 78 volts・ The grid is retしIrned to groし一nd

the OPERATE position, and the grid is∴COnneCted

ORICiNAし

averaglng CaPaCitor C1506A by METER SWITCH
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to the negative reference voltage provided at the

the remote mixer. With this adjustment the mixer

jし1nC〔ion of the resistors. Thi§ VOltage bia§eS 〔he tube

OutPut i§ made to provide a correct operating bias

SO that approximately a 7う・VOlt drop takes place acro§S

for the g重id of a"C errO重generatOr §tage V1506A. This

Plate resistor R1607. The voltage at the plate of

OPerating bia§ is equal to lhe refe重enCe VOltage p重O・

V1510A is′ directly coupled to the grid of cathode

vided in the meter circuit.

follower V1526A so that cathode voltage is∴COn‑

trolled by the voltage applied to the meter circuil
lnPしIt. A similar cathode follower, V1526B, is u§ed
to provide a voltage reference point fo重OPera章ion

Of the indicating milliammeter. V1526B provides the
Same low source impedance§ aS Vlう26A. Voltage di・
Vider string R160う, R1538, R1606 is used to supply

Adjustment of INPUT LEVEL controI R1501 i§
made with an operating §ignal applied to the §ynC

measuring circuit and a deliberate l.microsecond error
Set uP by means of the PHASE dial. The meter i§

SWitched to the ADJUST po§ition and signal amplitude
is adjusted until the mete重reads full scale. Thi§ meter
reading standardizes the §enSitivity of the syn⊂ meaS‑

grid voltage to Vlう26B to make the d‑C OutPut VOltages

Of the two cathode followers equal when setting up

urlng ClrCult, regardle§S Of rate and pulse §hape.

the circし一it. The oしItPut VOltage of V1526B is controlled

(4) SYNC ERROR ALÅRM CIRCUIT.‑At a slave

by adjしIStment Of METER BALANCE potentiometer

S〔ation the sync error circuit operate§ an alarm relay

Rlう38. The meter is connected between the cathodes

When 60‑CyCle error voltage exceeds a preset amplitude.

of V1526A and V1526B so that∴ZerO Current flow§

Thi§ amPlitude corresponds to a ± 1‑micro§econd error.

through the meter, and the me〔er read§∴ZerO When

At a master stalion the relay is operated by a signal

the voltages at the two cathodes have been made equal.

applied through a micro§Witch in the sync∴COntrOl

BecaしISe the meter circしIit is balanced for zero meter

unit. The microswitch is tripped by a pair of cam§,

reading with the negative reference voltage) the

COnneCted to the PHÅSE dial, When PHÅSE dial

meter indicates that the voltage across C1506A is equal

rotation exceeds preset limit§・ The cam§ Can be set to

to the reference voltage when the meter reads∴ZerO.

When adjし

Sting SYNC BIAS controI R1515, the meter

trip the switch over a重ange Of ±1・ tO ±3・microsec‑

Ond error. Refer to figure 2‑107.

js first balanced against the reference voltage, and the

The 60‑CyCle error voltage developed in the output

meter inpしIt i§ then switched to the ADJUST posi‑

Of the sync mea§uring circuit is taken from T1501 and

tjon・ Rlうlうis then adjusted so that the meter reads

rectified by diode connected triode V1508B・ The posi‑

ZerO When no signal is applied to the signal grid of

tive output of this series rectifier i§ filte重ed by C1512

Fj9ure 2‑IO7. Sln⊂ Er′or AIorm Cj′̀u;l′ Sjmp鵬ed Sぐhemolj̀
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§O thà a d‑C VOltage is obtained which i§ PrOPOrtional

,。r。g善書《急
cuil. The contacts of Klう04 apply power to alarm

to synchronization error. Thi§ VOltage is applied to

buzzer I807 and control the blink circしIit of 〔he time

the grid of cathode follower V1508Å ̀O PrOVide a low

delay ̀

impedance §OurCe. For slave §erVice cathode follower

oùPù i§ aPPlied, throし一gh contact? ‑Of STAT10N SE‑

LECTOR MASTER SLAVE switch S150う, tO the grid
of sync error alarm thyra〔ron Vlう09. A positive volt‑
age which exceeds a preset valし一e fires the thyratron to
operàe the alarm relay. For master service the po§l・

tive voltage required to operate the thyratron is taken
from the cam and switch arrangement of the sync con"
trolし一nit and applied章O the thyratron through con‑

nit・ The blink circuit was previou§ly de・

scribed in paragraph 4 ̀I (8).
(う) OFF SYNC ALARM CIRCUIT.‑The off sync
alarm circしIitしISeS 〔he∴COincidence or lack of coinci‑

dence of 〔he re重llOtC gate With an amplified alarm
pul§e tO detec〔 large orders of synchronization abnor.
mality. The f

一nCtional operation of this circし一it wa§

previoし1§1y di§Cしl§Seぐ=n

letail in paragraph 3 g (う)・

The amplifièl alarm pし1lse is dev封oped from the fir§t
derivative of the remote signal. Refer to figし一re 2‑108.

1aCtS Of Slう0う.

The fir§t deriv撮tive∴Signa=s applied to clipper‑

The d.c voltage to operate the thyratron is applied
to the grid through grid‑Current limiting resIStOr

1imiter stage V1511A and V1511B throしIgh inp

一t jack

Jlう02 and filter network Rlう39, C1522・ This network

R1532. The thyràrOn is opera〔ed from an a‑C SuPPly

removes∴種nしIǹlesirable secondary overshoot from the

vol̀age and is coǹrOlled by the d‑C vi)ltage applied be‑

fir§t deriva〔ive flnd therefore prevents the develop‑

tween grid and cathode. To offset the d"C VOltage

ment of anしInWanted second alarm pし

applied to the grid by way of the direct coupling to

the desired pし11se. The filter ha§ theし一nimportant effect

the cathode follower, a d‑C bias voltage i§ aPPlied to

of delay.ing the pし1lse slightly so that the amplified

the thyratron cathode. Thi§ bias cuts the thyratron off

alarm pしIIse does not conform to the theoretically

under∴ZerO errOr COnditions. The bias i§

ideal time pattern de§Cribed previoし1Sly in paragraph

aPPlied

through voltage dividing resistors Rlう3l・ Rlう34・ and

3 g (5) and illし

lse following

§trated in figし1reS 2‑36 and 2‑37.

R1528. Rlう34 is the SYNC ERROR SENSITIVITY

V1511A is bia§ed beyond cし1tOff by voltage division

conlrOl and permits the bias to be adjし一§ted so that the

of the ‑30‑VOlt biai aCrO§S Rlう42 and R1543 §O that

val↓一e Of inpl‑t VOltage which will cause the thyratron

only the positive half of the first derivative pas§eS

to fire may be varied.

throし一gh this tしIbe. The resし一Iting negative pしIIse is

When the control grid has been drivqu s↓lfficiently

positive, SO that grid voltage is almost as positive as
the cathode, the thyratron fires an〔l draws current
throしIgh cしIrrent limiting re§istor Rlう3うand relay

applied to the zero‑biased grid of Vlう11B to d重ive that

§tage beyond cutoff and prodしICe an amPlified alarm
pし1lse which correspond§ in ̀ime to the lower portlOn
of the positive half of the fir§t derivative.

K1501, thu§∴Closing the relay. Because c̀lrrent Can

The amplified alarm pul§e is sampled by the re‑

flow.throし一gh the thyratron in only one direction・ nO

mote gate in a coincidence mixer. This mixer con‑

current flow§ in the∴Circl‑it dし1ring negative halve§

sists of two series‑COnneCted triodes. Vlう12B, the lower

of the∴a・C SしIPPly cycle and・ therefore・ PrOVìled the

triode, aCtS aS a Cathode resistor to control bias on the

proper grid cathode voltage is maintained

しIPPer triode, Vlう12A. The grid of V1512B is con・

the thyra‑

tron will fire anew on each positive h種lf.cycle. (It is

nected in parallel with the grid of remofe sync mixer

characteristic that a thyratron will continし1e tO draw

V1502 and is biased negative in the same manner as
the sync mixer. The positive remote gate drives ̀he

plate cし一rrent aS long as fし111 plate voltage is applied・

even 〔hol‑gh the grid voltage is redし1Ced below the point
at which the tし

grid to zero and makes the t

lbe conduct. Thus the

be originally fired. To make the thyra‑

し1PPer tし一be is cut off by a large value of cathode re‑

1rOn CeaSe firing, the plate voltage is periodically

sistance except at the time of gating. With normal

interrし1Pted by ̀lSing an a‑C SuPPly voltage.) KlうOl

synchronization, Vlう12A will be gated to condしICtion

is a sIow‑OPerate SIow・release relay and remain§ 。o§ed

during the time the positive amplified alarm pulse is

dしIring negative half‑Cy。es. When the thyratron grid

applied to the grid. This will result in a large ampli‑

voltage lowers sし1fficiently to prevent firing on the

tude negative outpし一t Pul§e. With abnormal synchroni‑

next positive∴CyCle, the relay c￨

rrent StOPS and・ after

a §hort interval. the relay opens.

zation (o僧sync), When the positive half of the first

derivative is not coincident with the gate, Vlう12A

The contacts of K150l control the application of
l15 volts flC tO time‑delay relay Klう03 and to SYNC

will be gated to conduction whe

n the grid voltage is

zero. zero grid voltage resし而s becà一Se the grid i§

ERROR indicator lamp I804 in the synchronization

retumed to gro

con〔rOlし1nit. ThしIS OPeration of K1501 1ights the

becaし一Se the amplified alarm pulse is not present at the

一nd thrò一gh Rlう49 and Rlう18 and

indicator lamp anし=ni〔iates the time・delay cycle of

time of gating. The resistance provided by Vlう12B

Klう03. After the adjし一St種ble tìne̲delay period of five

at the time of gating biases Vlう12A so tha〔・ With

seconds to one minし1te, Klう03

zero grid voltage on V1512A・ a relative §mall nega・

operates to act↓1ate

K1504 Note that although the relay is calibrated for

tive oし一tPし1t Signal re§ults. ThしIS the coincidence mixer

a delay of three seconds to one miǹ一te・ the actual

provides a large negative oし1tPし一t Pし11§e When synchro‑

delay period is increased by aboし1t tWO SeCOnds be‑
c飢ISe Of the 〔ime constan〔 Of the syn⊂ nleaS↓一rlng C賞r‑

oRiGINAし

nization is normal and a sma11 negative o

一tPし1t Pし一1se′

with an off sync∴COndition.
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Because V1512B is nonconduc〔ing in the absence of

arm of potentiomele重R1555, the OFF SYNC SENSI‑

a gate, the cathode voltage of V1512A attempt§ tO rise

TIVITY control, th重Ough curren〔 limiting re§istor

to B十level, eXCeeding the heater cathode vQllage

R1559. R1555 and R1553 form a voltage divider to

rating for a type 5814 tube. This excessive voltage is

PreVented by the addition.of R1552, Which has an

PrOVide a po§itive bias voltage to the thyrat重On grid.
This bia§ is adjusted, by mean§ Of R1555, §O that the

lntereSting voltage limiting effect. The action of this

血yratron does not fire with the cathode voltage estab‑

lO‑megOhm bias re§istor is to hold V1512A almost at

1ished under normal synchronization but does fire with

CutOff when V1512B is nonconducting. Wìh this

lhe cathode voltage established for any o鯖sync condi・

Cathode bias arrangement, it is impossible for V1512A

tion. The thyratron operate§ relay K1502 in the same

to become biased beyond cutoff, and since the bias

manner as the sync error thyratron operates the∴relay

VOltage required to produce cutoff is less than the maxi・

i￨i its plate circuit. The relay arrangement i§ the same

mum heater"Cathode voltage rating for the tube, this

as for the sync error arrangement p重eViou§ly discus§ed

rating cannot be exceeded. The tube current is kept §O

except that a differeǹ grOuP Of relays is used and the

Iow, by thi§ 10‑megOhm bias resistor, that negligibIe

time delay relay, K1505, PrOVide§ a delay range of

OutPut VOltage is pre§ent in the absence of a gate pulse.

The negative outpu〔 Pulses of the coincidence mixer

fifteen seconds to five minutes. Operation of plate relay
K1502 1ights OFF SYNC indicator lamp I805, in the

are applied to averaging capacitor Clう16 through

SynChronizalion indicator unil, and starts the time‑

Charging diode V1513A. This circuit operates in the

delay cycle. The OFF SYNC pen in the recording am.

Same manner aS the averaging capacitor circuits of the

meter is∴COnneCted in parallel with I805 §O that the

SynC meaSuring circuit. A large negative vol̀age is

Pen reCOrd§ an Off sync∴COndi〔ion whenever the lamp

StOred in (he capacitor when synchroniza〔ion i§ nOrmal

isli〔.

and a lesser voltage for an off sync condition. This
VOltage, aPPlied to the grid of amplifier V1513B, is
amplified and inverted so that a relatively high voltage
i§ nOrmally obtai宣Ied a〔 the plate of Vlう13B and a

(6) REMOTE ALARM PROVISIONS. ‑ Provi.
Sion ha§ been made to connect a set of duplicate indi"

Ca〔Or lamps and alarm buzzer across the indica〔OrS Of
the alarm circしIits. Connections for these duplicate

lower plate voltage results for an off sync condition.

indicators are wired through REMOTE ALARM

The plate of off sync∴alarm amplifier V1513B is

§Witch S1501, Which permits the remole alarms to be

direc〔ly coupled to the cathode of thyratron V1514.

disconnected as desired. The remote alarm connection§

The∴COn〔rOl gri(l o白his thyratron is connected to the

are terminaled at TB150l and may be ex〔ended by

2̲漢22
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mean§ Of a four.conducIOr Wire ci重Cuil. It i§ intended

b. TEST, OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE OS‑39/FPN‑30.‑

(ha=he remote alarm indicato重S may be located up to

As described in paragraph 3 b, the test oscilloscope lS

two mile§ from the limer. The resi§tanCe Of each con‑

an acces§Ory unit provided to facilitate test and adjust‑

ducto重in the connecti垂circui章Should not exceed

ment of other 〔imer circuits. This unil includes a wide

200 0hm§.

band signal amplifier, a VerSaule sweep circuit・ and a

(7) TEST SIGNAL CATHODE FOI

LOWER・‑

marker mixer arrangement.

The ̀eSt Signal ca血ode follower consists of a single

( l) TEST SIGNAL PATH.÷‑The test §ignal may

stagel V1510B) Which provides a high impedance in"

be taken from any one of the test signal cathode fol‑

put, fof minimum loading of the circui〔 under tes〔・

and a low impedance output

for minimum waveform

lowers in the various timer units or may be fed through
EXTERNAL SIGNAL jack J1706. Refer 10 fig

lre

disto重tion due to shunt capacitance of connectlng

2‑109. SIGNAL SELECTOR §Witch S1702 connects the

cables. Tha circuit§ are §elected by means of TEST

signal fed from one of the timer units, Or from J1706,

SIGNAL §Witch S1503 and are isolated from the cath‑

to ̀he input switch of the signal amplifier: Signal may

ode follower input circuit by resistive・ CaPaCitive・ Or

be applied to J1706 through one of a §et Of test cords

re§istive"CaPaCitive coupling arrangements. The im‑

furnished with the timer. A Iow capacity shielded

pedances of these coupling circuits are such that rela・

prohe, W2201・ is included with thi§∴Set tO Permlt

tively uniform waveform amplitude is obtained in all
po§itions of Slう03・ Selec̀ed signals are AC ERROR

voltage

a‥he plate of Vlう07B; the 2ND DER・ a〔

input jack J1501; the LOCAL GATE and the REMOTE
GATE, at the outpù Of each gate separator diode,
V1519B and V1519A; the MIXED GATES, a=he out‑
put of gate cathode follower V152うA; the lST DER・

at input jack Jlう02; and the LIMITED IST DER・

which is ̀he amplified alarm pulse at the output of

minimum loading of high impedance circuit points
when checking waveforms. This probe・ Shown in fig‑
ure 2‑110, COnSists of resistive voltage divider R2204・

R220う, and variable capacitor C2203・ This capacitor is
adjusted §O that, When workihg into the∴COmbined

capacity of the connecting coaxial cable and scope
input circuit, it acts as a capacitive voltage divider
wìh the same attenuation ratio as the resi§tive divider.

Under this condition the probe has hniform freql‑enCy/
a〔tenし1ation chara⊂teristics over an extreme range.

Vlう11R.

c22o3
4i/2‑25
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The input switch fo‥he signal amplifie重, GAIN

SELECTOR S1704・ COnneCtS the test signal eitber
directly to the amplifier input

through a 20‑db attenu・

OF

OPERATION

WaVe SynC triggers and extemal trigger§; the continu.

OuS delay only is provided for the mixed A and B trig.
gefS. No delay i§ PrOVided for the l,000‑ and lOO.

ator to the ampl誼er input・ Or disconnect§ the amplifier

micro§e⊂Ond marke重1 rigger§・ The trigger is used to

and applie§ the signal directly to the uppe重Vertical

initiate the sweep generated by a phantastron genera.

deflection plate of the cathode‑ray tube. The attenua.

tor stage. Generator output is inverted in a parapha§e

tor lS a reSl§tanCe‑CaPaCltanCe VOltage divider, C1723,

amplifier to provide push・Pull sweep.

R1754・ C1722・ R1753, Which behaves in the same way

a§ the divider in probe W2201. ATTENUATOR AD・

The sync signal, taken from the various jacks in the
leSl §COPe, i§ §elected by SYNC SELECTOR switch

JUST capacitor C1723 is provided to balance out o血er

Circuit capacities and thus produce uniform frequency
response over a wide range.
The input stage for the signal amplifie重i§ a Cathode

follower, V1712A. In addition to providing a high
impedance low capacitance input circuit, the low im.
Pedance output of this cathode followe重Permits the

use of a low resistance potentiometer as a SIGNAL
GAIN control. This control, R1758, is not affected by

S1701. Refe=O figu重e 2‑111. Square wave + l, taken
from J1703, i§ nOt Only u§ed to provide a sync trigger

but is also applied to cathode follower V1721A which

PrOVides a low impedance output to SQUARE WAVE
OUTPUT jack J1704. This ouaput i§ u§ed for∴teSt
PurPOSe§ Whereve重it i§ neCeS§ary tO SynCh重Onize wilh

the章imer §quare WaVe. Both phases of血e square wave
are fed through negative sync amplifie重V1701A, and

the extemal signal is fed through this amplifier in the

the capacitive loading of the next §tage, fo重any attenu・

EXTERNAL‑ PO§ition of S1701. V1701A i§ a ZerO.

ation setting, becadse of the relatively low value of

biased amplifie重Which use§ isolation re§istor R1821, in

resi§tanCe uSed. The second stage of 〔he §ignal amplifie重

Series with the grid

is a high gain pentode, V1713, Which u§e§ Peaking

§OurCe・ The outpul Of this amplifier is fed th重Ough a

COil L1701 in it§ reSistance"COuPled plate circuit to

SeCtion of S1701 so that either∴the output of the

tO PreVeǹ loading the §ynC t重igger

extend high frequency response. V1713 drives t重iode

negative‑SynC amPlifier or the direct output of EX‑

Phase spli〔〔er V1711B. Plate circuit decoupling for

TERNÅL SYNC jack J1701 drives positive.sync am・

V1713 and V1711B is provided by parallel re§istors

Plifier V1701B. This amplifier is biased beyond cutoff

R1815, R1817, R1819 and filter capacito重・G1726A.

V1711B empIoys peaking coil L1703 in its plate
Circui‥o extend high frequency response. Thi§ Phase

SPlitter provides push‑Pull drive to output tubes V1714
and V1715. Pentode voltage amplifiersタWith plate

and respond§ Only to strong po§lいVe §ynC Pulse§.

V1701B triggers l,000‑microsecond §teP delay multivi‑

brator V1702・ This multivibrator and the arrangemen〔

for triggering are identical in operating principle to
the multivibrator which generates the blanking pulse.

Refer to paragraph 4 d (6) for a circuit description.

Peaking coil§l ProVide wide.band pu§h‑Pull ouやut.

This output is applied to the upper and lower vertical
deflection plate§ Of the cathode.ray tube. A dual VER‑

TICAL CENTERING potentiometer, R1776, and the

The output of the delay multivibrator is a po§itive
Pul§e Which may be any width from l,000 to 27,000
microseconds. The trailing edge of this pulse is dif・

PuSh・Pull output maintain the average voltage of the

ferentiated and used to form a push‑uP gate Which

Ver〔ical deflection plates constant, for any ⊂Ondition of

§elects one particular marker from the chain of l,000‑

Centering adju§tment and signal deflection, SO tha〔

micro§eCOnd markers. Operation of this circuit i§ iden.

good focusing i§ Obtained throughout the vertical

tical to the l,000.microsecond push‑uP u§ed in the

負eld.

time・delay unit. For a circuit description refer to

(2) SWEEP CIRCUIT.葛The horizontal sweep

ParagraPh 4 d (1) (b). The §elected l OOO i§ Clipped in

Circuit produces a delayed, triggered sweep. Sweep

V1704A, tO remOVe it from the chain of marker§, and

delay i§ aCCOmPlished by two consecutive s〔eP delay

used to trigger the lOO.microsecond delay multivibra‑

Circuits and a continuous delay circuit. Step delay§ Of

tor. This delay circuit is es§entially a duplicate of lhe

l,000 and lOO micro§eCOnds are provided by delay

l,000‑microsecond delay circuit and is used to

multivibrators. These multivibrators produce the same

a particular 100 from the chain of lOO

rectangular delay pulses as generated by the delay

Shown in figure 2‑112・

Phantastrons of the time delay unit. Multivibrators

select

s. The circui章is

Either the selected lOO which is the outpu〔 Of clipper

CauSe the higher stability provided by phantastron§ is

V1704B is used or the mixed A and B triggers are used,
to trigger continuous delay phantastron V1708. A delay

not required. The con〔inuous delay circui〔 emPIoys a

range of about 150 microseconds is provided by ad‑

are used in the test scope言nstead of phantastrons, be・

delay phantastron beCaしISe the greatest po§Sible free‑

JuStment Of CONTINUOUS DELAY potentiometer

dom from jitter i§ ̀!esireし上

R1736. The circuit produces a rectangular output pul§e

The sweep 111{1y bc証ggcrc̀! from either pha§e Of
the square wave,重l‑ixe
100.micr。SCC{}n

applic

i Aっ1nしl B.triggers. 1,000・ Or

1 ̀一1nrkers・ Or from an external signal

=hrough J1706 0n the front panel. The full

r:lnge ()f
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delay phantastron V1708 0r attenuated l,000‑ Or 100‑

R1790. One other circuit difference, in this generator,

micro§eCOnd markers. Refer to figure 2‑11 3・ The l,000‑

is the inclしISion of parasitic sし一PPreSSOr reSistor R1823・

microsecond markers are attenuated to a level suitable
for triggering by voltage divider R1809

R1811・ and

the lOO"microsecond markers are attenuated by R1810,

R1812. The triggers are applied to sweep generator
V1717 through cathode follower V1707B and trigger
diode V1721B. Except for the switching arrangement,
which provide§ different ranges of sweep speed・ and

′rhe generator, With asst)Ciated paraphase amplifier
Stage V1718, SしIPPlies a pし

Sh‑PしIll sawtooth voltage to

the horizon〔al deflection plates of the cathode‑ray tube
and also sし一PPlies a reftangし11ar intensifier pし1lse.

The paraphase ampliher as§OCiated with the test
§COPe SWeeP generatOr differs from that as§OCiated with

the VIDEO SCOPE §WeeP generatOr. The test scope

for the method of controlling trace size, the sweep
parapha§e amPlifier, V1718

generator §tage is identica=n operating principle to

the sweep generator of the VIDEO SCOPE. Refer to
paragraph 4 / (2) for a circuit description. The range
of sweep §Peed is changed by mean§ Of COARSE

SWEEP SP髄D switch S1706, Which provides differeht

does not use a degenera.

tive circuit to attaln ↓1nlty gain, but instead empIoys

voltage divider R180l, R1795 to atten〇一ate the output
of the sweep generator by an amoし1nt Which approxi・

mately complements the gain of the pentode amplifief

values of plate‑tO‑grid coupling capacltanCe tO Vary

empIoyed in the circuit. Direc〔 COし1Pling is empIoyed

the circuit time constant. Sweep speeds of intermediate

〔O a§Sure that the §COPe traCe alw種y§ StartS at the same

values, between those provided by S1706, are aVailable

place, regardlc§S Of sweep speed・ If capacitive coupling

by adjustment of FINE SWEEP SPEED poten〔lOmeter

were used, a∴Change in the d‑C level would occし1r for

ORIGINAし
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di節erent sweep speeds and cause the t重aCe Centering to

to figure.2‑114・ The càhode follower provides a low

Change. Proper grid bias is obtained by relum Of the

SOurCe impedance which preserves the §teeP‑Sided shape

VOltage divider, R1795, tO a negative voltage developed

Of the rec章angula重intensifier pulse. The intensifier

acros§ R1806. R1806 is connected between the ‑108̲

VOlt bus and ground and is a variable potentiometer

Which permits the bias of V1718 to be adjusted to con‑
trol horizontal centering. The bias voltage developed

Pulse is applied through coupling capacitor Cl]49, and
because of the large variation in sweep du‡y cycle, it is

necessary to use d‑C reStOrer V1720 to maintain a con.
Stant d"C level on the intensifier grid for any setting of

HORIZONTAL CENTERING potentiometer

INTENSITY potentiometer R1781. The application of

R1806 is bypassed by C1744. This voltage controIs tube

COntrOI voltages fo=he other electrodes of the 5CPIA

Current tO Vary Plate voltage, With respec=o the volt・

Cathode"ray tube is made,in the same way as for the

age on the plate of the sweep generator, SO tha=he

VIDEO SCOPE. Refer to paragraph 4 / (2) for a cir‑

VOltage on the direct coupled cathode.ray tube horizon‑

Cuit description.

acros§

1al deflection plates may be varied. Sweep size is con‑
trolled by varying the output of V1718 by mean§ Of

SWEEP SIZE potentiometer R1795.

(3) MARKER MIXER CIRCUIT.一The marker
mixer circuit provides either lOOO
10* and l

The intensifier pulse supplied by the jhantastron

s, 100

s, Or mixed

s to the lower vertical deflection plate of

the cathode‑ray tube. Refer to figu重e 2‑115. Either

SWeeP generatOr is fed 〔hrough cathode follower V1722

lOOO

to the intensity grid of lhe cathode.ray tube. Refer

amplifier V1710A through MARKER SELECTOR

s, 100

s, Or lO

s are applied to the grid of marker

I〇〇匹S各c
MARK各R
PUSい‑UP

VI706
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SWìCh S1703・ Thi§ SWitch al§O has an OFF position

grid voltage is zero. Thi§ amPlitude increa§eS When

Which ground§ the grid of V1710A. A diode, and a

V1710A is cut off by a lO §O that the combined outpu章

diode bia§ VOltage, SuPPlied by voltage divider resistors

Of the two §tage§ i§ a Chain of l

R1782 and R1783, i§ uSed a§ a ba§e.1ine clipper to re.

lO

move positive and negative overshoot from the lO

every tenth l greater than the other nine l

§.

s coincident with the l

§ and lO

§ With血e

s to make the amplitude of
§・

The negative markers drive the zero‑biased grid nega.

The output後町rkers of V1710 are fed to the grid of

tive and produce an output at the junction of plate

Clipper §tage V1711A. The negative bia§, and hence

resi§tOrS R1748, R1749, R1750. For the 1000

s and lOO

s,

the clipping level, Of thi§

§lage is∴COn〔rOlled by

this output is applied to the grid of clipper §tage

MARKER HEIG重IT potentiometer R1741. The plate

V1711A withoù any effec̀ from l,§ amPlifier V1710B.

Of V1711A is connected in parallel with the pla[e Of

The §ignal inpu章Of V1710B i§ grOunded and ̀the grid

V1714, One Of the pu§h.pull output tube§ Of the §ignal

is zero‑bia§ed by retum of grid resisIOr R1751 to +300

amplifier, SO that markers are applied direclly to the

VOlts so that V1710B presents a fixed loading for these

lower vertical deflection plate of the cathode・ray tube.

two inputs. With S1703 posi〔ioned to feed lO

This permi〔§ adjustment of marker heigh章Which is

V1710A, l

§ are fed to V1710B. The negative l

s to
§ are

amp重ified by V1710B and appear in the output circuit.
The oulPut amPlitude of the l

s is limited by the

loading presented by V1710A, between lO

oRiCINAし

§, When the

independent of the signal amplitude.
i. RECORDING ÅMMETER TYPE ME‑84/FPN‑
30.一As de§Cribed functionally in paragraph 3 ;, the

recording ammeter is provided as a means fo重making
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a permanent record of the syAchronization conditions

F髄DS or the MIN. F髄DS position to convert ba§ic

Of a loran pair. The meterぐonSi§t§ Of an electromag・

chart speeds from inches per hour to inches per minute.

netically deflected met缶pen, Which indicates the mo‑

The basi⊂ Chart speed§ are eStablished by using one of

tion of the PHASE dial over a calibrated range of ±5

three pairs of gears in different combination§・ The

microseconds, and two side chronograph pens. Each of

gears which accomplish this couple the synch重OnOuS

lhe side pens move§ from a normal, SPring・loaded posi‑

motor output to the sprocket roller. The drive shaft

tion to an operating po§ition under control of an elec・

is the lower of two §haf〔S Which project at the upper

lrOmagnet. The chronograph pen§ deflect to indicate

left §ide of the chart drive. Gears are held in place on

Off sync and local blink condition§・ The pens draw ink

the two shafts by knurled clamping nuts. Speed change

from pen reservoirs by capillary action. The recording
ammeter also indudes two ru11nlng tlme meterS.
Pen deflections are recorded on a paper chart which

is carried by a chart drive arrangement. This arrange‑
ment moves the chart at a fixed rate, a§ COntrOlled by a

SynChronou§ mOtOr. The motor drives the chartthrough

a gear chain and a sprocket roller. The sprocket roller
engage§ Perforation§ On the chart to insure firm) §lip・
free drive. The chart i§ fed from a §uPPly rolle重, Pa§t

the pens, OVer the sprocket roller

tO a take・uP重Oller

(reroll). The reroll is driven by an induction motor
through a spring tensi6n device. The spring tension
device acts like a window shade roller to maintain take・

up tension. The induction motor acts only periodically,
as required to build‑uP §Pring tension. The synchro・

nous drive motor and the induction take"uP mOtOr are

gear§ are StOred in a clip which mount§ just above the
sprocket roller §haft projection. Each pair of gea重S IS

coded a different coIor to facilitate idehtification. A
gold pair of gears provide§ the large§t gear ratio. With
the §maller of the two gold gears on the lower (drive)
§haft and the larger on the upper (sprocket roller)

§haft, the chart speed is 3/4 inch per hour or 3/4

inch per minute. With the gear position§ reVerSed,
that is, With the larger gold gear on the drive §haft,

the char〔 §Peed i§ 12 inches per hour or 12 inches per

minute. A red pair of gears prbvide a unity gea重ratio;
both red gears have the §ame number of teeth. The

red gears provide a speed of 3 inches per hour or 3

inches per mintue. A green pair of gears provide a

語聖霊藷詰まu蒜晋で誓請書:

both connected. to (he l15‑VOlt 60‑CyCle power line

drive §haft and a speed of 6 inche§ Per hour or 6 inche§

through a common toggle switch. This switch is loふted

per minute with the larger gear of the pair mounted

on the left‑hand side of the drive. Å lamp, located at

on the drive shaft. The standard speed is 3 inches per

the書OP Of the case

hour and is based on a 60・CyCle power line. The cha重t

i§ PrOVided for illuminating the

chart.
Chart speed i§ COntrOlled by two different types of

i§ Calibratcd with time markings, in accordance with
the 24・hour cIock, for that speed. When u§ed at other

gear change. A gear ratio change of 60:1 is effected by

gear speeds or power line frequencies・ thi§ Calibration

means of a gear shift lever on the right‑hand side of

doe§ nOt aPPly and an appropriate correction must be

the drive. The lever may be placed in either the HOUR

made.
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The con§truCtior1 0f the meter pen i§ eSSeǹially like

a large ammèer in which the pointer is fitted with a
Pen tip. The meter is a O‑ tO l.0‑milliampe重e mOVement
which is adjusted to provide deflections of葛0・5‑JO一
+0.5 by offset〔ing the m∝hani⊂al centering adjust"

ments for the pen. This centering adjustment, Which

OPeration of the o§Cillator. This is neces§ary lO maln.

tain a high degree of stability in the frequency pro‑
duced by the oscillato重・ Whenever interlocked power

is removed, the space heaters may be automatically
operated to prevent condensation from forming in the
cabinet. A thermostat controlled blower §yStem reduccs

behave§ in the §ame Way aS the meter zero setscrew

the heat rise in the cabinet when all the unit§ are ln

Iocated on the front of most conventional meters, lS a

operation. Power to the o5cilloscopes in the timer is

lcver located at the bottom of the chart frame.

controlled by the interlocked circuit; however, a SeP‑

Two running time meters) Which are independent
assemblies, are mOunted on the panel of Reco重ding

Ammete重ME̲84/FPN‑30. These meter; are wired in

arate on.off switch is provided for the oscilloscope high
voltages so thcy may be皿ned off without interrupting

the interlocked power circuit. The complete a‑C ladder
diagram is shown in figure 7‑288.

parallel with the chronog重aPh pens and indicate the

tolal accumulated time of operation of the off sync

(1) MAIN POWER CONTROL一Figure 2‑39 is

alarm and of the local blink motor. Off sync time is

a block diagram of a‑C POWer distribution. Unregulated

that time that OFF 、SYNC alarm indicator I80うhas

a‑C VOltage (115 volt§ ±1うpercent) 50‑65 cycles, Single

been lit. Thi§ time is no章affected by the delay period

phase, is applied to Voltage Regulator Type CN‑23う/

impo§ed by ̀he off sync time delay relay. I‑OCal blink

FPN‑30 through the switching equipment. The regu‑

time is the time tha( the local blink motor has been

lated llうーVOlt a・C OutPut Of the voltage regulator is

operating

applied to the timer through MAIN POWER ON.OFF

tO Cau§e CyClic blinking・ and is the total

lime for both automatic and manual blinking.
Each running ̀ime meter i§ a Veeder‑Root countlng
mechanism which is driven by a §ynChronous motor.

circuit breaker S2001. This circui〔 breaker shut§ Off

the timer completely if the timer draws more than 20
amperes of current.

and elapsed ̀ime indication§ Will therefore not be cor.

(2) SPACE HEATER CONTROL.‑‑The power to
the space heaters is contr61led with SPACE HEATERS

rect for any other line frequency. If the timer §et lS

ON・OFF switch S2003 and relay K2001. A §et Of con‑

u§ed wìh any line frequency other than 60 cycle§・ an

tac〔S Of relay K2001, in series with switch S2003・ dose

The motor speed is ba§ed on a 60‑CyCle line frequency

appropriate correction fac̀O重muSt be applied to the

the §PaCe heater circuit when the interlocked system is

me章er readings. For example

opened. This prev6nts moisture conden§ation. The

With a 50‑CyCle line・ mul.

̀iply章he meter reading by 6/5.

i. POWER DISTRIBUTION.一The main power
controIs of the timer a重e divided into two sectlOnS:

(1) The MAIN POWER ON.OFF circuit breake重
which connects the time重tO the main power source
and turn§ On Radio Frequency Oscillator Type O‑202/

FPN‑30; and (2) the INTERLOCKED POWER ON.
OFF switch which i§ uSed to extend power turned on

by (1) to the other units in the timer. The purpose of

space heater§ COn§ist of three 125"Watt reSistors located

at the bottom of the timer∴Cabinet. Relay K2001 is

further described below.

(3 ) INTERLOCKED POWER CONTROL.‑IN‑
TERLOCKED POWER ON"OFF switch S2004 is used
to control the a.c power distribution to all of the
timer unit§ eXCePt the oscillator and Power Supply

Type PP‑959/FPN‑30・ These unit§ are energized by

thi§ arrangement is ̀O Permit tuming off the units con"

power applied through circuit breaker S2001 and re‑
main in operàion when the interlocked power circuit

trolled by the interlocked power §Witch for test・ main‑

i§ interrupted. Thi§ Circuit consist§ Of relay K1901・

1CnanCe, and other purposes without impairing the

the cabinet and uhit drawer interlock switches in series

ORICINAし
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With each other, COntaCtS Of K2003 and switch S2004.

by the thermostat GOfifrolled blowers

The con‡aCtS Of relay K2003 open the interlock circuit

Only when ̀he jnterlocked circuit i§ energized. The

if the output of the bias rectifier of Power

nonadjustable thermostat is set to operate a1 10OC.

supply Type

Which operàe

PP‑959/FPN‑30, through which the relay i§ energized,

(50OF.) and remain cIosed until the temperature in the

fail§. An interlock switch.is as§OCiated with each

Cabinet is reduced to ‑1OC. (30OF.).

drawer in the timer∴CabinetタeXcePt the o§Cillator and

Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30. When a drawer
j§ Withdrawn or a cabinet door is opened, the ass∝iated

interlock switch will open the interlock power circuit.

(7) A"C DISTRIBUTION BOARD.‑The inter.
locked relay contacts apply l15 volts ac to a‑C distribu‑
tion board TB2203・ From this board a・C POWer is

applied to each unit in the timer not mentioned above.

When this circuit i§ OPen, relay K1901 is no Ionger
enengized and its contacts open the a・C POWer Circuit
to all timer unit§ eXCePt tho§e directly controlled by

(8) SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES.鵜The high volt・
ages are applied to the o§Cillo§COPeS in the timer under

COntrOI of the SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES ON。OFF

circuit breaker S2001.

A BATTLE SHORT switch is provided which, When
CIosed, by"PaSSeS the entire interlock circuit and enables
any of the time units to be withdrawn from the cabinet

藍宝器黒糖悪霊露盤曇蕊
VOltage circuits without the hazard of having high
VO置tages on.

Without di§abling any of the power supply circuits in
the timer. The purpose of this switch is to allow adju§t‑

(9) FII.AMENT SUPPLY. ‑ Each unit in the

ment of timer circuit§タParticularly those in the syn‑

tlmer, eXCePt the o§Cillator, has a filament transformer

Chronizer drawer, While the equipment i§ OPerating.

included in it to provide filament power for the tubes.

A red indicator light is installed next to the BATTLE

The a・C ladder diagram

SHORT §Witch to indicate when the switch i§ in the

POWer COnneCtlOnS tO the primaries of all the filament

ON position. The INTERLOCKED POWER switch

transformers in the timer. The transformer i§ Shown

figure 7‑288, Show§ the input

mu§t also be in the ON position in order for power

in the §Chematic diagram of each unit. Filament power

to be supplied to the unit§. When adjus〔ment requlrlng

for the tubes in the oscillator unit is obtained from

§horting of interlock§ is completed, the BATTLE

Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30. Included in the

SHORT switch §hall be returned to the OFF position.

tlmer are three filament transformer§ Which provide
VOltages for u§e in contemplàed auxiliary equipment.

No†e
Extreme

caution

must

be

The tran§formers are (1) filament transformer T1902
exerci§ed

when

adjusting any of the circuits while the battle
Short switch is in the on position b∝au§e Of

dangerou§ly high voltage present.

(4) RELAY K2001.‑Relay K2001 is energized
through the interlock power circuit. It accomplishes

豊諸悪雪。霊p号音薯黒岩蕊王霊‡
T1903 in the §ame POWer SuPPly which provide§ 6.4
VOlt§ aC at 14 ampere§, and (3) filament transformer

T2104 in Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30 which
PrOVides 6.4 volts ac at 2.75 amperes. All the timer fila‑
ment circuits, eXCePt the following, are COnVentional

the following function§.

。,豊篤志‡霊‡霊霊宝霊嵩1藷焦
this relay is de・energized, COntaCt l §Prings back to con‑

The filameǹS Of the control and regulator tubes in

Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30 are placed above

tact lO and places a resistive load across the +150"VOlt

ground for dc by the voltage drop across resistor R1929,

OutPut Of Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30. The

Which form§ a VOltage divider with resistor R1928

PurPOSe Of the resistive load is to maintain regulation
§!nce the only other load on thi§ POWer SuPPly under

this condition is the oscillator.
When relay K2001 i§ energized, COntaCtS 5 and 6

apply ‑230 volt§ tO the ‑30.volt and the鵜108"VOlt

regulator circuits in Power Supply Type PP‑959/

FPN‑ 30.

across the regulated +300‑VOlt output, tO maintain
heater‑Cathode voltage within rating§・

Tran§former T2102 provide§ the創amen章vOltage

for the cathode.ray tubes in the timer indicator and
te§t O§Cilloscopes. The filaments of the cathode‑ray

tube§ are Placed about ‑1,500 volt§ below ground

POtential by being tied to the cathodes of cathode.ray
inbes. The purpo§e Of thi§ is to maintain the heater‑

Contacts 7 and 9 dose the §PaCe heater circuit when
血is relay is not energized.

(5) RELAY K2002・‑Relay K2002, is energized

through the interlock power cirouit. It accomplishes

Cathode voltage within ratings.

The radio"frequency amplifiers and video detector
filament∴Circuits in Radio Receiver Type R‑564/
FPN‑30 are filtered with capacitors and r"f i§Olation

the following functions:

Choke coils to prevent feedback through cathode‑heater

When this relay is energized, +135 volts is applied
to the oscillator through contacts 4 and 6. When the

CaPaCitance. The voltage drop across the coils is com.

重elay is not energized, COntaCt 6 springs back to contact

欝謹み、藍豊富竺諾器a霊宝r豊圭

5 and applies +150 volt§ tO the oscillator, tO maintain

tubes which are not餌ered, a taP On the transformer

OPeration of the o§Cillator.

PrOVides 6.3 volts directly.

When energized, the contacts of thi§ relay apply the

The filament current of delay phantastron tube

‑150‑VOlt output of Power Supply Type PP‑959/

V1517 in Electrical Synchronizer Type SN‑117/FPN‑

FPN‑30 to lhe voltage regulator circuit in Power
Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30.

30 is regulated by a ballast resistor, R1511, Which is
§ealed in a gas"飢ed bulb.

(6) BLOWER CIRCUIT.一When the timer units

The filaments of血e tubes in Frequency Divider

are all operating, the heat ri§e in the cabinet i§ reduced

Type CV‑274/FPN‑30 are placed above ground for

2̲1 30
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d.c potential by the volt呼e, drop acro§§ reSistor R415,

relays in the other timer. Thus only one §et Of relay§

which forms a voltage divider with re§i§tOr R276

can dose at a time, and the reco重ding ammeter can be

across the +150.volt input to the unit・ This is to main‑

COnneCted to only one timer, the operating timer.

tain heater"Cathode voltage within ratings.

Power to STANDBY indicator I2201, and OPER・

(10) STAND‑BY.OPERATE RELAYS. ‑ Three

ATE indicator I2202, is applied through contact§ 1, 2,

relays, mOunted in Electrical Equipmenl Cabinel CY‑

and 3 of K2203 so that I2201 glow§ When the relay is

1437/FPN‑30, are aCtuated by l15 volt§ aC SuPPlied

unenergized, and I2202 glow§ When the relay i§ ener.

from the switchgcar. These relays control the STAND・

gized. Relay K1507, in the electrical synchronizer, i§

BY and OPERATE indicator lamps on top of血e

COnn∝ted in parallel with I2201 (through LOCAL

timer cabinet, tranSfer the recorditlg ammete重§O that

SIGNAL switch S1506) so that K1507 may be ener・

it i§ alway§ COnneCted to the operating timer, and con"

gized when the timer is in stand・by condition (K2203

trol the pa§Sage Of the l∝al signal through the electri‑

de‑energized). This arrangement disables the l∝al sig・

Cal synchronizer. Refer to the a‑C ladder diagram,

nal channel of the electrical §ynCh重Onizer. At a slave

血gu重e 7‑288.

Station the local §ignal must be removed, When lhe

The coils of the three relays, K2201, K2202, K2203,

timer i§ in stand・by §erVice, if the automatic syn"

⊂hronizing §yStem is to Iock in on the o重ギrating timer.

are all comected in parallel so that the relays opera〔e
together. Power is applied to the relay§, through the

Powe=O the l∝al blink and off §ynC PenS and lO

SWitchgear, When the timer is sel∝ted as an operating

the chart drive motor and chart lamp of the recording

timer by the switchgear・ This power application is

ammeter is applied through contacts of K2201. The

accomplished automatically when the limer is used

POWer tO the pens i§ 115 volts ac derived from a §ePa・

With a Lo重an Switching Group Type AN/FPA‑2. Sep"

rate alarm circuit for each pen and the power for the

arate switching facilitie§ muSt be added if the timer is

Cha重t d重ive and lamp i§ 115 volts ac taken through

used wi血a Navy Model UM §Witching equipment.

fu§e F1904.

These facilities are shown in figure 3‑10. A Iockout
arrangement, through contacts l and 2 of relay K2201,

and 3 and 4 and 6 of K2202.

Signal is fed to the center pen through contacl§ 1

器認諾藍嵩請書書誌霊薯藷

4. POWER SUPPLIES.

two timers u§ed for each loran rale at a Station) §O that

(1) POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑959/FPN‑30.‑

Only o血e group of重elay§ Can OPerale at a time. Cotl〔aCt§

As discussed in paragraph 3鳥(1), three regulated volt"

1 and 2 are 。Ormally cIo§ed; they open when K2201

ages of +1うO volts, ‑108 volts, and ‑30 volt§ are

is energized and thus interrupt the flow of power to the

developed by Power Supply Type PP鵜959/FPN‑30;
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6.4 volts ac also is supplied for the創aments of the

grid voltage change is amplified and applied to the

tubes in Radio Frequency Oscillator

Cathode of tube V2006A. The amplified voltage drives

rype O‑202/

FPN‑30. In addition, the llうvolts ac for the inter‑

the cathode of tube V2006A positive which i§ the same

locked power circuit, through which the various a.c

as making the grid of the tube more negative. The
VOltage is further amplified by tube V2006A, and a

t〃mer Circuits are supplied, is taken from this powe重

SuPPly as discussed in paragraph 4 j (3). Two meter§

POSitive voltage develops across plate load resistor

are provided, One tO mea§ure the a‑C line voltages, and

R2001. Since the amplified voltage i§ aPPlied to the

One tO meaSure the d‑C OuaputS Of章he three power §uP.

Cathode of tube V2006A, there is no pha§e §hift be‑

Plie§ in the timer. Refer to figure 7‑282 fo重the §Che・

tween the input and output voltage of that tube. The

matic diag重am Of the complete powe重SuPPly.

voltage developed acro§S the plate load resistor is

(a) +150.VOLT SUPPLY CIRCUIT.
」・ RECTIFIER CIRCUIT.一The +150‑VOlt

applied to lhe grid of tube V2003・ The grid of the reg.
ulator tube is driven positive, and 〔he intemal resi§t‑

ance of the tube decreases. The voltage drop acro§S the

SuPPly is derived from a conven‡ional rectifie重Ci重Cuit
tube de⊂reaSe§, and the voltage acro§S the calhode load

COnSisting of power transformer T2001,重eCtifie重tubes
increases accordingly} thu§ COrreCting for the o重iginal

V200l and V2002, and the associated filte重Circuit. The
十275‑VOlt output of the rectifier̲餌er circuit is applied

OutPut VOltage change. If the output voltage tends to
inc重eaSe, the correcting §equenCe WOuld be the §ame,

to an electronically controlled regulator circuit to pro・

but with the opposite e節ec〔 On the control and regula・

Vide the regulated +150・VOlt output.

2・ REGULATION OF THE

tor tubes. Normally, a VOltage regulator cannot com‑
+150‑VOLT

SUPPLY.一Refer to figure 2‑116 for the §implified

PenSate COmPletely for change§ in input voltage but
instead, reduce§ the change§ tO a Very Small value. This

SChematic diagram of the +150‑VOlt regulator circuit.

is so becau§e a Small error voltage mu§̀ be furnished

The unregulated output of the filter network is applied

from the output of 〔he regulator tube as a coǹrOlling

to the plate of重egulator tube V2003. The regulated

agent. In this regulator, by connecting resistor§ R20241

十150‑VOlt outpul is taken from the cathode circui〔 Of

R2025, and R2026 as §hown in figure 2‑116, advantage

that tube. The output voltage is held constant by vary・

is taken of the fac=hat a §mall change in the unregu‑

ing the intemal resi§tanCe Of the regulator tube in

lated voltage rather than a change in the load circuì

response to input voltage or output load chahges. The

(which is fixed) applie§ a ⊂O重reCtion. The corrective

internal resistance of the tube i§ determined by the

action, therefore, takes place as a direct result of

POtential on its grid・ This poten章ial is establi§hed by

Changes in unregulated input vol(age.

the control amplifiers V2006A and V2006B. The con‑
trol tube§ are COnneCted in ca§COde (plate circuits in

Series) to provide a high stable gain for the feedback

VOltage to the regulator tube. The grids of the control
tube§ are retumed to the voltage divider connected

between the +150‑Volt output and the ‑87"VOlt重efer‑
ence vol〔age. This connection establi§hes the quiescent

5. COUPLING. ‑ The output error voltage
applied to the grid of the con〔rOl tube i§ developed
acro§§ the voltage divider consisting of re§i§tOrS R2020

through R2023. Only a portion of the t9tal error volt・
age i§ aPPlied to the control tube becau§e it is con‑

nected across only a portion of the voltage divider.
Å・C VOltages, fed back from the other circuits in the

POtentials of the control and regulator tube§ and per‑

mits any error voltages at the +150.volt ouやut to be

applied to the control tube. The +150 V ADJ poten.
tiometer, R2022, Permits adjustment of the regulated
Ouやut VOltage by changing the point of重etum Of

COntrOl tube V2006B to the voltage divider, thus
Changing the quiescent∴COndition of the regulator

timer, and power supply hum vol〔age may also be
P重eSent in the regulated output voltage. The§e a‑C VOlt.

ages are coupled at full amplitude to the control tube
through the low impedance palh provided by capacitor

C2003. The low impedance a‑C COuPling makes lhe
regulator tube more e節ective in suppressing these a.c
voltage§ that are present in the output.

ci重cuit.

3. REFERENCE VOLTAGE.一The fixed ref.
erence voltage of ‑87 volts u§ed in thi§ COntrOI circuit

6. TEST JÅCKS.‑Test jacks J200l through

J2004 and COMMON JACK J2007 are u§ed in con‑

is developed from a flegative source, regulated by ga§

JunCt10n With a完ltmete‥o Check the curreǹ flow

tube V2009. The reason§ for using a negative reference

through each regulator tube. When the meter leads

VOltage are: (l) it permi〔S a higher plate voltage for

are inserted into jack J2007 (COMMON) and one of

the opera〔ion of the control tubes, and (2) a larger

POrtion of the error voltage is applied to control tube
V2006B because the grid of V2006B i§ at a relatively

the leSt jacks, the short across the resistor, in parallel
with the test jack, is removed and the voltage drop
across the re§istor is measured by the meter. This per.

mits the individual cathode current§ tO be checked §O
.higher point on the vol章age divider) and this point is

the error voltage source.

that defective tubes may be found and replaced・

4. OPERATION OF THE VOLTAGE REG‑

7. ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS.一The

ULATOR CIRCUIT.一If the outpù VOltage tend§ tO

simplified schematic diagram show§ One triode as the

fall below +150 volts, Part Of this negative voltage

series regulator tube; the actual unit consi§t§ Of two

Change is applied to the grid of tube V2006B. The

twin triode 6AS7G tubes
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Sistor§ R2002 through R2005 in the plate circuits and

acts a§ a Variable shunt resistor bet.ween the ‑30.volt

re§i§tOrS R2008 through R2011 in the grid circuit§ Of

output and the regulated +150"VOlt output. It pro.

the regulato‥ubes prevent parasitic oscillation§・ Ca.

duces a correction in output voltage by changing the

PaCito重C2004 bypasses V2009 to ground for a‑C Signal§・

current flowing through resistor R2037. Control tubes
V2007A and V2007B apply bias voltage to the regula.

(b) BIAS SUPPLY CIRCUIT.
]. GENERAL.一The negative bias voltages

tor tube in accordance with variations in input voltage
or output load current so as to maintain constant out‑

PrOduced by this supply are derived from a conven‑

tional rectifier circuit consisting of power transformer

Put à POint B.

T2003, full‑WaVe reCtifier tube V2011, and the as§O‑

4. CONTROL AND REGULATOR TUBES

ciated filter network. The output of the filte重netWOrk

BIAS VOLTAGES.‑A voltage divider, COn§i§ting of

is an unregulated ‑230 volt§ from which the regulated

resistors R203l, R2032, R2033, R2034, and R2036, i§

‑150 volt§, ‑108 volts and ‑30 volts are derived. The
‑108.vol〔 and the ‑30‑VOlt output§ are u§ed through‑
out the timer. The ‑150‑VOlt output is u§ed only to

connected between the regulated

+150‑VOlt output

and the ‑30‑VOlt output. (Re§istor R2035, COnneCted
between the

‑230‑VOlt input and the junction of

drive the ga§ regulator tubes for estねlishing the ref‑

R2034 and R2036, Will be ⊂OnSidered as not in the cir‑

erence voltages for the +150〃VOlt controI circuits in

cuit; its function is secondary and has little bearing on

power supplies PP‑9う9/FPN‑30 and PP‑957/FPN‑30.

the basic theory of operation.) Bias voltages for both

2. REGULATION OF THE

‑1う0・VOLT

AND ‑108̲VOLT SUPPLIES.一The ‑1うO volts and

‑108 volts are regulated in a conventional manner, by

control tubes are obtained from the divider. The bia§

voltage for control tube V2007B is variable by mean§

of the ‑30 V ADJ potentiometer R2033・ The plate

gas regula〔Or tubes V2012 and V2010, reSPeCtively.

⊂ircuit§ Of the coǹrOl tubes are in series. This conne⊂・

These circuit§ are both driven by the ‑230.volt ou[Put

tion is the same∴aS that of the control tube§ for the

of the filter network.

十150・VOlt §uPPly discus§ed above. A second voltage

3. REGULATION OF THE ‑30・VOLT SUP‑

divider, COnSIStlng Of resistors R2030, R2038, and

lator is shown

R20{0, is connected be〔Ween the +150 volts and the

in figure 2‑117. The unregula〔ed ‑230 volt§ is flPPlied

unregulated ‑230 volts to provide plate voltage for

PLY.一The circuit of the ‑30.vol〔 regし

to the re糾llator circl‑it at p。int A. The regulated ‑30

tube V2007A zlnd the grid voltage for V2008" Pla〔e

volts is

cしIrrent Of V2007A flo

ORIGINAし

)b【種ined fro重ll POint B. Regulator tube V2008

′S through R2030. Variations in
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V2007Å plate voltage are coupled by R2038 and

PP‑958/則〕N‑30. The value of this resistor is such tha章

R2039 to the g重id of V2008, the regula(Or tube, thu§

When +1,000 volt§ is present a=he voltage divider,

Changing its bias. The plate cu重rent Of V2008 a=his

Only lOO volts is applied to the meter. When thi§ VOlt‑

bia§・ tOgether with the ‑30.volt load cur重ent, PrOduce§

age重S mea§ured, the 200‑VOlt scale i§ uSed and it must

a voltage drop acros§ R2037 0f such proporlions that

be multiplied by lO so thà full‑§Cale deflection

the output voltage is血aintained at ‑30 volts.

lO 2,000 volts. Simila重Iy, When ‑1,800 volts is meas‑

i§ equal

ured, the meter is placed acros§ the bottom resisto重Of

:タ. OPERATION OF THE喜30̲VOLT REG.

ULATOR CIRCUIT.‑If the output voltage tends to
fall below ‑30 volts (beふme more po§itive), Part Of

the ‑1・800.volt voltage divider in Test O§Cilloscope

Type OS‑39/FPN‑30. This voltage is measured on the
40‑VOlt

scale

and

only

‑18

volt§

is

applied

to

the

thi§ VOltage change i§ aPPlied to the grid of tube

meter. The 40‑VOl章§Cale is
V2007B・ The grid voltage is amplified and applied to

the cathode of V2007A. The amplified voltage drives

mul章iplied by lOO so tha章

full.§Cale deflec̀ion i§ equal ̀O 4,000 volts. No provi‑

Sion

is

made

to

measure

the

+8,000‑VOlt

and

the

the càhode of V2007A negative) Which i§ the same as

making the grid of the tube po§itive wi血respec‥O

its cathode. The vollage is fur̀her amplified by
V2007Å・ and a negative voltage develops across pla章e

load resis̀Or R2030. The new potential in the voltage
divider R2030, R2038, and R2040 cause§ the vollage at
lhe

grid

of

V2008

to

become

more

negative.

Thi§

+2,100.volt ouやù§ Of Power Supply Type PP‑957/
FPN‑30, Since血e current provided by these circuit§

is insufficient to drive the meter. The failure of these
VOltages will be apparent on the oscilloscopes in.the
〔imer. Since the ‑150‑VOlt outpu〔 of Power Supply

Type PP‑959/FPN‑30 is used only to drive the gas
重egulator tubes that provide the重eference voltage for

Cau§e§ V2008 to draw les§ Current, reducing the voltage

the +150‑VOlt controI circui〔§ in power supplies PP‑
drop acro§S R2037. This permits the voltage to rise,

959/FPN」30 and PP‑957/FPN‑30, it is not measured
PrOViding almo§t comPlete cancellation of the erro重

VOltage. More complete cancellati6n of changes in the

With DC VOLTS meter M2001. Table 2‑4 shows the
VOltage measured by me〔er M2001 when §Witch S2002

OùPut VOltage due章O Changes in the unregulated input
i§ in the position indicated.

VOltage is p重OVided by applying a portion of the un.

regulated input voltage to the grid of the control tube
through re§i§tOr R2035. The function of this resi§tOr i§

TAB」と2置4. METER

§WITCH PO§ITIONi

§imilar to that of resisIOr§ R2024, R2025, and R2026 in
the +150‑VOll regula〔Or Circuit discussed above and is

§WITCH PO§lTION

VOしTAcE

POWER§uPPしY

置UししiCAし格

fully explained there. Resi§tOr R2039 is used to pre‑
Vent Para§itic oscillations.

1

6・ Å‑C COUPLING.‑{apacitors C2007 and

十1う0

v

2

‑

30

the grids of the control lubes to couple a.c variations

3

‑108

v

in the outpu=O the§e tubes at full amplitude. Simi・

4

十300

v

PP‑9うク/FPN‑30

v

PP‑959/FPN‑30

200v
40v

C2008 are connected between the ‑30.vol〔 OutPut and

larly・ CaPaCìOr C2009 couples the full controI voltage

う

十13う

PP‑959/FPN‑30

v

200v

PP‑少う8/FPN‑30

400v

PP‑958/FPN‑3O

200v

〔O V2008. Together, the three capacitors provide more
effective regulating action to §uPPre§S a‑C VOl̀ages

appearing in the output voltage.
7. METERS.一AC L量NE meter M2002 is per‑
manently connected acro§S the a・C line for monltOrlng

6

十1,000v

7

十1う0

8

‑1,800v

少

v

PP‑958/FPN‑30

2,000v

PP葛957/FPN‑30

PP‑957/FPN‑30

200v

4,000v

OFF

the a‑C VOltage input to the timer. All the d‑C OutPu‑s
Of the 〔hree timer power supplie§, eXCePt.the +8,000‑

VOlt and the +2,100.v9lt outputs of Power Supply
Type PP‑957/FPN‑30 and the ‑150"VOlt output of
Powe重Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30, may be meas.
ured wi〔h DC VOLTS meter M2001. Meter M2001 is
Placed across the various output§ (hrough DC METER

(2) POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑958/FPN‑30.一

Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30 develops two
regulated voltages of +300 volts and +13うvol〔S, and

an unregulated voltage of +1,000 volts. The +300‑
volt control and regしIlator circuits are similar to the

SWITCH S2002. The meter is basically a 40‑VOlt full‑

十150‑VOlt control and regし一Ia〔Or Circuits in Powe重S11P・

SCale meter∴and multiplier resistor§ are PrOVided to

Ply Type PP‑9う9/FPN‑30 described in paragraph 4 4

COnVer〔 i〔 tO a 200・VOlt or 400‑VOl〔 SCale. Voltages up to

(1). The

400 volts are applied directly to the meter through the

differ from the one mentioned above only in that the

nece§Sary multiplier resis〔OrS. In the case of the +1,000‑
Or ‑1,800・VOlt measurement§, the full voltage is not

applicd to the me〔er. For example, When +l,000 volts

is measured, the meter, in series with the 160,000.ohm

+135・VOlt∴COntrOl and regulator∴Circuit§

COntrOI circuit consists of a one.tube amplifier instead
Of a cascode amplifier. Figし一re 7‑283 is a schematic dia.

gram of the complete power supply.
(a) REGULATED VOLTAGES.‑The

重egu‑

mし11tiplier, is shunted across the bottom resistor in the

lated voltages are derived from a fし

+l,000.volt voltage divider in Powcr Supply Type

filter∴Circ̀1it consisting of power tr種n§former T190l,
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rectifier tubes V1901 and V1902, and the a§§OCiated

the unregulated +275 volts to the regulated +150‑

filter circuit. The unregulated +425‑VOlt output of the

VOlt、OutPut Obtained from the cathode circuit§ Of the

rectifier孟Iter∴Circuit i§ aPPlied to the plates of regu‑

regulator

lato重tubes V1903 through V1905 to reduce the un.

voltage for this controI circuit is derived from the

regulated vol〔age tO the regulated

+300 volts ob‑

tubes.

The

‑87

volts

used

a§

a

reference

‑150‑VOlt output of Power Supply Type PP‑959/

tained from the cathode cifcuits of these tubes. The

FPN‑30.

regulated +300.volt output is applied to the plate of
regulator tube V1908 to derive the regulated +135‑

30.‑As de§Cribed in paragraph 3 ;, the line voltage

l. VOLTAGE REGULATOR TYPE CN‑235/FPN」

volt output obtained from the cathode circuit of thi§

regulator consi§t§ Of a motor.operated autotransfomer

tube. The one‑tube amplier, V1909, is u§ed in the

a重rangement Which is contro担d by a voltage‑§en§ilive

COntrOI circuit of the +135‑VOlt regulator circuit to

elemen=O maintain con§tant OutPut VOltage.

PrOVide an amplified feedback voltage for the regu・
lator tube§.

A voltage is developed by the autotran§former cir.
Cuit which i§ added or subtracted, in series with the

(b) UNREGULATED VOLTAGE.一The sec‑

lnPul vOltage, tO PrOVide a desired output voltage.

Ondary winding of power lranSformer T1901 is章aPPed

Refer to figure 2‑118. Autotransformer T2301 i§ COn一

章0 PrOVide, in conJunCtlOn With selenium rectifie重S

詳記蒜霊誌葦誓書誓書霊、豊

CR1901 and CR1902 and the associated filter network,
+1,000‑VOlt output of thi§ POWer∴§uPPly. An

ing, and a variable tap, Which may be positioned any‑

extra pair of taps on transformer T1901 i§ PrOVided

Where along the winding. If the variable tap coincides

lo comPenSate for the aging of the §elenium recti・

With the fixed tap, ZerO OutPu章vOltage will be ob・

the

fier§, Which develop a higher intemal re§i§tanCe aS they

tained. If the va重iable tap is above the fixed tap, an

are used. Since the +1,000 volts is used in ap 9SCillo‑

OutPut VOltage will be develaped p重OPOrtion鼻l to the

SCOPe amPlifier, a. tWO‑§eCtion filter'

relative di§tanCe Of the variable tap along the upPtr

COnSIStlng Of

CaPaCitors C1903, C1912, C1904, Choke L1902 and re‑

half of the winding. In the §ame Way an OutPut VOlt‑

Sistor§ R1941 and R1942, i§ uSed to reduce hum volt̲

age of opposite pha§e Will be developed if the variable

age. This is nece§§a重y 〔O PreVent jitte重Of the trace

tap i§ below the fixed tap.

On the oscilloscope. A portion of the +1,000・VOlt out‑

The output voltage of the autotran§former is ap‑

Put i§ developed ac重O§§ meter reSi§tOr R1937 to enable

Plied to the prima重y Of isolatio皿transformer T2302.

DC VOLTS meter M2002 to measu重e thi§ OutPul.

The §eCOnda重y Of this章でanSforme重is connected in

( 3 ) POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑957/FPN‑30.‑
Power Supply Type PP‑957/FPN‑30 provides th重ee
unregulated voltage§ Of +8,000 vollS, +2,100 volt§,

and ‑1,800 volts. In addition this power supply p重O・
Vides a regulated +150 volts. The high voltage§ P重O"
Vided here are used for the operation of the o§Cillo.

SCOPeS in the timer. The higb voltage §eCtion of thi§

Serie§ With the powe重Ii皿e and the load §O that the
OutPut VOltage will vary as the §eCOndary voltage adds
Or∴§ubtracts voltage. Voltage will be added if the
autotransformer output is of one pha§e and will be
Subtracted if it is of the other pha§e. In addition to

isolating the au章0t重anSformer terminations

§O that

VOltage may be added or subtracted in series with
the power line, T2302 also provides a vollage §teP‑

POWer §uPPly may be tumed off independently of the

interlo⊂k ci重Cuit wilh SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES ON‑

OFF switch S2101. The +150‑VOlt output is regulated
by a regulato重Circuit simila=o the +150・VOlt regu.
lator ci重Cuit in Powe重Supply Type PP鵜959/FPN‑30.

down which limit§ the range of voliage co重reC‡ion. As
a result T2302 provides cur重ent S〔eP‑uP so that the
autotran§former need §uPPly only about one.fourth

the load current and hence a physically smaller auto‑
transfo重mer may be used. Fu§e F230l, in series with

(a) UNREGULATED VOLTAGES.一The un.
regulated voltages a重e developed by the §ame POWe重
〔ransformer, T2101, although §ePa重ate half・WaVe reC・
tifier一別ter circuit§ are uSed. The ‑1,800・VOlt and the

+2,100̲VOlt circザt§ emPIoy conventional half‑WaVe
VaCuum tube rectifier∴Circuit§. The +8,000 volls is

developed by a voltage quadrupler circuit con§l§tmg

Of §elenium重eCtifiers CR2101 through CR2104 and
CaPaCitpr§ C2110 through C2113・

(b) REGULATED VOLTAGE.‑The un重egu‑

the autot重anSformer output and the i§Olation trans.
former, PrOteCtS ・these two component§ f重Om Cur重ent

overload.
It §hould be noted that the fixed章aP i§ nOt at the
electrical center of the winding, but has been deli・

berately displaced to permit the same output voltage
〔O be developed on the low voltage §ide of the design
Cente重VOltage as on the high §ide. The need for this
displacemeo‡ Will be §een by con§ideration of the

behavior of a∴Center・taPPed transforme重. With an

lated +275 volts, u§ed to produce the regulated +150・

input of 97 volts the voltage imp重eSSed acro§S One̲

VOlt output of章his power supply, i§ developed by

half of the center‑taPPed t重anSforme重. is 48.5 volts.

POWer tranSformer T2103, reCtifier tube§ V2103 and

This is the maximum correction voltage which can be

V2104・ and the a§SOCiated filte重Circui章・ The unregu・

applied 〔O T2302 under thi§ low input voltage con.

lated output. of the filter circuit is applied to. the

dition. Wìh an input of 132 vol̀S, the voltage im‑

Plates of regulator tube§ V2106 and V2107, Which are

P重eS§ed across one‑half of the cente重・taPPed tran§for‑

ln Series with the output and load of the circuit.

mer is 66 volt§. Thi§ is thこmaximum co重re⊂tion volt.

The voltage drop・ aCrOSS the regula章O重tubes重educe§

age which can be applied to T2302 unde‥hi§ high
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output voltage condition. Thu§, it can be seen

a Cetlter‑

Because the lamp has a §PeCific重e§istance fo重any

tapped tran§former would provide 66 volts for cor‑

specific applied voltage the re§istance between points

rection of the worst o4,erαOl′呼e condition and only

D and B will equal the re§i§̀anCe between point§ B

48.5 volts for the co重reCtion of the worst幼ede

Ol;‑

and C for only one value lOf input voltage・ The par‑

age condition. This unequal range of cor重eCtion is

ticula重Value of inpu章VOltage at which this equality

avoided by displacing the fixed tap away from center.
The variable tap on the autotransfo重mer is a brush

is reached can be va重ied by mean§ Of OUTPUT VOLT‑

AGE potentiometer R2302.

which i§ mOVed by the action of ⊂OrreCtion mo10r

The cquality of重e§i§tanCe in the two halve§ Of the

B2301. This motor will重un in one direction or ‡he

voltage divider i§ u§ed ̀O COnt重Ol the output of the

other, depending on which of its two coil§ i§ COn・

voltage‑§enSitive a重rangenent・ When equalìy i§種t‑

nected to the power line through phase.shifting net‑

tained, ̀he two equal voltage§ P重OVided by the two

work C2301 and R2301. Relays K2302 and K2303 are

halves of the T2303 §econdary will cau§e equal volt‑

arranged so ̀hat the motor will重un in one di重eCtion

ages to be developed ac重0§S the two halve§ Of the volt‑

if the contact§ Of K2302 cIo§e and will run in the

age divider. Becau§e the tratl§former §eCOndary volt‑

oppo§ite direction if contact§ Of K2303 cIose. I

imit

ages are also equal, Zer6 outpu章will resul章between

and S2301 interrupt motor power

poin章S A and B. No重mally R2302 is adju§ted to pro‑

before the variable autotransformer tap is driven

duce thi§ equality when the regulator ou中ut i§ 115

to eithe重Iimit of壷s travcl. The重elays which ⊂auSe

霊豊忠霊諸芸請書e豊富記誓

switches S2302

the moIOr tO run in one direction or the other are

actuated by the controI circuit. The controI circuit

§i§tanCe between B and C will be le§S than the重e.

do§eS One relay or the othe重, depending on whether

sistance belween D and B. Thi§ Will make the voltage

output voltage Iall§ above or below a pre§et Value.

across B and C smaller than tha‡ aCrO§§ D and B, §O

The control ⊂ircuit i§ fed output voltage th重Ough

thà a vOl章age Will be developed acro§S A and B which

§teP.down t重anSformer T2303・ Refer to figure 2‑119.

is in pha§e With the vol̀age aCrOSS terminals 3 and 4

The center‑taPPed §eCOndary of T2303, reSi§tOr§ R2305,

0f T2303. If 〔he regulator output rises above l15 volts,

Z2301, R2302, and R2304 all form a volやge・SenSitive

the lamp will become hotter, and therefo重e the volt‑

arrangemenl∴The ¥heart of thi§ arrangemen章lS a

age acro§§ A and B will be in phase with the voltage

§PeCial incande§Cent lamp contained in Z2301. As in

across tcrminal§ 4 and 5 0f T2303. Thu§章he output

any incandescent lamp, the resistance change§ a§ lamp

voltage of the voltage"§enSitive arrangement will be

tempe重atu宣va重ies with diffe重ent aPPlied voltage§・

zero

2̲漢3l
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i§
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phase if the outpu〔 falls below l15 volts, and of op.
POSite phase if the voltage重i§eS above l15 volts. Thi§

Pa,agrOPh

4

I

thyratrons to T2304 output vol章age is controlled, by

means of SENSITIVITY contror

R2303, §O that章here

OutPut VOltage is taken from the voltage‑SenSitive

is a very small range of重egulated output voltage

arrangement th重Ough T2304 and used to controI one

change over which the thyrat重OnS Will not fire. Thi§

or the other of motor.control relays K2302 and K2303・

range is obtained by backing R2303 down to just

The output of T2304 is applied to thyrat重On COn‑

trol tubes V2301 and V2302. Bias voltage for these

below the point where hunting occurs.
The relays are shunted by capacitors C230う・ for

thyratrons is developed by cry§tal rectifiers CR2301

K2302, and C2306, fo重

and CR2302, Which provide full‑WaVe reCtification of

ripple which results becau§e Of the half‑WaVe reC章i‑

the output of T2303. This vol〔age is filtered by R2308,

fication of lhe thy重atrOnS. This bypassing holds the

C2302, C2303, and C2304. The. bia§ developed by this

relay cIo§ed through the nonconducting half of the

Circuit may be varied by SENSITIVITY rheostat

SuPPly cycle and thus reduces relay chatter.

R2303, Which controIs the voltage drop across filter

K2303, tO bypa§S the a.c

The line meter, M230l, is connected to either the

resistor R2308. Bias is applied to the thyrat重OnS through

regulator input line or output line by means of

grid retum resistors R2306 and R2307. The thyratrons

SWitch S2304. Input power is applied either through

are a‑C OPer読d frorìregulated output voltage applied,

th重Ough the coils of K2302 and

K2303, f重Om Plate

to cathode of each thyratron. V2301 draws current
through the coil of K2302, and V2302 draws cu重rent

through the coil of K2303.

the regulator to the output terminals, direc[ly to

the output terminals, Or tumed off by means of three"

POSition switch S2303. A thermal circuit breaker,
K2301, PrOteCtS the regulator and the 〔imer agalnSt
Current OVerloads in exce§S Of 20 amperes. The con‑

The plate voltages of the two thyratrons are ln

troI circuit§ Of the regulator are pròeCted by fuse

Pha§e. The grids are d重iven out of phase through the

F2302. The POWER ON indicator lamp, at the

center"taPPed secondary of T2304・ If the grid voltage

mPut tO the control unit

is in phase with the plate voltage

the thy重atrOn Will

POWer from the regulator output line, through F2302,

fire. It will not fire if the grid voltage is out of phase

lO the control unit. The filaments for the two thyra・

With the plate voltage. Because the g重ids are driven

trons are∴COnneCted in series so that if either filament

indicates the application of

Out Of phase with respect to each other, Ol￨ly one

OPenS uP both thyratron§ Will be disabled. This pre‑

grid will fire upon application of the T2304 output

vents the.regulator from controlling in one direction

voltage. Exactly which.grid will fire depend§ On the

Only.

Phase of the T2304 output, Which in tum depends

This heater connection has the additional advantage

On Whether the重egulated output voltage is above or

Of providing a midvoltage point for the retum of

below l15 volts. Thus one or the other tubes will fire,
OPe重ating the associated plate relay, tO make the motor
重un in the direction required to retum output voltage
to 11うvo賞ts,

the full‑WaVe diode re⊂tifier circuit which develops

bias voltage. This point is the effective ground point
of the controI circuit. Termina1 4 of T2303 cannot be
used for this重eturn POint because it is at the electrical

The magnitude of T2304 0utPut VOltage which will

Center between terminals 3 and 5, and the bias voltage

cause a thyratron to fire depends on the bias voltage

is developed from the higher voltage output across

in the thyratron grid circuit. The sen§itivity of the

terminals 3 and 6.

l
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5. CONCLU§1ON.

quel

y COrγeC/0γ CaPaCitor, the pba∫e訪雄er, a delay

CO,#γOl, a POtentiomèer Which develop§ eγrOr

(Rejer io fgure 2‑重20.)

To review the functional arrangement of Loran
Timer Set AN/FPN‑30, and to sho高in retro§PeCt,

how the circuits fit together, this conduding paragraph
describes the Circuit BIock Diagram. Italicized refer‑

OF

OP駅ATiON

,Ol′〆ge

/or∴refOrder drんe, a SyタグC errOr∴Cam, and a /eedba壷
geタクe名a10r・
At a slave station the pba∫e Jb雄er and Iタ・eque

CJ

COrreC/Or∴CaPaCltOr are uSed to control the timing of

ences are to circuit§ Within the timer unit§・ Only ac̀ive

the lOO‑kc signal. Åt a ma§ter‑station the lOO‑kc signal

timer circuits are shown in this diagram; POWer∴COn・

timing is controlled §Olely by章he r‑f oscillator, and the

nètlOn§ and the circuits of Test Oscilloscope OS‑39/

above controIs are disconnected. Instead the JyのC erγOr

FPN‑30 and Recording Ammeter ME‑84/FPN‑30 are

Cam and the delay co4

not shown.

monltOrlng SynChronization. The potentiometer which

a・ BASIC TIMING SIGNAL‑The ba§ic timing
§ignal, Which is u§ed in all active timer∴Circuits, i§
the lOO‑kc signal developed in the r‑f o§Cillator. 0§Cil‑

lator output is fed to the sync control unit, and the
O§Cillator frequency may be varied ove重、 a na重rCiv

げrol ate brought iǹo SerVice for

develops crror∴4,Ollage Jor∴reCOγder dγic,e is used at

both a ma§ter and §lave station to operate the center

Pen Of the recording ammeter. The /eedba壷ge形em;0γ
i§ uSed a§ an aǹi"hunt device to stabilize the synchro‑
nization §ervO‑SyStem.

§tation

C. FREQUENCY DIVISION.‑The lOO‑kc timing

Only) by means of the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

Signal is divided (and multiplied) in frequency to

range

(for∴COrreCtion

purposes

at

a

slave

CaPaCitor in the §ynC COntrOl uni章.

b・ SYNC CONTROL‑The phase and frequency
Of the lOO‑kc timing signal is cont重Olled (for cor‑
rection purposes at a §lave §tation only) by ci重Cuits
Of the §ynC COntrOl unit and the electrical §ynChronize重・
At a ma§ter Station the §ynC COnt重Ol unit i§ u§ed, With

the electrical synchronizer) aS an autOmatic monito重

Of §y§tem timing.

PrOVide timing ma重kers and to provide the basic Ioran
repetition inte重Val. Circuit§ Of the frequency divider

multiply the lOO.kc signal to l mc to form l‑mioro‑
§eCOnd markers, §hape the signal to form lO‑micro‑

Second markers, and divide the signal decimally to form
lOO‑ and l,000‑microsecond marker§. Addilional f富e"

quency division provides a repetition interval of either
30,000, 40,000, Or 50,000 microseconds to prbvide the
three ba§ic loran重ate§. Specific rates are derived from

The basic palh of the lOO‑kcISignal i§ through lhe

クba∫e 5b雄dγわe乃クba∫e Sb坊er, 」00・鳥c amβl帥er,
iuned 4mクl姉eγ, and cαbode /olloα′er. Thi§ Circuit
Permit§ the phase of the lOO.kc §ignal to be changed

COntinuou§ly over a 360。 range. Continuous pha§e

the basic rates by changing the rate of the division
by relatively small amount§.

The lOO‑kc signal i§ fed to the JO apec blo腸のg
O∫Cilla10r Where it is shaped into lO,s・ The lO,§ a重e

§hiftitlg) OVer aS many CyCles as nece§Sary, Permits the

used to drive the I /JJeC ge′2era′or壷

o form l

Slave §tation to adjus章the pha§e Of its tran§mitted

are also used to drive cou初er J. Cou

;er l provide§

§ and

§ignal, With respect fO the occurrence time of the mas‑

One OutPut Pulse for every ten input pulses and thus

ter∴Sig血al, tO maintain

§ynCh重Onization. (A coarse

divide§ by 10 to provide pulse§ at lOO‑microsecond

me血od of adju§ting §ynChronization is also provided

intervals. These pulses aie shaped in the JOO prec

by the drift ciroui〔 in the frequency divider.)

The幼解d 4郷夕l郷er, in thi§ basic path, PrOVides a

m壷er ge%era10r∴aのd mクl c短to form 100

s. The

OutPut Of couタかer J is used to drive couタ彼er 2, also

limiting action which helps maintain the lOO・kc timing

a decimal counter

§ignal at constan‡ amPlitude. The pba∫e Jb雄er i§

mar鳥eγ ge彼era10γ md 4mクI c伽. Comuer 2 also drives

Which in turn drives the JOOO prec

eliminated from the basic path at a master station so

COu海er 3・ Cou海er 3 divides by factors of 15, 20, Or

that ‡he phase of the o§Cillator output §ignal is held

25, 10 PrOVide lhe high, low, and sIow basic∴rate§,

respectively. The output of counter 3 passes through
The lOO・kc signal is al§O fed, from the ;u解d 4mクli〇

万er, th重Ough a J胸殺sm拐er pba5e S均ter and ca妨ode
/ollou′er. The ;m5miiler Pba∫e Jb雄er pe重mit§ Phase
adjustment of the lOO.kc signal fed to the t重anSmitte重
SO that the phase of the r‑f cycles may be adju§ted

With reapect to血e pul§e enVelope.
In addition to the lOO‑kc §ignal palh circuit§, the

the pre∫el J c短andクve∫e; 2 c短to the Jquare O(′aαe
geタグeraior・
The Jquare

′a少e generaめr PrOVides additional fre‑

quency division, by a factor of two, and drives a
∫qure t

,m,e 4mクI姉er. The oulPut Of this amplifier is

the §quare WaVe ( the fundamental repetition interval )
and is u§ed as∴a trigger in the time delay unit and

§ynC COntrOl unit contain§ a SynC∴COntrOl moior 4,タd

to separate the masler and slave traces in the timer

geaγ州aれwhich is powered through a 60・CyCle 。mクIi・

OSCilloscopes. The squa重e WaVe is also fed to.the

佃4幼タco;bode /ol′oをOeγ and a mo;or ̀!mクl姉er. The

SLOW SCOPE pede∫ial,擁ace ∫eクara巌mのクd ma壷er

60‑CyCle voltage fed to the motor is developed in the

C短. This latter∴Circuit mixes the pedestal (fed from

electrical synchronizer and i§ uSed to maintain syn.

the VIDEO SCOPE sweep ci重Cuits in the synchroniza‑

Chronization at a slave station or to monitor synchroni・

tion indicator) with lOOO

Zation at、 a maSter §tation. The synchronizer ar重ange‑

SeParation voltage to provide the basic presentation

ment i§ a SerVO Sy§tem. The motor drives the /re・

2̲1 38
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of pre§et 2 is also u§ed to trigge重the訪oow

0クe $

eeク

i。n

Palag「OPh

The de§ired triggers are §elected by the

SCOPE.

訪4,e Jelec

.

Jeγ Oγ

or鋤, C短. A and B trigge重S are fed to the

m料er 4肋タ
be modified by a feedback a重rangement tO P重OVide

2

̀

Circuit§ by application to the blm息あg P#lse geのel切O4

壷4 which provides the §WeeP VOltage fo重the SLOW

The total divi§ion fac̀Or Of the three counters may

5

igger g∽el切04

and the mixed t重igger

output is used to trigger the VIDEO SCOPE and RF
SCOPE sweep circuits and synchronizer circuits.

different loran rate§. Feedback from the pre5ei 2 c鳥ち

;e %楊eb, i§ aPPlied to various stages

The delay provided by the B‑delay circuì is ̀On‑

of cou脇ier 3 to modify the divi§ion factor of counte重3

trolled by a §et Of potentiometer§ (one potentiometer

via the aa読

fo重di任erent ba§ic rate§ and i§ al§O apPlied, Via the

坤ec狗"海砂C鳥4 to cou′加r 2・ Feedback f重Om the
preset l circuit, Via the坤ec姉

;e畑′諦, is fed to

fo重∴eaCh delay, that is

BlOOO, BlOO, B10, and B

COntinuous) and five §eParate SetS Of potentiometers a重e

P重OVided ( the B.continuous pbtentioIIleter is common

vafiou§ StageS Of cou脇′er I to change.its divi§ion factor

for all five §etS) so that a choice of any five preset

(only once per counter 3 output pulse) for different

B

§peCi鉦重ate§.

クre∫ei de履y co海roI c短and permit§ the coding delay

delay§

may

be

used.

This

arrangement

is

the

B

to be changed rapidly.
Another a重ra血gement i§ PrOVided fo重皿Odifying the

The b揚猿cんpe重mit§ the time position of the local

divi§ion factor§ (temporarily) to pe重mit a coarse
change in pha§e (drift) of the local §ignal. This ar‑
rangeme血t uses the left一重ight drift ci重Cuit§ tO raise

signal to be changed, CyClically, for signaling that the
Slation is having operational difficulty.

o重Iowe‥he timer repetition rate by a small or la重ge
amount. This change in rate permit§ either left or

e. RECEIVER.‑The radio receiver amplifie§

the

output§ Of the local and remote §ignal channels fed

righ̀ drift at a sIow or fa§t rate. The circuits which

from the switching equipment・ In addition●to the

control the rate of drifl a重e the ;e/;‑γおb; dん'#er d短

detected video signal§, the receiver al§O SuPPlie§ an

and the均;一夜gb寝mクl糊i deわγ diode・ Left d重ift i§

undetected重・f §ignal and the

accomplished through the Je/; 4mクタ。巌coのiγOI c短

tives of the video §ignal・ The local and remote output

first and second de重iva;

and right drift through the佃sbi blo轟のg OSC 4巌

signal§ Of the receiver are equalized to have identical

00のiγOl c鳥i.

amplitude§ ・

d・ TIME DELAY.‑Delay circuits, in the time delay
unit, develop the重eference delay章O e§tabli§h the ba§ic

。,霊嵩霊宝詳説i詩誌d嘉島諾
at the output of the electronic §Witch. The sensitive

cont重OI of phase relationship between ma§ter and

slave signal§・ Output§ are developed which cont重Ol the
tlmlng Of the local tran§mitted signal and which

remote channel i§ di§abled, during transmission of

the local signal, by a blanking voltage fed to the
ai;e殺御ior bあdrわer読d d幼gaあ4mクl碕er∴and the

correspond to ̀he time when the remote §ignal should

擁eのu〆Or∴Clamp. The signal is pas§ed through an
be received. In addition a blanking voltage i§ de‑

‑/

amクIiガer and fed 〔o the弓caibode /ollou,er 4桝タ4,#eo

veloped for u§e during the time that the local §ignal is
deie〆or. The undetected r"f signal i§ fed to the §ynChro‑

being t重an§milted.

nization indicator for presentation on the RF SCOPE.

The reference delay is the diffe重enCe between the
The detected signal is fed lo a 4,㌶eo Jimみer 4殺i caib

A delay and the B delay. The Å delay i§ eStablished

by triggering thc 4JOOO delaγ Phinta§trOn With the
di節erentia章ed leading edge pf the po§itive half of
§quare WaVe 4 1, u§ing the ̀Ontinuou§ly variable

/olloあer and to a second caib /olloc

remove noise peaks; it affects the deleCted signal fed
to

phanta§t重On delay to select a particula重1,000‑micro‑
second marker, and using that l,000 to §elec章the
next occurring lO‑microsecond ma重ker in the 4ZO

′er. The video

limiter is an optional circuit which may be u§ed to

both cathode followers. One cathode follower feed§

Video signal to the SLOW SCOPE and VIDEO SCOPE
Of the §ynChronization indicator. The output of the

Other cathode follower goes to the /諒J d幼ere′ク寂10γ
ク妨b aクCircuit. Similarly the B delay i§ eStablished by
t重iggering the BIOOO delay phantast重On With the dif.
ferentiated leading edge of the po§itive half of §quare
wave 4 2 (§PaCed exactly one‑half the loran repetition
inteival from the po§itive half of square wave + 1).

The B‑delay circuit includes血e βIOO del〆γ and血e
β重O deわγ a§ Well as the optional B coのめuo紛deわy
so that any de§ired delay may be obtained, nOt just a
delay in §tePS Of l,000 microseconds, aS is the case

vyith章he A.delay circuit.

a∽タcaIb /ol′oα′er. The output of the fir§t diffe重entia‑
to重i§ the fir§t derivative. It is fed to an alarm circuit

in the electrical §ynCh重Onize重and i§ al§O fed to the
ガ鋤けdeγわdわe i紗のeγler a彼タ( aib lollolueγ. The §e⊂Ond

derivative is dtweloped in the seco紗d d析ere幼巌or幼め
誓b /ollo

er and fed to the VIDEO SCOPE in the

§ynChronization indicator and al§O tO the electrical

§ytlChronizer.

J. SIGNAL PRESENTATION.‑The loran signal§

The ouやuts of the A‑ and B‑delay ci重Cuits are the

a重e PreSented on oscilloscopes of the synch重Onization

A and B t重igge重S・ At a §lave station the B trigge‥S

indicator. Three o§Cilloscope§, uSing sweep §Peed§ Of

used to fire the海榔m寂eγ /毒ggeγ ge彫γ4Jo′ a種d at a

differe血t duration§, are uSed to p重OVidc the ove重・all

master station the A t重igge重is u§ed for that purpose.

a§ Well as the detailed pictu重e Of §ignal time重elalion・

T重igge重§ are al§O devcIoped in the A‑ and B‑delay

§hips・

o剛eINAし
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The SLOW SCOPE provide§ the over.all pictu重e;

OF

OPERATION

With the pai重Of gates in a m宛er・ The gates are de・

the presentation bears a direct relationship to the

Veloped from the mixed t重igge重S (A・ and B‑timing

Square WaVe. The upper (maste重) trace of the SIJOW

Pulses) by obtaining a delayed pulse which i§ made

SCOPE corresponds in time to the po§itive half of

Square WaVe

4 1. The lower (slave) trace co重re・

to occur at the correct time of the first zero cross.over
POint of the §eCOnd derivative. This pul§e is the gate

SPOnd§ in time to the positive half of squa重e WaVe d) 2・

and i§ Obtained from the del均′壷I and the g〆e ge伽

The sweep and time marker circuits of the SLOW

e〆切Or 4桝i caib /ollolt,er. Gate delay (with重eSPeC=O

SCOPE are in the frequency divider and were discussed
in paragraph 5 c preceding. The video signal is fed to

Slave station but is independe皿tly variable for each

the Jlot

リ∴∫C'0クe Cathode一重ay tube th重Ough the Jloまu

∫COクe毒deo amクl.

the A and B trigge重S) i§ the same for both gates at a

gate at a master station. Separate gate delay at a ma§ter

Station is obtained by applying square・WaVe VOltage, tO
§ePa重ate the operation into Ioran half‑CyCle§, through

The VIDEO SCOPE provides a detailed piclu重e
the ∫quere・uaC,e 4mクl姉er 4働タ巌ode to the delaJ CO伽

used to establish accurate time重elation§hips. Eithe重

the video signal or second derivative may be presenled

;rol 4桝タon5ier・∫寂,e勤w. The gates are §eParated, SO
that one gate is e任ective only for the local de重ivative

On thi§ SCOPe by selection through Jig棚l selec;0γ鋤w
and the othe富Only for the remote derivative; by the
md 4mクl・ Markers may be introduced through the

mar居er 4mクl 4殺i m料er c短and the rec‑∽l Ju荻b.

Jquere〇秒のe 。mクl郷er, gaie f印mior, and gめe ckmク
and applied to the m宛er・ Gate destination is changed,

Signal also passes through this §Witch §O that signal
for ma§ter and slave operation, through the

糊ier

may be removed and only marker§ PreSented. Signal

∫la少e ∫αi毎b.

is amplified in the 4

㌶eo 4mクl and fed to叫e [′#eo

∫COクe Cathode‑ray tube. The sweep deflection cirouits

The outputs from local and重emOte SeCtions of the

COnSist of an optional釣weeクdelay, the鋤e印gemγa・

mixer are fed to a叩

/Or, the sweep par印ba∫e mapl姉er, and章heあ;e4

擁er

the ouやu〔 Pul§eS tO PrOVide two d"C VOIcages which

C諒のgi4タg diode, Which sto重e§

a′㌶ pede∫ial c短・ This latter circuit p重OVides t重àC

Va重y With changes in signal coincidence. The§e d"C

intensification, during sweep, tO make the trace vi§ible

VOltages are applied to the 4‑C errOγ geのeraior so that

and supplies the pedestal to the SLOW SCOPE. Trace

no a‑C VOltage results if the pulses a重e COincident, an

§eParation is accomplished through the squere・4脇4/e

a.c error vol〔age Of one phase exists if the local signal

amクl姉eγ幼ed c,㌶eo鋤

i§ lagging the remote signal, and an a‑C errOr VOltage

eeクSeクa腸iion drc.uみ.

Of oppo読e pha§e eXists if the local signal is leading the

The

RF

SCOPE

provide§

an

eVen

mOre

detailed

重emOte Signal. This error voltage is fed to the sync

Picture than the VIDEO SCOPE. The r‑f §ignal is dis・

COntrOl unit via anみC CrγOr 4mクI筋er・ The erro重VOlt.

Played on this scope and the sweep speeds have the重e‑

age i§ al§O uSed in a sync error alarm ci重Cui‡・

fore been p重OPO重tioned to permit r‑f cycle§ ・tO be

Seen. The重・f p重eSentation may be found advantageou§

under noisy conditions, and it also permits the even‑
tuality of cycle matching. The circuit ar重angement Of

the RF SCOPE i§ Very Similar to that of the VIDEO

The sync error alarm circuit operates alarm indi‑
CatOr§ if §ynC errOr eXCeeds a pre§et amOunt. Error

VOltage is converted to dc in the 4‑C.∴re〆姉針and fed
to the sylクC errOr Calb Iollou'eγ md 4laγm. The alarm

i§ a thy重atrOn Which fire§ When the rectified voltage

SCOPE described above.

exceeds a preset amount. The thyratron controIs indi‑

g. AUTOMATIC SYNCHRONIZATION. ‑ The

cators of the 4l4#.m C烏有

timer incorporates a servo sy§tem Which is u§ed to

The §ynChronizer also ha§ an Off sync alarm ci重Cuit.

maintain synchronization at a slave station and to

This circui章depends upon lack of coincidence of the

monitor synchronization at a maste重§tation. This
Sy§tem COnSists of the sync control motor∴⊂ircuit§,

PO§itive half of the remote first derivative with the

remote gate to indicate large o重der∴§ynChronization

discussed in paragraph 5 b, above, and the electrical

abnormalitie§. The first derivative i§ fed to a cli碑eγ

SynChronizer. The electrical synchronizer uses a bal.

md h物わer which selects a portion of the positive half

anced circuit which重elies upon the coincidence of the

of the fir§t derivative and feeds it to the 4履γm m宏eγ.

local and remote signals with a pair of gate pul§eS

The remole gate is also fed to this mixer so that the

to develop an error voltage. The error voltage is of

resulting output is a pulse which varies in amplitude

SuCh a natu重e that it will cause the sync control motor

in acco重dance with coincidence or lack of coincidence

to

turn

in

the

proper

di重eCtion

te⊂ted error. At a slave

to

correct

any

de‑

Of the remote gale With the po§itive half of the fir§t

§tation this action cor重eCtS

derivative. This pulse is converted to a d.c voltage

the e重rOr; at a maSter §tation this action serves to indi・

in the 4わ)・m Cbargiのg diode md 4mクl and applied

Cate the error instead of correcting it.

to the o# JyのC da少m・ This alarm is a thy重atrOn Which

The synchronizeI. uSeS the §eCOnd derivative of the
Video §ignal because this derivative contalnS a ZerO
voltage point, ⊂OnVenient for time reference, Which

responds to changes in applied d‑C VOltage in the §ame
Way aS the JyのC errOr Calbode /ollouer 4のd 4肋・m dis・
cu§§ed above.

is not a任ected by changes in §ignal amplitude. The

The synchronize重al§O has a meleγ amクl md meieγ

second derivative§ Of both local and remote §tations

壷; which is u§ed for adjusting the sync error detection

are fed to the 2,クd derわalわe 4mクl姉er and mixed

Ci重Cuits for correct operation.
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components, the ceiling b重aCket§, the in§〔ruCtion books,

Figure 3‑1 shows the relationship between the com‑
POnent§ Of Loran Timer Set AN/FPN‑30 and Loran

and the plasticized drawing§ are included as §ePa重ate

PaCkages within the wooden box. The special tooIs,

Switching Equipment AN/FPA‑2 in a typica=oran

Cable connec〔Or§, mOunting hardware, and othe重§mall

Station. Figure 3‑2 §hows a §imilar∴relation§hip be‑

PartS SuPPlied are contained within the opera(O重

章ween the component§ Of Loran Timer Set AN/FPN‑30
and Lo重an Switching. Equipment Navy Model UM.

s

table drawer. Befo重e Sealing the moi§turePrOOf pla§tic

bag, a Part Of the air is exhausted, and bags of silica

In addition to the operating and stand‑by timers, a

gel are placed in§ide to absorb any moisture which

typical loran station normally empIoys radio transmit‑

may have remained in the bag. The pla§tic bags con‑

章erS (not shown),? SWitching equipment (AN/FPA‑2
0重Navy Model UM), and other companion and ac‑
Ce§SOry unit§. This §eCtion of the in§truCtion book

taining the other item§ lis〔ed above are similarly
treated. The component§ are then placed in containers,

within which they float on resilient packing material.
The container§ are then placed within a wooden ship‑

give§ all the detail§ neCeS§ary for the in§tallatibh of the

timer set) for interconnectlng ltS COmPOnentS With each

Ping ca§e, Where they are held in po§ition by mean§

Olher and with the other units of the station, and for

Of deat§, blocks, brace§, and strap§・ The shipping ca§e

Placing it into operation as an equipment unit. Prob‑
lems of §PeCific station layout, Physical location of the

is sealed at the joints with an a§Phalt compound against

entry of water.

timer sè Within the station, and installation and ad̲

N0書e

ju§tment Of units othe重章han the timer set, are OutSide

The packing precautions outlined above are

the §COPe Of this book. For this information, refer to

the in§truCtion books supplied with the specific equip.

ments itlVOIved.

taken to insure that little or no moisture ac‑
cumulates within the inner box, described
abov?・

2. PACKINe lNFORMATION.
C. EQUIPMENT SPARES.‑The equipment spare§
a・ GENERÅL.‑The major uni〔S Of Loran Timer

Set AN/FPN‑30, namely, Elec̀rical Equipment Cabinet
CY‑1437/FPN‑30,

Voltage Regulator CN‑235/FPN‑

30, and Recording Ammeter ME‑84/FPN‑30, are
PaCked in separate boxe§ Or CrateS aS listed in table l‑3.
A∝eSSOry items, SuCh as operator

s table assembly com‑

POnentS, including two §uPPOrt brackets, the table top

With drawer) and mounting hardware, the duct support

are packed in metal cases. The cover§ Of the§e CaSeS

are hinged §O that they may be used as a permanent
§tOrage COntainer. The equipment spa重e§ are PrOteCted
from moisture by packing them in heat‑Sealed vapor・

PrOOf packages contalnlng Suitable quantities of silica

gel. The spare parts metal containers are not her‑
metically sealed, but are packed in wooden shipping
COntalnerS.

extension brackets with mounting hardware, Plasticized
drawings, instruction book§, SPeCial tooIs supplied,

3. PR各PARATION FOR iNS†AししATION.

Cables and cable connectors are packaged within the

Follow the instructions specified by local aulhority

Crate COntaining the Electrical Equipment Cabinet

for the preparation of the station layout before at‑

CY‑1437/FPN‑30. TooIs, materials, and equipments

tempting to unpack the equipment. In general) the

required for the installation but not supplied are listed

following prepa重atOry StePS Should be taken・

in table l‑2. Note that the keying units and the WWV
mixe重units shown in figures 3‑1 and 3‑2 are not
§uPPlied as part of the timer §et.

b. ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CABINET CY‑
1437/FPN‑30.一Details of the packaging arrangement

of the Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY葛1437/FPN‑30

are shown in figure 3‑3. The cabinet with the drawer
unìs installed and co卿pletcly wired, With the st重ip
heaters and

a. Determine the exact location of the timer set com‑
POnentS With respect to the other unit§ Of the station.

ventilating blower§ installed and inte売on・

nected, and with all tubes and other plug‑in parts in‑

b・ In planning the po§itioning of the cabinet, Clea重‑

ance for opening the rear doors should be taken into
account. In§tallation drawings, figures 3‑4 through

3‑6, Show the clearances required fo重OPening drawers
and重emOV重ng unltS.
c. In some ca§eS it may be desirable to suspend ex‑

tension rails from the ceiling for attachmen( tO the duct

§talled in their proper operating positions, is endo§ed

support brackets supplied with the cabinet. Pertinent

in a h完t‑§ealed moi§tureP重OOf plastic bag, and is

dimen§ions are given in figure 3」i. The extension rails

PaCked in a wo{rden box. The operator

ORlcINAし

s table as§embly

may have to be predrilled or cut to accommodate the

こし書
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Vertically adjustable ceiling bracke‡S PrOVided. The

(16) Open the two door§ al the back of the

Ceiling brackets are arranged to permit routing cable

Cabinel and remove the eigbi #uおu§ed to hold the

ducts between loran station units, if de§ired.

bottom of the cabinet to the ba§e aS§embly.

4. 1NSTAししATION OF CABINE丁.

units to their normal po§itions. Remove any rema重nmg

(17) CIose the two doo重S and re§〔Ore章he drawer

Be certain that all boxes a重e kept upright, aS in‑

dicated by the notation on the outside of the shipping

PaCking material at the top, Side§, and end§ Of the

cabinet.

COntainers. Observe the weight on each container, and

(18) Lift the cabinet o僻the ba5eめJemblγ a血d

make sure that appr叩riate lifting and transporting

Pu11 the ba∫e 4∫5embly out from unde重the cabi血el.

gear is used in handling the equipment without sub一

Either of two methods may・be used to do this, de.
Pending on facilitie§ aVailable a=he installa〔ion §ite.

IeCtlng lt tO eXCeSSive shock or damage.

One melhod is to jack up the base of the cabinet, a§

described in steps 19 through 22, and the other method

CAU丁ION

i§ tO hoist the top of the cabinet, aS de§Cribed in §〔ePS
A nail puller §hould be used to remove nails.

Do not use a pinch bar or claw hammer, unless

23 through 2う・
(19) To jack up the base of the caDinet, PuSh a〔

instructions §PeCifically state that §uCh a tool

the f重Ont Of the cabinet to make it tilt su鏡ciently so

may be used.

thal a length of 2 x 4 (approximately 6 feet long)
a・ UNPACKING.‑The cabinet should be unpacked

first. The box containing the cabinet should be brought

may be §lipped under the front half of the cabinet.

(This will require at least three men.) Similarly tilt

̀the back of the cabinet and insert a second 2 x 4.

as cIose to its final location as is practical before it i§

uncrated. To uncrate the cabinet, the procedure out‑

(20) U§ing lift jacks, at the four ends of the

1ined below should be followed. Reference should

2 x 4s, raise the cabinet o任the skid. Pull the skid

also be made to figure 3‑3 fo重detail§ Of the packing
boxes. Italicized items in the following de§Cription

out

from

under

the

⊂abinet

and

make

sure

that

no

PaCking material, Or Other ob§truCtion) remain§ unde重

the cabinet.

may be located in figure 3‑3.

(21) Set as many 2 x 4 strips as requi重ed under
(1) Remove all nail§, On the perimeter of the

PaCking case, Which secure the top shroud of the type
E3 waterproof barrier・ A claw hammer may be used

each 2 x 4 §O lhat when the jack§ are lowe重ed as far

as possible the jack§ may be easily removed. I

OWer

the jack§ and set them aside.

fo重this ope章ation.

(22) Using the §ame PrOCeSS Of tilting the front
(2) Remove sh重Oud.

and back a§ in step (19), above, remOVe the 2 x 4s,

(3) Remove all coγのer J/ra少.

one at a time, until the unit is resting on the floor.

(4) Remove mil∫ SeCurlng tOP Of crate to ends

and sides.

(23) To hoist the top of the cabinet off the ba∫e
優∫∫emblγ, in§tall the four eyebolt§ (packed in the box

(5) Remove Joクof crate as one assembly.

contalnlng CO1包%eC

(6) Remove nails securing each e形d〆ece to each

in stcp (13) above) to permi章attaふment of a hoi§t

0γ5 4,㌶ cabi

e′ bard̀t,ae remOVed

cable.

∫ideクiece・
(7) Remove nail§ §eCuring ends to baJe餌∫embly.

(24) U§ing a block and tackle, Or Other suitable
hoist equipment, attaCh a hoi§t Cable ̀O the four eye‑

(8) Remove each cJクd〆ece.
(9) Remove nails securing sides to読み.

bolts, being careful to distribute thc pulling fo重Ce

evenly and in a vertical direction.

(10) Remove §ide§.
( 11 ) Remove the b俄rrier bla壷e′ and

Unless the pulling force is stric̀ly vertical

( 12) Remove lhe top corruga;ed t/′ra碑er; locate

and重emOVe the ;n∫か,

C;ion booんbefore discarding this

W重apPe重・
(13) Cut the hタグeタ∴印e holding the oクer修101巧
/able and the box containing coタグneC10r3 and c〆bi解り
bard(4

WARN看Ne

corγuga′ed

亀〃raククer・

are and set these item§ a§ide.

(14) Cut and remove the〆eel sir印クilng Which
hold§ the cabinet to the base assembly.

(15) Withdraw the two slide mounted units at
the bottom of the cabinet by releasing the panel

the frame may be badly di§tOrted when the

Cabinet is hoisted. USE A SPREADER to p重e・
vent the pulling force f重Om aCting horizon.

tally and forcing the eyebolts towards the
Center Of the cabinet top.
(25) Lif=he cabinet off the base as§embly, re‑
move the base as§embly and all other possible ob§truC.

tions from under the cabinet, and lowe重the cabinet to

書he組○○重.
b. MOUNTING.一Secure the cabinet to the floor,

thumb§CreWS, unlatching the push‑button catches, and

and.in addition, OPtionally, tO the ceiling by means of

Pulling at the handles until tne units slide a§ far for.

⊂eiling support extension rails. To mount the cabinet

Ward as possible.

3̲2

p重oceed as fo重low§:
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(1) Open the doors of the cabinet to gain acce§S

to the eight mounting hole§ located on the bottom
inside of the cabi埠et. Use heavy lag screws (Or equlVa.

Parag「aph

4

b

3

(1)

§ure PrOPe重OPeration and proper fit of the drawer

within the cabinet, is described in Section 7, ParagraPh
うa(1).

CAu丁iON

lent means) to secure the cabinet to the floor. Exercise
caution not to damage parts ̀and wi重ing inside the

The timer cabinet may tip over if seve重al

cabinet when driving the screws into the floor.

units are withdrawn when the cabinet is not
fa§tened (or improperly fastened). Severe

(2) Attach the angle bracket§ tO the top §ides

lnJury tO PerSqunel and damage to the equlP‑

of the cabinet, aS Shown in figure 34・ If the exten§lOn
ment can re§ult.

b重aCket§ are tO be u§ed for ⊂eiling support, eXtend the
bracket§, aS neCeSSary tO line up with the mountlng

Inspect the content§ Of each drawer very carefully,

holes on the extension rails suspended f重Om the ceiling,

to insure that no damage has occur重ed in shipment.

as indicated above.

In§PeCt electrical connections・ Cables・ terminal boards,

(3) Use bolts, WaShers, and nut§ tO §eCure the
angle brackets to the ceiling §uPPO重t eXtenSion rails,
if the unit is to be supporled.

.

etc. In particular check that each tube is firmly seated

in its socket, and that the tube shield, Where applic.

able, is properly installed. Tube location charts are
provided in Section 5, Operator,s Mairitenance. U§e

c.

FINÅL

UNPACKING

AND

INSPECTION.‑

Afte=he cabinet ha§ been positioned and mounted as

outlined above, PrOCeed to complete the unpacking

the§e Charts to facilitate replacement of any tubes found

to have been damaged in §hipment.

̀. 1NSTAししÅTION OF CA†HOD書"RAY TU鵬§.

and to inspect the unit for possible damage in ship・
The four cathode‑ray tube§ uSed in the timer have

( 1 ) Remove shoring, blocking, and bracing, from
the interior of the cabinet, uSing a saw where applic‑

been packed wìh the box of tube spares and must be
in§talled in the timer at this

章ime. The mountlng

arrangement, for the three different tube types em‑

able. Special care must be taken to p重eVent damage to

the pa重tS inside the cabinet du重ing this operatlOn.

pIoyed

is shown in figure 5‑4・

WARNINe

(2) Remove any co重d, taPe, Wire, etC., uSed to

protect the equipment from damage du重ing §hiPinent.
(3) Make a careful detailed in§PeCtion of all

If power ha§ al重eady been applied to ・he

timer, Within the last 24 hours, di§Charge high

mechanical and electrical connections, Cables, terminal

voltage circuits in accordance with the in‑

boards, for any damage possibly ihcur重ed during §hip.

structions following the waming of Section
5, Pa重agraPh 2 d

(4) Remove the plasticized drawings and §tbre

them in the pocket mounted oq the side of the cabinet.

before installing cathode.

ray tubes.
a. INSTALLING THE 5RP2A.‑The‑うRP2A calh.

(5) Inspect the cabinet carefully and locate all
wire and tape lashing.

ode‑ray tube is used in the RF SCOPE of the synchroni・

5. iNSPとCTION OF DRAW各R uNI丁S:

bezel to the front of the panel. When the fou重SCreWS

zation indicato重. In§tall as follow§ :

S;eクZ. Remove the four screws that attach the

MOuNTiNe ARRANeEMENT§.
Each drawer unit in the timer cabinet is supported
within the cabinet by channel rails, and is equipped
with §lide and latch mechanism§, One On eaCh side, tO

permit the drawer to be opened and held in the opened
position. Manual operation of the latch mechanism§

permits.the drawer to be removed frdm the cabinet.

have been removed, the bezel, the clear plexiglas§, and
the filter plexigla§S Will fall away and expo§e the

compartment in which the cathode.ray tube is to be

mounted.
Sleク2. Remove theうRP2A from the packing case

and insert the tube wilhin the compartment formed by
the magnetic metal §hield・ Pull the synchronization

In addition, all drawers, eXCePt the §ynChronization

unit forward on its slides and §Wing the two subchas§i§

indicator, the oscillator, and the three power supplies,

aside (a procedure for this is given in the note in

a重e equipped with tilt mechanisms pe重mitting the

Section 7, Paragふphうg). Remove the shield expo§ed

opened d富aⅥ′er tO be tilted to an angle of about 90O

when the subchassis we重e SWung aSide. Rotate the tube

and locked in that position for easy access to the

so that the tube terminal A line§ uP With the marking

bottom of the cha§Sis. Figure 3‑5 shows one of the

for terminal D on the magnetic shield. (If the mark‑

drawers pulled out and tilted. Spring‑OPerated panel

ing§ CannOt be read refer to figure 7‑238.) Connecl the

catches and thumb§CreWS are uSed to keep the drawer

appropriate lead to terminal A. Rotate the tube to

in place when dosed. Two thumb:OPerated push but‑

bring tube terminal B in alignment with shield ter‑

ton§ near the front panel handles permit the catches

minal D and connect the lead for terminal B. Continue

to be released before the drawer i§ OPened. The thumb"

in the same way, COnneCting leads to terminals E, C, and

screws thread into metal plates attached to the frame‑

D. After terminal D has been connected, the tube will

work of the cabinet itself. The arrangement of the

be in pr?Per POSition for connecting the leads to ter‑
minals E, F, G, and H. Make the connectlOnS.

slide.and‑tilt mechanisms, and their adjustment to ln‑
ORlciNAし
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c. INSTALLING THE 3RPl.‑The 3RPI cathode.

Placed on the face of the cathode‑ray tube to reference

ray tube is used in the SLOW scopE of the synchroni・

the position of the horizontal trace. Temporarily re‑

zation indicator. Install as follows:

Place the bezel and two pieces of plexigla§S重emOVed in

Sieク]. Remove the four screws at the corne重S Of

step l. Position the tube wìh the face flu§h against the

the重eCtangular bezel and pull the bezel away f重Om

Plexiglass and with the ho重izon章al refe重enCe PrOVided

the panel.̀

by the §ticky tape pa重allel with the ho重izontal line§

SCribed on the plexiglass. Tighten the tube clamp
which i§ located nea重the back of the tube. Pu§h the

SJeク2. Remove the 3RPl from lhe packing ca§e

and insert the tube in the compartment formed by the
magnetic shield.

tube §OCket onto the章ube base. Remove the bezel and
Plexiglass

remOVe the §書icky tape and clean the face

Of the tube, rePlace both pieces of plexiglas§, the
bezel, and all mounting screws. In§tall the light shield・

Sxp 3. Temporarily repl空e the bezel and po§i・
tion the tube with the face fldsh against the pla§tic

window in the bezel and with the horizontal reference
line marked by a piece of s章icky tape pa重allel with the

horizontal borders of the bezel. Tighten the clamp
N○○e

Which is Iocated near the back of the tube and push

Any slight error in aligning. the ho重izontal

the tube socket onto the tube ba§e. Remove the.bezel,

reference line may be corrected, after the

remove the sticky tape and clean the face of the tube,

initial scope adjustnent§ are made, by loosen・

replace the bezel, and replace all mounting §CreWS.

.ing the bezel screws and rotating the filte重

N01e
OVer章he §mall range which i§ made possible
When all cathode‑ray tubes have been in・

through the use of sIotted mounting hole§・

§talled, rePlace the shield orI the synchroniza・

tion indicator, SWing the §ubchassis back into

b. INSTALLING THE 5CPlÅ.‑The type 5CPIA

Place, COnneCt the controI coupling and lock

cathode・ray tube§ are uSed in both the synchronization

the thumbscrews, and re§tOre the §ynChroni・

indicator (VIDEO SCOPE) ) and the te§t ScoPe. In‑

Zation indicator and test scope drawers to

§tall a 5CPIA in each unit as fo11ows:

their normal position§・

S;eクJ. Remove the four screws that attach the

bezel to the front of the panel. When the four screws
have been removed, the bezel,章he dear

7. 1N§TÅし」ATION OF OPERATOR

§ TABしE.

plexiglass, and
The operator

s table a§Sembly consists of a table top

the filter plexiglass will fall away and expo§e the

COmPartment in which the cathode.ray tube is to be

With single drawer and two supporting bracket§. The

drawer, SuPPOrted on章he underside of the table top,

mounted.

is provided for storage of te§t lead§, SPeCial §mall tooIs

S/eク2.. Remove lhe 5CPIA from the packing ca§e

and insert the tube in the compartment formed by the

magnetic metal shield. Pull the drawer unit forward on
its §lide§ if it is not already out. Connect the high volt・
age lead for the second anode to the button on the §ide

Of the cathode‑ray tube.

§uPPlied with the equipment, and othe重

§mall arlicle§,

as required. The §uPPOrting brackets are mounted al
the §ide§ Of the cabinet by means of large hand knobs,
three on each §ide. The table top rests pn the suppo重t‑

ing brackets and is retained in position by stop
brackets at the rear and retaining pins on the top of

S/eク3. Note that a piece of sticky tape has been

the

§uPPOrt bracket§・ Uncra〔e the box contalnlng

Placed on the face of the cathode‑ray tube to reference

the operator

the po§ition of the horizontal trace. Tempo重arily re‑

as fo重lows:

Place the bezel and two piece§ Of plexigla§S remOVed

in step l. Position the tube with the face flush against

the plexiglass and with the horizontal reference pro‑

s table as§embly components and install

a・ Loosen the three large hand knobs on each §ide

of the cabinet.

vided by the sticky tape parallel with the horizontal

b・ Attach each one of the two supporting bracket§.

lines §Cribed on the plexiglas§・ Tighten the tube clamp

Note that the flat §ide of the bracket fits against the

which is Iocated neaそthe back of the tube. Push the

§ide of the cabinet. Fit the bracket over the hand knob

tube §OCket onto the tube.ba§e. Remove the bezel and
Plexigla§S, remOVe the §ticky tape and clean the face′

Shafts

§O that the large cutout in the §uPPOrting

bracket fits over the two top knob shafts, and the

Of the tube, rePlace both pieces of plexiglas§, the bezel,

lower small cutout fits over the lower single knob.

and all mounting §CreWS. Install the light §hield・

When properly fitted, the notches in the bracket.cht・

OutS Will重eSt On the knob shafts. Tighten the knobs.

N0書e

C. Slide the table top over the two support bracket§

Any slight error in aligning the horizontal

until the rear edge of the top fits snugly agains=he

重eference line may be corrected, after the

Small stop brackets, One On eaCh §uPPOrting bracket.

initial scope adjustments are made, by loosen‑

Shift the top sideways slightly to insure that the

ing the bezel screws and rotating the filter

retalnmg PlnS On eaCh §uPPOrting bracket fit into the

OVer the small range, Which is made po§Sible

retaining holes under the comers of the table top. Lock

through the use 9f sIotted mounting holes.

the table top with the snap calChes.
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d・ The stop brackets and the重etaining pins on the

10. IN丁各教UNI† CONNEC†iONi.

§uPPOrt braぐkets are adjustable in po§ition. If neces・
The info重malion for inte重COnneCling lhe compon‑
§ary, loosen the screw§ holding these items in place and

ent units of the timer set with each othe重and with the
Shift slightly, aS neCeSSary tO Obtain prope重fit of the

Othe重COmPOnentS Of the loran §tation i§ given in
章ab重e top.
figu重eS 3‑8 through 3‑15, aS indicated in the following

Noie

Subparagraphs. The drawings provide interconnectlOn

If the table top inte重feres with acce§§ibility of

data for a double‑Pulsed §tation. For such a station all

adjustment controIs or with opening the

COmPOnentS Shown are u§ed and all comection§ indi‑

d重avyerS Oq the′ lower portion of the timer

Cated are to be made. For a single‑Pul§ed station, the

Cabinet, lhe table top only need be重emOVed,

COnneCtions and the informa(ion pertaining to com・

and the support brackets may be left in place.

POnentS marked No. 3 and No・ 4 §hould be omitted・

To重emOVe the table top, OPen the §naP

Interunit cable§ and connecto重S are nOt SuPPlied a§

CatChe§, and §1ide the top forward.

Par章0f the timer set but must be obtained separately・
Cables must be cut from bulk to the重equi重ed length§

8. 1NSTALしATION OF VOしTAe格R各euLATo教

TYPE CN‑235/FPN‑30.

and assembled to the proper connectors. Lengths of
leads and method§ Of重unning or channeling cables
must §imilarly be determined for the specific station,

The voltage重egulator is shipped as a complete as・

Sembly in its own shipping container. It is to be
installed in

§Ome COnVenient location in the time重

and are not given・

a. INTERUNIT CONNECTIONS‑STATION EM‑

the unit, are aCCeS§ibility for maintenance and service

PLOYING LORAN SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
TYPE AN/FPA‑2 (ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

and the conveniince to interconnecti血g duct§ Or trenCh‑

CABINET CY葛1466/FPA‑2).‑All interconnecting

room. General factor§ tO be conside重ed, in positio血ing

WO重k. After the §hipping container i§ Placed near the

information for the timer set components at a statlOn

desired location, Carefully unc重ate the unit and inspect

empIoying Lo重an Switching Equipment AN/FPA‑2,

it for possible damage incurred in shipment. The

of which Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY‑1466/

PrOCedure for uncrating i§ Simila重tO that described in

ParagraPh 3 4. One voltage regulato重i§重equired for

FPA‑2 i§ the major component, is given in figures 3‑8

and 3‑9. Figure 3‑8 is an interconnection diagram,

each time重Of the §tation. The unit is ar重ang?d for

Showing actual cable runs between units and the points

mounting on a 19‑inch重aCk. Adapte重S a重e PrOVided

of connection of the cables. Each cable i§ identified by

which make it pos§ible to mount the unil On a 24・itlCh

aくくW

rack, if desired. Dimensional data∴and mounting de・

figure 3‑8 summarizes the info重mation given in the

tails are given in figure 3」;. The rack i§ nOt SuPPlied

interconnecting diagram, identifies the natu重e Of each

as pa重t Of

Cable, and li§tS lhe重eCePtade§ Or terminal boards of the

the time重§et.

number (e.g.,Wl… ‥W40, etC.). The table on

COmPOnent§ tO Which the connections are to be made.

9. 1NSTÅししA†iON OF RECO教DiNe AMME†書教
TYPE ME‑き4/FPN‑30.
One Recording Ammeter Type ME‑84/FPN‑30 i§
§uPPli6d with each Timer Set AN/FPN‑30. For each

This information se重VeS, therefore, aS the basis for

determining cable lengths, aCtual channeling of cable§,

and the重equirements for fabrication of the cables.

Observe that the Notes provided on figure 3‑8 are an
in〔egral part of the informatlOn glVen and should be

Pair of timer§ (operating and s̀and‑by) empIoyed at
the §tation, there are thus two recording ammeters.
Only one of the§e instruments is to be installed and

interconnected with each pair of timers. This unit will)
hereafter, be referred to as the operating recording
ammeter. The other recording ammete重SuPPlied with
the pair of timer§ is considered to be a spare unit,
and will, hereafter,心e referred to as such. Each重ecord.
ing ammeter is shipped a§ a comPlete assembly in its

OWn Shipping containe重・ The con章aine重al§O includes
boxes containing chart paper and an acce§SOry kit for

the recorder instrument. Uncrate the unit and inspect

it for any damage possibly incurred in shipment. Make
Sure tO locate and store the char章PaPer and the acce§・

SOry kit. The procedure for uncrating is similar to that
described.in paragraph 3 4. The unit i§ arranged for

mounting on a 19‑inch rack. Adapters are provided to
permit mounting the unit on a 24‑inch rack, if desired・

§tudied carefully before the actual work i§ undertaken.

The information given in the table of figure 3‑8 is
expanded in figure 3‑9 to provide actual connection
detail§ and othe重Pertinent da〔a, SuCh as cable function§
and currenl ⊂arrying requlrementS.

b. INTERUNIT CONNECTIONS‑STATION EM‑

PLOYING LORAN SWITCHING EQUIPMENT
NAVY MODEL UM.‑Information for preparmg ln‑
terunit cables and for inte重COnneCting Loran Timer Set

AN/FPN‑30 with components of a lo重afl Station′ em‑

PIoying the Navy Model UM Loran Switching Equip‑
ment is given in figures 3‑10 and 3‑11. Figu重e 3‑10 i§
an interconnection diagram, and figure 3‑1 1 §umma章一

izes the connection details, in a manner similar to that
di§CuSSed in paragraph lO 4 above.

c. INTERUNIT CONNECTIONS‑SPECIAL AP・

The rack itself i§ nOt SuPPlied as part of the timer

PLICATIONS WHERE SWITCHING EQUIPMENT

Set. Dimensional data∴and mounting detail§ are given

IS NOT USED.‑In some special case§, SuCh a§ uSe Of

in figure 3‑7.

Loran Time重Set AN/FPN‑30 a§ a mOni〔Or, it may be
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desi富ed to permanen章ly connect a recording ammeter to

tance up to two miles away from the timer set. The

the timer. Note l of figure 3‑10 provide§ SPeCific infor.

resi§tanCe Of each lead in the cables must not exceed

mation for oblaining a重elay con〔rOI voltage from the

200 0h皿§.

time重tO aChieve the permanent connection.

111l. iNITIAしADJuiTMENIS OF TiMとR
§各丁○○各N各教Aし.

d. PROCEDURES FOR FABRICATION OF CO‑

a・ When the components of the timer §e章have been

AX重AL CABLES.‑?ome of thごcables required for
intercotlneClion of the componenlS Of Loran Time重Set

AN/FPN‑30 with the other component§ Of the loran

Station are of lhe coaxial type. As explained in the
NoleS On figures 3‑8 through 3‑11, eithe重tyPe RG‑

58/U or type RG‑8/U cable may be used. Detailed in‑
St重uCtions for attaching suitable connectors to the§e
Cables a重e given in figu重e 3‑12. Figure 3‑12 gives de‑

tailed in§truCtion§ for assembly of type BNC and ‡yPe

N conneCtO重§章O the RG‑58/U and RG‑8/U coaxial
Cable重e§PeCtively and for as§embling RG‑8/U cable
to the 83‑1 SPN plug, Navy type 49195, u§ed at sta‑

tion§ equipped with Navy Model UM Loran Switching

installed and interconnected as outlined in the pre"
Ceding paragraphs of thi§ SeCtion, they are ready for

application of power and for initial adjustment. All
PartS and circuits of the timer set have been checked
and adjusted at the factory, and it is a§Sumed that they

are in proper operating cbndition. It is further as§umed
that component§ Of the timer §et, aS Well as the auxil‑

iary component§ Which are not part of the timer set

PrOPer but are required for §〔ation operation, have

been completely checked for∴any meChanical defect§

Which may have occurred in shipment, and that all
§uCh defects found have been properly corrected、 Dur.
ing initial operation, therefore, Only those adjus〔mentS

Equipment.

must be made which fit the timer set to the particular

e. REMOTE ALARM EQUIPMENT CONNEC‑

OPeraling conditions and requlrementS Of the §tation

at which it i§ being u§ed. Some adjustments are factory

TIONS.一A§ Shown in the interconnection diag重amS,
figures 3‑8 and 3‑10, PrOVisions are made for com∝t‑

ing the timer set equipmen( tO remOte alarm indicating

PreSet and need not be touched at this time, Or at any
time during normal operation, unless trouble in opera‑
tion is experienced. Procedures for adju§ting §uCh fac‑

devices. Cable§ W7 and W30 are used for making the§e
tory p重e§et COntrOIs are given in the corrective main・

COnn∝tion§, a§ Show血. Å §Chematic diagram for a suita.
ble remote §ynChronization alarm unil is shown in

tenance section, Section

7. Procedures for making

initial adjustments are outlined in the following para‑

figure 3‑13・ This uqil is electrically idenlical to Syn‑

chronization Alarm BZ‑30/FR, fumished to血e Coast

graphs of this §eCtion・
b. Since the va重ious equipments of a loran §tation

Gua重d on ⊂OnlraCt Tcg‑38316 (CG‑18,373‑C). The
P重eViously furni§hed unit is suilable fo重uSe With Loran

are functionally interdependent, a definite sequence of

Ti中er Sel AN/FPN‑30 except tha=he alarm indica‑

adju§tmentS Of the timer, Wìh relation to adjusments

to[S a重e incorr∝tly marked for §uCh se重Vice. The di節er・

Of the loran §Witching equipment and the radio tran§・

ence§

belWeen lhe correct designation§

and tho§e

marked on Synchronizatio皿Alarm BZ‑30 are 〔abulated
below. For a de§Crip〔ion of血e parlS required to con‑

mitters, mu§t be followed. The recommended sequence,
Se重Ving also as the ba§i§ Of the procedures given in this
§eCtion, is outlined in the following steps:

lisl itl the InslruClion Book Supplement for Modifica.

。。 a葦‡豊富葦露語詩語量董

(ion of Ioran Timer Model UE‑1 (Elect重ical Synchro‑

except for two attenuation adjustments. These adjust‑

nize重SN‑108/FR; Synch重Onization Ala重m BZ‑30/FR).

ments must be made in conjunction with corresponding

The remote∴alarm equipmenl may be located a di§・

adjus〔mentS Of the timerrafter il has been made ready.

struct the unil Shown i皿figu重e 3‑13, refe重tO the parts

CoMpON置Nl

教EOUiREDMA教KINc

すさ2タ01‑1

富D2夕Ol‑2

すさ2タ01‑3

DUZZ最R

SYNC重RROR

I2,01

I2!"2

o剛cINAし

COMMON

SYNCERRORAI.ARM

OFFSYNCALARM

DUZZER

SYNCERROROR

○胃管SYNC

すD柳1」

MA教KINcONBZ‑3O/FR

Buzzer∴COnneCtion

WRONGZERO

R鴨MOTERIINK

COMMON

Off

terminal.

Syncer重O重∴alarmconnectionterminal.

sync

alarm

connec(ion

terminal.

Commonconnectionterminal.

SYNCERRORORWRONG ZEROALA京M

REMOTEBLINKALARM

FuNCTiONWHENUi各DWilltAN/FPN‑3O

Indicale§SynCe重きO重,

IndicaleSOffsync,W重OngZerO,andre‑ molebIink.
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S;eク2. Next the timer §et adjustments, de§Cribed

SCreen§. Adjust to血e de§ired in‡enSities, When

in paragraphs 12血rough 24, muSt be made. The§e

called for in the following procedure§. Par.

adjustment§ do not invoIve the use of eithe重remOte Sig‑

ticularly, Observe the caution in paragraph

nals or signals fed back from the local tran§mitter, and

20 d, below.

PrePare the timer for signal adju§tmentS.

S;eク3. When the timer adjustments will have
been completed as indicated in step 2, above, the重adio
tran§mitters should then be adjusted, utilizing the
trigger pulsds made available from the timer, a§ de・
scribed in the instruction book for the particula重tranS‑

(1) Check that the BLINK SELECTOR swi〔Ch
(S802) is in the OFF po§ition.

(2) Check that the BUZZER ON‑OFF switch
(S806) i§ in the OFF po§ition.

b. ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZER TYPE
SN」l 17/重PN‑30.

mitter equipment u§ed.

(1) Check that the REMOTE ALARM OUT‑IN
SJeク4. Finally, the signal adjustments of the
timer should be completed, a§ described in paragraph§

25 through 28, ⊂OmPleting at the appropriate point§
in the§e PrOCedure§ the attenuation adju§tmentS. Of the

宝器言霊霊器霊認諾露語ndicated
C. At a station empIoying double"Pulsed transmis‑

§Witch (S1501) is in the OUT position.

(2) Check that the POWER ON‑OFF switcb
(S1502) is in the ON position・

N0書e
To prev印t the ala重m lights from being lì
during the adjustment procedure§, it is de§i重a‑

sion,・ four timer§,亡WO OPerating and two §tand.by, are

ble to disable the alarm ci重Cuit§ temPOrarily,

invoIved. At a station empIoying single‑Pulsed tran§・

as follows:

mission, tWO timer§, One OPerating and one stand.by,

are invoIved. The procedures outlined in the following
ParagraPhs cover the initial adjustment§ Of one timer,

specifically, the first tirher (for each repetition rate at

(a) At a §lave station, tum the SYNC ER‑

ROR SENSITIVITY control (R1534) to
the extreme counterclockwise position.

a double‑Pulsed station) of the station to be placed

At a master station, Since the alarm i§

into operation, Where no fully adjusted operating timer

Cam・OPerated, it will be necessary to tcm.

for that repetition rate is yet available. With the

POrarily remove §ynC errOr alarm tube

minor difference§ indicated where pertinent, the§e PrO‑

V1う09 f重o皿i亡s §OCket.

cedure§ aPPly equally to the initial adjustments of the

(b) At both ma§ter and slave stations, tum

other timers of either a master or a slave station, at

the chas§is.mounted OFF SYNC SEN‑

which a fully adjusted timer ba§ al重eady been placed

SITIVITY polentiometer R1555 to the

into operatlOn.

extreme counterclockwi§e POSition・

d. Il i§ reCOmmended that personnel become tho重・

oughly familiar with the principles of operation of the
timer set, given 'in Section 2, and with the principles

N○○e
The individual power on・Off switche§ Of the

timer set component units are set.to their ON

of lo重an SyStem and station operation, before proceed‑

ing with the adjustments.
12. PRE○○MINÅ脈Y CONTRO」 §各††1Nei.
Before power i§ aPPlied to the equipment, Certain
OPerating con章rOIs should be set as outlined in the fol.

POSition§ at this time, §O that when the equip・

ment is finally ready, POWer tO the over‑all
equipment may be applied by means of a

Single switchl namelyl the MAIN POWER
circuit breaker on Power Supply Type PP‑
う9/FPN‑30.

lowing paragraph§. Unles§ Otherwise indicated, these

controIs are located on the front panels of the timer

c. POWER SUPPLY TYPE. PP‑957/FPN‑30.一Op.

Set comPOnent unit§・ Note that not all control§ are

erate the SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES ON.OFF switch

禁書藍荒盈窪霊蕊詰ま霊

(S2101) to the ON position.
d. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR TYPE O‑

no〔 li§ted below are immate重ial at thi§ time. Refer to

202/FPN‑30.‑Operate 〔he METER SWITCH ( S1402 )
figures 4‑1 ‡hrough 4‑13 to de〔ermine lhe locatiohs of

to血e OSC. OUT position.

the control§. Refer also to tables 4‑1 through 4‑13 to

determine the functions of the§e contrOl§.

a. SYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR

TYPE IP‑238/FPN‑30.
No書e

Initially tum the oscilloscope INTENSITY
COntrOIs to the extreme countercIockwise posi‑
tions, tO aVOid damage to cathode‑ray tube
ORICiNAし

e. SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL UNIT
TYPE (÷1238/FPN‑30.
(1) Operale the

60‑

AMPL PWR ON.OFF

SWitch (SlO2) to the ON position.
(2) Operate the AUTO SYNC ON‑OFF switch
(SlO4) to the OFF position.

(3) Operate the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR
SWitch (SlO3) to the IN position.

3̲1 5
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Pa〇〇g調ph 12 1 (1)

fjgu′e 3」6. VoIIoge neguIoIo' 「yPe CN‑235/FPN‑3O,
DjmensjonoI DoI0 Ond Mouれwh9 DelajIs

手POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑959/F重:N‑30.
(1) Operate the DC METER SWITCH (S2002〉 (O

the OFF position.

in the In§truCtion Book fo重Lo重an Switching Equip‑

menl AN/FPA‑2. If Model UM I.oran Switching
Equipment i§ uSed instead, refer to章he instruction book

§uPPlied with that equipment. Proceed as follows:

(2) Operate

小e SPACE HEATERS ON‑OFF

§Witch (S2003) 〔O the ON po§ition.

( 3 ) Operate the INTERLOCKED POWER swi(Ch

(l) Tum小e MAIN POWER LINE l and MAIN
POWER LINE 2 circuit breakers of the §Witching

equipment to thei重OFF positiotlS.

(S2004) to the ON po§ition.
(2) Assuming tha=imers l and 3 a重e OPerating

(4) Operate 〔he MAIN POWER circuil breaker

章imer§, and timers 2 and 4 are stand・by time重§, reSPeC‑

to the OFF po§ition. Thi§ SWitch will be used to apply

tively (figure 3‑l or figu重e 3‑2), it is recommended

POWer tO the units contained in the equipment cabinet.

tha=he LINE l‑‑OFF‑LINE 2 power li血e selector

g・ LORAN SWITCHING EQUIPMENT.‑The as・
SOCiation of Loran Switching Equipment AN/FPA」2
With the timer set and章he other equipments of the
loran §tation is indicated in figure 3‑1. Detailed operat‑

1ng lnStruCtions fo重that switching equipment are given

3̲看̀

§WilChes on章he switching equipment be set as follows:

Timer. 1 §Witch‑Set tO LINE I posi章ion

( operating timer )
Timer 2 §Witch‑Set tO LINE 2 position
( s(and・by timer )

ORlclNAし

ce̲273̲15
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13.鵬§TO剛Ne POWE教BY ME▲N§ O書

Time重3 switch‑sel tO LINE I po§ition

. INTE教」OCKINe §WITCH各i.

(ope重aling lime重)

a. INTERLOCK CIRCUIT ARRANGEMENT. ‑ A

Time重4 swi章Ch‑Set tO LINE 2 po§ition

group of itlte重Iock switche§ COntrOl§ aPPlication of

( stand‑by limer )

powpr章O all unit drawers in Elec書きical Equipment Cabi‑

nel CY‑1437/FPN‑30, eXCePt Radio Frequency Os‑

N0書●

cilla〔Or O‑202/FPN‑30, Powe重Supply Type PP‑959/
The selcction of a.ぐPOWer line§ given above
oomects

̀he

two

operating

timer§

Of

a

(double‑Pulsed) §̀àion ̀O One line and thc
two §tand・by timers to ̀he òher line. This
a調ngemeǹ iのsu雌s ̀hà in the e▼eǹ Of fail.
ure of one of the power lines, a ̀imer fo重eaCh
repeti章ion ràe is §̀i11 powered and is thu§

a▼ailable fo重u3e.

FPN‑30, the space heaters, and a few other l15.volt
a‑C POints in血e cabinet. Itefer to the a.c power ladde重
diagram, figure 2‑39, for∴COmPle章e detail of circuits

controlled by血e interlock sy§tem. One inte重Io⊂k
swi章Ch is assoぐiated with ・eaCh d重aWer in the timer

cabinet, eXCePt the two lis̀ed above, One With each
door of the cabinet, and one i§ localed under the hinged

panel (figure 4‑9) of SytlChronizatiotl Indicator Type
IP‑238/FPN」30. All inte重Iock switche§ are in ieries

(3) U§ing ̀he swi章̀hing equipment con書きOl§ a§

wilh cach other and with the INTERLOCKED

de§Cribed in lhe ins(重uCtion bcok fo=he pa重ticular

蒜蕊喜藍豊霊豊霊悪i謹話

ivìChing equipment used (AN/FPA‑2 or UM)

§elec章

血e limer sel being adjus(ed as the operaくing 〔imer.

po§ition, Or any One Of the unit drawe重S a§SOCia章ed yith
an i皿te重Iock switch is opened fo重adju§ment§ Or SerV‑

N01●

1Clng, Or the cabinet door i§ opened, the corresponding

The switche§ On the I,Oran Switching Equip.

interl∝k §Witch i§ §P重ing.d重iven to its off posi章ion・ and

ment AN/FPA‑2 must be set to sel∝t血e

power is di§COnneC章ed from all ci重Cui章§, eXCeP̀ tho§e Of

operating and sくand・by章imer§ SO that one Re‑

血e oscillator, One POWer SuPPly (PP‑959/FPN‑30),

cording Amme書er Type ME‑84/FPN‑30 can

atld血e o血er directly controlled circuit§ ( figure 2‑39 ).

be used to monito重thc ope重ation of two

Paragraph 2 of Section 7 1i§tS the point§ at Which

time重S, One OPe重a章ing and

̀he as§∝iàed

powe‥emains when an interlock §Wi章Ch is opened.

stand・by time重I i.e・l the two time重S emPloying

The oscillator supply is fed directly th重Ough the

the same repetilion rate・

MAIN POWER cir⊂ui〔 breaker on Powe重Supply Type
PP‑959/FPN‑30, so=血at the oscillato重may重emaln

(4) Pe重fo重m血e o血e重OPeration§ discussed in the

cnergized and章hus maintain ̀emPeratu重e and fre‑

instruclion b(rok fo重the particular lo重an §Witching

quency stability, When powe‥O all other units in the

equipmen章(AN/FPA‑2 or Model UM)重equired to

cabinet i§ Shut off.

CAUTION

phace血a章equipmenくiǹO Se重Viee・ Wi心血e following
e真東鷺p(ions :

Even血ough an interlock switch is open・

(41) Inser章ion o重重emOVal of 20db remole §ignal

attenuato重in Radio R∝eive重Type R「 64/FPN‑30 or

sel∝章ion of血e an章ema inpu章at̀enuàion of血e Model

UM 『uip皿enl・

lhe ele⊂請Onic swilChing unil§ (ESU) of the AN/FPA‑2
cquipmenl, O重∴COr重e§POnding adjustment in the dis‑

criminalO重unil§ Of the Model UM equipmen章・ These
mus(

Paragraph 2. Caution mus̀・ therefore・ be

exercised to avoid sh∝k when testing o重ad‑

justing within the equipment under this coa.

(b) Adjustmenl Of local §ignal altmuatiotl in

adjusments

power still exi§tS at some POints. See Sectiotl

.7

be

made

in

conjunclion

wi血the

dilio血.

b. RESTORING INTERLOCKED POWER.‑Jro重e‑

store power discomected by the opening of a drawer
or the d∞r Of血e cabi皿et, Pull心e §haf〔 Of the asso・
ciated in章erlock swilCh outwa重d. Whe血a drawer o重

lime重adju§(meⅢtS, a§ refe重enCed a白he app重OP重iate
cabinet door is 。OW CIosed, POWe重Will be momentarily

poinlS in血e followin喜pr∝edures.

b. VOI.TAGE REGULATOR TYPE CN‑235/FPN‑

§hut off and血en重eStO重ed when the cIosing p重∝eS§ l§

CO血plctd
N0書e

30.一Sel lhe switches of each (ime重Set VOll蒔e regula章Or
of the slation as follow§:

Each interlock switch ha§ three po§ition§,

(l) Ope重àe the main powe重Cirouit brcaker to

nanely

ON‑OFF‑ON.

The

drawer

When

血le OFF po§itio血・ This circuit b購ake重・ tOgethe重Wi血

closed, hold§ the.§Witch in the ON position,

(he MAIN POWER ci重Cuit breaker of Power Supply

agains章§Pring tension・ Opening the d重aWer

Type PP‑959/FPN‑30, Will be used to apply powe重

causes the §Pring to retum the §Witch to the

to lhe units in the a sociated time重.

O霊甲position・ Pulling the §Witch a§ indicàed

(2) Opefate S2203 on each vol章age regulato=O

the REGULATED VOLTAGE po§ition.

o教iclNM

in b, above, OPe重ate§ the switch to the other

ON posilion・
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14. APPしiCATION OF POWER AND
ADJUSTM各NT OF POWER

3

14

FPN‑30, and the SCOPE HIGH VOLTÅGES ON.OFF

SWitch (S2101) on Power Supply Type PP‑957/

§UPPLI各S.

Åt the start of the following procedure§, it is a§‑

Sumed血坤all §Witches listed in paragraph 12 have
been operated to the

paragraph

proper positions, indicated there.

Now perform the §tePS li§ted below in the order given.

FPN‑30 are already in their ON posilions (paragraph
12 of this section), Check also that the corresponding

indicator lamps, INTERLOCKED POWER (I2008)
and SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES re§PeCtively) are also
lit.

a. APPLICATION OF POWER TO VOLTAGE
REGULATOR CNト235/FPN‑30.

(1) Operate the MAIN POWER LINE l and
MAIN POWER LINE

2

circuit breakers on Loran

Switching Equipment AN/FPA‑2 (or corresponding

POWer.On SWitches on the Model UM Ioran Switching
Equipment, if used) to their ON positions.
(2) Operate the main power circuit breaker

(4) Allow a warm‑uP Period of about 15 minutes.

( 5 ) With the voltage regulator now operating un‑
der normal load condition§, reCheck the OUTPUT

VOLTAGE and SENSITIVITY control adjustments.
See paragraphs 14 b (2) and 14 b (3), above.
d・ CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT OF POWER SUP‑

PLY OUTPUT VOLTAGES.‑The DC METER switch

On Voltage Regulator CN‑235/FPN‑30, a§§OCiated

(S2002) on Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30 con‑

with the particular timer set b6ing adjusted, tO the

nects the significant output circuit§ Of the ̀hree power

ON po§ition・

SuPPlies in the timer cabinet to the meter on the

(3) Check that lhe power on indicator lamp

PP‑959/FPN‑30 panel to permit checking the output

On the voltage regulator unit lights.

VOltage§・ Each switch position is labeled with the nom‑

b. CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT OF VOLTAGE
REGULATOR TYPE CN‑235/FPN‑30. ‑ Note that

the meter for that switch position, and the nomencla‑

Since the units of the timer cabinet are not energized

derived. Thus, for the PP‑959/FPN‑30 switch position

at this time, the following checks and adju§tmentS are

marked +300 V (FS‑400V), the required reading is

inal output voltage重eading, the full‑§Cale重eading of

being made under no.load condition of the voltage

regulator. Accordingly, these checks and adjustments

may have 10 be repeatcd after the norma=oad will

ture of the unit from which the particular voltage is

300 volts,血e full‑SCale reading is 400 volts, and the
VOltage being mea§ured comes from Power Supply

Type PP‑959/FPN‑30. Proceed as follows:

have been applied.

(1) Operate the meter switch on the voltage
regulator unit to the LINE VOLTAGE position.
(Note that when the switch knob i§ released, the switch

is spring‑retumed to the REGULATED VOLTAGE

(1) Check that the a‑C meter On the pancI of
Power Supply Type PP‑9う9/FPN‑30 indicates that the
VOltage regulator output (115 volt§∴aC) is being fed

into the input circuits of the PP‑959/FPN‑30 unit.
(2) Starting with the extreme counterdockwise

POSition. ) Observe the meter, and check that the input
voltage reading is between 98 and 132 volts. This is

POSition of the DC METER switch, tum the switch

the operating range of the voltage regulator.

SuCCeSSivcly to each one of its positions. For each posi‑

(2)

Release

the

meter∴SWitch

and

use

a

screw.

driver to adjusl the (upper) OUTPUT VOLTAGE
controI on the voltage regulator panel until the meter
重eads llうvolts.

tion obtain the meter reading and compare it with the
required nominal output voltage marked on the panel
fo=hat switch position, and with the corre§POnding

data listed in the table, below.

(3) Using a screwdriver, SIowly rotate the SEN‑
SITIVITY (lower) control in the cIockwise direction,

(3) For some of the switch positions listed in the
following table, the readings obtained should be within

until the se重VO §yStem Within the voltage regulator

the limits shown. These output voltages are not ad‑

§tart§ hunting. This is evidenced by continued audible

justable. If, for these switch positions, the readings

Clicking (chatter) of the relays inside the unit. Now,

obtained are outside the specified limi〔S, Perform the

back off the SENSITIVITY controI slightly (counter‑

trouble‑Shooting procedures given in Section 7, 〔ables

dockwi§e) to just §tOP the servo §yStem from hunting.

7‑10, 7‑11, Or 7‑12, for the particular power supply

The vollage regulator unit is now adjusted for opera.

unit invoIved. For the remalnlng SWitch positions,

tion at maximum useful sensitivity.

c. APPLICATION OF POWER TO UNITS
WITHIN TIMER CABINET.

limilS are nOt Shown in the table. Instead, for these
SWitch positjons, an adju§tmen〔 COntrOl is listed. If the

nominal required reading for such a switch position
is not obtained, adjust the corresponding control, until

(1) Operate the MAIN POWER circuit breaker

the proper output voltage reading is obtained. To gain

on Power Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30 to the ON

access to the adjustment control, OPen the particular

POSi tion.

(2) Check tha=he red MAIN POWER indicator
lamp light§・

(3) Since the INTERLOCKED POWER ON‑OFF
switch (S2004) on Power Supply Type PP‑959/
ORICINAし

POWer SuPPly drawer part of the way. (Refer to dis‑
cussion of interlock switch arrangement in paragraph
13, above.) The potentiometer is mounted on a bake・

lite strip in back of Ihe panel. See figures 4‑1l, 4‑12,
and 4‑13.
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(3)

U§e‑30VADJpo‡entiometer(R2033)toadju§(.

Readingmaybebetween100tol16volts(no(adju§table).

U§e+300VADJpoten(iometer(R1922)章Oadjus(.(Note2.)

PP‑タラ8

iPP‑夕う8

PP÷夕う7

U§e+135VADJpo章endometer(R1933)toadjust.

Readingmaybebetween8501Ol,150volts(notadjustable).

U§e+150VADJpotentiometer(R2122)toadju§̀.

Readingmaybebetwcenl,500to2,100voll§(no書adjusl・ able).

‑30‑VOll

outPul

of

2・ AIways adju§t the +135‑VOl1 0utPut Of

Powe重Supply Type PP‑959/FPN‑30 after the

Power Supply Type PP‑958/FPN‑30 after

+150・VOlt supply of that urit ha§ been

轟.

the +300‑VOl〔 §uPPly of thal unif has been

justed, Since adjust重Pent Of小e +150 V ADU

adju§ted, §ince adjustment of the +300 V ADJ

PO章entiometer affec〔§ both the + 150.volt and

POtentiomeler affects both the +300‑VOlt and

the ‑30‑VOlt ouやut§.

the +135・VOlt ouやu(§.

CAUTiON

(4) Check the voltage drop acro§S the cathode
Currenl metering re§istors in each regulator tube §eC・

lion of each powe重§uPPly ¥1ni章. Use血e ‡e§t leads,
PrOVided for this purpose with the timer §et, tO Plug in
a Simp§On Mode1 260 voltmeter

Or equivalent, between

the COMMON jack and each one of the cathode jacks.
Use the 2.5‑VOlt §Cale. The COMMON jack is al§O

labeled ‑ (minu§)・ Each cathode jack i§ labeled with

The contacts of the test jacks are above ground

by the B+ potential. Be careful to avoid
grounding either test lead. Otherwi§e dam.

age to the meter may result.

15. INI丁IAしÅDJUSTMENT§ oF RADIO FRE。
Ou各NCY O§C!ししATOR †Y昨O‑2O2/即N‑3O.

十and the tube reference symbol. The jacks are located
On the power supply chassis. Refer to figu重e§ 4‑1l,

a・ INSTALLATION OF FREQUENCY CORREC‑

4‑12, and 4‑13 for location of the jack§ in the PP‑

TOR CÅBLE.‑Perform either §teP (1) or step (2),

959/FPN‑30, PP‑958/FPN‑30, and PP‑957/FPN‑30

below

POWer SuPPly units・ reSPeCtively. Compare the reading

justed i§ a ma§ter Station or a §lave §ta〔ion, reSPeCtively.

depending on whether the station being ad‑

Obtained at each cathode jack with the value listed for

( 1 ) MASTER STATION.‑Check that connector

the particular power supply unit in the following table.

P1402 is加y at〔ached to FREQ. CORR. connector J1402

Each reading should be greater than the value shown in

0n the rear ap[On Of the oscillator cha§Si§, and is, in‑

the table for the particula重unì・ If any of the readings

Stead, §tOred in the fuse clip above J1402. It is impor‑

Obtained falls below that minimum value, the a§SOCi.

tant to a§Ceきtain that the cable is not attached at a

ated tube js probably defective and §hould be replaced.

ma§ter Stalion. The oscillator at a ma§ter §〔ation serves
as the frequency standard for the entire loran §yStem.

It must not・ therefore, be cont重Olled by Synchronization
POW駅SUPPLY†YP各

MiNIMuMM各TER
READiNc(VOしTS)

ControI Unit Type C‑1238/FPN‑30, and must not be
Subjected to the possibility of spurious o重aCCidental

PP‑959/FPN/30

0.う

PP‑9う8/FPN‑30

0.7

PP‑9う7/FPN‑30

0.4

frequency correclion.
(2) SLAVE STÅTION. ‑ Check thal COnneCtOr

P1402 is attached to FREQ. CORR. connector J1402 on
the rear apron of the oscillator cha§Sis. This connects

3‑28
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C. INITIAL FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENTS.一Pa重・

S290I

iO 20 30 4? う0 60

lNiTIAしADJu§TMENT§

十℃

tially withdraw the osCillator utlit drawer f章Om血e
Cabinet and note the facto重y.determined settings of the

エ2902

エ29oI

COARSE FREQUENCY dials. These §e章tings have been
Ve重y aCCurately determined al the factory, and represent
the precise lOO‑kc seltings of the dial§ at the time of

串
OFFSYNC

§hipment. The settings are written on the cove重for the
ALARM

(YEししOW」〔NS)

SYNC

ERRO寄

large tuning capaci章Or言ust behind the front panel.

(RED」ENS)

Manually operate血e COARSE FREQUENCY and
FINE FREQUENCY dials to the position§ determined

above.

Fjgu′e 3‑事3. §ぐhemol;̀ AJ○○ngemenl Io○ ○ SujIobIe
Remole §γnぐ心ronjzoljon A/o′m un;′

d・ FINAL FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENTS. ‑ For
the initial in§tallation and adjustment of the other

the frequency co重reCting capacitor C120, located i血

units of the timer, greater P重CCisio血ip the adjus章ment

Synchronization Control Unit. Type C‑1238/FPN‑30,

Of the o§Cillator than that obtained by the §etting of
the frequency dial§ tO the factory predetermined set‑

to the oscillator frequ印cy determining circuits.

tings (as indicaled in parag重aph 15c, above) i§ unneC.

b. PRELIMINARY CHECKS AND
OB SERVATIONS.

e§Sary. Al§O, the amount of frequetlCy inslability in(rO・
duced by u§ing the oscillator befo重e the equipment i§

(1) Make a preliminary operating check by not‑
ing the readings of the mete重(M1401) as the METER

鵠宝器詰ま露語宝器莞誓露盤
the automatic synchronization control sy§tem, PraCtical

SWITCH (S1402) i§ SuCCeS§ively set to each of its
and po§Sible. Acco重dingly, the p重OCedure§ de§Cribed in

POSition§・ For each po§ition, eXCePt OFF and HEATER,
the meter should read at approximately mid§Cale. A

ParagraPhs 16血rough 28 0f thi§ §eCtion may be made
immediately after血e frequency dial§ have been set at

Steady reading should be obtained on all points. The・
both mas(er and slave stations, aS de§Cribed in para‑

exact values of the meter reading§, When the uni章i§
fir§( Placed in operation, are nOt important as Iong as

graph 15c, above. Before making adjustments on the
automatic §ynChronization §yStem, and before int重Oduc"

the reading for the OSC OUT position of the §Witch
ing the §tation into the loran §y§tem, the power should

is bctween 50 and 150 microampe重eS. For the HEATER
be on for a period of about 24 hou重S. Åt the end of thi§

POSition of the switch, the meter will read off scale for
SOme hours afler POWer is applied to the unit, aS the

Period, final precise adju§tment Of the cry§tal o§Cilla‑
tor frequency §hould be made, and the automatic §yn‑

heater i3 WOrking to rai§e the temperature of the crystal

Chroniza章ion §yStem may then be adjusted. Accordingly,
OVen tO it§ PrOPer OPeratlng POlnt.
PrOCeed as follows, Perfo重ming §teP (1) at a ma§ter

(2) Approximately 24 hou重S after being tumed

§tation, and step (2) al a §lave stalion:

On, the crystal oscillator will stabilize. This condition
Will be recognized by the fact that血e rcading of the

meter, With the METER SWITCH in the HEATER

(1) MASTER STATION. ‑ After the 24・hour
Warm‑uP Period, adju§t the cry§tal oscillator f重equenCy

against a signal from重adio station

. If a signal

POSition, Will drop to a value of about lOO ±40 mic重0‑
ampe重e§, indicating that the heater ha§ attained it§

Slable operating condition. The meter重eading §hould

from WWV i§ nOl aVailable for this adjustment, the

frequency dial settings at the master station may be left

not flucluate apPreCiably afte重this point is重eaChed,

as a重rived at in. 15c, above. The pe重Centage errOr∴re・

though章he exacl reading will change somewhat with

§ulting from such setting§ is negligible.

Variation§ in ambienl temPerature. The meter reading§

(2 ) SLAVE STATION.一Perform the adju§tmentS

誌霊慧霊宝‡豊黙認紫§慧

described in paragraphs 16 th重Ough 24・ Wait until the

tion§ Permitted in vacuum tubes, reading§ Slightly out.

mas章er Statio血has made it§ adju§tment§ Of血e oscilla.

Side the above range may be obtained. If the unit cotl‑

tor, a§ indicated in parag重aPh 15d (1), above, and until

tinues to opera〔e Satisfactorily under such condition§,

a wam・uP Period of 24 hour§ has elapsed, befo?e PrO‑

the out‑Of‑1imit readings may be di§regarded, ProVided

Ceeding with the adju§章mentS Of the synchronization

the vacuum tube§ are Checked from time to time in a

con章rOI circuit§, a§ de§Cribed in paragraph 25. The

Suilable vacuum tube test set. It §hould be noted, how・
ever, tha〔 a nOrmal meter reading doe§ nOt n∝eS§arily

in§ure that the vacuum ‡ube is in perfec〔 COndilion.

checks and maintenance.

こし30

appropriate poin〔 Of the synch重Otlization controI cir‑

Cuit adjusfment§. The synchroniza(ion cont重OI ci重Cuit§

(3) Record all重eadings obtained as indicated in
SteP (2), above, for future reference in operator

slave §tation oscillator f重equenCy is adju§ted at the

s

will lhen章ake ove=he functio血of maintaining the
frequency of the §lave §tation in sy血chronization with
the frequency of the master §talion・

ORlelNAし
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(3) Ch∝k the waveform again§t figure 3‑15, and

determine lhat it has neilher excessive overshoot aor

(4) If the above requirement is nol met, uSe∴種

§mall sc重eWd重iver to adju§=he capacilor in血e probe

until血e correc章WaVeform is obtained (figure 3‑15).

The capacitor is accessible through a small hole on

the prok.
;. CHECK OF DELAY BIÅS

ADJUSTMENT (R1752).
(1) Tu重n the lOOO・〆STEPS delay control in lhe
COunlerClockwi§e direclion sIowly, unlil the positive・
going edge of the square wave i§ mOVed a§ fa=O lhe
left end of the sweep a§ POS§ible.

fjgu′e 3‑?4. Squo′e Wove Obse′Ved w航CAiN

(2〉 Switch the COARSE SWEEP SPEEP con(rol

SE[ECTO農jn lOW Pos描on ond C;ÌUjI

to po§ition 2, and va重y the FINE SW髄P SPEED con.

CoIわくIIγ AdiusIed

1rOl (R1790) to bring the edge of lhe square wave書O
血e right.hand end of the sweep.

g・ CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT OF ATTENUA‑
TION.‑The following steps serve to insure dis̀O重tion‑

(3) Rotale lhe CONTINUOUS delay conlrol
(R1736) slowly in the counte重Cl∝kwise direclion, and

less attenuation of the incoming te§t Signal for the

Obse重Ve the mo〔ion of lhe edge of the squa重e WaVe.

LOW po§ition of

It should move uniformly toward lhe lefl, and §hould

章he GAIN SELECTOR

§Witch

COntinue to do §O OVer the enlire range of the CON.

(S1704).

TINUOUS delay conlrol.

(1) Observe the waveform di§Played on the o§・

Cilloscope screen, and check that it has neilher exces.

(4) If the重equiremenl Of §teP (3), above, is nol

Sive overshoot nor excessive rise lime. Refe"0 figure

met, refe=O Sec(ion 7, ParagraPh 4b (2), and adjus章

3‑14 for a p重OPe重Iy adjusted wavefom.

the DEI.AY BIAS potentiomeler (R1752 ), a§ de§Cribed
章he重e..

(2) If nece§§ary, u§e a §CreWdriver to adjust the

attenuatlOn COntrOl, ATTEN ADJ capacitor (C1723),

(5) Di§COnneCl leSl lead§.

unlil the above requlrement is me〔. Thi§ CaPaCitor i§

located on the top of the oscillo§COPe Chassis, direc̀ly

j. WHEN TO READJUST lOOO.GATE WIDTH
ÅND lOO.GÅTE WIDTH CONTROLS.‑‑The chas§i§・

behind the front panel.

mounted lOOO.GATE WIDTH and lOO・GATE WIDTH

b・ ADJUSTMENT OF

TEST PROBE.‑Adjustment

control§ are fac章Ory.adju§ted, and ● §hould, nOrmally,

Of the test probe serves to insure thà incoming test

requi重e nO further adjustmen章a=hi§ time. Readju§l・

Signal§ are attenuated uniformly when the le§l Probe

men〔 Of lhese con〔rOl§ become§ neCeSSary if either one

is u§ed for making the te§〔 COnne⊂tion, and the GAIN

of the two trouble condition§ li§ted below i§ enCOun‑

SELECTOR switch is in the HIGH position. Since

tered while the tesI OSCilloscope i§ being u§ed. Re.

PrOPer COmPenSation is not provided when 〔he §Wi〔Ch

adjustment, if nccessary, Should be made as de§Cribed

i§ in the LOW position, the probe should not, a§ a

in Seclion 7, Pa重agraPh 4b ( 1). The trouble indicating

rule, be used for thal SWitch position. Note, however,

condition§ are:

that whenever the probe is used in making te§〔§タthe
GAIN SELECTOR §Witch will generally be tumed to
the HIGH position? tO COmPen§ate for the attenuàion

introduced by the probe. To check and adju§〔 the
p重obe, p重OCeed as follows:

(1) Disconnect the te§t Cable from the EXTER‑

NAL SIGNAL jack (J1706) and plug the probe into it.
Connec=he ⊂lip end of the probe to the free end of

the test cable. (The other end of the cable is still con.
nec〔ed to the SQUÅRE WAVE OUTPUT jack.)

(2) Tum the GAIN SELECTOR switch to the
HIGH position. Readjust the SIGNAL GAIN con章rOl

to obtain a waveform heigh=OnVenient for observa"
tion. With the delay controI still in the positions lef〔
in paragraphs 16 c (1) and 16 c (2), above, a PO§i〔ive‑

going edge of a square wave should appear on the‑
OSCi =○scope sc重ecn・

3̲32
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(l) The sweep di§aPPearS intermittently as the
delay controIs on the test o§Cilloscope panel are varied.

(2) Two §WeePS aPPear On血e test oscillo§COPe

(3) EXTERNAL + AND EXTERNAL ‑ POSI・

TIONS.‑These positions of the SYNC SELECTOR
§Witch permit the test scope to be triggered by positive

or negative excursion§ Of external signals connec̀ed to

SCreen for fast sweep speeds1

the EXTERNAL SYNC jack. All delays are in the

17.各MPしOYM書NT OF丁E§T O§Cl○○CL

Circuit for the§e §Witch po§itions. The two po§ition§ are

§COPE TYPE Oi‑31/FPN‑30・

mo§t COmmOnly used when the timer being adjusted

The followin争ParagraPhs discuss the methods and

ha§ failed, and a trigger is obtained by connecting the
Square‑WaVe OutPut Of an adjacent timer to the EX・

ProCedures for using the §Witches and controIs of the

tesI OSCillo§COPe in checking and adjusting the timer

units. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS
PARÅGRAPH IS BASIC AND VERY IMPORTANT

TO THE PROCEDURES IN THE REMAINING
PARTS OF THIS BOOK. THEY MUST THEREFORE
BE THOROUGHLY UNDERSTOOD BEFORE ANY

TERNAL SYNC jack. In this case, Selection of either

the + or ‑ POSition provides full loran cycle coverage,
Similar to that provided by

the selec〔ion of the

SQUARE WAVE 4 1 or SQUARE WAVE + 2 posi〔ion.
(4) PEDESTAL POSITION.一Thi§ POSition of
the SYNC SELECTOR §Witch provides two sweeps per

FURTHER ADJUSTMENTS OF THE TIMER ARE

loran cycle. The sync triggers are the same as those

UNDERTAKEN.

which drive the VIDEO SCOPE and RF SCOpE of

a. SELECTION OF APPROPRIATE SYNCHRO・
NIZING SIGNAL.一Selection of the synchronizing
trigger for the test oscilloscope is accompli§hed by set‑

ting the SYNC SELECTOR switch to the proper cme of
its seven positions. The rules goveming the §election

of the particular position are given in the following

Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑238/FPN‑30. The
triggers are the mixed outputs of the A and B delay
circuits, SO that sweeps begin a‥he §ame time as the
§low scope pedestals. The sweeps are subject to delay

by the CONTINUOUS delay controI only. Note tha章
the time of the pedestals with respect to the te§〔 SCOPe

SWeePS may al§O be varied by means of the video sweep

ParagraPh§・

(1) SQUARE WAVE 4 1 and SQUARE WAVE

delay controIs. The PEDESTAL position is used spe‑
cifically when adjusting Electrical Synchronizer Type

q, 2 POSITIONS.‑The combination of these two posi‑

SN‑117/FPN‑30 for master station operation. It may

tion§ Of (he SYNC SELECTOR switch permits selection

of any portion of the loran tycle, One POSition for each

also be used for observation of other signals occurrlng

at the time bf the pedestals.

half‑CyCle, With some overlap between them, for di§・
Play on the oscilloscope §Creen. Each position provides

b. USE OF GAIN SELECTOR AND SIGNAL GAIN

one trigger per loran cycle. These positions are u§ed for

CONTROLS.‑For proper ob§erVation of test signals

almost all timer waveform observation§ and adjust‑

On the test oscilloscope) it is necessary to insure that

ments. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFICALLY

high.level incoming §ignals do not overload the cath‑

CALLED FOR IN THE PROCEDURES DESCRIBED

ode fo1lower input circuits of the oscilloscope. When

IN THE REMAINDER OF THIS BOOK, IT WILL
BE ASSUMED THAT THE OPERATOR WILL
SELECT ONE OR THE OTHER OF THESE TWO

test signals selected by means of the TEST SIGNAL
SELECTOR switches are observed, the signal voltage

POSITIONS FOR CHOOSING THE SYNCHRONIZ‑

ING TRIGGER, AS REQUIRED FOR THE PAR‑
TICULAR CONDITION. If the desired signal cannot
be made visible with the SYNC SELECTOR switch in
the one position, tum it to the other position. It will

magnitude§ are nOrmally such that the HIGH position

of血e GAIN SELECTOR switch may be used with

safety. However, for probing at test points at which
voltage§ Of unknown magnitudes exist, tum the switch
initially to the LOW po§ition, and then, Only if neces‑

then be pos§ible to make the signal come into vleW.

sary, tO the HIGH position. For this reason, it is rec‑
ommended that the GAIN SELECTOR switch be set

Note that all sweep delay circuiti are connected when

as fo1lows:

the SYNC SELECTOR switch is in the SQUARE
WAVE + l and in the SQUÅRE WÅVE 4 2 positions,

( 1 ) Normally, and unle§S Otherwise specified, Per‑

to permit observation of any part of the loran cycle at

form checks with the GAIN SELECTOR in the LOW

any sweep speed.

posilion・

(2) 1000

s AND lOO

s POSITIONS.‑As a rule,

(2) Use the HIGH position of the GAIN SELEC‑

these positions are used only fcr ob§erVation of wave‑

TOR §Witch only when insufficient signal amplitude is

forms coming from the Frequency Divider Type CV‑

obtained by adjustment of the SIGNAL GAIN controI

274/FPN‑30 in the case of failure of the square waves.
These positions of the SYNC SELECTOR switch can

with the GAIN SELECTOR in the LOW position.

also be used to intensify the waveforms of repetitive

(3) Use the HIGH position of the GAIN SELEC‑

signals, SuCh as the lOO・kc sine wave or the markers.

TOR switch whenever the low c種pacity probe is used

All delay circしIits are disconnected when the SYNC

for making test connections. Sufficient attenuation is

SELECTOR switch is in either the lOOO

POSition.
ORiGINAし

s or in the lOO

s

provided by 〔he probe to prevent overloading 〔he input
§tage・
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C. USE OF MARKER SELECTOR AND
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The complexity of血e delay system is nece§Sary to

MARKER HEIGHT CONTROLS.

Permi〔 the use of fas章SWeePS Without jitter. Owing to

(1) To select markers for measurements of time

the characteri§tic§ Of the circuit, the §WeeP may On

inlerval§ by means of the test oscilloscope, §e‥he

rare occasions appea=O jitler. This is cau§ed by l,000"

MARKER SELECTOR switch ( S1703 ) to the appropri.

mlCrO§eCOnd and lOO・micro§eCOnd gate§ ju§t barely

ate position.

Selecting markers. To correct this condition, mOVe the

(2) To adjust the markers selected in (1), above,
̀O the desired amplitude) uSe the MARKER HEIGHT

Slightly.

COn章rO l.

lOOO叫STEPS or血e lOO叫STEPS delay cont重OI

/.

N01e

ADJUSTMENT

OF

SWEEP

DELAY

CON・

TROLS, BASIC RULES.一Th9 delay controIs are used

The ampli〔ude of the marker§ is not affected

to s̀art the §COPe §WeeP SPeed at′any de§ired point in

by the SIGNAL GAIN control. Conver§elyl

the loran cycle. Since p重OPer adjuslment of the delay

the amplitude of the incoming test signal i§

COntrOIs underlies many of the ch∝k§ and adjuslmentS

not affected by the MARKER HEIGHT con.

described in this book, maS̀ery Of the procedure. and

亡重oI.

under§tanding of the principle§ underlying the proce‑

d. USE OF SWEEP SPEED CONTROLS. ̲ Two
SWeeP SPeed controIs are provided. The COARSE
SWEEP SP髄D controI select§ the particular重ange
Out Of four possible ranges. The FINE SW髄P SPEED

COntrOI provides for continuous variation of sweep.

SPeed within the range selected by the COARSE
SW髄P SPEED control・ The available ranges (approxi‑

mate) of the COARSE SWEEP SPEED control are
listed below for the four positions of the switch.

dure are very important. This is particularly true when
a narrow pulse i§ tO be ob§erVed on the scope at fa§t

SWeeP SPeed§・ The §teP.by.step procedure fo重adju§ting
the delay control§ i§ given in paragrわh 17 g, below.
The pri叩iples of operation of the delay controIs are
di§CuSSed in Sec〔ion 2. Mastery of the procedures can
be achieved, after some practice,・ by carefully observing

the basic rules outlined below.
( 1 ) Befo重e increa§ing sweep speed, always moye
the signal as far as possible to the left end of the sweep●

COAR§EiWEEPSPE各D
CONTROしPOiITION

SWEEPSPEEDRANc各
(MICRO§各CONDi)

1

4,う00to30,000

2

う00to

3

4

(2) Never vary any delay control to a point where
血e signal is off the §Creen.

4,う00

70to

う00

12to

using the approp重iate delay control.

100

(3) Increa§e §WeeP §Peed g重adually, neVe重allow‑
ing the §ignal to go off the right‑hand etld of the

SWeeP・

N0書e

N○○e
An inc重ea§e in §WeeP SPeed is equivalent to a
For

the

high

repetition

rate,

When

u§ing

SWeeP SPeeds about 28,000 microseconds long,
Or longer・ the sweep generator will re§POnd

Only to alternate章riggers. This will evidence

itself as a slight flicker of the waveform on

the scope scrcen. This is perfectly normal and

重eduction in the duration, in micro§eCOnd§,
Of the §WeeP. In terms of the sweep speed con・

troIs, the sweep speed is increased when either
COntrOl is rotated in the cIockwise direction.

Refer to the table of sweep speed ranges given
in pa重agraPh 17 d, above.

need not be taken a§ an indication of trouble.

e. USE OF SWEEP DELAY CONTROLS.̲Three

g・ DELAY CONTROL ADJUSTMENT ‑ EXAM・
PLE.‑To familiarize personnel with the adjustme皿ts

delay controIs are provided

tWO §tePPed delays, 1000一
Of the delay controIs §O that the desi重ed signal may be

生S STEPS and lOO一〆S STEPS, and one continuous delay.

Viewed on the te§t OSCilloscope a=he fas書eSt aVailable

The ranges∴COVered by the three controIs are li§ted
SWeeP §Peed, the following procedure i§ given as an

be○○w.

example. The example utilizes the tran§mitler trigger

test signal derived from the time delay unit.
DとしAYCONTROし
1,000早SSTEPS

100準SSTEPS CONTINUOUS

APPROXiMATE RANc各
30,000〆S

R各MARK§

(1) A重range the TEST SIGNAL switch on the

Theoverlapisp○○‑

SIGNAL SELECTOR switch of the te§t OSCilloscope so

1,う00IIS lうOItS
Vided

to

permit

interpolation

twcen

be.

宣,000叫S

StepS.

Vided

to

permit

interpolation

章weenlOO早S

StepS.

that the desired signal is fed into the oscillo§coPe. In

the example:
(a) tum the TEST SIGNAL

§Witch on the

time delay unit to TRANSMITTER TRIGGER, and

Theoverlapispro.

3̲3 4

unit from which the signal is to be obtai皿ed and the

be.

(b) tum the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on
the te?t OSCilloscope to TIME DELAY.

(2) Tum the SYNC SELECTOR switch on the

test oscilloscope to the SQUARE WAVE $, 1 position.
ORlelNAし
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(3) Se章the following te§t OSCilloscope control§, aS

If thel CONTINUOUS control does 。Ot have

i血d icated :

(a) COARSE SWEEP SP班D control to posl・

enough range to meet血e requi重emeǹ Of
step (8), above, §teP (7) ha§ nOt been fully

tionl.

completed. In this case・ PrOCeed a§ follow§:

(b) FINE Svy髄P SPEED control to approxl・
mately 25 percent of it§ rÒation range away fro皿the
extreme counte重⊂lockwise end of it§ rOtatlOn.

(c) 100享STEPS and CONTINUOUS delay

(4) Return the COARSE SW挑P SPEED ∞n・
t重ol oo posi章ion 2・

(b) Tum the CONTINUOUS delay control
to血e cxt重e重rie cIockwi§e POSition.

controIs to the ext重eme CIockwise po§ition§・

(4) Vary the lOOO享STEPS coǹrOl to b重ing the

(c) Use the lOO・/もSTEPS control to shifl the
§ignal as far as po§§ible to the lefl end of

test signal into view on the o§Cilloscope screen. Adjus書

the sweep

before going off the screen・

the amplitude of章he signal to a level convenient fo重

(d) Retum the COARSE SWEEP SP聞D con・

ob縛重Va(ion.

trol to position 3.
(5) Conti皿ue to vary the lOOO享STEPS delay
control to §hift the §igtlal as far a§ PO§Sible to the left

(e) U§e the CONTINUOUS delay control to
co皿Plete the proce§S

of shif章i血g the sig.

end of the §WeeP.
nal to the left end of the §Creen.

(6) If adjustment of the lOOO享STEPS delay con‑

(9) Turn the COARSE SW郎P SPEED cont重Ol to

t重OI Cannot shift血e §ignal lO the left end of the sweep

before it di§aPPear§ from the §Creetl・ tum the SYNC

SELECTOR switch to change the phasc of the sweep
trigger (i.e., tO Change f重Om SQUARE WAVE + 1 to

SQUARE WAVE + 2) and repeat血e adjustment of
the 1000享STEPS delay control to §hift the signal to
the extreme left end of the §WeeP. (See ba§ic rule (1)

position 4, and use血e CONTINUOUS delay control,
a§ befo章e.

(10) Turn the FINE SW髄P SP即D control in
the cIockwi§e direction, unlil either

(a)血e ext重eme dockwi§e e血d of the control i§
重eached, O重

(b) the sigtlal tend§ tO gO Off the重ight‑band

in 17 I, aわve.)

(7) Tum the COARSE SWEEP SPEED control to
posìion 2, and use the lOO華STEPS delay control to
shift the §ignal to the extreme left end of the §WeeP.

Do no〔 Shifくくhe signal beyond血e poitlt Whe重e ì Will

end of the sweep.
( ll) Depending on the condi章ion obtained in §t中
(10), above, ProCeed with either (a) or (b)・ below・
(4!) If the extreme cIockwi§e end of the FINE

SWEEP SP挑D control is reached before the §ignal

go o任the screen.

goes off the §C重eetl at the重igh̀・hand end of the sweep,

tum the CONTINUOUS delay control to position the

No書e
If the lOO中s.STEPS coǹrOl doe§ nOt have
enough ra皿ge to §hif‥he signal to the ex‑
treme left end of the sweep, §̀eP (6), above,

has not been fully completed. In this ca§e

Return

the

COARSE

SWEEP

SPEED

control to position l.
(b) Turn the lOO享STEPS control to the 9X"

treme cIockwise posilion.
(c) Vary the 1000享STEPS cont重Ol §lowly in
〔he counterdockwise direction to bring
the signal as far as po§Sible to the left end

of the §WeCP

(b) If the §ignal goos off the重ight.ha血d end of

the §WeeP before the FINE SWEEP SPEED control
reache§ the extreme clockwi§e end of it§重Otation:

】. tum the CONTINUOUS delay control to

p重oceed a§ follow§:

(〆)

§ignal on the de§ired point on the sweep.

before the §ignal goe§ Off

the sc重een.

bring the signal fur血er to the left,

2.章u重n the FINE SWEEP SPEED conlrOl to
心e extreme clockwise end of il§ rotation, and

3. use the CONTINUOUS delay co血trol to
position the §ignal on the de§ired poiǹ Of ̀he sweep・

18. iNiTIAしCH格CK§ AND ADJu§丁M剛丁§ OF
§YNCH教ONiZ▲TION CONTROしUNI丁TY9格
c‑1ま38/陣N‑30.
The checks and adjustment§ described in the follow‑

(d) Retum血e COARSE SWEEP SPEED

ing paragraphs cover the initial setting§ Of controIs and

control to position 29 and again u§e the

switches, and the checks of the 100‑kc circuit sectio調

lOO享STEPS control to complete the

of the unit. The 60‑CyCle and motor controI ci重Cuil

shifting of the signal to the left end of

check§ and adjustments are given in paragraphs 28 and

the sweep・

29 as part of the adju§t皿etltS Of the automatic §yn‑
chroniza〔ion circuits.

(8) Tum the COÅRSE SWEEP SP班D control to
posìion 3, and use the CONTINUOUS cont重Ol to shif章
the signal to the left end of ̀he §WeeP・ befo重e gOlng

o鮎the §C重een.

O剛clNAL

a. INITIAI, SWITCH AND CONTROL SETTINGS.
‑The following §tePS li§t the settings of controIs and

switche§ Pertinen‥0血e ch∝ks de§Cribed in para・
graphs 18 b th重Ough 18 d below.
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(3) Check that the FREQUENCY WARNING

(1) At both maste重and §lave s章ation§ tum the

FREQUENCY CORRECTOR switch (SlO3) lO the

OUT position. qleCk that the FREQUENCY COR.
RECTOR indica章Or lamp (IlO4) goes on.

indicato重Iamp (IlO5) goes on when the dial is between
3・3/4 and 4 Calibration marking§ On eaCh side of the O

血a重k.

(2) Tum the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial

(4) If the above requirement i§ nOt me〔,重efe買O

(C120) lO the O (zero) position. At a ma§ter Station

Section 7, ParagraPh 4b ( 2 ), for the appropriate adjust.

thi§ dial has no function

ment procedure§.

§ince capacitof C120 is not

in the circuit.

(5) Af書er comPle〔ing the above checks §ati§fac"

torily, retum the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial
to the O mark and the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

NoIe
The FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

§Witch

must be tumed ̀0 ̀he OUT position when・

eve重章he §etting of the FREQUENCY COR.

SWitch to the IN position.
19・ lNiTIAしADJU§丁M剛TS OF馳各Ou帥CY
DIVIDER †Y惟CV‑Z74/即N‑3O.

RECTOR dial i§ tO be changed manually.

With the switch in the IN position? the shaft

a. INITIAL SWITCH SETT重NGS.一Sel the follow.

Of tuning capacitor C120 i§ engaged to the

重ng SWitches as indicated. Settings of §Witches and con・

Clu〔Ch of血e motor drive mechanism, and

t重OIs nol lis〔ed below are cove重ed in later paragraphs

manual adjuslment of the FREQUENCY

of thi§ SeClion.

CORRECTOR dial should not be attempted.

(1) Make sure to set the TEST COUNT INSERT
SWitch (S201) to the OFF (⊂Ounter nOrmal) position.

(3) Operate the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR
§Witch (SlO3) to the IN position.

This control is Iocated behind the door on the right
Side of the fronl Panel.

(4) Tum the STATION SELECTOR swi〔Ch
(SlOl), On the chas§is, tO either the MASTER or the
SLAVE po§ition) depending on whether a ma§ter O重
§lave station,重eSPeCtively, is being adju§ted.

b. CHECKS OF 100.KC. CIRCUITS.

(2) Se=he BASIC RATE (S205) and SPECIFIC
RATE (S202) switche§ tO the position§ COrreSPOnding
to the basic and specific rate§, reSPeCtively, aSSigned to

血e s〔ation.

b・ CHECKS AND ADJUSTMENTS.

(1) Set.the COUNTER BIAS control (R282) to

(1) Operate the SIGNAL SELECTOR §Witch on
the ̀est o§Cillo§COPe Panel to the SYNC CONTROL

50 0n the dial.

PO§ilion, the GAIN SELECTOR §Witch on the te§t

N01e

SCOPe tO the HIGH po§ition, the COARSE SW髄P

This initial setting of the COUNTER BIAS

SP髄D control to position 3, and the SYNC SELEC.
TOR switch to the lOO

COntrOl is su伍ciently accurate for the follow‑

s po§iti9n.

1ng S章eP§・ Determination of重ange Of this con.

(2) Operate the TEST SIGNAL switch (SlO7〉 on
trol and §etting it to the center of that range

the §ynChronization control unit successively to each
Will be performed a§ a fine adjustment at a

One Of its four po§ìions ( 100 KC INPUT, 4 SHIFTER

lale重POint in the p重OCedure§.

OUTPUT, 100 KC TO XMTR, and lOO KC TO FREQ
DIV), and ob§erVe thà a lOO‑kc signal is present o重
心e test scope screen for each position of the switch.

Typical waveforms are shown in figure§ 7‑1 through

(2) Tum the SIGNAL SELECTOR §Witch (S1702)

On the leSI oscilloscope to the FREQ DIVIDER
posi lion.

7十王.

(3) If for any position of the TEST SIGNAL
SWitch (SlO7) the pattern i§ nO〔 Obtained,重efe重tO
Section 7, Cor重eCtive Maintenance, for info重mation fo重
Iocating the defec〔ive §tage and for correcting the
fau重t.

(4) Retum SYNC SELECTOR switch to 4 1 po§i・

(3) Rotate the TEST SIGNAL switch on the fre.
quency divider unit to each one of it§ POSitions (10,s,
100

s, 1000

§, and 50), and for each po§ition observe

Whether appropriate marker§ aPPear On the test o§Cil二
Ioscope screen. Typical wavefo重m§ are Shown in figure§

7‑5 1hrough 7‑8.
(4) If

the pattems are not obtained fo重any PO§i・

tion of the TEST SIGNÅL swilCh, refer to the trouble.

c. cHECK bF FREQUENCY ALARM CIRCUITS.
‑This check is important at a slave station only. At a
master stalion thi§ Check should be omitled, Since the
Circuit is not in u§e at a maSter S〔ation. Åt a slave s̀a.

tion proceed a§ follow§:

(1) Operate the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR
§Witch to the OUT position.

(2) Ro(ate the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial
to the left and then to the right of the O mark.

3‑3l

§hooting information given in table 7‑

, and perform

the checks and procedure§ given there for the fre.

quency divider circuits invoIved.

20. INiTiAしCH各CKi AND ADJuiTMENT§ OF
§YNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR

TYPE iP‑238/FPN‑3O.

a. INITIAL SWITCH SETTINGS.

(1) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control
(R813) to the ext重eme countercIockwise position, tO

o則eiNAし
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provide wide pedes̀als on the SLOW SCOPE screen.
(2) Turn血e COARSE RF GAIN control (R1228)
l∝ated on血e panel of the radio receiver unit, tO the

extreme counlerdockwise po§ition. This prevents §lg・

nals from血e重∝eiver from beirig aPPlied to the cir・
cuilS Of the §ynChrohizatio血indicator unll・
( 3) Open lhe hinged panel of the synchroniza章iotl
indicator uni章tO gain aこce§§ tO the controIs Iocated

章he重e, tO be used in the following procedures.

b. INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS OF SLOW SCOPE.‑
So皿e Of lhe SLOW SCOPE control§ li§led below are

l∝a誌d on Frequency Divide重Type CV‑274/FPN‑30.

(l) Adjusl血e SLOW SCOPE INTENSITY con.

Fjgu′e 3‑?6. Typ;̀Oi S[OW SCOPE Presenloijon′

trol (R842) on血e §ynChronizatio血indicator unlt tO

Hj9h 8osjぐRoIe

the desired b重ighmess of血e wavefor皿S aPPearl種g On

the SLOW SCOPE screen.

(2) Set the SLOW MARKERS switch (S206) on
血e f重equenCy divider unit ̀O ̀he ON po§ìion・ tO bring

血e marker§ into view on the SLOW SCOPE §Creen.

(3) Adjus( the SLOW SCOPE FOCUS cont重Ol

(c) If neces§ary, adjust the corresponding delay

control, AlOOO DELAY (R502), BlOOO DELAY
(R532), BlOO DELAY (R561), Or BlO DELAY (Rう81),

on the Time Delay Unit Type TD‑92/FPN‑30, until
a marke重i§ PuShed up.

(R845) o皿lhe §ynChronization indicato重unit, SO that

N〇〇〇

血e t重aCe§ On血e SLOW SCOPE sc重een are Sharp.

(4) Adjust血e SLOW SIZE conl重Ol (R275) on the
f重equenCy divide重unì so that the sweep i§ about 2.1/2

inches wide. Lack血e conl重Ol in the ad usted position.

(5) Use the SLOW HOR CENT control (R255)
on血e frequency divide重unit ̀O Ce血te重the trace§ hori・

zoǹally on血e SLOW SCOPE §Creen. Tum this ̀OntrOl

If two pedestals appear on the same trace of

the SLOW SCOPE, the AlOOO DELAY or the
BlOOO DELAY controI on the time delay unlt
has been set for too great a delay. The controI

should be readjusted to reduce the delay suf‑

ficiently to place one pedestal on each of the

slowly? Si皿ce a long章ime constant i§ invoIved・ After
adjdstmenl l∝k血e co血(rol in po§ition・

(6) Use血e SLOW SEP control (R264) on the

(d) If, after the adjustment§ indicated above,
the required pattem is still not ob§erVed, i.e., if one

f重equenCy divider unì ̀O adjust the separation between

pedestal still does not appear on the trace・ refer to

血e upper and lowe重SWeePS tO about l/2 inch. IJ"k

table 7‑5

the conl重Ol in the adjusled posiliotl.

trouble.shooting procedures required‑ tO重emedy thi§

(7) U§e血e SLOW VERT CTR control (R950)
on血e §ynChroniza章ion indicatoi unit to adjust the

pe§i章ioning of the sweep§ SO tha‥he upper∴§WeeP

appears at血e middle of血e SLOW SCOPE §Creen.
(8) Observe血e pattem appearing on the SLOW

SymPtOmS 4 and 14 of Section 7・ for the

cond i tion.

c. INITIAL ADJUSTMENTS OF VIDEO
SCOPE SCREおN.
(1) Ådjust the VIDEO SCOPE INTENSITY
control (R877 ) fo重the de§ired brightne§S Of the sweepi・

SCOPE screen. A lyPical pattem fo重a巌gb印ec砺c
重ale i§ 3howa in figure 3‑16.

(9〉 If two pedestals, O録e On the uppe重SWeeP and

one on血e lower sweep? do not appear o血血e SLOW
SCOPE screen) P重∝eed as follow§:
(4) Check to make sure血at the B‑PreSet Sel∝・
to重SWitch, located behi血d the doo重On the panel of
lhe lime delay unitl is in the NORMAL po§ìion. Suc.
ce§§ively observe (On血e te§t O§Cilloscope) the AlOOO,
B1000, BlOO, and BlO gàeS) b重Ought into view on that

scope fo‥he co重reSPOnding position§ Of the TEST

SIGNAL §Witch (S503) on Time Delay U血it Type
TD」92/FPN‑30. For compa重ison重efer to the wave‑
foms §hown in figures 3‑17, 3‑18, and 3‑19・

(b) For each gate brought into view on the test
oseillo§COPe SC重een, as in (a), above, Ob§erVe thal a

ma重ke重i§ being pushed up.

ORIeIN▲し
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(b) Tum the VIDEO MARKER HEIGHT con.
trol (R876), mOunted on the panel of the synchroniza.
tion indicator unit, tO the extreme counterdockwi§e

POSilion.
(c) Use

血e l MARKER HEIGHT control

(R967 ) to adju§t the l‑mic重OSeCOnd markers to a height
Of about l/8 inch. This control i§ mOunted on the
ぐha§Sis.

(d) Adjust the VIDEO MARKER HEIGHT
COntrOl until the 100‑microsecqud and l,000.microsec‑
Ond markers come into view, and until the amplitude§
Of the lOO‑microsecond marker§ are∴about 2/3 of the
amplitudes of the l,000.microsecond marker§.

Fjgu′e 3一事8・ BIOO WoyeIo

m OS DjspIoyed

on JesI S̀oPe

(e) Adjust the lO MARKER HEIGHT control
(R868) until the lO‑microsecond marker amplitudes
are about twice章he amplitudes of the l二micro§eCOnd
marker§. This control is cha§Si§.mOunted.

(2) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control

(11) To check thà the lO‑microsecond and l.

(R813) on the synchfonization indicator unit to its

mlC重OSeCOnd

血idpo査証ion.

SW髄P SP髄D control (R813)章O il§ eXtreme CIock.

(3) Tum血e VIDEO PRESENTATION switch

(S804) on the synchronization indicator to the CAL
POSition, tO display marker§ O血血e VIDEO SCOPE

marker§

coincide,

tum

the

VIDEO

蒜誌葦三三霊霊宝ポ鴬i需喜ぶ罵
t重anSforme重(Z201) to determine that the lO.micro.

§eCOnd markers appcaring on the VIDEO SCOPE

(4)

Tum

the

V重DEO

SEPARATION

control

(R852) so that the upper atld lowe重SWeePS are SePa‑

SCreen are at maximun amplitude. Maximum ampli・
tude of the 10‑micro§eCOnd markers rep重e§ent§ the

desired coincidence of血e lO‑ and l‑micro§eCOnd mark.

重aled by about two inches.

er§. Transformer Z201 i§ the one nearest to the f重Ont

(5 ) If nece§Sa重y, advance the MARKERS HEIGHT
COntrOl (R876) until markers are clearly vi§ible on the

VIDEO SCOPE §Creen.

Panel of the frequency divider unit. The tuning §lug

in the secondary wioditlg Of Z201 may be reached
from the bottom of血e chassi§ (figure 7‑251). Use the

(6) Adjus章the VIDEO SCOPE HOR重ZONTAL

CENTER (R836) and VERTICAL CENTER (R863)

SPeCial alignmen‥00l) PrOVided for thi§ PurPOSe, ̀O

Vary the slug. (Refer to figure 7‑240.) If satisfactory

.controIs to cente重心e upper a皿d lower §WeePS about
adju§tmenl Can血Ot be obtained, retune the entire l.
lhe center of the §C重een.

microsecond marker circuit, aS de§C重ibed in Section 7,

(7) Adjust the VIDEO SCOPE main FOCUS
CO血亡重Ol (R882)んr §harp wavefo重ms.

(8) Jf adjustment of the main FOCUS control does

parag重aph 4c (1).
(12) The ran料of sweep delay, aS Obse重Ved on the
VIDEO SCOPE §Creen, §hould be al lea§t 90 micro§eC.

not produce simul̀aneous focusing of both血e hori・

Onds. To check this, Vary the VIDEO SWEEP DELAY

ZOntal and vertical portion§ Of the waveforms, readjust

control

the AUX FOCUS con〔rOl (R839). Adju§=he control

SWeePS・ and count the pas§age Of markers pa§t a refer‑

Observe the motion§ Of the uppe重and lowe重

a little at a time, tO find the setting of R839 for which
adjustment of the main FOCUS controI cau§eS bo血
the horizontal and vertical portions of the wavefo重m§
to come into focus §imultaneou§ly.

(9) Adjust the VIDEO SIZE control (R824) to
Obtain sweeps approximately 3‑1/2 to 4 inches wide.
(10) Adju§t the marker height§・ When prop年ly
adjusted, the waveform§

Obtained on the VIDEO′

SCOPE screen will correspond to tho§e Shown in figure
3‑20. P重OCeed a§九重lows:

Noie
In all the following, marker height§ (ampli・
tude§) are measured from the top of血e trace.

(a) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control
to the extreme couǹerCIockwise posìion.

こし38

fjgu′e 3‑重9・ BIO Wovefo〃n OS D;spIoyed
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ence litle tO determine lhat the ma重ker§ are §hifted by
a delay of, al least 90 mic重OSeCOnd§. If thi§ COndition is
not mel, refer to Section 7, ParagraPh 4 G (1), fo重the

ProCedure fo重∴readju§ling the V重DEO DELAY BIAS
cont重ol

(鼠,う9 ).

( 13) To check video sweep §Peed, tum the VIDEO

SWEEP SPEED control (R813) to the extreme dock‑
Wi§e (fa§le§l SWeeP) position, and count the 。umber of
markers to dete重inine that the §WeeP SPeed i§ about 75
micro§eCOnds. If this condition is no〔 met, adjust the

cha§§i§̲mOunted VIDEO FAST SWEEP SPEED control
(C868 ) for the desired 75.microsecond sweep §Peed・

d. INITIAL ÅDJUSTMENTS OF RF SCOPE.

CAUTloN
FjguIe 3‑2?. Jypj̀Oi Mo高eJ riesenlaijon, Rf §COPE
During

adju§tment

and

operation

of

the

equipmen〔, Care Should be taken not to ad.

troIs to center the upper and lower sweeps abbu=he

VanCe the INTENSITY control章O the point

Center Of the §Creen.

where a bright spot i§ §een at the left end of

the trace. The screen of the cathode̲ray tube

(7) Adju§=he RF SCOPE main FOCUS control
(R,10)んr a sharp wavefo重皿.

used for the RF SCOPE i§ §ubjec=O greater

(8) If adjustmen〔 Of the main FOCUS control
likelihood of damage, Cau§ed by exce§§ive spot
intensity, than are the screen§ Of the other

章ime重oscilloscopes・

ho重izontal and vertical por̀ions of the waveform§,

readju§t the RF SCOPE AUX FOCUS control (R948).

(1) Adju§〔 RF SCOPE INTENSITY control
(R907) for the de§ired brightnes§ Of the wavefor坤.

(2) Tu重n the RF SWEEP SPEED cont重Ol (R926)
on the synchronization indicator uniく

くO its mid・

Adjust the control a litlle at a time, tO find the setting
Of R948 for which adjustmen章Of the main FOCUS
COntrOI cause§ both the horizontal and vertical portions

of the waveforms to come into focus simultaneously.
(9) Adju§t the RF SCOPE SIZE control (R929)

PO§ ition.

(3)

does not produce simultaneou§ focu§ing of both the

Tu重n

the

RF

PRESENTATION

control

to obtain sweep§ aPPrOXimately 3"1/2 to 4 inches wide.
(10) The range of §WeeP delay, a§ Ob§erVed on

(S805) to the CAL po§ition.

(4) Adju§t the RF SEPARATION control (R898)

until the upper and lower traces appearing on the RF
SCOPE screen are誓parated from each other by about

the RF SCOPE screen, Should be a〔 least 90 micro§eC・

onds. To check that, Vary the RF SWEEP DELAY con‑
t重Ol, Observe the motion of the uppe重and lower traces,

and count the pa§Sage Of the l・ and lO・micro§eCOnd

two inche§.

marker§ PaSt a reference line to determine that the

(5)

If

necessa重y,

advance

the

RF

MARKER

HEIGHT control unti1 1.microsecond markers are
visible. The waveform appearing on the RF SCOPE
screen should be similar to that §hown in figure 3‑2l.

(6) Adju§t the RF SCOPE HORIZONTAL CEN‑

TER (R945) and VERTICAL CENTER (R902) con‑

markers a重e Shifled by a delay of at lea§t 90 micro・
§eCOnd§. If this condition is not met, refer to Section 7,

ParagraPh 4e (2).

(11) To check RF SWEEP SPEED, tum thc RF
SWEEP SPEED control (R926) to the extreme cIock.
wise (fa§teSt SWeeP) po§ition, and count the number
of markers to determine that the sweep §Peed i§ about

5 microseconds. If thi§ COndition is not mel, adjust the

cha§Sis‑mOunted RF FAST SW髄P SPEED ADJ con‑
trol (C844 ) for the desired 5"micro§eCOnd §WeeP SPeed.

e. FINAL SETTING OF COUNTER BIAS

CONTROL (R282) IN FREQUENCY
DIVIDER UNIT.

( 1 ) Observe the SLOW SCOPE presentation, and
§lowly vary the COUNTER BIAS control in the clock‑

wise direction.

(2) Note the dial reading at which the SLOW
SCOPE sweep §hows some change. This change may
manifest itself as a §mall or considerable shortening

of the sweep, Or aS an erratic behavior of the sweep.

fjgure 3‑2O. Jypj̀oI Morker PresenloIjon,
VID亡o SCoP各
O教ICINAし

Return the con書rOl to a point at which a normal sweep

Pre§entation i§ Obtained.

3̲39
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(3) Starting from a normal swe印p重e§entation,

tum the COUNTER BIAS control sIowly in the

(4) Ope重ate the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on
血e test scope章O the TIME DEIAY position・

COunterCIockwise di重eCtio皿.

(4) Again note the dial reading at whichぬき
SLOW SCOPE §hows some change.

C. CRITERION FOR ADJUSTING BIAS CON.
TROLS.一The BIAS control§ are adjusted at the fac‑
章Ory, and should requi重e 。0 further adju§tmen〔 a書くhis

(5) Set the dial to the midpoint of the two dial

章ime・ If, however, in心e proce§§ Of adjusting血e delay

reading§ Obtained in (2) and (4), above. The lWO dial
Circuit§・ a Circuì i§ found章O be free‑run皿ing, that isl

readings ob〔ained in (2) and (4), above, Should be
recorded on page 6‑8んu u§e in preventive mai皿te・

if the SLOW SCOPE shows many moving pede§talsl or
jf the adju§tment重ange Of a con章rol p重OVes tO be in‑

nance. (Refer to Section 6, Parag重aPh 5a, SteP 5.)

adequàe章O meet the specified requiremen章,血e corre‑

21. iNI丁IAしCH各CK§ AND ADJU§鵜M格N†i OF

HM各D軸AY UNiT TY惟鵜D○○2/F州‑3o.
みGENERAL.‑The objective§ Of the p富OCedure§
de§C重ibed in the following parag重aPh§ are tO adju§〔血e

§POnding bias adjustment poten章iometer, AlOOO BIAS,

BlOOO BIAS, BlOO BIAS, B10 BIAS, Or B CONTINU・
OUS B重AS, needs adju§lment. Refe重くO Section 7, Para.

graph 4d, for血e proper adjustme。l P重∝edure.

Va重IOuS COntrOIs associated with the delay circuit§ tO

d・ ADJUSTMENT OF GATE WIDTH.CONTRPLS

attain maximum stability and to adjust the va重iou§

‑GENERAL.‑The gate widths are adjusted at this

auxiliary circuil§, SuCh as the blinki血g circuit and the

blanking circuit. The adju§tmentS muSt be made a§
Carefully as possible. AdjustmenlS a重e made on the
basi§ Of direct observations of the gate and marker

time to optimum value§, tO in§ure that when血e delays
SPeCified fo重the slation are set, maXimum slability is

Obtained. Opti皿un adjustment of the gate width i§

Obtained when血e gate wid血i§ aPP重OXimately equal

PattemS On the test oscillo§COPe, atld of血e皿a重ke重

章O the distance between two adjacent marke重S, Wi血out

PreSentations
on章he synch重O血iza章io皿indicator scopes.
Adjustment of the delay circuits to obtain血e specified

OVe重Iapping the marke重On either side of the gate・

When the gate width i§ thus adjus〔ed, maXimum drift
reference delay ( normal) i§ desc重ibed in paragraph 22.

The procedure fo重adjusting the pre§et B delays is

is allowed for, before the desi重ed marker is Iost, Or

befo重e an unde§ired marker i§ Picked up. h adjustitlg

desc重ibed in parag重aph 23. The blinking atld blanking
gate width, atly tWO adjacent markers, nOt i血cluditlg

Ci重Cuit adju§tment§ a重e glYen ln Pa早graPh 24・

b. INITIAL SWITCH AND CONTROL
SETTINGS.
(1) Operace the PRESET B DELAY SELECTOR
§Witch (S504) lO血e NORMAL position. This swilCh
is Ioca章ed behind the hinged door on the f重Ont Panel.

Accordingly, all references in the following paragraph§

to delay controIs are to the NORMAL, front panel,
COntrOIs. Adjustment of thc p重e§et B‑delay controIs i§

de§Cribed h paragraph 23.

(2) Operate the STATION SELECTOR §Witch

the firsI One, may be used, Since the gatowid血tends
to sh重ink sl圭ghtly in the vicinity of the first marker.

The procedures for adjusting the va重ious gate wid血
COntrOl§ are given in subparagraphs∴e∴through 4,

鵬low.

e. ADJUSTMENT OF A1000 GATE WIDTH
CONTR○○.
(1) Tum章he VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control oa
the synchroniza章ion indicator uni‡ tO

血e extreme

COun章erCl∝kwise po§ition, ̀O PrOVide wide pedestals on

the SLOW SCOPE §Creen.
〈S501 ), located on the chas§i§, tO either the MASTER
Or the SLAVE position, depetlding on whether a ma§・
te重Or a §lave §tation, reSPeCtively, is being adjusted.

(3) Operate the B DELAY ouqut switch (S502),
On章he cha§§i§, tO the BlO po§ition.

(2) Vary the AlOOO DELAY petetlliometer
(R502) on the time delay unit to shift血e leading edge

Of the Å pede§tal to血e血ird marke重from血e left,

On the upper trace of the SLOW SCOPE.
(3) Tu重n the TEST SIGNAL §Witch (S503) on
(he time delay unit to the AlOOO po§ition.

(4) Vary the GAIN, SW髄P SP髄D, and lOOO.p
STEPS conl重OIs on the test scope to bring the A1000
gate into view on the oscillo§COPe SCreen. (Refer to

Paragraph 17.) A pat‡em Similar to血at §hown in
figu重e 3‑22 §hould be obtained.

(5) Check the setting of the AlOOO GATE

WIDTH conlrOl by slowly rotaling the AlOOO DELAY
COntrol and ob§erVing tha1 0ne marker jusl drops o寄

the ga〔e while the adjacen〔 mark?重ju§t rise§ On the
gate. If nece§Sary,重eadju§t the AlOOO GATE WIDTH
control until thi§ condition is obtained as血e A1000

DELAY control is rotated.
Fjgu'e 3‑22. TypjぐoI Seiling oI AIOOO or B]OOO Cole

3。車0

(6) Center the gate about a marke重.
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If the spike is not easily visible, relum the

(1) Vary the B1000 NORMAL DELAY poten‑
章iometer (R532) oa the time delay unit to shift the

leading edge of the B pedestal to about lhe third
marker from the left, On the lo高e重traCe Of the SLOW

SCOPE.

(2) Tum the TEST SIGNAL swilCh (S503) on
the time delay unit to the BlOOO posi〔ion.

(3) Tum the SYNC SELECTOR swi〔Ch to the
SQ WAVE 4 2 po§ition, tO bri血g the B1000 gate i血10
View on the oscillos⊂OPe §Creen. A pattem similar to

TEST SIGNAL switch to BlOOO and nole the
POSition of lhe pu§hed‑uP marker. The §Pike
§hould be coincident with the marker.

(4) Check the setting of the BlOO GATE WIDTH
COntrOl (R555) by sIowly rotating the BlOO DELAY
COntrOl, and observing that one marker ju§t drops off

the gate while the edjacent marke重just ri§e§ On血e
gate. If neces§ary, readjust the BlOO GATE WIDTH
control until thi§ COndition i§ Obtained a§ the BlOO

DELAY control is rotated.

lhat shown in figu重e 3‑22 §hould be obtained.

(5) Tum the BlOO DELAY control to the ex・
(4) Check the

§etting of the BlOOO GÅTE

WIDTH cont重Ol (R545) by sIowly rotating the BlOOO
DELAY cont重Ol and observing that one marke重just
d重OPS Off the gate while血e adjacent ma重ker just重i§e§

On血e gate. If neces§ary, readjus=he BlOOO GATE
WH)TH control until thi§ COndition is obtained as the

B1000 NORMAL DELAY con章でOl is rotated.
(5) Tu重n the BlOOO DELAY control to lhe ex‑
treme counlerCl∝kwi§e PO§ition. If the gate otl the
leSt SCOPe §C重een is not pushing up a marker, tum the
COnt重Ol unlil the first marker to the重ight of章he gate is

PuShed up・ Thi§ Pr∝edure should have put the leading

treme counterclockwise posilion. If the gate on lhe
te§t SCOPe §Creen is not pushing up a marker, turn the
COntrOl until the fir§t marker to the right of the gate、is

PuShed up.

b. ADJUSTMENT OF BlO GATE WIDTH
CONTROL.
(1) Tu重n the B10 DELAY potentiometer to its
extreme countercIockwise po§ition.

(2) Tum the TEST SIGNAL §Witch on the time
delay unit to the B10 po§itio皿.

(3) Vary the §WeeP §宣誓ed and delay controls on

edge of the B pede§tal between the first and the second

the test §coPe tO bring the BlO ga〔e into

ma重ke重On the lower traoe of the SroW SCOPE.

O§Cillo§COPe SCreen. A patte重n §imilar to that §hown in

View on the

fig竺e 3‑24 §hould be obtained. Note血at the §mall

g. ADJUSTMENT oF BlOO GATE WIDTH
CON冒R○○.
(1) Turn血e BlOO DELAY po(entiometer (R561)
‡O its ext重eme COunterCIockwi§e PO§itiotl.

(2) Tum the TEST SIGNAL §Witch (S503) on

negative spike to the lefl Of the gate is the start of the
寄lO delay.

(4) Vary the BlO DELAY control to push up the
third marker to the重ight of the spike.

N○○e

the章ime delay unit to the BlOO position.

If the spike is not easily visible, return the
(3) Vary血e §WeeP SPeed and delay control§ On

TEST SIGNAL switch to BlOO and note the

the te§t SCOPe tO bring the BlOO gate inlO View on the
OSCilloscope §Creen. A pattem similar to that shown

POSition of the pu§hed‑uP marker. The spike

should b: coincident with the marker.

in figure 3‑23 should be obtained・ Note that the §mall
negative spike to the left of血e gate is the §tart Of the

(5) Observe the bottom trace on the VIDEO

BlOO delay. Vary the BlOO DELAY ⊂OntrOl to push up

SCOPE §Creen tO determine prope重adjustment of the

the lhi置d ma重kerくO血e right of the spike.

gate width. SIowly重OCk the BlO DELAY conlrOl be‑

F;gu○○ 3‑23.丁ypj̀OI SeIきjng oI BIOO §eIèI○○ cOi○

○教iclNAし

fjguIe 3‑24. C○○′èI §eiljng of BIO §eIeclor Cole

3」1
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COntrOl i§ located on the ch挙§is of血e time delay unil.

L∝k the co叫rol in the adjusted position.

(4) Tum the RF SEPARATION control for about
a l・inch separation between t重aCeS.

22. i書T†1Ne UP nEF各RENC書DたしAY.
a・ PRELIMINARY REMARKS.‑Set〔ing up the
reference delay as§igned to the station i§ done by means

Of the DELAY controIs on Ti皿e Delay Unit Type TD‑
92/FPN‑30. The object i§ tO PPSition the two pede§tal§

Which are visible on the SLOW・ SCOPE of the syn‑
Chronizatio血indicator u皿i章, SO that the lowe重One is

displaced to the right of the upper one (i. e., delayed)
by the nunber of mic重OSeCOnds given by the refere皿ce
delay specified for the pa重ticular §tation. A§ defin;d in

Fjgu′e 3‑25. Iden而備̀OI;on of Marke′S On S[OW §COPE

Section 2, the reference delay i§ the B delay mi脇郡the
A delay. At a訪o,e Station, this delay is called the cod・
わg delay. At.a ma§ler §tation, the reference delay is

tween the third and fourth marker§ tO血e right of the
negative §Pike. Note that the lower∴SWeeP On the

VIDEO SCOPE §Creen just ba重ely di§aPPearS aS the
gate passe§ from one marker to the other. If thi§ COndi・

eq皿l to the coding delay plu=twice

血e transmi§Sion

time between stations. When血e pedestal on the lower
trace has been displaced wi血resp∝t tO the pedestal

On the upper trace of the SLOW SCOPE by血e specified

tion is met, the BlO gate width i§ §ati§factory. Thi§

reference delay, the two sweeps on ∽Ch one of the two
ProCedure i§ u§ed becau§e the markers are wide relative
to the interval between them, and greate重aCouraCy is

Obtainable by血is method than would be obtainable

if the method given for the adjustment of the BlOOO
and BlOO gace widths were used here. If neces§ary,

fast scope§ (VIDEO SCOPE and RF SCOPE) automa‑
tically a§Sume SuCh a 〔ime relation§hip that when the
l∝al §talion signal on one trace and the remote station

Signal on the other trace are §uPerPO§ed, they are prop‑
e重Iy timed with respect to each other・

readjust the BlO GATE WIDTH coǹ重Ol §O that the
COndition given above i§ Obtained.

The pr∝edu重e for setting up the reference delay i§
very important and mu§t be done carefully so血at an

(6) Tum the BlO DELAY cont重Ol to its extreme

accurate setting of refere血ce delay i§ Obtained. The

COunterCIockwi§e POSition. If the gate ch血e test scope

is not pushing up a marker, tum the control until the

ProCedure, explained below, uSe§ the markers which
appear on the §y血Chronization indicator scopes a§ the

first ma重ker to the right of the gate i§ Pu§hed up.

time.measu重ing §y§tem. The only markers appearing

i. ALIGNMENT OF TRANSMITTER TRIGGERS.

on.the SLOW SCOPE are the l,000micro§eCOnd mark‑

‑Thi§ adjustmeht mu§t be made before any attempt

er§. All markers (1,000

is made to adjust the DELAY control§ for §etting up

On the VIDEO SCOPE. Only the lO

the reference delays. Make the adju§tment eVen if the

B OUTPUT DELAY switch is not to be in the B10

§, 100

s, 10

s and l

e and l

s) appear

s appear

言霊h書誌謹呈S窪篤志諸島誌
100, 10, and continuous delays is made acco重dingly.

PO§ilion for 〔he reference delay adju§tmentS. Pr∝eed
乙s foIIows:

(1) Ve重ify that the B OUTPUT DEIAY switch

The various ma重kers are identified by their relative
height§. Figures 3‑25, 3‑26, and 3‑27 §how the ap‑

is in血e BlO po§ition.

(2) Set up the RF SCOPE fo重alignment of血e
tran§mitter trigger§ aS follows:

(〆) Turn ther RF PRESENTAT重ON con‡重Ol to

the CAL position.

(b) Turn the RF SEPARATION control t9
the extreme cou血tercIockwise positio血・

(cJ Tuin the RF SW髄P SPI肥D control to
the extreme cIockwi§e POSition.

(d) Adjust the RF SW斑P DELAY control to
Place a lO.micro§eCOnd marker approxima〔ely at血e
Center Of the RF SCOPE sc重een.
(3 ) Ob§erVe ;he pattem on the oscillascope sc重ee血.
If the markcr§ Of the upper and lower traces do 。Ot

coincide, adjust lhe ALIGN TRIG potentiometer

Fjgule 3‑26. Idenl礁oi;on oI Morkers on

(R520) un〔il lhis condition is met. The ALIGN TRIG

VIo各o §Cop各

轟車2
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When the unit digit of the reference delay i§

ZerO, lhe B DELAY OUTPUT switch should
be in the BlO position. The B・COntinuou§
Circuit is then di§COnneCted, and the B CON‑

TINUOUS DELAY control重equires no ad‑

)uStment.

(1) GENERAL RULE.‑The following rule ap‑
Plies to the ca§e§ Of:
(〆) reference delays with the la§t three digits

between llO and 999, inclusive,When the B CONTIN・

UOUS DELAY control is used, and
(b) reference delays with the last three digits
between lOO and 999, inclusive, When B CONT重い†U‑

Fjgu「e 3‑27. Iden而ficoIjon of Ma高e

S On RF §COPE

OUS DELAY control is NOT used. The above repre‑
sent the majority of the cases.

Pea重anCeS Of章he markers, On the difference oscillo§COPe§,

Rαle:丁be dig毒o声be γeIereのでe delay iのdi・

for purposes of identification. The reference delay is

cde高he mmber o/ ma壷eγJ by ubicb

set up to the cor重eCt number of thousands by moving

/be B gaJe ;∫ ;o be delayed

tbe pedestals with reference to the l,000‑microsecond

め

markers on 〔he SLOW SCOPE. The VIDEO SCOPE

a∬OCiaied α′iib ibal digi人

be 4 ga′eI Z

戒b re∫クec;

ing ,be delay co,裾0/

and RF SCOPE (the fas章SCOPeS) are then used to §et uP

跡amクIe:履ibe γefere′èe delay ∫bo章〃のiのガg‑

the balance of the §PeCified reference delay. After the

uγe 3‑28 ibeら000‑digii ̀ mea,郷

reference delay ha§ been set up properly, the DELAY

ibai ibe Bクed諦al oのibe SLOW

con〔rOIs mu§t be adjusted to their mo§t Stable po§itions.

SCOP留i∫ io be delayed (Jb雄ed io

This is done by observing the selector gates on th示est

初e rigbi o声be Aクede∫lal) by読

SCOPe, and adjusting each DELAY control (except

手000・mわro∫eCOあd ma壷er∫ 0γ 6,000

the B CONTINUOUS cont重Ol, if u§ed) to cen〔er the
Particular gate about the particular marker. Do

mわro∫eCOタカ∫, u毒のg ibe B重OOO
D雷LAY coタuγOl. Similaγlγ, ibe

Oi

omii ibi∫クari o声beグOCedure・

B」OO D互LAY coのiγOl iJ uJed io

∫b雄Ibe別00 gaie muay IγOm ibe

b. DETERMINING DELAY CONTROL SET‑

Jele〆edら000・micγ0∫eCOのd m〆壷er

TINGS.‑The reference delay a§§igned to a loran sta‑

∫O ibal ibe B gaie i5 Iαγ初eγ delayed

tion generally consists of four digits. (When a five‑digit
reference delay is

u§ed, the lO,000

s and l,000

by巌のe IOO・micγOJeCO′タd ma壷eγ∫,

§ are

Or by 900 micro∫eCOタカ∫・

taken together as l,000:s. Thus, for 12,955, the thousand
digì i§ 12.) Figu重e 3‑28 show§ SuCh a typical reference

delay and indica章eS the delay controIs used in setling

up the delay for the particular digit. 4

4 Jla仰S妨ioの,

the unit digit of the reference delay will u§ually be

zero. In such case§, the B DELAY OUTPUT switch

(S502) on Time Delay Type TD‑92/FPN‑30 will
be in the BlO position, and the continuous delay
circuit will be di§COnneCted. 4; 。 ma51eγ jialio

, the

(2) SPECIAL RULE.‑The following rule applies
in those excep̀ional case§タin which
(a) the reference delay has the la§t three digits
between OOO and lO9, in⊂lusive, When the B CONTIN‑

UOUS DELAY control ;5 u§ed, and
(b) the reference delay ha§ the la§t three digits

between OOO and O99, inclusive, When the B CONTIN‑
UOUS DELAY control ;∫

Oi used.

unit digitlof the reference delay may be any number

from O to 9, the B DELAY OUTPUT switch will

Exceptions to the general rule given in (1)

above

come from the fact that a certain amount of minimum
generally be in the B CONT po§ition・ and the contin.
uou§ delay circuit will be connected・

delay is inherent in the delay circuit§・ The minimum
delays responsible for the§e eXCePtions are: (a) the

lOO‑microsecond delay inherent in the BlOO delay cir.

Unit digit varied
by B CONTINUOUS
DELAY controI

cuit, and (b) a lO‑microsecond delay associated with
the BlO delay circuit when the B・COntinuous delay cir‑
cuit i§ u§ed.

(When the B‑COntinuou§ delay circuit is not used,

Ten§ digit

varied by BlO

DELAY control

the lO‑microsecond delay associated with the BlO delay

is cancelled out.) The rule follows:
Rule: To a少Oid co可錐ion il狙e寂タ碓Ibe coの・

Fjgure 3‑28・ rypj̀o圧efe′eǹe De○○y

ORicINAし
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(l) Turn the V重DEO SWEEP SPEED cont重Ol

巌のタの〃肋del均をo皿血e reIeγe鋤Ce de・

(R813) on the §ynChronization indica章O重unil tO血e

l砂, tO Obtain the当oei dder. The

COunterClockwi§e POSilion, tO P重OVide a wide pede§tai

digits of血e m/ de均′ rePresen白he

On ‡he SLOW SCOPE §Creen.

inc重ementS Of

delay to be in§erted by

(2) Adjusl the AlOOO DELAY conlrOl to shift

mean§ Of血e delay cont重OIs. These in‑

the leadiag edge of血e A pedestal to the first marker

CrementS Of delay plus the minimun

(l,000 mic重OSeCOnd§) from the left end of the §WeeP

delay§ Will give lhe tolal requi重ed重ef‑

On血e SLOW SCOPE sc重eetl. The appearance of the

erence delay.

upper l重aCC unde重these condi章ions i§ §hown in figure

Em肋クIe再or a reference delay of 4,101 mi・
CrOS∝Ond§, the aet delay would be

3‑29.
(3) Determine血e重ange Of the Å1000 DELAY

4,101 ‑ 110 = 3,99l. Use血e delay

COntrOl over which the desi重ed pede§〔al po§ition holds.

COntrol§

Se〔 the cont重Ol to血e approximate center of that重ange.

tO inser‡ 3,000, 900, 90

and l mic重o§eCOnd§.

For the pre§ent, lock the co心t重Ol in thi§ PO§ilion.

For a more detailed explanation of mitlimum delay,

N01e

and its e任ect on lhe adjustmen1 0f refe重enCe delay, re‑

The centering adju§tment Will be made accur.

fe重tO Section 2, Paragraph ‑隻d (2) (e)・
(3 ) The procedu重e§ for adjusting the delay ci重Cuits
for a §PeCified normal重eference delay are de§Cribed in
detail in paragraph§ 22 c th重Ough 22 g, below. The
P重∝edures in pa重agraPhs 22 c, d, and g apply ‡O all
no重mal refe重enCe delay adjus章menlS. The pr∝edure
glVen ln Paragraph 22 e applie§ tO重efe重ence delays

which follow the general重ule of paragraph 22 b (l),
above. The correaponding procedure given in para・

ately later, When the lime delay is §et uP COm・
Pletely, by ob§erVation of the §electo重gate On
lhe te§t SCOpe.

d. ADJUSTMENT OF MINIMUM DELAY IN
B.CONTINUOUS DELAY CIRCUIT TO INTEGRAL
10 MICROSECONDS・‑The minimum delay inheretlt
in lhe B.continuou§ delay circuit i§ given as印PγO#'タ・
肋a′e均lO microsecotld§, but will actually be §Ome

g重aPh 22 I applies o血ly to tho§e reference delay§ Which

follow血e §PeCial rule of. pa重ag重aPh 22 b (2),.above・
Adjustmetl亡of the PRESET B DELAYS i§ desc重ibed in

number les§ than lO. To §implify the procedure of
adjustipg the B delay§, the minimum delay of the B・
COntinuou§餌cuit is adjusted to exactly lO micro§eC.

pa重ag重aph 23・

Onds at ●hi§ POint. Omi=hi§ P重Ocedure if the unil

N01e

digi章Of the reference delay i§ ZerO, §ince the B.continu.

Fo重the following adjustments it is assumed

血a=he gale widths have been checked and

ou§ Ci重Cuit i§ then not u§ed. If, aS in the example

to be de§Cribed late重, lhe unit digit of the reference

adju§ted as described in paragraph 21, and the

delay i§

DELAY cont重OIs have beeh left i血thei重殺i 〆

to the B.CONT posilion and proceed a§ follows:

Oi zero, tum the B DELÅY OUTPUT §Witch

柳%m加わ′ PO§itions, aS de§Cribed血ere.

( 1) Adju§t the RF SWEEP SP斑D control (R926)

C. ADJUSTMENT OF AlOOO DELAY CONTROL.

On the

§ynCh重Onizalion indicator unit until about

twelve l.micro§eCOnd marker§ a重e Visible on lhe RF

N0書e

SCOPE §Creen.
The maximum delay重ange Of app重OXimately
30,000 micro§eCOnds provided by the A‑delay
Circuit§ is far greater than will usually be
required. If an A delay of les§ than 15,000

(2) Adju§t the RF SWEEP DELAY conlrOl lO
Place a lO・mic重O§eCOnd marker approximately at the

Cente重Of lhe upper lraCe.

microsecond§ i§ needed, g重eater Circuit slabil.

ity and ea§e Of adju§inent will be ob̀ained if

one of the AlOOO timing capacito上§ C503 0重
C504 i§ remOVed. To do that, OPen and till
血e

time

delay

unil

tO

gaip

access

to

the

bo章tOm Of the chassi§, remOVe the two nulS

and washers holding capacitor§ C503 and C504
together ,(figure 7‑253), and重emOVe the top
CapaCito重, Retain this capacitor a§ a SPare Part.

Retum the l∝k wa§her§ and nuts and lighten.
Retu重n lhe drawer to its no重mal ope重ating

po§itio血・
Adju§tment Of血e AlOOO DELAY co血trol serves to
e§tablish a point from which the reference delay to

the B gate can be mea§ured・ The adjusment i§ Ob§erVed

on the SLOW SCOPE §C重ee血.

3̲富農

fjgure 3‑29. A Pedeslo圧òOIed o=,OOO
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parag○○ph 22 d (3)

(3) Adjust the RF SEPARATION control so that
the lraCeS COincide.
(4) Sta重ting a〔 the extreme counterclockwi§e PO§i・

tionl §lowly vary the B CONTINUOUS DELAY con‑
t重Ol until the 10・micro§eCOnd marker on the lower
trace coincides with血e lO‑microsecond ma重ker on the
upper trace. The B・COntinuou§ delay i§ nOW eX諒tly lO
microsecond§. From this point on, and until the unit
of lhe reference delay i§ tO be adjusled for, all counting
can be done in integ重a1 10?s.

(5) Adjusl the RF SEPARATION control fo重
about a l・inch §eParation between ‡raCe§・

N○○e
Paragraphs 22 e and 22 /, below, desc重ibe the

fjgu′e 3‑3I.きPedesIoI, lòOled 6,OOO Mj̀rOSeCOnds
B・delay adju§ment ProCedure for the two pos‑

io Ihe朋ghl of lhe A PedesIoI

sible cases menlioned in paragraph 22b (3),

慧浅。富露語諾意三豊豊f蒜

above. The following con§ide重ation applie§
to both.ca§eS: The maximun delay range of.

approximately 30,000 microseconds provided

delay of 6P55 micro§eCOnds i§ taken as an example of

by the B.delay circui章§ i§ far greate重than will

tho§e CaSeS Where the last three digits are between

usually be required・ If none of the five po§§i・

llO and 999, inclusive, and the gene重al重ule given in

ble BlOOO delays (NORMAL, 2, 3, 4, 5) ex‑

Paragraph 22 b ( 1), above, aPPlies・ For this example,

ceed 15,000 micro§eCOnds, One Of血e BlOOO

where the unì digì i§ %0′ zero, ̀he B DELAY OUT‑

timing capaci〔Or§ (C517 o重C518) on the bot‑

PUT switch should be in the B.CONT po§ition, and

tom of the lime delay cha§Si§ §hould be重e・

the pr∝edure of paragraph 22 d) abovel followed. The

moved, tO Obtain greater ci重Cuit §tability and

minimum B delay is llO micro§eCOnds. Follow the pro‑

ease of adju§章ment. To重emOVe the capacitor,

cedu重e in the o重der indica‡ed.

open and ̀ilt the time delay unit drawer to

( l) Adju§t lhe B1000 DELAY control. To do that:

gain acce§S tO the bottom of the cha§§is・ Re・

(a) Vary the BlOOO DELAY control §O that the

move the locknuts and lock washer§ holding

B pede§tal on the lowe‥重aCe Of the SLOW SCOPE

C517 and C518 together (figure 7‑253) and

screen is directly under the A pede§tal. The SLOW

重emOVe the top capacitor・ Retain this capac.

SCOPE traces will now appear壷show血in figure 3‑30.

ito重aS a §Pare Part. Retu重血and tigh̀en the

No青e

.lock wa§hers and nut§, and重e§tOre血e drawer

to its normal operating condition.

Strictly speaking, the B pedestal is

e. ADJUSTMENT OF∴B・DELÅY CONTROLS,
LAST THREE DIGITS BETWEEN lOO AND

999

WHEN B CONTINUOUS DELAY CONTROL IS
NOT USED, OR LAST THR聞DIGITS BETWEEN

llO AND 999 WHEN B CONTINUOUS CONTROL

Oi diγeC砂

below the A pedestal, because of the mini.

誰諸富蕊藷字詰霊謹言
figure 3‑30 the B pedeslal is shown to s̀art a
little 4/leγ lhe fu§1 1,000‑microsecond marker,

while the A pedestal appear§ tO §tart tOgether
with lhe fir§t marker.

(b) Advance the §etling of lhe BlOOO DEIAY
control §O tha=he B pedestal jumps to血e重ight as
many s̀eP§ a§心e重e are血ous狐ds in the §PeCified refer‑
ence ‑delay. In the example §elected ̀O illu§trate thi§

Pr∝edure

6,955 micros∝Ond§・血e B pedes̀al is §et

6,000 microsecond§, Or Six l,000.micro§eCOnd marker§,
to the right of the A pede§tal. Thi§ is shown in figure

3‑31.

(c) Determine the range of the BlOOO DELAY
cont重OI over which the de§ired pedestal position holds.
Set ̀he ⊂OntrOl in the app重OXimate center of that range.
For the prese皿t, lock ̀he control in thi§ POSi章ion.

N○○e
fjgu′e 3‑3O. P′eIjmjn○○y §e研ng oI B Pede的I

BeIow ▲ PedesloI

O教icINAし

The centering a寸justmenl will be made ac‑

curately làer, after the time delay has been set

事45
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Paragraph 22 e (1) (̀)

microsecond marker i§ equal to the lOO
the 100

s §PeCified by

s digit of the reference delay. In the example

used here, 6,955 microseconds, the interval between the
lower trace l,000・micro§eCOnd marker and the upper
t重aCe l,000‑micros∝Ond marker should be nine lOO‑
micro§eCOnd intervals, Or 900 microseconds. The re.

Sult will be as shown in figure 3‑33 where the lower

marker, N, is moved the distance indicated by the dot‑
ted ar重OW, yielding nine lOO‑micro§eCOnd in章erVals be.
tween the M and N marker§.∵To count, §tart at N, and

refer directly to the upper trace at that point. Count
the lOO‑micro§eCOnd marker direc〔ly above the N

marker as zero, and progress to the right from there.

The ninth count is at M, so that the delay in integra1
100

Fjgu′e 3」)2. Appearoǹe Of VIDEO SCOPE T'ÒeS I○○

Se硝n9 up?00

s I「γpjぐoI各xo調pIe)

s is 900 micro§eCOnds. Added to the delay establi§h.

ed in step ( 1 ), above, this yields a total delay ob〔ained,

up to thi§ POint, Of 6POO microsecond§ (plus the mini‑
mum delay Qf lO microsecond§ in the BlO delay ci重・

up completely, by observation of the selector
.gate on the test scope.
(2) Adju§t the BlOO DELAY control. This adjust‑
ment is ob§erVed on the VIDEO SCOPE screen. Proceed
as fol重ow§;

(a) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP DELAY control
to the extreme cIockwise (DELAY OUT) position.

Cuit).
No書e

The BlOO delay circuit mipimuin delay of lOO
microseconds ha§ nOW been included a§ Part Of

the total required

900‑microsecond delay

Called for in the lOO

§ digit of the specified

(6P55) reference delay, and so no longcr
enters into the considerations from this point

(b) Adjust the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED cont重bl
to bring the l,000・mic重OSecond markers near the right‑

hand end of the sweep§.

(f) Adju§t the VIDEO SEPARAT重ON control

(のDetermine the重ange Of the BlOO DELAY
COntrOI ove重Which the adju§tment Obtained in para‑

§O that the l,000.microsecond marke重On the upper

graph 22 e (2) (e), above, holds. Set the control to the

trace just barely touches the lower trace. The VIDEO
SCOPE traces will appcar as shown in figure 3‑32.

approximate center of that range. Fof the preseǹ lock

(d)● ob§erVe the pattem on the VIDEO SCOPE
§Creen. With the B100 and BlO DELAY controIs in

their minimum delay po§itions (paragraph 21), and

the con〔rOl in thi§ POSition.

No書e
The centering adju§tment Will be made ac‑

Curately later, When the 〔imeやay i§ COm‑

the B CONTINUOUS DELAY control (u§ed, in thi§
exampゆadjusted a§ in paragraph 22 d, above,血e pat‑

tem will be like that shown in figure 3‑32. The l,000.

microsecond markers, M and N, are the same ones iden‑
tified in figure 3‑31. Becau§e they are within their le.

Pletely set up, by observation of the selector
gate on lhe test scope.
(3) Adju§t the BlO DELAY control. Thi§ adjust・

ment is observed on the VIDEO SCOPE screen.

SPeCtive pede§tal§, they must appear, Of course, On their

respective VIDEO SCOPE trace§・ Note tha=he mini・
mum delay§ in the B‑delay circuit§ have重eSulted in

marker N being to the left of marker M by the amount
Of that minimum delay..A moii(m O声be ma壷e榊Oの
Ibe lol〃er irace io肋e lell lbu5 ret)re∫e例は匂形iのCrea∫e
あdelay. At this sweep speed, the mi血imum delay of
the B‑delay circuit is mo重e aPParent. If the B delay
were zero,血e lower trace marker (N) would be direct"

ly below the upper lraCe marker (M). By counting
100・micro§eCOnd markers and lO・micro§eCOnd markers,
it can be §een that marker N is delayed by. 110 micro.
§eCOnds with re§PeCt tO marker M.

(e) Vary the BlOO DELAY control §O that the
l,000.micro§eCOnd marker (N) on the lower t重aCe 9n
the video scope move§ tO the left, jumping in lOO・
microsecond §tePS. Move the lower t重aCe marke重SO
tha=he delay between it and the upper trace l,000・

3̲4l

Fjgu′e 3‑33.ふòoIjng Ihe l,OOO‑Mj̀rOsèOnd M○○ker

I0 Ob巾n lhe Spè納ed ReIeIeǹe DeIoy jれ?OO

s

ORiCiNAし
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Poragraph 22 e 13) (o)

(a) Vary the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED until the
§WeCP i§ about 120 mic重O§∝Ond§ long. This will allow
one lOO・microsecond marker to appear on the upper

蒜悪霊器霊讐器聖霊誓0

皿icro§eC●

(b) Adju§t the VIDEO SEPARATION control
§O that the lOO.micro§eCOnd marker on the upper trace

just about touches the lower trace.
(c) Ob§erVe the pattern on the VIDEO SCOPE
§Creen. It will be very nea重Iy like tha〔 §hown i血

gure

3‑34・ The upper trace will be identical when the video
sweep delay control i§ in the DELAY OUT position.
The appearance of the lowe‥raCe Will vary with dif・

葦霊電器蒜託讐蒜主意書葦謹

Fjgu

microsecond ma重ker. (It will be a l,000・microsecond
marker only if the time delay setting, in lOO

e 3‑35. loc訪ng the事OO‑Mj̀′OSèOnd Morker
書O Ob巾in §pèjfied Refe′enぐe DeIay jn?0

s

§, i§ 900

microseconds.) In the example used here, 6P55 micro‑

(e) Vary the BlO DELAY controI so that the

seconds, it will be a l,000‑microsecond marker.

lOO‑microsecond marker (R) on the lower trace on小e

N○○e

VIDEO SCOPE moves to the left, jumping in lO‑micro‑

賞f a l,000.microsecond marker does appear, a§

second §章ePS. Move the lower trace marker so that the

it does in thi§ Ca§e, it will be coincident with

delay be〔Ween it and the upper trace lOO"microsecond

a lOO‑microsecond marker, and can be con‑

marker (P) corresponds to the lO

sidered as such for this adjustment.

lO

s specified by the

s digit of the delay. In the example used here, 6P5う,

the interval between the lower trace lOO‑microsecond
(d) The lOO.microsecond marker§ Observed in

marker, R, and the upper trace lOO‑microsecond marker,

ParagraPh 22 e (3) (a), above, are identified as P and R

P, §hould be five lO‑microsecond intervals or 50 micro・

on figure 3‑34・ With the B CONTINUOUS DELAY

§eCOnds. The result will be a§ Shown in figure 3‑35;

control u§ed, and adjusted as in paragraph 22 d, above,

where

marker R is lO micro§eCOnd§ tO the left of marke重P,

indicated by the dotted arrow, yielding five lO‑micro.

the

lower

marker,

R,

is

moved

the

di§tanCe

that i§, the minimum delay of the BlO delay circuit.

second intervals between markers R and P. To count,

If the la§t digit of the reference delay were zero, the

start at R, and refer directly to the upper trace at thi§

minimum delay remalnlng WOuld be zero and the lOO‑
micro§eCOnd ,marker R would be directly under the

point. Count the lO‑microsecond marker directly above
R as zero, and progress to the right from there. The

lOO.microsecond mafker P. In the example u§ed here,

fifth coun〔 is at P, SO that the delay is 50 micro§eCOnds.

6,955 microseconds, the delay up to this point is 6910

No書e

microseconds, i.e., 6,000 micro§eCOnds by adjustment

of the BlOOO DELAY control, 900 microsecond§ by ad.
Ju§tment Of the BlOO DELAY control・ and 10 micro‑

seconds minimum delay in the BlO delay circuit.

The BlO delay circuit minimum delay has now
been included as part of the total required

50‑microsecond delay, Called for in the lO

digit of the specified reference delay (6

§

95う

microseconds), and so no Ionger enters in〔o
the considerations ffom thi§ POint on.

(/) Determine the range of the BlO DELAY
controI over which the adjustment obtained in para.
graph 22 c (3) (e),′above

holds. Set the control to the

approximate center of that range. For the pre§ent lock

the control in this position.
N0青e

The centering adjustment will be made accur.
a〔ely later, after the time delay has been com‑

pletely set up, by observation of 〔he selector

gate on the test scope.

(4) Adjust the B CONTINUOUS DELAY control.
Thi§ adjustment is observed on the RF SCOPE screen.
fjgure 3‑34. Appe〇〇〇ǹe OI T′àeS for §e研ng up

事0

ORICINAし

s I「ypj̀oI各糊mpIel

(a) Adjust the RF SWEEP SPEED controI on
the synchronization indicator mit until about twelve

3"富7
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Parag○○ph 22 e (4) (d

fjgure 3‑3̀. Appeo'O∩̀e O書評§COPE I○○Ces Io′

Fjgure 3‑37. unjI DeIoy §eトup for 5 Mj̀○○SèOれds

§e踊れ9 up Un栂I「γpj̀oI虞の請pIe1

手ADJUSTMENT OF B"DELAY CONTROI.S‑
LAST THREE D重GITS LESS THAN llO WHEN B
1‑microsecond markers are visible o血the RF SCOPE

CONTINUOUS DELAY CONTROL IS USED, OR

(b) Adju§t the RF SW髄P DEIAY control to

CONTINUOUS DELAY CONTROL IS NOT USED.

I.AST THREE DIGITS LESS THAN lOO WHEN B
Place atO.microsecond marker near血e righ章edge of

(EJ櫛mクIe′ 4,10」・ )‑The following p重OCedure applie§

the upper sweep.

to those重efe重enCe delay§,血e last th重ee digit§ Of which

(c) Adjusl the RF SEPARATION control so

a重e less血an the minimun delay inherent i血the B‑

that the lO‑microsecond marke重§ On the uppe‥raCe

delay cirouits. Thi§ include§ all refe重enCe delays wi血
the last血ree digits between OOO and lO9, inclusive,

usl barely touch血e lower trace.

When血e B CONTINUOUS DELAY cont重Ol is u§ed,
(d) Observe血e patle重n On‑ the RF SCOPE

and all重efe重enCe delay§ With the lasl thrふdigits be‑

SCreen. The pattem will be nea重Iy like that shown in

章Ween OOo and O99, inclu§ive, When the B CONTINU"
figure 3‑36. Selec‥he ri色hl・hand pair of lO‑mic重O‑

OUS DELAY conlrOl i§ nOt u§ed. The special重ule ciled
SeCOnd marker§, S and T, On figure 3‑36, One O血eaCh

in paragraph 22 b (2), above, apPlies章O the§e Case§.
trace, by means of which the delay in unit§ is to be
Fo重COnVenience, the special重ule is repea‡ed below.
neasured and §et uP.

印ec劾R寂e, Sαb擁彫〆ibe m巌mα彬de々γれ0肋ibe
(e) Adju§t the.B CONTINUOUS delay cont重Ol

γeIeγeのCe de均′めObiaああe脇ei de均′.

so thal the 10‑microsecond marker on血e lower trace

Tbe dig宛OI偽eのei delりγeクγe∫e頑

moves to the left. It will move sm∞血Iy. Adjust it §O

ibeわcγe肋∽毎OI deんツタ0 be料紙eγied

that the delay between the upper trace and lowe重traCe

by物ea郷OI ibe delル̀0勧めrol5. Tbe∫e

10‑microsecond markers, S and T, correapOnd§ With

あcreのりe物心5 01 de履yクl糊ibe棚i巌m〃m

the unit digit in the spec脆ed重eference delay. In the

delaγ3 αill gんe ibeめんl γeq寂red γe手

example used here, 6,955 mic重O§eCOnds, the adjustmcnt

is made as indicated in figure 3‑37, tO Obtain an inter‑

eγeの̀e deky.
The reference delay of 4,101 mic重OSeCOnd§ is taken

Val of five microsecond§ (five l.micro§eCOnd ma重kers)
a§ an eXamPle of ca§eS tO Which the重ule cited above,

be‡Ween the lower trace marker (T) and the upper
trace marker (S). To coqut, §tart at T; and refer di・

and the following procedure, aPPly. In 〔hi§ eXamPle,

the unit digil is not zero, and the minimum delay in

rectly to the upper trace at thi§ POint. Count the l.
the B‑delay circuit i§, therefore, 110 microsecotld§, aS

mic重OSeCOnd marker directly above T as

zero and pro‑
described in b, above. The last three digits are le§§ tha皿

gres§ tO the right from thcre. The fiflh count is at S,

l10. Therefore, §ubtract l10 from 4,101, Obtaini血g

SO that the delay i§ 5 microsecond§・ Thi§ COmPletes the

3,991 a§血è net delay. The adjuslment PrOCedure fol‑
PrOCeS§ Of setting up the reference delay.

low§.

(5) Make a重Ough check of the proper adjustment

( 1 ) AdjuSt the BlOOO DELAY control, aS follows:

Of the specified refe重enCe delay. To do that, Observe the

(a) Vary the BlOOO DELAY control §O that the
POSition§ Of the pedestals on the SLOW SCOPE screen.

B pedestal on the lower trace of lhe SLOW SCOPE

The narrow pedestals will appear in血eir p重OPer rel‑

alive positions. The approximate delay in figure 3‑38

SCreen i§ direclly under the A pedestal. The SLOW
SCOPE 〔raCes Will appear as shown in figure 3‑39.

appear§ tO be almost 7,000 microsecond§, because the

SeVenth l,000‑micro§eCOnd marker to the righ章of the A
Pede§tal

on

the

lower

trace

is

contained

within

Noie
Strictly speaking, the B pedestal is

Ol direc砂

the pedestal. Thi§ Checks roughly with the set‑uP Of

under the Å pede§〔al, becau§e Of the minimum

6,955 micro§eCOnds.

delay of llO mic重O§eCnnd§ COntained in the

3○○8
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fjguIe 3‑8. Rough Chèk oI Proper Adjus巾enl oI
Refereǹe DeIoy 6′955 Mj̀rOSèonds

的u○○ 34O・ B Pedes′oI [òa′ed 3′OOO相croseくo

ds

lo Ihe朋ghI o"he A PedeslaI

〇億§Iow §ぐOpe

B・delay circuits (ParagraPh 22 b (2), above).

(2) Adju§t the BlOO DELAY control. Thi§ ad‑

I血figu重e 3‑39 the B pedestal i§ Shown lo Sta重t

justmeǹ is observed on the VIDEO SCOPE screen・

a little

Proceed as follows:

̀殖eγ

the fir§t l,000.microsecond

marker, While lhe A pede§tal appears to sta重t
together wìh the first ma重ke重・

(〆) Tum the VIDEO SW挑P DELAY cont重Ol

to the extreme dockwise (DELAY OUT) posilion.
(b) Adjust the VIDEO SWEEP SP斑D cont重Ol

(b) Advance the §etting of血e BlOOO DELAY
control so that the B pedestal jumps to the right by a§
many §tePS aS there are血ousands in the tlet delay. In

to britlg the l,000‑microsecond marker§ near the right.

hand end of lhe sweep§・

(c) Adju§t the VIDEO SEPARATION control

the example u§ed he重e (net delay of 3991 mic重O§eC・

so that the l,000.micro§eCOnd marker on the uppe重

ond§) §et the B pedesta点O 3,000 microseconds (three

trace j止st barely 〔OuChe§ the lower trace. The VIDEO

l,000・mic重O§∝Ond markers to the right of the A ped.

SCOPE trace§ Will appea重a§ Shown in figu重e 3一重l.

eslal). Thi§ is §hown in figure 3一細;

.(c) Determitle the range of血e BlOOO DELAY

(d) Ob§e重Ve the patte重n On the VIDEO SCOPE

screen. with thc BlOO and BlO DELAY con(rOIs in

con〔rOl over which the de§ired pedes̀al po§ìion holds・

their minimum delay position§ (parag富aph 21), and

Set the control to the approximate center of that range・

the B CONTINUOUS DELAY control (used in血i§

Lek the control in this po§ition.

example) adjusted as in parag重aPh 22 d, above, the
pattem will be like that §hown in figure 3」1. Tbe

N○○e
The centering adjus章men章Will be made accu.
rately later

after血e time delay has been com‑

l,000‑microsecond markers, M and N, are the §ame
one§ identified in figure 3⊥全0. Because they are wiihin
their respective pedestal§, they must, Of cour§e・ aPPea重

on their respective VIDEO SCOPE trace§・ Note thal
pletely set up・ by observation of the selecto重

gate on the test scope.

fjgure 3J9. PreIjmj的′y §e所ng oI B PedesIoI

eeIow A pedesloI
O教IcINAし

the minimum delay§ in the B‑delay circuì§ have re‑

的u′e 34一・ ▲ppe○○aǹe OI VIDEO §COPE T òeS I○○
§e硝ng up肌のdreds l「ypj̀aI Exoのpie)

3」,
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SWeeP delay control is in the DELAY OUT po§itio皿・
The appearaqce of血e lower trace will vary with
different §et.uPS. The major difference is tha章marker

R may be a l,000‑microsecond ma重ker instead of a
lOO‑micro§eCOnd marker. (It will be a l,000‑micro§eC.

Ond ma重ker only if血e net delay hundreds digit is 8.)
In the example u§ed here (net delay of 3,991 miero‑

SeCOnds) it wi11 be a lOO‑microsecond marker, nOt a
l,000・microsecond marker.

N○○e
If a l,000‑micro§eCOnd marker doe§ aPPear? it

will be coincident with a 100.microsecond
marke重, and, for purposes of thi§ adjusment,,
can be con§idered a§ SuCh.

Fjgure 3‑42. Appeo′O∩̀e Of VIDEO SCOPE A青書e′
(d) The lOO‑micro§eCOnd markers are identified

AdiusI調e巾Of 8?0○ ○eIoy

as P and R of figure 3+香3・ With the B CONTINUOUS
§ulted in ma重ke重N being to the left of marke重M by
the amotlnt Of lhe minimum delay. 4 mo宏oのO声be

mrん紹∫ ∽ ibe lou′er海Ce功, ibe l擁ib郷reグe∫e融
m

のCrea∫eあde均′・ At this sweep §Peed, the minimun

delay of the B"delay circuì§ is mo重e aPParen章・ If the

minimum delay were zero, the lower trace marker
(N) would be directly below the upper trace ma重ke重

(M). It can be seen, however, that it is delayed by llO
mlCrOSeCOnds ( 100 micro§eCOnds if unit digit i§ Zero)

.

DELAY control used, ma重ker R is lO

micro§eCOnds to

the lef章Of marker P. The delay betwee皿the markers
Cho§en for reference is thus lO micro§econds, that is,

the minimum delay of the BlO circuit. If the last digit
Of the reference delay were zero,血e B CONTINUOUS
DELAY controI would no〔 be used, and lhe minimu血

delay remalnmg WOuld be zero. The lOO.microsecond
marke重R would thus be directly under the lOO‑micro‑
§eCOnd upper.trace marker P. In the example used here
(net delay of 3,991 micro§eCOnd§) the unit digit is not

(e) Adjust the BlOO DELAY control as follow§:

ZerO, a minimum delay of lO micro§eCOnds is presetlt,

Vary the BlOO DELAY con章rOl so that the l,000‑micro.
and R is one lO.mic重OSeCOnd interval to the left of P.

§eCOnd marker (N) on the lower trace on the VIDEO

SCOPE screen moves to the left, jumping.in lOO‑micro‑
§eCOnd §tePS. Move this marker by the numbe重Of
lnCrementS equal to that specified by ′the hundreds
digit§ Of the m, delaγ・ In the example used here (net

delay of 3,991), this will be nine. At the end of this
SteP, marker N will disappear and marker N will
appear almos̀ directly under marker M, a§ Shown in

figure 3→鮭・ This happens because the nine lOO‑micro‑
SeCOnd iherements plu§ the lOO‑microsecond minimum

(e) Va重y the BlO DEIAY control §O that the
lOO.micro§eCOnd marker R on the lo高e重traCe mOVe§
to the lefl, jumping in 10.microsecond step§. Move
this marker a number of increments equal to that §Pe‑

Cified by the lO,s digit of the net delay. In the example
u§ed here (net delay of 3,991 microseconds) this will
be nine. At the end of thi§ SteP ma重ker R will dis.

appea重

and marker R

will appear directly unde重

marker P, aS §hown in figure 3‑44. This happens be‑
Cau§e the nine lO‑micro§eCOnd increments plus the lO‑

B100 delay add to l,000 microseconds.

micro§eCOnd minimum BlO delay add to lOO・micro‑

(/) Determine the range of the BlOO

DELAY

controI over which this adjustment holds. Set the con.

second delay.

trol to the approximate center of that range. The ce血・
tering adjustmen〔 Will be made more accurately later,
after the tine delay is completely set up, by ob§erva.

tion of the selector gate on the test scope.
(3) Adjust the BlO DELAY control. Obse重Ve the

adjustment on the VIDEO SCOPE screen.

(a) Vary the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control
until the sweep. is about 120 microsecond§ long. This

Will allow one lOO‑microsecond marker to appear on
the uppe重traCe, and one lOO‑microsecond (or a l,000‑

mlCrOSeCOnd) marker to appear on the lower trace.

(b) Adjust the VIDEO SEPARATION controI
SO that the lOO‑microsecond marker on th6 upper trace
ju§t abou=OuChes the lower trace.

(c) Observe the pattern 6n the VIDEO SCOPE
§Creen. It will be very nearly like that shown in figure
3」ま3・ The upper trace will be identical when the video

3‑50
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f;gu′e 3一‡6. unji Deloy Sei up fo

l Mj̀′OSeぐond

AdjusImenl oI BJO DeIoy
(J) Detemine血e range of the BlO DELAY

(d) Obse重ve the pat〔em On the RF SCOPE

COntrol ove重Which the adjustment in paragraph 22 /

SCree皿・ The pàtem Will be nearly like that §howtl in

(2) (e), above, hold§. Set the control to the approxl‑

mate center of that range. For the present lock the
COn章rOl in the adjusled position

figure 3→i5. Selecl the right‑hand pair of lO‑mic重O§eC‑
ond marke重S, S and T o皿figure 3」吟one on each trace,
by mean§ Of which the delay in unit§ i§ 〔O be mea§ured

and set up.
No書e
The cen〔erirlg adjustmenl will be made accu‑
rately later, When the time delay is comple章ely

(e) Adjust the B CONTINUOUS DELAY con‑
trol §O that the lO.micro§eCOnd marker on the lower
trace moves to the lef〔. It will move smoo/bJγ. Adjusl

Set uP, by ob§erVation of the §electo重gate On
the test §COPe §Creen.

it so that the delay between the upper trace and lower

trace lO‑micrpsecond markers, S and T, COrreSPOnds to

(4) Adjust the B CONTINUOUS DELAY con‑

the unit digit of the §PeCified reference delay. In the

trol. Ob§erVe the pattem on the RF SCOPE, ProCeeding

example u§ed here (ne〔 delay of 3,991 micro§eCOnds)

as follow§ (OM重T THIS STEP IF THE UNIT DIGIT

the adjustment is made as indicated in figure 3」f6, tO

OF THE REFERENCE DELAY IS ZERO):

obtain an interval of l micro§eCO血d between the lower

(a) Adjust the RF SWEEP SP髄D oontroI on

trace (S) and upper trace (T) 10.micro§eCOnd marker§・

the §ynChrotlization indicator unit until abou‥Welve

Lock the cont重Ol in the adju§ted position. Thi§ COm‑

l.micro§eCOnd ma重kers are visible on the RF SCOPE

plete§ the adjustment of the reference delay.

(5) Make a γ0%gb check of the prope重adjustmenl
(b) Adjust the RF SW班P DELAY control to
place a lO.microsecond marker nea重the right edge
Of the upper §WeeP.

(c) Adjust the RF SEPARATION control so
that the lO・micro§eCOnd markers on the uppe重traCe

of the reference delay, by ob§erVing the SLOW SCOPE
screen, COunting the number of l,000・micro§eCOnd in.

terval§ by which the lowe重1raCe B pedestal i§ tO the

righ̀ Of the upper trace A pedestal, and cstimating
the portion of the l,000‑microsecond interval over‑
lapped by the pede§章al. The approximate delay in

jus〔 barely lOuCh the lower trace.

Fjgu′e 3一帖・ Appeo〃o動くe OI RF SCOPE for

Se研き9 Up Uh〃s

o脈i○○NAし
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Parag〇〇ph 22 I (5)

BIOOO CoIe Cen′el.ed P′OPe′Iγ

Fjgu′e 3‑5O. BJO Cole CenIered Prope′Iy

BeneoIh SeIèIed Morker

8e巾eoIh o Mo丑e′

figure 3‑f7 appears to be a little ove重4,000 microsec.

markc重, aS §hown in figure 3」紀. MAKE CERTAIN

Ond§・ This check§ roughly wìh the set‑uP Of 4101

THAT THE SELECTED MARKER IS NOT

mic重OSeCOnd§ in the example u§ed here.

CHANGED WHEN THIS IS DONE. Do that by ob‑
SerVing the SLOW SCOPE) and verifying that the A

g・ CENTERING GATES.‑In §etting up the AlOOO,
B1000, BlOO・ and BlO DELAY control§タCOrre§POnding
Selector gate§ Were mOVed beneath their prope重mark.
ers章O PrOduce the required delay. To ob̀ain the high‑
est degree of §tability, the§e gateS muSt be centered

Carefully betleath the ma重ker§・ The pr∝edure§ de§C重ibed

Pede§tal is a‥he de§ired po§ition on the upper trace.

(5) LOCK THE AlOOO DELAY CONTROL IN
THE ADJUSTED POSITION.
(6) Tum the TEST SIGNAL switch on the time
delay unit to the BlOOO position.

above produced only approximatc centcring, becau§e
血e gates were not observed during the§e adju§tment§.

(7) Tum 〔he SYNC SELECTOR §Wi〔Ch to SQ

As §OOn aS the requi重ed delay ba§ been §et uP, however,

WAVE + 2 and set血e control§ On the te§t OSCilloscope

the gates mus̀ be centered accurately, by observing

to bring the §elector gate into view.

the gates and markers on the te§t OSCilloscope, and重e.

(8) Vary the BlOOO DELAY controI on the

fining the §etting§ Of the DELAY controIs. Proceed as

time delay unit sloα′ly to center the gate about血e

比重重9WS :

Selected marker as shown in figu重e 3」(8. MAKE CER・

(1) Tum lhe S重GNAL SELECTOR swilCh on the
test oscillo§COPe tO the TIME DELAY position.

(2) Tum the TEST SIGNAL switch on the time
delay unit to the AlOOO position.
( 3 ) Adju§t the test o§Cilloscope controIs for I rOPer
Observation of心e gate and ma重ker§, aS described itl

TAIN THAT THE SELECTED MARKER IS NOT

CHANGED WHEN THIS IS DONE. Do that by ob‑
§erVing the SLOW SCOPE and vertifying tha=he B
Pedestal is di§Placed to the right of the A pede§tal by

血e number of markers determined in the adjustmenl

PrOCedure in paragraph 22 e or 22 J, above. I.ock the
BlOOO DELAY control in the adjusted po§ition.

ParagraPh 16.

(4) Vary the AlOOO DELAY conlrOI on the time
delay unit Jlou′均to center the ga(e about the desired

(9) Tum the TEST SIGNAL switch on the time
delay unit to the BlOO po§ition.

fjgu′e 3‑49. BIOO Cale CenIeIed Prope′Iy

fjguIe 3‑5l. Appear回ǹe OI膿F §COPE PαIlem f○○

さen○○Ih o M○○ke′
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fjgu○○ 3‑52. ▲ppe〇〇〇ǹe oI VIDEO SCOPE PoIIe′n lor
Chèking DeIay jn Jens oI州jc′OsèOnds
(10) Vary血e sweep speed and delay control§ On
血e te§t SCOPe tO bring the BlOO gate into view・

.(ll) Vary the BlOO DELAY controI otl血e time
delay unit to cente重心e gate about血e pushed‑uP
marker, a§ §hown in figu重e 3→i9. Make certain血at the
Selected marker i§ nOt changed when血is i§ done. Do
that by ob§erVing the delay be〔ween the lower l raCe

and uppe重traCe l,000二micros∝Ond ma重kers on the

VIDEO SCOPE screen. L(鳩k血e BlOO DELAY conl重Ol

in the adjusted position.
(12) Tum the TEST SIGNAL §Witch on the time
delay unit to the BlO po§i〔ion.

( 13) Vary the sweep speed and delay cont重OIs on

the test scope to bring the BlO gate into view.

(14) Vary the BlO DELAY controI on the time

fjgu○○ 3‑53. Appe〇〇〇ǹe Of VIDEO SCQPE PoIlern IoI
Chèkjng De/oγ jnルnd′eds oI M;̀○○SeCOnds
(5) Obs?rVe the lO・mic重O§econd marker S, On血e
重ight・hand end of the upper trace; and marker T
directly under or to the left of S

On the lower tra⊂e.

See fig心re 3‑51. Determine, by counting.unit in章er‑
vals, the nunber of mic重O§econd§ Of delay between the

lO.micro§eCOnd

markers

S

and

T.

Mark

down

the

fig̀ne Obtained a§ the uni章digit (in thi§ Ca§e, five

microseconds) of the existing reference delay.

(6) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP DELAY control to
血e extreme dockwise (DELAY OUT ) po§ition.

(7) Adjust the VIDEO SWEEP SP挑D control
until the sweep on the V重DEO SCOPE screen is about
120 micro§eCOnds Iong. This will allow al least one
lOO・microsecond marker to appear on each trace. If a
l,000‑marker appea重S, COn§ider that ma重ker as a lOO‑

柴。窪‡霊t蓋抹a塁詰震霊霊

marker for thi§ PurPO§e.

the §elecled marker is 。Ot Changed whe重this is done.

that the lOO‑micro§econd marker on the upper trace

Do血at by obse重Ving the delay between the lower t重aCe

just about toucbes the lower trace.

and upper∴traCe lOO‑micro§eCOnd ma重ke重§ On the

(8) Adju§t thc VIDEO SEPARATION control so

(9 ) Ob§erVe the lOO.microsecond markers, equiva‑

VIDEQ SCOPE sc重een. Lock the BlO DELAY control

lerit to marker§ P and R in figure 3‑52. Decemine血e

in the adjusted po§ition・

number of lO.microsecondあJerc/als between the two

b. CHECKING REFERENCE DELAY.⊥The follow・

markers thus selected for reference. Ignore the addi‑

lng ProCedure is an accurate method for checking血e

tional fraction of an inte重Val. Count complete inter.

refe重enCe delay. The reference delay, 6,955 micro§eC‑

vals, nOt marker§・ Ma重k down the figure thu§ Obtalned

ond§, i§ uSed here to illuslrate the procedure. The pro"

a§ the..ten digit,, in the time delay (in this case five

cedure may be u§ed after the adju§tment§ Of the preced・

皿akingうう)・

ing subparagraph§ have been completed o重Whencve重
the refe重enCe delay js IO be checked.

(1) Tum the RF PRESENTATION control oa

(10) Adju§t the VIDEO SWEEP SP班D controI
counlerCIockwise to bring a l

000"mic重O§eCOnd ma重ker

nea重心e right.hand end of the upper sweep.

the §ynChronization indicator unit to the CAL position.

( 11 ) Adjust the VIDEO SEPÅRATION cotltrol §O

(2) Adju§t血e RF SWEEP SP髄D control on the

tha=he l,000.mic重O§eCOnd ma重ker on the upper trace

synchronization indicator unit until about twelve l‑
micro§eCOnd markers a重e Vi§ible o血the RF SCOPE

just barely touches the lower trace.
( 12) Using the l,000・microsecond marker on the
upper trace (M in figu重e 3‑53) and the first l,000.

(3) Adjust the RF SW髄P DELAY control to

microseeond marker to it§ left, N, On the lower trace,

place a lO.mic富O§econd marker nea重the right edge of

count the lOO.microsecond ;海eγl′ds betwee皿them,

章he upper §WeeP.

ignoring血e fractiona1 100.mic重OSeCOnd interval ( i・e.

(4) Adjusl the RF SEPARATION control so that

tens and units). Counl COmPlete inte重Val§, nOt marker§・

the lO・microsecond ma重ker§ On the uppe自重aCe jusl

Mark down the figure obtained as theく●hundred digì

barely touch the lowe重traCe.

in the time delay (in thi§ CaSe nine, making 955).

o教IciNAし
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(13) Turn the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED controI on
the synch重Onization indicator unit to the ext重eme

CIockwise position, tO PrOVide narrow pede§tals on

the SLOW SCOPE screen.
( 14) Obse重Ve the position§ Of the pede§tals on the

SLOW SCOPE. Count the number of l,000.mic重OSeC・
Ond ;顧eγ叩l∫ bèween their leading edge§. Do not
COunt the ma重kers themselves, COunt the intervals be.

tween them. Ma重k down the number obtained as the
number of l,000

s in the time delay. (In thi§ CaSe the

nunber is six, making a total delay of 6,955 mic重0‑

§eCOnd§・) The mea§uremenl of time delay i§血OW

Co皿ple章e・

No書e
重n cases where the desired refe重enCe delay is

FjguIe 3‑55. Typj̀oI丁′onSm航eI Trjgger WaveIo′m

Very Oearly an integral thousand, the leading
edge of the B pedestal i§ Very CIose to or con.

B CONT po§ition, the tran§mittc‥rigger will occur
tains a l,000‑micro§eCOnd marker. In such
between lO and 20 micro§eCOnd§ af〔er the selected BlO
CaSe§, eStima章e the total delay on the SLOW

皿arke重.
SCOPE to the nearest l,000 micro§eCOnds, then
COO重dinate thi§ apPrOXimate value to the fig‑

23. ADJUSTM各NT OF PR暮SET

ures already obtained. Thus, in the example

B DとしAY CONTR○○§.

illustrated, the figures al重eady obtained a重e

955, Whereas the delay on the SLOW SCOPE
IS apProXiinately

7,000

a. GENERÅL.一If, in addition to the NORMÅL
重eference delay, Other reference delay§ have been a§・

micro§eCOnds. (See

Signed to the loran station, it will be nece§§ary章O

figu重e 3‑54・) Thus, the actual delay mu§t be

adjust the p重eSet delays (B2 through B5) accordingly.

6P55 micro§eCOnd§, because thi§ figure is

In general, the p重OCedure for adjusting the PRESET

much cIoser to 7,000 〔han is 7,955.

B2 th重Ough B5 DELAY controIs i§ Similar to the p;o‑

i. CHECK OF TRANSMITTER TRIGGER.鵜Afte重
the lasl delay control ha§ been adju§ced, aS desc重ibed

above, turn the TEST SIGNAL switch (S503) on the
time delay unit to the TRANSMITTER TRIGGER
POSition. Observe the tran§mitte=rigge重Pul§e On the
test §COPe §Creen. A typical waveform is §hown in figure

3‑55. For a MASTER §tation, the transmitter trigger

Cedures described fo‥he NORMAL delay§ in para‑

graph 22, above. Separate adjustment of gate widths is

not required and is not provided for. The gate width
adjustmen‡§ made in accordance with paragraph 21

apply, OnCe made, tO both the NORMAL and the PRE‑
SET delay adjustments. Note that for each setting of
the PRESET B DELAY SELECTOR §Witch (S504),

Should ∝our about lO microseconds after the push‑uP

there is a set of BlOOO, BlOO, and BlO DELAY control§.

Å1000 marker. For a SLAVE station, if the B DELAY

The B CONTINUOUS DELAY control is common to
the NORMAL and the PRESET B delay adjustments.

OUTPUT §Witch i§ in the BlO position言t will nom‑
inally

occur

at

the

same

time

as

the

§elecled

BlO

marker. If lhe B DELAY OUTPUT switch i§ in the

Once this control ha§ been adjusted for the NORMAL
delays, aS de§Cribed in paragraph 22, further adjust‑

ment) When setting up the PRESET delays) is nò nCC‑
essary. Similarly, nO SeParate AlOOO DELAY control§

are provided fo重the adju§tment Of the preset delays.

Once this control has been adjusted as described in
ParagraPh 22 c, above, for the normal refepence delay
SCt‑uP, i〔 Should b9 left undisturbed for the B2 through

B5 PRESET reference delay adju§tment§. The PRESET

B DELAY selector switch and the PRESET B DELAY
COntrOIs are located behind the hinged door on the

time delay unit panel.

b. ADJUSTMENT OF PRESET B2 REFERENCE
DE LAY.
N○○e
重f, in the adjustment of the normal reference

delay, the B CONTINUOUS DELAY control
fjgu′e 3‑54. §[OW §COPE PedesIoIs w肌o DeIoy

ha§ been used, it will have been set up in

BeIween 「hem of Neo′Iy 7,OOO M;̀rOSèOnds

accordance with the procedure outlined in

3̲与4
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Paragraph 22 e or 22 J for血e NORMAL

Parag調ph

23

3

b

cuit is on, atld ei血e=he AlOOO delay at a ma§〔e重§ta・

reference delay. Therefore, When the preset

‡ion or血e BlOOO delay at a slave §lation leng血ens

B delay i§ being adju§ted, a Small B continu・

Periodically. The BLINK DELAY control (R614) o血

ous delay of le§S than lO皿icrosecond§ (the

the time delay u皿it and a moto÷driven switch are

unit digit delay of the B normal reference

PrOVided to adjus章the rate at which the blitlk is on

delay) will alway§ be pre§ent, Will §how up

and off, and the delay increase§ and decrea§e§・ The p重O‑

on the o§Cillo§COPe SCreenS, and §hould be

Cedure fo重adju§ting the control and the switch for a

recognized a§ SuCh as the adjustment i$ being

de§ired blink‑tO‑nO‑blink ratio js described in para.

made.

Noie,

however,

that

the

no重mal

and

PreSet refe重enCe delay§ a§Signed ̀O the §章a章iotl
will always have the §ame unit digit.

.graphs 23 4 and 23 b, below. Adju§tment Of the blank‑
ing pul§e Wid血is de§Cribed in paragraph 23 c? below.

For a detailed description of the blinking and blanking
ci重Cuits, refe重tO Sec〔ion 2, Paragraphs 4 d (6) and 4 d

(1) Tum the PRESET B DELAY §Witch (S504)

(8).

to血e B2 posi(ion.

a. ADJUSTMENT OF BLINK DELAY.
(2) Determine, by con§ideration of血e last th重ee
(1) Tu重n the TEST SIGNAL switch on the time

digit§ Of the required reference delay, Which rule (the

delay unit to the AlOOO position a‡ a maSte重3tation or

general重ule of parag重aPh 22 b (1) o重the sp∝ial rule

of parag富aPh 22 b (2)) applie§・ If the general重ule

to the B1000 po§ition at a slave §̀ation. Adju§章血e ̀6st
scope controls to obsさでVe the selec(Or gate On the tes̀

applies make the adjustmeni called for in parag重aph

22 e, StePS (1) through (3), and step (5). using the

§COpe SC重een・

B2.1000, B2‑100, and B2.10 DELAY control§・ If血e

(2) Adju§t the tesI SC印e SWEEP SP幡D control

B2‑100・ a血d B2・10

until about four or丘ve l,000‑micro§eCOnd ma重ke重§

DELAY controIs to perfom the adjuslmentS Called for

appear on the §Creen, With the pu§hed"uP皿arker a

ip paragraph 22 /, §teP§ (l), (2), (3), and (5).

little to the left of cente重.

3pecial rule applies use the B2・1000

(3) Carefully check the cente重ing of the.gate

(3) After completing the adjuslment§ Called fo重

in paragraph 23 b (2), above, Center the B2‑1000,

about小e pushed‑uP ma重ke重, and readju§t, if nece§Sary.

(4) Tum the BLINK SELECTOR switch (S802)

B2.100, and B2・10 gate§ a§ described in paragraph 22 g

steps (1) through (4), (6)

,through (14)・

(4) Check the time delay sel・uP aS de§C重ibed in

o血the synchronization indicato重Panel to the MAN・
UAL po§ition.

(1) th重Ough (3), above, by using the procedure out‑

1ined in paragraph 22 4'

(5) Ob§ckve the pat(e重n On the le§t ScoPe SCreen.

The gate should move章O the重ight periodically, OnCe

c. ADJUSTMENT OF B3, B4, AND B5 PRESET B

Per SeCOnd, and, Whe皿in that position, Should be cen‑

DELÅYS.一To adju§t the B3, B4, and B5 PRESET

tered about the l,000・microsecond marker adjacenl tO

DELAY controIs, tum the PRESET B SELECTOR

章he original pushed‑uP marke重・

switch章O the corresponding pres葺t delay po§ition, and,

(6) If the blinked gate i§ nOt centered about thi§

using the ass∝iated PRESET B DELAY control§・ fol.

marker, adjust the chassis.mounted BLINK DELAY

low the procedure outlined in paragraph 23 O, above"

control (R614) on the time delay unit to obtain this

No富e

重esul書.

(7) Turn the BLINK SELECTOR swilCh to OFF.

If, in the course of adjusting the delay cir‑
Cuits, the adju§tment重ange Of the control i§
not large enough, the co重re§POnding bia§

Check and readjus章, if nece§Sary, the centering of the

gate・

POtentiomete重needs adjustment. Refer to Sec‑

(8) Repea〔 §〔ePS (6) and (7) until the gate is

tion 7, ParagraPh 4d (l),、for the DELAY

cen〔ered about the corrcsponding l,000‑microsecond

BIÅS adjustment procedures.

marker in both the blink and the no.blink positions.

24. ADJU§TM各NT OF BしiNKINe AND
BしANKiNe CIRCUI丁i.

(9) Check the cen〔ering of each p重eSet BlOOO

gate with the BLINK SELECTOR §Witch OFF and re.
adju§t, if nece§§ary.. Note that once血e blink delay ha§

T血e adju§tme血t Of the blinking and blanking cir.
cuits should be made after the co重reC=ime delay has

been adjusted for one delay ì doe§ nOt requi重e fur血er
adjustmen〔 for the other delays.

been §et uP. The blinking circuit represents a mcan§ Of

Shifting, When required, Of eìhe重the AlOOO delay at a
master station or the BlOOO delay at a §lave §tation,

b. ADJUSTMENT OF BLINK ON DUTY CYcLE.
‑The motor controlling 〔he blink, nO‑blink cycle

back and forth at a sIow, Predetermined, rate. When

drives

the BLINK SELECTOR switch (S802), On the syn.

This switch may be adjusted with respect to the cam

a

cam

which

in

turn

operaleS

a

micro§Witch.

chronization indicator unit, i§ in the OFF position,

to permit the blink period to occupy between 30 per‑

thi§ Shift does not take place. The time del種y remains

⊂ent tO 70 percent of the entire blink cycle. (The entire

fixed as it was set up. When the BLINK SELECTOR

blink cycle consists of the blink and the no.blink

switch is in the MANUAL position, the blinking cir‑

Period§.) Thi§ adjustment has been made at the fac.

ORlclNAL
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P〇〇〇graph 24 b

(a) If the §tation being adjusted i§ the fir§章
timer章O be placed into opera章ion at the slation, and

that timer is ass∝iated with an AN/FPA‑2 Switching
Uni〔, the §Witching unit controIs will have been set 〔O
Select the particular timer as

章he operating timer, and

the proper termination will thus have been provided

for. Refer to the instruction book for AN/FPA‑2
Loran Switching Group, and to paragraph ll, Pr∝ed.

ing, for more detailed information.
(b) If the station at which adju§tmentS are be・
ing made i§ a Stand・by timer, and other timer§ Of the
S章ation have already been placed into operalion, and an

AN/FPA‑2 Loran Switching Group is being used, the
timer being adju§led must be temporarily termina〔ed
with an external resi§tOr. To do that, COnneCt a 15,000‑
Ohm,

1‑Watt,

COmPOSition

resistor

between

conn∝tOr

J507 (center conduc章Or) and ground・

fj9U○○ 3‑5̀.さIon具jn9 pUIse P01Ie′巾On
TesI §̀OPe /TypjぐOI)

(c) If a type UM §Witchgear i§ emPIoyed at
the station, the circuit is alway§ autOmatically ter‑

tory to provide a 50 percent blink and 50 percenl

minated, regardle§S Of operaling or §tand‑by statu§,

no‑blink period. For an acou重ate Ch∝k of the blink

and no additional re§istor is needed.

duty cycle proceed as follow§:

(2) Operate the TEST SIGNAL switch on the

(1) Shut off 〔he interlock power. Then loo§en the
screw§

holding the micro§Witch to it§

§uPPOrting

brack6t (a§ Shown in figure 7‑254), SO that the switch

霊精霊豊富霊詩語蕊。豊富農芸諾
move the switch away from the cam. Shift the po§ition
of 〔he switch a little at a time.

。。諸霊葦霊蒜‡採譜蒔詩語
§ynChronous cIock with a sweep s∝Ond hand between

terminals I or 2 on TB502 and one of the poles of the

time delay unit to the TRANSM TRIGGER po§ition.

(3) Manipulate the test scope controIs to permlt
observation of the t重anSmitter trigger, aS §hown in

figure 3‑56.

(4) Turn the MARKER SELECTOR switch on
the te§t SCOPe tO the lOO

s po§ition, Adju§t the

MARKER HEIGHT controI so that the lOO

s are easily

ob§erVed.

(5) Turn the time delay unit TEST SIGNAL
§Witch to the BLANKING posilion.

BLINK SWITCH S505. Operate blitlk motor for about

(6) Manipulate the te§t SCOPe COntrOIs so that

four minute§ (timed accurately by separate mean§) and

che tran§mitter trigger is at the left end of the trace

慧書霊霊誓書悪詰寄器器

and §O that the trace is about 700 micro§∝Onds long.

and repeat the foregoing procedure for the §ame length

trol (R529) mounted on the chas§is of the time delay

Of time. If the elap§ed times are equal on lhe synchron・

unit, adjust the blanking pul§e SO that it terminates

ous cl∝k, the duty cycle is correctly adju§ted to 50

about 500 micros∝Onds to the righ章Of the transmi〔ter

(7) By means of the BLÅNKING WIDTH con‑

〔rigger. Lock R529 in the adjusted position・

:請計f the elapsed time§ do nò agree, rePeat SteP§

No書e

N0青e

The foregoing procedure is valid only if Sう05

Should it be found that the blanking pulse i§

急霊藍藻言霊藍言語籍霊鳥落

preceding the trigger is blanked out, Perform

too wide, for any rea§On, §O that information

If this condition exi§〔§, COrr∝t Wiring to agree

the change described in Sec章ion 7, ParagraPh

with §Chematic before pr∝eeding. If o血er

夕.

than a 50 per cent duty i§ de§ired, an O§Cillo一

議葦露盤豊富嵩詩語葦
Will gì

d. LOCK CONTROLS.‑After the steps outlined
above have been performed, and all requirement§ Called
for have been met, the time delay uni〔 adjustments

e Variable error§ due to the inertia

are completed. Check that all controIs are l∝ked in

of the cIock.

the adju§ted position§, and lock, if nece§Sary.

(3) After the adju§tment ha§ been compleled, turn

the BLINK SELECTOR

§Witch (S802) to the OFF

POSition "
C. BLANKING PULSE WIDTH ADJUSTMENT.一

25. RADIO

教EC格1V暮教AND ▲uTOMATIC

§YNCHRONIZ各R CI教CuIT ADJU§〇°
M各N丁i̲○○N各教Å」.

the timer is noI PrOVided within the time delay unit,

。。:聖霊悪霊霊譜等議書霊‡霊

but out§ide thc timer equipment. For the following

entirely independently of the remote §tation. Except as

The lead resistor of the blanking pul§e OutPut Stage Of

adjustment, it i§ neCeSSary, therefo重e, tO PrOVide a

indicaled in the perlinent place§, the procedure§ Were

PrOPe=ermination fo重that §tage.

Substantially the §ame at a maSter and at a §lave stat10n,

(1) P重OVide a termination for the blanking outpu(

and could be performed simultaneously at each station.
From this poin章0n, however, the remalnlng llmer ad‑

諾諸緒言謹言諦t討議葉ph 24 b (1) (a)・
3̲5l

)u§tmentS muSt be made by mean§ Of signals from the

AMとND

2
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already available. No particular §equenCe Of adjust‑

repèltlOn rate at a double"Pulsed stalion) of the s章a.

ments.at a mas̀er Or Slave station need be followed.

tion being placed into operation, a PrOPerly worked.

The sland‑by time重may be adjusted a章any time, utiliz‑

Out adjuslment SequenCe at maSter and slave station
timer§ is n∝eS§ary. The sequence outlined in paragraph
25 4, below, i§ reCOmmended and is used a§ the basis

for adju§tmentS Of章he radio receivers and automatic
SynChronizer circuits of the fir§t timer to be placed

誌露語芸霊蒜精霊書誌言霊霊嵩

ing lhe signals, already on the ai重, under con章rOI of

血e operatlng tlmerS Of lhe ‡WO Sla章ion§. Except for the

above consideration and minor differences poiǹed out
a白he pertinenl Places, the procedures for adju§章ing
the fir§t OPerating timer and stand・by timers a重e e§§e皿・

‡ially the same (parag重aphs 26 1hrough 29).

adjustment§ Of the radio r∝eivers∴and automatic syn‑
Chronizer circuits of §tand‑by timer§ Of the ma§ter and

c. ADJUSTMENT OF RADIP TRANSMITTERS.
一The ma§ter a血d slave station radio

Slave §tation§.

a. SEQUENCE FOR ADJUSTING FIRST TIMER.

章でanSmitters

Should be adju§ted a=his time, uSing the tran§mitte重

‑」The following sequence assumes tha亡adjustments

trigge重from the a§soCiated opefa〔ing time重in accord・

are being made on the first timer to be placed into

ance with血e information given in the in§truCtion

諸悪豊島j豊露語嵩亡ぶ霊

metlt, the transmitter§ Should be kept o鮎the air until

available for u§e a§ indicated in outline form in para.

book for the pa重ticular radio tran§mi〔ler. Afler adjus章・

重equired by fhe following procedure§.

graph 12 g, P重eCeding.
(1) The ma§ter §tation places it§ OPerating trans.
mitter on the air, u§ing the operating timer adju§ted

a§ deiCribed in paragraph§ 11 through 24 to drive the

transmitter. The ma§ter Station now mu5タのaあuntil
the §lave §tation will have completed the adjustment§

2l.教ADiO REC格IVE教音YP各
教‑514/即N‑3O ADJUSTMたNTi.

a. PLACING MASTER STATION TRANSMITTER
ON AIR.‑At this point of the p重OCedures, the masler

Called for in (2), below.

Station operator should tum on the radio transmitte重
(2) The §lave station uses the §ig血al transmitted

a§§OCiated with the particular limer being adju§ted.

from the ma§ter Station to perform the adjustmenl§ Of
its radio receiver and automatic synchronizer circuit§
(paragraphs 26 and 28). To that end, the §lave stalion

goes on the air and thus has available for these adjust.

Refer to the in§truCtion book for the pa重ticular tran§・

mi章ter being used. For adjustmen‡S Of a stand.by time重
0重a maSte重OPe重a〔itlg ‡imer, the operating transmitter

ment§ tWO §ignals, i.e., the one from the maste重Station

Will already have been turned on, and this step i§,

and the locally tran§mitted §igdal. The slave §章atiotl

血e章efb重e,皿n∝eS§aサ

adjustments l∝k the slave signal in wi血the master

b. INSTALLATION OF RADIO RECEIVER TUN.

Station §igtlal.

(3) A在er血e §lave station ha§ COmPleted its re.
Ceiver and automatic synchronizer cirouit adjustment§,
the ma§ter Station, in tum, utilizes it§ OWn tran§mitted

認諾・誌等欝護憲諸
務悪霊霊器嘉詳密欝豊富霊
moni章or the slave station §y皿Chroni§m.

豊窪諾意宝器詳説管諾
between l?750 and l1950 megacycle§・ For each pe§§ible
frequency, a §eParate §et Of tuning.coils is provided.

Fach set consists of seven he重metically sealed plug・ia
t重anSformer§. The ac章al mounting §OCkel§ Of these
transformers a重e located on top of the重eCeiver chas§is.

The t重an fomers are §hipped in a separate package.
The mounting sc重eW§ are StO重ed in the tapped mount.

(4) Upon completion of the above adjustment§,

ing hole§ On the重eCeive重Cha§§i§. Pr∝eed a§ follows:

both §tatio血s are ready for operation in the loran

(1) Shut of the interlocked power to the equip.

i書芸豊富請書語葦豊嵩霊‡露盤

ment. Open the radio receiver drawer a血d remove血e

adjustments must be pre峰tablished between the opera‑

to the tran§former moun章ing sockel§. (Refer to figure

tors of the master and §lave §tations

4‑○5 for location of §Ockets. )

SO that prpper co.

mounting screws §00重ed in the tapped holes adjacenl

Ordination of effort§ may be achieved. It is recom‑

mended; therefore,血at such a schedule.be worked

Out and meticulously followed. Note that any adjust‑
ments of the automatic §ynChronizer circuit§ at a §lave

Station would be incorrect and unu§able if the master
Station were making il§ OWn adjustments at the §ame
time. Similarly, maSter Slation adjustme則rs require the
PreSenCe Of a properly synchronized slave station §ignal.

(2) Plug in each one of血e §eVen tran§fomers,
ProVided fo重the pa重ticular operating frequency,

itl it§

ProPe重soCke章・ U§e血e screws IO attaCh the mounting
lugs of章he catl ̀o血e cha§§i§. The transformer cans a重e

marked: Z1202, Z1203/Z1204, Z1205/Z1206, and
Z1201/Z1207. The units marked with the same double
Z.nunber separated by a virgule (/) a重e identical and

b. CONSIDERATIONS OF STAND・BY TIMER

are ・interchatlgeable. Thu§, for example, the two trans‑

ADJUSTMENTS.‑For adju§tmentS Of the stand.by

formers provided, ma重ked Z1203/Z1204, a重e identical

timer§, it is assu血ed that a pair of operating timer§ lS

and are inte重changeable.

AMEND

2
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The transformers are prealigned a〔 the factory

and are then hermetically sealed. No tuning
adjustments are provided fo重.

iNITIAしADJu§TM各NT§

Station, and with modifications, aS indi⊂ated, tO the

Stand‑by timeどat a maSter Station. The pro⊂edure
mu∫l be omiiled for a master station operatlng tlmer.

(1) Drif=he signal onto the ma§ter Pedestal on

the SLOW SCOPE. Use the DRIFT switch (S807), lo‑
(3) CIose the receiver drawer.

Cated on the panel of the synchronization indicator
unit, tO do that. Turn the §Witch to a left position or

C. PRELIMINARY CONTROL AND SWITCH

to a right position, depending on the direction in

SETTINGS.‑Set 〔he controIs and switches on the

Which the signal mu§t traVel to come nea重the pede§tal"

radio receiver and on 〔he §ynChronization indicator unit

Initially, tum the switch to the fast po§ition (in the

as listed below.

§elected direction) until the signal i§ near the pedes(al.

Then tum the swit⊂h to the sIow po§ition, tO Place the
(1) Set the control§ and switches on the radio re.

ceive重as fo重量ows:

(a) Turn the panel‑mOunted REMOTE SIG.
NAL switch (S1201) to the IN po§ition.

(b) Tum the panel.mounted AMPLITUDE

Signal on the pedestal. U§e the PHASE dial on the

Synchronization ControI Unit Type C‑1238/FPN‑30,
if desired, tO COmPlete the placement of the §ignal on
血e pedestal. Rotate the dial in the dockwise or the
COunterClockwise direction, a§ neCe§Sary.

BALANCE §Witch (S1203) to the OUT position.

Noie

( c) Tum the chassi§・mOunled LIMITER §Wi章Ch

(S1202) to the OUT position.

The following applies wherever, in the fol‑

(d) Adjust the tuning knobs of the panel.
mounted RF REJECTION NO. 1 and RF REJECTION

lowing steps, reference to PHASE dial adjust・

NO. 2 filters (L1204 and L1205) to the ext重eme COunter.

CIockwise positions.

(2) Disconnect the lead going to the LOCAL
INPUT jack, J2203, On the back of the ̀abinet, tO tem.

ments i§ made. At a MASTER station stand‑
by time重, the PHASE dial cannot be u§ed to
d重ift the signal onto the pedestal. In §uCh

cases, uSe the COARSE FREQUENCY switch
on the master stand‑by time重OSCillator to do
̀hat. Turn lhe §Witch to the adjacent position,

POrarily open the local signal path to the重eCeiver.
The radio receiver is now ready to重eCeive a signal
from 〔he remote sta〔io血.

(3) Preset the oscilloscope controIs on the syn‑
chronization indicator unit as li§ted below. The con・

a§ requi重ed, leave it the重e un章il the signal

drifts onto the pedestal

and then retum the

SWitch to the original po§ition.

(2) Ob§erVe the RF SCOPE. An r‑f pul§e §ig血al
Should now be present on the RF SCOPE §Creen. The

trol§ are located behind the hinged doo重On the panel.
Pulsc may be d重ifting rapidly. Thi§ is an indication

(a) Set lhe RF SWEEP DELAY cont重Ol to dial

calibration 5.

(b) Set the RF SWEEP SPEED control to the
extreme coun章erCIockwise po§ition.

(c) Set the RF GAIN control on the front panel
to its midposition.
(d) Sel th9 VIDEO SWEEP DELAY cont重Ol to

dial calibration 5.

(e) Set the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control lO
the extreme cl∝kwise position.

that the timer oscillator frequencies di俺er by a con.
siderable amount. The frequency of the o§Cillator un‑
der adjustment mu§t be readjus〔ed to b重ing the pul§e
to a standstill. To do that proceed a§ follow§:

(a) Readjust the oscillato重f重equenCy by means
Of the f重equenCy COn〔rOl§ On the oscillator panel until

the §ignal on the RF SCOPE screen appear§ almo§t
s章ationary. Note that the clockwise rotation of the

oscillato重COntrOIs cau§e§ the signal to move to lhe
righ̀, While counterdockwise重Otation of the ⊂OntrOl§

causes it to move to the left.
(4) Tu甲the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR switch

to the OUT position, and check that lhe FREQUENCY
CORRECTOR dial i§ §e( tO ZerO. Both conlrOIs are
located on the synchronizatioh cont重Ol unit.

(5〉 Tum the interlocked power on. After a few

minutes warm‑uP, manipulate the COARSE RF GAIN
control (R1228) on lhe重adio receive重Panel to view

血e REMOTE §ignal on the SLOW SCOPE. The signal

N○○e
重f the §ignal is, drifting so rapidly that it goe§

off the RF SCOPE screen befo重e the frequency
adju§〔ment Can be made, rePOSition the signal

by mean§ Of the PHASE dial a§ described in
ParagraPh 26 d (1), above, Or a§ de§Cribed in

the Note following paragraph 26 d ( 1 ), above.

Will appear a§ a narrOW line. On the SLOW SCOPE
血e §ignal will appear §talionary.

(b) Using the PHASE dial, bring the peak of
章he r.f pul§e tO the lefl end of the §WeeP..(Åt a ma§章er

d. DRIFTING MASTER SIGNAL ONTO MASTER
PEDESTAL AND STABILIZATION OF OSCILLA"
TOR.‑」The following procedu重e aPPlie§ SPeCifically
for both operating and s章and‑by timer§ at a SLAVE

事も8

station sland・by timer, use the COARSE FREQUENCY
§Wi章ch. )

(c) Turn the RF SWEEP SPEED control to the
extremc cIockwi§e PO§ltlOn.

o脈lclNÅし
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(d) Stop the motion of the r.f cycles by mean§
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(d)

this determination, following the procedures outlined

Of the o§Cillator FINE FREQ. ADJ. dial (PÅRTS PER

in the instruction book for that equipment. If more

lOO window indicator) until they appear §tationary.

than one timer is associated with a pa重ticular ESU in

of movement occurring in one minute. Tum the FINE

need be adjusted only once.

1 (e) Observe the signal to determine the amount

the switching equipment, the 20‑db pad in that unit

FREQ. ADJ. dia1 10 divisions at a time, and重ePeat
the observation each time, tO fu重ther∴§tOP lhe drift.

The adju§tment may be considered completed when in

0γ

(2) MODEL UM LORAN SWITCHING EQUIP.
MENT.‑If the timer is being u§ed in conjunction with

one minute lhe重・f cycles move less than the distance
(on the sweep) occupied by one r‑f cycle・

e. TUNING ADJUSTMENTS. ‑ The following
steps §erVe tO PrOVide the two required r"f tuning ad‑

ju§tment§, 。amely, the tuning of the RF SCOPE am‑
Plifier

and the tuning of the receiver output cathode

follower tuning coil, L1219, for maximum deflections

Model UM Ioran switching equipment, Select the an‑
tenna input attenuation in accordance with the infor.

mation given in Section 3, ParagraPh 12 of the instruc.
tion book for that equipment. If more than one timer
is associated with a particular antenna input attenuator

in the switching equipment, that attenuator need be
adjusted only once.

on the RF SCOPE.
( 1) Adjust the R.F SCOPE tuning a§ follows:

(a〉 Re(um the RFSW排P SP挑D control to

the extreme countercIockwise position.
(b) Adju§t the PHASE dial to approximately

g. STANDARDIZING RECEIVER OUTPUT.

‑ A

Signal generator, CaPable of supplying a signal at the
frequency of the receive重and at a level between l and

lOO millivolts, and a high‑impedance r・f vacuum tube

VOltmeter are required for this adjustment.

Cen‡er the pulse on the RF SCOPE screen.

(c) Tum the COARSE RF GA重N controI on the

(1) Adjust the signal generator to the receive重
frequency and for∴a COnVenient output level, between

receive重for about 2‑inch peak‑to.Peak signal.

l and lOO millivolt§.
(d) Open the synch重Onization indicator drawer,

and重emOVe the panel on the right side of the chassis
(figure 7鵜257) to gain access to the RF SCOPE tuning

(2) Disconnect the cable from the REMOTE IN.
PUT jack, J1201, and connec=he signal generator to
that jack. U§e a tyPe UG‑274/U T‑COnneCtOr, tO COn・

con〔重Ol.

nect the vacuum tube voltmeter to the RF OUTPUT
(e) U§ing a §Cre高driver, adjust the RF SCOPE
tuning control, C861, for a peak de血ection of the r‑f

jack, J1208? in parallel with the cable normally con‑
nected to that jack. Acces§ tO jacks J1201 and J1208

Pulse on the RF SCOPE §C重een. If nece§Sary, adju§t the
receiver gain to prevent the §ignal from going off the
SCOPe SCreen. Lock the control in the adjusted po§ition.
(/) Replace the side panel and cIose the dra料er.
( 2 ) Adju§t the radio receiver tuning, aS follow§:

(4) Use lhe §COPe RF GAIN contrbl, and, if

neces§ary' the重∝eiver COARSE RF GAIN control
(R1228) to adjust the zero.to"Peak upwa重d signal de一
組ection to abou〔 th重ee inches.

(b) Use the RF SCOPE VERTICAL CENTER
COntrol to approximately center thi§ uPWard signal
deflec〔ion on the §COPe SC重een.

(c) Use a §CreWdriver to adjust coil L1219, On

mounted on the rear apron of the receiver chassis is

obtained by either opening the rear door of the timer
Cabinet or by pulling out and tilting the receiver
d重awer.

(3) Adjusl the COARSE RF GAIN control
(R1228) to obtain about a 15‑VOlt reading on the meter.

(4) Adjust the signal generator frequency to ob"
tain a peak reading on the meter. Readjust the
COARSE and FINE RF GAIN controIs on the receiver
for exactly 15 volts on the meter.

(5) Adjust the RF GAIN controI on the synchro‑
nization indicator unit to provide exactly 2.inch peak‑

the重eCeiver cha§Sis, for. maximun deflection on the

to‑Peak signal deflection on the RF SCOPE §Creen.

RF SCOPE screen.

Di§regard the pul§e that appear§ On the scope. It ,is

caused by the blanking voltage modulating the CW
/. LORAN SWITCHING EQUIPMENT INPUT

Signal.

ATTENUATOR・一Depending on the type of loran
§Witching equipment used, Perform either step ( 1 ) or

(6) Disconnect the signal generator and the vac‑
uum tube voltmeter, and restore the normal connec.

§teP (2)・

屠存ber

(1) LORAN SWITCHING EQUIPMENT AN/
FPA‑2.‑If the timer i§ being used in conjunction wi章h

Loran Switching Equipment AN/FPA‑2, make te§tS

on that equipment, tO determine whether the 20‑db

tion§ tO the receiver.

(7) If neces§ary, drift the remole §ignal into vleW

on the RF SCOPE. Adjust the receiver COARSE and

FINE RF GAIN controIs to obtain a 2‑inch peak"tO‑
Peak deflection of the remote signal on the RF SCOPE

pad provided in the associated ESU is to be lef̀ in or
is to be di§COnneCled from the circuit. Use the receiver

signal pre§entation on the RF SCOPE as a criterion for

OR○○lNAし

(8) Adju§t the VIDEO SW髄P SPEED control to
.obtain a sweep speed of about 200 mic重OSeCOnds.

3̲59
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(2) Reconnect the lead to the LOCAL INPUT
jack, J2207, On the cabinet, tO reStOre the local signal
Path to the receiver (disconnected in paragraph 26 c

(2), above).
(3) Ådjust the LOCAL GAIN control (R1209) to

its midposition.
(4) Adjust the exte重nal attenuator for O.db lo§§・

To do that, COnneCt the cable from jack J1210 to jack
J1221, the O DB jack on the attenuator, and adjust the

二∴∴

link straps on the a〔tenuatOr tO the O‑db connections,

as shown in figure 3‑58. The extemal attenuator is
mounted on血e back of the main receiver chas§i§.
(5) Adjust the loran swi〔Ching equipment resi§‑
tive attenuator associated wi血the pa重ticula重timer

being adjusted, for minimum attenuation, aS described
fjgu′e 3‑57. V;deo SjgnoI Adjusled lo Tw○○jǹh

He;ghl os 15‑Vo/l Rèe;ver OulpI/l
ReIereǹe leveI

in the instruction book for that equipment.
The attenuator§ in the local signal path of the re・

Ceiver and in the loran switching equipment afe now

Set for minimum attenuation to the local signal. (The

(9) Adjust the video scope VERTICAL CENTER
COntrOl to place the base line of the signal on the
lowest reference line on the scope screen.

receiver intemal attenuator has been preset at the fac‑
tory for minimum attenualion. )
(6) Re§tOre interlocked power, and allow a warm‑

(10) Adju§t the VIDEO GAIN control (R854)

On the chassis of the synchronization indicator unit to

adjust the video signal to a 2‑inch zero"tO.Peak height.
The prope重Iy adjusted signal will appear aS shown itl

figure 3‑57 which indicates the reference line on the
SCOPe §Creen PrOViding a mea§ure Of the 2̲inch height.

Lock the control in the adju§〔ed position. Tbe 2‑わcb

zero・io・クe読4eigbi o声be毒deo Jigのal de佃e5 J肋くわrd
receんer ou均ui. If at any time during ope重atiotl the

up period of a few minutes.
(7) At thi§ POint of the procedure, the slave sta‑

tion operator should tum on the radio tran§mitter
as§OCialed with the particular timer being adjus(ed.
Refer to the in§truCtion book for the particular tran§・

mitts重being u§ed・ For adjus〔mentS Of a stand‑by timer
or a ma§ter OPerating timer, the operating transmitter

will already have been turned on, and this step is,
the重efo重e, unneCeSSary.

重eCeiver output level changes, the receiver gain control§
§hould be readjusted to establish thi§ reference level,
CO重reSPOnding to a 15‑VOlt receive重OutPut.

(11) Tum the SIGNAL §Witch on the §ynchro・
nization indica章O重unit to the DERIVATIVE po§ition,
and重eadjust the DERIVATIVE GAIN coǹrOl ( R846)
on the cha§Si§ Of that uni=O Obtain a 2.inch peak・章0‑

Peak signal on the oscilloscope screen・ Lock血e coǹrol
in the adjusted po§ition.

b. ATTENUATION ADJUSTMENTS.一The fol‑
lowing adjustments mu§t be made in conjunction with

corresponding adjustme血ts of the loran

§Witchi血g

equipment, aS referenced at the per〔inent point§ in the
following steps. The pu重PO§e Of the§e adjustment§ i§ tO
equalize the local and remote §ignal amplitudes i皿the
receiver. If the operating and stand・by 〔imer§ a重e COn.

nected to the §ame ESU in the switching equipment,

make the adjustments, aS Outlined below, On the oper‑

An各NuA・

CA81各 coNN各⊂1
しiNKl
○○uc

丁ioN

iNro

しiNK2
CONNECT

To●

しINK3
CoNNlc章

○○

○○

ating timer. Then set the receiver at章enuatOrS in the

§tand‑by章imer to the §ame Settings obtained for the

attenuators in the operating timer. If the operating

Odb
20db

JI221

A

J重222

Ao章寄
R

Ao章D

A

Ao章R

and §tand‑by dmers ( fo=he particular repetition rate
at a double・Pul§ed §tation) a重e COnneCted to §eParale
ESU

s in the §Witching equipment, adju§t the attenua‑

40db
̀Odb

J重223
J賞224

寄
D

E

A

R

D

tor§ in each timer individually, aS de§Cribed below.
P重OCeed a§ follows:

( 1) Shut o任interlocked power.

事̀0

fjgu′e 3‑58・ P′Òedu′e Iol' SeIèi;ng Allen∪oIjon
jn傭èejver ExlemoI AIIell∪ol○○
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(8)

(8) Vary the COARSE RF GAIN controI on the

any lmPrOVement is possible. If no improvement re‑

receiver until the remote station signal appears on the

Sults, return the connections to their original positions.

SLOW SCOPE §Creen.

(12) Adjust the receiver LOCAL GAIN control

(9) For the first timer (for each rate at a doublc.
Pulsed station) going on the air or for the stand〃by

(R1209) to exactly equalize the local and remote
Signal§・

timer at a slave station only, uSe the DRIFT switch on
the synchronization indicator unit panel to drift the

27. M各CHANiCAしADJUS†MENT§ OF
RECORDINe AMMET駅ME‑84/FPN‑30.

remote §ignal onto the upper trace pedestal.

(10) The amplitude of the local signal will be

Recording Ammeter ME‑84/FPN‑30 contains a re‑

much greater than that of the remote∴Signal. The

COrder instrument and two runnlng t重me meterS. The

Objective now is to insert enough attenuation to make

unit is shipped from the factory with these components

the amplitude of the local signal as nearly equal to that

mounted and interconnected. In addition, the following

Of the remote signal as po§Sible. The attenuator§ ( inter‑

accessories are provided:

nal and extemal) in the receiver and in the loran

(1) 30 rolls of chart paper, eaCh lO3 feet long.

SWitching equipment are used for this purpose. A
130‑db attenuator, adjustable in lO‑db steps, is provided

(One roll of chart paper lasts about 15 days at a speed

in the loran switching equipment. The extemal atten‑

Of 3 inches per hour.)
(2) An acce§SOry kit, COntaining:

uator in the receiver is adjustable in 20‑db §tePS from

1 pint bottle of red ink.

O to 60 db. The receiver internal attenuator has one

1 pen飢er

20・db and one 40‑db step. This attenuator is strapped

at the factory for 20 db. When adding attenuation by

l inkwell丘11e重

means of the attenuators, the additions should be made

3 §Pare glass pen points

in the following order, depending on whether or not
the equipment is in a screen room‥

The following paragraphs per〔ain to the pre§erVice
adjustment procedures for the recorder it§elf. No ad.

JuStmentS are required for the rumlng tlme meterS.

Eiiber

a・ SETTING UP FOR USE.一To place the recorder
(a) If the equipment is ceoi荻4 JCree符号00m,

introduce attenuation in the following order: eXternal
attenuator, internal attenuator, attenuatOr in loran

into service, PrOCeed as follows:

( 1) Unlock the door and swing it open to provide
acce§S tO the mechani§m.

SWitching equipment.

(2) To protect the instrument mechanism during

Or

Shipment, a Cardboard retainer is fitted over the drive
(b) If the equipment isあ4 JCreen甲00m, intro‑

duce attenuation in the following order, aS required:
attenuator in loran switching equipment, eXternal

attenuator, intemal attenuator.

roll and pen table, and extends into the movement com‑
Partment, Where it engages the pen fork to prevent

unnecessary swinging of the moving element. The pen
element is carried by two ears on this cardboard cover.

The procedufes for adju§ting the external attenuator

Remove the pen element and lay it aside. Pull out the

to the desired attenuation step are explained in figure

Cardboard according to the directions printed on it.

3‑58.

To adjust the intemal attenuator, OPen the re"

The instrument is now ready for insertion of the record

Ceiver drawer, remOVe the bottom cover plate, remOVe

Chart and for filling with ink, aS de§Cribed in para.

the cover of r‑f chassis #1 located at the重ight side,

front, Of the chassis (figure 7‑255), and shift the strip

link on terminal board TB1205, from the factory preset
20‑db position to the 40‑db position. To adju§t the
attenuator in the loran §Witching equipment

refer to

the instruction book for the particular equipment used

(i.e., AN/FPA‑2 Qr Model UM). Make the adjustments
in the order indicated in either paragraph 26 b (10) (a)
or 26 b (10) (b) until the local and remote signals are

graphs 27 b and 27 c, below.

b. INSERTING THE RECORD CHART.‑The in.
StruCtion plate oq the char〔 drive gives brief instruc‑

tions for threading the chart and operating the chart

drive. These printed instructions should be read care‑
fully before §erVicing the recorder with charts and ink.

Refer to the threading diagram on the instruction plate
and to figure 3‑59, and then proceed as follows‥

as nearly equal as possible in amplitude・ This fact can

(1) Remove the chart reroll assembly by pre§Sing

best be observed by viewing the signals on the VIDEO
SCOPE or RF SCOPE (for the first timer being placed

down on the spring clip on either end and pulling
ou章ward.

into operation at a∴Slave station, adjust the PHASE

(2) Lay the char〔 rerOll aside and remove the

dial on the synchronization control unit to superpo§e

arbor which is used to hold the new chart. This arbor

the local and remote signals).

COmeS Out by lifting up and pulling forward.

(11) If the last attenuator adjusted in accordance
with the above is?ZOi the loran switching equipment

time figure§ On the chart at the left, and push the arbo重

(3) Hold the new chart in the left hand, With the

attenuator, Shift the connection on the §Witching equip‑

int(うthe chart core with the right hand, until the hex‑

ment atlenuatOr tO the next step, and readjust the re‑

agonal end pieces are about even with the ends of the

ceiver extemal attenuator to determine whether or not

cha重章.

ORiCiNAし
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Ca重ries the gear and the removable plug on the right‑

hand end which can be pulled out to remove the used

Chart from the reroll. When this plug is pushed back
in the tube BE SURE IT IS IN AS FAR AS IT WILL
G0.
(8) Push the pointed end of the chart about one
inch into the §lot in the reroll tube, aligning the left

edge of the chart with the chart between the supply
roll and drive roll. Relea§e re重Oll catch by giving chart

reroll a part of a tum in the backward direction. I.et
Chart re重Oll take up slack chart and set the chart to

COrreCt time. The portion of the charl from the drive
roll to the reroll must be stretched tightly and it must
be free from wrinkles or bulge§ On either side.

N○○e
The in§tru⊂tion plate back of the chart §erveS
as a large writing su重face for making notes

on the chart.
c. CHART FEEDS.鵜The charl feed used on the re‑
CO重der supplied a§ Part Of Recording Ammeter ME‑

84/FPN‑30 uses a chart feed which can be switched to
either inches per hour or to inches per minute. Shifting
Chart

feed

rate

is

accompli§hed

by

means

of

the

CHART FEED leve重Iocated on the重ight §ide of the
recorder. Normally, the lever i§ §et tO the HOUR
F髄D po§ition. For special checks, aS ,Outlined in the
following paragraph§, the lever i§ Set tO the minute

feed position・

(1) HOURLY CHART FEEDS.‑The most com.
monly used chart feed is three inche§ Per hour. Change

gears for other feeds, if required, Will be found on a
Clip a=he top of the left.hand §ide plate. The follow"
ing table shows the combination of gear§ tO Obtain
different chart feeds. To make it easy to §elect a set of
′gears for a given feed, Pairs of gears used together are

fjgure 3‑59. PèOrd Chor′ 「hIeadjng PoIh
co置o重cd alike.

(4) Push the chart supply roll and arbor back
until the arbor pivots snap into place and the chart

C格A京l置膝D§ (1NCHtS p漢R岬oU農

tums freely.

NO.OFT睡1H

(5) Unwind the end of the chart, Cut Or tear tO a

o教MINu丁と)

DRIV各R青

CHANeとc置AR§

COしORCODE

NO.OfTEETH
DRIV各N

POint wilh an included angle of approximately 90O,
and insert the

marked

end in the sIot beneath the drive roll

.INSERT END OF CHART HERE,,.

(6) Push the chart until the point appears over

the pen table. Holding ̀O the point on the chart, Pull
the chart over the drive roll, Carefully engaging the
Chart perforation§ With the d重ive roll pin§ a§ §hown in

.7う
1.う0

3.0
6.0

12,0

18
30

4う
60

72

72
60

Gold
G重een

4う
30

Red
G青een

18

Gold

figu重e 3‑6O. Advance the chart by tuming the §et knob

On 〔he right end of the drive roll until the full width

事Driver i§ the bottom gear.

Of chart reaches the position of the chart reroll・

(7) Insert chart reroll in place by holding it with
the gear end to the left, 1ay the pivots on the clip

To change the chart feed? PrOCeed as follows:
(a) Remove the change gea重S ln u§e.

SPrings, and §naP the chart reroll in place. Note that

(b) Select the proper gears from the extra gear

this reroll assembly gear on the left.hand end engages

clip and put the gears for the de§ired chart feed in

a gear on the chart drive reroll train. The char‡ reroll

is made in two pieces, the main tubular part which

3」2

place. The keyways in the gear hubs must engage the
keys on the shafts.
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(c) To tighten the change gear nuts, it is n誓‑

(3) Fill the inkwell through the pen opening,

es§a重y tO hold the gear on one of the shaft§, While the

abou〔 three‑quarterS full, u§ing the ink and the inkwell

nut on the other∴Shafl is being tightened. Gears are

飢er furnished with the acce§§Ory kit.

held by gripping the teeth with the fingers of the left
hand, While screwing the change gear nut with血e

right hand.

(4) Replace 〔he inkwell, being careful thal il is

under the spring clips which hold it in place.
(5) Set the pen element in the pen fork properly,

CAuTiON

Wi〔h the knife edges of the element seated in the slots

Do not pry off the gears. Remove by a straight

in the fork. The pen element is correctly balanced at

Pull or the gear may be bent. Make the change
gea重nutS Only fingertight. Note that the time

Calibration on the chart will be correct only
When the chart feed is three inches per hour
and the powe重Iine frequency i§ 60 cycles per

SeCOnd.

the factory when full of ink, and will stay off the chart
until the pen is filled.
(6) Fill the pen by mean§ Of the pen filler, SuP.

Plied in the accessory kit, PrOCeeding as follows:
(a) Compres§ the bulb of the pen filler.

(b) Lay the flat side of the soft rubber tip on

(2) MINUTE FEED.一Chart feeds in inches per

minute, COrreSPOnding to the chart feeds in inches per

hour, are Obtained by moving the CHART SPEED con‑
trol lever on the right‑hand side plate from the HOUR
FEED position down to the MINUTE FEED position・

d. FILLING RECORDER PEN WITH INK.‑To
fill the instrument with ink proceed as follows (refer
to丘gu重e 3‑61):

(1) Raise the scale plate, raise the pcn element to
Clear the pen fork, and pull the pen out forward.
(2) Take out the inkwell by lif〔ing the two han‑

dle§ and pulling it forward.

ORICINAL

(c) Insert

the glass pen into the hole in the

rubber tip, and let filler suck ink through the pen until
no bubbles are visible in the glas§ Pen.

(d) Remove the pen element from the filler.
The pen should now rest lightly on the chart.
(7) Swing the pen across the char〔 SeVeral times.

If it does not write properly, the pen probably has an
air bubble in it. In this casè rePeat the pen filling
OPeration, Outlined in step (6), above.
・ (8) Lower the scale plate, and make∴Certain that

the pen is properly seated in the pen fork and does not

3」3
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Fjgu′e 3‑6I. Melhod ofUsing Inkwe// f;/′er 〃nserl) ond Pen f川el.

rub on the inkwell o重SCale plate. The indi⊂ating targe章
above the glas§ Pen muS̀ nOt tOuCh the scale plate. If

hole§ in the inkwell cover should always be

kep亡open.

the pen is clean and properly primed, With all bubbles
removed, it will write for a long period of time with‑

Oul further attention.

/. ADJUSTING RECORDER PEN ZERO.‑A lever,
located ovcr the nameplate inside of the inst重ument

e・ FILLING CHRONOGRAPH PEN WITH INK.

CaSe On章he bottom, i§ uSed for mechanically setting

一Instruments are §hipped wi章h the chronograph pen‑

the zero position of the重eCOrder center pen・ To set the

inkwell assembly tied in place. Refer to figure 3‑62・

(1) Remove the pen‑inkwell assembly from the
lnStrument, unSCreW the knurled inkwell cover, and
飢the inkwell to within about l/4 inch of the top
With the graphic mete重ink, SuPPlied with the kit of

ZerO, mOVe the ZERO ADJUST lever, if nece§Sary,
While lightly tapping on the peロtable to eliminate any

friction between the pen and the chart. Move the lever
in the same direction in which it i§ desired to move

the pen. For this adjustment, the pen should be prop.
erly balanced. The ze重O adjustment described above sets

accessories. Replace the cover・ taking care not to spill

any ink.

the pen to the mechanical zero position at the center
Of the chart. Elec〔rical zero adjustme血against. the

(2) The glass pen is the same as the one used in
the center pen element. Fill the pen element with ink,

using the pen fi11er, SuPPlied with the kit of accessories.

tlmer equipment will be made in accordance with the
PrOCedures described at the proper points of paragraphs
28 and 29, below.

Compress the pen飢er bulb, in§ert the glass pen in the
hole・ and release ̀he bulb sIowly until ink appears in

the glass pen. As soon as the ink reaches the tip of the

g. INSPECTING THE RECORD.一The record chart

Can be pulled from the reroll to examine the record.

glas§ Pen, remOVe the創Ier. Do not remove too much

The reroll operate§ like a window shade. The chart

ink from the well in the proce§S Of filling the pen.

Should be pulled on each edge, uSing the thumb and

(3) Replace the pen‑inkwell assembly in the
bracket・ being careful that the tail of the pen‑inkwell

fingers of both hands, and pulling straight out, nOt uP・

A sudden release of tension on the unrolled chart will

assembly engages the lever arm on the electromagnet.

lock the reroll) remOVing tension from the chart, and

Push this lever arm over with the point of a pencil to

alIowing it to be examined at leisure. To rewind the

See that the pen lS Wrltmg PrOPerly" Be sure that there

Chart, first pull it forward slightlyタtO重elea§e the reroll

l§ nO air bubble in the pen, Or the pen will cea§e tO

CatCh・ then let it wind sIowly onto the reroll. Any

Write when the bubble reaches the point of the glas§

amount of chart can be pulled from the reroll without

Pen. If a bubble is present, refill the pen as indicated

damaging the mechanism.

重n §teP (2), above.

b. REMOVING THE RECORD CHART.̲To re.
N○○e

The pen element and inkwell should be
WaShed out with water and re飢ed frequently

to insure a good record. The two small vent

3J4

move the rerolled chart

graSP the chart with the left

hand and push down the spring clip which hold§ the

Pivot on the right end. Pull the chart reroll forward
out of the instrument.
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(a) Set章he SYNC BIAS potentiometer (R1515)
to its midpo§ition.

(b) Set the SYNC BALANCE potentiometer
(R1522 ) to the extreme countercIockwise position.
(c) Set the METER BALANCE potentiome章er

(R1538) to the midposition.
(d) Set the COARSE LOCAL DELAY potenti‑
ometer (R1544) to the midposition.

(e) Set the FINE LOCAL DELAY potentlOm‑
e章e重(R1551) to the midpo§ition.

N01e
The settings of血e COARSE and FINE RE・

MOTE DELAY and of the DELAY RANGE
controIs are not pe重tinent to the adjustments ̀

described in this pa重agraPh, Since they are not

u§ed at a slave station. The DELAY BIAS

control has been adjusted at the factory and
should not require fur血er adjustment at thi§
ti血e.

(/) Set the chassis‑mOunted SYNC ERROR
SENSITIVITY potentiometer (R1534) to the extreme
Fj9U′e 3‑̀2. Ch′〇億〇9′op=n具weII

COunterCIockwise position.
(g) Set the chassis・mOunted OFF SYNC SEN‑

To remove the chart from the reroll, P‑11l the plug
Out Of the right end with the disk, and then the chart
Can be pulled off the tube by holding to the di§k on

the gear end. If the chart sticks on the tube, tWist the
tube in the direction章O unWind the chart a§ the tube is

being withdrawn from the chart.

The charl is then ready for inspection and filing.
28. AUTOMATiC SYNCHRONIZ各R CIRCulT

ADJU§TM帥Ti̲§L▲V各STATION.

SITIVITY potentiomete重(R1555) to the extre皿e
COunterCIockwi§e POSition.

(b) Tum the LOCAL SIGNAL §Witch (S1506)

to the IN position.
(i) Turn the cha§§is"mOunted STATION SE‑

LECTOR §Witch (S1505) to the SLAVE position. Check

血at血e STATION SELECTOR switche§ (SlOl and
S501 ) on the chas§is of the synchronization control and

time delay units! reSPeCtively

are in the SLAVE

POSi tion§・

a書聖だ霊霊霊精霊豊慧霊薬

(i) The chassi§・mOunted DERIVATIⅤE IN‑
PUT LEVEL potentiometer (Rlう10) is factory.ad‑

ma§tCr and slave signal§, autOmatically, by making a
justed. Leave this cont重Ol in the adju§ted po§ition.

Phase comparison with each of血e signal§, and correct‑

ing any phase error. The procedure§ given below apply

(鳥) The POWER ON.OFF swi章Ch (S1502)

equally, eXCePt aS nOted in the pertinent places, tO the

should have been in the ON po§ition. If it i§ nOt, tum

fir§t timer ( fo重the particular repetition重ate at a double.

the switch to the ON po§ition.

Pulsed station) being placed on the air and to a stand‑
by time重. The adjustment? are Ve重y important for the

(2) Sc=he controIs on Synchronization ControI
Type C‑1238/FPN‑30 as listed below. Unless other‑

PrOPer OPeration of chc Io重an SySlem, and mu§t, the重e‑

wi§e indicated, the controIs are front‑Panel mounted.

fore, be performed very carefully and in the order
recommended in the following parag重aPhs.

(a) The chassi§‑mOunted RECORDER ZERO
potentiomete重(R145 ) ha§ been adjusted at the factory.

a需慧霊L窪霊器量認諾寵薯:
troIs i§ neCC§§ary. Befo重e PrOCeeding with the follow‑

Leave this control in the adjusted position.
( b ) The chassi§‑mOunted RECORDER RANGE
control (R142) has been adjusted at the facto重y. Leave

ing adjustment§ (to prevent repealed loss of synch重O‑
this control in the adjusted po§ition.

nization every time a drawe重is open叫): OPen all draw‑
er§, re§et the inte重Iocks, and leave the drawers o重爆n.

(1) Set the control§ On Electrical Synch完nizer

(c) Check that the AUTO SYNC switch (SlO4)
is in the OFF position.
(d) The 60 ‑ AMPL POWER switch (SlO2)

Type SN‑117/FPN‑30, a§ indicated below. Except
where otherwise mentioned, all controIs li§ted below
a重e f重Ont Panel"血Ounted・

O教IeINAL

should have been in the ON position. If it is not, turn
the switch to lhe ON position.

種̀5
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(e) Tum the∴FREQUENCY CORRECTOR
SWitch (SlO3) to the OUT po§itio血. The FRE・

QUENCY CORRECTOR OUT indicato重Iamp (IlO4)
Should light.
(f) Turn the MAX MOTOR SPEED control

(c) Slip the cams toward the重ear Of the shaf章,
SO that they do not engage the mic重0§Witch, When the

PHASE dial is iotated. Che⊂k this by rotating the
dial and noting that the switch i§ nOt t重ipped.

(d) Tighten血e setsc重eWS On the cam§ a血d

(R157) to the extreine clockwise position.

replace the cover.

(g) Partly open the synchronizatio皿∴COntrOl
unit drawer to gain acces§ tO the MOTOR SPEED

RANGE gear shif章located on the cover of the gea重

C. 60‑CYCLE CIRCUIT TUNING.‑The following
P重∝edu重e is an adjusment fo重Iine frequency which

must be made at this timc. If, al any future time, the

box a§Sembly, near the front panel (figure 4‑2).

line frequency i§ Changed, the adjustment must be

Loo§en the knurled knob, ahd slide血e gear §hift to

重ePeàed. The INTERLOCKED POWER switch should

the LOW position. The LOW RANGE indicator lamp

be OFF at the s章arl of血i§ ProCedure.

(IlO7) on the front panel should light. Tighten.the
knurled knob and lock the gear shift in position.

(1) Tu重n the MOTOR SPEED RANGE control
to the LOW po§ition, aS de§Cribed in parag重aPh 27 4

(2) (g), above.

N0書e
While shifting the gear §hift it may be neces‑

(2) Tum the receive重COARSE RF GAIN con・
trol to the ex章reme COunterdockwise position.

Sa重y tO tum interlocked powe重On and the

AUTO SYNC switch to the ON po§itionl
and thds permit the moto=o tu重n and allow

(3) Se=he MAX MOTOR SPEED cont重Ol to the
extreme d∝kwise posi(ion. Comect a mullimeter,

SuCh as Amy Type IS‑189 (Simp§On Mode1 260),

the gears to engage.

across the se重ies.co血nected resistor§ R159, R160. Set

b・ PRELIMINARY ADJUSTMENTS OF

the meter to the 2.5̲VOlt (20,000 ohm§/volt) d.c scale.

PHASE DIAL ASSEMBLY.
(l) Di5eのg特e ;be mecba宏c4J s;0ク
PHA5

To gain acce§S tO the重eSi§tOr§, re皿OVe the pha§e/fre・

OのJbe

quency components cover (held by §lide fa§tener§)

E dial Jba/ちto permit the dial to重Ota章e freely

Which is Iocated on top of the sync controI cha§Sis.

through the ful1 360O of rotation. To do that:

(a) SHUT OFF INTERLOCKED POWER.

The two resisto重S are COnneCted between th重ee Stand‑
Off po§tS Which are mounted otl the cha§§is, along§ide

High voltages are pre§ent in the immediate vicinity

the sync con〔rol moto重. Co皿nect the mete重tO the two

Of the stop when powe重i§ On.

OutSide §tandoff po§tS.

(b) Loo§en the two cam lock fa§tenerS On the

PrOteCtive cover mounted flush against the重ear Of
the f重Ont Panel. Remove the cover to gain acce§§ tO
the §tOP SCreW. Refer to figure§ 4‑2 and 7葛249.
(c) Loo§en the nut of the §tOP §CreW, and,

u§mg a SCreWdriver, turn the stop sc重eW Su伍ciently
to clear the stop on the dial shaft. Thi§ Will permit

the dial to rotate through 360O. check thi§ by rotating

章he dial.

(4) Tu重血血e INTERLOCKED POWER switch

ON and tum the AUTO SYNC switch ON. If the
mete重reads backward§,重eVerSe the mete重Ieads.
(5) U§ing a mulliple‑SPline wrench, tune COil

LlO2 for maximum motor §Peed, a§ i重dica章ed by a

maximum reading of the meter.
(6) Di§OOnne⊂t the voltmeter and重ePlace the
COVe重remOVed in step (4).

d・ CONNECTION AND INITIAL ADJUST‑

(d) Tighten the nut on the §tOP SC重eW tO lock

MENTS OF RECORDER.

it in place. Replace the protective coverタand tighten

lhe ⊂am lock fastener§.一

(1) OPERATING TIMER.‑Itl the ca§e Of a血
OPerating timer, the operating reco重der will be u§ed

(2) Di§able mic重0§Witch SlO8. Two cams mount.

ed on the shaft of potentiometer R138, Which, in tum,
l§ couPled t9 the shaft of auto§yn B101, driven by rota・

in the following p重∝edure§・ The conne⊂tion§ betwee血

the ope重ating timer and the operaling re∞重de重Will
already have been made as de§Cribed in paragraph lO.

tion of the PHASE dial (figure 2‑55), are arranged
章もtrip microswitch SlO8 when the dial is rotated.

Refer to figure 4‑2 for location of these parts. At a

(2) STAND‑BY TIMER.一重n the case of the
stand・by timer, the spare recorder (supplied) will
normally be used. (The重eCOrder mu§l always be sup‑

Slave §tation, the microswitch, SlO8, is not u§ed. Ac‑

COrdingly・ PrOCeed to slip the cams away so that they

ported in a vertical po§ition so that the itlk will not

spill f重Om the inkwell.) The connection§ between the
do not operate th6 §Witch a§ the dial is rotated. To do

that, PrOCeed as follows:

§tand‑by timer and the spare重ecordeきa重e made by
mean§ Of test cable W2208, §uPPlied. Comect the

(a) Open the

§lide fastener§ On the motor.

autosyn‑frequency corrector capacitor as§embly, tO gain

acce§§ tO the §haft of Rl.38 and to the cam§. ・

(b) Use a small multiple‑SPline wrench (§uP‑

leads from the te§t Cable to the proper teminals o血
lhe recorder, a§ Shown in figure 3‑J;3・ The cable lcad§

are identified by markers. The recorde重Panel wiripg
to the reco重der terminal§ may be left comected. Con・

Plied) to Ioosen the multiple.spline setscrews holding
each of the two cams (figure 4‑2) to the shaft of

RECORDER connector (JlO5) on the panel of the

R138.

SynChronization control unit・

事もl

nect lhe othe重end of the test cable to the EXTERNÅL

ORIelNAし
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(2)

tion. (Thi§ fast three.inche§・Per・minute char‡ §Peed i§
Pし∪6

requi重ed for making the adjustments de§Cribed be‑

low.)
(6) Tum the ON.OFF §Witch on the left side
Of the recorde重(figu重e 4‑9) to the ON position.

(7) Tu重n the PHASE dial to the O calibration
mark on the §Cale. The recorde重Center Pen §hould
line up with the zero line at the cente重Of the chart.

If this requirement is not met, adjust the RECORDER
ZERO potentiomete重(R145) on the chassis of the
SynChronization control unit to b重ing the pen to the

fjgu′e 3‑63. §pore Reco′de' Inierconnec高ons
O ma重k on the scale. Lock the control in the adjusted

書o′ in描oI Adjuslmenls

POSitio血・

(8) Now tu重n the PHASE dial to the +4・micro‑

N○○e

§eCOnd calib重ation ma重k on the scale. Check tha章the

蒜笠島葦霊荒島警嵩詰霊

If a spa重e reCOrder i§ nOt aVailable・ the ope重at‑

ing recorder may be u§ed by di§CO血neCtlng

CORDER RANGE potentiomete重(R142) to bring the

plug P2601 from the {OnneCtOr∴COntaining
the leads to the重eCOrder and following the

pen to the +4・microsecond position on the chart. Lock

the control in the adjusted position.

p重OCedure outlined in paragraph 28 d (2),
above. Note, howeve重, that u§ing the operat・

(9) Retum the SPEED SELECTOR switch on

ing重eCOrder in thi§ Way makes it unavailable

the recorde重tO the HOUR F班D posi〔ion (normal

fo重uSe With the ope重ating time重・

operating position) , and tum the ON‑OFF §Witch on

the recorder to the OFF posilion.

e. cHECK OF RECORDER CÅLIBRATION

AGAINST PHASE DIAL ROTATION.
(l)

Tu重n

On

interlocked

powir

and

allow

(10) The reco重der adjustment§ have now been
a

wa重m.uP Pe重iod of 15 minutes before proceeding with

COmPleted. In the case of the §tand‑by timer, di§COn‑

nect the spare重eCOrder.

the check.
No章e

(2) Tu重n the PHASEdial to the +4皿ark. The
重eCOrde重Pen Should indicate app重OXimately +4 on

If the ope重ating重ecorder was u§ed for the

thc cha章‡.

above adju§tmen〔S Of the stand‑by timer, re‑
tu重n that reco重der to the normal operatmg

(3) SIowly rotate the PHASE dial in the coup・
te重Clockwi§e di重eCtion towa重d the ± 5‑microsecond cali‑

b重ation mark. Slightly before. the

±5‑mic重O§eCOnd

calibra章ion ma重k on the PHASE dial i§ reaChed, the
reco重der pen §hould suddenly jump to the zero line
on 〔he chart. Continue rotating the PHASE dial in
lhe counterclockwi§e direction, Pa§Sing the ±5‑mic重O‑
second

mark,

and

contlnulng

cond ition.

tOWard

the

‑4・micro‑

second mark. The recorder pen should重emain at zero

a§ the ±う・microsecond mark on the PHASE dial scale
is pa§Sed. Sho重tly the重eafter the reco重de重Pen Should
§uddenly jump to the extreme left end of the cha重t

(i.e., it should reco重d a.large negative deflec̀ion).

As the PHASE dial重Otation i§ COntinued, aS indi・

/. SYNC BIAS AND SYNC BALANCE ADJUST‑
MENTS. ‑ Unle§§ Othe重Wise indicated, the controIs
li§ted in the following steps a重e located on the elect重ical

synchronizer unì Panel. Check that the receive重RF
GAIN cont重OIs are in the ̀Ounterdockwise positions
before procecding with the following step§・

(l) Tum the METER SWITCH (S1504) to the
OPERATE position.

(2) Use the METER BALANCE potentiometer
(R1538) to bring the poiǹer Of the SYNC TEST

meter (M1501) to the O mark at the center of the scale.

cated above, the pen §hould t重aVel slowly toward the

重ight.
(4) If the recorder pen was not at app重OXimately

zero when the PHASE dial wa§ at the ±5‑mic重OSecond

(3) Tu重n the METER SWITCH to the ADJUST
POSitio億・

(4) Adjusl the SYNC BIAS potentiomete重

ma重k during the observation§ made above, POtenti・

(R1515) to again bring the mete重POinter to the O

ometer R138, COuPled to the §haft of the auto§yn,

mark. Thi§ adjustment mu§t be done very §lowly, rO‑

must be repo§itioned mechanically to cente重its no‑

tating the poteǹiomèer §haft in small inc重ementS,

resi§tanCe §eCtion (Section 2, Theory) about the ±5

since a long time con§taǹ is invoIved. Before con‑

mark on the PHASE dial §Cale. The procedure for

Sidering the adju§〔ment COmPleted, WatCh the meter

making thi§ adju§ment is described in Section 7,

ParagraPh 4 b・

(5) Tum the SPEED SELECTOR switch (figure
4‑9) on the recorde重tO the MINUTE SP髄D po§i・

oRleINAし

POinter fo重a few §eCOnd§・ If any §hift occur§, readju§t
the potentiometer} Very little at a timel and al書emately
watch and adju§t until the pointe重remains on the O

血まきk on章he scaIe.

3」7
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(5) Return the METER SWITCH to the OPER.

(2) STAND・BY TIMER.‑If the stand‑by timef

ATE position.

is being adjus〔ed, Pe重form the §tePS Outlined below

(6) Turn the TEST SIGNAL selecto重

(7) Tum the, SIGNAL SELECTOR

before proceeding with the sync gate delay adjust‑

§Witch

(S1503) to the AC ERROR position.

ments described in paragraph 28んThe following

§Witch

(S1702) on the test oscilloscope panel to the ELECT

SYNC position.

SteP§ aSSume that an operating timer is already on the
aiL a‥he particular station and that the signals of
the ope重atlng tlmer are, therefore, aVailable for the

(8) Tum the COARSE SWEEP SPEED switch
(S1706) on the test o§Ci11oscope panel to position l.

Adjust the FINE SW即P SPEED potentiometer

(R1709) on the test scope to the extreme counter.

adjus〔ments of the s〔and‑by timer. Proceed as follow§ :

(a) Disconnect the cable f重Om the TEST SIG̲

NAL jack (J506) at the rear of the time delay unit
Of the stand‑by timer to be adju§ted.

CIockwise position.

(b) Connect a cable equipped with suitable

(9) Initially turn the SYNC BALANCE con‑
trol in the dockwi§e direction at a rate which will

PrOVide complete range coverage in about lO seconds.
As the control is rotated, the §ignal on the test scope

COnneCtOrS between TEST SIGNAL jack (J506) of the
Sland‑by timer time delay unit and the EXTERNAL
SIGNAL jack (J1706) on the panel of the test o§Cil‑
lo§COPe Of章he operating timer.

Will suddenly go to minimum amplitude, and will

(c) Turn the TEST SIGNAL §Witche§ (S503)

rise again in amplitude. At this point back off the

On the time delay units of the operatingのみ§tand・by

COntrOl and adjust fo重minimum signal amplitude.

tlmerS tO the TRANSMITTER TRIGGER positions.

Thi§ adjustment must be made 4,erγ J/0α旬, and in
§mall

increments,

Since

a

long

time

con§tant

is

in‑

VOIved. Before considering the adjustment completed,

(d) Tum the SIGNAI. SELECTOR

〔lmer tO the TIME D塑AY position.

WatCh the §COPe §Creen for a few seconds to determine
Whether any lnCreaSe in §ignal amplitude occur§. Re‑

adjust the potentiometer, Very little at a time, and

altemately watch and adjust until the signal amplitude

(e) Use the control§ Of the test oscillo§COPe Of
the operating timer to Iocate the transmitter trigge重

Pul§e (of the operating timer) at the center of a l,000"

mlCrOSeCOnd sweep on the scope screen.

remains at minimum Refer to figure 3‑64 for a prop‑
e重Iy adjusted waveform.

§Witch

(S1702) on the test oscillo§COPe Panel of the operating

(/) Tum the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch of
the operating timer test scope to the EXTERNÅL

No書e

POSition. This introduces the t重anSmitte‥rigger pulse

Except for∴Certain specific rates at the sIow

from

basic rate, the signal appearing on the test

Circuits of the operating timer. The transmitter trig‑

the §̀and‑by timer into the test o§Cilloscope

SCOPe §Creen Will not be stationa重y.

ger pulse from the stand‑by timer should now appea重
On the screen of the test scope‥ If the stand‑by trigger

g・ PREPARATION FOR ADJUSTMENT OF

SYNC GATE DEI.AY.

(1) FIRST TIMER TO BE PLACED INTO OP.
ERATION.‑If the first timer to be placed into opera‑
tion for the particular repetition rate i§ being adju§ted,

Omit the steps outlined in paragraph 28 / (2) below

Pulse fail§ tO aPPear On the scope screen, drift it onto

the screen by mean§ Of the LEFT‑RIGHT drift switch
Of the J切ed‑by timer.

(g) Now use the LEFT‑RIGHT drift switch
and the PHASE dial of the J′脇d‑by‑time=O drift
the stand‑by timer tra食s血itter trigger pulse until it

and proceed directly with the adjustment of the §ynC
OCCurS in the same position on the screen a§ the tran§・
gate delay as de§Cribed in paragraph 28 b.

mltter trigger pulse from the operating timer. Continue
adjusting the PHASE dial, and increasing血e sweep
SPeed until the two §ignal§ are SuPerPOSed at the fa§ter

§WeeP SPeed of the test scope when the SIGNAL SE‑
I

ECTOR

switch

is

tumed

altemately

to

the

EX‑

TERNAL and TIME DELAY position§・

Nole
During the adjustment procedure to follow,
it will be neces§ary tO Check that the two

t重anSmitter triggers∴重emain. supexposedタand

to make the adjustments as indicated in step
(g) , above, tO keep them superposed.
b・ ADJUSTMENT OF SYNC GATE DELAY.

(1) Turn the REMOTE SIGNAL switch (S1201)
On the radio receiver to the OUT position.

(2) Adjust the COARSE and FINE RF GAIN
F;gu′e 3‑64. 6O‑CỳIe Er′OI Vo/′oge AdjusIed

f○○ Mjnj爪u爪

3J)8

COntrOIs on the radio receiver for a 2‑inch local video

Signal deflection on the VIDEO SCOPE screen.
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(3) Turn the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on the
test §⊂OPe tO the ELECT SYNC position) and the TEST

SIGNAL switch on the electrical synchronizer unit to
the 2ND DER position・ Adjust the gain, SWeeP delay,
and sweep §Peed cqntroIs on the test scope to b重ing

the local signal into view.
(4) Use the te§t §COPe SWeeP delay and center‑
ing controIs to bring the fir§t Ze重O CrO§S‑OVer Of the
§ignal to the intersection of the center vertical and
horizontal reference lines on the scope screen, §elected
as the reference point. For this adju§tment u§e a lOO‑

microsecond sweep. Note that the wavefo重m P重eSented
On血e test §COPe §Creen is inverted with respect to the

COrreSPOnding waveform as viewed on the VIDEO
SCOPE §Creen. The waveform will appea重aS §hown
F;gure 3‑65. Fj′SI Ze′O C

in figu重e 3‑65.

(5) Turn the TEST SIGNAI. switch on the elec‑

OSS○○Ver OI [o⊂oI §jgnoI

§èond De高voijve CenIered on InielSe⊂Ijon of
Cenier Ve′Ijcol ond HoIjzonlaI Reference

trical synchronizer unit to̲ the LOCAL GATE pbSi・

[jnes on S̀OPe §̀Jeen

tion. Adjust the COARSE LOCAL DELAY cont重Ol

(R1544) until the leading edge of the gate appearing
(c.) If the gate does not occur approximately

On the test scope screen occur§ at the ve重tical refer・

at the vertical重eference line about. which the first

ence line on the §COPe SCreen.

(6) Now tum the TEST SIGNAL switch to the
AC ERROR position, and the COARSE SWEEP
SPEED cont重OI on the test scope to position l. Tum

the FINE SWEEP SPEED control to the extreme
COunterdockwise position. Adjust the FINE LOCAL
DELAY control for minimum 60‑CyCle error voltage
On the test §COPe SCreen. This adju§tment muSt be

made very sIowly and in small increments, SlnCe a
long time con§tant i§ invoIved in the circuit. Befo重e

COnSidering the adjustment completed, WatCh for a
few §econds, rePeat the adjustment a little at a time, and

altemately watch and adjust until the 60‑CyCle er重Or
remains at the minimum. The appearance of

章he

PrOPerly adju§ted 60‑CyCle error voltage minimum is
§hown in figure 3‑64.

cro§§‑OVer Of the derivative §ighal occur重ed, the ad.

ju§tment StePS (1) through (7) above must be re.

Peated.
(9) In the ca§e Of a s〔and‑by timer, rePeat the
Check§ given in §teP (8) , above, tO View the supe重PO§l・

tion of the stand・by and operatlng tlmer tranSmitte重

triggers on the operatlng tlme‥e§章SCOPe・ If the two
trigge重S are SeParated by more than 2 microsecond§・

repea章the adju§tmentS Of steps (1) through (8),
above. After the requirements of the§e Checks are me〔,

di§COnneCt the test leads between the timers and重e.

store the normal cable to connector J506 on the time
delay uni章Of the stand・by timer.

i. ADJUSTMENT OF AUTOMATIC SYNCHRO・

NIZATION CIRCUIT SENSITIVITY. ‑ After the

(7) If, during the adjustment of step (6), above,
it is found that the minimum 60‑CyCle error point lies

adjustments described in pa重agraPh 28. g, above, have

Out§ide the range of the FINE LOCAL DELAY con.

§tePS. Except a§ nOted, the adjustment procedure ap‑

trol, and depending on whether the control is in it§

Plies to both operating and stand‑by timer§・

been completed, PrOCeed as described in the following

extreme cIockwise or countercIockwi§e POSition, rO‑

( 1 ) At a stand.by timer, tu重n the LOCAL SIGNAL

tate the COARSE LOCAL DELAY control §lightly

switch to the OUT po§ition. Omit this §teP for an

CIockwi§e Or COunterClockwise, reSPeCtively, and the血

OPeratlng tlmer.

readjust the FINE LOCAL DELAY control for mini‑

(2) Tum the REMOTE SIGNAL switch to the
IN position. If necessary) uSe the DRIFT switch and

mum 60‑CyCle e重でOr VOltage.

(8) Check that,the Sync gate is located at the

the PHASE dial to bring the remote signal into view

first zero cross‑OVer Of the second derivative of the

and to superpo§e it on the local §ignal. If required,

local signal・ To do that:

readjust the signal amplitudes to obtain standard de‑

(a) Turn the COARSE SWEEP controI on the.
test scope to position 3.
(b) Tum the TEST SIGNAL switch on the elec・

血ection.

( 3) The MOTOR SPEED RANGE controI should

be in the LOW position, and the MAX MOTOR

trical synchronizer to the 2ND DER position, and use

SPEED controI should be set for 3 microseconds per

the test scope controIs to obtain the waveform illus‑

m重nule.

trated in figure 3‑65, aS Obtained by the adjustment

(4) Turn the ÅUTO SYNC switch (SlO4) to the

Of step (4), above. Then turn the TEST SIGNÅL

ON po§ition. Åfter the initial motion of the PHASE

SWitch to the LOCAL GATE position, and note that
the gate occurs approximately at the vertical reference

霊宝S薄誓書諾E器窪謹慧

line about which the fir§t ZerO CrO§S‑OVer OCCur重ed.

COntrOl unit to the IN position.

ORICiNAし
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Nole

(3) SIowly tum the SYNC ERROR SENSITIV‑
ITY control (R1534) in the cIockwi§e direction, until

The 4utomatic §ynChronize重is now in opera・

tion and will maintain syhch重Onizatiod with

the SYNC ERROR indicator lamp (I804) on the panel

the remote master signal.

Of the §ytlChro血ization indicator unit jp§t light§.

(4) Tum the AUTO SYNC swilCh on the syn・
(5) Allow at leas章1O mi皿utes for the o§Cillato重

Of the timer,beitlg adjusted to Iock in with the oscil.
1ator of the remote (ma§章e重) §tation time重. If血e
O§Cillator ha§ been correctly adju§ted, aS de§C重ibed in

Chro皿ization cont重Ol unit to the ON posìionl tO allow
血e lime‥o COrreCt the e重rOr, aS indicated by the fact

that the SYNC ERROR lamp goe§ Out and the FINE
PHASE dial stop§ rOtating.

Parag重aPh 26 d above, Oegligible correction will be

(5) Adjus章でelay K1503 to the desi重ed time de‑

neCe§§a章y・

lay §et̀ing.

(6) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch (SlO4)章O書he
N0書e

OFF position.

(7) Tum the METER SWITCH (S1504) on the
electrical synchronize重unit to the ADJUST po§itioq.

The adjuslment of relay K1503, the time delay
重elay in the⊥ SynC er重Or indicàing ci重Cui章§l

Will be determined by Coas〔 Guard procedu重e.

(8) SLOWLY tufn the PHASE dial on the syn・

This relay determines the interval of time be‑

Chroniza章ion control unit to obtain a reading of ze重O

tween the occu重でenCe Of an erro重aad the star1

On the SYNC TEST mete重On the elect重ical synch重O.

0f the alarm buzzer and of the local blink
OPeration. To adju§t

(9) Tum the PHASE dial th重Ough a l.mic重O.

血e

重elay, tu重tl the

knurled knob until the poiaters are set on

§eCOnd interval in the cIockwise direction. Obsenre

the de§ired delay indicated on the重elay dial.

the reading of the SYNC TEST meter. A reading of

Nole that the actual delay will be about 2

l ma ±0.1 ma∴§hould be obtained. If血i§∴reading

seconds greater than that indica章ed by lhe

lS nOt Obtained,.the DERIVATIVE INPUT LEVEI.

重elay.

COntrOl (R1501 ) mu§t be readju§章ed. Thi§ adjus̀ment

CAUTION

must be made ve重y slowly, and in small increment§,

Relay K1503 should never be adju§ted while
§lnCe a long time constant is invoIved in the circui章.

it i§ OPerating, that is, While the SYNC

(10) Retum the AUTO SYNC switch to

〔he

ERROR indicator lamp i§ lit.

ON position. Waì until the F重NE PHASE dial §tQP§
rotating. Then tum the ÅUTO SYNC switch lo the

OFF position.
(11) Repeat §〔ePS

(6) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch to the OFF
POSition・ InlrOduce a l.microsecond error by rotating

(8) through (10) to check the

the PHASE dial cIockwi§e・ The following indicàions

adjustment. Thi§ Check must be made to itlSure tha章

Should be obtained, aS an indicalion of the proper

O§Cillator drift has.not introduced

OPeration of the alarm circuit§ a血d of proper adju§t‑

errors.

(12) Retum the METER SWITCH (S1504) ‡O
the OPERATE po§ition.

(13) Retum the AUTO SYNC switch to the
ON posi章ion.

ment§, a§ Outlined above.

(a) The SYNC ERROR lamp §hould go oa.

(b) Relay K1503 should operate.
(c) After lhe time dclay p重OVided by relay

K1503, the buzze重§hould sound, P重OVided章he BUZ‑

j・ SYNC ERROR ALÅRM CIRCU重T ADJUST‑

ZER ON‑OFF switch has been turned to the ON

MENTS.‑At a §lave stationl the sy皿c er重Or ala重m

Circuit is designed to provide an alam indicalion

POSition. The local blink ⊂ircuit should operate when

the I.OCAL

BLINK switch i§ in the AUTO position・

Wheneve重an errOr Of l microsecond occur§. However

the circuit may be adjuited to provide an alarm indi‑
Fation for an erro重SOmeWhat greater or §malle=han

the nomina1 1 microsecond. The exact error for which

(d) When the local blink operate§, the LOCAL

BLINK chronograph pen and the running time meter
On lhe重eCOrder §hould be energized.

adjustment is to be made will be determined by estab‑
1ished Coast Guard pr∝edure. For this adju§lment,
it is assumed tha‥he timer being adjusted ha§ been

§ynChronized with the remote (ma§ter) §tation timcr,
as de§Cribed in the preceding paragraphs. P重OCeed a§

N○○e

For a stand‑by timer, the checks indicated
above for the chronograph pen and the run‑
nlng tlme meter are nOt POSSible, Since the§e

items are not connected.

fo重1ow§ :

(l) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch on the §yn.
Chronization coǹrOl uni‥o the OFF position.

(2) Turn the PHASE dial on the synchroniza‑
tion control unit through an interval of l micro§eCOnd
in ̀he cIockwi§e direction, thereby introducing a cor‑

responding synch重Onization er重O富Of l microsecond.

3

70

(7) Tum the REMOTE ALARM switch on the
front panel of the elect重ical synchronizer unit to the

IN position, and check the operation of the remote
alarm circuits.
(8) Retum the ÅUTO SYNC §Witch to the ON
position・

ORlcINAし
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ふOFF SYNC ERROR CIRCUIT ADJUSTMENTS.
一Fo重the§e adju§lmen(S, the timer should be in syn・

(5) Retum the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the
recelVe重tO the IN position.

Chronism with the remo〔e §tation timer, a§ e§tablished

in paragraphs 28 g and 28 b, above.

l・ FINAL MOTOR SP髄D ADJUSTMENTS.‑The
following additional steps重emain for both the operat・

(1) Ve重y SIowly tu重n the OFF SYNC SENSI.
TIVITY co皿trol (R1555 ) on the

ing and §tand‑by timers of the §tation.

electiical §ynChron・

ize重in the cIockwi§e direction, until the OFF SYNC

lamp JuSt gOe§ On. Then retum the control i血the
COunte重Clockwiie di重eCtiod by oのe dial division (i.e.,

a half‑interval between∴oumbe重S). The OFF SYNC
lamp §hould go oul.

(l) Check that the gear shift cont重Ol is in the

LOW range position.
(2) Set the MAX MOTOR SPEED cotltrOl
(R157) on the §ynChronizalion conlrOl unit‑ tO 4
micro§econds per minute. Lock the controIs i皿the

(2) Adjust重elay K1505 to the desired time delay

Setting.

adjusted po§ition§.

m・ FINAL ADJUSTMENTS.‑The adjustment§ de‑

iCribed above complete the initial placement.of the

N〇〇〇
The adju§tment Of relay K1505, the ti皿e delay
relay in the. off.sync indicating ci重Cuit§, Will be

determined by Coast Gua重d procedu重e. Thi;

relay determines the interval of time between
the occurrence of an er重Or a血d the start of the

alarm buzzer and of the local blink operatioq.

To adjust the relay, tum the knurled knob
until the poinle重S are §et On the desired delay

OPe重ating and stand‑by timers at a slave §tation into
SerVice. Restore the cover on the autosytl‑correCtO重

a§Sembly. Check that all connections, disturbed, made,
Or disconnected for these procedu重eS, are retu重ned to

normal operating condition. Restore the electrical syn‑
Chronizer unit drawer into the cabinet. If immediate
OPeration of the §tation i§ COnte皿Plated, Set the re・

COrder chart fo重the cor重eCt time of day.

indica‡ed o血the重elay dial.

29. AUTOMA†IC §YNCHRoNIZER CIRCull
ADJUSTM格NT§̲MAiTER STATION.

CAu†1ON
Relay K1505 should neve重be adjusted while

it is operating, thal is, While the OFF SYNC
la皿p is li‡・

The adjustments de§Cribed in this paragraph se重Ve tO
PrePare the master §tation for monitoring §lave statiDn

OPeration, utilizi皿g bo血the重emOte and locally t重anS‑
mitted signals. When the adjustment§ Will have beea

(3) Tu重n the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the

receiver to the OUT position. The following indica‑
tions

§hould be obtained, a§

COmPleted, autO皿atic indications of synch重Onizatioa
er重or between the two slations will be obtained at the

atl indication of the
ma§ter Station. In addition, alarm circuits will indicate

P重aper OPeration of the off‑SynC alam circuits, and
Of p重OPer adju§tmentS, aS Outlined above.

N0書e

excessive e重きOr, Should the slave §tatio血go o任syn‑

Chronization. The procedures given below apply
equally・ eXCePt aS nOted in the pertinent place§, tO the
first timer for the pa重ticula重∴rePetition∴rate (at a

For a stand・by timer, the checks indicated
do心ble‑Pul§ed

below for the chronograph pen§ atld the重un・

§tation) being placed 6n the air, and

to a stand‑by timer. The adjustments are vefy im‑

nlng tlme mete重§ are nOt POS§ible, §ince these

PO重tant for proper operation of the loran §yStem? and

item§ are nOt COnneCted.

mus̀, the重efore) be performed ve重y Ca重efully, and in

(a) The OFF SYNC lamp should go on.
(b) Relay K1505 should ope重ate.

the orde‥ecommended in the following paragraph§・

a・ INITIAL CONTROL SETTINGS.一During in‑

(c) For an operating章imer, the OFF SYNC

itial adjustment§, frequent access to chas§is‑mOunted

Chronograph pen and the runnlng tl皿e mC‡er On the

COntrOIs i§ neCeSSary. To prevent重ePeated los§ Of ryn‑

recorde重Should be ene重gized.

Chronization by opening of the interlock every time

(d) Af〔er the time delay provided by relay
K1505, the buzzer §hould sound, PrOVided the BUZ‑

ZER ON・OFF switch ha§

been tumed ‡O the ON

PO§ition. The local blink circuit should operate whe皿

the LOCAL BLINK §Witch i§ in the AUTO positio血.
(e) When the local blink operate§, the LOCAL

the d重aWer i§ OPened, OPen the drawer befo重e PrOCeed‑
ing with the following adjustment§. Re§et the in〔er.

lock, aOd leave the drawer open until the adjustments
are completed.
( 1 ) Set the cont重OIs on Electrical Synchronize重

Type SN‑117/FPN‑30, a§ indicated below. Except

BLINK chronograph pen and the running time meter

Where otherwise noted, all controIs listed below are

On the reco重der should be energized.

f重Ont Panel‑mOunted.

(4) Tum the REMOTE ALARM switch on the
front panel ̀Of the electrical synchronize重tO the IN
POSltlOn, and check the ape重ation of the remote alarm
Cl重Cu重書S.

ORIeiNAし

(a) Set the SYNC BIAS potentio皿ete重

(R1515) to its midposition.
(b) Set the SYNC BALANCE potentiomete重
( R1522 ) to the exl重eme COunte重dockwise position.

轟71
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(c) Set the METER BALANCE potentiomete重

(R1538) to its midposition.
(d) Set the COARSE LOCAL DELAY poten‑
tiometer (R1544) to its midpo§ition.

(e) Set the FINE LOCAL DELAY potentio‑

as§embly, 。ea重the front panel (figure 4‑2). Loosen

the knurled knob, and slide the gear shift to the LO

藍誌塁十線嵩.寵書語織豊
and lock the gea重§hift in po§ition.

meter (R15う1) to it§ midposition.

N○○e 、

(/) Set the COARSE REMOTE DELAY poten.
tiometer (R1565) to its midposition.

While shifting the gea重Shift it may be nece§一
Sa重y tO tum the i皿terlocked power on and the

(g) Set the FINE REMOTE DELAY potenlio‑

AUTO SYNC switch to the ON position,

meter (R1517) to its midpo§ition.

and thus permit the motor to tu重n and allow

(b) The DELAY RANGE co皿trol (R1561) has
the gear§ tO engage.
been set at the・ factory. If the factory setting has been
dis〔urbed, Set the cont重Ol tol a POSition about one‑thi重d

b. ADJUSTMENT OF MECHANICAL STOP ON

away f重Om the extreme counterdockwi§e end of its

PHASE DIÅL SHAFT.‑Adjust the mechanical stop

重Ota章○○n.

(i) Set the chassis‑mOunted SYNC ERROR

On the §haft of the PHASE dial, a§ follow§:

( 1 ) SHUT OFF INTERLOCKED POWER. High

SENSITIVITY potentiomete支(R1534 ) to the ext重eme

COunterCIockwise position.

(i) Set the chassis‑mOunted OFF SYNC SEN‑

VOltages are p重eSent in the immediate vicinity of the

StOP When power is on.
(2) Loosen the two cam lock fa§tenerS On the

SITIVITY potentiometer (R1555) to the extre皿e

COunterdockwise position.

PrOteCtive cover mounted flush again§t the rear of the
front panel. Remove the cover to gain acce§S tO the

(の

Turn the LOCAL SIGNAL switch (S1506)

to the IN position.

(l) Tum the chassis‑mOunted STATION SE‑

LECTOR switch (S1505) to the MASTER position.
Check also that the STATION SELECTOR switches
(SlOl and S501 ) on the chassis of the synchronization

§tOP SCreW. Refe重tO figure 4‑2 for location of the§e

pa章t§・
(3) Loosen the nut of the §tOP §C重eW, and, u§ing
a

§CreWdriver,

tum

the

stop

screw

in

the

cIockwise

direc〔ion until it jus=OuChes the §tOP On小e shaft of

the PHASE dial, aS the dial is rotated. Move the stop

COntrOl and time delay unit§,重eSPeCtively, are in the

MASTER po§itions・

(m) The chassis‑mOunted DERIVATIVE IN‑
PUT LEVEL potentiometer (R1501 ) has been adjusted
at the factory. Leave this cont重Ol in the adju§章ed

POSition.
(の

away from the §tOP SCreW. Then tum the §C重eW three

additional full tums in the cIockwise direction. Lock
the stop screw in the adjusled posilion.

(4) Tum the PHASE dial to each end of its
ro章ation range (i.e., until the §tOP hits the stop sc重eW).

Note the重eading of the dial scale at each end. The

The POWER ON‑OFF switch (S1502)

Should have been in the ON position. If it is not, tum
the switch to the ON position.
(2) Set the cont重OIs on the Synchronization Con・

reading at each end of rotation should be between 4.6

and 5.O microseconds. The two readings should be
equal to each other to within O.05 micro§eCOnd (0.05

mic重OSeCOnd equals one‑fou重̀h of one small division).

troI Type C‑1238/FPN‑30 as listed below. Unle§S

If these requirements are not met, readjustment in

Otherwi§e indicated, the coǹroIs a重e front panel‑

accordance with the information given in Section 7?

moun ted.

ParagraPh 4 b, i§皿eCeSSary.

(a) The chassis‑mOunted RECORDER ZERO
POtentiomete重(R145 ) has been adjusted at tをe factory.

(5 ) Replace the protective cover.
C. 60‑CYCLE CIRCUIT TUNING.一The following

Leave this control in the adju§ted po§ition.

PrOCedure i§ an adjustmen〔 for line frequency which

( b ) The chassis‑mOunted RECORDER RANGE

must be made at this time. If, at any future time, the

COntrOl (R142) has been adjusled at the factory. Leave

line frequency i§ Changed, the adjustment must be

this control in the adjusted po§ition.

repeated. The INTERLOCKED POWER switch §hould

(c) Check that the AUTO SYNC switch
(SlO4) is in the OFF position.

(d) The 60 ‑ AMPL POWER switch (SlO2)
Should have been in the ON position. If il is not, tu重n

the switch to the ON po§ition.

(e) Tum the MAX MOTOR SPEED control
(R157) to the extreme cIockwise position.
(f) Partly open the synchronization control

unit drawer to gain access to the MOTOR SPEED
RANGE gear shift located on the cover of the gear box

3「72

be OFF at the start bf the procedure.

(1) Tum the MOTOR SPEED RANGE control
to the LOW position

aS described in paragraph 29 4

(2) (I), above.

(2) Tum the receiver COARSE RF GAIN control
to the extreme counterdockwise position.
(3) Set the MÅⅩ MOTOR SPEED control to the
extreme cIockwi§e POSition. Connect a multimeter,

SuCh a§ Army Type IS‑189 (Simpson Mode1 260),
ac重OSS the §erie§‑COnneCted resi§tOrS R159, R160. Set the
meter to the 2.う・VOlt (20,000 ohm§/volt) d・C SCale. To

ORiCiNAし
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gain access to the resistors remove the pha§e/frequency
COmPOnentS COVer (held by slide fasteners) which i§

located on top of the sync controI chassis. The two re"
§lStOrS are COnneCted between three standoff po§tS Which

Pa細agraph

3
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e. CHECK OF STOP,. PHASE DIAL AND
RECORDER CENTER PEN ALIGNMENT‑
AND RECORDER ZERO AND RANGE

ADJUSTMENTS.

are mounted on the chassis, alongside the sync control
motor. Connect the meter to the two outside standoff

( 1 ) Tum on interlocked power, and allow warm・uP

Period of 15 minutes before proceeding with the check.
pOSt§・

(4) Tum the INTERLOCKED POWER switch
ON

and

tum

the

AUTO

SYNC

§Writch

ON.

If

the

meter reads backwards reverse the meter leads.

(5) Using a multiple‑SPline wrench, tune COil
LlO2 for maximum motor speed, aS indicated by a

(2) Rotate the PHASE dial in the direction of
lnCreaSmg negative

numbers (dockwise) until it hits

the stop. Ob§erVe that the pecorder center pen moves

to the left and does not suddenly jump to the zero on
the cha重t. Now rotate the PHASE dial in the opposite

direction until it hits the §tOP, and observe that the

maximum reading of the meter.

recorder center pen moves to the right and does not

(6) Disconnec‥he voltmeter and重ePlace the

Suddenly jump to the chart zero.

COVe重きemOVed.in step (4).

(3) If the requirements of step (2), above, are

d. CONNECTION AND INITIAL
ADJUSTMENTS OF RECORDER.

/ (1) OPERATING TIMER.‑In the case of an
OPerating timer, the operating recorde重Will be u§ed

in the following procedures. The connections between
the operating timer and the operating recorder will

already have been made as described in paragraph lO.

(2) STAND‑BY TIMER.‑In the case of a stand.

not met, POtent10meter R138, COuPled to the shaft of
the autosyn,・ muSt be repo§itioned mechanically with
重eSPeCt tO the PHASE dial scale. The procedures for

doing this are given in Section 7, ParagraPh 4 b.
(4) Tum the recorder S畢Eb sELECTOR switch

to the MINUTE SPEED position. (This fast, three‑
inches‑Per‑minute chart speed i§ required for making

the adjustments de§C重ibed below. )

by timer, the spare recorder (supplied) will normally

be used. (The recorder must always be supported in a

(5) Tum the ON‑OFF §Witch on the lef章Side of
the重eCOrder (figure 4‑9) to the ON position.

Vertical posi〔ion so that the ink will not spill fr6m

the inkwell.) The connections between the stand.by

(6) Tum the PHASE dial to the O calibration

tlmer and the spare recorder are made by means of

mark on the scale. The recorder center pen should line

Cable W2208, SuPPlied. Connect the leads from the

up with the zero line at the center of the chart. If this

test cable to the proper terminals

on the recorder, aS

requlrement is not met, adjust the RECORDER ZERO

Shown in figure 3‑66. The cable lead§ are identified by

POtentiometer (R145 ) on the chassi§ of the synchroniza.

markers. The recorder panel wiring to the recorder

tion control unit to bring the pen to the O mark on the

may be left connected. Connect the other end of the

SCale. Lock the control in the adju§ted position.

test cable to the EXTERNAL RECORDER connector
(JlO5) on the panel of the synchronization control
un重t.

(7) Now tum the PHASE dial to the +4‑micro・
SeCOnd calibration mark on the

§Cale. Check that

the reco重der peh is on the +4"micro§eCOnd line on

Nole
If a spare recorder i§ nOt aVailable, the operat‑

1ng reCO重der may be used by disconnecting

the chart. If this∴requirement is not met, adju§t the

RECORDER RANGE potentiometer (R142) to bring
the pen to the +4‑microsecond position on the chart.
Lock the control in the adjusted position.

Plug P2601 from the connector containing the
leads to the recorder, and following the pro‑

Cedure outlined in (2 ) , above. Note, however,

(8) Return the SPEED SELECTOR switch on the
recorder to the HOUR FEED po§ition (normal operat・

thà uSing the operating recorder in this way

lng POSition), and turn the ON‑OFF §Witch on the

makes it unavailable for u§e With the operat‑

recorder to the OFF po§ition.

重ng t重皿e重・

(9) The recorder adjustments have now been
COmPleted. In the case of the §tand‑by timer, di§COnneCt

the spare recorder.
N○○e

If the operating recorder was used for the
above adju§tmentS Of the stand‑by timer, re.

tum the recorder to the normal operating
condition.

/. SYNC BIAS AND SYNC BALANCE ADJUST‑
MENTS.‑Unless otherwise indicated, the control§
fjguIe 3‑66. §po′e RèOrde′ Comèljons for

listed in the following steps are located on the elec‑

In所oI AdiusImehfs

trical §ynChronizer unit panel. Check that the receiver

ORiGiNAし
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RF GAIN controIs a重e in the countercIockwise posi‑
tion§ befpre pr∝eeding with the followi血g steps.

(1) Tum the METER SWITCH (S1504) to the
OPERATE position.
(2) U§e the METER BALANCE potentiometer

(R1538) to bring the pointer of the SYNC TEST
meter (M1501) to the O皿ark at the cente重Of the
SCale.

(3) Tu重n the METER SWITCH to the ADJUST
posi章ion.

(4) Adju§t the SYNC BIAS potentiomele重
(R1515) to again bring the meter pointe重tO the O

mark. This adjustment must be made very sIovyly,
rotating the potentiometer shaft in small incre皿entS,
Since a long time cons〔ant i§ invoIved. Before con§id.

fjguIe 3‑67. ̀O‑CycIe各I○○' VoIloge Adjusled

ering the adjustment∴COmPleted, WatCh the mete重

f○○ Mihj調u調

POinter for a few second§. If a血y shift ocour§, readju§t
the potentiometer, Very little at a time, a皿d altemately

WatCh and adjust until the pointer remain§ On血e O

double.pulsed §tation) i§ being adjusted, Omil the
SteP§ Outlined i重paragraph 29 g (2), below, a血d pro.

mark on the scale.

(5) Retum the METER SWITCH to the OPER‑
ATE position.
(6) Tum the TEST SIGNAL

§electo重

§Witch

ceed directly with the adjustment of the sy孤c gate

delay as desc重ibed in pa重ag重aph 29 b.

(2) STAND.BY TIMER.‑」f the §tand・by time重
is bei血g adju§ted, Perfom the §tePS Outlined below

(S1503) to the AC ERROR position.

before p重oceeding wi心血e §ynC gate delay adjustment§

(7) Tu重n the SIGNÅL SELECTOR

§Witch

(S1702) on the test oscillo§coPe Panel to the ELECr

SYNC position.

de§Cribed i血pa重agraph 29 4. The following §teP§ aS‑
Sume that an operating timer i§ al重eady on the air at
the par章icula重§cation, and that the §ig皿als of the

(8) Tum the COARSE SWEEP SPEED swi‡Ch
(S1706) on the test oscilloscope panel to po§itioo l.

Adju§t

operating time重are, the重efo重e, available for the adjust・
ments of the §tand・by timer. Proceed a§ follows:

血e FINE SWI肥P SP悌D potentiomete重

(R1709 ) on血e test scope to the extreme tounte重CIock‑
Wise po§ition.

(9) hitially tum the SYNC BALANCE controI

(4) Di§conneCt the cable f重Om the TEST SIG‑

NAL jack (J506), a=he rear of the time delay unit
Of the §tand‑by time重to be adjusted・

complete

(b) Comect a cable equipped with suitable

range coverage in about lO seconds. As the conl重Ol is

co皿血ectors between TEST SIGNAL jack (J5O6) of the

rotated・ the signal on the test §COPe Will §uddenly go

s章and・by timer time delay unit and the EXTERNÅL

to minimum amplitude and will rise agaln ln amPli・

SIGNAL jack (J1706) on the panel of the te§t OSCi皿0・

CIockwise,

at

a

rate

Which

will

p重OVide

tude. At thi§ POi血t, back o任the control and adjusl

i章fo重minimu皿§ignal amplitude. This adjustme重t

must be made VERY SLOWLY, and in small incre‑
ment§, Since a long time ∽nStant i§ i皿voIved・ Befo重e

CO血Side重ing the adju§tment comPleted, WatCh the scape

§COPe Of the ope重ating timer.

(c) Tum the TEST SIGNAL switches (S503)
on the time delay units of章he operating劇ad §tand.by

time重S tO the TRANSMITTER TRIGGER positions.

(d) Tum the ?IGNAL SELEC工OR switch

SCreen for a few §econds, tO dete重mine whether any
(S1702 ) on the tes〔 OSCilloscope patlel of the ope重ating
lnC重eaSe in

§ignal amplitude occurs. Readjust lhe

POtentiometer, Very little at a time, and altemately
WatCh and adju§t.until the signal amplitude重emai皿§

at ; minimum. The properly adjusted waveform will
appea重∴a§ §hown in figure 3‑67.

time重tO the TIME DELAY posilion.
(e) U完‡he cont重Ol§ Of the te§t O§Cillo§coPe Of
the operating iimer to Iocate the transmitter t重igger

pul§e (of the ope重ating timer) at the cente重Of a
l,000‑microsecond §WeeP On the scope §C重een・

No書e

(/) Tum the SIGNAL SELECTOR §Witch of

Except for certaitl §PeCific重ate§ at血e sIow

the operating time重teS̀ §COPe tO the EXTERNAL

ba§ic重ate, the §ignal appearing on ‡he te§t

POSition. Thi§ introduce§ the t重a血Smit̀er t重igge重Pul§e

ScoPe SCreen Will not be staliona重y.

f重om the §tand・by章imer into the章eSt SCOPe Circuits of

the operating time重・ The t重anSmitter trigger pul§e

g・ PREPARATION FOR ÅDJUSTMENT

OF SYNC GATE DELAY.

f重Om the stand・by timer §hould now appear on the test

§COPe §Creen工f the stand‑by time‥重igger pulse fan§

(1) FIRST TIMER TO BE PLACED INTO

to appear on the scope screen, drift it oǹo ̀he §Cree血

OPERATION・‑If the first timer to be placed into

by mean§ Of the LEFT‑RIGHT drif章§Witch of the

OPeration (fo重

Stand‑by timer.

3̲7き
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Parclg「aph 29 g (2) (f)

N○○e
At a ma§ter §tation, the PHASE dial cannot

be u§ed to drif=he signal. In this case, the

COARSE FREQUENCY controI on the master
§tation timer o§Cillator is u§ed to do that.

(g) Now use the LEFT‑RIGHT drift switch

and the COARSE FREQUENCY (PARTS PER lO6)
Selector switch (i.e., tum the switch to the adjacent
POSition and retu重n it to the original position) on the

ma§te重Stand.by timer oscillato=O drift the §tand‑by
timer trigger pulse, until it occurs in the §ame PO§ition

on the screen as the transmitter trigger pulse from the

OPerating timer. Continue switching the stand‑by

COARSE FREQUENCY (PARTS PER lO6) switch
back and forth, and increa§ing the §WeeP §Peed, until

fjgu

e 3‑68・ Fjrsi Zero C′OSS"OVe′ Of [o⊂OI SjgnoI

the two signals are superposed at the fastest sweep

§èOnd De「jvoi;ve CenIeIed on Inlerseぐijon

SPeed of the te§t SCOPe, WhenJhe SIGNAL SELECTOR

o書CenIe′ Vew庇aI and HoIjzonioI Refe′一

SWitch is turned alternately to the EXTERNAL a血d the

eǹe [jnes on §̀OPe S̀Ieen

TIME DELAY positions.
N○○e
Du重ing the adjustment procedure to follow,
it will be nece§Sary tO Check that the two

the FINE SWEEP SPEED control to the extreme coun.
terdockwi§e POSition. Adjust the FINE LOCAL DE.
LÅY cont重Ol for minimum 60‑CyCle error voltage on

transmitter triggers remain superposed, and

lhe te§t ScoPe SCreen. This adju§tment muSt be made

to make lhe adjustments as described in step

very sIowly and in small incrementsタSince a long time
constant is invoIved in the circuit. Before con§idering

(g) , above, tO keep them §uPerPOSed.
the adjustment completed, WatCh for a few §econd§,

b. ADJUSTMENT OF LOCAL SYNC
GATE DELAY.

(1 ) Tum the REMOTE SIGNAL switch (S1201)
On the radio receiver to che OUT po§ition.

(2) Adju§t the COARSE and FINE RF GAIN

repeat the adju§tment a little at a time, and匂Itemately
watch and adj聖t until血e 60‑CyCle error remains at the

minimum. The appearance of the properly adjusted
60‑CyCle error voltage minimum is shown in figure

3‑67.

(7) If, during the adjustment of step (6), above,

control§ On the radio receiver for a 2 inch local videQ

Signal deflection on the VIDEO SCOPE §Creen.

(3) Tum the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on the
test scope to the ELECT SYNC position, and the TEST
S賞GNAL §Witch on the electrical synchronizer unit to

the 2ND DER position. Adjust the.gain, SWeeP delay,
and sweep speed controIs on the test scope to bring
the

local signal into view.

it i§ found that the minimum 60‑CyCle error poinl lies

outside the range of 〔he FINE LOCAL DELÅY control,
and depending on whether the cont重Ol is in the extreme
dockwise o重

COunterCIockwise position, rOtate the

COARSE LOCAL DELAY ⊂OntrOI slightly dockwi§e
or coun〔erdockwi§e,重eSPeCtively, and then readjust

the FINE LOCAL DELAY con〔rOl for minimum 60‑
Cyde er重Or VOltage.

(4) U§e the test scope sweep delay and cenlering

(8) Check that the local sync gate is Iocated at

COntrOIs to bring lhe first ze重O C重O§S‑OVer Of the §ignal
to the inter§eCtion of the center vertical and horizontal
reference line§ On the §COPe §Creen, §elected as the

the first zero cro§§̲OVer Of the second derivative of the

local signal. To do that:

(a) Tum the COARSE SWEEP SPEED controI

重eference point. For this adjustment use a 100・mic重O.
§eCOnd sweep. Note that the waveform presented on the

On the test §coPe tO POSition 3.

te§t SCOPe §Creen is inverted with respect to the corre§‑

(b) Tu重n the TEST SIGNAL switch on the

POnding waveform as viewed on章he VIDEO SCOPE

electrical synchronizer to the 2ND DER position, and

SCreen. The wavefo重m Will appear as §hown in figure

use

3」鵡.

illu§t重ated in figure 3‑68, aS Obtained by the adjust‑

the

test

§COPe

contrOIs

to

obtain

the

waveform

(5) Turn the TEST SIGNAL switch on the elec‑

ment of §teP (4), above. Then turn the TEST SIGNAL

trical synchronizer unit to the LOCAL GATE po§ition.

switch to the LOCAL GATE position, and note that

Adjus章the COARSE LOCAL DELAY control (R1544)

the gate occu重§ aPPrOXimately at the vertical referen⊂e

until the leading edge of the gate appearing on the

line about which the first zero cro§S.OVer OCCurred.

te§t §COPe SCreen OCCur§ at the vertical reference line on

the scope screen.
(6) Now turn the TEST SIGNAL §Witch to the

(c) If the gate does not occur approximately at
the vertical reference line about which the first zero
CrOSS‑OVer Of the derivative signal occurred, the adjust・

ÅC ERROR posilion, and the COARSE SW髄P

ment of sleP§ (1) through (7), above, muSt be re・

SPEED cont富OI on the leSt SCOPe tO POSition l. Tu重n

pea l蘭・

o教1elNÅし
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(8) Use the COARSE REMOTE DELAY (R1565)
COn‡rOl to app重OXimately superpo§e the ga章e§. U§e the
te§t SCOPe SWeeP §Peed and sweep delay controIs to

bring both gates into view at the fastest sweep speed.
Finally, u§e the FINE REMOTE DELAY cont重Ol

(R15 17 ) orl the electrical synchronizer to exactly super‑
PO§e the two gàeS On the fastest §Weap SPeed of the

te§t §coPe. The §uPerPOSed gates will appea重a§ §hown

in亀gu重e 3‑70.

(9) Tu重n the SYNC SELECTOR switch on血e
‡e§t ScoPe tO the SQ WAVE d) 2 position.

(10) Tum the TEST SIGNAL §Witch on the elec・
trical §ynChronizer to the REMOTE GATE position.

fjgure 3一̀9. Jypj̀OI Appeoroǹe Of Mjxed Coies
On 「esI Scope ScIeen

(11) Adju§t the test §COPe SWeeP SPeed and delay
COntrOIs to b重ing the remote gate nea重the left edgc
Of tbe faste§t SCOPe §Peed.

(9) In the ca§e Of a §章and‑by timer, rePeat the

Checks given in s〔eP (8) , above, tO View血e superposl‑

tion of the stand‑by and operating timer transmitter

(12) Tum the MARKER SELECrOR switch
(S1703) to the 10

s and l

s position.

(13) Temporarily remove the lO

s markers from

trigge重S On the operating time重te§t SCOPe. If the two

the test §COPe PreSentation (1eaving only the l

triggers are §eParated by more than 2皿icro§econd§,

disconnecting the coaxial comection at 10 MKS jack

repeat the adju§tment§ Of steps ( 1 ) through (8) , above.

J1713.

Åfter the requirements of these checks are met, di§・
COnneCt the test leads belWeen the timer§, and重eStO重e
the normal cable to co。neCtO重J506 on the time delay

unit of the stand‑by timer.
i・ ADJUSTMENT OF REMOTE SYNC GATE

s) by

(14) Adju§t the MARKER HEIGHT control

(R1741) and the SIGNAL GAIN control (R1758)
utltil the position of the gate with re§PeCt tO the l‑

micro§eCOnd marker§ Can be notcd by mean§ Of so血e

く.significant feature

of the marker push.up. This i§

DELAY.‑The procedure outlined below applies

done ro provide an identifying feature, figure 3‑71, Otl

equally to a timer being placed lnto aperation, aS Well

the gale WaVeform, for §ubsequent adjustment. By ad・

as to a §tand・by limer at a ma§ter §tation. Proceed a§

ju§tment Of the marker amplitude, With re§PeCt tO the

fo重bws :

amplitude of the gale, it §houla be possible to皿ake

(1) Check that the AUTO SYNC §Witch (S104)
On the §ynCh重Onization cont重Ol unit i§ in the OFF

po§itio皿・

SOme POrtio皿of the gate wavefom horizontal. This
Portion, When obtained, i§ an ea§y‑tO‑uSe identifying
feature. Obse重Ve Which horizontal line of the calibrated
ScoPe §Creen is nearest to the identifying feature to

(2) Di§COnneC=he cable f10rmally connected to

the lO MKS jack (J1713) on the rear apron of the te§t

help.identify the feature in the next §健P.

O§Cilloscope chassis, tO remOVe the lO一心icrosecond

(15) Turn the PHASE dial to the +4 po§ition;

markers from the §COPe. Thi§ i§ done to avoid con"

§imultaneously obse重Ve the te§t ScoPe apd note the

fu§ion due to the presence of lO・micro§eCond markers.

movement of the gate. As the gate move§ ̀hrough each

(3) Tu重n the SYNC SELECTOR switch (S1701)

l‑micro§eCOnd interval to the right,血e identifying

O血the test §COPe tO the PEDESTAL TRIGGER po§i‑
書i〇億.

(4) Tum the SIGNAL SELECrOR switch
(S1702) on the te§t ScoPe tO the ELECT SYNC posi.
tio皿.

(5) Tum the TEST SIGNAL switch (S1503) on
血e elect重ical synchronizer to the MIⅩED GATES po.

Sition. Tum the CONTINUOUS DELAY control to
the ⊂lockwise posilion. Tum the COARSE SWEEP
SP排D controI on the tesI ScoPe tO血e 4 po§ition. Tum

‡he FINE SWEEP SPEED conlrOl to the counterclock.
Wi§e POSition.

(6) Obse重Ve the te§t §cope SCreen. Two gate§
§hould t10W be present on the test scope sc重een, aS

§hown in五郎でぐ3‑69・
(7) Tum the PHASE dial on the §ynchronizalion
control unit ‡O O.

種7l

f;gure 3‑7O. Appeoroǹe OI Mjxed CoIes §I/PerPoSed
Onきòh OIhe「 on TesI §cope Sぐ「een
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featu重e Will di§aPPea重and reappear. The feature will

be q horizonlal line when the same coincidence with
a l.microsecond marker obtained in §teP (14) above
is obtained with each adjacent marker. Thu§, if the

significaǹ feature moves through four markers・ and
the end re§ult has

exac̀ly the same appearance a§ the

initial resuk, the gate will have moved exactly 4 mic重O.
seconds from the original position・ If the gàe ha§ nOt

moved 4 micro§eCOnds, the DELAY RANGE control
(R1561 ) requires re§etting. U§e the DELAY RANGE
control to move the gale lo血e 4・micro§eCOnd position.

(16) Re(urn the PHASE dial 〔O O. Determine the

position now occupied by the gate. Readjust the

MARKER HEIGHT or SIGNAL GAIN control to ob‑
tain a significant fcature. (Note that thi§ §ignificant

Fjgu′e 3‑7J. TypjcoI Ide両Iyjng l̀§jgn碗ow情eolure,,
feature may di任e重Slightly from that obtained in step

on Cole Woveform

( 14), above.)

(17) Repeat steps (15) and (16), above, until
the gate moves a distance of 4 ±0.05 microsecond§ On
the ̀eSt SCOPe §Creen, aS the PHASE dial is moved from

O章〇十4.

(4) SIowly tum the PHASE dial on the syn‑
chronization control unit to obtain a重eading of zero
on the SYNC TEST meter on the electrical sy皿・

chronizer.

(18) Tum the MARKER SELECTOR switch on
the test §COPe tO the OFF position. Turn the SYNC

SELECTOR switch on the test §COPe tO the PEDESTAL

(5) Tum the PHASE dial through a l.micro・

second interval in the dockwise direction. Observe
the reading of the SYNC TEST meter. A reading of

position. Tum the TEST SIGNAL §Witch (S1503) on

l ma ±0.l ma §hould be obtained, If this重eading i§ nOt

the elect重ical §ynChronizer to the MIⅩED GATES po‑

obtained, the DERIVATIVE INPUT LEVEL control

§ition. Retum tne PHASE dial to O. Ådjust the CON‑

(Rlう01 ) must be readjusted.
TINUOUS DELAY controI on the test §COPe until
the gates again appear a‥he∴Center Of the screen.

If neces§ary, adju§t the FINE REMOTE DELAY con‑

trol (R15 17 ) on the electrical synchronizer to superpose

(6) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch to the ON po‑
§ition. The PHASE dial will now indicate synchroniza‑

tion error, and the recorder will make a permanent

record of PHASE dial movements.

the gate§・

(19) Retum the SYNC SELECTOR switch on the

ふADJUSTMENT OF SYNCHRONIZATION CIR‑

te§t SCOPe tO the SQ WAVE 4 2 position. Reconnect

CUIT SENSITIVITY‑STAND‑BY TIMER.‑For this

the coaxial cable to connector J1713 (10 MKS) on the

adju§tment it will be necessary to determine by means

rear apron of the te§t SCOPe Chassi§・

of the check described in pa重agraPh 29 g (2) (g),

(20) Retum the REMOTE SIGNAL switch
(S1201) on the radio receiver to the IN position.

above, that the transmitter triggers from the operating
and §tand‑by timers重emain superpo§ed. P重OCeed a§
書ollows:

i. ADJUSTMENT OF SYNCHRONIZATION CIR‑
CUIT

SENSIT重VITY‑FIRST

TIMER

TO

BE

PLACED INTO OPERATION.‑For the first timer
to be placed into operation, PrOCeed with the adjust・

ment of sensitivity

aS described in the following steps.

Corre§POnding adjustments for the §tand‑by timer
should be made in a⊂COrdance with the procedure out‑

1ined in paragraph 29 4 below.
For the following adju§書mentS, the operating §lave
station timer must be maintaining synchronization・

(1) Tum the AUTO SYNC swilCh (SlO4) on the
synchronization control unit to血e ON position. The
PHÅSE dial should read zero) O重nearly zero, depend.
ing on how well the §lave station is holding §yn‑

chron ization.
(2) T柾n the METER SWITCH (S1504) on the
electrical §ynChronize重unit to the ADJUST position.

(3) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch to the OFF
position・

o南lclN▲し

(1) Tum the LOCAL SIGNAL switch on the
stand‑by timer to the OFF position. Turn the AUTO
SYNC §Witch (SlO4) on the synchronizàion control
unit of the s̀and‑by timer to the ON po§ition. The
PHASE dial should重ead zero, Or nearly zero, depending
on how well synchronization is being maintained・

(2) Tum the METER SWITCH (Slう04) on the

stand‑by timer eIectrical synchronizer unit to the AD‑

JUST position. Repeat the check of paragraph 29 g (2)
(g), above, tO determine that the operating and stand‑
by transmitter trigger§ are §uPerPO§ed・

(3) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch to the OFF
POSition.
(4) Slowly tum the PHASE dial on the §yn‑

chronization control unit to obtain a reading of zero

on the SYNC TEST meter on the electrical syn‑
chronizer.
(5) Tu重n the PHÅSE dial through a l‑micro§eC‑

ond interval in the cIockwise direction. Observe the

3̲77
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reading of the SYNC TEST meter. A重eading of l ma

dial for which血e lamp lights. Ro章ate the dial in the

±0.1 ma §hould be obtained・ If this reading i§ nOt

COunte重CIockwise direction f重Om the O point, until the

Obtained, the DERIVATIVE INPUT LEVEL

SYNC ERROR lamp lights again・ Note the position

con章重Ol

(R1501 ) mu§t be readjus〔ed.

Of the dial for which thi§ OCCur§・ The lamp §hould

(6) Retum the AUTO SYNG §WilCh to lhe ON

light when the dial is within O.1 microsecond of the

POSition. Wait until the FINE PHASE dial stops

SPeCified error for the particula重direction of重Otation.

rotating. Then 〔um the AUTO SYNC switch to the

慧霊藍精霊蒜為霜㌫謹書欝

OF重position.

(7) Repeat steps (4) through (6) to check the
adjustment. This check must be made to insu重e血at
oscilla‡O重drift has.not introduced er重OrS.

ments for the po§itive and negative error indications

are both mel.
(6) Adjust relay K1503 to the,de§ired time delay

(8) Return the METER SWITCH to the OPER.

Set〔ing.

ATE position.

No書e

(9) Return the AUTO SYNC switch to the ON

The adju§tment Of relay K1503, the time delay
relay in the sync error indicating circuit§,

posi章ion.

l・ SYNC ERROR ALARM CIRCUIT ADJUST.

Will be determined by Coast Guard procedure.
This relay determines the in〔erval of time

MENTS.一The

sync

error

alarm

cirouit

at

a

maste重
between the oc⊂urrenCe Of an errQr and the

Station i§ designed to p重OVide an alarm indication when

a predetermined er重Or is reached. This predetemined
error is adju§table from l章O 3 microsecond§. Estab.
1ished Coast Gua重d procedure will determine the set・

ting of the exact erro重for which alarm indication§ are
to be given. The Coa§t Guard procedure will al§O
determine the setting of the a§SOCiated time delay重elay

start of the alarm buzzer and of the local

blink.operation. To adjust the relay, tum the
knu重Ied knob until the pointers

are set on

the desired delay indicated oh血e relay dial.

Note that the actual delay will be about 2
microseconds greater than that indicated by
the relay.

K1503・ To adju§t the circuits for a speeifed error,

CAUliON

PrOCeed as follows:

(1) Restore tube V1509 into its socket, if it has
been removed for the initial adjustments (paragraph
12 b)・ Tu重n the AUTO SYNC switch on the sytl.

Relay K1503

While it is operating; that is, While the

SYNC ERROR indicator lamp is lit.

Chronization control unit to the OFF po§ition.

(2) There are two cams and a microswitch o血the

§hould NEVER be adju§ted

NoIe

The setting of the SYNC ERROR SENSITIV.

重ear Of the PHASE dial §haft. The cam fu重ther away

ITY control is not important fo重maSte重

from the fr{int panel controIs positive er重Or indica‑

Station opera章ion, §ince the circuit will be op‑

tion§・ The cam do§er tO the front panel control§ nega‑

e重ated by the microswitch, rega重dle§S Of the

tive error indications. Check that, aS the PHASE dial

Setting of this control.

lS rO(ated, the cams are positioned on the shaft so tha章

:霊嵩霊。誓書誓書l:葦誌霊蒜
(PrOVided), and position the cam§ tO do that.

(7) Tum the AUTO SYNC switch to the OFF
position. Introduce the spec脆ed error by rotati皿g the

PHASE dial dockwise. The following indications
§hould be obtained, a§ an indication of the proper oper‑

(3) Set the PHASE dial to the calibration mark
COrreSPOnding to the specified positive erro重. Rotale

ation of the alarm circuit§, and of p重OPe重adju§tmentS,

as outlined above.

the cams uǹil章he microswitch is not operated. The血

rotate the cam which is further away from the front
Panel, in the counterdockwise direc〔ion, until it just

精霊語義雷罫書hten the §etSCreWS Of that
(4) Set the PHASE dial to the calibration mack
COrre§POnding to the specified negative error. Rotate
the cam§ until the microswitch is not operated・ Thea

rotate the cam which is cIoser to the front panel) in the
COun〔erCIockwise direction, until it just operates the
microswitch. Tighten the setscrew§ Of that cam in the

adjusted position.

(ク) The SYNC ERROR lamp §hould go on.

(b) Relay K1503 should operate.
(c) After the time delay provided by K1503,
the buzzer should §Ound, PrOVided the BUZZER ON‑
OFF switch has been turned to the ON positio血. The
local blink circuit should operate when the LOCÅL

BLINK §Witch is in the AUTO position.

(d) When the local blink operates, the LOCAL
BLINK chronograph pen and the running time meter
On the re∞rder should be energized.

No書e

(5) Retum the PHASE dial to the O position.

For a §tand‑by timer the checks indica〔ed

Now rotate the dial in the dockwi§e direc〔ion, until

aboye for the chronograph pen and the run‑

the SYNC ERROR indicator lamp on the synchroniza‑

ning time meter are not pos§ible, Since the§e

tlOn COntrOl unit just lights. Note the po§ition of the

item§ are nOt COnneCted.
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(8) Turh the REMOTE ALAEN Swi章Ch on the

front panel of the electrical synchronizer unit to the IN
POSition, and ch∝k the ope重ation of the remote alarm

Parag○○ph

29

I

3

(8)

PO§ition, and ch∝k the operation of the remote ala重m
circuit§.

(5) Retu重n the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the
radio r∝eiver to the IN po§ition.

circui ts.

(9) Retum the AUTO SYNC switch to the ON

(6) To ch∝k OFF"SYNC sensidvity simulate re‑

POSition.
m. CHECK AND ADJUSTMENT OF O即・SYNC

mote station blink by first depre§Sing and holding OFF.

CIRCUITS.‑Before making the ch∝ks and adjust・
ments outlined below, On a Stand‑by timer, reCh∝k that
OPerating and stand・by timer transmitter triggers are

SuPerPO§ed a§ described in paragraph 29 g (2) (g),
above. It i§ aSSumed that the remote signal is present

and that it is synchronized with the master timer signal.
For both an operating and a stand‑by timer pr∝eed
as foI重ows:

(1) Very sIowly tum the OFF SYNC SENSITIV‑
ITY control (R1555) on the electrical synchronizer in
the cIockwise dir∝tion, until the OFF SYNC lamp
jus〔 gOeS On. Then retum the control in lhe counter‑
dockwise di重eCtion by om §Cale divi§ion (i.e., half in‑

terval between number§). The OFF SYNC lamp should

SYNC TEST §Witch (S507), then turn BLINK SELEC.
TOR swilCh (S802) to the manual po§ition. The

LOCAL

器豊富発き諾‡霊蕊薄暑歯罵
by the sounding of the alarm buzzer. If the alarm
Circuit fails IO WOrk, it will be 。eCe§Sary tO r∝heck the

OFF.SYNC adjustment. Follow the rever§e Order of

SWitching to 〔erminate this test; first switch o任the

LOCAL BLINK, then release the OFF.SYNC TEST
swi tch.

CAuTION
If, On the operating timer, the OFF.SYNC
§Witch is released prior to swilChing off the

LOCAL BLINK, the Loran Operating Rate
will blink until the BLINK SELECTOR
SWitch i§ retumed to the OFF position.

g○ ○u書・

(2) Adjust relay K1505 to the desired time delay
Setting.

似ESTABLISHING STAND・BY TIMER PHASE
REFERENCE.一The following adjustments are made

Noie

to insure that when the §〔and・by timer at a master sta.

The adjustment of relay K1505, the time
delay relay in the off‑SynC indicaling circuits,

Will be determined by Coast Guard procedure.
This relay determines the interval of time.

蕊霊霊諾藍馨無毒薄紫霊霊:
To cstabli§h the pha§e reference, Pr∝eed as follows:

(1) Tum the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on lhe

between the occur重enCe Of an error and the

radio reeeiver to the OUT po§ition. Check that the

start

VIDEO PRESENTATION §Witch on the synchroni・

of

〔he

alarm

buzzer

and

of

the

local

blink operation. To adju§t the relay, tum

Zation indicator unit is in the REC po§ition.

the knurled knob until the pointers are set
On the desired delay indicated on the relay

(2) Tum the SIGNAL switch on the synchroniza"
lion indicator unit to the DERIVATIVE POSITION.

diaL

(3) Adju§t the VERTICAL CENTER control to

CAUTiON

bring the base line of the waveform appearing on 〔he

Relay K1505 should never be adjusted while

VIDEO SCOPE screen to the horizontal reference line

it is operating; that i§, While the OFF SYNC

On %嵩ごC嵩vI。E。 SWEE. S胴。 。。nt,。I

lamp i§ lil.

(3) Tum the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the
receiver to the OUT position. The following indica.
tions should be obtained,衛an indication of the proper

OPeration of the off‑SynC alarm cirouits, and of proper

to the extreme cl∝kwi§e POSition.

(5) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP DELAY control in
the synchronization indicator unit until the first zero
CrO§S‑OVer Of the derivative local signal occur§ a=he
inler§eCtion of the center horizontal and vertical refer.

adju§tmentS, a§ Outlined above.

(a) The OFF SYNC lamp should go on.
(b) Relay K1505 should operate.
(c) For an operating timer, the OFF SYNC

ence line§ On the VIDEO SCOPE screen. The properly
adjusted waveform §hould appear as shown in figure

3‑72.

:詑熱線。霊露ng ̀time mete重On the
(d) After the time delay provided by relay
K1505, the buzze重Should sound, PrOVided the BUZZER
ON"OFF switch ha§ been tumed to the ON position.
The l∝al blink cirouit should operate when the LOCAL

BLINK switch is in the AUTO position.
(e) When the local blink operates言he ‑LOCÅL

諾蕊語認諾h島諾意nlng tlme meter On
N〇十〇
For a §tand"by timer, the ch∝ks indicated

above for the lchronograph ,PenS and the run"
ning time metefs a重e nOt.POS§ible, Since the§e

items are not connected.
(4)

Tum

the

REMOTE

ÅLARM

switch

on

the

front panel of the el∝trical synchronizer to the IN

AMEND

2

Fjgure 3‑72. PropeIIγ Adjusled WoveloIm Ior Esiob‑
Ijshjng §′aれd‑by TjmeI Phose ReIe′eǹe
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(6) Repeat the check of paragraph 29 g (2) (g),

0. FINA1 MOTOR SP挑D ADJUSTMENT.‑The

above, tO in§ure that the tran§mitter trlgger§ a重e §uPer・

following additional steps remain for bo血the oper‑

ating and §tand‑by章imer§ Of the station:

POSed・

(7) Note and recbrd the VIDEO SWEEP DELAY
dial reading for which the properly adjusted referetlce

(l) Check that the gear shift control is

in the

LOW range position.

is obtained. Note that to re§tOre this phase reference

at any time during operation turn the VIDEO SW髄P
DELAY cont重Ol to the dial reading thus recorded, tum

(2) Check that the MAX MOTOR SPEED control
(R157) on

the synchronization control unit is set to

the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control to the extreme

3 microseconds per minute. LOCk the cont重OIs in the ad‑

cIockwise position, and tum the HORIZONTAL CEN‑

justed posilions.

TER control to b重ing the signal to the reference point.

P. FINAL ADJUSTMENTS.‑The adjustments de‑
No†e

scribed above complete the initial placement of血e

Because of the fact that the stand.by and oper.

operating and stand‑by timers at a maste重Station i皿to

atlng tlmer O§Cillators are not locked in) the

§erVice. Re§tOre the cover on the auto§yn‑correCtOr a§・

derivative signal will tend to d重ift away f重Om

sembly. Check that all connec̀ions disturbed, made,

the reference point. To minimize the anoun章

or disconnected for these procedures are重etutned to

of drif書after the reference‑ha§ been restored,

normal operating condition. Restore the electrical

the FINE FREQUENCY dial on the stand.by

§ynChronizer drawer into the cabinet. If immediate

oscillator §hould be readjusted from time to

operation

11me.

recorder chart for the correct time of day.

競0

of

the

station

is

contemplated,

§et

the
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§たCTION 4

OPERATION
1. ○○N各脈Åし.

2. OPたRATiNe CoNTROしS AND D各VIC各§.

A Ioran §tation transmits signals which are used by

Figures 4‑1 through 4‑13 and as§OCiated tables 4‑1

navigalOr§ fo重determlnlng geOgraPhical positions. In

through 4‑13 locàe and describe the function of the

the intere§t Of providing dependable §e重Vice to these

controIs and device§ in the timer and as§OCiated unit§.

navigator§, it is e§Sential that the loran station be

Only a few of the many controIs and devices within

OPerated continuously so that §ignals are tran§mitted

the reach of the operato重are emPIoyed during重Òltlne

without interruption. Continuous operation i§血e re‑

operation. Some of ̀he' Others mu§t nOt be touched or

SPOnSibility of the operator. The timer is only one of

a service interrup̀ion will resul̀・ It js expected that

seve重al unilS eS§ential to the t重anSmi§Sion§, and opera‑

the ope重atOrS Will receive specific instructions

tional routine of the timer mu§l be coordinated with

ent with the dutie§ aSSigned them and their knowledge

the operational routine for a complete statlOn, a§ Out‑

of the equipment, regarding the control§ and adjus(er§

1ined‑ in I.oran Station Operating and Main〔enanCe In‑

which they may or may not manipulate.

structions CG‑155. The operation of the transmitting,
switching, and auxilia重y equipment is covered ih their

COnSist‑

3. PREOP各RA†IONAし教書OUiREMENTi.

respective manual§・ The normal operating routine for

At this point it is assumed that the timer§ Of the

a timer include§ Sland‑by.operate change‑OVer Pro‑

station have been completely adjusted and placed in

Cedure§, aCtive operation of血e timer, and operational

operational or §̀and‑by §erVice a§ de§Cribed in Section

adj ustment§.

3, ParagraPhs 17 through 29. At a double"Pulsed
station, it i§ aSSumed that timers No. 1 and No. 2 (one

U血der aormal conditions, the timer will be operat̲
ing for an extended period of time (as dete重mined by

an adopled time・Sharing schedula between the operat‑
ing and §tand‑by unit§), and little trouble may be

operating and one stand.by) have been adjusted for
one repetition重ate, and timers No. 3 and No. 4 (one

operating and one stand.by) have been adjusted for
the other rate・ A章a §ingle pulsed station, i章is assumed

expected from it. However, Since the lo重an SyStem re‑

both timers No. 1 and No. 2 (one operating and one

quires血at there be a minimun of time when no §ig.

stand‑by) have been adjusted fo=he particular rate

nal i§ t重an§milted, Change‑OVe重§, Whenever necessa重y,

mus章be done promptly and e航ciently. Change.over
PrOCedures therefore reprc§ent a Small though im.
POrtant Part Of the operating重Outlne.
Active ope重ation cotlSist§ Principally of ( 1 ) ob§erV‑

ing che local and remote signals on the oscillo§CO重光§

Of the synchronization indicator lO eStablish that syn‑
Chrotlization is being maintained, and (2) making the

of the station. After initial adjustment, ,time重S Which
are maintained in stand‑by status will requl重e PraC‑

tically no attention before being placed in ope重a章iotl;

timer§ Which are not maintained i血stand‑by statu§,
although left energized, Will重equire certain checks
and adjustments to correct fof any drifts or change§・
On tho§e OCCaSions when it i§ neCeS§ary tO remOVe all

power from the time重for any length of time・ in pa重・
ticular powe重from the o§Cillator utlit・ SPeCial wam‑

necessary cor重eCtion to restore synchronization when

up ・Period§ muSt be ob§erVed before重eSuming opera‑
an error in synchronization i§ Observed. Since proper

tion. Warm‑uP Period§ are di§CuSSed in pa重agraPP 5.
SynChronization of心e remote and local signals is the

most impo重tant重equiremen章Of the loran §yStem) the

4. MOD置S AND CONDI丁ION§ OF OPERA丁ION.

nece§Sity of adequate monltOrlng CamOt be ovcr・

e皿phasi補d・
I章is difficult to establish the章aSks which make up

a. GENERAL.‑Two mode§ Of operatioo (ma§te重

and slave) are possible. The general difference be‑
tween maste重and slave opera章ion has been discu§Sed

routine ope重ational adjustments of a timer, Since there

in Section

is no §harp distinction between重Outine adjustments,

trea章ed a§ §ePara章e Ca§eS Wherever operational diffe重‑

Se重Vice adjustments, and minor repairs. The exact

ences exist.

dutie§ Of any particular operator is a matter for the

2. In this∴§eCtion the two.皿Ode§

a重e

The gene重al statu§ Of a timerタWhethe重ma§ter Or

OPerating authority to decide and will be influenced

§lave, Will fall into one of three categorie§, namely,

by the relative skill of the operator: This seclion will

shut‑down, §tand‑by, Or OPerational. The operator

be concemed with tho§e Checks, adjustments, and cor‑

should become familiar with the time重in each of

rective procedure§ mOSt Often required in operating

these three states so that the minimum time i§ taken

the timer.

fo重Change.ove重・

ORiclNA」

き"書

4
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b. SHUT̲DOWN CONDITION.一This term de‑

c. STAND‑BY CONDITION.‑The term脇タカ‑by

fines the condition of complete removal of power

co棚擁ion defihe§ the condition of a timer when all

from the timer so that even the oscillator and space

P重eParatO重y StePS for operation have been completed

heaters are inoperative. This ∞ndition i§ enCOuntered

and when, therefore, the timer is ready for active

when the timer is to be adjusted for the firs=ime,

use in the §tation. Before a timer can be con§i.二尊ed

for example, Or When it has been taken out of

to be in §tand.by status, it mu§t be completely adju§ted

§erVice completely for §Ome SPeCial重ea§On. Becau§e

as de§Cribed in Section 3, ParagraPhs 17 through 29.

of the considerable warm‑し1P Period required to pre‑

Paragraphs 6 and 7 of thi§ SeCtion include checking

Pare the oscillator for satisfactory operation after a

and adjustment p重OCedures which §hould be made by

the operator to insure that a timer is so adjusted. It

long period of sh̀lt・down, it is reco甲nended that

the equipment not be shut down for any length of

is important that every effort be made to maintain the

time unless such shut‑down i§ unaVOidable.

SPare timer in §tand‑by statu§, SO th梨a minimum of
章ranSmi§Sion time is Iost in the event of failure of the

Shut‑down for only a few minute§ i§, Of cour§e,

OPerat重ng tlmer.

entirely permi§§ible if it serves a purpo§e; inconveni‑

d. OPERATING CONDIT重ON. ‑ This term de.

ence re§ults only if the equipment i§ Shut down long
enough for the units toくくcooI off

fines the condition of full ope重ation of the timer;
that is, the timer is in cont重Ol of an ope重ating t重anS・

and for the crys章al

OSCillator oven to drop below its s〔able temperature.

mi〔ter and is presumably in precise adjus章ment. If it

The heater reading on the o§Cillator can be used as a

does not happen to be in synchronization, it is still
COn§idered to be in full operation so Iong a§ i章is in

guide. If the meter reading (with the mete重SWitch
controI of a transmitte重Which isくくon the air.,,

in the HEATER position) has no=isen appreciably,
the timer can be put back into service immediately.

i

2
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OPとRATiON

TAB」E 4○○. CONTROしi AND D各VICEi

(RADIO FREPU馴CY O§CiしLATOR TY惟O‑202/即N‑3O)

管ic.4‑1 脈各置.No.

1

S1401

SYMBO[

M▲脈魅INc

COARSEFREQ.ADJ.

10・pOSi章ion重ota岬

PARTSPERlO6

2

C1410

FINEFREQ.ADJ.

DE§CRIPTION

swilCh.

AD」uiTM各Nl PROCEDURE 髄惟教各NC各

P重OVidesforcoarseadju§章menlOf

Sec章ion3,pa重a・

0§Cilla(Orfrequencyin§tePSOf
g重aphs26d,
4part§Pe重million.
1うd(1). Section4,Pa重a‑ g重aphll.

Adjuster(va重iablecap‑

PARTSPERlO9

FUNCTiON

acito重).

Provide§fine(COntinuou§)adju§t‑

Sec書ion3,pa重a・

mentofcry§lalo§Cillatorf重e.

g重aph§26d,

quencyove重a重angeOf5par(S
pe重million.Referencei§made

1うd(1).
Sec章ion4,pa重a・

towindowindicatordial,Cali一

g重aphs6b

braledinpartsperbillion,and drum,Calib重atedinhund重ed Pa重tSPerbillion.

3

F1401

HEATERFUSE

I1401

1AMP

Cart重idge血§e(1amp)

Fu§ePrOteCtSCOa重SehcalerCi重・

andwhitejewelindic‑

cuit.Lampglow§ifcorre§POnd‑

ato重Withneonlamp
NE‑う1.

4

重1403

COARSEHEATER

PILOT

う

胃1402

AMP

Whiteiewelindicator

Indicate§COarSeheatersR1421

う1.

andR1434a重eene重gized.

Cartridgcfu§e(1/8amp)

Fu§ePrOteC章§VaCuumtubeplate

andwhi章ejewelin・
circuit§.Lampglowsifcorres.
dicatorwithneoの
pondingfu§eisopenandcircuit
la皿pNE一う1・

6

7

M1401

Miぐ重Oa皿皿cte重.

S1402

ingfuseisopenandci重Cuitis

othe重Wisecompleteandene重・ gi乙ed.

wi血n∞n重a皿pNす

PLATEFUSEl/8

I1402

(12)andll.

i§Othe重Wi§eenergized.

Provide§formonito重ingopera‑ tionofvariouscircuilS,a§Sel. ecledbyMETERSW重TCH (S1402)be重ow.

METERSWITCH

タ・印§idon重o髄はy§Wiくcb,

Connect§Selected章eStPOintto

PO§idon§ma重keda§
書ollow§:

meterM1401fo重mOnitoring

circuilOPe重ation.Normallyleft

程 OSCOU富 AMPOUT HEAT重R OnO軍曹po§ilion.

ORicINAし

き3
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14

I5

I6

i7

I8
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TA肌と4‑2. CONTROしi ÅND DEVICEi

(§YNCHRONIZÅTiON CONIROしTYP各C‑1ま38/即N‑30)

置ic.4‑重 職晴.No.

1

S107

TESTS重GNAL

iYMさ○○

M▲京魅INe

4・PO§ition重ÒarySWitch) positionsma重kedas 書ollow§:

DE§C剛PTION

FuNCIION

ADJu§TM各NT P教oCとou膿 農暮晴眺NC格

U§edinconjunctionwithSIGNAL SELECTOR§Wit⊂h(S1702)onleSl §COPeforobtaining§COPePfeSenla.

100KC重NPUT

章ionsasfo重low§:

SHIFTEROUTPUT
100KCTOXMTR

100・kcinput
Ou章PutOfphaseshifte重

100KCTOFREQDIV (SlOl) 100‑kcoutputtot重an§mitter 100‑kcoutpu‡tOf重equenCy divider

2 SlO2 60 AMPLPWR ON・○重F 3PDTIOggle§Witch. Cont重OIspowe置tO60‑amPlifie重 ci重Cuit§andsynccontrolmoto重 BlOl.NormallyintheON position)unle§Selectricalsy血chro・ nize重i§nOtu§edforanyledgthof 章ime.

3

SlO4

4

AUTOSYNC ON・OF重

重lOl IlOl

DPDTtoggle§Wi〔Ch.

十300VAl/8

Permitsmanualorautomaticsynch重0‑ nization.PlacedinONposi‡ion forautomaticsync.Placedinthe OFFpositionfo重manualsync.

Cartridg6fu§e(1/8amp) andwhitejewelindicator

Fu§ePrOteC(S+300・VOltplate§uPPly circui‡.Lampglow§iffu§eisopen

withneonlampNE‑5l.

う

重103 IlO3

+1う0VAl/8

Ca重tridgefuse(1/8amp) andwhitejewelindicator

andci重Cuiti§Othcrwiseenergized.

Fu§eP重OtCCt§十150‑VOl章Plate§uPPly circuit.I.ampglow§iffuseisopen

withneonlampNE‑51.

6

FlO2 重宣O2

115VACBIl/2

Cart重idgefuse(1‑1/2amp) andwhitejewelindicator

andcircuitisotherwi§eenergized.

Fuseprotectsl15‑VOlta‑CCircuit§・ Lampglowsiffusei§OPenand

withneonlampNE.51.

circuiti§Otherwiseenergized.

7 S103 FREQUENCYCOR" RECTOR OU富・IN DPDTtoggleswilCh. Pe重mit§reSetlingofFREQUENCY CORRECTOR(C120)bydisen‑ gagingFREQUENCYCORREC" TORclutch.NormallyleftinIN position.

8

I宣O4

FREQUENαCOR・
RECTOR

Amberjewelindica書o重With

6S6‑12う1劃血p.

OU冒

少

IlOう

重REQU最NCY

Redjewelindicato重Wi血

JlOう

OUTposilion.

I,amPlight§WhenFREQUENCY CORRECTOR(C120)ha§reaChed eitheriimitofrotation,indicati皿g thatosci11atorfrequencymustbe readju§tedandFREQUENCY CORRECTOR(C120)reset.

WARNING

10

EX丁最RNAL

6S巳・12う1amp.

4・pin章eCeptade・

RECORDER

11

R127

ⅩMT鼠lOOKC

e

lNAL

Receptacleforconnectingreco重ding

ammete重.

Adju§ter(potentiomete重)・

◆SHIFTCOARSE

oRI

LighlSWhenFREQUENCYCOR・

RECTORswltCh(SlO3)lSlnthe

Section3,Para‑

g重aph28d(2)・

Adjustspha§eOflOO‑kcsigmlto

t重anSmitter.

Section2,Pa重a.

g重aph3b(3).

4‑5
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TAB○○ 4‑2. CONTRO看るAND DEVICE§

(iYNCH教ONiZATiON CONTRO」 TY惟C○○238/FPN‑3o=Com○d)

置Ic.4‑2 教各置.No.

12

R128

13

IlO7

iYMBOL

MA南京iNc

ⅩMTRlOOKC 4SHIFTFINE

LOWRANGE

D格iC京iplIoN

FUNC†iON

Adjuster(potentiomeler).

Whitejeweljndicatorwìh

ADJUSTM各NT p農oCとりu農と 教書幡教とNC各

Refeき章Oi〔e血l重.

Indicatesautoma〔icsynccorrection

neonlampNE‑51.

S∝tion2,pa重a・ g重aph3b(3).

Se●章ion3,pa重a・ g章aph§28l,

SPeedrangea§Selec‡edbyMOTOR

SPEEDRANGESEI.ECTOR.
14

1う

重lÒ

H重GHRANGE

Rlう7

Whitejewelindicatorwith neonlampNE‑51.

MAXMOTOR SPEED

Woきkswi書h重lO7.

Adju?ter(potentiomèe重).

290.

Section3,pa重a・ g重aph§28l, 290.

Adjus̀SmaXimum§Peedof§ytlC

Se⊂章ion4,pa富a"

COntrOlmoto重bylimitingouやut Of60‑amPlifiercircuit§・Normally Se章forlowe§tValuepermitting §ati§fac̀O重yautOmaticsynch重Oni・ 乙ation. g重aphlO.

1̀

FINEPHASE

RotaryindicatordiaI,

1REVOI.UTION
二0,う〃SEC

17

PHAS玉

Fineindicato重,gearedtoPHASE

gearedtoPHASEdial.

dial.Speed20time§tha章OfPHÅSE

dial.Onerevolutionequal§0.5 〆§eC.

Rota重ydial,gearedto

Slaveope重ation:Shift§Pha§eOf100‑

§ynCmOtOrBlOland

Section4,paきa・

kcou章Pu章OVe重aCOntinuou§range

g重aph7b(9).

PHASEcont重OIBlO3. OfOo103600.One書eVO重u書ion equa重slOmicro§eCOnd§.Maybe OPe重atedau(Omaticallybysync moto重BlOl(AUTOSYNC§Witch inONpo§ition)o重manually (AUTOSYNC§WitchinOFFposi・ 章ion).Ma§te重OPera〔ion:Indica(es SynCerrOrjnlo重an§ignal§.

18

C120

.FREQUENCY

CORR藍C冒O鼠

Adju§le重(CaPaCitor).

CHA§il§

1少

R14う

RECORDERZERO

CONTROしS

R142

RECORDERRANGE

Screwd重iveradju§ter
(potentiomeler).

21

SlOl

AND

Screwdriveradjuste重

(po〔entio皿ete章).

20

Finefrequencycontrolforoscillator

STATIONSELECTOR

I.ine§uP重eCOrdingammetetzero

Adju§tS重angeOf重∝Ordingammeler.

MÅSTER.SLAVE

LlO2

60 TUNING

Multiplesplinewrenchad・
juster(inductor).

23

LlO3

100KCTUNING

Screwdriveradjuster

(inductor).

4̲6

Section3,pa章a・

g章aph28e∫

Section3,Para・

U§edinconjunctionwithRE‑ CORDERZERO(R14う).

Po§itionsmarked:

g章aphll.

DとVIC各§

POint.Adju§tedinconjunction Wi血RECORDERRANGE(R142).

2‑POSitionrotaryswilCh.

MASTER‑SLÅVE

22

Secdon4,pa重a一

gearedtofollow‑uPPhasedial rota(ion.Whendial重ea⊂heseithe重 lini章Ofrotation,thi§dialand FINEFREQ.ADJ.ono§CilIato重 mustbe重e§et.

g重aph28e.

Selectsmodeofope重ationofsync

COntrOlunitastoMASTERor
SLAVEope重adon.

TuneimOtOramPlifiertopowerline

Section3,Para・

f重equenCytOminimize§Pu重ious motorrotation.

Tunesplatecircui章OflOO.kcoutput

amplifierformaximumoutput.

g重aph28c.

Section7,Pa重a‑

graph4b(3).
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OP各RATION

†ABし各4‑3. CONTRoしi AND.DEViCと§
(F鵬OU剛CY DIViDER †Y9E CV‑274/書PN‑3O)
i 置ic.4‑3 則詐.No.

1

2

R282

SYMBOl

COUNTERBIAS

R27う

MARKINc

○○iCRIPlloN

Adju§ter(pote皿‡io血e〔er).

SLOWSIZE

FUNC了ION

ADJuSJMENT P貫oC各oU回書 南隣[眺NC各

Adju§t§biasofbinarycounlefs.

Screwdriveradju§ter

Sec償on6, pa章ag寄食ph う.

Adjusts§izeofSLOWSCOPE

(POtentiometer).

Seぐtion3,

書きaCe.Normallyadjusted‡0

pa重ag章種ph

PrOVidea2.1/2‑inchtrace.
3

R264

S○○WS藍P

Sc重eWd重iveradjuste重

Adju§tSSePa重ationofma§書erand

(POtentiomete重).

4

R2うう

S○○WHOR

う

S206

(POtenliometer).

S○○WMARKERS

S20う

BASICRATE

3・POSition重O(a重ySWitch.

SLOW

SPECIFICRATE

Selecl§OneOfth重eebasic重aped‑

Selec‡§§PeCificrate.Usedincon‑

Cartridgefu§e(1/4amp)

andwhitejewelindi・

A宣/8十150V

I202

F201

重201

OPenandcircuiti§Otherwi§e

enefgized.

Ca重l重idgefuse(l/8anp)

Fuseprotect§十150‑VOl章Circuits.

a血dwhitejeweliadi・

R2

Lampglow§iffuseisopenand

Cart書jdgefu§e(2amps)

11うVAC

§uPPlỳranSfo重merT205.Lamp

ぐa10重Wilhnconla皿p

重1

S204

TESTCOUNT

Momentary§Witch.

Circuitisothe重Wiseenergized.

Fu§ePrOteCtSPrimaryof創amenl

andwhitejewelindi・

NE‑う1.

glowsiffusei§OPenandci重Cuit

jsotherwi§eenergized.

Introduce§Pulse§intoanyoneof
theth重eeCOunte重SaS§electedby

Secdon7,
pa章ag書aph

TESTCOUNTinse重t§Witch (S201).Usedforte§tingopera. tionofcounte重§.

4"8

19a(2〉.

Fu§ePrOteCt§十300・VOltpla書e

Cato章Wi血皿conla皿p NE‑う1.

10

Seぐlion3,

pa章ag重aph

Circuits.Lampglowsiffusei§

NE‑う1.

F202

junc章ionwithBAS重CRATE

§Witch(S2O5)fo重eStabli§hing as§igtledrepe〔itionra(e.

CatO重Withneonlamp

夕

pa重ag重aph

1タa(2).

RATE§Witch(S202)fo重e§tab‑

8.po§itionrotaryswi章ぐh.

A重/4十300V

重203

Seぐ章ion3,

tionrates(a§marked).U§ed

lishingas§ignedrepetitionra‡e.

Oth重ough8.

重203

Sec書ion3
20b(う〉.

Cont重OIsl,000‑yseCmarker§On

Posltio血sma重kcd:

8

pa重ag重aph

inconjunctionwi章hSPEC重FIC

○○W
HIGH

S202

タ

SI.OWSCOPE.No重mallyi血 ONpo§i寄〇億.

Posi〔ions皿a重ked:

7

Seαion3,

Pa重agraph 20b(6).

Adjustsho重izontalposilionof

S○○WSCOPE書きaCe.

ヽ、、 SPDTtoggleswitch.

ON・OF重

6

§lavetrace§OnSI.OWSCOPE.

Sc重eWd重ive重adjuster

C玉N丁

20b(4).

7.

ORICiNAし

s。.Ii。hき
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AN/FPN̲30

OP各RATION

1ABしE

4葛3. CONT教Oしi AND DEVtC要る

(F鵬OU剛CY DIVID駅TY惟CV‑274!FPN‑30) (Coれ書‑d)

[Ic.4‑3 韓晴.No.

12

S203

SYM〇〇〇

TESTSIGNAL

MA農議iNc

DEiCRIPTION

FuNCTION

4・POSitionrotary§WilCh.

UsedinconjunctionwithSIGNAL

Po§ition§marked:
S

tesIOSCilloscopetooblainscope

100

S

Pre§entationsasfollows:

う0′}

S201

TESTCOUN富

重NSERT

SEI,ECTORswitch(S17O2)on

10

1000,S

13

10.ysecmarkersoutput

100.ysecmarkersoutput 1,000‑yseCmarker§OulPut 50.cyclel重igge重Of§quare‑ WaVegeneratO重

4"POSitionrotaryswitch.

Selec(SWhichcoupterreceivestest

Po§itionsmarked:

Pulse§P重OVidedbyTEST

COUNTER・1
COUNTER・2

COUNT§Witch(S204).Unle§§

仁ouN冒ER・3

CHAiSl§

Z201

Z202

CONIRO[iAND

TunedlranSforme重(top

Tunedtransformer(top

R32,

ORleINAし

DR重FTADJUST

MAL)po§ition.

DEVICたら

Control§amPlitudeandphaseof
1叫SeCma重ke章§.

Screwdrive重adjusler (POtendomeler).

1・〃SeC血a重keきS.

Conlrol§Shapeofdriftpul§e.

Seclion7;

paきag重aph 4c(1).

Cont重Olamplitudeandpha§eOf

andbottomadju§terS).

16

7.

leftinOFF(CIRCUITNOR.

andbot章Omadju§terS).

1う

Sec章ion7,

pa重ag重aうh

te§tingci重Cuit,this§Witchi§

OFF(CIRCUIT NORMAL)

14

ADJUSIMENT p脈oC各DU能管 教と書置脈各NC各

Sec‡ion7,

pa重ag重aph 4c(1).

Secdon7, pa重種g重aph 4c(2).

重り

OPERATION

CG‑273‑1与

4 i。.1i。n

AN/FPN‑3O
5

⑦②

④

②

②

咄

④

了

8

9

27

④

◎

色〇〇〇璽
◎

②

6

◎

p騨丁‥・」AYS

◎

◆

◎̲葛璽

IO

◎

II

i2

iう

i4 i5

Fjgure 4‑種● Tjme DeIoy Tγpe TD‑92/FPN‑3O′ ConiroI [oc01jons

車。音0

AMEND

2

OPERATION

i。.1i。hき

Cc̲273̲1与

AN/FPN̲3O
TABし各4賀4. CON丁ROし§ ÅND DEViCEi
(TIME DEしAY TYPE TD‑92/FPN‑30)

軍○○.す4 教晴.No.

iⅥ議〇〇〇

MA教KINe

2韓

Rう36 Rう64 Rう84

PRESETBDELAYS

Rう34 Rう62 京う82

Rう37 Rう66 Rう86

PRESETBDELAYS

4韓

Rう02

Sc重eWdriveradju§te重§

g重aph23.

E§tablishpre§etB3delay.

Sc重eWd重iveradju§〔e重§

Screwd重iveradju§ter§

PRESETBDELAYS

Sc重eWdriveradju§terS

Establishp重eSetB2delay.

E§tablishpreselB4delay.

Adju§te重(POtentiomete重).

S∝do皿3,pa富a一

E§tabli§hpre§etB5delay.

Secdon3,pa重a・

g農aph23.

Adju§t§Adelay.Range25,0001O

Se⊂don3,pa職・

30,000Iふ§∝inl,000・岬S∝Step§.

3

Rう11

GATEWIDTH

Screwdriveradjusle重

A宣OOO

4

Rう32

DNO恥lD重しAY
1000

う

京う4う

Adjuse重(POtentiomeler).

Rう61

GATEWIDTH

BNOFmLDELAY
100

7

京うう7

Rう81

Screwdrive重adju§ter

Adjustswid血ofB100O§elec調r

(polendo皿etc重).

9

Rう74

Adjuste重(POlentiometer〉.

gate●

Sctewd重iveradju§ler

Adjust§WidthofBlOO§electo重

DNORMALDELAY

Adjuster(potentiomele重).

gale.

Secdon3,pa輪・

Seclion3,Pata‑

Screwdriveradju§te重

U§edinconjuncdonwithB100O,

Adjust§WidthofB10§eleぐIOr
g種書C・

gねph22.

Secdon3,pa博一

g章aph21g.

Seαion3,皿蜘・

BlOO.andBCONTINUOUS DELAYcont重Ol§(R532,R561, andR601)fo重establi§hing B‑nOrm種ldelay.Adjusts R・nO章の狐de血y血lひ岬s∝ s書eps・

GATEW重DTHB10

g重aph22.

g重aph21I.

U§edinconjunctionwithB1000,

(polendo血e章e重).

○則ciNAし

Sec心on3,pa船・

BlO,andBCONTINUOUS DEI.AYconlfOl§(R432,R58l, andR601)forestablishing B"nO重maldelay.Adjusts B.no重maldelayinlOO一昨eC §teps●

GA冒EWIDTHBlOO

10

Seぐdon3,pa職・
g書aph21e.

UsedinconjunctiotlWithBlOO,

(印ten寄o皿e章e重).

8

gate・

g章坤h22̀.

BlO,andBCONT重NUOUS DELAYcont重OIs(R561,R581, andR601)fore§tabli§hing B・nO重maldelay.Adju§tS R・nO章細胞ldelayinl,000・碕∝ StepS●

D重OO

6

AdjuslSWidthofAlOOOselectot

(polendo皿e章e重).

Section3,Para‑

g重争ph23.

(potendo皿e(c重§).

AD最IAYlOOO

Seαion3,pa槍・

g重種ph23.

(印tendomete重S).

常
2

ADJUiTMEN† p教oCとoU教各 農暮幡脈各Nc置

(polc血do皿elC書S).

PRESETBDELAYS

Rう38 Rう67 Rう87

軍UNc11oN

(po書cndo皿ete重§).

3韓
l

DEiCRiPTION

g重aph22.

Seぐ髄on3,pam・
g館ph21b.

な̲1

1

きi。.1i。h
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AN/FPN‑3O
音A回し各

4」l. CON鵜教Oしi AND D各VIC要る

(TiME D軸AY †Y昨TD‑92/FPN‑30) (Coh書

書○○.4‑4 鴫と置.No.

10

SうO壬

iYMBOL

MARl(INc

PRESETBDEI.AY

○○iC教iplloN

5‑POSi(ionrotaryswitch.

S最LEC丁OR

FuNCTION

12

Sう06

EXTKEY

Fう03

Momentaryswitch.

Al/8十300V

重503

Di§COmeCtSeX(emalkeyingline.

FuseprolectS300‑VOIIPlale§uPPly

̀i重Cuits.Lamplighl§if血sei§

N且づ1.

重う02

Al/4十1う0V

重う02

Cart重idgefuse(l/4anp)

andwhitejewelindi‑

OPeaandci重Cuiliso血erwi§e

ene噌i乙ed.

Fu§eP重OeCtS+150.voltplate

§uPPlycircults.I.amplight§if

Cato重Wi血neonla皿p
NE‑う1.

14

貫う01

D宣・1/211うVAC

重う01

Cattridgefu§e(1‑1/2

Fusep重OteCt§filanentsupplyt重an§・

amps)andwhi(ejewel

fof皿e重T501.1ampligh(Sif

indicalO重Withneo皿

R̀01

BCONT重NUOUS
DELAY

16

Sう03

血§eisopeaandci重Cuitjs

O血e重Wiseene重gized.

1a皿pNE‑う1.

1う

fusei§OPenandci重Cuili§

Olhe重Wi§eenetgized.

Adju§ter(PO章entio血ete重).

TESTSIGNAL

6‑PO§ilionrotary§Witch,

DlOOO

SCOPeP重e§entalionsa§follow§:

HlOO

AlOOO§d∝章O重ga〔e

寄lO

DlOOOsele償O章gate

BlOOsel∝tO重gate

BIOselectorgate T重an§mitte重t章iggeroulPut Blankingpulseoutput

C11AiiIiCONIRO葛iAND

Screwdriveradjusle重

DEVICES

Eslablishesoptimumsupp重e§SOr

(poten〔io血etc重).

18

R629

RlOODIAS

Screwdrive重adjuste重

R630

810D重AS

Screwdriveradju§章er

R631

BCONTBIAS

Screwdriveradjuste重

4̲1

2

bia§書o;Ⅴ負3(う72う).

E§tabli§he§OPlimum§uPPre§SO重

(POten章iometer).

biasforV516(5725).

graph4d(1).

Secd〇回7,pa重a・

bi鵡〔0重Ⅴう11(う72う).

E§章abli§hesoptinum§uPPreS§O重

(polenliome(e重).

20

Secdon7,p種重種・

bia3fo重Ⅴう08(う72う).

Es(ablishesoptimumsupp重CS絢o重

(POtentiomete重〉.

1タ

graph22.

SELECTORswitch(S1702)on

te§lO§Cillo§COPeforobtaining

BI.ANK重NG

おlOOODIAS

Secdon3,印章a・

UsedinconjunctionwithSIGNAL

.A宣OOO

TRANSMTRTG

R610

U§edinconjunclionwithB

NORMALDELAYcontroIs (Rう32,R561,andRう81)and PRESETBDELAYcont重OIsfor e§tabli§hingB‑血O重maland B・p重e§e章delays.

po§ilionsma重kd:

17

gfaph23.

§et)fo重Ibeope重atingBdelay.

CatOrWithaeon心mp

13

S∝lion3,pa重a・

Bdelay§(OnenO重皿al,fourpre.

Car章重idgefu§e(1/8amp)

andwhitejewelindi・

AoJuSIM各N丁 p教oC各DU唯 貫晴重教格NC各

Select§anyOneOffivee§tabli§hed

Po§idonsma重ked:

NORMA重 2 3 4 う

11

d)

g重aph4d(1).

Section7,Para‑

g重aph4d(1).

Seαion7,pam・
g重aph4d(2).

ORICINAし

雪。.1i。n 4
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OP各教ATION

AN/ FPN‑3O

TABしE 4」l. CONIROし§ AND D各VIC各§
(TきM各D軋▲Y TY惟TD○○ま/FPN‑30) (CoMl

置Ie.事"4 教○○.N0.

21

R60,

iYMき○○

AlOOOBIAS

MA教議iNc

DESC教iP丁iON

Screwdriveradju§ter

[uNCTION

Rう29

23、

BLANKINGWIDTH

R614

Screwdriveradjuster (PO章entiometer).

BI.INKDEI.AY

Sう01・

STATIONSEI.EC.

TOR

2う

Sう02

bia§fofVう02(う72う).

Adju§(§blan龍ngpul§ewid血.

Screwd重ive重adjusle重
(potendo皿e書ef)・

24

ADJU§TMENT PROCEDuRE 教各事と教とNC置

E§tablishe§OPtimum§uPPre§§Or

(PO〔entiomeler).

22

d)

Section7,Pa重a‑
g重aph4d(1〉.

Seぐlion3,pa船・ g重aph24c.

Adju§tSblinkdelay.Normally

Sec書ion3,pa重a・

adju§tedtop重OVideal,000.ysec Changeof‡iming.

2・POSidonrotary§Witch,

g重aph24ク.

Selectsmodeofope重ationof章ime

positionsmarked:
delayunilaStOMASTERo重
MASTER● SLAVE
SLAVEoperation.

BDELAYOUTPUT

SPDT(Oggle§Witch,

P重OVide§fordi§comeCting(BlO

Sec‡ion3,Pa重a‑

po§itionsmarked;
PO§ition)Bcontinuousdelayci重・
B10
Cuilwhen重equired;Bdelayis

g重aph22.

BCON富 the血multipleof10Ì§eC(no unitsdigit). BCONTposition:B COndnuou§delayci重ぐuit includedinBdelayci重a庇§. R賞Opo§iti°n:R condnuousdelayaotincluded inBdelaycircuit§.

26

Rう20

ALIGNTRIGGERS

Sc重eWdriveradjus(e重

U§ed‡OalignmarkersonVIDEO

Sec書ion3,pa重a・

(POlenliomeler〉. andRFSCOPESwhenBcon. tinuou§delayci重Cuitisdiscon‑ nec(edf重OmBdelayci重Cuit(B DELAYOUTPUTswitchS502 inBlOposition).Otherwi§e aligrmenti§tObemadewi血 BCONTINUOUSDELAY co重t重ol(R601). g重aph21タ.

÷27

●sう07

OFF・SYNCTEST.

2・POSition

spring

retum

make・before.brake

miniaturizedrotary Iswitch.

AMEND

2

InterchangesblinkofAandB

1sectjon3,pa重a・

pedestalstopermitindependent

graph24b.

simulationofremotestationblink.

な̲漢3

OPとRATION
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AN /置PN̲3O

4

5

6

8

9

iO

Fjgu′e 4‑5. Rod;o Rèejver Type n‑564/fPN‑3O′ Conl′OI [○̀Oijons

十〇看4

oRie看NAし

§。. i。nき

Ce̲273○○曇

OPE教A丁ION

AN/ FPN‑3O
TABしE 4̲5. CONT教O看るAND DEVICE§

(RADIO鵬C馴V馳1YPE R‑514/FPN‑30)

軸e.4‑5 教置事.No.

1

重1202

iYMBOL

MA南東iNe

A3/8+1う0V

I1202

DEiCRIPllON

l:UNCIION

Ca重t重idgefu§e(3/8amp)

a血dwhitejewelindi‑

Fuseprotects+150・VOltplate§uP.

Plycircuit§.I.ampglowsif血§e

CatOrWithaeonlanp
NE一う1.

2

S1201

REMOTES重GNAI,

P重OVide§fordisconnecting血e

Positionsma重ked:

OU冒

3

重1201

D3/411うVAC

I1201

Remote§ignalisavailableat 重eCelVerOutPut§. OUTpo§idon:Remotesignalaot availablealreCeiverou‡PutS.

Cart重idgefuse(3/4amp)

FuseproleCt§filament§uPPlytran§・
fo重me重T1201.Lampglowsif

Ca10rwithtleO皿hap

4

R1228

RFGAINCOARSE

重emOtelこ)ranSignal.

INposition:Normalposidon.

andwhilejewelindi・

̲

isopenandci重Cuiliso血erwise

e露e重gi乙ed.

SPDTtoggleswi章Ch.

IN

AoJU§1M格Nl PROCとDURた 教書雌鳥寡NC各

N量‑う1:・、

Adju§ler(POtentiometer〉.

fuseisopenarldcircuiti§Othe重・
Wiseene重gi乞ed.

Varie§gainofr.famplifierstage§.

§eαion4,pa重a・

Usedinconjunctionwi血FINE RFGAINcontrol(R1229)to P重OVidea§ignalpte§enlationas Showninfigure4‑16o重figu重e 4‑17. g章aph6b(10).

う

6

R122夕

L120う

RFGAINFINE

RFREJECT重ON
NO.2

7

11204

S1203

Adjus章er(Slugtuner).

Varie§gainofr‑famplifie重Stages.
Seαion4,pa重a"
Usedinconjuncdonwith COARSERFGAINco血t重Ol (R1228).See4above. g重aph6b(10).

Tune§frequencyof重ejectiontfaP

Secdo血4,pa重a‑

No.2for血epu重POSeOf重eject‑ inganinte重fe重ing§ignal.Can beusedaloneo重tOge血e重With RFREJECTIONNo.1for maximum重ejectionofasi血gle interferingca重rie重.

RFREJECT重ON
NO.1

8

Adju§ter(POtentiomete重).

Adjuste重(slugtune重).

Tune§frequencyofrejectiontrap

No.1fo重thepurposeofreject・ i皿ganinte重feringsignal.Sce6 above.

AMPLITUDE

BALANCE

SPDTtoggleswitch.

g重aph94.

S∝tion4,p鵡a"
g重aph9〆.

Connect§amPlitudebalancecirぐuit

Positionsmarked:

whichallowsdifferenlialgain

OUT(I.OCAI,RATE)
重N(EXTERNAl

(§eeAMPLITUDEBALANCE

contro19)belweenlocaland

RA冒E) 重emOteSignalinput§tO重eCeiver. OU冒(○○CAしRA富E) PO§idon:Amplitudebalanceci重‑ cuitdisconnected.AMPLITUDE BALANCEinoperative. IN(EXTERNAI,RATE) PO§ition:Amplitudebalanceci重・ CuilCOmeCtedallowingampli・ tudeoflocalandremotesignals tobeequalizedviaÅMPI.I・ TUDEBALANCEcont重Ol.

O剛elNAし

4̲音5

嶋っ。.Ii。h

OP各RATION

C○○273‑1与

AN/ FPN̲3O
TA回しE

4̲5. CONTRO」§ AND DEVIC格§

(RADiO鵬C馴V馳TYPE R‑514/即N‑30) (Cohl

書Ic.4‑5 R晴.N〇二

9

R1303

iYM〇〇〇

AMPL重TUDE

BALANCE

宣0

R120,

MA脈KiNc

DE§CRIPliON

fuNCTION

Adju§ter(POtendometer).

d)

AD」心†M剛1 p教oC書Du脈各 教書駈教各Nc各

Pe重milSamPlitudeoflocal‑and

重emOteSignals‡Obeequalized PrOvided血atAMPL重TUDE BALANCEswitch(S1203)i§in IN(EXTERNAI.RATE) posidon.

LOCALGAIN

Adius(e重(po〔endo皿ete重).

Adju§tSamPlitudeofl∝a=o重an

S∝章ion4,paね・

SignalfedinlOreCeiver.No重・ mallyadjuststoptovideal∝al Signaljnputofthe§amelevel as血e重emOteSignalinput(fo重 pu重§e血atCh). g重aph6b(10).

CHA§SiiCONTROしiAND

1l

‑

S1202

LIMITER

D各VIC

ヽ.、 SPDTtoggleswitch.

P重OVide§fo重COmeCtinganoise

Po§idon§ma重ked:
重N・OU冒.

12

R1289

I.IMITERADJ.

i

Seαion4,pa重a・

limidngcircuittovideoci重Cuits

g重aphタb.

duringnoi§yreCePtion.INposi・ tion:Limite重COnneCtedinto Circuit.OUTposition:No重mal POSition.I.imiterdi§COnneCted.

Adju§te重(po章entiomeler).

Adju§lslimiter.SeeS1202above.

Se∝io種4,pa重a・

No重mallyadju§tedtogive血axi‑ mumlimi章ingwithoutsignal di§tOrtion.

13

J120少

PHONE

Jaぐk

Provide§fo重mOnitoringinter"

S∝tion4,Pa重a.

fe重iのg§ig血al§.

14

L1212

Screwdriveradju§te重

1う

L1214

Screwdriveradjust鯖

工121う

Sc重ewd置ive重adiu§le重

L1219

.Sc重eWdrive重adjus章e重
(inducIOr).

18

R1218

Screwd重iveradju§ter

R1213

Sc重eWdrive重adju§〔e重

Section7,pa置a・

g重aph4I(3〉.

oflo重anband.

cenlerOfloranband.

Se⊂章ion7,pa重a・
g重aph4I(3).

Section3,pa重a一

g重aph26e

PermitsadjuslmentOfRFRE・

(1)(c).

Section7,Para‑

JECTIONNO,1trapfof maximum重ejection.

Permit§adju§tmentOfRFRE‑

(po章entio血èe重).

き̲1 ̀

ofloranband.

Broadtune§V1208cathodeto

(potentio皿e書e重).

19

g槍ph4I(3).

Broad書une§V1207platetocenter

(inductor).

17

Section7,pa重a・

ofloranband.

D重oad調ne§V1206pla章e章oぐe血te重

(inductor).

16

g重aph夕̀タ.

BroadtunesV1205plaletOCente重

(induc〔Or).

g重aph夕b.

g重aph4I(4).

Section7,pa重a"

JECT重ONNO.2trapfo重 maximumrcjection.

g章aph4I(4).
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AN /各pN‑30

Fjgu′e 4‑6. §γǹh

Onjza′;o吊ndj̀o,○○ Type IP‑238/f間鴨O′ C〇両oI [oca"ons IP○○1 3 of 3J

†ABし各4○○. CoN丁ROしS AND DEVICたら
(§YNCH教ONi乙A丁ION INDICATOR TYP各IP‑238/書PN‑30)

書Ic.

1

教各書.No.

R813

SYMBOL

V量DBOSWEEP

SPEED

2

R8う2

V重DEO

MA農KiNe

Adju§ter(po章en章iome(er).

4

FUNCTION

ADJu§TMENT pROCEDURE 脈晴と教各NC各

Adju§lSSWeeP§Peedoftrace§On

VIDEOSCOPE.No重mally adju§tedlOProVideaVIDEO SCOPEpresentationa§Shown infigure4‑16o重figu重e4‑17.

Adju§(er(potenliometer).

SEPARATION

3

DとるCRIpTION

Adju§t§SePaきadonofma§ter

(upper)and§lave(lower) t重aCeSOnV重DEOSCOPE.

VIDEOSCOPE Five.inchoscillo§COPe. Presents,OntWO§eParatetきaCeS, POrtionsofalorancycle.Upper 章でaCePreSent§ma§te重Pedestal timeinterval.Lowertracepre‑ Sen〔§Slavepede§taltimeinte重・ val.Present§either章hevideo lo重an§ignalsorsecondderiva‑ tivesofvideo§ignal§,aS§elected bySIGNALswitch(S803).

SLOWSCOPE

ORICiNAし

Th重ee.inchoscillo§COPe.

Pre§entStheful=orancyclein twOSeParatetraCeS.

き̲1

9

回§。。Ii。h

Cc̲273̲1 5
AN/FPN̲3O

OPERATION

了ÅなしE 4̲l. CONTROしi AND DEVIC各§

(SYNCHRONIZATiON漢NDICATOR TYP各IP‑238/FPN‑30) (Con書

置Ic.4‑̀ 脈晴.No.

う

6

S806

§YMBOl

DUZZERON・O重量

S803

MARKINc

D置iCRIPTION

SPDTtoggleswitch.

S重GNÅL

FuNCTIoN

SPDTtoggle§Witch.

Select§eitherthevideoIoran§ig‑

V重D藍O

nalsorthesecondderivativeof

〔heloransignalsforp重e§enta‑

DERIVATIVE

S804

V量DEO

tionontheV重DEOSCOPE.

3・PO§itionrotaryswilCh.

PRESENTAT重ON

Selects§ignalsforV重DEOSCOPE

Positionsmarked:

REC

CAl

F803

Al/4十300V

重803

Pre§entation.

RECpo§ition:Loransignal§Only.

REC・CAL

8

(Normalposition.)

REC‑CALpo§ition:Loransignals and血a章ke章S. CAI.position:Markersonly.

Ca重tridgefuse(1/4amp)

andwhilejewelindi・

FuseprotecIS+300.voltpla章eSuP‑

.plycircuit§.Indicatorlightsif

CatOrWi章hneonlamp
N甘づ1.

重804

SYNCERROR

F802

・Al/8十150V

重8021

fuseisopenandcircuili§Othe重・

Wiseenergjzed.

Redjewelindicatorwith
6S6‑12う1a皿p.

10

Indicatesa§ynCerrOrOfoneor

Cartridge血se(l/8amp)

andwhitejewelindi・

OFFSYNC

Fusep置otec書s十1う0‑VOIlplatesup・

Amberjewelindicato重
With6S6‑12う1a血p.

12

重806

LOCALBLINK

g重aph8b.

Plycircuit§.Lamplight§iffuse

N且づ1.

重80う

Sec‡ion4,Para‑

moremicrosecondsi;deleCted bysyncerrorcircuit§inelec‑ trical§ynCh重Onizer.

CatO重Withneonlamp

11

ADJUilM各N葛 p教oC各DU教各 農と推脈格NC各

ControIsoperationofbuzze章. NormallyinONpo§ition.

Positionsmarked:

7

d)

isoPenandci重Cuiti§Otherwi§e

ene重gized.

Indicate§lhatalarge§ynCerrOr,

Section4,Para・

alost重emOte§ignal,remOte blinking,OrOPerationonwrong ZerOCrOS§・OVe重isde〔eCtedbyo髄 SynCCi重Cui章inelectrical §ynChrotlize重.

Bluejewelindicator

g重aph8〆.

Indicate§lhatblinkinghasbeen

With6S6‑125lamp. initiatedbyelect重icalsynchro・ nizer(O重manually)in重e§POn§e todetectionofasyncer重OrOr Offsynccondition.

13

F801

Dl・1/211うVAC

I801

Cartridgefuse(l‑1/2

amp§)andwhitejewel

Fuseprotect§Primaryoffilamen(
SuPPlytransforme重T80land

indica.torwithneon

la血pNE‑う宣.

14

S802

BLINKSELECTOR

Othe重115・VOltcircuit§.Lamp

lightsiffusei§OPenandcircuit i§Otherwiseenergized,

3‑POSitionrotary§witch.
Positionsmarked:

ControIsblinking.
MANUÅLposition:Blinkingis

MANUAL
immediatelyinitiated.
OFF
OFFposition:Blinkingcannot
AUTO

き̲20

beinitiated. AUTOposition:Blinkingis initiatedaulOmaticallybythe alarmcitchit§.

o則cINAし

i。.,i。n 4
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Op各教AllON

AN / FPN̲3O
T▲回しE

4.嶋. CON鵜教○○i AND DEVICたる

(§YNCH教ONほ▲TION INDiCATOR †YPE IP‑238/FPN‑30) (Co巾

fic.すべ 教暮各.N0.

1う

C864

iYM〇〇〇

京重GAIN

M▲教職INc

D[iC教iPIION

Adjus(er(CapaCi(Or).

fUNclIoN

d)

ADJu§TMとNT p教oC各DU脈と 教各[駅各NC置

Adjustsheightofloransignalson

Sec章ion4,pa重a〃

RFSCOPE.Markerheightnot

g重aphs̀b(10),

affectedbythiscontrol.

1̀

S80う

RFPRESENTATION

3・PO§ilionro(ary§Witch.

Selectspre§entationforRF

Posi書ion§marked:

R最C

ふ17

S807

DRIF冒

SCOPE.

RECpo§i(ion:Loransignal§

REC‑CA葵
CAl

Only.(Normalpo§ition.)

REC.CALpo§ition:Loransig‑ nalsandmarker§. CAI,POSition:Ma重ke重SOnly.

5・PO§ilionmomenlary

P重OVidesformomentarymodifica‑

swi∝hwilhぐen〔e重

O聞po§i償on.

FASTL最重T

S○○ⅣLEF冒

O重F

1夕

Fi▼e.in⊂ho§Cillo§COPe.

R,2̀

20

R898

21￣

R8め

22

VIDEOVERTCTR

R804

Adju§ter(POtenl王ometer).

Adjuiter(POtentiome章er).

Adju§ter(POtentiometer).

VIDEOSWEEP
D電工AY

23

24

Rタう0

R836

SLOWVERTCTR

VIDEOHORCTR

o剛ciNAし

7b(9).

Signal書OWardsadesiredposition

On(helorancycle.D重if章is

ObservedonSLOWand/o重

VIDEOSCOPES.

Presenl§,OntWO§eParatet重aCeS, POrtionsoflorancycle.Upper tracepre§entSPOrtionofma§ter Pede§tal.Lowe重1raCePre§ent§ PO重tionof§lavepede§tal.Pre‑ §ent§ther‑floran§ignals.

RFSWEEPSPEED

RFSEPARATION

g青aphs6b(10),

tion,thatistodrifttheremote

S○○WR重GHT FASTRIGHT

RFSCOPE

Sec章ion4,pa槍・

tionofrepetitionratetoe§tab.

lishapproximatesynchきOniza.

Po§ilionsma重ked:

18

7b(9).

Adjusts§WeePSPeedoftraceson RFSCOPE.

Adjustsseparalionofmaster (uppeき)andslave(lowe重) 章でacesonRFSCOP最.

Adjustsverticalpositionoftraces OnVIDEOSCOPE.Normally adjustedtoprovideaVIDEO SCOPEpresentationas§hown infigure4‑160r4‑17.

Adju§ter(potendometer).

Adju§t§delaybetweensyncsignals

′(AandBtimingpul§eS)and StarlOfsweeponVIDEO SCOPE.Normallyadjustedto PrOVideaVIDEOSCOPEpres. entationasshowninfigure 4‑160き4‑17.

Adjusle重(POlentiometer).

Adju§le重(POtentiomeler).

Adjustsve重ticalposi章ionofSLOW SCOPE章でaces.

Adju§t§horizontalpo§itionof VIDEOSCOPEtraces.Nor. mallyadjustedtoprovidea VIDEOSCOPEpresentalionas showninfigure4‑16or4‑17.

き̲2看
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OP各RATION

AN/ FPN̲3O
†ABi惟4‑H

. CONT教Oしi

▲ND D各VIC寡§

(iYNCH教ONIZA†iON INDICATO教1Yl惟Iト238/FPN‑30) (C○○書●d)

○○c.十〇̀ 教晴.N0.

2う

.R824

iYMBOl

MA教持iNc

VIDEOSIZE

o各§C農iPlloN

fuNCTiON

Adju§ler(polentiometer).

ADJu§TM各NT P教oC暮Du農各 教晴と農各NC各

Adju§書S§izeofV重DEOSCOPE

Seαion3,pa重a・

t重aCe§.No重maIlyadju§tedto PrOVideaVIDEOSCOPEp重eS‑ entaliona§Showninfigure 4‑1̀o重4‑17.

26

鼻87夕

27

VIDEOINTENSITY

R83タ

Adju§ler(POtentio血ele重).

VIDEOAUXFOCUS

Adju§t§b重ightnessofVIDEO §COPE書きaCe.

Adju§ter(petenliometer).

Adju§lS§ha重Pne§§OfVIDEO
SCOPEt重ace.

28

R882

VID最OFOCUS

Adju§ter(potentiometer〉.

R876

VIDEOMARKER
HGT

Adju§te重(POtendomeler).

Adju§lSSharpnessofVIDEO

R842

31

SLOWINTENS重TY

AdjustsheightofV重DEOSCOPE

markers.Doesnotaffectheighl

R918

Adjuster(POlentiometer).

RFSWEEPDELAY

S∝tion3,pa重a・

g章aph20c(7).

20̀(10).

Adjus章§brighlne§§OfSI.OW SCOPEtrace.

Adju§te重(peten書iomcte重).

Adju§t§delaybetween§ynCSignal
(AandBtimingpul§eS)and
§章a重章Of§WeePOnRFSCOPE.

32

R84う

33

R94う

34

SLOW富OCUS

RFHORCTR

R929

3う

R907

36

Adjuste重(potentiomele寄).

Adju§le重(PO章entiomele重).

RFS重ZE

RFINTENSITY

R948

RFAUXFOCUS

R910

RFFOCUS

Adjus(S§izeofRFSCOPEtrace.

R9̀6

Adju§ter(POtenliome‡er〉.

Adju§te重(POtentiometer).

RFMARKERHGT

Section3,Para. g重aph20d(9).

Adju§〔Sbrightne§SOfRFSCOPE t重ace.

Adjust§Sha重PneSSOfRFSCOPE

Adjuster(PO(entiomele重).

Sec章ion3,pa重a・

g章aph20d(8).

Adju§tSSharpnes§OfRFSCOPE
書きaCe.

38

̀b(10),7b(9).

AdjusIShorizontalposi〔ionofRF SCOPEt書aCe.

t重aCe.

37

Sec章ion4,

pa章ag重aph§

Adjus章§Sha坤ne§SOfSLOW SCOPEtrace.

Adju§ter(po章entiometer).

Adjus〔er(po〔enliometer).

Section3,

pa重ag重aph

O書videosignaIs.

30

S∝tion3,Para・

g重aph20c(8).

SCOPE章重aCe.

29

S∝lion3,pa重a・

g章aph20d(7).

Adju§tSheighlOfmarker§OnRF

Seclion3,paきa‑

SCOPE.Doesnota任eclheight Of重・f§ignals.

39

Rタ02

き̲22

RFVERTCTR

Adju§ter(potentiometer〉.

g重aph20c(,〉.

graph20d(う).

Adju§tSVerticalpo§itionofRF SCOPEtきaぐe.

ORICINAし

i。.‑i。nき
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OP置教ATION

AN/ [pN」3○

○ABし各

4̲l. CON丁RO」§

AND DEViC書§

(iYNCH教ONほ▲TION INDICATO教ivp各iP‑238/FPN‑30) (Cohl.d)

各lc.4"̀ 教と暮.No.

iYM〇〇し

M▲農魅iNc

教F

40

R,60

RFDELAYBIAS

○○§C教iplIoN

FuNC事ION

CllAiiiiCON丁ROliAND

Sc重eWdriveradju§ter

D各VIC各i

Establishe§OP章imumbiaso血sup.

(po鴫n章io皿ete章).

41

C844

RFFAS富SWEEP

Sc重eWdriveradjuster

SPEEDADJ

(capaci章o重).

R846

DERIV.GAIN

Screwdrive重adjuster

R854

VIDEOGAIN.

C868

Adju§tSgainof§eCOndderiva章ive

Screwdriveradjuste重

VIDEOFAST

inpul.

pa重ag重aph

Adjust§gainofvideoinpù.

Sc重eWdriveradju§le重

SWEEPSPE重D

Rタ67

1MARKERHEIGHT

SPEED(R813)control

46

R868

10MARK藍R

Sc重eWdriveradju§te重

HEIGHT

47

Rタラ9

V重DEODEI,AY
B重AS

48

C861

RFTUNING

Paragraph

§crewdriveradju§ter

Establi§hesop‡imumbia§OnSuP‑
p重e§So重V803(う72う).

CHA§ii§∴CONTROしS

Screwd重iveradju§ter

AND

Sec轟on3,

20c(10〉.

(potenlio皿e書e重).

AMPLIFl各R

S∝tion3,

20c(10).

Adju§tSlO.ysecmarkerheight.

Secdon7,pa重a・
g重aph4e(1).

DEVICEi

Tunes重‑famplifie重tOStatio皿

(CapaCito重).

ORiCINAし

20c(13).

pa章ag重aph

(poICn髄o皿C章e書).

RE

Section3,
pa重ag重aph

Adjust§l叫S∝markerheight.

(POte血tiometer).

Secdon3,
26g(11).

26g(10).

E§tabli§he§VIDEOSWEEP

(capaci(0重).

Screwdriveradjuste重

20d(11).

S∝tion3,●

pa重ag章aph

重efe重cnぐe.

4う

Se⊂tion3,

pa重ag章aph

DとVICEi

(potこnlio血ele重).

44

g重aph4e(2).

E§tablishesRFSWEEPSPEED

(potendomete重).

43

Se⊂lion7,pa重a・

p章e§§o重OfV817(う72う).

con書きo自Rタ26)重efe重e血ぐe.

VID各OC11Ai§IiCON了ROL§AND

42

AoJUi丁M[Nl pRoC各DU教各 教臨書教各Nc暮

frequency.

Pa重ag重aPh

Se⊂do種3,
2̀e(l)(e).
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OPERATiON

細▲なL書4̲7. CONTRo」i AND DEViC格§

(E」ECT則CAし§YNCHRONiZ轍TY昨§N‑117/即N‑30)

書Ic.4‑7 教書書.No.

1

鼠1う44

§YM〇〇〇

MA農KiNc

COARSELOCAl

o暮らC農Ip丁ioN

置UNCTION

Sc重eWd重iveradjuster

DEしAY

(POlentiometer).

ADJu§TMEN了 P轍°C各DUR書 京各陣R各NC各

MASTEROPERATION:Adjusts

S∝tion3,pa重a・

delaybet高eenAtriggerand

g重aphs28b,

local(ma§ter)ga‡e. SLAVEOPERATION:Adju§tS delaybetweenAandBtriggers andremole(master)andlocal (slave)ga書es. 2,b.

2

R1うう1

E重N霊○○CAL

DEIAY

Sc重eWdrive重adjuster

Fineadjusterusedinconjunction

(PO章endo皿eter〉.

withCOARSELOCALDELAY

Section3,Para̲

g重aphs28b,

control(R1544)above.

3

R1う38

METERBALANCE

§crewd重i▼e重adjuster

BalancesSYNCTESTmete重

(POlentiometer).

4

S1う06

I.OCALSIGNAI.

SPDTtoggle§Witch.

(M1う01).

2,b.

Sec章ion3,pa重a・

g重aphs28I,

2,I.

INposi[ion:Normalope重ating

重N・OU富 posìion. OUTposition:Normal§tand.by POSition.Disconnects2ndde・ rivativelocal§ignal. Whenusingloranswi〔Chequip‑ mentAN/FPA‑2LOCAL SIGNALIN‑OUTswitching, fo重Stand‑by・OPerateChange‑ overs,i§autOmalicallydoneby theTIMERSELECTORswitches atthe switchingequipmen書and S1う0̀isset章o重N.

う

R宣う61

DELAYRANGE

Screwdriveradju§(er
(POtendo皿eter).

̀

R1う重う

SYNCBIAS

MASTEROPERAT重ON:Adju§t

Screwdriveradju§ter

Adjustsbia§OnremOtemixe重

(potendo皿e章e重).

7

S1う04

METERSWITCH

2.posi章ionrola重ySWi〔Ch,
POSition§ma重ked;
ADJUST.OPERATE

8

R1う22

SYNCBALANCE

R1う17

重IN最REMO冒E
DELAY

ORICINAし

Vlう02(う27う).

Screwd重iveradjuster

ADJUSTposition:Comect§errOr
vol章agetOSYNCTEST皿eteき

Sctewdrive重adju§(er.

Adjust§biasonlocalmixer
Vlう04(う72う).

g章aph29タ.

Section3,pa章a"

g重aphs28I, 2卯.

Section3,pa重a"
g重aphs28I,

forinitialadju§tment§. OPERATEpo§ition:Normal position,meterCOnneCtedto fixedreferencevol章age.

(POlendometer).

タ

Seclion3,pa重a・

OPeratingrangeofR138B,in SynCCOn書きOlunit.Normally adju§tedforlO・yseCrangeOf gateposition" SLAVEOPERATION:Discon. nectedfromcircui書.

2夕子.

Scction3,pa重a・

g重aph§28I, 2少子;

MASTEROPERATION:Adju§tS

Se⊂tion3,pa章a・

delaybetweenBtriggerand 重emOle(§lave)gate.Usedin COnjunctionwithCOARSE REMOTEDELAY(R1565). SLAVEOPERATION:Discon・ nectedf重OmCircui章.

g章aph2タi.

4賀25
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Cc̲273̲1与

AN/ FPN̲3O
TAB音容

4̲7. CONT教O」§

AND DEVICEi

(軸ECT剛CAしiYNCHRONiZ馳TYPE §N○○17/即N」30) (Cohl

書ic.4‑7 徽各f.No.

10

R1う6う

iYMBOl

COARSEREMOTE

DELAY

11

M1う01

13

SYNCTES丁

S1う01

Mete重.

S重う021

1う

POW量RON・OFF

重lう02

Screwdrive重adju§(er

Coar§eadjuster:U§edincon‑

2‑POSilionrolarySWilCh.

DPDTtoggleswilCh.

OUTposition:Di§COnneCt§re.

Con章rOl§Plateandfilament SuPPlyvoltageslOunit.No重mal ONpo§ition.

Carlridgefu§e(1‑1/2

amps)andwhilejervel

11うVACB宣・1/2

賞1う04

Fu§ePrOteCtS+150・VOltplate

SuPPlycircuit§.Lampglowsif

Cart重idge血§e(1̲1/2

amp§)andwhitejewel

fu§ei§OPenandcircui章is

Otherwi§eenergized.

Fusep重OteCtS創ament§anda‑C

VOltagesupplytfanSformer

indicatorwithneon
lampNE‑51.

17

S1う03

TESTSIGNAL

T1502.I.ampglow§iffu§ei§

OPenan鼻circuiti§Otherwi§e ene重gi年ed.

7・PO§idon重OtatySWitch.

UsedinconjunctionwithSIGNAI.

Po§ition§ma重ked:

te§tOSCilloscopeforp重e§enting

2NDDER

te§t§ignalsasfollow§:

ACer重OrVOllageOutPut

REMOTEGATE

2ndderivativeinput

M重XEDGATES
1STDER
I,IMITEDl§lDER

C11A§il§

R1う92

DELAYBIAS

SELECTOR§witch(S1702)on

ACERROR

しOCAIGA富E

18

Localgate
Re血otegate

Mixedgate§ 1§tde重ivativeinpul Limitedl§lderivative

CONTROL§

AND

Screwdrive重adjusle重

DとViCEi

Establi§he§OPtimumsuppre§SOr

(PÒentiometer〉.

1少

R1う01

g重aph2少i.

motealarm§igna重§.No重mal §tand・bypo§itionwhenncu: u§ingloran§Witchinggroup AN/重PA‑2. INposition:Normalope重adng POSi(ion.Alarmsignalp重0. Videdforfeeding重emO(e ala重血蘭x.

indica章OrWithncon

F1う01

S∝tion3,pa重a"

junctionwithFINEREMOTE DEI.AY(R1517)abQVe.

la皿pNE‑う1.

16

ADJuilMENT PROCEDuRE 教聯暮脈とNCと

Testmete重uSedfo重initialad. justmentofelect重ical§ynChro‑ のi乙e重.

十1う0VACl/8

Irう0う

FUNCTION

§traighlenerS.

REMOTEALARM
OUT・IN

D重§c教Ip丁IoN

(potentiomeler).

Vacuumtubepin

12

14

MA脈鱒iNG

d)

DER重VAT重VE

Screwd重ive重adjus章er

重NPUTLEVEL

4̲2l

biasfo重V1う17(う72う).

Section7,Para.
g重aph4g(1).

Adju§l§levelof2ndderivative

(POten‡iometer).

input.

g富aphs2群,

Section3,Para・
2夕ふ

O則CINAし

OP各RATION

C○○273○○ 5

§è書i。n回

AN/書PN‑30

M▲B鵬4‑7. CON†ROし§ AND D格ViCE§
(軸ECT則CAしiYNCHRONIZER丁YPIE §N‑11 17/即N‑3O) [Coれ書●d)

書ic.4‑7 脈晴.No.

20

§YM〇〇〇

R15うう

OF重SYNC

MA教KiNc

Screwd重iveradju§ter

SENS重TIVITY

21

Rlう34

SYNCERROR

S宣う0う

STATION SEI重CTOR

MASTER.SLAVE
23

K1う03

SYNCE鼠ROR

K1う0う

OF重SYNC

alarmV1514(2D21W).

alarmV1509(2D21W).

Knurledadju§te重(time

Adju§tSdelayperiodofSYNC
最RRORa重a重血.

Knu重Iedadju§ter(time

4

2

i2

i5

I4

i5

Sec章ion3pa重a・

タ gきaphs28i, 2,l.

MASTERorSLAVEoperation.

delayrelay).

I

Section3para・

〕 g重aphs28あ 2,l.

Select§mOdeofoperationof el∝tricalsynchronizera§lO

delayrelay).

24

ADJUSTMENT pROCEDuRE 脈晴駅とNCt

Ådjusts§en§jtivityofsyncerroき

(potendo血e章er).

2中o§ido重rOtary§Witch.

[UNC了ION

Adjustssensi(ivityofOFFSYNC

(po章entio血e〔e重).

Screwdriveradju§te重

SENS重TIVITY

22

○○iC則p丁ioN

i6

17

Adju§t§delayperiodofOFF
SYNCala章皿.

5

i8

6

I9

78

g重aphs28鳥

9

20

S∝tion3,pa章種・

g重aphs28i(う), 2少1(6).

Section3,Para・
(2),29肋(2).

IOIl

2i

22

fjgu′e 4.鴨・ reSI Oscjl′os̀OPe Type O§‑39/f州‑3O′ ConI′○○ [○̀oIjoれS /Po′I?oI 2l

ORleiNAし

4喜27

4 s。.Ii。n

OPERATiON

C○○273○○与

AN/FPN二3O

fjgu′e 4‑8. JesI Os̀川o§̀OPe Type OS‑39/F州」3O′ ConI′0=○̀○′jons IParI 2 of 21

音ABしE

4̲8. CONIROしi AND DたVIC各i

(T臨T O§C○○しO§CO惟TY回E OS‑39/FPN‑30)

軸c.4‑8 膝軍.No.

SYMき○○

1

R1781

量NTENSITY

2

R1776

VERT重CAL

MA脈KINc

D各§c京IplIoN

R1806

HORIZONTAL

Adju§tSbrighmessofscopetrace.

Adju§te重(POtendo皿e(er).

Adjustsverticalposidonof§COPe

t重aCe.

Adju§ler(potenliometer).

CENTERING

4

う

R宣780

S1704

貫OCUS

GAIN

Adjusts§harpnessofscopetrace.

3・POSitionrotary§Witch.

DIRECT,LOW,and
HIGH.

Se⊂don3,pa重a・

gきaphl̀e(4).

Se⊂don3,pa重a・ g重aph16e(う).

Providesforcoar§eadjust皿enlOf

Posi章ionsmarked:

Sec̀ion3,Para・

g重aph16e(4).

Adjustsho重izontalpo§ilionof

iCOpe書きaCe"

Adjuster(POtentio皿ete重).

SELECTOR

4̲28

AD」U§TMENT PRoC各DU京各 農と膝脈各NCと

Adjuster(POtentiometer).

CENTERING

3

了UNc軸oN

§COPe§ignalamplitude.

Se⊂̀ion3,pa章a・

graph17b.

InDIRECTpo§ition,inputsignal

applieddirec章lytover章ical pla章esof§Cope.

OR○○INAし

OPとRATION

i。.Ii。nき

Cc̲273○○与

AN/書PN̲30

TABしE

4‑8. CON丁ROしi AND DEViCE§

(TES鵜O§CiししO§COPE TY惟Oi‑39/FPN‑30) (Coれ書

fIc.4‑8

̀

脈重置.Ne.

R1707

SYMBOl

SWEEPDELAYS

MA農KINc

D騎C教iplioN

FUNC†lON

Adjusler(potentiometer).

1000IんSS冒EPS

d)

ADJuiTMENT

PROCEDURE

TheSW即PDELAYS(items6,8

andlO)provideforade§i重ed

教と駆寄各NC各

Section3,Para‑
g重aphs17e,

de重aybetweensyncsignaland StartOfhorizontalsweep. U§edinconjunctionwithSWEEP SPEEDcontrol§R1790and R1706topresen〔anyPOrtion Ofscopetrace. Thiscontroladju§tSdelayin S書ep§ofl,000碕eC. Maximum重angeis25,000ysec. 17I,17g.

7

R1790

FINESWEEP

Adju§̀er(potentiometer).

TheSWEEPSPEEDcon書rOIs

Section3,pa重a‑

SP最ED (item§7and9)providefor adjustinghorizontalsweep SPeedovertherangeof15 〔O28,000/ふ§eC.UsedinjOn. junclionwithSWEEPDELAYS COntrOIs,R1707,R1720,and R1736,tOPre§entanydesired POrtionofscopetrace. Sweep§Peedrangeprovidedby theFINESWEEPSPEED (R1790)fo重eachposilionof COARSESWFEPSPEED (R1706)i§aSfo重重ows: 1:4,000to28,000HSeC. 2:う00to3,300岬§eぐ. 3:7う章oう00IんSeC. 4:1う書o7う碕eC. g重aph17d.

8

R1720

SWEEPDELAYS

Adjuster(POten章iometer〉.

100#SSTEPS

Ådjust§deIayofsweepinsteps

OflOO碕eCup章Ol,う00碕eC.
Thi§delayisaddedtol,000 4

少

R1706

COARSESWEEP
SP重ED

10

R1736

SWEEPDELAYS

4・PO§itionrotaryswitch.
Position§ma重ked:

Adju§(e重(POtentiometer).

CONT重NUOUS

Seぐ章ion3,pa重a‑

g重aphs17e,
SSTEPSdelay.

See7,above.

17I,17g.

Section3,pa章a・

1,2,3,4.

g重aph17d.

Providescontinuousadjustment

Ofdelayofsweepupto150

Section3,Para.

g重aphs17e,

ysec.Thisdelayisaddedto 100/↓SSTEPSdelaytoprovide totaldelay.

11

R1741

MARKER

Adjuster(POtentiometer),

HE量GHT

12

Adjustsheightofmarkerson

F1702

重1702

Al/8

Carlridgefu§e(1/8amp)

十300V

andwhitejewelindi・

O剛clNAし

g重aph2.

Fuseprotects+300‑VOltvacuum

tubepla〔eCircuits.Lampglows

Ca章O重Wi血neonla血p
NE‑う1.

g重aph17c.

Sec書ionう,pa章a‑

Straighteners.

13

Section3,paきa・

SCOPetraCe.Thiscontroldoes notaffectscopesignalampli・ tude.

Vacuumtubepin

17ら17g.

iffusei§OPenandcircuitis

Othe重Wiseenergized.

4"29

OP各農ATiON

Cc̲273̲1与

4 i。.Ii。h

AN/各pN‑30
丁AB」E 4̲8. CONTROしi AND D書ViC各S
(T各§T O§ClししOiCOp各TYPE O§一39/FPN‑30) lCon〇°d)

置Ic.4」8 教置書.No.

14

重1701

§YM〇〇〇

Al/8

重1701

MA教構iNc

D各iC教IPTION

Cartridgefu§e(1/8amp)

十150V

N且づ1.

F1703

D重

重1703

tubeplaleCircuit§.Lampglows
iffusei§OPenandci重Cuitis

Othetwi§eenergized.

Cartridgefuse(1amp)

11うVAC

FuseproleCtSP重imaryoffilanent

andwhitejewelindi・

l重anSfo重me章T1701,

CatOrWithaeonlamp
NE‑うl.

16

R17う8

SIGNALGAIN

ADJUS了M置Nl PROCEDuRE 農格搾教書NC各

Fu§ePrOteCt§十150.voltvacuum

andwhitejewelindi・

CatOrWithneonlamp

1う

FUNCTiON

I.ampglow§iffuseisopenand

Circuitisotherwiseenergized.

Adjuste重(POlentiomèer).

Adjus(§SCOPe§ignalampli調de,

Section3,Para・

PrOVided血atGAIN SELECTORswitch(S1704)is i血theI,OWo重HIGHpo§idon. Doe§nOtaffectmarkerbeigh書. g重aph17k.

17

S1702

S重GNAl

5‑PO§itionrotaryswitch,

SEIEC丁OR

Select§anyOneOffourtime重

POSitionsmarked;

units(asmarked)orexternal

SYNCCONTROL

SOurCeS,a§teStSignal§Ou重CeS.

FREQ.DIVIDER

Usedinconjunctionwith

TIMEDEI.AY
ELECSYNC
重XT且RNAl

18

J1706

EXT最RNAL

Jack

COrreSPOndingunit§fo重te§l

§ignalselectioninpa重dcular un轟.

Receptacleforexte重nalte§t§ignal.

SIGNAL
1タ

S1703

MARK登R

J1704

J1701

SQUARE

Jack

EXTERNAL

S1701

SYNC

S 10

S度1

S

Seぐdon3,pa重a・

§entadononscope.

g重aph17み

Provide§沖uareWaVe4lsignal

Inputjackforex(e重nalsync

Signal.SeeS1701.

7‑POSitionきOtary§Witch,

SEL登CTOR

S 100

forextemaltestpu重PO§e§.

Receptade

SYNC
22

Selectsde§iredmarker§forpre‑

po§ilions皿a重ked: O重曹 1000

WAVEOUTPUT

21

See17.

4・PO§itionro章a重yS高itch,

SEL重C冒OR

20

TESTSIGNALswitche§On

SelectsanyoneoffivepuIse§(as

PO§ition§marked:

SQWAV最少1
SQWAV雪の2

1000

Section3,Para・

marked)fo重horizontal§WeeP

g重aph174.

SynC§ignalsorEXTERNÅL
§ignalofeitherphase.Normally

S

inSQWAVE41orSQWAVE

100 S EXTERNAL+ 重XTERNA獲̲ P藍DES富Al

申2positio血.

CHAi§IiCONTROしiANDDEVICES

23

R1779

AUXFOCUS

Screwdriveradjus〔er

Auxiliaryfocuscontrolforadjust.

(potentiometer).

24

C1723

音をl ATTENADJ

Sc重eWdriveradjuster
(CapaCi10章).

4̲30

S∝書ion3,pa重a・

ingsharpne§§Ofscopetrace.

P重OVide§forcorrectingattenuator

Circuitresponseduetostray Capaぐi(anCe.

g章aph16e(6).

Section3,Pa重a.
g重aph16g.

ORICINAし

醒

i。.1i。nき

Cc‑273‑1 5

OPERATiON

AN/ FPN̲3O
TABし格4JL CON丁ROしi AND DEVIC各§
(TE§T O§CI臆しo§CO惟1YP各OS‑39/即N‑30) (Coれl

置tc.4‑8 脈各置.No.

2う

R17う2

iYMBOl

DELAYBIAS

MARKINc

D格SC教iPTION

緋章eWd重ive重adiuste重

fuNCTION

R1713

1000GATE
WIDTH

27

R172少

100GATE
WIDTH

28

R179う

SWEEPSIZE

Screwdrive重adjuste重

Sc重eWdrive重adju§te重

Sc重eWd重iveradju§le重

CONTROliAND

I

g重aph4b(1).

S∝tion7,pa重a・

100‑yseCdelayci重Cuit.

Adju§tSlengthofho重izontal

g重aph4b(1).

Sec章ion3,pa重a・

§WeepaC重OSSSCOpe・

g重aph16手

DEVICEi

Providesforcorre§POndingatten.

(ぐapaCito章).

S∝章ion7,pa重a・

Adju§tSSelCcto重gateWidthof

(potentio皿e章e章).

Sc重eWdriveradjusler

gきaph4b(2).

1,000"yseCdelaycircui章.

(POlentiomete重).

C2203

S∝tion7,pa重a・

bia§fo重V1708(う72う).

Adjusts§electorgatewid血of

(po章endo皿e章e重).

PROBE

ADJuiTM各NT PROC暮DuRE 脈と寡とR各NC各

Establishe§OP章imuinsuppre§SOr

(POtentiomete重).

2̀

d)

Section3,pa重a・

uato重Circuit(inp重Obe)re‑ SPOn§eduelOStrayCaPaCitance.

2

g重aph16b.

3

Fjgure 4‑9. Rè○○djng Amのe'e′事ype ME‑84/fPN‑3O′ Conl′OI IòoIjons lPor= of 2)

ORICINAし
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AN / FPN̲3O

7

8∴∴∴∴ 9

OP要RATION

(0

Fjgu′e 4‑9. RèO′djng Ammeler Type ME‑84/FPN‑3O, C〇両′OI [ocoijons /PoJ′ 2 of 2)

TABした4○○. CONTRO」S AND DEVIC各§
(RECORDINe AMM各TER †YPE M○○84/FPN‑3O)

寡ic.4‑9 農蹄.N○○

1

M2602

iYMさ○○

○○CALHL重NK

MARKINc

DEiCRIPTION

Runningtimemele重.

置UNC†loN

ADJUilM格Nl PROC各DuRE 級と駆寄各NCと

Indicatesto章altimeduringlocal

Seαioo4,pa重a・

blinkcircuitwhichha§been activa章ed.

2

M2601

O重量●SYNC

Runningdmemeter.

Indica(estotalti皿eduringwhich

OFFSYNClamphasbeenon.

3

4

う

臆Doo重forchartd重ive.

ON・O重F

Se⊂don4,pa重a‑

g章aph12.

Pemit§aCCe§§tOChartdrive as§emblyfo重Ioadingcha重t, makingpencilaotationso血 Chart,andfor§erVicing a§Se皿b重y.

Moto重swilぐh.

Activateschartd重ivea皿dre重Oll take.upmotors.

Changegears

Con章rol§§Peedofchartdrive.

(Ope重adng).

4̲32

g重aph12.

S∝tion3,Para‑

g重aph27c(1).

oRICiNAし

§。.1i。n 4

Cc‑273‑1 5
AN / FPN‑3O

OPERATiON

IABし各4̲l. CON丁ROしS ANp DEVICE§
(RECORDINe AMM各†ER TYPE ME‑84/FPN‑3O) (Coh書

Permit

Change gears (§Pa重e§)・

d)

diffe重ent

Chart

drive

Section

§Peed§.

Local

blink

Center

lO

ON‑OFF

Lamp

switch.

pen.

pen.

Tu重nS

Write§

Writes

Cha重t

local

Permits

blink

on

Shift lever.

27c(l).

r∝Ord.

and

cha重̀

hand
HOUR FEEDS

Para・

erro重reCOrd.

lamp

tO

off.

be

moved.by

graPh

Section

3,

Pa重a‑

27b(6).

Permits changing cha重t SPeed

M重N重EED

3,

g重aph

f重Om inches per hout to inches

Section 3, Para.
g重aph 27c(2).

pe重血inu書e・

C諾enPOSition Permitscente重ingofcenterpen. Se言霊葦a

Chart reroll.

o脈iciNAし

Take

uP SPOOl for cha重t.

Se霊露蒜.

き̲33

4与。.‑i。h

Ce‑273‑1 5
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OP各RATiON

Fjgu′e 4‑I O・ Power SuppIy Type PP‑959/FPN‑3O, C〇両oI [ocoijons IP○○1 2 o1 21

丁ABした4‑音0. CONTROしi AND DたViC書§
(POW駄SUPPしY TYPE PP‑959/FPN‑3O)

書ic.4‑10 鵬f.No.

1

S2003

2

SYM〇〇し

SPACE HEATERS ON‑O貫重

重2010

SPAC最

MA農KiNe

DPDTtoggleswitch.

重2008

4

S2004

う

INTERLOCKED POWERON.0FF

M2002

6S6‑12う重a血p.

SPDTtoggleswitch.

ACLINE

ADJUiTMENT PROCEDURE 教書書棚各NC各

Indicate§章hat§PaCehealersa重e

6S6‑12うIamp.

Redjewelindicatorwith
POW藍R

FUNCTION

Con書きolspowe重10SpaCehea章e重s. NormallyintheONpo§itiotl.

Redjewelindicatorwith

HEATERS INTERLOCKED
3

DEiCRiP†ION

ene重g重ze

Indicate§th

tINTERLOCKED

POWERswi〔Ch(S2004)isitl ONpositionandpoweri§ being§uPPliedtointerlocked Ci章cujt§.

Suppliespowertointerlocked Circuit§Whichincludeall unit§intimerexceptPowe重 SuppIyTypePP‑959/FPN‑30 andRadioFrequencyOscill. atorO‑202/FPN‑30.

A‑CVOltmete重.Weston
皿ode重S17.

Monitorsinputpowe重linevoltage.

Shou重dnormalIy重eadl15 vol章§aC.

OPERATION

§。.‑i。hき

C○○273̲1 5

AN/各PN̲30
TA回しE 4〇〇〇. CON丁ROしi AND DEVIC各i
(POWER iUPPしY TYPE PP‑959/FPN‑3O) (Conl

置Ie.4‑1o 教置f.N0.

6

M2001

SYMBOl

DCV○○TS

MA教継iNo

DEiC則PTION

D{VOltme章er.Westo重

皿ode賞SÒ.

7

S2002

DCMETER

ADJuSTMENT PROCEDURE 教格惟R各NC各

Monitorsvoltageofva重ious

Section3,Para・

POWerSuPPlyoutputci重Cuits a§SelectedbyDCMETER SWITCH(S2002).

9‑POSition重OtarySWitch,

SW量TCH

FUNCTION

d)

POSition§macked:

Connect§theseIectedpower

g重aph14d.

Seぐtion3,pa重a・

§uPPlyouやulvOllageci重Cuit

gきaph14d.

PP‑タラワ 十150V(FS=200V) ‑30V(重S=40V) ‑108V(重S=200V) PP‑9う8 +300V(重Sこ400V) 十13うⅤ(管Sこ200V) 十1,000V(冒S=200W) PP」9う7 十1う0V(重S二20W) ‑1,800V(重S=400W) OFE lODCLINEvoltmeter(M2001).

8

重2009

MAINPOW重R

Redjewelindicato重Wi血

IndicatesMAINPOWERcircuit

6S6‑12うla皿p. b重eakerswitch(S2001〉isin thepowerONpositionanda{ POWe重isbeingsuppliedto 血ne重.

夕

S2001

MA重NPOWER

Magnetically章ripped

ON○○重曹

Con書きOl§a.CPOWertOPowe重

Withmanualreset;

SupplyPP」959,RadioFreq‑

20A,皿aXi血u皿

uenqO§Cilla〔〇〇〇〇202/重PN‑

ぐu重きen章. 30,a血di血lerlockedci重Cuit§. SeeINTERLOCKEDPOWER §Witch(S2004)above.Magnetic OVerloaddeviceopensbreaker ifloadcur重enteXCeeds20a皿PS.

10

E2007

SPACEHTRB5

Cartridgefu§e(5amps) andwhilejeweliadi.

Fu§eP重OteCISSPaCeheale重Circuil. La皿Pglowsifco重reSPOnding

I2007
ca10章Wi血NE‑う1
neonla皿p.

11

E2006

SPACEHTRB5

I200̀

Cartridgefu§e(5a皿P§)

andwhitejewelindi.

Fu§eP重0章eCt§§PaCeheate重Circui書.
La皿Pglow§ifcor重eSPOnding

catorwithNE‑T5l
回eonla皿p.

12

貫200う

COMMONAC

I200う

血§ei§OPenandci重Cuiti§

Otherwi§eCO皿Pleleande凪e重・ gized.

Ca重l重idgefu§e(4amps)

LIN重B4

fusei§OPenandci重Cuitis

O血e書Wi§eCOmPleleandetler. gized.

Fusep重0(eCtSPowerSupply

andwhitejewelindi‑
CatO重WithNE‑51

PP‑959/FPN‑30andRadio
FrequencyO§Cilla(OrO‑202/

のeon重a皿p. FPN‑30a‑CCi重Cuit§,andinle重・ lockedci重Cui章§.Indicato重glows ifcorrespondingfuseisopen andcircui〔Sa重eOthe重Wi§e completeandenergized.

13

重2004
重2004

BIASOUTPUT
Al/4

Cartridgefuse(l/4amp)
andwhi(ejewelindi一

Fu§ePrOteCISbia§SuPPlyout.
PutVOllageCi重Cuit§.IndicalO重

CatOrWithNE‑5l
neo皿la皿p.

o剛c

lNAし

glowsifcorre§POndingfu§e

i§OPenandci重Cuitsa重eOthe重・ wi§eCOmPleteandetlergized.

4.35
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TABしE

4̲鵜O. CONTROし§

AND D格ViCE§

(POWER §uPP」Y TYPE PP‑959/即N‑30) (Co齢l

軸c.4‑10 級と各.No.

14

重2003

iYM〇〇〇

BIASINPUT

重2003

MARKINc

DESCRiPTION

[uNCTION

Cartridgefuse(3/4amp)

B3/4

SuPPlytransformerT2003.

cato重WithNE‑5l

1う

F2001

PLATEB

I2001

3

Indicatorglow§ifcorrespond‑

ingfuseisopenandcircui章is Otherwiseco皿Pleteandene重" gized.

Cartridgefuse(3amps)

andwhitejewelindi‑

Fusep重OteCtSPrima重yOfplate
SuPPlytransfo重merT200l.

ca章o重WithN藍‑う1
neonla皿p.

16

F2002

FILAMENT

重2002

Indi⊂atOrglowsifco重reSPOnd.

ingfu§eisopenandcircuiti§ Othe重Wisecompleteandene重・ gi之ed.

Carlridgefuse(1.1/2

Bll/2

FuseprotecISPrimaryoffilament

amps)andwhi章ejewel

transforme重T2002.Indicator

indicatorwithNE‑51
neonlamp.

CHASSI§

MOUNTED

RECuしATOR

17

R2022

+15OVADJ

R2033

‑30VADJ

CON丁ROL§
BAしAN⊂E

Screwdfiveradju§te重

J2007

COMMON

Screwdriveradju§te重

1.pinte§ljack.

AND

TE§T

DとViCE§
BoARD

Providesforadjusting+150‑VOlt

Section3,Para・

regulatedpowersupplyoutpu章 VOltage.hadjustingreference ismadetoDCLINEmeter.

(poten書io血e〔e重〉.

19

glow§ifco重reSPOndingfuse

isopenandcircuitisotherwi§e COmPleteandenergized.

(polentiomete重).

18

AD」u§TMENl pR°c各DUR各 脈各書各R各Nc各

Fu§ePrOteCtSPrimaryofbias

andwhitejewelindi・

neonlamp.

d)

Providesforadjusting‑30‑VOlt

g章aph14d.

Section3,Para・

regulatedpowersupplyoutpul VOltage.Inadjusting重eference i§madetoDCI.INEmeter.

Common(negative)jackfortest‑

Section3,Para・

ingoperationofvoltageregu・ ulatortubesV2003(6AS7G) andV2004(6AS7G).

20

・

J2003

V2004

A

21

J2004

V2004

寄

22

J2001

V2003

A

23

J2002

V2003

D

1‑Pinte§tjack.

Jackfortestingcathodecurrent

Jackforte§tingca血odecument

JackfortestlngCathodecu重rent

Jackforle§tingcalhodecurrent

g重aph14d(4).

S∝tion3,pa重a・

ofvoltageregulatortubeV2003 (6AS7G),§∝tionB.Usedin COnjun⊂tionwithCOMMON‑ jack(J2007).

4̲3l

g章aph14d(4)・

Section3,Pa重a‑

ofvoltageregulato重tubeV2003 (6AS7G),SeCtionA.Usedin COnjunctionwithCOMMON一 iack(J2007).

1‑Pinte§tjack.

g重aph14d(4).

S∝lion3,pa重a‑

ofvoltageregulato重章ubeV2004 (6AS7G),§eC章ionB.Usedin COnjunctionwithCOMMON‑ iack(J2007).

l・Pintestjack.

g重aph14d.

Section3,pa章a・

Ofvoltageregulator章ubeV2004 (6AS7G),§eCtionA.U§edin COnjunctionwithCOMMON‑ iack(J2007).

l‑Pinle§tjack.

g重aph14d.

g重aph14d(4).

ORlelNAし
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AN/FPN葛30

†ABした4○○1. CON鵜教Oしi AND D各VIC各i
(POW駅§uPPしY TYP各P回‑958/FPN‑30)

置ic.4‑11 教晴.No.

1

重1903

§YM回01

MA脈KiNc

AUXF重LAMENT

I1夕03

DEiCRIP了iON

置UNC了IoN

Ca重章章idgefu§e(1・1/2

Bll/2

Fuseprotect§Prima重yOfauxiliary

amp§)andwhitejewel

filamenttransformerT1903.

indicatorwilhNE̲51
neonIa血p.

2

重1夕04

D○○WER

重1904

kmpglow§if̀O重reSPOnding

fu§eisopenandcircuitis Othe重Wi§eenergized.

Cartridgefu§e(l‑1/2

811/2

Fu§el)rOteCtSblowe章Circuits.

amps)andwhitejewel

Lampglow§ifcorresponding

indicato重WithNE‑5l
血eonla細りわ.

3

重190う

Al/16

4

重lタ01

PLATE

I1タ01

B3

I.ampglowsifcorrespondingfuse

withNE‑51aeon
lamp.

F1905(Chassismounted)isopen

and‑1,000・VOl〔POWe重丸pply Circuiti§Otherwi§eenergized.

Cartridgefu§e(3anp§)

Fu§eP重OteC〔SP重imaryofplate

andwhitejewelindi・

§uPPlylranSformerT1901.

CatO重WithNE‑51
neon重a血p.

う

管1902

F重工AMENす

重1902

B重l/2

fu§eisopenandcircuitsare

Otherwisecompleteand energized.

Whilejewelindicator

十1000V

I.ampglowsifco重te§POnding

fuseisopenandcircuitisother. Wi§ecomPleteandenergized.

Cartridgefuse(1・l/2

FuseproleCt§P重imaryoffilament

amps)andwhitejewel

SuPPlytran§formerT1902.

indicatorwithN且づ1
neon心血p.

F190う

CONTROし§AND

Cartridgefu§e(1/16

7

R1922

十300VADJ

8

R1933

十135VADJ

J1907

COMMON

BAIANCE

1‑Pintestjack.

T各§1BOARD

Provide§foradju§ting+300・VOlt

Seclion3,pa重a・

regulatedpowersupplyoutput VOltage.Inadjusting,refe重enCe ismade〔ODCLINEme章er (M2001)onPowerSupply PP‑"9/FPN‑30.

Screwd重iveradjuste重

(potentio皿ete重).

少

§uPPlycircuits.

Screwd重iveradju§ter
(POten‡iometer).

D各VICE§

Pro章eCtS+1,000・VOltpower

a血p)

REcuしAIOR

Lampglowsifco重reSPOnding

fu§eisopenandcircuiti§0血e重〃 Wi§ecomPle(eandenergized.

CHA§§事iMOUNT置D

6

ADJuilMtNT P教ocとりU教格 教と幡脈とNC要

Providesforadjus〔ing+135‑VOlt

Section3,Para・

regulatedpowersupplyoutput VOltage.Inadju§ting,refe重enCe ismadetoDCLINEmeter (M2001)onPowerSupply PP‑959/FPN‑30.

Common(negative)jackfortest‑

g重aph14d.

graph14d.

Section3,Para・

ingope重ationof十300・VOl章 VOltageregulatortubesV1903 (6AS7G),V1904(6AS7G)and V190う(̀AS7G). g重aph14d.

4̲38

OR看CINAし

OPたRAT,ON

i。.1i。h 4
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AN/FPN̲3o
T▲回し[ 4̲11. CONl教Oし§ AND DEVIC書§

(POW陣§UきPしY TYPE PP」158/即N‑30) (Conl

置ie.4‑11 脈と書.No.

10

J190う

SYMBOl

Vl夕0う

A

11

J1タ06

12

J1903

Vl卵鴫

A

13

J1904

重4

J1夕01

1う

J1夕02

ADJU§lMENT p脈oc○○U教格 脈各陣脈置Nc各

Jackfortestingcathodecu重きent

Sec章ion3,pa重a一

1・pinles章iack

Jackfortesdngca血odecu重rent

l‑Pinte§ljack.

ヽ、、

Jackforte§dngcathodecu重rent

l中int儲tjaぐk

Jackfo重te§dngcalhodecu重rent

Jackfo重teStingcathodecu雌ent

Jackforte§tingcathodecu重renl

g重aph14d.

Section3,pa重a・

g重aph14d.

S∞lion3,pa重a・

Ofvol章age重eghla〔OrtubeV1904 (6AS7G),§eCtionA.U§edin conjunctionwithCOMMON臆 iack(J1少07).

1・pin章節Iiack.

g重aph14d.

Sec章ion3,pa富a・

Ofvoltage重egulat9rtubeV1904 (6AS7G),SeCtionB.U§edin conjunctionwi血COMMON‑ jaぐk(J1タ07〉.

1‑Pinte§ljack.

g重aph14d.

Section3,Para・

OfvoltageregulatortubeV1904 (6AS7G),§eCtionA.Usedin conjunctionwithCOMMON‑ iack(J1907).

V重的3

D

ORICINAし

∴

V1タ03

A

1・pintesljac」

l:uNC†ION

Ofvoltage重egulatortubeV1905 (6AS7G〉,§∝tionB.U§edin conjunctionwi章hCOMMON‑ iack(J1907).

V1904

B

o騎C脈iP了loN

OfvoltageiegulàO重tubeV1905 (6AS7G),SeCtionA.U§edin COnjunαionwi血COMMON‑ jack(J1907).

Vl夕0う

D

議▲教格i軸e

d)

g重aph14d.

Section3,Pa重a‑

Ofvol章ageregulato重tubeV1904 (6AS7G),S∝tionA.Usedin COnjunctionwithCOMMON‑ iack(Jl夕07〉.

g重aph14d.

十も,
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OPERATION

AN/FPN‑3O
丁ÅロしE 4○○2. CONTROしi

ÅND DEViCEi

(POWER SUPPしY TYP各PP‑957/即N‑30)

置Ie.4‑12・ 農各「.No.

l

重2101

SYM寄○○

MA農iくiNc

HVP暮AすED宣/4

I2101

DE§CRIPTION

FUNCTION

Cartきidgefuse(1/4amp)

andwhitejewelindi・

FuseprotectsprilmryOfhigh

ヽ′01tage(重anSfo重me重T2101.

catorwithneonlamp
N最‑う1.

2

重2102

HVFILAMENTBl/2

I2102

Lampglowsiffuseisopenand

circuitisotherwisecompIcte andcnergizcd.

Cartridgefuse(l/2amp)

andwhitejcwclindi一

Fusepro〔eCtSPrimaryoffilament

transformerT2102.Lampglow§

CatOrWithneonlamp
N且づ1.

3 ′

I210う

SCOPEHIGH

VOLTAGES

4

う

S2101

SCOPEHIGH

重2103

1ndicatesl1う‑VOl章a‑CpOWc重j§

beingsuppliedto§COPehigh. voltagerectifiercircuits(SCOPE HIGHVOLTAGESswitch (S2101)inONposition).

DPDTtoggleswitch,

V○○TAGES

po§itionmarked

ON.o重F

ON・OFF.

I.VPLATEB3

I2103

iffuseisopcnandcircuitis

Otherwisecompleteand energized.

Redjewelindicatorwith

6S6‑12う重amp.

ControIsl15‑VOlta‑CPOWertO
§COPehigh‑VOltagerectifiercir‑

Cuits.NormallyinONposition.

Car̀ridgefu§e(3amps)

andwhitejewelindi・

Fuseprotectsprimaryoflow‑

VOltagepla〔et重anSfo重mer

CatOrWithneonlamp
NE‑う1.

6

重2104

LVFILAMENT

重2104

T2103.Lampglowsiffu§eis

OPenandcircuitisotherwi§e energized.

Carlridgefu§e(l.1/2

81・1/2

Fu§ePrOteCtSPri・甲ryOflow.

amps)andwhilejewel

voltagefilamen章tranSformer

indica章OrWithneon
重ampNE‑う1.

CHA§§lS

R2122

十1う0VADJ

CONTROし§

Screwdriveradjuste重

(po(endome章e重).

8

J2107

COMMON

T2104.Lampglow§iffusei§

OPenandcircuiti§Otherwise energized.

BAしANCEl〔ST

7

ADJuiTMENT PRO⊂EDUR各 教と書各教書NC各

AND

DEViCEi

BOARD

Providesforadjusting+150.voll

Section3,Pa重a‑

regulatedpowersupplyoutput VOltage.Inadjusting,reference ismadetoDCL重NEmete重 (M2001)onPowerSupply PP‑9う9/FPN‑30.

1・pintes章jack.

Common(negative)jackforte§t‑

Section3,Para.

ingoperationof+150‑VOlt voltageregulalO重tube§V2106 (6AS7G)andV2107(6AS7G).

夕

●

J210う

V2107

A

o農iclNAし

1・pintesljack.

JackforleStingcathodecur重entOf

g重aph14d.

graph14d.

Section3,Para‑

voltage重egulatortubeV2107 (6AS7G),SeCtionA.Usedin conjunctionwithCOMMON‑ iack(J2107).

g重aph14d.

車車1
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AN/FPN‑3O

な§。.書i。h

TABしE

4̲12. CONTROし§

ÅND D各V獲CE§

(POWER §UPPしY TYP各PP‑957/即N‑3O) (Cohl

印G.4○○2

10

教各置.No.

J2106

§YM〇〇〇

V2107

B

11

J210う

12

J2104

V210(;

D

DEiCRIPTION

l‑Pintestjack.

FUNCTiON

ADJU§TM各NT

PROCEDuR雷

JackfortestingcathodecurrelltOf

・1‑pintestiack.

JackforleStingcathodecurrentof

Jackfortestingcathodecurrent。f

g重aph14̀I.

Section3,Para‑

voltageregulatortubeV2106 (6AS7G),SeCtionA.Usedin COnjunctionwìhCOMMON‑ jack(J2107).

1.pintestjack.

電陣容R各NC各

Seぐtionおpa重a・

VOItagercgulatortubeV2107 (6AS7G),§eCtionB.Usedin COnjunctionwithCOMMON‑ jack(J2107).

V2重06

A

MARKING

d)

g重aph14d.

Section3,Para̲

VOltageregulatortubeV2106 (6AS7G),§eCtionB.Usedin COnjunclionwithCOMMON‑ jack(J2107).

g重aph14d.

fjgu′e 4一事3・ VoIIoge negulo,or Type CN‑235/FPN‑3O, Conl′OI lòoijons
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AN/FPN‑3O

TABL各4○○3. CONTROしi AND DEViCE§

(VOしTAeE鵬eU」ÅTOR TY昨CN‑Z35/FPN‑30)

○○c.4○○3 教各軍.No.

1

K230重

§YM〇〇〇

ON・OE耳

MA教KINe

DEiCRIPTloN

[uNCTiON

Magne章icallytrippedcir.
cuitb重eaker.

重eSet.

R2303

SENSITIVITY

3

R2302

OUTPUTVOLTAGE

ifloadcurrentexceed§20

Control§SenSilivityofvoltage

M2301

う

Vol血ete重.

S2304

Screwd重iveradjuster

Pre§etSregulatedou章PutVOltage.

Adjustedtop重OVidel15volt§ aCOu章.

SPDTtoggleswitch,

g重aPh14b(3).

Section3,Para"

g重aph14b(2)

SelecIsei書he重theREGULATED

REGULATED
VOLTAGE

3・POSition章Oggleswitch,

VOLTAGEoutputortheLINE

VOLTAGEinputfo重mOnitor‑
ingonvoltme章er.REGULATED

LINEVOLTAGE

S2303

.

Readslinevol書ageirlPutOrregu. la書edvoltageoutputasselecled bymele重SWitch(S2304〉.

POSitionsma重ked:

6

Section3,pa富a・

重egulalOr.No重mallyadju§ted toapointjuslbefo重ethe voltageregulato重く一huǹS

(po章endo皿e章e重).

4

‑

ampe章eS"

S⊂reWd重iveradjuster

(po‡en(io皿e章e重)・

Mainpowerswitch.Magnetic

overloaddeviceopen§brcaker

20Arating.Manually

2

ADJUiTM各NT P京oc各DU教と 電話騰農とNC格

VOLTAGEnormalpo§ilio。.

Select§VOllage重egulato重OutPu‡.

po§itionsma重ked:

REGULATED
Ⅴ○○TAG量
O胃軍

REGUI.ATEDVOI.TAGEposi‑

tio重:Nomalposition.Outpu‡
obtainedfromvoltage章egulato重

ci重Cuits.

1重NEV○○でAG重 OFFpo§ition:Outputandinput di§COmeCtedf重OmVOltage regulator. L重NEVOLTAGEposition:Out" putvoltageob章aineddirectly ‡ro皿inpu章linevoltagc,by‑ PaS§ingvoltagetegulalOr.

7

重2303

MOTORA3

Cart重idgefuse(3amps)

SPAREA3

8

お2302

CON冒R○○A3

Ca重tridgefu§e(3amp§)

SPAREA3

夕

10

胃2301

重2301

o教iciNAし

BRUSHA8

P重OtCCt§CO重reCtionmotorB2301.

and§pa重e.

P重OteCtSCOntきOltransfor皿er

andspa重e.

Ca重書ridgefu§e(8a血PS) andspa章e.

Whitejewelindicator Withneonlamp NE一う1.

T2303.

P重OteCtSbru§hcontactonT2301.

Poweronindicato重.

き。43

きi。.‑i。h
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5. WARM"uP PE則ODi.
a・ NORMAL CONDITIONS.‑It is important that
consideration be given to the warm・uP重equi重ement§
fo‥he timer when the cquipment i§ tumed on after

b・ EMERGENCY CONDITIONS.一In emergencies,
the重eCOmmended warm‑uP Periods can be sho重tened,
although thi§ PraCtice should be restricted lO Only
SPeCially authorized ca§e§.

the equipme皿t and the operator in attempting to main.

The oscillator can be placed in active service after
a minimum of about five hours. This will require spe‑
Cial altention on the part of the operator. At a master

tain synchronization and may result in the tran§mi§・

Station, frequent frequency checks must be made

§ion of §ignals which are incorrectly timed. In §ho重書,

agalnSt a Signal from radio station WWV, followed

a pe重iod of shut.down; Otherwise, frequency erro重and
d重ift will result. This impo§e§ a SeVere burden upon

if the timer o§Cillator is not warmed up properly, ̀he

by a slow correction, SO that the §lave station will

重eSults∴Can be highly un§a章i§factory.

not lo§e SynChronization. At a slave §tation, Close moni・

toring and frequent re§e〔ting of the FREQUENCY
The oscillator §hould be permitted a wa重m‑uP Pe重iod

Of 24 hours (from a cold §tart). Du重ing the early part
Of such a period

CORRECTOR on the §ynChronization control unit will

be required.

f重equenCy drift will be pronounced.
The remalnlng unit§ Of the timer∴Can be placcd

The drift, incidentally, i§ eX̀remely §mall when con.
Sidered in term§ Of u§ual. standards (broadca§t, for
example), although it i§ great When the order of ac‑

in active service after a minimum of about one minute.
In this case, Close monltOrlng muSt be maintained for
a period of about 15 minutes (PrOVided tha=he o§Cil‑

CuraCy SPeCified for loran transmi§§ion i§ taken into

lator ha§ undergone the recommended warm.up). A
aCCOu血書.
good rule to follow in this ca§e is that it is bet章e重tO
delay t重anSmis§ion for a few minutes than it i§ tO

N○○e
An INTERI

OCKED POWER §Witch is p重0・

Vided on Power Supply PP‑959 which con‑
trol§ POWCr tO all unìS in the timer except

the oscillator and Powe重Supply PP‑959.

t重anSmit a §ignal of que§tionable value.

l.各MPしOYM各NT O各A MA§TER TIM各R.
〆. PLACING A SHUT‑DOWN MASTER TIMER
INTO STAND・BY STATUS.‑To place a §hut‑down

Powe重can be §uPPlied du重ing the initial

master timer into sland.by statu§, uSe the followi血g

Warm.uP Period, Or thereafter, fo重the oscil‑

p重ocedu重e :

lator withoù SuPPlying powe重tO the remain‑

(1) INITIAL SETTING OF SWITCHES.̲

ing unit§ Of the time重・ Thi§ i§ aCcomPli§hed

Check that lhe §Witches of the timer are §el a§ §howtl

by placing the INTERLOCKED POWER

in table 4‑14 below.

§Witch in the OFF posi〔ion and the MAIN

N01e

POWER §Witch in the ON position・ Powe重
may be §uPPlied to the balance of the timer

al any time by placing the INTERLOCKED
POWER swilCh in the ON po§ìion.

It i§ aSSumed that, eXCePt fo重the switche§

listed in table 4‑14, the various controIs on the
tlmer are adjusted as described in Sec〔ion

3, ParagraPh§ 17

When the o§CillàO重is first turned on, and for the
first few hours章hereafter, the panel nieter will read

Off‑§Cale (with the meter switch in the HEATER

through 29. Should the

timer have been shut down fo重rePair of a
unit, il is assumed that at the conclu§ion Of

the §erVice ope重ation the particula重uni章Will
be readju§ted accordingly.

PO§ition). This ac̀ion result§ because the crystal oven

is cold and the heater b重idge mu§t delive重fa重mOre
hea‥han normal. Approximàely 24 hours afte重being
tumed on, the o§Cillalor will stabilize. Thi§ COndition

Will be recognized by the fact that the重eading of the
Panel meter (with the switch in the HEATER po§i‑

(2) APPLYING POWER.
S坤p J. Place the main power circuil breake重
On the associated voltage重egulator to the ON po§ition.

Check that the meter on 〔he voltage重egulato重feads
l1うvol章s ac.

tion) will have dropped to a value of about 100 ±40

SJeク2. Place the MAIN POWER circuil breake重
m ic重Oampe重e§.

SWitch on Powcr Supply PP‑959 to the ON positio皿.

The

balance of the time重富equires about 15 minutes

Check that the MAIN POWER indicator lamp light§・

Of warm‑uP. Becau§e Of the longe‥ime of wa重m‑uP

(3) STAND‑BY CHECKING PROCEDURE. ̲

for the oscillator, the warm.up of the other timer' unit§

Verify that the time重i§ in §tand‑by condition by fol‑

may be incrca§ed convenie皿lly, in皿O§章Ca§e§, tO atl

lowing the stand.by checking procedu重e Outlined in

hou重.

the nexI Pa重agraph.
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TABしE 4○○4. 1NITiAしSETTINe OF §WITCHE§ FOR PLACINe A MÅ§T各R
T!MER INTO iTAND.BY iTÅTUi

uNIl

MA農KiNc

RadioReceive重Type

R‑う64/EPN‑30

§YM〇〇し

REMOTESIGNAL

S1201

AMPLITUDE BALANCE

Synch重OnizationItldicatorType

重P‑238/重PN‑30

R8,8

SN」l17/重PNト30

Ext重emeCOunterCIockwise

POWER

TESTCOUNT

CV」274/FPN‑30・

IN

S2101

S201

G1238/重PN葛30

ON

OFF(CIRCUITNORMAL)

60,〉AMPLPWR

MOTORRANGE
MAXMOTOR

SPEED

AUTOSYNC
FREQUENCY

Pいりチタ/EPN‑30

SlO2

一
Rlう7

C(〕RR轟CTOR

4usecpe重minute

O重F
SlO3

SPACEHEATERS

MAINPOWER
CN」23う/FPN‑30
ON・OF重

重N

S2003

S2004

S2001
ー

ON

LOW

S104

INTERLOCKED POWER

o教IclNAL

OUT

重NSERT

Synch重OnizationControIType

VoltageRegulatorType

ON

VOLTAGES

F重equenCyDivider

PowerSupplyType

S1う02

S1506

SCOPE.H重GH

PP‑9う7/冒PN‑30

OFF

S1う01

LOCALSIGNÅL

OFF

Ext重emeCOunterCIockwise

S802

REMOTEALARM

PowerSupplyType

OUT

980̀

R8う2

BI,INKSELECTOR

Elecl重icalSynchronizerType

重N

S1203

BUZ乙ER.

VIDEOSEPARATION
RFSEPARAT重ON

poil丁IoN

S2303

K2301

ON

ON

OFF
REGULATED
OF冒

回」5
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b. STAND‑BY CHECKING PROCEDURE: MAS‑

the SLOW SCOPE cyclically moves l,000 microseconds

TER TIMER.一This paragraph outlines a checking

to the right. Restore the BLINK SELFCTOR §Witch

PrOCedure to determine whether a ma§ter timer is in

to the OFF position.

S〔and‑by statu§; that is, COmPletely adjusted and ready
[O be switched into operation at a moment

§ nOtice.

These checks mしISt be made whenever there i§

the

POSSibility that drifts or changes may have occurred
in the timer c:rcuits or after a service operation on any
Of the timer units. On those occa§ions when power

is removed from the timer to perform the service

(7) SYNC BALANCE.
S/印J. Turn the COARSE RF GAIN controI
On the receiver to the extreme counterclockwise posi・

tion. Place the TEST SIGNAL §Witch on the electrical

SynChronizer to the AC ERROR po§ition and the
SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on the test §COPe章O the

ELECT SYNC position.

OPeralion言I is assumed that the operator will ob.

S/eク2. Place the COARSE SWEEP SPEED con‑
§erVe the proper warm‑uP Periods before the checks

a重e made‑namely, a 15‑minute warm"uP §hould be

trol on the test scope to the l position. Place the
FINE SWEEP SPEED control in the extreme counter・

observed

before

the

checks

on

the

units

o章her

thah

CIockwise po§ition.
the oscillator a重e made, and a 24・hour warm‑uP Should

be observed before the final checks on the oscillator

SJeク3. Adjust the SYNC BALANCE controI

On the electrical synchronizer until the a‑C errOr Signal

a重e made.

appearing on the章eSt SCOPe is at a minimum・ Note that

(1) SELECTOR GATE CENTERING.
Sleクj. Tu重n the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch
On the test §COPe tO the TIME DELAY position. Turn
the TEST SIGNAL §Witch on the time delay unit

thi§ adjustment mu§t be made very slowly because of
the large time constant§ invoIved.

(8) SYNC GATES.

COnSeCutively to the AlOOO, BlOOO, BlOO and BlO posi‑

S/eク]. Check that the PHASE dial on the §ynC

tions. In each case, Check to see that the §electo重gate

COntrOl ↓lnit is in the zero posi〔ion. With the SIGNAL

l§ Centered beneath the pushed‑uP marker. If nece§・

SELECTOR

§ary, Center the position of the gate by means of the

ELECT SYNC position, Place the SYNC SELECTOR

corresponding delay controI on the time delay unit.

§Witch on the te§t SCOPe tO the PEDESTAL po§ition,

Sleク2. Check for centered B preset delay gates

§Witch on the test

§COPe Still in the

lhe MARKER SELECTOR §Witch to the lO

s and l

§

POSition, and the TEST SIGNAL switch on the elec‑

if used.

(2) TRANSMITTER TRIGGER AND BLANK.
ING PULSE.‑With the SIGNÅL SELECTOR §Witch
On the test scope §till in the TIME DELAY po§ition,

trical synchronizer to the MIⅩED GATES position.

S毎夕

2. Tum the COARSE SW髄P SPEED

COntrOI on the tesl §COPe tO the No. 4 position and

Check for the pre§enCe Of the transmitte重trigger and

the FINE SWEEP SPEED cont重Ol to the extreme cIock・

the blanking pul§e by tuming the TEST SIGNAL

Wi§e POSition. Adjus=he MARKER HEIGHT controI

SWitch on the time delay unit to the TRANSM TRIG

SO tha=he l"microsecond markers are clearly visible

and BLANKING positions) reSPeCtively.

On the o§Cilloscope'

(3) SLOW SCOPE PRESENTATION. ‑ Check
that the SLOW SCOPE pre§entation on the synchron.

Adju§t the CONTINUOUS

SWEEP DELAY control on the test scope so that the
electrical §ynChronize重ielecto重gate§ are Vi§ible.

ization indicator unit is normal. If neces§ary, refer to

S/eク3. Check the superposition of the local

the presentation on the operating timer or refer to

and remote gate§・ If the gates are §eParated, but by

figure 3‑16

le§S than O.5 microsecond, adjust the REMOTE FINE

Which §hows a typical SLOW SCOPE

DELAY control on the electrical synchronizer to

PreSentation for a HIGH §PeCific rate.

SuPerPO§e them. If they are §eParated by more tha皿

(4) MÅRKER COINCIDENCE.

S;e夕J. Place章he V重DEO PRESENTATION
SWilCh on the §ynChronization indicator unit in the

CAL position. Tum the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED

O.5 microsecond, Check the delay range adju§tment aS

de§Cribed in Section 3, ParagraPh 29 ;.

Sieク4. Tum the MARKER SELECTOR switch

On the test scope to the OFF position.

COn章rOl to ̀he extreme.lockwise po§ition.

Sleク2. Ob§erVe that a lO.microsecond marker is

(9) OSCILLATOR STABILIZATION.

COincident with a l‑micro§eCOnd marker on the VIDEO

Steク]. Check tha=he VIDEO and RF PRES.

SCOPE. Normal coinciden⊂e may be observed in fig.

ENTATION switches in the §ynChronization indicator

ure 3‑34・ The l,s are the shortest markers in the figure.

are in the REC position. Place the RF SWEEP SPEED

If the markers a重e nOt COincident, then make them

COntrOl in the ex〔reme COunterdockwi§e PO§ition.

⊂Oincideǹ・ aS de§Cribed in Section 3, Parag重aPh 20 c

(11).

( 5 ) REFERENCE DELAY.‑Check the B normal
reference delay, aS de§Cribed in Section 5

競eク2. Place the REMOTE SIGNÅL switch on
the receiver in the OUT position. Adju§t the RF GAIN

ParagraPh

4・ Check the B preset reference delays if used.

COntrOIs on the receiver until the local signal is visible

on the SLOW SCOPE.
Sleク3. By means of the DRIFT §Witch on ‡he

(6) BLINKING.一Tu重n the BLINK SELECTOR

SynChronization indicator and the COARSE FREQ.

SWitch on the synchronization indicator unit to the

ADJ. controI on the oscillator, drift the local §ignal

MANUAL position. Check tha‥he mas̀er Pedestal o吐、

4。回l

OntO lhe RF SCOPE. The local signal may drift off
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Sleク5. Adjust the RF GAIN COARSE and

the RF SCOPE rapidly・ This is an indicatiotl that the
timer oscillato重f重equenCy diifer§ a COn§ide重able amount

from the operating time重O§Cillato重frequency

If §uCh

is the case, readjust the o§Cillator frequency by mean§
of the frequency cont重OIs on the oscillato重until the

FINE control§ On the receiver and the VIDEO VER‑

TICAL CTR cor}trOl on the synchronization indicator
unit to provide video signal§ Of twoinch zero‑tO‑PO§l.
tive.peak height, aS §hown in figure 4‑14・ The two・

local signal on血e RF SCOPE appea重§ a血o§t §ta‑

inch zero‑tO"POSitive"Peak height of the video signals

章iona重y.

define§ Standard receiver output. The RF GAIN con‑

S;eク

4. U§ing the COARSE FREQUENCY

§Witch on the o§Cillator, bring the peak of the r.f

〔rOI on the RF SCOPE may now be adjusted for∴a

convenient signal amplitude.
(11) RESTORING REFERENCE.‑It i§ impor‑

pul§e tO the left end of the §WeeP.

tant that the trigger of a stand‑by ma§ter timer be in

S印j. Tum the RF SWEEP SPEED con章rOI
on the synchronization indica章O重tO血e ext重eme Clock‑
Wise position・

S;eク6, Readju§t the FINE FREQ. ADJ. cont重OI

on the oscillator 10 divisions at a time, until lhe r.f
d重if', in a period of one minute・ i§ le§§ thatl the

di§〔anCe (on the sweep) occupied by one重・f cycle.

pha§e With the trigger of the operating timer, SO that

when the stand‑by timer is placed in operatlOn, a
minimum of effort will be required by the §lave time重

to maintain synchronization. During the initial ad‑
juslment Of the stand‑by timer, a reference was estab‑
1ished which defined the condition that the triggers
of

the

two

timer§

Were

in

phase.

The

reference

is

S印7. Rcstore the REMOTE SIGNÅL §Witch

defined by the position of the VIDEO SWEEP DE.

on the receive‥O the lN po§ition and the RF SW挑P

LAY dial on the synchronization indicàOr When the

SPEED controI on the synchronization indicato重tO the

VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control is in the extreme

extreme counte重CIockwise positiop.

cIockwise position and the firs̀ ZerO CrOSS‑OVer Of the

( 10) SIGNAL STANDARDIZATION.
Sieク]. Check that the RF SWEEP SPEED
cont重OI on the synchronization indicàO重unit is in
the extreme counterdockwi§e POSition・ Adjust the

VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control to provide a sweep

derivative of the local signal is coincident with the

vertical line on the VIDEO SCOPE. To restore the
reference, that is, tO bring the trigger of the §tand‑

by timer in phase with the trigger of the operatlng
time重I Perform the following §tePS:

S;eクJ. Place the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on

of about lOO microseconds on the VIDEO SCOPE.
S;eク2. If neces§ary, drif=he local and remote
signals onto the VIDEO and RF SCOPES by mean§
of the DRIFT switch on the §ynCh重Onization indica章O重

unit and the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. conlrOl on the
o§Cillator. Adjust the VIDEO o重RF SW郎P DELAY

the receive重∴tO the OUT position. Check that the

VIDEO PRESENTATION switch on the synchroniza‑
tion indicator is in the REC position. Place the SIG.
NAL switch on the §ynChronization indicàOr tO the

DERIVATIVE POSITION.
Sieク2. Turn the VIDEO SWEEP SP挑D con‑

controIs on the synchronizàion indicator unit §O ̀hat
the signals are visible on both scopes §imul章an∞uSly.
If the local and remote signal§ a重e §ynChronized and

if the reference delay on the timer is properly adjusted,
the two signals will be superposed・

t重Ol on the synchronization indicator to the extreme

dockwi§e POSition. Tum the VIDEO SWEEP DE‑
LAY control to the reference e§tablished in the initial

adju§tmentS, Section 3, ParagraPh 29んLock the con‑
trol in place・

S;eク3. Readjust the RF VERTICAL CTR aon・
trol and the RF GAIN cont重OI on the synchronization
indicator unit to provide centered zero・tO.POSitive‑Peak

signals of about three‑inch height on ̀hc RF SCOPE.
Sleク4. Check amplitude equality of signals on

S;eク3. By means of the VIDEO VERTICAL

CTR controI on the synchronization indicator and the

COARSE FREQ. ADJ. control on the oscillator, adjust
the po§ition of the local derivative signal so that the
ba§e line of the §ignal is vertically centered and the

the RF SCOPE. If necessary, adju§t by mean§ Of the

fir§t ZerO CrOS§・OVer COincides with the vertical line

LOCAL GAIN ⊂Ontrol on the recelVe重.

on the §COPe. The properly adjusted §ignal §hould
appear a§ Shown in figure 4‑15.

fjgure 4一?4. Vjdeo SjgnoIs Adjusled Io Two‑jǹh

HejghI Def扉ng §iond○○d Reぐejve′ OuIput
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( 12) OSCILLATOR READJUSTMENTS. ‑ To

§etting the appropriate stand‑by transmitter switch on

minimize drift from the reference recheck the oscil.

the loran switching equipment to the cor重eSPOnding

lator frequency from time to time as follow§:

tlmer POSition.

S/eクJ. Place the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on

S;eク4. If the timers are used with the loran

the receiver in the OUT position. Place the RF

SWitching equipment Model UM and an auxiliary

SW即P SPEED control in the extreme clockwise posi・

§witch has been installed for∴Changing over ope重a.

tion.

tion of the recording ammeter, OPerate this switch

A昂us〔the RF SWEEP DELAY until the maximum
Sized 〇一CyCles (peak of envelope) are vISible on the

accordingly. When u§ing loran switching equipment

AN/FPA‑2, this step is unnece§§ary, Since the重e‑

COrding ammeter is automatically transferred to the

RF scopE.

OPeratlng tlmer When the timer i§

S/eク2. Check that in one minute the r.f cycle

SWitched i皿to

OPe重a lio皿.

drift is les§ than the distance on the sweep occupied

S;eク5. Adju§t the local and重emOte §ynChro‑

by one r.f cycle. If neces§ary, adjust the FINE FREQ.

ADJ. controI on the oscillator, 10 divisions at a time,

nizer gate delays of the newly operating timer. The§e

↓lndl it is.

gate§ can be exactly adjusted only when the timer i§
OPerating. This adjustment, howeve重, does not inter‑

S/eク3. Return the REMOTE SIGNAL switch

fere with time重OPeration. To adjus=he §ynChronize重

On the receiver to the IN po§ition.

gate delays, Perform the following:
(13) SUMMARY.一When the check§

and ad̲

J○○S〔ment§ PreSCribed in the previous paragraphs have
been comple〔ed, the timer is in stand‑by condition and

is ready for service as an operatlng tlmer. It may be
Placed in service by making the appropriate change‑
OVerS at the switching equipment and the final adjust.
ments explained in the next paragraph.

C. STAND.BY‑OPERATE CHANGE‑OVER PRO.
CEDURE : MASTER TIMER.‑This paragraph out‑

(1) Check that the PHASE controI on the §ynC
COntrOl unit is in the ze重O PO§ition and the AUTO

sYNC

switch

is

in

the

OFF

position.

Turn

the

REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the receiver to the OUT
POSition. Place the SIGNAL SELECTOR swilCh on
the test scope to the EI

ECT SYNC position and the

TEST SIGNAL switch on the electrical synchronize重

to the AC ERROR position.

1ines the procedure for changing over operation of

t重吉は霊霊。筆誓諒、薄。謂崇嵩

two associated timers; that is, for placing the stand‑by

FINE SWEEP SPEED control in the extreme counter.

timer in operation and the operating timer in stand‑by.

CIockwi§e PO§ition.

SieクJ. Check the phase reference on the stand‑

(3) Adjust the FINE LOCAL DELAY controI

by timer. The local derivative signal should appear

On the electrical synchronize重until the a‑C er重0重Signal

as shown in figure 4‑15 when the VIDEO SWEEP

appearing on the te§t §COPe is at a minimum. Note

SP髄D controI on the synchronization indicator is in

that thi§ adjustment mu§t be made very sIowly becau§e

the extreme dockwise po§ition and VIDEO SW髄P

Of the long time constants invoIved.

DELAY is set to the reference determined in Section
3・ ParagraPh 29んIf necessary, adjust the position of

the local derivative signal by means of the COARSE

FREQ. ADJ. controI on the oscillator.
No書e

The reference is restored so that when the

(4) Place the SYNC SELECTOR switch on the
te§t SCOPe tO the PEDESTAL POSITION, and the
TEST SIGNAL switch on the electrical §ynChronize重

to the MIXED GATES position.
(5) Tum the COARSE SWEEP SPEED conl重Ol

On the test scope to the No. 4 position and the

timer is switched into operation a mlr¥lmum

FINE SWEEP SPEED control to the extreme dockwi§e

Of effort will be reqし1ired at the slave §tation

POSifion. Adjus=he CONTINUOUS SWEEP DELAY

to maintain synchronization. In case of an

cont!OI

emergency, however, this step may be omitted

gates are visible.

and the stand・by timer immediately §Witched

lntO OPeratlOn aS described in the next step.
∫leク2. Connect the stand‑by timer to the as‑

on

the

test

scope

§O

thal

the

synchronizer

(6) Check the superposition of the local and
remote gates. If nece§Sary, adjust the FINE REMOTE

DELAY or COARSE REMOTE DELAY controIs on
the electrical synchronizer to superpo§e them.

Signed exciter of the operating transmitter by §etting
the approprlate OPera〔ing transmitter switch on the

(7) Restore the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the

loran switching eqしIipment to the corresponding timer

rece重Ver tO the IN position. Thi§ COmPletes the adjust‑

POSition. This places∴〔he stand.by timer into opera‑
tion‑i・e., in controI of the operating transmitter書

and it will henceforth be referred to as the operating

ment of the local and remote synchronizer gate delays.
S/eク6. Place the AUTO SYNC switch on the

SynC COntrOl unit of the newly operatlng tlmer tO the
ON po§ition. Turn the BUZZER §Witch on the syn‑

S/eク3. Connect the previously operatlng tlmer

Chronization indicator to the ON position. Place the

to thc∴aSSigned exciter of the stand‑by transmitter by

BLINK SELECTOR swit⊂h 〔o the AUTO position.

4」8
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(7)

with the alarm circuits are a SYNC ERROR ala重m

indicato重Iamp) an OFF SYNC alarm indicator lamp,
and a BUZZER which is common to both alarIT

Clr‑

cuilS. The indicàOr lamp lights almost immediately
after the co重reSPOnding alarm circuit detects the

error. The BUZZER operate§ afte重a PreSet delay
interval as§OCiated with each alarm circuit. A delay

(which is initially adjusted to between five seconds
and one minute) i§・ provided in the SYNC ERROR
ALARM ci重Cuit before the BUZZER operates, and a

delay (which is initially adjusted to between 15 seconds

and five minutes) is provided in the OFF SYNC alarm
Fjgure 4‑す6. Properly MoÌhed Vjdeo Sjgno/s

⊂ircuit. Simultaneously with the BUZZER, the alarm

circuits will initiate blinking, PrOVided that the
Place the REMOTE ALARM swit⊂h to the IN posi‑

tion. The PHASE dial and recording ammeter should

BLINK SELECTOR switch is in the AUTO position.
When an ala重m OPerateS, first check that the reaapn

now indicate any deviation from correct §ynCh重Oniza‑

for the error is not local. Although the maintenance

tion.

Of synchronization is the function of the slave, the
S/eク7. Place the AUTO SYNC switch on the

slave cannot ,maintain synchronization if the master

sync cont重Ol unit on the new §〔and.by time‥O the

station equipment is operatlng lmPrOPerly. Frequently

OFF posìion. Tu重n the BUZZER switch on the syn‑

occurring causes for alarms

chronizalion indicator to the OFF position. Place

重eCtion of the§e CauSe§, are described in paragraph 8

the BLINK SELECTOR switch to the OFF po§itio皿・

of this §eClion. If the cause of the alarm i§ found to

Place the REMOTE ALARM switch to the OUT

be local and it cannot be immediately重emedied, then

POSition.

switch

Sleク8. Es〔ablish重eference on the 。eW Stand‑
by timer as described in paragraph 6 b (11) of thi§

to

a

§tand‑by

and p重OCedures fo重COr一

unit.

This

should

correct

the

condition §O that the slave can restore synchroniza‑

tion after a brief interval.
If the cause of the alarm is the failure of the slave

SeC1○○n.

d. ACTIVE OPERATION: MASTER TIMER. ‑
Once operation is underway, the principal ope重ational

to maintain synchronization, and if the §lave is nol

blinking and blinking has nol been initiated auto‑

matically, then initiate blinking by placing the BLINK

duties at a ma§ter Station are to monitof SynChroniza‑

tion and to perfo重m the periodic checks called for

in Section 5, Operator,s Maintenance, aS mOdified by
station in§t重uCtions. The correction of synchronization

SELECTOR switch to the MANUAL posi〔ion. If the
Slave is blinking, Or aS §OOn aS the §lave star章§ tO

blink, Place the BLINK SELECTOR switch in the
OFF po§ition so that the slave station can correc‡

is not performed at a master tlmer.

the er章o重.

Properly synchronized signals are evidenced on the
V重DEO SCOPE of the synchronization indicator when
the leading edges of the local and remòe video §ig‑

When the slave operator has corrected the error
to his §ati§faction, he will §tOP blinking. When thi§
happens, Check the situation carefully. If the erro重

nals∴are COincident or..when the first zero cro§S‑OVerS

Of the signals are coincident. Properly matched sig‑

nals are shown ip figures 4‑16 and 4‑17, reSPeCtively.

Monitoring may, be done automatically or manually.
(1) AUTOMATIC MONITOR重NG.一In auto‑
matic

monito重ing

the

duty

of

the

ope重atOr

is

to

respond to the va重ious automatic er重Or alarms and

monitoring device§ PrOVided by a properly adjusted

has been corrected satisfactorily, reStOre the BLINK
SELECTOR switch to the AUTO position and pro‑
Ceed with normal operation.
I!

the

error

ha§

nOt

been

corrected,

Place

the

器等詳ご葦霊霊能詳篤
above.

and operating electrical synchronizer. These ala重mS

and monitoring devices include a SYNC ERROR alarm
Circuit, an OFF SYNC alarm circuit, PHASE dial
indication§ On the §ynCh重Onization control unit, and
a reco重ding ammeter. In addition, autOmatic blinking

(BLINK SELECTOR switch on the synchronization in・
dicator in the AUTO po§ition) i§ emPIoyed, Whe重ein
blinking is initialed by the alarm circui章§.

The SYNC ERROR alarm circuit responds 〔O a皿

困
¥ノ

error of l microsecond or more, and the OFF SYNC
alarm circuit重eSPOnds to remote blinking, a large
SynC errOr, a lost §ignal, and operating on the wrong

FjguIe 4‑? 7. ProperIy MoIched Del.jvoljves

ZerO CrO§S.OVer Of the derivative signal. As§OCiated

Of Vjdeo §jgno/s
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The general procedure described above comp重重SeS

(1) INITIAL SETTING OF SWITCHES. ‑

the basic operations of a master station when monl.

Check that the Switches on the time重are Set a§ Shown

torlng aしItOmatically. In addition to this) the oper‑

in table 4‑15 below.

ato重muS〔 be familiar with the opera章ion of the re‑

No書e

cording ammèer and with operation of the receiver
It is assumed that

and electrical synch重Onizer agaln§t nOise and inter‑

eXCePt for the switches

listed in table 4‑15, the variou§ COntrOIs on

ference. Information relative to these is given in

the timer are adju§〔ed a§ described in Section

ParagraPhs 9, 10, and 12 of this section.

3, ParagraPhs 17 through 29. Should the

(2) MANUAL MONITORING. ‑ In manual

timer have been shut down for repai重Of a

mon置tOrlng, the electrical synchronizer ,is nol em‑

unit, i〔 is assumed that at the∴COnClu§ion of

Ployed (POWER §Witch on the electrical synchronizer

the service operation the particular unit will

in the OFF position, 60 ‑ AMPL PWR switch on the
SynC COntrOl unit in the OFF position, and the BLINK

be readjusted ac⊂Ordingly.

SELECTOR switch on the synchronization indicato重

(2) APPLYING POWER.

in the OFF position). In this ca§e the operato重muSt

Observe the local and remote video or derivative signals

On the VIDEO SCOPE with special care and check
that the signals are properly matched. P重OPerly

S;eクj. Place the main power circuit breaker
on the a§SOCiated voltage regulator to the ON posi・
tion. Check that the meter on the voltage regulato重

重eads l1うvol書S aC.

matched signals are shown in figu重eS 4‑16 and 4‑17.

Si印2. Place the MAIN POWER circuit breaker
A§ SOOn aS an errOr greate重than the allowed toler・
ance is observed, Check to

§ee Whether the cause

switch on Power Supply PP‑959 to the ON po§ilion.

Check that the MAIN POWER indicator lamp light§・

Of the error is Iocal. Frequently occur重ing causes fo重
alarm§, and procedures for the correction of the§e

CauSeS, are de§Cribed in paragraph 8 0f this section.

If the cause of the error is found to be local and

(3 ) STAND‑BY CHECKING PROCEDURE.一
Verify that the timer i§ in stand‑by condition by fol‑

lowing the stand‑by checking procedure outlined i皿
the next parag重aPh.

it cannot be remedied immediately, then switch to a
S〔and.by unit. This should correct the condition, and

b. STAND,BY CHECKING PROCEDURE : SLAVE

the slave should be able to restore synchronization

TIMER.‑This pa重agraPh outline§ a Checking pro.

after a brief interval.

cedure to determine whether a §lave timer i§ in §tand‑
by status; that is, COmPletely adju§ted and ready to be

If the e重rOr i§ nOt local and the slave is not blink‑

ing, throw the BLINK SELECTOR switch to the
MANUÅL position and wait for the §lave to §tart blink‑
ing. If the slave is blinking or as soon as the §lave

StartS tO blink, Place the BLINK SELECTOR switch
in the OFF position to allow the slave to correct the

SWitched into operation at a moment

s notice. These

checks must be made whenever there i§ the po§Sibility
that drift§ Or Change§ may have occur重ed in the timer

circuits; for example, if the timer has not been main‑
〔ained in synchronization for any length of time or
if it was necessary to pe重form a service operation on

any of the timer unit§・ On those occasions whe皿il i§
When the slave operator ha§ COrreCted thi§ tO his

neces§ary tO remOVe POWe重from the章ime重tO Pe重form

Satisfaction, he will stop blinking. When this hap‑

the service opefation, it is assumed that the oper‑

PenS, Check the situation carefully. If the e重rOr ha§

ator will observe the proper warm・uP Periods before

been corrected

the

§atisfactorily, PrOCeed with normal

Ope重a亡ion.

check§

are

made‑namely,

a

15.minute

warm‑uP

should be observed before the checks on the units

If the error has not been corrected, Place the

other than the oscillator are made and a 24.hour warm.

BLINK SELECTOR switch in the MANUAL position

up should be observed before the final check§ On the

and重ePeat the procedure outlined immediately above.
The general pro⊂edure described above ¥ COmPri§e§
〔he basic operations of a master∴Station when moni.

oscillator are made.

(1) SELECTOR GATE CENTERING.
S;eク]. Tu重n the SIGNAL SELECTOR §Witch

torlng aし1tOmatically. In addition to this) the operator

On the test scope to the TIME DELAY po§ition. Tu重皿

must be familiar with the operation of the recording

the TEST SIGNAL switch on the time delay unit

ammeter and wi血operation of the receive重and elec・

COn§eCutively to the Å1000, BlOOO, BlOO, and BlO posi‑

trical §ynChronizer again§t nOise and interference. In‑

tions. In each case check to §ee that the selecto重gate

formation relative to the§e is given in paragraph§ 9, 10,

is centered beneath the pushed"uP marker. If nece§・

and 12 of this §eCtion.

§ary, Center the position of the gate by mean§ Of the

COrreSPOnding delay controI on the time delay unit.
7. EMPしOYMENT OF A iしAVE TIM格R.

a. PLACING A SHUT‑DOWN TIMER INTO

Si印2. Check for centered B pre§et delay gates

(if used).

STAND‑BY STATUS.‑To place a shut‑down §lave

( 2) TRANSMITTER TRIGGER AND BLANK.

timer into s〔and‑by status, u§e the following pro‑

ING PULSE.̲With the SIGNAL SEI.ECTOR switch

cedu重c :

On the te§t §COPe Still in the TIME DELAY po§ition,

4
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Paragrqph 7 b (2)

†ÅBしE 4.。15. 1NITIAし§ETTINe OF §WITCH各i FOR PしACING' A §HUT"DOWN
SしÅVE TIMER INTO §丁AND"BY STATU§

UNIl

MA教KINe

RadioReceive重Type

SYM〇〇〇

R‑う64/FPN葛30

Po§ITION,

REMOTESIGNAL

S1201

AMPI.ITUDE BALANCE

§声高ronizationIndicatorType

S1203

IP‑238/FPN」30

DUZZER

VIDEOSEPARAT重ON

R8う2

RFSEPARATION

R8タ8

BLINKSEI,ECTOR

ElectricalSynchronizerType

SN」l17/冒PN‑30

P調う7/量PN‑30

O軍曹

S宣う02

ON

Slう01

OUT

S1う06

SCOPEHIGH

CV」274/重P虹30

SynchronizationCont重OIType

OUT

S2101

ON

TESTCOUNT

S201

OFF(CIRCUITNORMAL)

INSERT

C‑1238/重PN‑30

60.‑AMPI.PWR

MOTORRÅNGE
MAXMOTOR

SPEED

FREQUENCY

PP‑9う,/胃PN‑30

‑

ON・OP重

(3) SLOW SCOPE PRESENTATION. ‑ Check
zation indicato重unit i§ nO重mal. Refer to章he presenla‑
tiotl On the operating time重if necessary・ O重∴refer to

figure 3‑16 which §how§ a tyPical SLOW SCOPE
p重e§entation for a HIGH specific rate.

(4) MARKER COINCIDENCE.

OU冒

S2003

S2004

ON

ON

O軍F

S2303

K2301

REGULATED
O耳F

Sieク2. Ob§erVe thal a lO‑micro§econd marker

check for the pre§enCe Of the transmitter t重igger and

that lhe SLOW SCOPE presentation on the synch重Oni.

OFF

S2001

CN」23う/EPN‑30

and BLANKING po§ition§,重e§PeCtively.

LOW

S宣O3

SPACEHEATERS

POWER

ON

4ysecpe重minule

SlO4

MAINPOWER

the blanking pulse by tuming the TEST SIGNAL
switch on the time delay unit to the TRANSM TRIG

ー

CORRECTOR

賞NTERI.OCKED

S102

R1う7

AUTOSYNC

VoltageRegulatorType

OFE

VOLTAGES

FfequenCyDividcrType

ーPowerSupplyType

S806

Extremecounte重CIockwise

POWER

I.OCALSIGNAL

PowerSupplyType

OUT

ExtremecountercIockwi§e

S802

REMOTEALARM

IN

i§

COincident with a l‑mic重OSeCOnd marker on the

VIDEO SCOPE. Normal coincidence may be observed
in figure 3‑34・ The l

s a重e the shortest markers in this

figure. If the markers are not coincident・ make them

coincident, aS de§Cribed in Section 3, Pa重agraPh 20 c

(ll).

(5) REFERENCE DELAY.一Check the B nor‑
mal reference delay a§ de§C重ibed in Section 3・ §ubpara‑

graph 22 b. Check the B preset reference delays if
used.

SieクJ. Place the VIDEO PRESENTATION
switch on the §ynChronization indicato重unit in the

(6) BLINKING.‑Tum the BLINK SELECTOR

CÅL position. Tum ̀he VIDEO SWEEP SP髄D con・

switch on the synchronization indicator unit to the

trol to the ext重eme CIockwise po§ition.

MANUAL position. Check that the slave pedestal on

C教IclNAし
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the SLOW SCOPE cydically move§ 1,000 microseconds

to the right. Restore the BLINK SELECTOR switch
to the OFF position.
(7) SYNC BALANCE.
∫ieクJ. Tum the COARSE RF GAIN controI
On the receiver to the extreme countercIockwise posi・

Sieク2. If nece§Sary, drift the local and remo〔e
Signals onto the video and r‑f scope§ by mean§ Of the

DRIFT switch on the synchronization indicator and
the PHASE DIAL on the sync control unit. Adjust the
VIDEO or RF SW髄P DELAY controIs on the syn‑
Chronization indicator

if neces§aryl SO that the signals

tion. Place the TEST SIGNAL §Witch on the electrical

are visible on both §COPe§ §imultaneously. If the local

SynChronizer to the AC ERROR position and the SIG‑

and remote §ignals are synchronized and if the refer.

NAL

ence delay on the timer i§ PrOPerly adjusted, the two

SELECTOR

switch

on

the

test

§COPe

tO

the

§ignal§ Will be superposed.

ELECT SYNC po§ition.
Steク2. Place the COARSE SWEEP SPEED con‑
troI on the test §COPe tO the l position. Place the FINE

Sieク3. Readjust the RF VERTICAL CTR con・
trol and the RF GAIN controI on the §ynChronization

SWEEP SPEED control in the extreme counterclock.

indicator to provide centered zero‑tO‑POSitive‑Peak

Wise position.

§ignals of about three‑inch height on the RF SCOPE.

Sleク3・ Adjust the SYNC BALANCE control on
the electrical synchronizer甲til the a‑C e重rOr Signal

appearing on the test scope is at a minimum. Note that
this adjustment must be made ve重y SIowly becau§e

Of the hrge time constants invoIved.

(8) OSCILLATOR STABILIZATION.
S脅p J. Check that the VIDEO and RF PRES・

S/eク4. Check amplitude equality of signals on
the RF SCOPE. If necessary, adjust by mean§ Of the
LOCAL GAIN control§ On the receiver.

Sieク

j. Adju§t the COARSE and FINE RF

GAIN control§ On the receiver and the VIDEO VER‑

TICAL CTR controI on the synchronization indicator

ENTAT重ON switche§ in the synchronization indicator

to provide video signals of two・inch zero‑tO‑POSitive・

are in the REC position. Place the RF SW即P control

Peak height, aS Shown in figure 4‑14. The two‑inch

in the extreme counterdockwise position.

ZerO‑tO‑POSitive‑Peak height of the video signal§ defines

Sleク2. Place the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on

Standard receiver output. The RF GAIN control on the

the receiver in the OUT position. Adju§〔 the RF GAIN

RF SCOPE may now be adjusted fo重a COnVenient

COntrOIs on the receiver until the local signal is visible

§ignal amplitude・

On the SLOW SCOPE.

(10) ESTABLISHING APPROXIMATE SYNC

S/eク3. By means of the DRIFT switch on the

SynChronization indicator and the PHASE CONTROL
On the sync control uni{

drift the local §ignal onto

the RF SCOPE. The local §ignal may drift off the RF
SCOPE rapidly. This i§ an indication that the timer
OSCillator frequency di債er§ a COnSiderable amoun〔 from

the operating timer oscillator frequency. If such is the
Ca§e, readjus=he o§Cillator frequency by means of the

frequency controIs on the oscillator until the local

ON THE REMOTE SIGNAL‑A properly adjusted
§tand‑by slave timer has the facilitie§ for maintaining

approximate swnchronization with the remote master.

(Exact sync is established during operation.) It is
de§irable that thi§ aPPrOXimate synchronization be

maintained §O血at if the stand‑by timer mu§t be

SWitched into operation a minimum of inaccurately
timed loran §ignal§ Will be tran§mitted. To establish
SynC On、 the remote master signal, PrOCeed as follows:

Signal on the RF SCOPE appears almost￣stationary.

S/e/, 4. Using the PHASE CONTROL on the
SynC∴COntrOl unit・ bring the peak of the r.f pulse to

the left end of the sweep.
S/eク5. Tum the RF SWEEP SPEED controI

SJeクZ. Check that the AUTO SYNC switch on
the sync control unit is in the OFF position, the FRE・

QUENCY CORRECTOR swilCh is in the OUT posi‑
tion, and the LOCAL SIGNAL switch on the electrical
SynChronizer is in the OUT position.

On the synchronization indicator to the ex章reme dock‑

Wise position.

S;eク2. Place the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch

S/eク6. Readjust the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control

On the test scope in the ELECT SYNC po§ition and the

On the oscillator, 10 divisions at a time, until the r.f

TEST SIGNAL switch on the electrical synchronize重

drift

in the REMOTE GATE position.

in a period of one minute, is less than the di§‑

tance (on the sweep) occupied by one r‑f cycle.
S;eク7, Restore the REMOTE SIGNAL switch

S/eク3. Adjust the COARSE and FINE SWEEP

SPEED controIs on the test scope to provide a sweep

On the receiver to the IN position and the RF SWEEP

Of about 200 microseconds. Adjust the SWEEP DELAY

SPEED coǹr9l on the synchronization indicator to the
extreme counterdockwise position.

COntrOIs to place the remote gate at the centcr refer‑

(9) SIGNAL STANDARDIZATION.
S/eク]. Set t重le RF SWEEP SPEED controI on

ence line of the oscilloscope screen・

Sleク4. Place the TEST SIGNAL switch on the
electrical synchronizer to the

2ND DER position.

the §ynChronization indicator to the extreme counter̲

Verify that the signal on the test scope is the remo〔e

Clockwi§e POSition. Adjust the VIDEO SWEEP SP挑D

§ignal by ob§erVing the signal disappear when the

COntrOl to provide a sweep of about 100 microseconds

REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the receiver i§ mOmen‑

On the VIDEO SCOPE.

tarily tumed to the OUT position.
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S;eクj. By mean§ Of the VERTICÅL CENTER・
ING controI on the test §COPe and the PHASE controI
on the sync cont重Ol unit, adjust the po§ition of the sec.

ond derivative signal on the test scope so that lhe base
line of the signal̀ is vertically centered and the first
zero cros§̲OVer COincide§ With the cenler vertical refe重・

etlCe line. A properly adjusled signal i§ §hown in figure

4̲18.
SJeク6. Tum the AUTO SYNC switch on the
SynC COntrOl unit to the ON po§ition. The §ynC mOtO重

Should now operate to correct any error, and the stand‑

by timer will be maintained in approximate synchro‑
nization with the remote master signal.
S;eク7. Place the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR
f;gu′e 4‑事8. nemoIe Derjyoljve §jgnoI Adjusled

SWitch on the IN position.

on TesI Os̀紺os̀OPe'for Eslob/;shjれg Approxj‑
( 11) SUMMARY.‑When the check§ and adju§t‑

調oIe §ynch○○nj重のlion of o §Io巾d‑by
iIove 「j軸e′

ment§ PreSCribed in the previous paragraph§ have been

completed, the timer is in stand‑by condition and is
ready

for

service

a§

an

OPerating

timer.

It

may

be

Placed in §erVice by making the appropria章e Change・

ovcrs at the switching equipment and making the
final adjustment§ eXPlained in the next paragraph.

Adjust the synchronizer gate delay on the newly
OPeratlng tlmer. This delay can be exactly adjusted
Only when the timer

is operating. Since血e adjustment

requires the removal of the remote signal, mOnltOrlng
Will be impossible for the duration of the adjustmen〔

c. STAND‑BY‑OPERATE CHANGE"OVER PRO.
CEDURE.‑This paragraph outlines the procedure for

PrOCedure. However, Since the adjustment procedure
requires only a short time to complete, under normal

changing over operation of two associàed timers;

CO11ditions, the adju§tment Will not cause a noticeable

that is, for placing the stand"by timer in operation and

error in synchronization. To adjust the synchronizer

the operaling timer in stand‑by.

ga〔e delay, Perform the following.

S;eクJ. Connect the stand‑by timer to the as‑

(1) Tum the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on the

§igned exciter of the ope重ating transmitter by §etting

test §COPe tO the ELECT SYNC position and the TEST

the appropria章e OPerating tran§mitter switch on the

SIGNAL switch on the electrical

loran switching equipment to the corresponding timer

AC ERROR position.

POSition. Thi§ Place§ the stand・by timer in operation
‑i.e,, in controI of the operating tran§mitter‑and it

will hencefo重th be refe重きed to as the operatlng tlmer・

Sleク2. Connec=he previously operating timer

to the assigned exciter of the stand"by transmitter by

synchronizer to the

(2) Tum the COARSE SWEEP SPEED con〔rOI

On the test scope to the l position. Place the FINE
SWEEP SPEED con〔rOl in the extreme counterdock‑

Wise position.
(3) Place the AUTO SYNC switch on the∴SynC

Placing the appropriate stand‑by transmitter switch in
the loran switching equipment to the corresponding

COntrOl unit to the OFF position. By means of the
PHASE dial on the sync control unit on the newly

timer position.

OPeratlng tlmer, manually establish synchronization,

S;eク3. If the time重S are u§ed with Loran Switch‑

ing Group AN/FPA‑2, Omit this step. With Loran
Switching Equipment Navy Model UM) Where an aux.
1iary switch ha§ been in§talled to operate the tran§fe重

circui〔§ for feeding the recording ammeter, OPerate

i・e.,叶just so that the local and remote signals are

matched as shown in figure 4‑16 or figure 4‑17. Place

the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the receiver in the
OUT position.
(4) Adju§=he FINE LOCAL DELAY controI on

required 〔ranSfer・ If the auxi.

the electrical synchronizer until the a‑C errOr Signal

1iary switch has not been installed, Place the LOCAL

appearing on the tes〔 SCOPe is at a minimum. Note

SIGNAL §Witch on the operating timer on the IN (nor‑

that this adjustment must be made §lowly because of

mal) position and the LOCAL SIGNAL §Witch on the

the long time constants invoIved・

§tand"by timer in the OUT position.

operating timer, and has been operating §atisfactorily・

(5) Restore the REMOTE SIGNAL switch on the
receiver to the IN position and the AUTO SYNC
switch on the sync control unit to the ON position.

omit this §teP and go on to step 5. If the timer i§ being

This completes the adjustment of the gares on the elec"

Placed on the air for the first time, Or if the synchro"
nizer circuits have been repaired or adjusted, PrOCeed

matically maintain exact synchronization with the re‑

as fo重low§:

mote master signal.

this §Witch to make the

S;印4. If the timer ha§ been in prev10uS uSe a§ an

ORICINAし
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Place the BUZZER switch on the syn.

which is common to both alarm circuits. The indicator

Chronization indicator on the newly operatlng tlmer

lamps light almost immediately after the corre§POnd‑

S/eク5

to the ON position, the BLINK SELECTOR switch to

ing alarm circuit detects the error. The BUZZER

血e AUTO position, and the REMOTE ALARM switch

OPera(eS after a preset delay interval as§OCiated with

to the IN position.

each alarm circuit. A delay (which is ini章ially adjusted

Sleク6. Place the BUZZER §Witch on the new

Stand‑by timer to the OFF position, the BLINK SEL‑
ECTOR switch to the OFF position, and the REMOTE
ALARM switch to the OUT po§ition.
S/eク7. E§tablish approximate synchronization
Of the new stand・by timer as de§Cribed in paragraph

7 b (9) of this section.

d. ACTIVE OPERATION: SLAVE TIMER.̲The
Principal ta§k to be pe重formed during operation of a
§lave stadon is to make whatever phase and. frequency

COrreCtion§ are neCeSSary tO maintain synchronization
With the master sta〔ion. Properly synchronized §ignals

are evidenced on the VIDEO SCOPE of the synchron‑
ization indica〔Or When the leading edges of the video
Signals are matched a§ Shown in figure 4‑16 o重When

to between five seconds and one minute) is provided

in the SYNC ERROR alarm circuit before the BUZ‑
ZER operates, and a delay (which is initially adjusted
to between 15 seconds and five minutes) i§ PrOVided

in the OFF SYNC alarm circuit. Simultaneously wilh
the BUZZER the alarm circuit§ Will initiate blinking,

P重OVided that the BLINK SELECTOR switch i§ in the

AUTO position.
A§ SOOn aS an alarm opera章e§, either the indicator

lamp or the buzzer, Place the BLINK SELECTOR
§Witch in the MANUAL position. Blinking must be
main〔ained until the condition i§ COrreCted. Next check

the synchronization indicator for an indica〔ion of the

cause of the alarm. Frequently occurring causes for
alarms, and procedures for the correction of these

causes, are discussed in paragraph 8 of this section. If
it is decided that the condition cannot be immedia〔ely

the first zero cros§・OVerS Of the derivative §ignals coin‑

Cide, aS §hown in figure 4‑17.

While the timer wa§ in stand‑by, Shifting phase
(in any manner) caused both local and remote §ignals

cor重eCted (as§uming the fault is not with the remote

timer), Place the stand‑by timer in operation. This
should correct the condition and normai operation can
continue.

to shift. Now that the timer is in controI of the local
tran§mitter, the local signal (lower∴traCe) remains
§tationary and shifting phase causes only the remote

Pulse to shif〔・ To maintain proper synchronization

from this point on, it is only necessary to make the
Phase and frequency corrections required to match

If the cause of the alarm is remote blinking, the re.
mote operator is signaling the fact that an error i§

observed. He will stop blinking when blinking is in‑
itiated locally.
Most corrective procedures require that §ynChroni・

the remote signal wi〔h the local signal. The§e Phase

Zation be restored manually. To restore synchronization

and frequency corrections can be made automatically,

in an operatlng tlmer after an alarm has operated)

by血e electrical synchronizer, Or manually.

Perform the following:

( 1 ) AUTOMATIC SYNCHRONIZATION.‑In
automatic synchronization, the principal task of main‑

S;eク]. Place the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

switch on the sync control unit in the OUT position.

talnlng SynChronization is delegated to the fully ad‑
ju§ted and operating electrical synchronizer. If the

Stand‑by timer was properly adjusted and was main‑

Sieク2. Place the AUTO SYNC switch on the

SynC COntrOl unit in the OFF position.
Sleク3. By means of the DR岬T switch on the

talnlng aPPrOXimate synchronization with the remote
Signal when the timer was switched into operation,

synchronization indicator and the PHASE dial on the

and if the synchronized gate delay was adju§ted in ac‑

sync control unit, adjust the po§ition of the remote

COrdance with paragraph 7 c (4), the electrical synchro・

§ignal until the leading edges of the video remote and

nizer will immediately be able to take over and main‑

local signals are matched as shown‑ in figure 4‑16 or

tain synchronization. The duty of the operator then is、

until the first zero cross‑OVer POints of the derivative

to moni〔Or the operation of the electrical §ynChronizer

signals coincide as shown in figure 4‑17.

and to re§POnd to the automatic alarm devices which

SJeク4. Place the AUTO SYNC switch on the

the electrical synchronizer provides. The alarm devices

sync control unit in the ON position. The sync control

include a SYNC ERROR alarm circuit and an OFF

motor should now be operated to automatically main‑

SYNC alarm circui〔. The automatic alarins can be

tain synchronization.

used to initiate automatic blinking. The SYNC
ERROR alarm circuit responds to an error of l micro"
SeCOnd or more, and 〔he OFF SYNC alarm circuit re‑

SJeク5, Tum the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

SWitch to the IN position.

SPOnds to remote blinking, a large sync error, a lost

After synchronization has been established and a

Signal, and operating on the wrong zero cro§S‑OVer

check has indicated that operation is proceeding satis‑

Of the derivative signal・ Associated with the alarm

factorily, reStOre the BLINK SELECTOR switch to

Circuits are a SYNC ERROR alarm indicator lamlノ, an

che AUTO position and proceed with normal opera.

OFF SYNC alarm indicator lamp, and a BUZZER

tion.
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(1)

From time to time, the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

trbl unit as a result of extensive or accumulated PHASE

dial on the §ynC COntrOl unit may have to be reset to

COrreC̀ion in one predominant direction・ The pro‑

zero as a result of extensive or accumulated PHASE

cedure for resetting this control is described in para"

correction in one predominant direction. The pro‑

graph ll of this section. The operator thould reset the

cedure for resetting the control is described in detail

FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial before it reaches

in paragraph ll of this section. The operator §hould

one or the other limits, because frequency follow‑uP

重eSet the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial be/ore it

Of PHASE corrections is possible only between the end

reaches onβ Or the other limit, because frequency follow‑

limits of the dial. The FREQUENCY WARNING in"

up of PHASE corrections i§ PO§Sible only be海ee

dicator on the sync control uni〔 light§ When either

the

end limits of the dial. The FREQUENCY WARNING

limit of the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial is reach‑

indicator on the sync control unit lights when eithe重

ed, thus calling the operator,s attention to the fact that

Iimit of the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial is reach‑

血e FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial mu∫l be reset.

ed, thu§ Calling the operator,s attention to the fact

The general procedure described above∴COmPrl§eS

that the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial must be

the basic operation of a slave station when operatmg

manually. The operation of the electrical synchronizer
The general procedure described above compri§e§
the basic operations of a s】ave station when operating
automatically. The operation of the electrical §ynChro"
nizer is recorded by the recording ammeter, a§ dis‑
cussed in paragraph 12. In addition to thi§, the operator

is recorded by the recording ammeter, aS discus§ed in

paragraph 12・ In addition to this, the operator must be

familiar with the operation of the receiver agamSt
noise and interference. Information relative to thi§ is

glVen ln ParagraPh 9 of thi§ §eCtion.

mu§t be familiar with the operation of the receiver and

the electrical synchronizer against noise and inter‑
ference. Information relative to this i§ given in para‑

8. CAUS[§

FOR

ÅしARM INDICAT音ONS

ÅND TH馴R CORREC丁iVE M各ASuRと§.

graphs 9 and lO of this section.

N01e

( 2 ) MANUÅL SYNCHRONIZATION.‑In man‑

ual synchronization the electrical synchronizer is not

The corrective procedures recommended in

empIoyed (POWER switch on the electrical synchro̲

this paragraph may be superseded by the Coa§t

nizer in the OFF position, 60‑ AMPL PWR switch

Guard instructions fo=he particular installa‑

on the sync control unit in the OFF posìionタAUTO

‡ion concerned.

SYNC switch on the electrical §ynChronizer in the OFF

posìion, and BLINK SELECTOR switch on the syn‑

a. OFF SYNC ALARM.一The OFF SYNC alarm will

chronization indicator in the OFF po§ition). The oper‑

re§POnd to a lost signal, a large sync error, OPeratlng

ator mu§t WatCh the presentation of the video or de一

On the wrong zero cro§S‑OVer, and remote blinking.

重ivative signals on the VIDEO SCOPE almost con‑

stantly. When the pulses depart from perfect match,
the operator must make a compensating adjustment
of the PHASE dial on the §ynC COntrOl unit. The local

(slave) pulse appears to be fixed and errors in synchro"
nization are observed a§ drift of the master pulse. Thus
the object is to move the ma§ter Pulse §O aS tO keep

it matched with the slave. If the master pulse drifts
toward§ the left, it is moved back towards the right

by turning the PHASE dial to the 《一right

(dockwise)

and vice versa.

(1) LOST REMOTE SIGNAL.‑A Iost remote
Signal is probably caused by an inoperative remote
Sta章ion. However言t is po§Sible that the faul〔 lies in
the local timer or switchgear. The first thing to do i§

to check the SLOW SCOPE of the stand‑by tim早If

the remote signal is not lost on the stand‑by timer, the
trouble i§ definitely local (in either the operating timer

Or OPerating electronic∴SWitch unit (AN/FPÅ‑2) or

discriminator (Model UM)), and the operator should
switch to stand・by units. If the remote signal is al§O
Ios〔 On the stand.by timer, the faul〔 may be in the

As soon as an error in synchronization is observed

switching group, in which case switch to the s〔and‑by

(other than the normal drifts off synchronization de‑

electronic switch (AN/FPA‑2) or stand‑by discrimin‑

scribed above), Place the BL賞NK SELECTOR switch in

ator (Model UM).

章he MANUAL position. The blink mu§〔 be left on
until the error is∴COrreCted. If it is decided that the

(2) LOST LOCAL SIGNAL.‑A Iost local signal
it§elf will not initiate an ala重m. However, it will ap‑

error cannot be immediately corrected (as§uming the
fault i§ nOt With the remole timer), Place the stand.by

timer in operation. This should correc‥he condition

Pear aS a lo§t remOte Signal at the remote station so

that the remote operator will be warned and in tum
wam the local operator through blinking.

and operation §hould continue smoothly.
If the local signal is lost, the cau§e is most likely a

If the mas〔er Start§ tO blink, he is signaling the fact

defective timer or defective transmitter. Unless the de・

that an error i§ Observed. He will cease blinking when

fective equipment is readily obvious (as indicated by

blinking is initiated locally.

霊計器悪書議書墨書霊書
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various

times,

the

operator

will

have

to

reset

章he FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial on the sync con・
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ERROR.‑A large sync error

noISy reCePtion, the time delay as§OCiated wi血the

Can be cau§ed by a jump in timing in the frequency

OPeràion of the buzzer is made so §hort that the elec.

(3) LARGE SYNC

divider. Whether the jump ln tlmlng OCCurS in the

t重ical synchronizer cannot correct an error in time章O

master章imer or at the slave timer, aS always it is the

ave重〔 the §Ounding of the buzzer、

function of the slave to cor重eCt the error. The slave

If the fact that time delay is too short causes such

§hould correct the error manually by mean§ Of血e

alarms to occur frequently, the operàor Should length.

DR量FT switch and the PHASE control, aS described

en the time delay associated with the initiation of the

in paragraph 7d( 1 ) of this section. If synchronization

buzzer and automatic blinking in accordance with

CannOt be immediately restored in this manner, and if

Station instructions. The procedure for adjusting this

it is evident that the master timer is operating norm・

delay circuit i§ given in Section 3, ParagraPh 28 j. If at

ally, the slave operator should §Witch to血e stand‑by

a slave station the cause of the alarm is failure of the

ti血e重.

elect重ical synchronizer to maintain synchronization,

(4) OPERATING ON THE WRONG ZERO
CROSS.OVER.一Operating on the wrong zero cro§S‑

OVer OCCurS Only when automatic synchronization is

the opera書0r Should switch to the §tand.by timer.

9. OPERAT音Ne R各C馴VER AeAINiT
INTERF各RたNCE OR各XC曇§S音VE NOIS各.

empIoyed. It defines the condition whereby the §yn・

Chronization gate in the electrical synchronizer of the

The receiver i§ PrOVided with two重ejectio血t重aP§ tO
help minimize interference f重Om r‑f carrie重§ and a

Slave timer i§ SamPling the remote signal in the neigh‑

Video limiter circuit to limit the amplitude of large

borhood of the w重Ong ZerO CrOSS.OVe重Of the de重ivative
noise bu重StS.
Signal. Since the electrical §ynChronizer cannol dis‑
tinguish between one or another zero cros§‑OVer, it will

maintain synchronization about this point, Producing

a sync error of about 50 microseconds. This error will
be readily apparen‡ on the scopes. As in the ca§e Of a
large sync error, the §lave operator should testore

SynChronization manua11y by mean§ Of the DRIFT
SWitch and the PHÅSE control, a§ eXPlai皿ed in para‑

g重aph 7 d (1).

(5 ) REMOTE BLINKING.

みADJUSTING REJECTION TRAPS.‑When ad・
jus章ing the rejec章ion trap§, COntinuou§ mOnito重ing of
the interfering signal must be made. The interferi血g

Signal can be most easily ob§erVed on the RF SCOPE

as a signal whose r‑f cycles drift back and forth in a
random fashion. To help identify the interfering §ig‑

nal, earPhones can be plugged into the PHONE ou申ut
jack (J1209) on the receiver chassi§ (see figure 5‑11).
To adju§t the重ejec〔ion traps, Simply tune the re.
jection t重aPS until the interfering signal is at a皿ini‑

(a) MASTER STATION.‑Remote blinking at

mum. The rejection traps can both be tuned to the

a ma§ter §tation i§ a Signal by the remote §lave operator

Same frequency for maximum rejection of a §igtlal

that he ha§ Observed an abnormal operating condition.

interfering ca重rier, 0重they can be tuned §eParately for

During the cour§e Of the remote blinking, the §lave

rejection of two interfering signal§・

OPeratOr Will be attemp〔ing to re§tOre nOrmal opera"
〔ion. However, the §lave operator will not be able to

When not in use, the rejection traps §hould be left i血

the ext重eme COunterdo⊂kwi§e POSition.

COrreCt lhe condition if the fault is ⊂auSed by, Say,

an inoperative master transmitter or erratic operation

Of the master timer. Therefore, When remote blinking
is observed at the master station, the operator should
Carefully check his own operating equipmenl and if

b. ADJUSTING VIDEO LIMITER.一The video
limiter circuit i§ uSed to reduce the peak of large noise
burst§ tO a level comparable to the video signal ampli"

tude. To adjust the limiter circuit, Place the LIMITER
IN.OUT switch on the receiver chassis to the IN posi・

nece§§ary §Witch to stand"by unit§.

tion, and while observing the loran signals on the

(b) SLAVE STATION.‑Remote blinking at a
Slave §tation indicates that the maste重QPeratOr ha§
Obse重Ved an abnormal operating condition and is sig‑

VIDEO SCOPE, SIowly tum the LIMITER ADJ con‑
trol on the receiver chassi§ in the clockwise direction
unlil ju§t before the loran signal§ begin to disto重t.

naling the fact to the slave s章ation. The remote master

No書e

Station will cease blinking a§ SOOn aS blinking is in‑
itiated at the §lave station.

Keep the LIMITER IN‑OUT §Witch in the
OUT position except when il is necessa重y tO

b. SYNC ERROR ALARM.‑The §ynC errOr alarm
Ci重Cuit responds to small sync error§ Of from l to about

use the video limiter∴Circuit du重ing noISy

recep t ion.

20 micro§econds. Under normal operating conditions
this alarm §hould seldom go off, for the electrical syn.

Ch重Onizer will automatically correct the error before

10. OPERÅ†iNe †H置E○○C†RICAし
§YNCHRONiZ置R ÅeAINiT NOl;E.

it ⊂an become a§ large as l microsecond or, if the error

Automatic synch重Onization, When properly adju§ted,

l§ a IumP Off §ynC, it will generally correct the error

can keep sync more accurately than manual §ynChroni・

before the time delay associated with the sounding of

zation on a clean signal, and is much bette=han man‑
ual synchronization in the presence of noise. This im.

the buzzer can elap§e. The alarm will operate, however,

if the electrical synchronizer ha§ become inoperative
and is unable to correct a sync erro重, Or if, during

4̲与l
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Rz/;e J. Reduce the effects of noise to a mini‑

S/eクJ. Adju§t the FINE FREQ. ADJ. drum

mum by optimum operation of the receiver, aS dis‑

reading for an equal number of divisions as the reading

CuSSed in the p重eVious paragraph.

On the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial, rai§ing o重

R初e 2. HIGH RANGE operation of the gear
§hift in the sync conlrOl unit should never be used

Iowering the drum reading in accordance with the

marking on the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial.
Sieク2. Place the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

When章he timer is operating.
Rule 3. When signal§ are Clean, Or the noise is

SWitch in the OUT po§ition.

SJeク3. Reset the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

negligible, uSe a Setting of abou〔 4 microseconds per

minute on the MAX MOTOR SPEED control. When

dial章o之c重o.

Sleク4

noi§e is present, SynChronization will be improved by

using a lower speed (counterdockwise). The sIower

Retum the FREQUENCY CORREC・

TOR switch to the IN position.

the speed the more the e任ects of noise will be minim‑

Since the co重reSPOndence between FREQUENCY

ized. A §lower speed has the effeCt of integrating the

CORRECTOR dial readings and FINE FREQ. ADJ.

noise over longer periods before the effect of the noise

drum readings is only approximale,血e frequency of

i§ allowed to influence the operation of the sync coh.

the oscilla〔Or afcer resetting may differ a little from

trol unit.

the frequency before resetting. When uslng autOmatic

Rule 4. Maintain cIose visual monitoring of the
OPeration of the timer.

SynChronization, lhi§ Will not interfere wi血normal
OPeration, Since the electrical synchronizer will im・

mediately operate to mainlain?ynChronization and will

11.閥EOU各NCY CoRRECTIoN.
The frequency adjustments de§C重ibed in this para‑

graph apply only to a slave station.

The crystal in the crystal oscillator unit will age so
that its natural f重equenCy gradually increase§. This

and othe重effects will cause the FREQUENCY COR.

RECTOR dial to stray from its center position towards

eventually readju§=he oscillator frequency (via the

FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial) to the proper value.
Thu§ aCtive operation of the electrical synchronize重
after

frequency

correction

i§

a

nOrmal

occurrence.

When operating manually, the operator must do§ely
monitor the operation of血e timer after re§etting and

make the necessary adjustments by means of the
PHASE dial to maintain §ynChronization. This will

one of the other limi(§ Of rotation. Thus from time to

time lhe FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial will have
to be reset to zero or center position §O that frequency

COr重eCtion can always be made in the proper direction.
This is done by first determining the amount of co重reC・

everltually adjust the oscillator frequency to the p重OPer

va重ue.

The wide range of the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. controI
On the crystal oscillator is provided to allow compensa‑

tion needed to retum the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

tion for the aging of the crystal fo重many year§. As

dial to zero, then making the correction by means of

the c重yStal age§, it will be neces§ary tO tum this con章rol,

the FINE FREQ. ÅDJ. controI on the crystal oscillator,

SteP by §〔eP, COunte重dockwise. Most frequency adjust‑

and finally reselting the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

ment§ Will be made with the FINE FREQ. ADJ. con‑

dial to zero.

trol, and only when this ⊂OntrOl runs off range will it

The FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial covers a
range of about ±4 parlS Per lO7 and has eight major
divisions; thu§ eaCh major division represents I part

be neces§a重y tO Change the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. con‑

Each step of the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. contlol rep‑
resents 4 part§ Per lO6 or 40 parts per lO7・ Since each

Per lO7・ The FINE FREQ. ÅDJ. controI on the crystal
O§Cillator has a range of approximately 50 parts per

lO7 which is broken up into 50 drum divisions (each
d重um division is broken up into lOO dial divi§ion§).
Thu§ eaCh d重um division also represents I part per

lO7 and drum divisions on the FINE FREQ. ADJ. are

drum division repre§entS I part per lO7, eaCh step of

the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. switch represents approxi‑
mately 40 d重um division§. The procedure fo重adju§ting

the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. control, When血e FINE
FREQ. ADJ. drum runs off重ange, is‑ a§ follow§:

倍iiber

approximalely equal ‡O major divisious of the FRE̲

QUENCY CORRECTOR dial.
The direction the FINE FREQ. ADJ. control must
be adjusted to compensate for setting the FRE.
QUENCY CORRECTOR dial i§ determined by the

Ca∫e I. FINE FREQ. ADJ. d重um reading run§
O任range at the low end of the d脚m calibration

(around zero).
S;eク]. IJ)Wer the COARSE FREQ. ADJ・ COntrOl

marking§ On the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial

reading by 4 parts per lOO, by tuming the controI one

CIose§t tO the reading. One end of the FREQUENCY

SteP COunterCIockwise.

CORRECTOR dial i§ marked with RAISE OSC DIAL

READ重NG WHEN RESETTING and the other end

S;eク2. Raise the FINE FREQ. ADJ・ drum重ead‑
ing by 40 divi§ions,

of the dial is ma重ked with LOWER OSC DIAL READ.

ING WHEN RESETTING.
The prooedure for resetting the FREQUENCY COR‑
RECTOR dial is a§ follows:

O教ICiNAし

0′
Ca∫e 2. FINE FREQ. ADJ. drum reading runs

o僻でange at the high end of the drum calibration

(a重oundう0).
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e 4一)9. Chor′ Devja′jons Coused by an高Off PoI" Cond描on of lhe PHA§E DjaI

SieクJ. Raise the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. control

rate. The recording ammeter i§ always connec〔ed to

reading by 4 part§ Per lO《' by tuming the ⊂OntrOI one

the operatlng tlmer through a transfer circuit con‑

SteP dockwi§e.

trolled by the STANDBY.OPERATE relays of the two

Sieク2. Lower the FINE FREQ. ADJ. drum read.

ing by 40 divisions.

timer§. Thus a continuou§ reCOrd is made regardle§S
which of the two timer§ is controlling the rate.

Since the correspondence between FINE FREQ. ADJ.

A record is made, On a mOVing paper chartl Of when

readings and the COARSE FREQ. ADJ. reading is only

OPとration is normal and when it is not normal. Thi§

approximate, the frequency of the oscillator after re‑

record provides a permanent log of station operation

Setting may differ from the frequency before resetting.

and may be u§ed by the Coast Guard administrative

Thus the §ame frequency correcting action which is

authority to review station operation. The chart record

required after resetting of the FREQUENCY COR‑

PrOVides three separate indications of timer ope重ation.

RECTOR dial, aS discussed above, Will also be required

A graph dravyn in the center area of the ch征t records

after re§etting Qf the FINE FREQ・ ADJ. and COARSE

the excu重Sions of the PHASE dial, at either a master

FREQ. ADJ. dials. Either the electrical synchronizer

or slave sta〔ion, and thu§ PrOVides a contihuous and de‑

Will operate actively, When automatic synchronization

章ailed重eCOrd of the condition of synch重Onization o重

is being used, Or, for manual synchronization, nOminal

Iack of synchronization of the paired §tation§ (master

adjustments will have to be made.

and §lave) of a given rate. The center arca is calib重ated
in microseconds of error for use at a mas章er §〔ation only.

12. OP各RÅTION OF THE RECORDiNe AMM各TER.

At a §lave §tation any chart reading may represent zero

The recording ammeter is provided a§ a meanS for

error. A line drawn along the left margin of the chart

recording station efficiency. At each station, One OPerat‑

follows the operation of the local blink circuit. Norm‑

ing recording ammeter is used for the timers (one

ally thi§ line is §traight and continuous. However9

OPerating, One Stand‑by) associated with each loran

whenever the local blink circuit is actuated, either by

き̲与8
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Al a ma§ter Station. the normal indication§ §hown

UAL position or through the operation of the alarm

on the chart will be a line near the center (zero error)

Ci重Cuit§ (when the BLINK SELECTOR switch is oa

PO§ition of the chart and two straight lines at each

AUTO), the line jumps to the left app重OXimately one‑

Side of the chart, On the in§ide of each margin.

eighth of an inch. A similar line, drawn along the right
margln, )umPS tO the right to indicate the periods

when the OFF SYNC alarm lamp is ligh̀ed. Thus, by
analysi§ Of the th重ee lines drawn on the chart,血e op‑

At a §lave stalion, the PHASE dial may be rotated
章O any POSltlOn aS SynChronization is adju§ted to main̲

tain zero error. The recorder center line will follow
the motion of ‡he PHASE dial and may therefore move

eraling state of the timer, at any time or for any pe重・

iod of time, may be determined.
In addition to lhe indications provided by the two
OutSide line§, tWO running time meter§, On the f重Ont

Panel of血e重eCOrding ammeter, indicate the total

amount of time that the local blink circuit has been

to any position of the cha重t for a zero error condition.

When operation is normal, the ceǹer line will be a
g重adually varying line which follows the motion of
the PHASE dial as oscillator drift cau§eS the dial to
rotate. Abnormal operation will u§ually be indica‡ed
by a §ha重P defleclion in the line.

actuated and that the o髄sync alarm circuit has been

actuated. The§e mete重S are aPPrOPria章ely de§ignated

There is one normal condition which can also cause

LOCAL BLINK and OFF SYNC and, tOgether, PrOVide

a sharp deflection of the line. Thi§ COndition results

a rapid §ummary Of station e伍ciency. The readings of

because the pen which draw§ the center line is ope重ated

the§e tWO mete重S are tO be reported to the appropriate

through a potentiometer ganged to the PHASE dial,

Coast Guard authority at regular intervals in accord‑

and血e winding of thi§ POtentiometer is not continu・

ance with local instruction§.

Operating personnel should make every e髄ort to
maintai血an accurate log, With the aid of the recording
ammeter, Of the §tation

ous over the 360O of PHASE dial rotation. The dis‑
continuity of the potentiometer winding i§ required to

bring oul COmeCting terminals. As the arm of the

s ope重ation. If an abno重mal

ope重ating condition ∝Cur§, OPen the writing doo重and

note on the chart (1) the time when the abnormality
start§, (2) the cause of thc ab血ormality (if ktlOWn),
and (3) the time when it is ove重. Aside from noting

POtentiometer is driven to the open pertion of the

winding, Curren=O the pen will be interrupted, and
the pen will jump from one side of the chart to chart
center. Ås the arm of the potentiometer is driven to

such abnormalities,血e only other attention the opera・

the far side of the open portion of the winding, the

tor will be required to pay the recording ammeter lS

pen will move from chart center to the other side of

to check the chart pe重iodically to make sure the ope重a‑

the chart. The.《off po章,, condition described above i§

tion i§ nO重mal. If the cha重I i§ Changed and the inkwells

easily recognized.

創Ied in accorda皿ce with a regular §Chedule, aS listed in
S∝tion 5, tlO trOuble should be encountered. Chart‑

loading, inkwell filling, and pen一創Iing pr∝edure§ are
given in S∝tion 3, Parag重aph 27.

o教IeiN▲し

Figure 4‑19 i§ a POrtion of an actual chart record
and illustrates an off.pot condition as well as §eVeral

Othe重tyPical cotldition§・
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1. PURPO§各AND SCOP各OF THi§ S各C丁ION.

To maintain continuily Of service, it will be neces‑
Sary for the operato=O make periodic adjustments to

removal is obvious. Each characteristic 〔yPe Will be de.

SCribed

neVertheless, tO PreClude the po§§ibility of

damage caused by improper handling.

insure that the control§ do not drift from their normal

(1) The §Pring collar type clamp consists of a

Setting§・ Thi§ SeCtion outlines (largely in table form)

SPrlng COllar who§e Circumference js changed by means

the routine check§ tO be made by the operator, and

Of a form of buckle. A §CreWdriver slot j§ PunChed in

gives brief instructions for those adju§tmentS Which

the side of §Ome Of the buckles to make release easy.

may have章O be made while小e equipmen亡is in

When the clamp is Iocked, the spring.loaded collar

OPe重ation ・

grips the tube firmly. Refer to figure 5‑l.

Al§O included here are data conceming the vacuum

(2) The tab type damp consis〔§ Of a metal tab

tube§ emPIoyed in the equipment: their location, fimC‑

held in place by a screw. The end of the tab rest§ On

章ion, identification, and clamping.

thelbase of the tube so that when the screw is tightened

Finally, thi§ §eCtion lists the fuses that protect each

Circuit and indicates their location, identification, and

the tube i§ locked firmly in place. To remove the tube,
loosen

the

§CreW

and

swing

the

tab

clear.

Refer

to

丘gu重eト2.

SymPtOm Of failure.

(3) The shield‑tyPe damp serves a dual purpose.

Pcrform the checks of tables 5‑1 and 5‑2 weekly, Or
Oftener, a§ determined by operating experience.

In addition to holding the tube in place) it also shield§
the tube. This type of clamp is u§ed on all the minia‑

ま. VACUUM TUB各

R各PLAC各MENT DATA. ̀

4. GENERAL.‑I〔 is not recommended that tube§ be
replaced al any Stated intervals. On a percentage basi§,

ture tubes in the timer. To release the clamp, PuSh the
§hield down) tWist to the left) and raise. Refer to figure

う‑3.

the most likely time for a tube to fail is soon after it is

C. TUBE PIN STRAIGHTENERS.‑The pins of the

fir§̀ Put into use; an Old tube in good operating condi.

miniature tube§ uSed in the timer are susceptible to

tion has a greater life expectancy than a brand new

bending during removal from their §OCkets. When a

lube.

tube

s pin§ are bent, it is difficult to restore the tube to

Experience has shown that the most common cause

it§ SOCket. To overcome this difficulty, tube pin straight‑

Of faulty equipment operation i§ defective vacuum

eners (7 pin and 9 pin) are supplied, mOunted on the

tube§. If failure occurs, look for a defective tube. This

front of the timer. The tube pins are straigh〔ened by

Should be done by replacement and trial rather than

Plugging the tube into the corre〆§〔raightener, and

by testing in a tube tester and acceptance of the tube

then removlng lt Carefully.

leSter indication as final. Some tubes may te§t Well in

d. REPLACEMENT OF CATHODE.RAY TUBES.

an ordinary tube tes章er but still be un§uited for service.

‑InslruCtions for the removal and replacement of the

A tube which checks defective on a tube tester should,

Cathode・ray tube§ uSed in the timer follow. The pro‑

a§ a general rule, be rejected.

b. TUBE CLAMPS.一All the tubes in the timer, eX・
CePt tyPe 2Ⅹ2A high̲VOltage rectifiers, are equipped

With some form of locking or clamping device. In
most ca§e§, the method of重eleasing the clamps for tube

f;gure 5‑2. Tube CIamp, Tob Type

<毘
f;gule 5一事. Tube CIamp, Sp高ng CoIJ○○ Type

ORieINAし

Fjgu′e 5‑3.

Jube CIomp, S吊eId Type
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fjgu′e 5漢書. Mou両ng AssembIy oI Caihode‑′oy Jubes

Cedure§ are Simple and straightforward. Three different

and discharge all exposed capacitors. Be §ure tO hold

tube type§ are uSed and therefo重e three §eParate PrO・

the grounding probe to each point for at least one

Cedure§ are given. Refer to figu重e 5」.

second to allow ample time to discharge through cir‑

WÅRN iNc
Befo重e lOuChing anything in§ide血e enclo.
Sure Of either the synch重Onization indicator or

the test scope, discharge all high.voltage ca‑
PaCitors as described immediately below.

cuit time con§tantS.

To discharge the high‑VOltage capacitors in the test
scope, first pull the unit forward on its slides and tilt
up ̀O gain acces§ tO the bottom of the chas§is. Refer

to figure 7‑265. Using a probe which i§ SeCurely con.
nected ̀O the cha§Sis, grOund the following high‑

To discharge the high.voltage capacitors in the syn.

voltage point§‥ Terminals 3, 6, and 7, Of TB1702・ and

chronizatio血indicator亘rst pull the unit forward on

all terminals of TB1701, the barrier strip§ mOunted on

its slide§, SWing the two subchas§i§ a§ide, and remove

all shields. Refer to figure 7‑256. Using a probe which

the rear of the cha§Sis, and all contacts of tube sockel

XV1720. Be §ure tO hold the grounding probe to each

is §eCurely connected to the chassis, grOund ‡he follow‑
POint for at least one §eCOnd to allow ample time to

ing high‑VOltage point§: the terminals of R858, R857

discharge through circuit time ⊂On§tantS.

and R856 (in the orde重Iisted), the case of C838, both
end§ Of R944, both ends of the composition re§istor

(R906) mounted between terminals on the phenolic

WARNINc

supporting board for C838, and all terminals of TB80l・

During removal and重ePlacement, handle the

TB802, and TB803, and the barrier strips mounted on

cathode"ray tubes lightly, but firmly, u§ing

the rear of the chassis. Remove the bottom plate from

suitable protective globes and goggles. Avoid

the synchronization indicato重(refer to figure 7‑259)

touching lhe tube surface.
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丁ÅBした5̲1. ROuTIN各CHECK§̲OP各教A丁INe TIM暮R AND §TAND"BY TIM各R
W11A丁lO

R胃gain.

CH置CK

HOWTOCHECK

Mea§urethe∴ZerO.tO.Peakdeflectionofthe

教とMA脈Ki

Adjustther‑fgaincont重Ol§(coar§eand/

video§ignalontheVIDEOSCOPE. orfine)onthe重eCeive重tOmaintain §tandarddeflectionoftwoinche§Ze重O‑ to.peakof血evideo§ignalonthe V重DEOSCOPE.

○○calgaiの.

Observeampli章udesoflocalandreceived
§ignal§.

Centeringofselector(pu§h.up)
ga〔e§・

Adju§ltheI.OCAL

GAIN

cont重Olto

equalizetheamplitudc§Ofthelocal§ig‑ nalandtheremo[e§ignal.

Ob§e重Vethewaveformsofeachofthegates

Thepositionofthegatesisfixedbythe

(AlOOO,B1000,B100,BlO)onthetesl
setting§Oftheir∴reSPeCtivedelaycon.
OSCillo§COPeandcheckthatthegatei§
troIs,Whichmustbeadjustedtocenter
approxima(elycenteredaboutthemarker. thegate§undertheirmarke重S.Care mustbeexerci§ednottochangethe equipmenttimingbytheaccidental Selectionofanothe重ma重keきinplaceof theoriginal.RefertoSec章ion3,Pa重a. g重aph22g.

Refe重enCedelay.

UsetheprocedureofSection5,Parag重aph4.

FREQUENCYCORRECTORdial

Ob§erVeifthedialreadingisapp重OaChing

OnSynChronizàionconlrOluni〔

(§lavesta章iononly).

Afterresettingthedialtozero,aCOm.

eitherextremeofitsrange.

PenSatingcorrectionmustbemadeat

theFINEFREQUENCYdialonthe OSCillator.RefertoSection4,Para・ graph6a(12)andll.

0§Cilla〔O重〔e皿Pe書atu重e.

Operatethemeter§Witchaltheoscillator
to

the

HEATER

position.The

Anabnormal重eadingshouldbeinve§ti・

meter

galedbyacompetenttechnician.

shouldreadbetween60and140micro‑
amperesiftheoscillatorha§§tabilized.

Oscillo§COpeCOnl重ols:

Thesecontrol§Shouldbeadju§ledatthedi§・

INTENSITY 量OCUS AUXFOCUS VERT重CALCENTERING HORIZONTALCENTERING SWEEPS重ZE SWEEPSEPARATION SWEEPSPEED

Markerheighl§.

Checktoseethatthetimemarke重§(1000

Minordriftofthe§eCOntrOl§Willnotde・

Cretionoflheoperator.

§,

terioratestationoperation.一

Adju§tthemarkerheightcontroIonthe

100 s,10 sandl §)a重eeaSilydistingui§hed. fron〔Panel.IftheVIDEOSCOPE markerscannotbeproperlyadjusted withthefrontpanelheighl∴COntrOl, waituntilthetimerisplacedinstand. bybeforeadju§tingtheinternalcon‑ 書きol§.

(1) REPLACING THEうRP2Å.一To replace the

S;eク3. After having di§Charged all high‑VOlt‑

5RP2A calhode‑ray tube (used in the RF SCOPE), PrO・

age capacitors, aS described above, remOVe the connec・

Ceed as follows:

tions to the terminals designated A, B, E, C, and D at
the neck of the tube and E, F, G, and H at the side of
the tube. Remove the tube socket.

SJeクJ. Remove the light shield (if used) by

Pulling forward with a slight twisting motion.
Sieク2. Remove the four screws lhat attach the

bezel to the front of the panel. When the four screws

St印4. Loosen the tube damp and remove the

tube through the front opcnlng.

have been removed, the bezel, the clear plexigla§§, and

S/eク5. If it is desired to remove the magnetic

the filter plexiglass will fall away and expo§e the face

metal shield from the unit, remOVe the two nuts and

Of章he cathode‑ray tube.

bolts that secure the rear 6f the shield to the shield

O教iCiNAL
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TABしE 5̲2. ROUTINE CH書CKi̲iTAND"BY丁IM各教ON」Y
WHAl丁OCHicK

CenteringofpreselSelector
(PuSh.up)gate§・

HOWTOCH各CK

教書MA青嶋s

Observethewaveformsofeachof血ep重e‑

Thepositionofthcgate§isfixcdbythe

§etgateS(A100O,BlOOO,BIOO,BlO〉on
setting§ofthei重reSPeCtivedelaycon"
thete§tO§Cilloscopeandcheck血atthe
l重Ol§,Whichmuslbeadju§tedtocente重
gatei§aPP重OXimatelycenle重edabou(the

thegates
unde重心ei重
血a章ke重. mui書beexe重Cisednottochange血e equipmenttimingbytheàCidental selectionofanothefma重ke重inplaceof theo重iginal.Refe重toSecdon3,P種重a‑ g重aph22g.

Presetreferencedelay.

Maste重でefe重ence.

markers.Cate

Usethepr∝edureofSection5,Pa重ag富aph4.

Atamaste重§tationonly,Check血epha§eOf
the§tand‑bytimeraccordingtoin§tfuC‑

tion§li§tedinSec章ion4,ParagraPh6b

(11)and(12).
Syncerroralarm.

Introducea§ynCe重rO重Oflusecormo重etO

Ifthealarmcircuitdoenotoperateprop"

the血nerand§eetha(theSYNCERROR
alarmindicatorlamp
mediately.ProIong

the

erly,refertoSection7,table7‑8,SymP.

goe§Onalmostim.
error

to皿う.

sligbtly

longerthanthelimedelaythatha§beetl
setup.Åttheendbfthetimedelay,the

alarmBUZZERshould§Ound,thelocal

blinkshouldoperaleiftheBI.INKSE‑
LECTORi§intheAUTOposi(ion,and
theI.OCAI,BLINKch重OnOg重aPhpenon
the重eCOtde重Shouldope重ale.

0金串批了

OperatetheREMOTESIGNALswitch,On

If̀heala重mCircuildoe§nOtOPefatePrOP‑

thereceiver,tOOUT.Theo任syncal種rm

erly,refer

indicatorlampandtheOFFSYNCchron・

to

Section

7,table

7‑8,

sy皿pto血6.

ographpenonthefeCOrder§houldop.

eratealmos‡immedialely.A=hecndof

thetimedelay,血ealarmBUZZER§hould

sound,thelocalblinkshouldoperateif
theBL重NKSELECTORisintheAUTO
po§ition,andtheLOCALBL重NKch重OnO.
g重aPhpenshouldope重ateOn章hereco重de重.

Blinkope重alion(manual).

OperatetheBLINKSELECTOR§Wi(Chto

Themagnitudeofthepedestalshiftis

MANUAI.andobservetheeffecIOnthe
adjustable
by
mean§
Of
the
BL重NK
1ocal
pedestalattheSLOWSCOPE.It
DELAYcontrolinthe(imedelayunit.

shouldjumpbackandforthl,000micro.

Theadju§tmentShouldbemade§Othat

second§andthe重ela書ivelength§Ofblink
andno‑blink§houldagreewiththat§Pe‑

thegatejump§tOtheprope重macker

andi§Centeredabou‡thisma重ker.Re一

cifiedforthestation.Obse重V占theAlOOO

fe重tOSec章ion3,ParagraPh244.

orBlOOOgate(whicheverisblinking)
on章hete§t§COPeandobserveit§Cente重・

ingdu重ingblink.

Oscillatorfrequency
(鳳as書e重Only).

与」

CheckfrequencyagainitWWV.

The∴̀重y§talo§Cillator§houldhavebeen

incon〔inuousoperationfo章theprc・

ceding24・hourperiod.
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SuPPOrt and重emOVe the four screw§ that wcre expo§ed

Pa葛agraph

2

d

(1

5

)

§uPPO重t and remove the four sc重eW§ that we重e eXPOSed

When the bezel was removed. Pull the shield out

when the bezel was removed. Pull the shield out

through the opening in the front panel.

through the opening in the front panel・

S坤p 6. To install a new cathode‑ray tube, in.

S坤p 6. To install a new cathode.ray tube, in̲

§ert the tube in the §hield and rotate the tube so that

§e重t the tube in the shield and tighten the tube clamp.

the tube terminal A lines up with the marking for

Replace the tube socket and the anode high‑VOl章age

terminal D on the magnetic metal shield. Connect the

lead, temPOrarily pu§h the unit back into the cabinet

approp重iate lead to terminal A. Rotate the tube to

to cIose the interlock switch, and tum the INTER‑

b重ing tube ̀erminal B in alignmen章With shield ter.

minal D and connect the lead for terminal B. Continue
in the same way, COnneC̀ing leads to terminals E, C,
and D. Af〔e=erminal D has been. connected, the tube

Will be in proper position for connecting the leads ̀O

LOCKED POWER switch back on. After the equip‑
ment has warmed up, adjus‥he cont重Ol§ for proper

intensity, focus, and centering of血e trace. Using a
Pie∝ Of sticky tape, Or marking crayon, mark a hori‑

ZOntal reference line over the trace. Tum the INTER.

terminals F, G, and H. Clamp (he tube and make the

LOCKED POWER switch OFF; Pull the drawer for‑

COnneCtions. Replace the tube §OCket, fold the §ub.

Ward; di§Charge all high.voltage capacitors as described

Chassis back into position

above; temPOrarily replace the bezel and two pieces

Pu§h the §ynCh重Onization

indicator back into the cabine=o cIose the interlock

of

Plexigla§S; loo§en the tube clamp and po§ition the tube

SWitch, and tum the INTERLOCKED POWER §Witch

With the face flu§h against the plexiglass and, With血e

back on. After the equipment ha§ Warmed up, adjust

horizontal refe重enCe line parallel with the horizontal

the controIs for proper intensity, focus and centering

lines §Cribed on the plexiglass, tighten the clamp. Re‑

Of the trace. Using a piece of sticky tape, Or marking

move the bezel and plexigla§S, Clean the surface of the

CrayOn, mark a horizontal reference line over the trace.

tube, and replace both pieces of plexigla§S, the bezel,

Tum the INTERLOCKED POWER switch OFF; Pull

all mounting screws, and the light §hield (if u§ed).

血e drawe重forward・ discharge all high"VOltage capaci‑

Res〔Ore the unì tO nOrmal operation. Any slight error

tors as described above, temPOrarily replace the bezel

in aligning the horizontal reference line may be cor.

and two pieces of plexigla§S; loosen the tube clamp

rec〔ed by loosening the bezel §CreWS and重Otating the

and position the tube with the face flush against the

餌er over the §mall range which i§ made po§Sible

Plexiglas§

through the u§e Of the §lot̀ed mounting holes.

and, With the horizontal reference line

Parallel with the horizontal lines §Cribed on the plexi・
glas§・ tighten the clamp. Remove the bezel and plexi・

glas§・ Clean the surface of the tube

and replace both

Pieces of plexiglass, the bezel, all mounting screws, and

the light shield (if used). Restore the unit to normal
OPeration. Any §light error in aligning the horizontal

reference line may be corrected by loosening the bezel

(3) REPLACING THE 3RPl.一To replace the

3RPI cathode.ray tube (used in the SLOW SCOPE),
P重OCeed a§ follows:

S;eクJ. Remove the four

SC重eW§ a=he come重S

Of the rectangula重bezel and pull血e bezel away from

the panel.

§CreWS and rotating the filter over the∴Small range

Which i§ made possible through the u§e Of the sIotted

mounting hole§.

S;印2. After having di§Charged all high‑VOlt‑
age capacltOrS, a§ de§C重ibed above,重emOVe the tube
§OCket from the tube, loosen the clamp, and remove

(2) REPLACING THE 5CPIA.‑To replace the
5CPIA cathode‑ray tube (used in the VIDEO SCOPE
and in the tes〔 §cope), PrOCeed a§ follows:

the tube through the front opening.
Sleク3. If it i§ desired to remove the magnelic
me章al shield from the unit,重emOVe the four screws tha章

擁eクJ. Remove the light shield (if used) by

Pulling forward with a slight twisting motion.
S;eク2. Remove the fou重SCreWS that attach lhe

bezel to the magnetic metal shield and the front of the
Panel. When the four §CreW§ have been重emOVed, the

Were eXPOSed when the bezel was重emOVed and pull
the shield through ̀he opening in血e front panel.

Si印4. To install a new cathode‑ray tube, in‑

Sert the tube in the shield and tighten the tube clamp.
Replace the tube socket, fold the subchas§i§ back into

bezel, the clear plexiglass, and ̀he filter plexiglass will
fall away and expose the face of the cathode‑ray tube.

POSition, Pu§h the synchronization indicator back into
the cabinet to cIo§e 〔he interlock switch, and tum the

3. After having di§Charged all high‑VOlt.

INTERLOCKED POWER switch back on. After the

age capaci10rS aS de§Cribed above, remOVe the arlOde

equipmenl ha§ Warmed up, adjust血e control§ for

SieP

high‑VOltage lead from the §ide of the 5CPIA and re‑

move the tube socket.
S;eク4. Loosen the tube clam重; and remove the

tube through ̀he front opening.

PrOPer intensity, focu§, and centering of lhe trace.

Using a piece of §ticky tape, Or marking crayon, mark
a ho重izontal reference line over the trace. Tum the

INTERLOCKED POWER swìCh OFF, Pull the drawer
forward・ discharge all high・VOl̀age capacitors a§ de‑

Sieクj. If it i§ desired to remove the magnetic
metal §hield from the unit, remOVe the two nu章§ and

boll§ that secu重e the rea重Of the §hield to the shield

§Cribed above, temPOrarily重ePlace the bezel, loosen

the tube clamp, and position the tube with the face
flu§h with the pla§tic window in the bezel and wi血

ORleINAし
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line, drawn by the pen, is approximately one.eighlh
inch in front of the curved edge of the charl feeder
Which extend§ OVer the pen table.

The record chart should be changed every 15 days if
a chart feed of three inche§ Per hour is used. Refer to

Section 3, ParagraPh 27, fo重in§t重uCtion§ On重ePlacing

the ink and recording chart in the recording milliam‑
皿ete重.

4. CH各CKiNe REF重R格NCE D暮しAY.
a. PROCEDURE. ‑ The following p重OCCdure i§ an

accurate method for checking the reference delay. A
重eference delay of 6J955 microseconds is u§ed here to
illustra〔e the procedure. The procedure should be used

Whenever the reference delay (eithe重B normal or B
Fjgure 5‑5. Appe○○onぐe Of RF §COPE Pollem foI
Chèkjng DeIoy jn unjls 〇番Mj̀′OSèOnds

PreSet) is to be checked.

(1) Tum the RF SWEEP SPEED controI on the
§ynChronization indicator uni章tO the CAL position.

the horizoǹal reference line pa重allel with the hori・

(2) Adjust the RF SWEEP SPEED controI on the

ZOntal border§ Of the bezel; tighten the clamp. Remove

synchronization indicator unit until about 12 one.

the bezel, Clean the face of the tube, and res書0重e the

microsecond markers are vi§iblc on the RF SCOPE

bezel permanently in place. Restore the §ynChroniza‑

tion indicator to normal operation.

(3) Adjust the RF SWEEP DELAY control to
place a lO‑micro§eCOnd marker near the right edge of

3. RECORD獲Ne MiししIAMM格丁各R.

the upper §WeeP.

The inking system should be inspected once a week.
Fresh ink should be added to the inkwell; any dirt,

(4) Adjust血e RF SEPARATION control so that
章he lO‑microsecond marker§ On the upper trace just

lint・ Or dried ink should be removed from the glass pen

barely touch the lower trace.

POint, and some ink should be drawn through the pen
element by means of the pen餌er・ Once a month血e
inkwells and pen element§ §hould be emptied, WaShed

(5) Observe the lO‑mic重O§econd marker S, On the

right‑hand end of the upper trace) and marke重T

directly under or to the left of S, On the lower trace.

and refilled.

To clean the main inkwell, Pry Off the cover and

See figu重e 5‑5. Determine, by counting unit interval§,

the number of microseconds of delay between the lO‑

WaSh the parts in wa〔er. See that [he vent holes in the

microsecond marker§ S a皿d T. Mark down the figure
COVer

are

OPen

and

that

the

cover

is

not

ben〔

when
obtained as the unit digit (in this case, five mic重O.

removing it. The §ame PrOCedure applies to the chrono.
second§ ) of the existing reference delay・

graph inkwell§ eXCePt tha=he covers screw off. The
Pen element is best cleaned by blowing wate重through
it with a pen filler. Intermittent writing

failu重e Of the

Pen tO Wrlte On Sudden swing§, a da重k purpli§h coIor

(6) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP DELAY control to
lhe extreme cIockwise (DELAY OUT ) position.
(7) Adjust the VIDEO SWEEP SP班D control

Of the record line instead of the normal bright red, O重

until the sweep on the VIDEO SCOPE §Creen i§ about

a tendency of the ink to spread in the pape重and pro‑

120 micro§eCOnds long. This will allow at least one

duce a broad, fuzzy line‑thefC a重e all indication§ lhat

the ink in the inkwell has thickened a調d oxidized and
that the inking system §hould be §erVìed more often.

Instruments a重e §hipped with the pen elements prop・
e重Iy balanced when full of ink and the balance adjust・
ment should not be changed unless neces§ary. The pen

balance should be such thà, When the char̀ is tapped
lightly wi章h ode finger, the pen.will bounce up and
down on the chart. Too heavy a pen pre§Sure On the
Chart wi11 cau§e the pen to drag toward the center of
the chart or will noticeably reduce the speed of re・

SPOnSe Of the pen. Accordingly, if maximum re§POn§e
SPeed i§ desired, the pen pre§Sure muSt be no greater

than i§ neCeS§ary for satisfactory inking. Handle the

Pen element carefully; a bent element will cause in.
COrreCt readings. The wr;ting tip of the gla§S Pen mu§t

be exactly 4"3/8 inches from the knife edge. The arc

5重
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100.micro§eCOnd marke‥O aPPear On eaCh trace. If a
l,000‑microsecond

marker

appear§,

conSider

that

marker a lOO‑microsecond marker fo=his purpo§e.

(8) Adju§t the VIDEO SEPARATION controI so

that the lOO‑microsecond marker on the upper trace
ju§章about touches the lower trace.

(9) Observe lhe lOO.microsecond markers equiva‑
len=O marker§ P and R in figure 5‑6. Detemine the

number of lO・microsecondあ;ero′al∫ be叩een the two
markers thus §elec〔ed for reference. Ignore the addi・
tional f重aC章ion of an inte重Val. Count complete interval§,

not markers. Mark down the figure thus obtained as the
く一ten‑digit,, in the time delay (in this case five, making

うう).

(10) Ådjust the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control
counterciockwise to bring a l,000"micro§eCOnd marker

f;gu′e 5‑8・ SしOW §COPE PedesiaIs w航o DeIoy Be一

Iween Them oI NeorIy 7,OOO MjcrosèOnds
N0青e

near the right.hand end of the upper sweep.
( 11) Adjust the VIDEO SEPARATION cont重Ol §O
that the l,000‑mic重OSeCOnd marker on the up工場r traCe

very nearly an integral thdusand; the leading

edge of the B pedestal is very dose to or con.

just ba重ely lOuChes che lower trace.

(12) Using the l,000・microsecond marke重On the
upper trace (M in figure 5‑7) and the fir§t l・000.micro.
§eCOnd marker to its left, N, On the lower trace, COunt

血e lOO‑microsecond ;初erc,al∫ between them, ignoring
the f重aCtiona1 100.micro§eCOnd interval (i.e., ten§ and

unit§). Count complete interval§, nOt ̀marker§・ Mark
down the figure obtained as ̀he 《.hundred digit

In cases where the desired reference delay is

in the

time delay (in章his case nine, making 9う5 ).

(13) Tum the VIDEO SWEEP SPEED control on
the §ynChronizatior̀ indicator unit to the extreme cIock‑

tain§

a l,000‑microieCOnd marker. In

§uCh

cases, e§〔imate the total delay on the SLOW

SCOPE to∴the neares〔 1,000

microseconds,

then coordinate this approximate value to the
figures already obtained. Thus・ in the example

illustrated, the figures already obtained are

955, Whereas the delay on the SLOW SCOPE
is approximately 7,000 microsecond§・ ( See fig.
ure 5‑8.) Thus, the actual delay mu§t be 6955
microseconds, becau§e this figu重e i§ muCh

doser to 7,000 than is 7,955.

wi§e POSìion, ̀O PrOVide narrow pedestals on the

5.書MER○○NCY MAIN丁各NÅNCE.

SLOW SCOPE §̀reen.
( 14) Ob§erVe the po§ilions of the pede§tals on the

No†ice l0 Operalor§

SLOW SCOPE. Count the number of l,000‑micro§eC‑

Ope重atOrS Shall not perform any of the fol‑

ond ;肋eγαal∫ belween their leading edges. Do not

lowing emergency maintenance procedures

count the markers lhemselves, COunt the intervals be‑
tween them. Mark down the number obtained a§ the

number of thousands in lhe time dehy. (In this case
the number i§ §ix, making a total delay of 6P55 mic重O‑
seconds.) The measuremenl Of time delay i§血OW

complete.

wìhout proper authorization.
a. REPLACEMENT OF FUSES.一All fuses in Loran

Timer Set AN/FPN‑30 (except those in Voltage Regu‑
lator Type CN‑235/FPN‑30 ) are equipped with blown
fuse indicator lights which glow if the associated fuse
is blown and the circuit is othe重Wise normally ener‑
gized. The detection of a blown fuse i§ therefore a rela.

章ively simple ma章ter. Table 5‑1う・ Page 5‑27

lists the

symptoms of fuse failure in the voltage regulator to

aid in the deleCtion of a blown fuse in that unit. Table
5‑16 and associated figure 5‑21 show the location§ Of

all fuses. The table indicates the components protected
by each fuse and describes the correct replacement fu§e

to be used. Spare fuses are s̀Ored in the drawer under‑
neath the ope重atOr,s §helf.

WÅRNING
Never重ePlace a fu§e With one of higher ratlng

unles§ COntinued operation of the equipment

is more important than probable damage. If
a fuse burns out immediately af〔er rePlace"

fjgu'e 5‑7. ▲ppeo

oǹe Of VIDEO SCOPE P州em IoI

Cllèking Oeioγ in Hund′eds o! Mj̀○○SèOnds

O教iclN▲し

ment, do not repla⊂e it a second time until the
cause has been co重reCted.

もず

三島轟。

無謀二誌

b. REPLACEMENT OF TUBES. ‑ Tube locations

読謹能

require readjustment, after replacement of a particular

are shown in figures 5‑9 through 5‑20. Tube functions

tube, are li§ted in the table. AIway§ COnSult the table,

are described in accompanying tables 5‑3 through

When replacing a tube, tO determine which controIs

5‑14. Because of unavoidable tolerances in tube manu.

(if any) should be adjusted. Control locations and ref‑

facture, many Circuits will require readjustment if the

erences to the correct adjustment procedures are given

associated tube is replaced・ Those controIs which may

in the table§ headed Control§ and Devices in Section 4.

fjgu′e 5‑9・ Rad;o F「equeǹγ Os̀j肋Io′ Type O‑2O2/fPN‑3O, [òoI;on
ond Idenl栃̀OIjon ol Tubes

TABLE 5‑3.即NCTiONi OF TU鵬S (RADIO F鵬OU帥CY OSC皿ÅTOR丁Y昨O‑202/即N‑30)
iYMBOL

V1401

̀AC7

V1402

6AC7

V1403

V1404
V140う

5̲8

了YP容

̀AC7

[uNCTION

AHERRとPしACINCREADJUi丁

C重ys章alampl誼e重

C重y§〔alampl誼e重
Cry§talisolationamplifier

6AC7
̀Ⅴ̀GT/G

Heateramplifier
HeaterouやùamPlifier

ORIclNAし
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∨鴫4

的u′e 5一一O. §ynch

V103

V教0章

onjzo,;on Con'ro仕ype C一?238/FPN」O′ [òoljon

ond IdenijfilOljon oI Tubes

丁A飢E 5」l.即NC冒ION§ OF丁u隣る(§YNCHRONIZATION CONTROしTYPE C‑1238/FPN‑30)
;YMBOl

V宣O宣A/8

1Yp置

う814

V宣O2A
V宣O2ロ

V重O4A
VlO4D

う814

Mo章0r§Peedcathodefollowe重

100・kcampli僑重

R128(Sect.3,pa重.28d(2〉) R128(Seぐ書.3,pa重.28d(2))

100.kcoutputamplifie重
100・kcoutpu書Cathodefollowe重

VlOうA

う814

T重anSmit章erPha§e§hifter

VlOうD

う814

T重an§mit章erCathodefollowe重

う814

VlO6R

う814

VlO7

600う

RI

c

l

NAL

三一""■

60・Cp§ampl脆e重

う814

V宣O6A

O

う814

う814

AFTERREPLACINCnEADJUST

Pha§eShifterdriver

う814

VlO3A/R

FuNCllON

Notused

Test§ignalcathodefollowe重

Moto重ampl脆e重

5̲9

与i..Ii。,
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fjgure 5一??. F′equenCy Djv;der Type CV‑274/fPN‑3O, [ò揃on

ond IdenIjfìOIjon oI rubes

丁Å調教5‑5・即NCTION§ OF Tu惟§ (FREeUENCY DIVIDER TY昨CV‑274/FPN‑30)
§YM鶴○○

V201

FUNCliON

V202A

う814

Tc§tSignalcathodefollowe重

V202R

う814

10‑yseCblockingo§Cillator

V204A/D
V20うA/R
V206A/B
V207A/鼠

0

A打ERR各PしACINeR各ADiuil

No章used

V203A/寄

5̲1

叶P各

う814
う814
う814
う814
う814

Counter11stage
Counle重12slage
Counte重14§ぬge
Counte重18§tage

R282(Sec書.6,par.う)
R282(Seぐl.̀,pa重.う)
R282(Secl.̀,pa重.う)
R282(Sec書.6,pa重.う)

100叫§eCma重ke重blockingoscillalOr

R282(Se∝.6,pa重.う)

ORlciNAし
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TABし格5‑5.即NC丁ION§ OF TU鵬S (FR各OU剛CY DIViDER TYP各CV‑ま74/即N葛30) lCohl
§開き○○

V208A/さ

請置

う814

V20,A/寄

う814

V2リA/8

う814

V212A/8

Counter21§lage

う814

V210A/D

う814

V213A/寄

Counte章2

う814

V217A/寄

う814

12A冒7
う814

V219D

う814

V220A/R

V222A

V224A

6AU6

V224D

V226

V227

う814

V22タ槍

う814

V231A
V231D

V232

V233A/D

V234A/D

V23う

O教IclNAし

R282(Se⊂l.6,p紳.う)
R282(Seα.6,pa重.う)
R282(Se∝.6,pa重.う)

う00・kc血山tiplie重
l‑mCmultiplier

Z201(Sec書.7,pa重.4c)
Z201(Se備7,pa重.4c)

R27う,R2うう(Sec‡.3,p狐.20b (4)and(う))

SIowtraceieParationandpedeitalmixe重

う814

R32,(Sect.7,pa重.4c(2)) R329(Se⊂書.7,pa重.4c(2)〉

SIowlefta細aPlifie重
Fa§l.§lowi§Oladonca血odefo11owe重

う726

う814

(4)and(う))

SIowandfa§t重ightblockingo§Cillato章

う726

2D21W

R27う,R25う(Seの3,pa章.20b

Left‑rightdelaydiode

12AT7
12AT7

6AG7

R282(Se償.6,pa重.う)

Outputamplifier

I.eft.重igh章amPlifie重

う814

V230R

R282(Sc●l.6,pa重.う)

SIowsweepgenerato重

V22,A

V230A

R282(Seα.6,pa章.う)

8s章age

Counter316slage

Paraphaseamplifie重

う814

R282(Sec〔.6,pa章.う)

4§〔age

50.cp§OutPutgate

6AU6

V228A/D

Coun章e重3

SIow§COPema重ke重amPlifier

6AU6

鼠282(Secl.6,p紘.う〉

2s(age

Coun〔e重3

R282(Sect.6,pa章.う)

1・皿ぐcIippe重

う814

V22うA/D

R2s2(Seα.6,pa章.う)

SQwavege血c富a(o重

う814

う814

R282〈Seα.句pa章.う)

Pre§etNo.2blockingo§Cillator

う814

V223

8§tage

P重eSe章No.1a血pl脆e重

う814

V222寄

4stage

Counter2

R282(Sect.̀,pa重.う〉

P重eSelNo.2delaydiodc

う814

V221A/寄

Counte重2

Cou血くe重3

う814

V2重6A/寄

V219A

R282(Se⊂章.6,p調.う)

2§tage

Counte重31§tage

う814

V2宣うA/寄

V218A/D

AFTE教REP動ICiNc教EAoJuil

l,OOO‑useCma重kerblockingo§Cilla章O重

う814

V214A/寄

置UNClioN

d)

V223i§Ola(iondiode
Pre§etNo.2clanp

Testcountgene重alO章

I.ef書・重ightdivide重1stage

Lefl・righ章divider2slage

1母ecmarke章Càhodefollowe重∴∴堵
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TA肌と5‑l.即NCTIONS OF Tu昨§ (丁IM格D軸ÅY音Y惟TD‑9ま/即N‑3O)
iYM〇〇し

V501A

5814

Vう01R

Vう02

う725

Vう0うA
Vう0うD
Vう06A/B

Vう07D

A暮000delay

12A丁7

う814

Cla皿p

う814

READJUiI

京Rう02,京う32(Seぐt.3,pa書.22)

R60少,Rう02(S∝t.3,pa重.22c

A宣OOOpush‑up

A10push.up

andSeぐl.7,p鵡.4d(2))

Rう11(Se∝.3,pa章.21e〉

Rう20(Se∝.3,pa重.21i)

Rう20(Sec(.3,p卿.21i)

Rう29(§e鋤3,pa重.24c〉

AlOOOma重ke重Clippe重

う814

う814

AFTERREPしACINc

Squarewaveo2clippe重

う814

Vう04A/寄

FuNC○○ON

Squa重eWaVeOIclippe重

う814

Ⅴう03A/R

Vう07A

1Yp各

Blankingpul§egenet靴Or

Blankingpul§eCa血odefollowe重

う814

V506inputclipper

事If B preset controIs∴are uSed, Check the preset control adjustment.
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冒AB」各5」・即NCT容ON§ OF TUB格S (TiM各DたしAY †Y惟†D○○2/FPN‑30) ICo巾,d)
§YM寄○○

Ⅴう08

調書

う72う

Vう0,A/種

Vう10A

RlOOOdelay

う814

Vう11

鼠100delay

Vう12A/D

う814

Vう13

う72う

Ⅴう16

Vう17A/鼠

Ⅴう18A

Rうう7(Se∝.3,pa重.21g)

*R630(Sect.7,pa重.4d(1))

Rう74(Se∝.3,pa重.21b)

R601(Seぐl.3,pa章.22)

Clamp

Bcondnuousdelay

う814

ROOl,R631(Seα.3,par.22

a重dSec章.7,p鵡.4d(1))

Scopetrigger皿ixer

Trigge重Clipper

う814

丁重igge重li皿ile重

う814

Vう1,D

う814

2D21W

奪R62少(Se∝.7,pa重.4d(1))

BIOmarkerpush"uP

う814

Ⅴう1,A

Vう20

鴨Rう32,Rう61(Seα.3,pa重.22)

RlOmaf庇重clippe章

う814

Ⅴう18D

RlOdelay

う814

う72う

andSect.7,Par.4d(1))

Rう4う(Secl.3,pa重.21I)

DlOO血a章ke重pu§h・up

12AT7

Ⅴう1うロ

READJUil

Clamp

う725

Vう1うA

奪R610,Rう32(隷α.3,pa重.22

DlOOO血a重ke重ぐlippe重

う814

Ⅴう14A/寄

▲FTERREPしACINe

RlOOO血a重ke重pu§h・up

う814

Vう10D

寡UNClioN

Bcontinuou§inve重ter

Rのl(Seα.3,p調.22)

C重a皿p

Tmns皿ittert重iggergene章a章or

Ⅴう21A/寄

う726

C重a血p

事Rう02(Seぐt.3,pa重.22c)

Ⅴう22A/B

う726

Cla皿p

奪R532(Sec章.3,pa重.22)

Ⅴう23A/さ

う726

Vう24A/寄

う726

Vう2うA/鼠

Vう26A
Ⅴう268

Ⅴう27A
Vう27B

Vう28A/D

う814

尊Rう61(Seの3,p種重.22)

*鼠う81(Seぐl.3,pa重.22)

Cl種皿p

寄lOOma重ke重di押e重

う814

う814

C心血p

う726

う814

Cla皿p

R601(S∝l.3,pa重.22)

Rう61,R鄭1(Seα.3,pa章.22)

Cla皿p

TesISigtlalcathodefollower
Electricalsynchronize重triggergene重alOr

う726

Triggerli血ite富

'IfBpresetcontroIBareu8ed.checkthepre寄etcontroladjuBt皿ent.

ORIeINAし
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TAB鵬5‑7・書UNCTION§ oF Tu昨i (脈ADIO鵬C副V駅TY門口L514/即N‑30)
s▼Mき○○

V1201

∴う74,

V1202

う74夕

V宣204

う74タ

V120う・
V1206

2nd証種血pl脆e章
3重d重・書a皿p雌e重
4thr・famplifier

う血重・fa皿pli正c重

00う/6AQうW

61h重・fa皿pli会e重

6Cふ6

C種章hodejollower

V1208

V重20タA/D

V1210A/D

う726

う814

AHERREPLACINOREADJUil

1s書か書種血pl脆e重

う74タ

う6う4

置UNc†ioN

A血lennadi§C重iminato重

う74夕

V1203

V1207

調p置

Videodetec̀Or

Attenuatorbia§d重ive重anddi寄erendal
gaina平pli亀c章

V1211A

う814

V12重1田

う814

V12宣2

う6う4

V重213A

V12重3田

V1214A

V1214重

V重21う

う814

1i皿i章e重

ls章de重iva〔iveinverte重

重を§ld挺e重endato重

厳重s章de重iv種dvea皿p腫e重

事814

Blan瞳ngclanp

う814

C種thodefo皿ower

う814

C種̀hodefollowe章

う6う4

2nddi債e重ent血書0富

V12重̀▲

う814

Ca血ode書ollowe重

V重216種

う8重4

C種血odefollowe重
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丁A山容5‑8. FUNCTION§ OF TU昨i (;YNCHRONほATION INDICA丁OR書Y昨IP‑238/即N‑3O)
iYMBo[

丁Yp各

V801A/D

V802

う726

V803A

う814

V803寄

う814

6AÙ

V806

Sweepdelay

Cathodefollower

う72̀

̀AU6

R813,R824,R83う(Se⊂t.7,pa章.

Paraphaseamplifier

う814

T重iggerdiode

V807R

う814

Ca(心odefo1lowe重

う814

V808D

Videop重eampli負e重

う814

う少33

V810

6AU6

V811A

1,000‑碕∝皿a重ke重a皿pli缶重

V811B

う814

V812R

V813D

V816

う814

V819

う814

6AU6

R868,R967,R87̀(Se⊂章.3,pa重.

20c(10)and(13))

う814

R%6(Se⊂t.3,pa重.20d(う))

Ma章ke重ini∝tO章

Maきke重mixe重

R・fa皿p宣脆e重

V818寄

R929,R94う(Sect.3,pa重.20d(少))

R8̀8,R876,R%7(Sec章.3,pa重. 20c(10)and(13)) R868,R87̀,R%7(Se⊂章.3,pa重. 20c(10)and(13))

Markermixe富

う72う

V818A

(10)and(11))

1・碕eC皿a重ke重ampl脆e重

う726

V817

R8う4,R84̀(Sec章.3,par.2̀g

Markerinjector

う814

̀AG7

(10)and(11))

10・碕eCma重ke章ampl綿e重

う814

V814A/B

R8う4,R846(Sect.3,pa重.26g

Parapha§eamPlifier

う814

V813A

V81う

Videoa皿pl脆er

う814

V812A

・R824,R83̀(Sect.7,par.20̀(9))

Slow§COpeamp重脆e重

V80少

う814

20̀(9))

Limi書e重

V807A

V808A

R9う少(Sec章.7,pa重.4e(1))

Clamp

Sweepgenerato重

V80うA/R

AfT各RREPLACINCREAl)」UST

C重a血p

う72う

V804

書UNCTION

R876,R,̀7(Scct.3,pa重.20c

(10),(13))

C861,C864(Sect.4,pa重.6b (重0)(e),7b,(9)andScc書. 7,pa重.26e(1)(e))

C重a皿p

Sweepdelay

R9̀0(Se⊂t.7,pa重.4b(12))

Triggerdiode
Ca(hodefollower

Sweepgenerato重

C844,R929,R,4う(Scct.3,pa重.

20d(夕),(11))

o則eiNAし

与̲看7
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OP撮ATO教

AN/ FPN̲30

TAB」各5̲8.即NCTION§ O書TU鵬i (§YNCHRO叩Z▲TION INDICATOR丁Y惟IP‑238/陣N‑30) (Cohl
iYM〇〇〇

V820A/寄

請書

う7之6

V821

3RPl

V822

うCP宣A

V823

うRP2A

12A冒7
12A冒7

Rタラ0,鼠842,R84う

京863,R836,R839,R87,,R882,

R94う,R夕02,R,48,R907タR,10

1ひ碕eC皿a章ke章a皿pl脆e章

(Se∝.3,pa重.20̀(7))

(捷億.3,pa重.20d(7)種nd(8))

R966(Seα.3,p狐.20d(う))

Notu§ed

う814

V82̀さ

V827D

A書l格教REPIACINo膝ADJuiT

1華eぐ町議血導a血p腫e重

V82う

V827A

Slow§Cope

鼠・f§Cope

V824D

d)

皿te重

Video§̀OPe

V824A

V826A

rUNcllo調

§

MAIN惟NANCE

100・碕∝皿a書kc章a皿p雌e重

う814

う814

R868,R967,R876(S∝l.3,p鵡. 20̀(10))

Notused

R"fpul§ei血(enSificalionca血odefollowe重

う814

R・書delayぐla血p

的u′e 5一一5. E′è一rj̀o′ Synch○○njze′ 'ype SN一一,7′F州JO′ [oぐa′jo…nd IdenI胱oIjon o! 「ubes
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ORICINAし

OPE教ÅTOR'i
MAINT各NANCE
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AN/ [pN̲30

書ABした5‑l. FUNC丁iONi O書TUBE§ (軸ECT剛CA」 ●§YNCH教ONほ各脈TY昨§N‑117/即N‑30)
§YM回○○

V1う01A

う814

V1う01種

う72う

Vlう03A

う726

V1う03D

V1う06A/D

○○cal皿ixe重

12A冒7¥
12AT7

う8宣4

Vlう08D

う814

2D21W

Vlう10A

V1う11A

う814

V宣う12A/D

Vlう13A

V1514

V1う1うA

う814

Vlう16A

Vlう1̀D

ORICiNAし

Meleきa血pl脆e重

R1う34(Se∝.3,pa重§.28i種nd2,l)

Rlう38(Sc●l.3,pa重i.28Iand2,l)

Fi重§tderivativeclipper

Ala重mmixer

Ala重mChargingdiode
Ala重血ampl脆e重

0債§ynCala重血

R1555(Secl.3,ParS.28;and29J)

R1ううう(Se備3,pa重§.28iand291)

R1ううう(Se∝.3,pa重§.28ja櫨d291)

Rlううう(Se⊂l.3,pa重§.28iand2,l〉
Rlラララ(Se償.3,pa章§.28iand291)

Rlラララ(Sect.3,pa章S.28iand291)

Rlう92,R1うう1(al§OR1517ata maslerStation)(Sect.3,Pa重§・ 28/and29/and;andSect.7, pa書.4g(1)〉

う814

う72̀

Rlう34(Se請3タpa重S.28iand291)

A.c重ecd丘e重

う814

Notu§ed

Rlう34(Sect.3,pa重§.28iand291)

Syncer重O重Ca血odefollowe重

う814

2D21W

Vlう1うR

Notused

Fi重slde重iva髄ve血書c重

う814

V宣う138

Rl負う,R1う22(Sccl.3,pa重§. 28Iand2夕1)

Te§t§ignalcathodefollower

う814

V1う11D

Rlう1う,R1う22(隷α.3,p狐§. 28land29I)

Sy種cc重きO章ala富皿

う814

28I種nd291)

A・CamPlifie重

5814

V1う10D

R1う1う,Rlう22(Se債.3,pa重S.

A‑CCrrO重gederato書

V宣う08A

V1う0,

R1う1う,Rlう22(Sect.3,pa重3. 28Iand29I)

Synccha重gingdiode

う814

V1う07寄

28land291)

Remotegatedi§Chargediode

う726

V宣う07A

R15Ol(Sect3,Pa重.2釣and29鳥)

R1う1う,Rlう22(Se筒.3,pa重S.

Re血o章egatecぬ皿p

う72う

A円陣京間IACINc教各ADJuS了

NoluSed

Remotemixe重

う726

V宣う0うA/R

事UNClioN

Secondderivativeiaput

う814

V1う02

V1う04

1Yp置

Vlう17§upp重eS§O重da皿p

V1517bottomclamp

う726

R1551(al§OR1517atama§̀e重 §tation)(Sect.3,Pa重§.28l)

V1う17topp置a書ecla血p

2幼and,)

5̲1

9
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MAiNTENANC各

TA帆格5‑9・ FuNCTIONi OF TUBES [軸各CT則CA看るYNCHRONほ間口m搾るN
iYM寄○○

V1う17

う72う

了Yp各

Gatedelayphan(a§(rOn

V1う18A V1う18お

う814

Vlう20A/D

う72̀

う72̀

V1う21A/D

う814

V宣う22A/R

V1う23A

V1う23R

Gale§epa章atO章

Localgateclamp

V1う24

V1う2うA

12AT7

V1う2うD

V1う26A
V宣う26寄

5̲20

Rlう1う,R宣う22(Sect.3,pa重S. 28fand2,I)

R1うう1(飢soR1う17atama§te重 §章ation)(Se∝.3,pa重§.2釣 2,Ia寄di)

Squarewaveamplifie重

う726

29Iandi)

R1うう1(alsoR1う17at種皿a§章e章 S̀a章ion)(Sccl.3,pa重S.2鋤 2,Iandi)

Squa重eWaVea皿pli正e章

う72̀

R1うう1(alsoR1う17ala血a§le重 Sta章ion)(Sect.3,ParS.28I,

Delaycàhodefollowe重

Squa重eWaVediode

う814

AHと教眺PLACiNc教とAD」Uil

R1551(al§OR1517atamaster §章ation)(Sect.3,、Pa重§.28/, 29landi)

Triggerdiode

う814

V1う19A/鼠

書UNClioN

117/印N‑30) (Co蘭書●d)

R富う1う,R宣う22(Sec章.3,pa重§. 28Iand2,l)

R1う15,R1う22(隷α.3,pa重S.

28Iand2,I)

I.∝algatedi§Chargediode

No章uSed

Gatecathodefollowe重

12AT7

う814
う814

Rl負う,R1う22(緋の3,pa重§. 28Iand2,l) R1う1う,R1う22(鎚の.3,pafS. 28Iand29I)

Galegenera10重

Metercathodefollowe重

R1う38(Seα.3,pa重§.28land2,I)

Me書erCathodefollower

R1う38(捷c書.3,pa章§.28Iand2タ1)

o脈IGiNAし
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OPERÅTOR'§

MAINTENANCE

Fjgu′e 5〇一̀・ Tes′ Oscjl'os̀OPe Type O§一9/fPN」O′ [òo′jon ond IdenljficoIjon of Tubes

TA回しE§ 5̲10.剛NCTIONi OF丁U鵬§ (丁E§T OiClししO§CO昨TYPE Oi‑39/即N‑30)
iYM回OL

いけと

V1701A

う814

V1701B

う814

V1702A/R

V宣704A

Po§idve§ynCamPlifie重

う814

う814

V1704田

V1706A/B

V1707A

う814

う814

う814

V1708

う72う

o軸cINAし

100・碕ecClippe章

う814

うCP賞A

R1713(Sect.7,pa重.4b(1〉)

1,000・暦eCClippe重

V1707寄

V170夕

1,000・碕eCdelay

1,000・yseCmarkerpush・uP

う814

V170うA/B

Al:1ERREPLACiNCREADJUil

Negativesyncamplifier

う814

V1703A/R

[uNCTION

100・碕eCdclay

R172少(Sect.7,pa重.4b(1))

100‑yseCmarke重PuSh‑uP

Cla皿p

T重igge重Cathodefollower

Continuousdelay

Te§tSCOpe

R17う2(Seα.7,pa重.4b(1))

R177̀,鼠1806,R1781,R179う, 萩結誤認縛§

16I)

軸1

与i。.置i。h
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MAINT各NANC曇

TABしE 5〇〇〇・ FUNC鵜ION§ OF TU鵬S [TEiT OiCIししO§COPE TYPE OS‑31/陣N‑30=Cohi●d)
§YM〇〇〇

V1710A

12AT7

V1710R

丁Yp格

V1711A

12A冒7

V1711B

12AT7

Pha§ein▼e競e章

6AU6

V1714

6AC7W

6AU6

V1718

Nolused

Pu§h・p山1種皿pⅢie重

C重a皿p

Sweepgene重alor

R179う,R1806(S∝l.3,p紳.16e 種ndI) R17タラ,R1806(S∝l.3,pa重.160 種ndI)

Pa重aph鵡ea血pl鵡c重

V1719A/8

う726

Cla血p

V1720A/R

う726

Cla血p

V1721A
V1721田

V1722A

V1722種

与̲22

う814

Cathodefollowe重

う814

う814

Cl盈窯墨霊窪芦・16b

Push中山重a皿pⅢi鉢

う726

6AU6

Ca(hodefollowe重

A皿p雌e重

6AC7W

V1716A/D

V1717

A血pli正e重

う814

V1713

V171う

Markermixer

う814

V17128

▲○○調教格富山CiNo眺▲D"U§1

1000・100・10・1IふSeぐ

12AT7

V1712A

同iNclioN

Triggerdiode

C種thodefollowe重

う814

No章u§d

ORlclNAし

OPERATOR‑S
MAINTENANCE
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f;gu′e 5‑17. Powe′ §uppIy Type PP‑959/FPN‑3O, [oぐoijon ond Ide小椋aIjon of Tubes

†ABした5‑11・ FUNC†lON§ OF TU鵬i (pOWER iUPPしY TY惟PP‑

§YM回Ol

V2001

Wpと

うR4WGY

V2002

十1う0v重egulato書

V2004A/R

6AS7G

V200う

12AT7

V2007A/H

う814

V2009

う6う1

V2012

O脈IcINAし

+150vregulator

Notu§ed

R2022(Sec章.3,par.14d)
R2022(Seぐ〔.3,pa重.14d)

R2022(Sect.3,pa章.14d)

‑30vcontrolamplifie重

6Y6G

V2011

RとADJuiT

+150vcontrolamplifier

V2008

V2010

REPしA⊂iNc

Recti正e重

6AS7G

V2006A/H

AFT駅

Recd丘e重

うR4WGY

V2003A/R

[uNCTION

51/門N‑30)

OB2

うY3WGT

OA2

‑30v富egu五〇重

Refe重enCelube

R2033(Se⊂t.3,pa重.14d)
R2033(Sect.3,Par.14d)

R2022(Sect.3,par.14d)

‑108v重egulato章

葛230v章eα脆e重

Refe重encetube

与̲23

OPERATOR'S
MAINTENANCE
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Fjgu〃e 5‑?8・ Powe′ Supp′y Type PP‑958/FPN→O′ [oco′jon ond Identi碗o書jon oI Tubes

丁AB鵬5̲1ま.剛NC丁IONi OF TU昨i (POW駅SUPP」Y P回」958I即N‑30)
§YM〇〇〇

V1901

うR4WGY

V1902

V1タ06A/R

V1908

V1909

V1少10

事2き

十300v重egula10重

6AS7G

V1タ0うA/B

12AT7

う6う1

000う

R1922(Sec(.3,pa重.14d)

十300v重egulato重

6AS7G

6AÙ

A[T各RREPLACiNeREADJuST

Recti正e重

6AS7G

V1夕04A/B

革uNClioNi

Rect脆e重

うR4WGY

V1903A/D

V1907

†YP寡

R1922(Secl.3,pa重.14d〉

・十300v重egula章o重

十300vcon書重O重a皿pli丘e重

Referencetube

R1933(Sec章.3,pa章.14d)

十13うvcont重Ola血pl脆e重

Referencetube

Rl,22(S∝t.3,pa重.14d)

R1922(Secl.3,pa重.14d)

十13うv重egulato重

う6う1

R1922(Secl.3,pa重.14d)

R1933(Sect.3,pa書.14d)

R1夕33(Seぐ章.3,pa重.14d)

ORlclNAし

OP各RAToR'i

Cc‑273̲1与

MAINT各NANCE

AN/ FPN̲3O

∨割O章

s。.‑i。n与

V窒博貧

fjgure 5‑19. Powe「 Supplγ Type PP‑957/fPN」3O, locoljon ond Ide面碗oIjon of丁ubes

TAB」E 5‑13.則NCTiON§ OF TU回各i (POW駅iU9PしY PP‑957/FPN‑30)
iYM〇〇〇

V2101

TYP各

2Ⅹ2A

2Ⅹ2A

V2103

うR4WGY

V210う
V210̀A/R

V2107A/D

V2108A/D
V2109

AFT駅REPLACINcREADiu§T

Highvoltagerectifier

V2102

V2104

FuNCTION

Highvoltagerectifier

Recl脆e重

うR4WGY

Rect脆e重

6AS7G

No書used

R2122(Sect.3,pa重.14d)

十1う0v重egula〔O章

6AS7G

12AT7
う6う1

+lう0v重egula章o重

十1う0vcont重olampl脆e重
Refeきencetube

R2122(Sect.3,paき.14d)

R2122(Sec書.3,pa重.14d)

R2122(Se⊂書.3,pa重.14d)

ORIelNAし

与̲2与

与s。.Ii。h

OP各教ATORl§
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丁AB」E 5̲音4.即NC丁IONi OF TU鵬i (VOしTÅeE REeUしAToR TY惟CN‑235/FPN‑30)
iYMBOL

V2301
V2302

与鵜2l

丁Y9格

2D21W
2D21W

事UNCIIoN

AHERREPしACINeREAD」uST

Con章重OIci富ぐui=hy重a書きOn
Cont重OIcircuillhyrat重On

R2302(Sect.3,Par.14b(2〉)
R2303(艶ぐt.3,pa重.14b(3))

ORlcINAし

OP書RATOR
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OP置RATO教.§

AN/書PN‑30

MAINT各NANC各

fjguIe 5「2事. fu￨e lò01jonミ, §γmboI NumbeI$, 〇億d yoルe筆

書ABLE 5̲○○.書U§各

しOCA丁ION§

T!重e fu§e§ uSed in lhe timer are of two lyPe§, instantaneous, and sIow・blow. h this table, and

Oh ̀he equipment,血e p重efix A i§ uSed, befo富e the fu§e Value, tO indicate血e in§tantaneOus tyPe
and B to indica章e the §low‑blow type.

ⅥMさ○○

富101

重162

○○cAlloN

p教o事とcl§

Synchronizationcontrol

Sy皿ch重Onizadoncontrol

AMpi

Plateci重Cuit§OfVlO5

V○○1§

Al/8

MoIO重BlO3,PrinaryofTlOlandfre.

2う0

D〇・1/2

NUM眺教

17‑い16302‑2う0

12う

17‑い16280‑900

quencywa重ningd重Cuil

剛03

Synch重Onizadoaco血trol

重201

PlatecircuitsofVIO3,V104andVlO6

Frequencydivide重

冒202 重203

F重equenydivide重

P重i皿a重yoくす20う

Al/8

寄2

2う0

17‑い16302‑2う0

12う

Ou‡PutamPlifier,SCreengridci重Cuitof

Al/8

17‑い14308̲200

2う0

17‑い16302‑2う0

V227aadplateci章CuitsofV2O7,V222,

Frequencydivider
おう01
田う02

Timedelay
Timedelay

V223,V23うandV224A
PlaleCi重CuilSOfcoun‡e重S
P章i皿aリOf冒う01

Al/4

2う0

Rl・1/2

PlaleCircuìSOfV502toV504andV508to

Al/4

17‑国16302一緒

1まう
2う0

17‑F1628…0

17‑い16302一書う

Vう19、
聯03
重801

5"30

Timedel種y

Plateci重Cuitsofblaokingpul§egeneratO￨

Synchronizalionindicator

PrinaryofT801

Al/8

Bl・1/2

2う0
12う

17‑国16302‑2う0
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SYMBOし

重802

lOCA†ION

p教o†,C†§

Synchronizationindicator

d)

AMp§

Vo1丁i

Screengridci重CuitofV819andV804and

Al/8

NUM回と教

2う0

17‑言‑16302‑2う0

PlatecircuitofV808A
重803

SynchronizationindicàO重

Pl種leCi重CuitsofV813,V815,V808Band

Al/4

250

17‑F‑16302」壬5

V812R
重1201

Radioreceive重

F1202

Radio章eCeive重

F1401

PrimaryofT1201

Platecircuit§Ofalltubes

Radiof重equenCyOSCillato重

重1402

Electricalsynchronize重

胃1う02

Elect重icalsynch重O心ze章

Testoscillo§COPe

2う0

A3/8

Coa重§eheate重Ci重Cuit

Radiof重equenCyO§Cillator

重1う01

量1701

B3/4

2う0

El

Platecircuit§Ofalltube§

P重i瓜連γOf冒lう02

17‑F‑14310‑372

2う0

Dl/8

Rl・1/2

Platèircuitsofalllubes

17̲言‑14310‑380

120

17̲F‑14310‑31う

12う

A宣/8

PlaleCircuitsofV1721A,V1701A,V1702

17‑F‑1̀302‑う2

17‑F‑16280葛900

2う0

Al/8

17‑F‑1̀302‑2う0

2う0

17‑軍‑1の02‑2う0

andV1722
重1702

Tes章o§C肌0§c°pe

重1703
おl夕01

Testosci皿o§COpe

P重心ofT1701

Al/8

Rl

重1夕03

重1004

PP⊥タラ8/EP虹30

Powe重SupplyType PP一"8/胃PN‑30

12う

Rl・1/2

P重i皿a岬of冒2002

Al/16

重200う

重200

重2007

Biasrectifie重and皿tercircuit

Powe重inputtoti皿Cr

PowerSupplyType

PP"タラ夕/事PN」30

寄4

2う0

寄与

PowerSupplyType PP‑タラ7/重PN‑30 Powe重SupplyType PP一"7/重PN‑30 PowerSupplyType PP‑957/FPN‑3O PowerSupplyType PP」タラ7/FPN‑30

重2102

重2103

重2104

重2301
量2302

軍2303

O剛CINAし

P重imaryofT2102

Rl/2

P重i血a重y〇番冒2103

P重i血種吋O重冒2104

17‑F‑16280‑900

2う0

17‑F‑14310‑372

2う0

17‑F葛14690‑う87う

2う0

17‑E‑146少0一う87う

P重正調岬OfT2101ノ

12う

おl・1/2

R3/4

17‑重‑16302十日

2う0

H3

17̲F‑1̀280‑1う00

17‑F‑14の0‑う8う0

種う

Spaぐehca(e重cをcui章

17‑重‑1うう0少

12う

2う0

Sprcehea(erCircui章

Powc重Supply富ype PP」)う夕/青PN」30

E3

P重i血a重y〇番T2003

A宣/4

17̲冒‑1628ひ‑1う00

17‑重‑16280‑少00

1,000

12う

Powe重SupplyType. PP"ヴう夕/田P肌30 PowerSupplyType PP‑タラ9/重PN‑30 PowerSupplyType PP・ヴうタ/胃PN」30

重200鴫

12う

Pri血aryOfT2001

鼠l・1/2

12う

17‑冨‑1̀28いり00

Rl・1/2

+1,000vrectifie重andfilte重Circuit

B3

17‑ト16280‑900

12う

Blowe富d重ぐuil

17‑F‑16302‑2う0

17‑F‑1431ひ‑382

Pfi血a重yOfすlタ01

Rl‑1/2

Powe重SupplyType PP‑9う9/重PN‑30 Powe重SupplyType PP‑夕う9/重PN」30

重2002

重2003

P重血aⅣ〇番丁1903

Powe重SupplyType

E1夕0う

管2001

P重出調yOf丁1902

2う0

2う0

Powe重SupplyType PP一,う8/FPN‑30 Powe重SupplyType PP‑9う8/量PN」30 Powe重§upplyType PP‑タラ8/FPN‑30

重1夕02

登2101

PlatecircuitsofV17011OV17O8

Dl/4

2う0

17‑雷‑16303‑82う

17‑F‑14310‑300

17‑F‑16280‑1う00

12う

17‑F‑1628(重り00

Vollage重egulator

P重i皿a重y〇番T2302

A8

2う0

17‑い14328」とl

Vollageregulator

Conl重olci重ぐui章

A3

250

17‑軍‑14328‑2う

Voltage章eg血a10重

MotorD2301

A3

2う0

17‑E‑1432&一2う
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1. iNTRODUCTION.

MÅ音NTENÅNC各
5. M▲ReiNAL 」IMITi TE§丁FOR PEREORMANC各

Periodic in§PeCtion of the timer is nece§Sary tO main.

tain the equipment in good'operating,condition. Thi§
SeCt10n Outlines the maintenance §Chedule that §hould

be followed. Daily and monthly checks are covered by
the following tables. The lubrication of the moving
PartS Of the timer is also covered in this §eC〔ion.

The operator of the equipmenl Should be alert to

OF COUNT駅CIRCUITi IN駅EOu各NCY
DIViD各教.
Trouble in the counter circuit§ may be anti⊂ipated

through use of a marginal limit§ teSt. This test is used.
to determine that §PeCific tubes in the f重equenCy divide重
unlt are aPPrOaChing the end of their u§eful life and

Should be replaced・ The te§t is made by varying the

any change in the operation of the potentiometer§ and

bia§ in the counter circuits to find the range of bias

SWitche§ in the timer. If the potentiometers do not

OVer Which the cir⊂̀lits divide properly. When it i§

OPerate SmOOthly and the switche§ do not make positive

found that this range has narrowed below a specified

COntaCt, they §hould be brought to the attention of thc

limit, COrreCtive mea§ure§ muSt be taken. The test

maintenance technician.

PrOCedure, Which is made by operating COUNTER
BIÅS controI R282, and procedu重eS for corrective

2. CしたANiNe.

actlOn are given below.

Pe重iodic cleaning of the timer is necessary to pre‑

Vent breakdown of insulating §ufface§. A thorough

Cleaning of the timer is recommended approximately
OnCe a mOnth. Remove the du§t With a lint・free doth.

If the dust and dirt have hardened, remOVe them by

〆・ COUNTER BIAS (R282) TEST.‑To dete重mine
Whether or not the frequency divider ⊂Ounter Circuits
are operating wilhin §afe limits for a§§ured continuous

Performance, PrOCeed as follows :

moistening the cleaning dòh with §OaP and water or

S/eクJ. Observe the SLOW SCOPE presenta‡ion

Wi血an approved §OIvent. (重f water or a cleaning fluid

and sIowly vary the COUNTER BIAS cont重Ol in the

is used, be §ure the equipment is completely dry befo重e

clockwise direction.

restoring power.) If a vacuum cleane重O重air hose i§

S/eク2. Note the dial reading at which the

available, either may be‑ uSed to remove the du§t f重Om

SLOW SCOPE §WeeP Show§ SOme Change. This change

Places which cannot be reached wilh the cleaning doth.

may manife§t il§elf a§ a §mall or considerable shorten.

ing of the sweep・ O重aS an erratic behavior of the sweep・

3. iNSP各CTION.

Retum the control to the original setting.

After the timer has been cleaned as outlined above,
the equipment should be inspected thoroughly fo重

S/eク3. Tum the COUNTER BIAS controI
SIowly in the COUNTERCLOCKWISE di重eCtion.

Ioose or b重Oken connections. Hand‑te§t for tightne§S

all exposed connections, VaCuum tubes, Plug and socket
COnneCtions. Look for evidence of heating or break‑

Sleク4

Again note章he dial reading at which

the SLOW SCOPE SWEEP shows some change. If the
difference between the ̀wO重eading§ is le§§ than 20 dial

down q皿⊂h a§ Carbonized surfaces, Charred or discoIo重ed
divisions, COrreCtive ac章ion・ a§ de§Cribed in paragraph
resistor§, and oxidized or discoIored metal par̀s. Even

5b, below, §hould be taken.
though there is no seriou§ damage and the equipment
functions properly

these may indicate potential

trouble, and the cau§e Of the above condition§ Should
be investigated and corrected・ Thc investigàion of
OVerheated part§ invoIve§ Checking the voltage and
re§lStanCe aS§OCiated with the part. Typical voltage and
re§lStanCe Value§ are given in tables 7‑15 through 7‑26.

S/eク5. Set the dial to the midpoin1 0f the two
dial重eadings obtained in steps 2 and 4 above. Record
the two dial readings fo重futurer reference. Make a

COntinuous log of the COUNTER BIAS dial reading§,
パaken weekly・ On Page 6‑8. (An initial reading, in

accordance with the procedure in Section 31 Parag重aph
20e, Should have been previously logged・) By noting

4. ROUTINE MAIN†各NANC各SCH各Du」E.

any marked changes in the reading§タu§eful preventive

Routine checking of pos§ible §OurCe§ Of trouble, in

addition to the above general in§PeCtion

maintenance infomation may be gained.

Will often

anticipate or detect fault§. Therefore, the maintenan⊂e

b. CORRECTIVE ACTION FOR DECREASED

SChedule (̀able§ 6‑‑1 and 6‑2) lists a number of §uCh

RANGE OF COUNTER B量AS CONTROL̲To de.

POints with information regarding them. Thi§ SChedule
Should be regularly followed and additional check§

termine which §lage Or StageS a重e defective, u§e the

following procedu重eS.

added to it as experience dictates. The following checks

Fi重SI COmPare ̀he readings taken in s̀eP§ 2 and 4

are to be made during the period that the time重is in

Of paragraph 5a above with previou§ly logged readings

Stand・by condilion.

̀O dete重mine the direction in which the operating

●
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WHA○○ofH各C嶋

BIowe重OPe重ation. A・Clinevol章age.

HOWTOCHECX

I.is‡enfo重§Oundofblowe重andplacehand

The

behindexhau§tVen(§tOfeelifairi§PaS§・
ingthrough.

陳MA脈KS

cabinet

thermostat

should

keep

the

blowe重OnWhenthetemperatureisover

10oC.(う0oF.).

Ob§e富Vea.Clinc重ne(e重.

Ifthevollagei§nOtWithintwovolt§Ofl15

volts,adjustVoltageRegulato重TypeCN‑

Iftheoutpu〔isnoIWithinthreevolt§Of

+150‑VOltoutpulOf Powe重SupplyType PP‑,う9/重PN‑30. U§eDCVOLTSme章e重tOmea§u重eVOl̀age. UseDCVOLTSme章e重Iomea§u重eVOltage. UseDCVOLTSmete重IOmeaSureVOltage. U§eDCVOLTSmete重tOmea§ureVOltage. UseDCVOI.TSmete重tO皿eaSureVOltage. UseDCVOLTS皿ete重tOmea§ureVOltage. 23う/重PN‑30.

+150volt§,adju§t+150
tiometer.Iflhi§

vADJpoten.

adju§書ment∴̀annOt

be

made,refe重tOtable7‑10,§ymPtOml.

‑30・VO重書0ulpu章Of

Powe重SupplyType

PP‑959/FPN‑3Q.

Ifthevoltagei§nOtWithinonevoltof‑30

VOlts,adjust‑30VADJpotentiometer.
Ifthisadjustmen〔CannOtbe'made,refe重tO

table7‑10,SymPtOm6.
‑108・VOltouaputof PowerSupplyType PP‑959/FPN‑3O. +300.voltoutputof PowerSupplyType PP‑9う8/FPN‑30.

Thisvollageisnotadjustable.Ifitisnot

Withineightvolt§Of‑108volts,rePlace

tubeV2010.Iftubereplacemenlfailsto
cu重ethet重Ouble,重efe重〔O章able7‑10,SymP‑
章o血5.

Ifthisvoltageisnotwithinsixvolt§Of+300

vol章S,adju§l十300VADJpotentiometer.

Ifthisadjustmentcannotbemade,referto
table7‑11,§ymPtOml.

+135・VOltoutputof PowerSupplyType PP一夕う8/FPN‑30.

I書thisvoltageisnotwithintwovoltsof

+135volt§,adju§t+135VADJpoten。‑
ome章er.Ifthi§adjuslmentCannOtbemade,

refertotable7‑1l,SymPtOm3.
+l,000・VOltoutputof

PP‑959/FPN‑30.

PowerSupplyType

Thi§VOltagei§nOtadjustable.Ifitisnot
within150volt§Ofl,000volts,refe重tO

U§eDCVOLTSmetertomea§u重eVOltage. U§eDCVOI.TSmetertomeasu重eVOltage.

+150・VOltoutputof. PowerSupplyType PP‑少う7/重PN30・

table7‑1l,SymPtOm5.
賞fthi§VOltageisnotwithinthreevoltsof

十15Ovolt§,adjus〔十150VADJpotenti.
omete重.I書thisadju§tmentfails,重eferto

table7‑12,§ymPIOml.

‑1,800‑VOltoutputof PowerSupplyType PP‑タう7/FPN」30・

Thisvoltageisnotadjustable.Ifitisno〔
within300vol̀SOf‑l,800volts,refe重tO
table7‑12,§ymPtOm4.

range has shrunk. For example, if an initial reading

(taken when the equipment was installed o=aken
afte重the last maintenance operation on the counte重

Determine which coun章er is misbehaving as follows:

( 1 ) LOCATING THE MALFUNCTIONING

circuits, Whichever is later) showed an ope重atlng range

of 30 to 70, and the range has now shifted to between
37 and 55, the range has.shrunk toward§ the lower
numbers. On the other hand, if the range ha§ nOW

shifted to between 50 and 67, the range has shrunk

he VI認諾:E需欝ENTATION switch・ On
S印2. Adju§t the VIDEO SEPARATION con‑
t重OI so that the trace§ a重e about one inch apart.

towa重d§ the higher numbers.

Depending on the direction in which ̀he range has

Sleク3. Adjust the SWEEP SP髄D controI on

shrunk (higher or lower), §et the COUNTER BIAS

the VIDEO SCOPE §O that only two lOO.inicrosecond

dial to the higher or lower (respectively) number re・

markers are di§Played on the upper trace" Observe

corded in paragraph 5a above. For example・ if the

whether they are spaced lOO microseconds apart (nine

range has §hrunk to betweenうO and 67 (higher num‑

lO,s between the lOO

bers), Set the dial to 67. Make §し1re the dial is set just

i§ PrObably operàing normally. If thi§ is the case・

beyond the point where normal operation was ob・

proceed to step 4. If counter l is not normal・ PrOCeed

tained, SO that the counter misbehaves・

to paragraph 5b (2), below.

ORleINAし

s). If lOO

s are normal, COunter l

l̲1

̀ i。.1i。h
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Groundconnection. Relay§. Testleadsandpatch co章d§. Cha§§i§Slide・and.tilt a§§e血b重ics. Blowerrotor§. Interlocks. Duct‑mOuntingb重aCke‡§. Ai重畳11c重§. Clutches. FeedbackgeneralOr. ObservQthe・Capdi章iohofthegroundclamp Ifcor重OSioni§Vi§ible theground§traPand Clampshouldbe重emOVedandcleanedthor.

andthecopperribboncomectedtothe
botlOmrea重Ofthecabinet,

Oughlywithsteelwoolandfine§andpaper, frontandback.

Refertoparagraph5,thissètion,forinfor‑

Removeallpowerf重Omtheuni書inwhichthe
書elayisIocàed.Inspec書forpitted,COr・
重Oded,Or

di重ty

COntaCt§

and

mationonrelays. Te§tleadsmustnotbehungove重nail§Or

fo重loose

mechanical'Pa重t§・Seeifcoils§how§ignsof

havingbeenoverheated.
Inspecteachleadandcordindividuallytosee thattherearenobreak§in血ein§ulation
narrowhooksbecau§eOfthepo§Sibilityof

0重Ioo§eCOnneCtionsattheplugs. Seèha章the§lidespulloutandpushinfreely, andthatthetiltmechanismengagesand

damagetothein§ulalion.Whennotindse,
Placeinpropercompar(mentin血ed重aWer
Of章heope重atOr,§tablc.Cleandirlyo重CO重・

rodedphoneplugswithcrocusdothor
N○○0000§andpape章.
Poo重aCtionmaybecausedbycollecteddi重章.

Cleanthoroughlyifthisis血eca§e.Poor
relea§eSf重eely.Checkthealignmentofthe

alignmentindicatesthat重eadju§tmentis necessa重y.Thisi§de§C重ibedinSectiot17

Panelwith血efrontofthecabioetand
Withtheadjacentunitsforsign§Ofsagging.

タ pa重ag重aphう̀れ

Togainacces§tOablowe重,eitheroftheunit§

at血etopofthèabinetmustbewi血.

Therotorsmuslbecleanedanddu§ted.U§ea

SOftcIothandapplyonlyenoughpre§Su重e

drawn.Refe‥OSection7)Paragraph5〆

toremovetheaccumulation.

(3).
OperatetheINTERI.OCKEDPOWERON.

OFFswi〔Chto

Iftheinterlock§Witchdoe§nOtOPe重atePrOP‑ erly,itmustbereplacedwitha。eWOne. Ifanyloosenessi§evident,重etightenthe

theONpositionand§6e

tHattheINTERLOCKEDPOWERindica.
10rla皿Pi§On.Pulleachunitf重Omthe

CabinetandnotethattheINTERLOCKED
POWERindica章Orlampgoe§Out.Afte重血e

unitispulledfromthecabinet,Pullthe
i重1terlockedswitch§haftoutwardandnote

tha=heindicatorlamplights.The§ame
P重OCedureapplie§lO血erea重doorinle重.
lock§.Checktheinterlock§Witchbehind
thehingedcontroIpanelofthe§ynC皐ro.
nizationindica‡0重inthe§amemanner.

Ifmountingbracketsa重eu§ed,in§PeCtfor
tlghtnessofthemoun章ing§CreWS.

§C重eWS.

Removetheai重刷章erSfromtheirf重ameSand

Removethedu§書byrinsinginahotsoludon

in§PeCtfordust̀hatmaydog血eopening§・ CheckthePHASEdialclutchbyQPerating

Offre§hwateranddishwashingcompound.

After∴Cleaning,Placethefiltersinapan

I !OfSAElOmotoroil,Drainofftheexce§S
(Oilandreplace血efiltersintheiroriginal
position§.Iftheequipmentisinadusty
!location,mOrefrequentchecksa重eneCe§・
Sa重y.

Verifythattheclutchesarereleasedby§eeing

theAUTOSYNCON"OFF§Witch書Othe
ONposition.The

clutchshouldengage

thalthetwocontroIsturnea§ily.Ifthe
Clutches

Withthepoweronandreleasewhenthe
POWeris∴∴remOVed.The

FREQUENCY

a重e

nOt

relea§ed,the

switches,

throughwhichpowerisappliedtothe

Clutches,Shouldbechecked. Ifthevoltagei§tOOIow,remOVethegene重a.

CORRECTORdialclutchi§Checkedinthe
SamemannereXCePt血attheFREQUENCY

CORRECTORswitchmustbeoperated.
CheckthevoltagefromthegeneralO重.The
feedbackvoltagevariesaccordingtofre・

torfromthesynccontrolunitasdescribed

quency§hift.RefertoSection2,Parag重aPh 4g.

inSection7,ParagraPh5c(7).Cleanthe
brushes

and

commutator

with

a

c重OCuS

doth.If〔hebrushesareworndowntoless
thanone・fou重thinch,重ePlacethem.

l̲2
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SJeク4. Adju§t

章he VIDEO SWEEP DELAY

a

Paragroph

5

b

l

(1)

§tage is found that does not follow the cor重eCt

COunting §equenCe, rePlace the tube as§OCiated with

COnlrol to the extreme countercIockwi§e (delay out)

POSition. Change the §etting of the SWEEP SPEED

that stage. The tube as§OCiated with each stage of each

until a lOOO i§ at the重ight二hand edge of the sweep.

COunte重may be identified by重eferring to table 5‑5,

Observe whether there are nine lOO・microsecond mark‑

Functions of Tube§, F重equenCy Divider. If, aS Will hap‑

e重S tO the left of the lOOO (nine lOO

s between the

Pen in some cases, trOuble cannot be located to a

s are no重mal, COunter 2 is operating

§PeCific tube,重ePlace all工ubes in the malfunctioning

lOOO

s). If lOOO

and the trouble is probably in counte重3. Proceed td

counter. If this fail§ tO

cure the trouble, refer to table

ParagraPh 5b (2) below 10 locate the fault in cou血ter

7十㌦ symptom 2b for counter l, §ymPtOm 3b fo重COun‑

2 0重COu血te重3.

ter 2, and symptom 4b for counter 3・

(2) LOCATING THE MALFUNCTIONING

It may happen tha=ePlacement of one lube will

STAGE.二The most direct way to locate a specific

Widen the operating重ange Of章he COUNTER BIAS

malfunctioning tube is to use the TEST COUNT push

COnt重Ol §ufficiently §O that the counter§ Will operate

button to make the counter progres§, under normal

normally with the cont重OI set a§ directed in the pa重a‑

COn章rOl, through each counting step. Use the pro‑

graph preceding (1) above and yet not widen to a

Cedure§ given in Section 7, ParagraPh 7, tO find which

range of at least 20 dial divi§ion§. Therefore, aS tubes

tube, in the defcctive counter, is malfunctioning. When

a重e rePlaced, rePeat the test of paragraph 5a above

TÅBした6̲3. CONTROLi TO BE ADJU§惟D葛W幡KしY
PAN重l

SYM〇〇し

UN11

MARKINc

COUNTER

丁Aさし書IN

脈[書各教とNC各No.

5各ClioN4

BIAS

R282

DCV○○丁S

十1う0VADJ

F重equenCydivider

M2001

DCMETERSWITCH

IN丁A〇〇置

PP‑9う,

S2002
R2022

4‑3

4‑10

PP‑959

4‑10

PP‑9う9

4̲10

1

6

7
17

‑30VADJ

R2033

PP‑,う少

4‑10

18

COMMON‑

J2007

PP‑少う9

4̲10

19

十V2004A

J2003

PP‑9う,

4‑10

.

J2004

PP‑,う少

十V2003A

J2001

PP一,う9

4‑10

22

十V2003B

J2002

PP‑9う少

4̲10

23

十300VADJ

R1922

十13うVADJ

R1少33

PP‑9う8
PP一,う8

COMMON‑

Jl,07

+V190うA

J190う

PP‑クう8

J1906

PP‑リラ8

十V1夕05D

十V1904A
十V1少04R
十V1903A
十V1903B

十1う0VADJ
COMMON‑
十V2107A

J1ク03
J1ク04
Jl,01
Jl,02

R2122
J2107
J2105

PP‑9う8

PP‑9う8
PP‑,う8
PP‑9う8
PP‑,う8

PP‑9う7
PP‑9う7
PP置9う7

4‑10

20

十V2004D

4̲11
4̲11

4̲11

21

7
8

夕

4‑11

10

4‑11

11

4̲11

12

4̲11

13

4̲11
4̲11

4̲12
4̲12
4̲12

1う

7
8
9

十V2107D

J2重0̀

PP‑9う7

十V210̀A

J2重03

PP‑9う7

4̲12

11

J2104

PP‑9う7

4̲12

12

十V2置06B

ORtGINAし
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14
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pAN○○

iYMBOL

おNIl

MARKINc

COARSE

LOCAL

Rlう44

D電工AY

FINELOCAL

R1う38

R1ううl

Elect章ical

REMOTE

1

2

4‑7

Rlう1う

R1う17

4‑7

3

う

4‑7

R1522

6

4‑7

重lec̀重ical

8

4̲7

タ

§ynCh重Onize重

COARS最REMO丁最
DELAY

Rl、5̀う

.剛eぐt章ical

4‑7

10

SynCh重Onizer

OFFSYNC
SENSITIVITY
ERROR

SENSITIVITY
SENSITIVITY

4‑7

4葛7

Rlう61

SYNCBALANCE

DELAY

SYNC

重1ect重ical

E重c̀t章ical SynCh重onize重 Electrical synch重Onizer 剛eぐt重iぐal SynCh重Onizer 量leぐ̀重ical SynChronizer

SYNCBIAS

FINE

IN丁A寄し格

SynCh重Onize重

DELAY‑RANGE

ヽ

京と旺眺NC各No.

4

SynChronizer

DELAY
METERBALANCE

1AさしたiN

i各C丁ioN

R2303

R1ううう
Electrical

4‑7

20

SynCh重Onizer
Rlう34
Elecl章ica賞

4̲7

21

§ynCh章Onize章
Vo重tage

重egu重ato重

OUTPUTVOI.TAGE

until a satisfa⊂tOry range Of operation i§ Obtained. To

Voltage

重egulato重

R2302

4‑13

2

4‑13

3

b. MONTHLY CHECKLIST.一Inspecl the relays to

achieve maximum stability, the p重OCedu重e may be con‑

detect abnormalitie§, uSing the following checkli§t・

tinued until an operating重ange aPPrOXimately equal

Check to see that:

to that initially obtained (in acco重dance with the pro・

Cedu重e in Section 3, ParagraPh 20e) is achieved.

l. CONTROL§ THA† MÅY N各ED ADJU§TMENT.

The assembly is free from dirt, dust, ind other for‑
elgn matter.
The contact§ are nOt bumed, Pitted, Or COrrOded.

The contacts are lined up
The following tables li§t the controIs that may need

adjustment during the operation of the timer. Since

COr重eCtly spaced

and make

POSitive contact.
The contact spring§ are in good condition.

the timer is very stable, it may not always be neces§ary
to adjust the control§ li§ted. The tables areto serve as a

reminder to the operatqr to check the controIs within
the period of time stated at the head of the table. The

The moving parts t重aVel freely and function in a

Satisfactory manner.
The connections to the重elay are tight.

tables include the table in Section 4 wherein the con.

The wire insulation is not frayed o重WO重n.

trol is described, the reference number of the control

The∴重elay assembly is securely.mounted・

in the table in Section 4, the panel marking, the sym‑

The coil shows no signs of overheating.

bol number, and the unit the cont重Ol is Iocated in.

c. cLEANING RELAYS.⊥Wipe the exterio重Of the

7. RE」AY MAIN丁とNANC各.

重elay with a dry ̀loth or b重uSh. If it is very dirty, Clean

it with a cIoth or brush dipped in an app重OVed sol‑

みGENERAL○Two types of重elays∴are u§ed in
vent, and wipe the surface with a dry cloth to重emOVe
the timer: the low‑Cu

ent relay, Which resembles the

telephone‑tyPe relay, and the high‑Current POWe=e‑

any film left by the soIvent when it dries.

lays・ The relays should be repaired only if重ePlacement§

d. CONTACT CLEÅNING.‑Clean dirty contacts

are not available. The following checklist covers the

by d重aWing a strip of thin, Clean doth or paper be‑

inspection necessary to keep the relays in good oper‑

tween them while holding them together. If neces・

ating condition.

Sary? mOisten the cIoth with dry‑deaning soIvent.

1」

ORICINAし
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pAN○○

§YM寄○○

MARl(INc

RECORDERZERO

R14う

RECORDERRANGE

6O

TUNING

1102

Synch重Onizadon

Rう11

GATEW置DTHB1000

Rう74
R610

co血αO重

t●i皿edelay

Timedelay

DlOD重AS

R630

Timedelay

BCONTBIAS

R631

AlOOOBIAS

BLANKINGWIDTH
D細重NKDELAY

ALIGNTRIGGERS

L121,
R夕̀0

R富農ASTSⅣE登P

SP悌DADJ

DER重V.GAIN

R846

V重DEOGAIN

VIDEOFASTSWEEP

VIDEODELAYBIAS

DERIVAT重VEINPUT
1EV重l

ATTENADJ
DELAYB重AS

R1う01

4一書
仁う

indicato重

18

4̲6

4」香、

20
21

22
23

26
17
40

41

i血dica‡の

4‑6

4?

indicator

indicato重

4̲6

indicato重

indica〔o重

4̲6i

44

4う

46
47

4〇七

48

4‑7

18

SynChronizer

Elecl重ica置

4̲6

4J

indicator

C1723
Te§tOSCillo§COPe
R17う2

R1713
R1729
C2203

ORIcINAし

9
17

4̲7

1タ

SynChronize重

10(roGATEW重DTH
100GATEW重DTH

Elecl重ica重

7

42

Synchronization

R1う少2

4̲4

indicato重

Synch鯵oni乙ation

Synchronizaliotl

う

4七

Synchronizalion

R,う,

3

indicato章

Synchronizadon

R868

C861

DELAYBIAS

Synchronizalion

R967

10MARKERHEIGHT

Synぐh重Oni雪adon

C8̀8

4」と

Radioreceiver

Synchronization

SP重電D

1MARKERHEIGHT

RFTUNING

C844

R8う4

主上
4一‡

Timedelay

Synchronization

23

1タ

Timedelay

Rう20

4̲2

4」と

Timedelay

R614

RFDELAYBIAS

22

4」書

Timedelay

Rう29

4̲2

4一‡

Timedelay

ROO9

20

4一重

、富i皿ede血y

R62,

4̲2

4一書

Timedelay

BlOOBIAS

1夕

4」と

丁i皿edelay

Rうう7

GATEWIDTHBlO

cont重ol

Timedelay

Rう4う

GATEW重DTHB100

4̲2

cont章o重

Synchronizadon

GATEWIDTHAlOOO

髄陣髄NC各No.

1N了A回し各

con‡重○○

Synchronization

LlO3

D宣OOODIAS

1A回し霊iN

Synchronization

R142

100KCTUN重NG

UNIl

iIC†IoN4

4̲8

Testoscillo§COPe

Tes10SCillo§COPe
Testo§Cillo§COPe
Te§tO§Cillo§COPe

24

4̲8

2う

仁8

26

〈」8

27

4̲8

‑

く」5

亀嵩計。

霜講

e. CORRODED CONTACTS.‑Dress the contacts

§tick, making §ure thal both sides of the stick are

first with a folded strip of crocus cloth. When the
CO重でOSion has been

M蕊盟罷

COVered. Place・the stick in a vise until the glue hard‑

removed, Wipe the contacts with

ens. The pieces of c重OCuS doth tha〔 extend over the

a clean cIoth moistened with an approved soIvent, and
back edge of the s章ick may be cut off. Never use emery

POlish with a dry folded cIoth. Make certain that the

doth to clean con章aCtS. Be sure to maintain the orig‑

Shape of the contacts has not been altered.

inal shape of the ⊂OntaCt§.

/. BURNED OR PITTED CONTACTS.̲As men。

tioned in paragraph 7a above, if the contacts of a re‑

8. 」UBRiCATiON.

lay are badly pitted, the relay should be重ePlaced・
The mechanical device§ in the timer are designed

If the replacemen章is not immediately available and
it i§ neCeSSary tO rePai重the relay

to control it§ elect重Onic functions automatically. They

PrOCeed as follows:

Obtain a piece of wood (or suitable equivalent ma‑

OPerate SIowly and intermittently and therefore pre・

teria1 2‑1/2 inchs Iong, three‑eighths inch wide, and

§ent little pos§ibility of failu重e When the periodic

One‑§ixteenth inch thick. Glue c重OCuS doth to the

NAVYしUBRICAN事
PoiN丁S

1章o3

§JANDARDNAVY§TOCKNO.

iP要Ci○○CA了loN

M重工二〇〇644

PreVentive main‡enanCe Checks are made.

丁1〇〇〇

I.ub重icatingoil,Pre. Se重Va章ive,Special

4

R

M重○○G‑3278

G重eaSe,Aircraftand

重n§‡重u皿en書

、

0章

W1互巾‑2833‑少44

80重

Aand

N各A教各il

W14」G○○1l̲う

書1ql

W14‑ひ‑2834‑10

51b

R14‑G‑984‑20

R14‑G‑夕84‑う00

COMMERCIAl.

lUさ京ICANI

5○○I

W14」」2834‑1う

SAENo.30 motoroil

うら1b

R14」G‑少84‑540

Reaぐon

I.ubrican章

No.32う

Fjgule ̀一?. [ub′j̀ol;on of D○○Wer §Ijdes ond Col̀hes

L̀

O剛GINAし

pREVENTiVE

CC‑273̲1
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A minimum of lubricalion will suffice to prevent

§。.Ii。n

l

P〇rOg「aph

8

the mechanical parts f重Om Wearing out. Moving elec‑

drops of SAE No. 30 motor oil. Apply a small amount
of Beacon Lubricant No. 325 to the runners and ball

trical parts, SuCh as potentiometers, Variable resisto重S,

b号arings with a b重u§h or sha重P Stick. Refer to figure

Variable capacitors, §Witche§, etC., §hould not be lubri‑

6̲l.

Ca〔ed,

a§

an

Oil

or

g重eaSe

film

may

cause

shorts

or

b・ REAR DOOR.‑The hinge§ and catches on the

act as an insulator against good electrical contact. Ex・

rear doors of the timer are to be lubricated with a few

ce§Sive lubrication collects dust and di重t that interfere

drops of SAE No. 30 motor oil.

With keeping the equipment in the spotless condition
necessa重y for perfect operation. The lubricants used in

C・ SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL GEAR

the timer are SAE No. 30 motor oil (M重L‑L」544) and
TRAIN.‑The gear§ lettered A through O, in figure

Beacon Lubricant No. 325 (MILG‑3278).

(」2, a重e COVered with a very thin film of Beacon Lubri・

The parts listed below should be lubricated monthly

Cant No. 325. Apply the grea§e tO the gears with a

With the lubricant indicated. Before applying the lubri・
Cant the parts §ho¥ild be

§mall stick. The bushings numbered l through 9, in

Cleaned with a clean doth.

figure 6‑2, are lubricated with a drop of SAE No. 30
motor oil. The bushings are located at both ends of

a. UNIT DRAWERS.‑The latches, CatChes, a皿d

the gear shaf章§.

Pivot§ Of each drawer should be lubricated with a few

NAWLuBRICANl
poiN15

1to少

STANDARDNAVYSTOCKNO.

SPECIFICATION

MI獲‑1」磨4

Ti〇〇〇

Lubricatingoil,Pre. Se重Vative,Special

N書A教各§1
4

W14‑0‑2833‑9少4

80重

A章○○

MIL‑(こ‑3278

G重eaSe,Aircrafland

figure ̀‑2・ [ub′jc寄書jon of §y

ORlciNAし

W14‑0‑2834‑10

COMMERCiA○

1ql

、SA重No.30 皿OtO重Oil

25ib

R14‑G」984‑20

R14‑G‑ヴ84‑う00

̀hronjzoIjon C〇億I′○○ Ceo

○U9教ICAN事

59el

W140‑2834‑1う

5Ib

W14」G‑111‑う

重ns書重u血en(

0暮

R1午G‑984‑う40
1ub重icant

8eacon
No.32う

T○○jn

̀ず
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A

FAILURE REPORT must be filled out for

The purpose of this repor章is to inform the

the failure of any part of the equipment

Commandant of the cau§e and rate of failure§.

Whether caused by defective or wom pa重t§,

The information is used by the Commandant

lmPrOPer OPeration, Or eXternal influence§. It

in the design of future equipment and in the

§hould be made on Failure Report, Form DD‑

maintenance of adequate supplie§ tO keep the

787, Which has been designed to simplify
PreSent equipment going. The form§ yOu §end

thi§∴requirement (see figure 7‑0). The form

ln, tOgether with tho§e from other units,
must be filled out and forwa重ded in accord.

fumi§h a store of information permitting the

ance with exi§ting instruction§.

Commandant to keep in touch with the per‑

U§e great Care in filling out.the form to

make certain it carries adequate information.

fo重manCe Of the equipment of your unit and all

For example, underくくCircuit Symbol

Othe重units of the Coast Guard.

use the

PrOPer Circuit identification taken from the
schematic drawi壷§, SuCh as T‑803, in the case

Thi§ rePOrt is not a requi§ition. You must

of a transformer, Or R‑207, for a resi§tOr. Do

reque§t the replacement of parts in accordance

not substitute brevity for clarity. Use ‑the back

with current instructions.

Of the form to completely describe the cause

Make certain you have a supply of Failure

Of failure and attach an extra piece of paper if
neCeSSa重y ・

Report Form§ On board.

REPORT THE FAIしu教E OF ONしY Q!壁PART OR TUBE ON THi§ FORM

●.

了l

「「▼〔S「「輸O

iOOIPM議了

COMPO持教職T (軸▲JOくく山川丁)

ASS[M8しYO京

S]B▲SSEMBしY

1〇・Iしf▲ぼo」《輸教)

PI鼠丁 0▲丁▲

しOc具しし

「「,.S患輸。

oI・口誓言。教具
o2o口器,議C・S§・

口熱器器

DD

=

AUG

54)

787

乱ECTRO用C

FliしJRE請PORT
c●0

●8事o事7

fjgu′e 7‑O. Foル'e Reporl, SampIe Form DD‑787

7喜0

ORICINAし
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§。.‑i。h 7

Paragraph l

7

CORRECTIVE MAINTENÅNC寡
l. IN†RODUC丁ION.
This §eCtion provides info重mation requi重ed to Iocate

the cause of performance abnormalities and to repair
trouble so that the timer will provide the extreme
accuracy and stability required for loran service. In‑
Cluded are a discu§Sioh of the method§ uSed fo重trOuble
Shooting, SOCket voltage and resistance measu重ement

data, and general reference data, including wave.
fom§タtO Permi章the technician to evaluate ci重Cuit

Performance against a standard. In addition, the ad‑
JuStment PrOCedure for those controIs not previously
described is given, and there is a description of those

a. HIGH VOLTAGES.‑The time重Circuits empIoy

VOltages as high as 8,000 vol[S. THESE VOLTAGES
ARE EXTREMELY DANGEROUS. Adequate inte重‑
lock and §afe〔y features are p重OVided to prevent con"

tact with the higher voltages. Kの0のり;be∫e /e〆iure∫!
Interlock switches are p重OVided for almost every drawer

unit, for the rear door§ Of the cabinet, and for a hinged

Panel in the synchronization indicator, SO that danger.
OuS timer voltage§ Will be cut off. These switches and

the INTERLOCKED POWER switch on the panel of
PP‑959 open theあierloc鳥ed pou′er Circuみ

WHEN THE INTERLOCKED POWER CIRCUIT

repair∴and adjustment procedu重e§ Which are not, im‑

IS OPEN, the following voltage§ are §till present at

mediately obviou§ by phy§ical in§PeCtion.

the following point§ in the tinler cabinet:

The general techniques of trouble shooting and re"
Pai重Of any electronic equipment are applicable to
ILo重an Timer Se〔 AN/FPN‑30. Trouble shooting
§hould proceed in a logical mamer, based on observa.

tion

of the nature of the fault. The trouble・Shooting

Chart§, tables 7‑1 through 7‑13, have been arranged

to help the technician to follow a direct line of action;

115 v AC at the input terminal board for the
cabinet (TB2204).
The cabinet control connection§ terminal board

(TR2202).
Two te重minal boards of PP「959 (TB2001,

TR2002).

A terminal board of PP‑958 (TB1901).

they should be u§ed as a guide to help Iocate t重Ouble

in the shortest possible time with a minimum of
wa§章ed e債o重t.

The terminal board for the o§Cillator (TB1401 ).

All of the interlock switches∴and the cabinet
SpaCe hea〔e重§・

The technique§ PrOVided in this section may not

always reveal such defects as open capacitors or

Shorted turns in ,a COil; therefore this type of trouble,
When suspected, §hould be isolated and eliminated by

Substitution of the suspected component. More dif‑
ficult faults are those of an intermittent nature, those
CauSed by more than one defective component, Or tho§e

150 v DC at two terminal boards of PP/959
(T鼠2002, TB2003).

The terminal board for the oscillator (TB1401 ).
The +150‑VOlt stand‑by load re§i§tOr at the bot‑

tom of the cabinet, near the cabinet front.
In addition to the removal of voltages by mean§ Of the

CauSed by general over‑all component deterioration.

interlocked power circuit, a SCOPE HIGH VOLT‑

In the§e CaSeS PerSistency in observing and tracing the

AGES switch, S210l on the panel of PP‑9う7, Permits

defect will eventually track down the oifending com‑

tuming off the ‑1,800 volt§, +2,100 volt§, and +8,000

pOnent§・

VOlts used in the oscilloscopes. This feature will be

No attempt is made, in this §eetion, tO重ePeat in‑

formation presented elsewhere in this book. The ad‑

found u§eful when §ignal"traCing low"VOltage circuit§
Of the §ynChronization indicator or the test scope.

ju§tment for most of the controIs ha§ been described

WARN看Ne

in Section 3 and catalogued in Section 4. Information
for replacement of tubes and fuses is given in S∝tion

5. Lubrication and other preventive maintenance ih‑
formation i§ given in Section 6.

2. CAU†IONS AND PRECÅUTION§.

Special care must be used with regard to the
interlock switch which is Iocated behind the
hinged controI panel in the front of the syn‑
Chronization indicator. Opening thi§ Panel,.

and tuming on the interlock, energizes a

The maintenance technician is urged to become

2,000"VOlt circuit which i§ eXPO§ed to easy

thoroughly familiar with certain potential haza重ds

contact by the service technician. If it is de‑

Which may be encountered when repairing the ̀imer,
and the cautions and precautions which must be taken

・located behind this panel, be sure to turn

to avoid personal injury, Or damage to the equipment,

off the SCOPE HIGH VOLTAGES switch

from these hazard§.

before tuming on the interlock.

ORiCINAし
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to

work
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circuit§
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A measure of protection against accidental contact

fected by means of the built・in test o§Cilloscope, and

With high‑VOltage point§ is provided by metal covers

VOltage and重eSistance mea§urement§ may be made

Which form protective §hields at strategic points on
each unit. Whenever any of the§e §hields is removed,

tum the

INTERLOCKED POWER switch off. Apply

With §tandard test meters and compared with the data

Pre§ented in the tab重es following pa重ag重aph 3

d (4) of

this §eCtion.

interlocked powe重Only when necessa重y tO mea§ure
VOltages at poiǹ§ nOrmally protected by the covers.

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO MEASURE VOLTAGES IN

EXCESS OF l,000 VOLTS WITH FLEXIBLE TEST
LEÅDS OR PROBES. The voltages expo§ed by re‑

a. SYNCHRONIZATION

INDICATOR ABNOR‑

MALITIES.‑The oscilloscopes of the §ynChronization
indicalOr di§Play all significant timer signal§. Any

abnormal behavio重Of any important timer circuit

moval of any cover are indicated by di§tinct marking§
Will therefore be evident by a change in the §ynChro.

o血書he cove重.

nization indicato重P重e§entation. For example, if the

WARNINe

frequency divide重∴COunter Circuits §ta重t tO misfunc‑
tion, the repetition

HIGH VOLTAGES MAY STILL BE PRES。

ENT IN THE TIMER AFTER POWER HAS
BEEN SHUT OFF. DISCHARGE CAPACI‑
TORS BY SHORTING TERMINALS TO
GROUND, AND ALSO TO EÅCH OTHER,

WITH AN INSULATED SCREWDRIVER
BEFORE WORKING NEAR ANY HIGH̲
VOLTAGE WIRING.

重ate Will change, the SLOW

SCOPE time base will change, and tbe remote §ignal
Will appear to drift across the §Creen. If the divider
StOP§ COunting, there will be 。O OSCillo§COPe t重iggers,

and the VIDEO SCOPE and RF SCOPE will become
dark. If章he §ignal path into and th重Ough the重eCeiver
i§ interrupted, the received signal will disappear. Thu§,

by watching the §ynchronization indicator, the oper.

ator will obtain血e first clue to the cau§e Of a。y
OPerational abnormality. In addition to the o§Cil.

The cathode‑ray tube circuit of the te§( §COPe in‑

loscope indication, the abno重mali章y may ⊂auSe One Or

COrPOrateS a diode clamp, V1720. The electrode§ Of thi§

both of the alarm indicator§ tO glow・ Specific p重O.

diode are at high voltage; therefore, the tube should

Cedu重eS, for va重iou§ indication§ Which may §how up on

never be removed or重ePlaced, Or meaSurementS made,

the §ynChronizatiotl indicato重, a重e given in the general

Without first tuming the SCOPF HIGH VOLTÅGES

trouble・§hooting cha重t, table 7‑1.

SWitch off. A§ a §afeguard, this tube i§ mOunted in a

SPeCial high‑VOltage socket and is protecled f重Om aCCi・

b・ S重GNAL TRACING.‑」The ba§ic technique of

dental contact by a phenolic cove重. The tube is Iocated
§ignal t重aCing is to use the te§t OSCillo§COPe tO follow

Within

the

high‑VOltage

compa重tment

Of

the

test

SuSPe⊂t Signals from thei重POint of origin to thei重
§COpe・
destina〔ion point in the timer. If a circuit i§ mal・

b. EXCESSIVE WEIGHTS.一Lo重an Timer Set AN/

functioning, 〔he §ignal waveform will appear normal

FPN‑30 empIoys many i重On COre COmPOnentS Which

up to the input to that circuit and be abnormal, Or

make the timer unitS heavy. If the timer cabinet is

missing, beyond that ci重Cuil・ Signal tracing i§ a CO血・

not anchored securely in place, the cabinet may tip

Venient method for t重aCing trouble to a specific circuil

OVer

same

and, in some in§tanCeS, tO a SPeCific component. Where

time. Severe lnJury tO PerSOnnel and damage to the

the exact component causing trouble cannot be located

equlPment Can reSult.

by章he signal‑traCing method, the voltage and re§is‑

When

several

unit§

are

Wjthdrawn

at

the

Many of the unit§ are tOO heavy to be safely handled

tance mea§urement teChnique described in the next

by one man. The following units are heavie重than

ParagraPh will usually pinpoint the t重Ouble. Guides

75 pounds and should be lifted only by two or morc

〔O Signal tracing are given in pa重agraPhs 3 d (1) and

men : Radio Frequency O§Cillator Type O‑202/FPN‑

3 d (2), below.

30, Synchronization Indicator Type IP‑238/FPN‑30,

The wavefo重m§ §hown in pa重ag重aPh 3 d (2) may

Power Supply Type PP‑9う9/FPN‑30, Power Supply

Type PP‑958/FPN‑30, Power Supply Type PP‑957/
FPN‑30, and Voltage Regulator Type CN‑235/FPN‑
30.

3. METHODi OF TROUBした§HOOTINe.

be divided into two g重OuP§. Figure§ 7‑1 through 7‑22

are waveforms which may be obtained by operation
Of the 〔eSt §COpe SIGNAL SELECTOR switch, tO Select
One Of the timer unit§, and the TEST SIGNAL switch
On the selected uni〔. Obse重Vation of this group df wave‑
forms will isolate the trouble to a pa重ticular unit.

The basic methods for trouble.shooting any elec‑

The waveforms of figures 7‑23 through 7‑237 may be

tronic equipment are signal tracing, VOltage mea§ure・

Obtained by feeding a signal into the EXTERNAL

ment, and resistance mea§urement. Trouble shooting

SIGNAL jack of the test §coPe through either an un‑

is initiated when the equlpment give§ SOme eVidence

Shielded test lead (clip lead) o=he §PeCial shielded

Of abnormal behavior. In the loran timer abnormal

test lead (PrObe) which is equipped with an i§Olation

behavior will almost alway§ be revealed by some

netwo重k to minimize circuit loading. Observation of

unusual feature of the synchronization indicato重OSCil‑

this group of waveforms will i§Olate t重Ouble to a

lo§COPe PreSentations. Signal tracing is readily ef‑

Particular stage.
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c. VOLTAGE AND RESISTANCE MEASURE.
MENT.‑The techniques of locating a defective com‑
POnent

by

voltage

and

re§istance

measurement

aJe

Paragrqph

3

7

c

minimum of training and expe重ience locate trouble
Wherever pos§ible. Because vacuum tubes are the larg‑
e§t Single group of components which cause trouble,

easily applied. The sockè COmeCtion§ tO eaCh §u§・

thi§ first repair step will usually be all that is re‑

PeCted tube are probed with a voltmeter and the
readings compared with a reading made under similar

quired; however, Where further action is needed, the

OPerating conditions for a properly functioning equip・

as po§Sible. The generally employed technique is to

Charts list §PeCific §tePS for locating the fault a§ directly

ment. If the tube element is connected to a defective

Iocate the §PeCific §tage Or Circuit group at fault by

COmPOnent, the reading will usually be markedly

Signal tracing with the test scope and then locating

different from the normal重eading (les§ than one‑

the

half or more than double). Reading§ Which diffe重

ments. The charts do not provide spccific procedures

component

by

resistance

and

voltage

mea§ure.

from the normal reading by a§ muCh a§ 20 percen章

beyond this §teP; however, the remalnlng teChnique

do not neces§arily indicate trouble. Becau§e Of co皿・

Of trouble §hooting is straightforward.

POnent tOlerances, tube aging, and metering inac‑

CuraCies, SuCh variations are to be expected. Where

The voltage∴and resistance mea§urementS §uggeSted

through signal tracing, aPd a slightly abnormal volt.

盤:。霊霊土器I。霊‡誓霊霊器楽

age or resistance reading i§ Obtained, COmPOnent Sub‑

and cable connection faults. Open coupling capacitors

Stitution is the only sure way of proving the fault.

Or Wiring faults will be revealed by the te§t ScoPe

The voltage and resi§tanCe meaSurementS Should be

§ignal.tracing technique suggested by the chart; how‑

used to c重OSS.Check each other in order to pinpoint

ever, the chart doe§ nOt Carry thi§ PrOCedure to the

t重Ouble definitely has been isolated to a specific stage,

the defective component.
Tables of voltage and resistance mea§urementS, for a

typical timer, are given in paragraph 3 d (4) below
(tables 7‑15 through 7‑26).

ultimate end of tracing through every point. Where
an open coupling capacitor is suspected, Observe the

WaVefom at the input and output of the capacitor to
determine that the full §ignal is coupled through. An

OPen bypass ⊂apaCitor i§ best checked by §hunting a

d・ REFERENCE DATA.一The重eference data pro.

Vided here is intended.to guide the repair technician
th重Ough the logical procedure of trouble §hooting.

duplicate capacitor across the suspected one; however,
the detection of excessive amplitude of a signal at the
..hく)t? end of such a capacitor may show the fault. An

The data includes a series of trouble‑Shooting chart§,

OPen WaVeShaping capacitor will produce wavefo重m

a set of waveform photographs, a table of tube charac・

distortion which is ea§ily detec̀ed on the te§t SCOPe.

teri§tics, table§ Of voltage and resistance mea§urement,

and a table of coil‑Winding data.
(1) HOW TO USE THE TROUBLE‑SHOOT・
ING CHARTS.‑The trouble"Shooting cha重tS include

a general lrOuble‑Shooting chart (table 7‑1) and unit
trouble‑Shooting charts (table§ 7‑2 through 7‑13) for

each major unit in the timer except the recording
ammeter. The repair of the recording ammete重Can‑

not properly be treated in charl form and is therefore
COVered §eParately in paragraph 6. The procedu重eS

The chart §ugge§tS a Check for hum as a possiblc
CauSe for jitter or other circuit irregulari〔ie§ Which

may cause trouble. Possible causes of hum are exce§Sive
POWer §uPPly ripple (refer to table 7‑1, SymPtOm 14) ,
and

a

common

impedance

in

the

g重Ound

retum

fo重

the tube socket of the offending s̀age. This common
impedance

be〔ween the heater circuit and the §ignal

Circuit, may be reduced by tightening the screws which
SeCure the g重Ound lug to the chassis and to the tube

socket.
given in the charts are ba§ed on the assumption that

the normal operational procedures given in Sections

4 and 5 have been tried without success. Use the gen‑
eral trouble̲Shooting chart to Iocate trouble to a spe・

Cific major unit. Once trouble has been isolated to a
Particular unit, refer to the chart for that unit to Iocate
the specific circuit and circuit component at fault.
It must be remembered that charts such a§ the§e

CannOt include every conceivable cause of trouble; a

The general trouble‑§hooting chart does not list §uCh

§ymPtOmS, aS VIDEO SCOPEくわγんor /a紡γe O/ 4uio・
miic ∫y′"bro楊糊Jion #時iem, Since the obvious cause
Of such failures i§ trOuble in the circuits peculia白o
the specific func章ion. The§e failure§

are, howeve重,

li§ted in the unit trouble.shooting ch叩t§・ The symp‑
toms li§ted in

the general trouble̲SHoo〔ing charl a重e

grouped as §PeCific indication§ Which will be evident

list of all possible defect§ and their §ymPtOmS WOuld

On the monitor oscillo§COPe§・ The trouble.§hooting pro.

necessarily be §O large that the locàion of one specific

Cedure which i§ given for each of the§e indications,

fault, buried in §O hしIge a Chart, WOuld be more time‑

in both the general [rOuble.§hooting chart and in the

consuming than an orderly check of every circuit in

unlt trOuble‑Shooting charts, mu∫l be followed in lhe

the timer. Accordingly, the technician should rely

Order given since the conclu§ions reached as the重eSult

On the chart only a§ a guide to help determine the

Of each check are generally ba§ed on normal indica.

SPeCifi。 CircしIit group at faしIlt. In almost eve重y CaSe)

tions for all previou§ Checks grouped under one symp‑

the first procedしIre SuggeSted for any repai富i§ tO re.

tom. Ås a normal indication for each check i§ Obtained,

Place a tube or group of tubes. The chart has been

P重OCeed with the next check in the group until trouble

Organized in this way to help technicians with a

is located.

ORIclNAし
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In those cases where the recommended cure is to re.

MAINTENANC各

the critical aging period, in which maximum failures
∝Cur, Will be kept in service. The circuit adiu§章ment§

Place all tube§ in a glVen Circuit group, it is not likely

that all tubes will be ldefective. Once the cure proves

associated with many tube§ may重equire resetting when
a tube is replaced. After replacing any tube重efer to

effective, rePlace the original tubes, in the same §OCkets

tables 5‑3 through 5‑14, Which show the controIs and

that they were removed from, One at a time until the

adjustments a§SOCiated with each tube and which refer‑

faulty tube(s) i§ located. In this way, Only defe⊂〔ive

ence any required adjustment procedu重e.

tubes will be di§Carded and tubes which have pa§Sed

(丁e証co海iのαed oのククge 7‑22)

TABしE 7‑1. OEN靴A」丁ROUBした。iHOOTINe CHART
iYMPTOM

1.No

trace

on

any

CH各CK

of

the

fourscopescrcens.

a.MAIN

教各§Uし1§o書cH各CK

POWER

重NDICA.

TORlamponf重OntOfPP‑ 9う9.

b・Meterreading§Onallpo§i・
tionsofDC

METER

SWITCHon

PP‑959.

Darklampindicateseithe重nOinpu〔POWer(verifyby
readingACLINEmeter)o重defec(ivelamp.

Abnormalreadingindicatespowe重SuPPlycircuitneeds

readjustment

or∴Ci重Cuitis

defective.If

adjus章ment

̀annO‡bemade,t重Ouble‑Shoottheindicatedpowe重
Circuil.

c.BIown

fuseindicator§

On

GIowingindicatormean§blownfu§eina§§OCiatedfuse

frontpanel§Ofallunit§.

holde重.If,uPOn

rePlacement,fu§eindicato重

glows

again,trOuble・Shoolunitcontainingfu§e.

d.Meter∴∴reading

on

AMP

Lowreadingindicate§defectiveo§Cillato重unil.Trouble‑

OUTpositionofradio‑fre‑ quencyo§Cillato重.

e.Set

SYNC

SELECTOR

Iftraceisobservedonthete§tSCOPe,thetroublelies

SWitchonte§tSCOPetO
100

shootoscilla〔O重.Refer(Otable7‑2.

§pO§ition.

SOmeWherebetweentheoutpulOfcounterlandthe

OùPutOfthesquare.wavegenerato重inthefrequency

divider.Ifnotraceisobser▼ed,thetroublelie§be.
tween

theinput

ofthe

synccont重Olunit

and

the

OutPutOfcounterlinthefrequencydivider.Ineilher
Ca§e,Ob〔ainatest§COPe§ynCSig重Ialbyconnectingthe

SQUAREWAVEOUTPUTjackofthetest§COPeOn
theope重a(ingtimertolheEXTERNALSYNCjack
Onthete§lsCOPeOfthedefectivetimer.Wìhthe

SYNC

SELECTOR

switch

on

EXTERNAI.,Signal‑

t重aCe(heindicatedtroublebymeansofthete§tSCOPe.

2.Received

§ignals

moving

a.F重equenCydivide重.(Forfasl

OnSCOpeSC重een§・

Refertotable7」壬.

d重if章,)

b,Oscillator.(ForverysIow drift.)

3.NoDpedestal,nαRtrace

on

VIDEO

RFSCOPE.

SCOPE

a.B‑delayci重Cuit.U§eteSt

aのd

Ifmarkersarenotcentered,adjustB.delaycontrol§.重f

SCOPetOObserveBlOOO,

BlOO,andBlOoutpulSOf

Refertotable7‑2.

anymarkersaremissingorifBpush・uPgateSa重e

missing,trOuble‑ShootB‑delaycircuitsonlimedelay

timedelayunit.(Figures 7‑10,7‑11,7‑12.)

4.NoApedestal,nOA(raCe

on

VIDEO

RF

SCOPE.

SCOPE

a.A‑delaycircuit.Usetes̀

and

VIDEO

SCOPE

SCOPE.

Ifmaきke重isnotcentered,adju§tAlOOOcon(rOl.Ifpu§h‑

SCOPetOObserveAlOOO

OutPutOftimedelayunit. (Figu重e7‑,.)

5.Nopedes(als,nOtraCeSOn
and

a.LookforlOOO
RF

1000

SCOPE.

unit.Refertotable7‑5.

sonVIDEO

upgateorlOOO

saremissing,Orifcheckisno重mal,

trouble‑ShootA"delayci重⊂uitsontimcdelayunit.

IflOOO

scannotbeobservedonVIDEOSCOPE,u§ete§t

§COPetOdeterminepresenceoflOOO

sinoutputof

sgeneratoronfrequencydivide重(figure7‑7).If
Checkis

normal,trouble‑Shoot

scope.trigger

ci重⊂uits

Ontimedelayunit(table7‑5).

7̲4
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TAB○○ 7̲1. e馴ERAしTROUなしE‑SHOOTINe CHART [Co巾

SYMPTOM

C軸容CK

6.Nopede§tal§,nOtraCeSOn

VIDEOSCOPEonly.

京tiUし†§o寡CH各C議

a.videosweepo重SWeePdelay

Refef章Otable7‑7.

circuit§in§ynCindicator unit.

7.Nolocalsignal§PreSented
On

d)

anySCOPe.

a.ob§e重Ve

mOnitor

oscillo‑

If§ignal;∫beingtransmitted,localizetroubletoeither

§COPeOftheoperating(ranS. mittertode章erminewhe〔her

the章eCelVerO=he§WltChgearbyobse重V‑ngthe∴auX.

iliarytime重andbyswìChingESU
§ignalisbeing‡ranSmit(ed・

s(FPA‑2)ordis・

c重iminatorunits(UM).Ifsignalis

Oibeing章ranS‑

mitted,dete重minethatno重maltriggerpulseisbeing

generatedinthetimedelay;Ob§erVeWaVeform(figure 7‑13).I〔trigge重i§tlOmal,trOuble‑Shoo=he章ran§・
皿i筒e重.

8.NolocaIand/o重

nO

re‑

a.Localize

mote§ignalp重e§en〔edon

any SぐOpe・

either

the

lhe

trouble

重eCeiver

o重

to

swi‡chgearbyobservingthe auxiliarytime重andby §WitchingESU s(FPA‑2)0重 di§Criminato重units(UM).

9.Abnormallylargelocal
Signal.

4.Use test scope to obse重Ve

Ifchecki§nO重mal,trOuble・choo‡blankingstagesof swi〔Chingequipmentandreceive,・Ifcheckis O; normal,t重Ouble‑Shoo‥imedclayunì・Refertotable

outputofblanhingpulse gene重atOrOnlimedelay
unit.Refe重tOfigure7‑14.

10.Inabilitytodriftsignalin

a.Drift

allposition§OfDR重FT swil̀b.

11.SYNCERRORala重m血al・
fuのctioning.

12.OFF

SYNC

alarm

functioning.

13.Blink

Refertotable7■;.

the

̀i重CuilnOt

ing.

circuitsin

f重equenCy

7‑う.

Refe重tO‡able7」【.

divider.

a.Syncerro重∴ala重mCi重CuilSi。

Refertotable7‑8.

electrical§ynChronizer.

mal〃

a.offsyncalarmcircuit§in

Refertotable7‑8.

electfical§ynCh重Onize重.

OPerat‑

4.Blink

motor∴∴and

adju§t.

Refe章totablc7‑う.

mentsintimedelayunll.

14.●Ji章ter On 章WO O重 mOre

〆.ob§erVe∴ripple voltagein

Thefewmillivolt§Ofripplepre§entintheoutputofa prope重Iyoperatingpower§uPPlywillprovideasine waveof§uChlowamplitudeastobeba重elype重CeP‑

§copeS・ allpowe重§uPPlyoulPut§・ Plugadouble.endedphone plugcordfiγSlintothete§t §COPeEXTERNALSIGNAI jackandJb∽insDtheCOM‑ MONjackofthe+15O§uP‑ plyonPP‑959,Ofthe+300 §uPPlyonPP‑958,andof the+150supplyofPP一 9う7. CAu丁lON

tibleonthetestscopewìhthegainsatmaximum.
Exces§ive∴重ipplewillbereadilydèe:tedby血istesl・ Ifripplei§Pre§entinbòhthe+150§uPPlyandthe ・‑30supplyofPP‑959,t重Ouble.§hoo‥he+150§uP‑ ply;rippleinthe+150supplycau§eS重ippleinthe ‑30§uPPly.Ifripplei§PreSeǹin章he+300§uPPly andlhe+135supply,章重Ouble.§hoJtthe+300§uPPly;

rippleinthe+300supplycauses重ippleinthe+135 supply.RippledèeCtedinanyothe重SuPPlylocalizes thet重Oubletothal§uPPly;theothe重SuPPliesdono(

AIwaysremovethe Phoneplugf重Omthe COMMONiackbeIoγe removingtheplugf重Om theEXTERNALSIG・ NALiack. Ob§erVethe鵜30and+108 §uPPlyoutpulSbyapplying lhescopeclipleadtote重・ minal§6and7,fe§Pè章ively, ofTB501onthetimedelay unit. affecleaChothe重 §ripple.
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TA鵬と7‑2. T教OUBLE"§HOOTINe CHART FOR RADIO駅○○UENCY
OiC○○しATOR TYPE O‑202/FPN‑3o
iYMplOM

l.Abnoma1100‑kcoutpul.

(Meler

r?adingin

CH各C構

a.Normalreading

AMP

OUT

for

REiU11iOFCH各CK

OSC

position

OUTpositionofMETER SW重TCHabnormal.)

Indicate§

of

SWITCH.

po§ition

of

SWI冒CH.

V1403;Verify

by

reading

PI.ATE

CURRENT3positionofMETERSWITCH.Ifplate

Curren〔i§abnotmal,rePlaceV1403.

b.AbnormalreadingforOSC

OUT

defective

METER

重ndicatesdefectiveV140lo重V1402.Verifybyreading

METER

Plate

current

for

V1401in

PLATE

CURRENTl

§Witchpo§itionandV1402inPI.ATECURRENT2
§WilChposilion.Ifplatecurren〔jsabnormal,rePlace

tube(S).

2.Frequencyinstability

/e▼idenced

by

as

a.PerfoきmanCe

abno重mal

Of

asindicated

movementof重emOteSig‑

fine

heater

by

Indicate§

abnormal

readingofmeterwi(hME‑

nal(refertosymptom2

posi〔ion.

of

the

fine

If章hefineheateri§inoperatingcondition,the重eading

heale重
the

the

atze重O.Ifthefineheaterisoperating,rePlacethe
fuseandadju§t血ecoarseheateroperatingtempera.

tureasde§CribedinSeclion7,ParagraPh4̀

METERSWITCHinthe HEATERposidon,fo章a Pe重iodof章WOhour§.

c.Performanceofcoa重Seheaト

pe重iod

of

S1403.ReplaceK1401;ifpilotfail§tOCOmeOn,fe‑

COARSE

PlaccS1403.Replacethermo§tat,Onlyinemergency,

HEATERpilotandhigh readingfo富HEATERpo§i・ tionofMETERSWITCH.

d.Pe重formanceofcoar§eheat.

If

eras誼dicatedbyp重OIonged
On

Period

o書

HEATERpilot.
e.Elements

of

fine

(3).If

thefineheate重i§血OtOPerating,重eferto⊂heckc.

IndicatesdefectiverelayK140lo重defectivelhermos(at

erasindica(edbyproIonged
Off

normal,*

Willgradua11yincrea§e;ifnot,thereadingwill重emajn

coa重§e

reading,Wilh

orincorrect

重efe重tOCheck4.

healer

POWe重Circuit.Ob§erVe

meter

OSCillator

Ofswi〔Ch.Replacetube(§).Iftubesare

byremovingHEATERfuse
F1401in

heate重

andV1405byreadingPLATECURRENT5position

accompaniedbyabnormal OPerationoftheCOARSE HEATERpilotlight.

b.Performance

fine

by重eadingPLATECURRENT4positionof§wit⊂h

TERSWITCHinHEATER

intable7‑1)andpossibly

defective

OPeratingtemperatureforcoar§eheate重.CheckV1404

me(er

METER

COARSE

Withspecialauthorizationtoopenoven.

reading

js

high

for

SWITCH,thi§indicale§

HEATER

po§ition

defec書ive

of

coa重§e

heaterelement.RefertochecklOtherwiselhi§Check

indicatesdefectiveK1401otS1403;refertoc,abovc.
heate重

Aク♪ro諦male

bridgebymea§uring重eSi§l・

γe訪Iクの巧

ancesa書ahu章200C.(68。E.).

〆̀γ0̀5

TurntheMAINPOWER §Wi章ChOFF.Removethe connection§fromterminals 3to60fTB1402,atthe§ide nea重e§tthef重OnlPanel.ノ leγmi脇al∫.

慮em〆γ鳥5

3一書

390ohms

equaltoeachother

5」;

wilhinafewohm§

3‑6

370ohms

equaltoeachothe重

5書と
4‑6

withinafewohm§

§lightlylowe重

lhanvaluesfo重
うー3

3‑6andう十年.

Iftroublei§CIearlyindica書ed,theconnections章0fine
heate重R1420,Par〔iculàlyatthere§istan⊂eWinding§,

shouldbecarefullyexaminedfo重anOPenOr§hort
andrepairedifneces§ary.

章Meter readings. with the METER SWITCH in th(} HEATER position. wi‖ differ widely each time V1404 0r V1405 i8 rePlaced; disregard meter
rea(lingeB until the o8Cillator ha8 had Bufficient time to 8tabilize at the new poiれt Of equilibrium which results from the difrerences between tubes.
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丁AB」E 7̲2. T教OU帥E"iHOOTiNe C格ART FO教R▲DIo馳EOU剛CY
OiCI」LA丁OR TY惟O‑ま0まIFPN‑30 (Com d)

If

/. ResislanCe Of coarse heater
at

血e measured feSi§tanCe is not approximately

200

ohm§, a defective coa重§e heater element i§ indicated.

20OC.(68OF.). Tum the

MAIN POWER §Witch OFF
and

皿Ca§ure the re§i§tanCe

ac重o§S ter皿inals 7 and 8 of

富寄1402.

鵜▲帆E 7‑3. TROuB」○○§HOOIINe CH▲RT FOR §YNCHRONIZATION

CON†教OしTY昨C○○ま38/即N‑30
§YMp○○M

1.NolOOKCINPUTwave・

CH各CK

〆.o§CillalO重

fo重皿(重efe書くOSy血ptO皿1

REiULl§Ol:CHECK

Ouqut∴aSindi.

Ifoscillatoroutputisnormal;eXaminecableconnec̀ion§

catedbynomalmeterread・

betweenJlOlandJ1401.

intable7‑1). 2.NoSHIFTEROUTPUT wavefo章皿. 3.NolOOKCTOXMTR waveformandoolOOKC すO重REQD重Vwavefo重皿・ 4.NolOOKCTOFREQ D重Vw種vef〇億n. 5.No100KCTOXMTR wavefo重血. 6.Synccontrol皿OIOrfailsto ope重ateWi血highampli‑ tude60"CyCleouqutf重Om electricalsynch重Onizer ▼isibleonte§章§COPe(figure 7‑1う). i血g番0重OSCOU冒posidon ofMETERSWITCH.

みReplaccVlOl,VlO3・(VlOl i§、notaCtiveatama§te重 §ladon.)

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethe書きOuble,u§ePrObe toobse重Vefor100・kcwaveformatpin§2and3of
VIOl(figu重e7‑27),andpins2,l,7,and6ofV102
(gure7‑35).Àa§lave§tationonly,i書lOOkcis p重e§entatPin3ofVlOl,butnotatpin2ofV103・ removethetopcove重Whichenclo§e§theautosynand

othe重SynCCOntrOIcomponentsandpxpbethewave‑
fo重matthejunctionofClO3andRlO7whilerotating
thePHÅSEdial.Ifnooutputi§Ob̀ainedlOrifampli・

tudevarieswidely,CheckR107'ClO31Rl10,C105,and
auto§ynBlOl.Replacedefectivecomponents.Ifothe重 waveform§areabnormal,meaSureVOl(ageSand重e§i§t‑

ance§formalfunctioningtubeandcompa重eWithdata

intable7‑16.

a.RcpIaceVlO4.

賞ftubereplacementfail§tOCu重ethetrouble,mea§u重e voltagesand重e§istancesfo重VlO4andcompa重ewith

dataintable7‑16.

a.ReplaccVlO4・

重ftubereplacemen章fail§tOCurethet重Ouble

meaSure voltagesandresi§tanCe§fo重V104andcomparewith

dataintable7‑16.

〆.Rep重aぐeVlOう.

Iftube∴rePlacementfailstocurethet重Ouble,meaSure voltages∴and重e§i§章anCeSfo重VIO5andcomparewith

thedataiǹable7‑16.

a.ReblaceVlO2,VlO7・

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble・u§eClip leadtoob§erVethe60.cyclewaveformàPin§7

6,2,

and3ofVlO2anda〔Pins7andうofV103・Ifawave‑
fo重m ismi§§ing,mea§urethevoltagesandre§istance§ forthemalfunctioningtubeandcomparewithdata

intable7‑16.

b.Measurevoltageatlerminals

Ifl15voltsaci§nOlaPPlied,traCeCircuitthroughS102.

1and3of§ynCCOntrOl moto重DlO3.(Rcmove重caき

Ifvoltagei§aPPlied,meaSu重ereSi§tanCeaCrOS§te重m・

inalsland3andterminals2and4.Ifresi§lanCelS
coverontopofcha§§i§tO expo§ete重minals・)

c.Rotatemotor§haftbyhand. (Remove章ea重cove重On章Op・

ofchas§istogainacces§・)

oRIelNAし

other〔han250ohm§,ineach⊂a§erePlacemotor.

If§hal】equiresexces§ivepres§ure章Omakeittu重n・eX‑ aminegeartrainfordefectivegea重§Orbindingbear.

ing§.
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TABした7一・ TROu調書‑SHOOTINe CHART FO教職EOU各NCY DiViDER
TY惟CV‑274/FPN‑30
SYMPTOM

1.No square.wave oùPù・

CH各CK

ク・U§inga§ynC§ignalfromthe

(Refe買O§ymPtOmle,Of
章able7‑1)・

重0

教とiUし丁i○○CH各C魅

No10 §WaVeformindicate§adefectiveV202B§tageO重 adefectiveS20l.ReplaceV202B・CheckぐOntinui(y throughS201withprobe言fopenconlactisfound

OPeratingtjmer,Observethe
s,100

s,1000

§,andう0‑

waveform§PrOVidedbythe

タ replace§Witch.NolOO

TESTS重GNALswitch.

NolOOO

§indicatesdefectivecounterl.

sindicate§defec(ive∴COun〔er2.No50̲in.

dicatesdefectivecounter3.Refe重tOSymP[OmSCOlumn
fo重p重Oぐedu章e§.

2.No宣OO

s.

a.UseTESTCOUNTpu§h

On.off§equenCeOfneonlamp§§houldbea§§hownin

buttonlOin§ertCOunt§into

COunterlviaTESTCOUNT

table7‑28.Whenapointisfoundwherea§tagedoes

notopera〔ein§equenCe,rePlace章hetubefor●hatstage

INSERTswi章Ch.

(V203,V204,V205,V206).Insomein§tanCeS,this
Checkwillnol§howlhe(rOublc.RefertocheckG.

b.Observethewavefo重m§at theoutputgrid(pin7,u§e PrObe〉ofeach§lageOf COunte重l.Comparewith 丘gures7」壬2,7‑43,7一年4, 7」香う. Defective§tageWillbeindicatedbyabsenceofoùPul WaVeform.Replacetube.

3.NolOOO

§.

a・UseTESTCOUNTpush

On‑Offsequenceofneonlamps§houldbeas§hownin

butlOntOin§ertCOuntSinto

table7‑28.Whenapointi§foundwhe重ea§書agedoes

COunter2viaTESTCOUNT
notoperaleinsequencc,rePlacethelubefo=hatstage
INSERTswitch.
(V208,V209,V210,V211¥.Insomeinstancesthis
Checkwillnotshow血etrouble;refertocheck4.

b.Ob§e重Vethewa↓eformsat

DefectivestagewillbeindicatedbyabsenceofoùPù

theouやutgrid(pin7,u§e PrObe)ofeach§tageOf COun章e重2.Compa重eWitb 魚gu重e§7十壬6,7」け,7」と8, 7一書9.

4.Noう0′}.

a・UseTESTCOUNTpush

WaVeform.Replacetube.

On.offsequenceofneonlamp§§houldbea§Shownin

buttontoin§ertCOuntSinto

COunter3viaTESTCOUNT
INSERTswitch.

章able§7‑29,7‑30,7‑3l.Whenapoin(isfoundwhere

astagedoesnòOPe富ateinsequence,重ePlacethetube

forthat§tage(V213,・V214,V215,V216,V217).
Counter3includesthep重e§etStageSWhichd重ivethc
Square‑WaVe

generatOr.In

someinstances

theabove

Checkwillnotshowthet重Oubleinthecouǹe重Stage§

anditwi11notlocatetheexactpointoftroubleinthe
PreSetOr§quare‑WaVe§tageS;重efc重tOCheck4.

b.Observethewaveformsat

Defec̀ive§tageWillbeindicatedbyabsenceofoutput

theoutputgrid(pin7,u§e PrObe)ofeach§lageOf COunter3.Comparewilh 鼻gu重es7‑う0,7‑う1,7‑う2タ 7‑う3,7‑う4,7‑うう.0b§e重Ve theplatewaveform§Ofeach §e償ionofV218,V219, V220,andV221.Co皿pa章c withfigures7‑76,7‑77, 7‑78,7‑79,7‑80,7‑81. WaVeform.Replacetube.
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丁▲B鵬7」l. T教OUB鵬一§HOO†iNe CHART FO教職EOUENCY piVID駅
1YPE CV‑Z74/FPN‑30 (Cohl

§YMPTOM

5.Wrongrate.(Referto

CH格CK

、教各Su○○So書C岬各CK

a.TestcountsequenceasglVen

§ymPtOm24Oftable7‑1).

d)

On‑Offsequenceshouldbeas§hownintable§7‑29,7‑30,

inchecks24,34,and4aof
thischar̀.

7‑31fortherateinuse.IfacounterisfoundlOgO

throughthewrongsequence,rePlacealltubesin血at
Counte重.

b.Wavefo重mSa§givenin

DefectivestageisnotnecessarilythefirsIOnehavingan

checks2b,3b,and4bof
thi§Chart.

abnormalwaveformsincecounliscontrolledbyfeed‑

backfromoくhe重§tageS.Fi重St重ePlacealltube§inthe
su§PeCtedcounter.Ifthisfailstocorrec=rOuble,富e‑

placealltubesincounter3(V213throughV221).
6.Driftcircuiでdoesnotwork

foきOneO重bothpositions
of重ightdrift.

4.Ob§erVerigh章relayK201

WhileoperatingDRIFT

switchbetweenOFFand

重noperativerelayinoneswitchpositiononlyindicates

defectiveswilCh.Replace∴§Witch.Inope重ativerelayin

bothpositionsindicatesdefectiverelaycircuit.Ifvolt.

SLOWRIGHTandSLOW RIGHTandFASTR重GHT.

b.Replace重ightblocking

Iftube重ePlacementfail§tOCOrreCt

oscillato重くubeV229.Hold
DRIFTswitchin

FAST

RIGHTposilion.

agei§P重eSentatK201coilterminal§,rePlaceK2Ol.

trOuble,uSePrObe

toob§erVeOutPutWaVeformaJPin6ofV229.Ifnor‑

malwa↓efo重m(figure7‑90)isobtained,lraCe§ignal
lhroughcontact§OfS202D.

C.Adju§tDRIFTADJUST ⊂OntrOlinaccordancewith Secdon7,pa章ag重aph4̀(2).

7.Driftcircuitdoesnotwork
foroneorbothposition§

4.Observeleft重elayK202

Inoperaliverelayinoneswitchpositiononlyindicates

whileoperatingdriftswitch

defectiveswitch.Replaceswitch.Inopera‡iverelayin

〇番lcftd重if書. 8.Driftcircui(doesno〔WOrk

be‡WeenOFFandSLOW

bo書hpositionsindicate§defec(iverelaycircui書・Ifvolt‑

I,EFTandSLOWI.EFTand 重ASTLE雷T.

b.ReplaceleflamPlifiertube

Iftubereplacementfails章OCOrreCttrOuble

V230.HoldDRIFT§Witch

inFASTLEFTposition.

ageispresentatK202coil‡erminals,rePlaceK202・

malwaveform(figure7‑91)isobtained,lraCeSignal
throughK202,K201,andS202D.

c.Adju§tDRIFTADJUST con(rOlinaccordancewith Sec(ion7,pa富ag重aph4̀(2). a.Obse重VeSIow‑fastrelayK203

jnFASTpositionsof
DRIFTswitch.

whileoperatingDRIFT

switchbetweenOFFand

defective§Witch.Replaceswitch.Inoperativerelayin

b.Replacefa§tleft一重ightcàh.

odefollowertubeV230.

inSLOWpo§ition§Of
DRIFTswitch.

Inope重ativereIayinoneswitchpositiononlyindicate§

bothpositionsiロdicatesdefective重elaycircuit.Ifvolt.

FASTRIGHTandOFFand 、FAS冒IE重富.

9.Driftcircuitdoesnotwork

u§eCliplead

toobserveoutputwavefo重ma(PinlofV230・Ifno重・

agei§PreSentOnK203coilte重minal§,rePlaceK203・

If(ubereplacementfailstocorfeCttrOuble,u§eCliplead

toob§erVeOutPulWaVeformatpin8ofV230・Ifnor‑

HoldDRIFTswitchina

malwaveform(figure7‑84)isobtained,traCeSignal

FASTposilion.

lhroughK203.

a.ReplaceV231,V233,and

Iftubereplacementfailstocorrecttrouble,uSeClip.1ead

V234inthelefトrightdivide重
ci重くui章.

toob§erVeOutPutWaVeformatpin2ofV234・Ifnor.

malwaveform(figure7‑83)i§Obtained,traCeSlgnal

throughK203.

ORICINAし
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CH各cK

10.Driftcircuitdoesnotwork

REiUしTSO[CH各Cl(

a.ReplaceV228,V22少.

inanypo§itionofDRIFT
swi書Ch.

d)

Iftubereplacementfails‡OCOr重eCt章rOuble,u§eCliplead

toobservewavefo重malPin3ofV229(figu重e7‑89)

andpinlofV228(figures7‑87,7‑88〉.

b.Adju§章DRIFTADJUST controlinaccordancewith Section7,ParagraPh4c(2).

11.Dividercircuil§OPerate

a.Formi§Singl

no重mallybutoneofthe

steplace

V222,V223,andV23う.

markersismissing.

Iftubeieplacemenlfailstocorrectt重Ouble,u§ePrObeto

Obse重Vethewaveform§inthel

sgenerator(figures

7‑,2,7‑夕3,7‑,4,7一夕う).

b.Fo重mi§§inglOO

V207.

§rePlace

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCOrreCltrOuble,mea§ureVOlt‑

agesandresis〔anCe§fo重V207and⊂OmPareWithdata
in章able7‑17.

C.Fo重mis§inglOOO

V212.

sreplace

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCOrreCttrOuble,mea§ureVOlt・

agesand重eSis章anCe§fo重V207and̀OmPareWithdata

intable7‑17.
12.ShortenedtraceonSLOW

SCOPE.

a.Rep重aceV227.

重f(ubereplacementfailstoco重reCtt重Ouble,u§eCliplead

toobse重VeOutPutWaVeformofV227(pin5,figure
7‑103).Ifwavefo章misabnormal,mea§u重eVOltage§

andre§i§tanCe§fo重V227andcompa重eWithdatain

table7‑17.
13.NotraceonSI.OWSCOPE;

a.ReplaceV226,V224.

Ve重ticallineonly.

IftubereplacementfailstocorrecltrOuble,u§eCliplead

toobse重VeOuやulWaVeform§OfV226(pin5,figu重e

7‑100)andV224(pin6,figu重e7‑99).Ifawavefo重m
i§abnormal,meaSureVOltagesand重eSistancesforthe

malfunctioningtubeandcomparewi〔hdataintable

7‑17.

14.Notraceseparationand/

a・ReplaceV22う.

OrnOPedestal§On.SLOW
SCOPE.

IftubereplacementfailstocorrectlrOuble,uSeCliplead

toobservewavefo重mSatPins2,6,7,and8ofV225

(figure7‑97).Ifawaveformi§abnormal,meaSu重e
voltage§andre§i§tanCe§for章hemalfunctioningtube

andcomparewithdatainlable7‑17.
1う.NolOOO

§OnS○○W

SCOPE.

a.ReplaceV224.

Iftubereplacementfailstocorrecttrouble,u§eCliplead

toobse重VeWaVeformsatpinsland2ofV224(figure
7‑96).Ifawaveformisabnormal,mea§ureVOltages

andre§is〔anCeSforthemalfunctioningtubeandcom・
Pa重eWithdalaintable7‑17.

TABしE

7̲5. TROUBした。SHOOTiNe.CHART FOR TIM各

D重しAY

TY惟†D‑12/FPN‑30
iYMPTOM

l.NogateshownonA1000

CH各CK

照各§U○○§otC岬各CK

a.ReplaceVう03,Ⅴう02,Vう01,

WaVeform(refe=OSymP̲

V50う.

10調4intable7‑1).

重ftubereplacementfail§tOCOrreCttrOuble,u§eCliplead

toobservewaveformsatpinsl,5,and6ofV502(fig‑

ure§7‑105,7‑106,7‑107),Pin

2ofV501(figu重e

7‑104),andpinsland2ofV503(figures7‑109,
7‑110).Ifawaveformisabnormal,meaSureVOltages
andresistancesforlhemalfunctioningtubeandcom‑
parewithdataintable7‑18.
2.Ådelayunstable,Excessive

jitler.inA1000gate.

a.ReplaceVう21,V501,and

Ⅴう0う.

重ftubereplacementfail§tOCOrreCttrOuble,mea§u重eVOlt̲

age§andresi§tanCeSforV521,V50l,andV505and

COmPareWiththedataintable7‑18.Checkfo重hum.

7̲音O
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TÅBしE 7̲5. TROUBした〃§HOOTiNe CHAR† FOR TiM格DたしAY
TYP各TD‑92/F回N‑30 (C?れl

iYMPTOM

3.NolOOO

CH各CK

sshownon

§ymPIOm4intable7‑1〉・

4.AlOOOwaveformnormal

農容iU○○ioFCH各CK

a.Rep重aceVう03.

AlOOOwavefo重血(重efe重to

d)

重ftubereplacementfail§tOCO重reC=rOuble,uSeCliplead

toob§erVeWaVeformatpin7ofV5O3.IflOOO

sare

mi§Sing,uSèlipleadtosignal‑1raCethecircuit.

a.ReplaぐeVう0う,Ⅴう04,Ⅴう28・

Iftubereplacemehtfailstoresto重etraCe§(andt重an§・

butApede§talandAt重aCe

mitter

triggering

onbothVIDEOSCOPE

medialelytocheckbbelowataslavestation.Ata

at

a

ma§̀er∴Slation)proceedim‑

andRF.SCOPEmis§ing.

ma§terStalion,uSeClipleadtoobservethewaveform§

Transmittert重iggermiss.

atpinsland20fV5O5(figure7‑111),Pinsl,2,and

ingatma§te重.(NoAtim.

7ofV504(figu重e7‑112),andpin7ofV528.Ifa

ingpulse.)

waveformisabnormal,meaSureVOltagesandresist・

ance§fo重themalfunctioningtubeandcomparewith

datainlable7‑18.

b.Rep重aぐeVう17.

Iftube重ePlacementfail§章0Curet重Ouble,uSeClipleadto
Observe

waveforms

alV517

pin§

7

and

6(figu重e

7‑129).Ifwavefo重matPin7i§abno重mal,P重OCeed
withwavefo重mOb§e重Vationslistedin4,above.Ifwave.

formatpin6isabnormal,皿eaSureVOltage§and重e‑

§i§tanCeSforV517andcomparewithda‡aintable

7‑18.

5.Nogateshow皿onBlOOO

a.ReplaceVう09,Vう08,Ⅴう01,

wavefo青m(章efe重章osy皿p・

tom3intable7‑11).

Vう10.

If調bereplacementfailstocorrecttrouble,u§eCliplead

toob§erVeWaVeformsatpinsl,5,6,and7ofV508

(figures7‑114,7‑115),Pin70fV501(figure7‑113),
andpin§1and2ofV509(figure7‑116).Ifawave‑
formi§abnormal,mea§u重eVOltage§andresi§tanCe§for

themalfunclioningtubeandcomparewithdatain
table7‑18.

6.NolOOO,sshownonBlOOO

a.ReplaceVう0,.

waveform(refe重tO§ymP・
tom3bin章able7‑1〉.

7.Bdelayunstable.Exce§Sive

s∴a重e

ml§Slng,uSeClipleadto§ignal‑traCethecircuil.

a.Rep重aceVう22,Ⅴう01,Vう10.

jitterinBlOOOgate.

8.Nogate§hownonBlOO

Iftubereplacemen〔failsIOCOrreCttrOuble,uSeCliplead

章OObservewavefo重matPin7ofV509.IflOOO

Iftubereplacementfailstocorrecttrouble,meaSureVOlt・

agesandre§istancesforV522,V501,andV510and

COmPareWilhdalaintable7‑18.Checkforhum.

a.ReplaceVう12,Ⅴ升1,Vう10・

wavefo重血(章Cfe書章o§y皿p‑
to皿3in章ab重e7‑1).

Iflubereplacementfailstocorrec=重Ouble,uSeCliplead

toobservewaveformsatpinsl,5,and6ofV511

(figure7‑117),Pin2ofV510,andpinsland2of
V512(figure

7‑119).Ifa

waveformis

abnormal,

mea§ureVOltagesandresistance§forthemalfunction‑.

ingtubeandcomparewithdataintable7‑18.

9.No100

sonB100wave‑

〆.ReplaceVう12.

form(referto§ymPtOm
3bintable7‑1).

10.Hdelayunstable.Exce§Sive

sare

mlS§lng,uSeClipleadto§ignal‑traCethe∴Circuit.

a.ReplaceVう23,Vう10,Ⅴう26.

jitte置inBlOOgate.

11.NogateshownonBlO

If(ube重ePlacementfailsIOCO重きeC=rOuble,uSeCliplead

toobservewaveformatpin7ofV512.If100

a.Repla⊂eVう14,Vう13,Ⅴう26.

wavcform(refe重tOSymP・

tom3inlable7‑10).

If〔ubereplacementfailstocor重eCttrOuble,meaSureVOlt・

agesandresi§tanCeSforV523,V510,andV526and
COmPareWithdataintable
7‑18.Checkforhum.

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCOrreCttrOuble,uSeCliplead

toobservewaveformsatpinsl,5,6,and70fV513

(figures7‑120,7‑121),Pin2ofV526(figure7‑11),
andpin§land2ofV514(figu重e7‑122)・Ifawave.
fo重misabnormal,meaSu重eVOltage§andresistancesfor

lhemalfunctioningtubeandcomparewithdatain
table7‑18.
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sonRlOwavefo重m

a.ReplaceVう14.

(refe=OSymP10m3bin
章able7‑1).

d)

R重iULTiOFCHECK
Iftubereplacementfailstocorrec自重Ouble,u§eCliplead

toobse重VeWaVeforma書Pin7ofV514.IflO

sa重e

mi§Sing,u§eClipleadto§ignal.t重aCelheci重Cuit.

13.Bdelayun§table.Exces§ive

b.ReplaぐeVう24,Ⅴう26,V51う.

jitterinB10gate.

Iftubereplacementfailstocorrec(trOuble,meaSureVOl(・

agesand重eSistance§fo重V524,V526,V515andcom‑

PareWithdataintable7‑18.Checkfo重hum.

14,BlOwaveformnormalbut

a.ReplaぐとⅤう1う,Ⅴう16,Vう1,.

BpedestalandBtraceon

bothVIDEOSCOPEand

onlyif

OUTPUT

B

7,and6ofV519(figure7‑124).Ifawavefo重mi§

DEIAY

swi〔Chi§

abnormal,meaSure

On

B

〆.ReplaceVう重う,V516,Ⅴう1夕.

re§istance§

fo重

the

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,mea§u重e

voltagesandresistancesforV515,V516,V519and

Pu‡;B10output§table.

16.No§COPetrigger§(refe重tO

and

7‑18.

ji〔terinBcontinuousout‑

COmPareWithdataintable7‑18.Checkfo重hum.

a.ReplaceVう17,Ⅴう27.

§ymp章Om3,4,O重5i皿章able
7‑1).

VOltage§

malfunctioningtubeandcomparewìhdatain書貧ble

CON冒.)

15.Bdelayuns書able.Excessive

時gu重e7‑12),

pinsl,5,and6ofV516(figure7‑123〉,andpin§l,

RFSCOPEmissing.(Ap・
Plies

If(ubereplacementfailstoresto重el重aCe§,uSeClipleadto

Observewaveformsatpin2ofV515

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethe章rOuble,u§eCliplead

〔OOb§e重VeWaVeform§a(Pin§2,7,and6ofV517

(figure7‑129)andpin7ofV527.Ifawavefo重mi§

abnormal,mea§u重eVOllage§andre§is書anCeSforV527

andV517and̀OmPa重eWiththeda〔aintable7‑18.

17.Notransmittertrigger(re‑

a,R印laceVう18,Vう20.

fe重tO§ymPtOm7intable
7‑1).

If

lubereplacemenlfailstocurelhet重Ouble,uSeCliplead

lOObservewaveform§a‡Pins2,1,7,and6ofV518

(figures7‑130,7‑131〉,andpin§2,7,and6ofV520,

伯gu重e7‑132).Ifawavefo重mi§abnormal,皿ea§ure
voltagesand重e§istance§fo重themalfunctioning章ube

andcomparewiththedataintable7‑18.
18.Noblankingpul§e(refer

a.ReplaceVう0̀,Vう07.

tosymptom9intable
7‑1).

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCu重ethetrouble,uSeCliplead

toobse重VeWaVeformsatpinsl,2,7,and8ofV5O7

(figu重e§7‑125,7‑128)andpinsl,3,6,Pnd7ofV206
(figures7‑126,7‑127)..Ifawaveformi§abnor血al.
mea§ureVOltagesandre§istance§fo重themalfuncdon‑.

inglubeandcomparcwi(hda(aintable7‑18.Ifthe
blanking

pulse

circuitis

not

properly

terminated,

throughtheswitchingcquipment,anabno重malwave‑

formmaybeobtained.Refe=OSeclion3,Parag重aph

24c.

19.Blinkci重Cui〔nOtOPerating.

a.PlaceBLINKSELECTORin

IfmoIOrfailstoope重ate,u§eVOltmete重tOdeterminethat

MANUAI.po§itionandob‑

115voltsacappear§at章erminal§OnmOtOrCOil.Ifvolt‑

Se重VethatmoIOrB501oper‑
ate§microswitchS505prop‑

ageappear§rePlacemotor.Ifvoltagei§mi§§ing,u§e
mete重

erly.Thesecomponenl§are
illustratedinfigu重e7‑254.

b.ObservethatrelayK501

traCe

Circuit

th重Ough

contacts

of

ceed章ocheckb.

BI.INK

‑

Ifrelayfail§tOOPerate,uSeVOltmete=Odeterminethat

followstheopera(ingcycle
ofSう0う.

tO

SELECTORswitch.Ifmotoropera章e§normally,PrO・

115voltsaci§aPPliedto〔Crminals7and8ofK501

WhenS505iscIosed.Ifvoltageismi§Sing,u§emete重

totrace∴Circuitthroughcontactso[S505andth重Ough
BI.INK

SELECTOR

switch.If

relay

follow§

blink

CyCle,traCePathofd‑CVOltagethrough重elaycontac(S,

R614,andSう01.
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教各iUし了§o各CH各CK

l.Localsignalreceivedno重" mally,nOremO章e§ighal whenremotet重an§mitteri§

〆.ReplaぐeV1201.

Iftube重ePlacementfailstocurethetrouble,meaSure

voltagesandresistancesforV120landcomparewith

dataintable7‑19.Ifmeasurementsarenormal,rePlace
knowntobeon‡heai重. (Refertolable7‑1,§ymP. tom§7and8.) 2.Noreceived§ignal§.

〆.ReplaぐcV1202,V1203,

Z1201.Iftroublepersi§tS,重ePlaceC1208.

V1204,V120う,V1207,

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,uSetheper‑

formancecheckofSection7,ParagraPh8,tOisolatethe
V1208.

faulttoapa重̀icularstage.Measurevoltagesandre§l§t‑

ancesforlhemalfunctioningtubeandcomparewith
dataintable7‑19.Ifmeasurementsarenormal,rePlace
plug‑intransformer§and/Orinter§tageCOuPlingcapacl.

torsforthefaultystage.

3.NocontroIofAMPLI・

TUDEBALANCE.

4.ReplaceV1210,V1213・

4.No重malr.fpresentadon, but。OVidcoorde重ivative p章eSentadon・

Followprocedureoflaabove.

a.京eplaceV120,,V1216・
Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,uSePrObeto
ob§erVethesignalattheoutputfeedthroughofcha§Sis
No.3.Ifsignali§mis§ingatthispoint,traCetheci重Cuit

frompin7ofV1209throughL1220,L122l

R1285・

andC1300topin§7and8ofV1216.Ifvideosignalis
normala〔Pin7ofV1216,mea§ureVOltagesand重eSi§t‑

ancesforV1216andcomparewithdataintable7‑19.

5

Normalvideopfe§enfation

4.Ob§erVethelSTDERand

bulnOderiva(ivep重e§enta・
don.

Ifthe.fir§tderivativei§nO重malandthe§eCOndde重ivative

2NDDERwavefo重mSp重○○

is

missing,PrOCeedtocheckb.I白hefir§tderlVatlVelS

videdlhroughtheTEST SIGNAL§Wi章Chofthe electricalsynch重Onize重.

b.ReplaceV1214andV1215.

mlSSlng,PrOCeedlOCheckc.

重ftubereplacementfailstocurèhetrouble,u§ediplead
toobservethewaveform§atPins2,3,7,and8of
V1214(figu重e7‑143),andpinsland5ofV1215(fig一
ures7‑144,7‑145).Ifawaveformi§abnormal,meaS‑
u重eVOltage§andresistancesforthemalfunctioning

slageandcomparewithdataiǹable7‑19"

c.ReplaceV121l,V1212,

V1213,andV1216.

賞ftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,uSeCliplead

toobservethewaveformsatpins2and30fV1216
(figure7‑138),PinslandうofV1212(figure§7‑139,
7‑140),Pin§7and6ofV1211(figure7‑141),and
pins2andlofV1213(figure7‑142)・Ifawavefo重m
isabnormal,meaSureVOltagesand重eSistance§forthe

malfunclioningstageandcomparewithdataintable
7‑1,.

6.Normalvideoandderiva・ tivepre§enta章ions,bùab‑ normalormi§§ingF重RST DERIVATIVEwaveform inelectriぐalsynchronizer. (Refertotable7‑8,§ymP・ 章o血6.)

〆.ReplaceV1213・

IftubereplacementfailstocurethèrOuble・uSeCliplead

toobservethewaveformsatpins2andlofV1213
(figure

7‑142).Ifawaveformis'abno重mal,meaSure

voltagesandre§istance§forV1213andcomparewith

lhedataintable7‑19.
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1.Videoorderivativesignal§ Pre§entOnVIDEOSCOPE butvideosignalmissing O皿S○○WSCOP葛.

a.ReplaceV808.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,uSePrObeto

Observethewaveformsatpins2andlofV808.Ifthe
WaVefofmi§Pre§entatPin2butmissingfrompi皿ll
measurevoltageandresi§tanCe§forV808andcompa章e

withdataintable7̲20.

2.SI.OWSCOPEda重k.

ク.ReplaceV821.

Iftubereplacemenlfail§書OCurethet重Ouble,mea§urere・
Sistance§fo重V82landcompa重eWi血da〔aintable7‑20.

3・Video§ignalp重eSenlOn SLOWSCOPEbulneithe重 Videosignalorderivative ShownonVIDEOSCOPE.

a.ReplaceV808,V80少.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,uSePrObeto

Observethewaveformsatpins7and6ofV808andpin
3ofV809.Ifwaveformismis§ingatpin6ofV808,
measu重eVOltagesand重eSistance§fo重V808andcompare

Withdataintable7‑20.Ifwavefo重mi§P重e§entuPtO
Pin3ofV809,meaSureVOltage§andre§istance§for

V809andcomparewithdataiのtable7‑20.Ifall
Check§a重enOrmal,重ePlaceC853.

CAuTIoN
Normalpla章eVOltageforV809i§about600
VOlts.Thismayri§e書Oaboull,000volt§if血e

tubeisnotconducting.

b.T重aCe§ignalthrough̀On‑

4.0neo章mO重ema重ke重smiss.

taぐtsofK802.

a・ReplaぐeV811,V812,V814,

ingf重OmVIDEOSCOPE

V826.

pre§en書adon.

Iffaulty重elaycontactsareindicatedl重ePlaceK802.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethe章rOuble)u§eCljplead

toobservethewaveformsatpins7,6,2,andlofV811

(figu重eS7‑156,7‑158),Pin§2andlofV812(figure

7置159),Pins2,1,and7ofV814,and2andlof
V826(figure7‑157).Ifawaveformi§abnormal,meaS‑
urevoltage§andresistancesfo子̀heJnalfunctioning

章ubeandcomparewi血datainlable7‑2O.

5.Nosepara[iononvideo
章でace.

4.ReplaceV812.

Iftube重ePlacementfail§tOCure章het重Ouble,uSeCliplead

tosignal.tracethecircuil・If§qua重eWaVeapPear§al

Pin7ofV812,butdoe§、.nOtaPPearalPin6,meaSure
′VOl〔age§andresi§章anCeSfo重V812andco細apa重eWi血

dataintable7‑20.

6.VIDEOSCOPEda重kwith

a・ReplaceV801,V802,V803.

delayedsweepbutno重mal
Withdi重ec章swecp.

Iftube重eP重acementfail§tOCurethetrouble,meaSu重e

VOltagesandrcsi§tanCeSforV80l,V802,V803.If血ese
arenormal,uSeClipleadlO§ignal‑traCethecircut

throughK80landpins5and7ofV802(丘gure§7‑147,
7葛148).

7.VIDEOSCOPEdark.

ク.Rep重aceV803,V804,V80う,
V807.

重ftube

replacementfailstocurethetrouble,u§eCliplead

toobse重Vethewaveformatpin8ofV807.Ifwavefo重皿

isnormal(figure7‑155),PrOCeedtocheckb.Ifwave‑
formi§abnormal,Checkpins6,2,5,andlofV804
(figures7‑15l,7‑152,7葛153),l)in30fV807,andpins

7and8ofV803(figures7‑149,7‑150).Ifanabnor.
malwaveformisfound,mea§ureVOltagesandre§isl・

ancesofthemalfunctioningtubeandcomparewilh
thedataintable7̲20.
b.ReplaceV822.

量ftubereplacementfail§tOCu重ethe章rOuble,mea§u重C

resi§tanCeSforV822andcomparewiththedataintable

7‑20.

7○○
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8.Shortenedvideotrafe.

CHtcK

RE§Uし1SOFCHECK

a.ReplaceV80̀・

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethetrouble・mea§ure
vollage§andresi§tanCe§forV806andcomparewith

dataintable7‑20.Ifthesearenormal,uSePrObeto
observethewaveform§atPinsland5(figure7‑154)・

9.Videotraceblurredon lc書t,darkonright.

10.Jitterin▼ideotrace.

a.ReplaceV80う・

4.Obse重VeWhethe重jitteris

p重eSentforbdthdirectand

Ifjitterexistswithdelayedsweeponly,PrOCeedtocheck b.Ifjitterexi§tSWìhbothdirectanddelayedsweep,

delayedsweep§.

p重OCeedto⊂heckc.

b.ReplaceV801,V802,V803・ ̀.ReplaceV803,V804,V80ら

Iftube重ePlacementfailstocure.̀hetrouble・meaSu重e vol(ageSand重e§i§tanCeSforV80l)V802,V803and
compa重eWithdataintable7‑20・Ifmeasurement§are
normal,Checkfo重hum.

Followprocedureofb,above,fo重V803・V804・V805,

V806,V807.

ll.Video§ignalpresenton SLOWSCOPEbut章‑f §ignalno章ShownonRF SCOPE.

ム ReplaceV81う・

V806,V807.

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCu重ethetrouble,uSePrObe toobservethewaveform§atPins4and8ofV815.If
§ignalismi§Singfrompin4・WO重kp重Obebackthrough S805tothe重eCeiver.(Refertotable7‑6JIfwave‑
formi§nOrmalatpin4bu章abnormalatpin8,meaS・
urevoltagesand重e§istancesforV815andcompare
withdataintable7‑20.Ifwaveformi§nOrmalatpin
8,traCeSignal̀hroughZ801andC835. 量ftube重ePlacementfailstocurethetrouble・u§e⊂liplead toobservewaveform§atPin§2,l 7)and6ofV824

12.Oneorbothma重ker§mi§§・ ingfromRFSCOPE P重eSentation.

a.ReplaceV824,V813・
(figures7‑162,7‑163),andpins2andlofV813 (figure7‑164主Ifawaveformisabnormal meaSure voltageandresi§tanCeforthemalfunc̀ioningstageand

comparewithdataintable7‑20. 重ftubereplacementfail§tOCu重ethet重Ouble・u§eCliplead

13.Noseparatioaonr.f‑traCe.

a.RcplaceV813.
tosignal・traCèhecircuit.IfsquarewaveappearsàPin 7ofV813,butdoesnotappearatpin6,meaSureVOlt.

agesandresis章anCe§forV813andcomparewithdata

intable7‑2O.

14.RFSCOPEda重k.

4.Tu重ntheRFSWEEP

IfabrightYertica=ineappea重§・the∴SWeePismalfunc・

SPEEDcont重Oltolheex‑ t重emeCOunterClockwise POSition.Advance〔he INTENSITYcontroIsIowly clockwise. tioning;refertocheckb・IfadlmhorlZOnta=lne appears,the8,000・VOltsupplyisnotworking;refcrto table7‑12.Ifnoline∴aPPearS̀heCRTisdefective;

重ePlacetheCRT,V823・

b.ReplaceV816,V817,V818, V819,V820,V827.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble・uSeCliplead toobservethewaveformatpin7ofV817.IfV817
waveformisabnormal(figure

7‑167)proceedto

checkd.IfV817waveformi§nOrmal,PrOCeedto
che⊂kc.

c.useclipleadtoobserve waveformsatpins7,8,3,

Ifawaveformi§abnormal,meaSurethevoltagesand

re§istance§forthemalfunctioningtubeandcompare

andlofV818(毎u富e 7‑169).pins5,2,and6of V819(亀gu重es7‑170, 7‑171),andpin3〇番V827 (轟gu章e7‑172).

oRlclNAし
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14.RFSCOPEda重k.(Cont,d)

cH[cK

RESuしTiOFCH格CK

d.U§eClipleadtoob§erVe WaVefo重mSatPin§1and7 ofV816(正gu章e7‑166), andpinsland5ofV817 時gu重e7‑167).

15.Sho重tenedr‑ftrace.

〆.Rep重aぐeV810.

Followprocedureofc above.

Iftubereplacemenlfail§章OCurethetrouble,me種§ure

VOltage§andresistance§fo重V810andcomparcwi血
dataintable7置20.Ifthesearenormal)u§eCliplead

toobse重Vethewavefomsatpinsland5(figure

7‑173).

16.R.ft重aCeblu重redonleft,

da重kon重ight.

17.Ji議e重Onかf書きace.

み

〆.Rep置aceV820.

Rep重aceV816,V817,V827タ
V818,V819,V820.

Iftube重ePlacemen章fail§‡OCurC章hetrouble,細nea§u重e

VOllage§and章e§istance§foralltube§重ePlacedincheck
andcomparewithdataintable7‑20.Ifmea§u重ementS
a重enOrmaI,Checkforhum.′

TABした7‑8. †ROU回した・SHOOTINe CHAR† FORとしEC丁的CAし

§YNCHRONIZER TY惟SN‑117/印N‑3O
5YMP○○M

1.Failureof§ynCh重Onizing
SySlemtOfollow§ynC
e富章O重S.

C軸各CK

購iUし1S○○CH各CK

O.Introducea+3華SeCerro重
byturningthePHASEdial

章hreedivisionsawayfrom

remote§ignal(figure7‑17)isa観uormalormissing,

thezeroerrorpo§ìionand

Observe章heACERROR,

重efertotable7‑7,SymPIOml,2,O重5.IftheMIXED

GÅTESwaveform(figu重e7‑20)isnormalandthc

2NDDER,LOCALGATE,
andMIXEDGATESwave"

fo重m§.

IfACERRORi§nOrmal(figure7‑15o重7‑16),refe重tO

lable7‑3,SymPtOm6.Ifthe§eCOndderivativeoflhe

REMOTEGATEand/ortheLOCALGATEwaveform
(figures7‑18,7‑19)isabnormalo重mis§ing,refe重tO

Checkb.IftheMIXEDGATESwaveformi§nOrmal,
重efertocheckcord.Ifthegate§arenO重mal,重efe重章O
ぐheckc.

b.ReplaccV1う03,V1う23,
V1う1,,Vlう22.

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCure‡he‡rOuble,u§eCliplcad
章OObservewavefo重mSatPins2,7,5,andlofV1519

碕gure§7‑204,7‑205),andpins2and7ofV1522
(figures7‑205,7‑206).Ifawavefofmi§abnorml,
measurevollageSandresis章anCe§for血e章ePlacedtube§

andcomparewithlhedalainlable7‑2l.
C.(Useatamasterstation.)

Iftubereplacemen〔fail§tOCurethet重Ouble,uSeCliplead

ReplaceV1521,V1518,

toobservethewaveform§atPin§2,7,1,and6of

V重う17,Vlう2う.

V1521はgures7‑192,7‑193),Pins3,7,and8of
V1518(figu重eS7‑196,7‑197),Pinsl,5,7,and6of
V1517(figu重eS7‑198,7‑200,7‑201),andpins7,6.2,

and3ofV1525(figures7‑202,7‑203).Ifawave‑
formisabnormal,mea§u重eVOltagesand重e§i§tanCe§for

themalfunctioningtubeandcompa重eWi(h心eda(ajn

table7‑21.

d.(U§eataSlavestation.)

重ftubereplacementfails章Òurethetrouble,uSeCliplead

ReplaceV1う18,V1う17,、
V1う1̀,V1う1う,V1う2う.

toob§erVethewaveformsatpin3ofV1518(figu重e
7‑197),Pinsl,5,7,and60fV1517(figu重e§7‑199,
7‑200,7‑201),andpins7,6,2,and30fV1525(fig・
ure§7‑202,7‑203).Ifawaveformisabnormal,meaS.

urevoltagesandresistancesforthemalfunctioningtube

andcomparewithdataintable7‑2l.
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AN/FPN̲3O
T▲回しを7̲8. T教Ouなし格。§HOOTINe CHART FOR ELECTRICAし
iYNcHRONIZ馳TYPIE §N‑1 1 7/FPN‑3O ICoれl,d)

iYMPTOM

C岬とc魅

農各§uし1iO事

e.Adjus‡menlOfR1515and

C軸暮C魅

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethet重Ouble,uSeCliplead

R1522perSection3,Para‑

toob§erVethewaveform§atPins2andlofV1501

g重aph28Io重2,I.Rcplace
V1う0重,Vlう02,V1う04,

(figure7‑174),Pins.7,.5,andlofbothV1502and
V1504(figures7‑175;7‑176,7‑177,7‑178),Pin2of

Vlう0う,V1う06,V1う07.

bothV1503andV1523,Pinsl,5,7,and2ofV15O5

(figures7‑179,7‑180,7‑181,7‑182),Pins3,2,7,1,
and6ofV1506(figure§7‑re3,7‑184),andpins7and
6ofV15O7(Jigu重eS7‑185,7‑186,7‑187,7‑188〉.重fa
WaVeformisabno重mal,meaSureVOltage§andresistances

forthemalfunctioningtubeandcompa重eWithdatain
章able7‑21.

2.Con§tantOPerationof血e

4'.Follow血epr∝edu重egiven

SynCCOǹrOlmòor'inone di富eCtion,tOdrive心esys. temawayf重O血Ze重OerrO重. (Notethat血emotormay COntinue重O(ationafter P組ASEdial重bt種tion,i§ a重きeStedby血e§tOPa章a, 皿a§te重§mdon.) fo重Sy血p書O皿le,above.

3.In§tabili(yOf§ynCh章Oniza.
tioncau§edbygatejitter.

み

Rep重ace(V1う20,Vlう21at

ma§(er§lationonly〉,

V1う18,Vlう17,V1716.

4.Inabilitytoze重OSelSYNC

ofR1538,Wi血METER

Pa重eWithdataintable7‑2l.Checkfo重hum.

〆.RcplaceV1う10,V1う26.

TESTmete重byadjustment

Iftubereplacemehlfail§tOCurethet重Ouble,meaSure

VOltage§andresistance§forV1510andV1526and

SWITCHonOPERATE.

5.Faultyope章ationofsync

̀OmParewithdalainlable7‑21.

4.Holdarmatureof重elay

.c請o富ala章皿d重cuil. ◆l

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethetrouble,meaure

vol章age§andre§is(anCeSforthelubesreplacedandcom.

K1501cIosedby§light

重f血eSYNCERRORlampdoesnotlightand/O重K1503
doe§nOtSta重tOPerating,Checkthecontact§OfK1501

downwa重dpfeSSu重e.

and‡hecoilofK1503.IfK1504i§nÒOPe重atedat血e
endoftheK15O3cycle,ChecktheconlaCt§OfK1503
andthecoilofK1504.Iflhealar重ribuzzerandauto.
madcblinkcircuitsdonotwork,Chpck血econtac(SOf

K1504.Refe重tOSection6,Paragraph7,forrelay
se重Viceinfo重mation.

b.(U§eataSlave§tation.)

重ftubereplacemen〔fail§tOCurethetrouble,mea§u重e

Rep重aceV1う08,Vlう09.

vol章age§andre§i§tanCe§fo重V1508,V1509and⊂Om‑

Pa重eWiththedataintable7‑2l.

C.(Useatama§te重§tadon.)

Iflube重ePlacementfail§tOCu重ethetrouble,meaSure

ReplaceV1509,Checkthe

voltage§andresi§tanCeSforV1509andcompa重eWith

OPe重a(iotlOfSlO8inthe §ynCCOnl章ol.unit,and心e SynCerto重Camac同nting 、S宣O8.

6.Faultyope重ationofo寄sync
al種章凪ぐi重cui書.

4.Holdarmatureofrelay

K15O2

do§edbysligh̀

thedàaintable7‑21.

IftheOFFSYNClampdoe§nOtlightand/o重K1505doe§
not§tartQPe重a(ing,ChecktheconlaCtSOfK1502and

downw種でdp重essu重e.

thecoilofK1505.IfK1506isnotoperatedattheend

oftheK1505cycle;Checkthecontact§O二K15O5and
章he

CoilofK1506.Ifthealarmbuzze重andautomatic

blinkcircuitdonotwork,ChecklheconlaCtSO(K1506.
RefertoSeclion6,ParagraPh7,forrelayservICein・

fo章血ation.

ORlciNAL
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TA回した7‑8. T教OUBし各"§HOoTINe CHA教T FOR暮し各C†則C▲し
SYNCHRONIZ駅TY剛E §N‑置17/fPN‑30 (Co輸i

§YMPIOM

CH各C嶋

6.FaullyOPerationofo伊§ynC

alarmcircuit(Cont

d)

d)

教各§∪し1i○○cH置C篤

b.Ob§e重VetheLIMITED

FIRSTDERIVATIVE
wavefo章m.

Ifwaveform(figu重e7‑22)isabnomalormis§ing,Ob‑

servetheFIRSTDERIVATIVEwaveform.Iffir§tde。

riva(ivei§abnomalormi§Sing,refertotable7‑7,

§ymPtOm6.Iffir§tderivàiveistlO重malandlimited
de重iva(iveisabnormal,refe重tOCheckc.I書limitedde.
rivativei§nOrml,refertocheckd.

C.ReplaceV1う11.

Iftubereplacemen章fail§章OCurethetfOuble,u§eP重Obe
toob§erVethewaveform§atPifis2,l.7,and6o書
V1511(figure§7‑208,7‑209,7‑210).Ifawa▼efo重m
isabno章mal,meaSuteVol章ageSand重eSi§tanCe§for血e

malfunctioningtube.,種ndcomparewiththedatain

table7‑2l.

d.ReplaceVlう12,V1う13,and

V1514.

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethet重ouble,uSeCliplead

toob§e重Vethewaveformsatpin§2,3,7,andlof
V1512(figures7「21l,7‑212,7‑213),andpi雌3,1,
and6ofV1513.Ifawaveformisabnormal,mea§u重e
VOllage§andre§is(anCe§forthemalfunctioningtube

andcomparewi(hthedataintable7‑2l.

TABし格7̲9. T教OUBL○○iHOOTiNe CHA教丁FO教TE§T OiCI○○OiCOPE
TYPE Oi‑3

SYMPTOM

C岬とCK

/即N‑30

教書iUけS○○cH各C継

U§ethe章e§t§COPeOfanothertimcttoob§erVeWaVeform§.

l.Nosweepinanyposition
ofSYNCSELECTOR

dlSetSYNCSELECTOR

Ifabrightverticalline(o書§POt)appear§,thesweepi§

§WitchS170110100ysec′

S1701.(Da重k§C重een.)

malfunctioning;重efe重くOCheck4.Ifnoline(0重§POl)

MARKERS,POSi(ion4,tu重n

appears,theCRTi§PrObablydefective.Replacethe

COARSESWEEPSPEED swilChS1706topo§itionl, turnFINESWEEPSPEED controIR1790totheex‑ tremecounte重dockwi§e POSition,andadvancethe INTENSITYknob§lowly.

b.ReplaceV1707,V172l,

CR丁.

、音

If(ubereplacementfail§tOCurethetrouble,u§ePrObeor

V1717,V1716,V1722.

Cl垂leadtoobserv‥hewaveforms.tpin§7and80f
V1707(figure7‑228),Pin§8and6ofV1721(figure
7‑229),Pin§l,6,2and5ofV1717(figure7‑230),
Pin§1and20fV1716(figures7‑231,7‑232),andpin§

2and3ofV1722(figure7‑234).Ifawavefo重瓜isab・
normal,mea§ureVOltage§andre§istanぐe§foralltubes

and⊂OmPareWiththeda(aintable7‑22.

2.SweepinlOOO〆Sec

a.Rep重ateV171少,V1708,

Iflubereplacementfail§tOCurelhe.trouble,u§ePrObcto

MARK藍龍SandlOO岬§ec MARKERSposi章ionsof
SYNCSELECTORS1701, butopnootherpo§itions o書S1701.

7̲音8

V1707.

詫岩盤揺富瀧喜怒落語藍霊・

Placedandcomparewiththedataintable7‑22.

O剛clNAし
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AN/書PN̲30

i..Il。n 7

TA回し格7̲l. †RoUBしE。iHOOTINe CHA教T FO教†書ST OSC‑LLOiCOPE
TYP格O§一31/F9N‑う0 (Cohi

iYMPIOM

3.SwceponlOOOIあ隷c

CH各c脈

農置iU0冒i○○C輸教c格

〆.ReplaceV1701,V1702,

MARKERS,100IふScc

Iftubereplacemen章fail§tOCurethe章rouble,u§eCliplcad

V1703,V1704,V170う,

MARKERS,andPEDES‑

V1706.

TALpositionofSYNC

d)

toob§erVethewavefo重mSalPins7and6ofV1701

(丘gu重e7‑218),Pin§2,1,7,and6ofV17O2(figu重e

7‑219),Pin§2,6,and7o書V1703(figure7‑220),Pia§

SEI.ECTORS170l,butao

2,1,7,md6ofV1704(figure§7‑21l,7‑224),Pinsl,

0血c章posidon§〇番S1701.

7,6,and3ofV1705(figu重e7‑222)andpins2.l.and

7ofV17O6(figure7‑223〉.重くanabnom種lw種veform
isfound,measurethe▼Ollage§andresi§taǹe§for血e

malfuncdoningtubeandcomp調ewiththed種tai血
也ble7‑22.

4.Shortenedtraceand種bno重・

〆.Rep重種ceV1718.

皿alcentering.

Iftube重ePlacemenlfailsIOCure心etrouble,uSePrObe

toobserve血ewavefo重mSatPinsl,62,and5of
V1718(figu重e7‑233).I書wavefo重misabno重mal,meas・
urevoltageiandre§istancesforV1718andcom裏3are

wi血thedalain(able7‑22.

5.Nooutputa(SQWAVE

み∴ReplaceV1721.

OUTPUTjackJ1704.

Iftubereplacementfail§tOぐure血etrouble,u§eCliplcad

toob§erVe心ew種veform§∴atPin§2and3o書V1721
(figure7‑216).Measu重ethevoIIage§∴種ndresi§tanCeS

forV1721andcomparewi心血edataintable7」Z2.

6.Imp重OPe章mrkerdispl種y.

み∴Rep血ceV1710andV1711.

Iftubereplacemenlfail§tOCurethetrouble,u§ePrObe
lOObserve心ewavefo重mSalPins2,l,7,and6of

V171O(figure§7‑235,7‑236),andpins2andlo書

V1711(画調e7‑237).

7.No§電動lp重e§en慣don,o重

み

3ign心髄s書o競§a章low

ReplaceV1712,V1713,

V1711,V1714,V171う.

種血pli(ude§.

I書tubefeplacemenlfails̀OCurC血etrouble,u§ePrObe

lO§ignal.調Ce血e§ignalp種ththroughpins2apdlo書

V1712,Pin§1and5ofV1713,Pin§7,6,and8of

V171l,Pin§4and8ofV1714andpin§4and8of
V1715.I書血e§ignalp種thi§brokenatanypoint,mea§・
ure血evoltagesand重e§is章anCeSOf血etube§carrying

血e§ignalat血atpointandcompa重ewiththeda館in

mble7‑22.

TABしE 7̲1O. †農OUBし各,iHOo†INe CHA農† FOR

POW駄SU門しY TY鵬9P‑151/FPN‑30
iYMP事OM

1.Abnorml+150‑▼Oltout‑

C齢暮C職

〆.ReplàeV2006,V2001,

Put;inabililytOadjust.
R2022.

V2002,V2003,Vま004,

V200.

2.Exces§ive重ipplein+150‑

VOltoutput.(Refe重IO

教各iU○○§○○CH書c職

重ftubereplacementfails章OCurethelrOuble,meaSu章e
VOltage§and重eSi§lanCeSfo置lhereplacedtube§and

COmPa重eWithdat種intable7‑23.

〆.ReplaceV2006,V2001,

重ftube重ePlacemenlfail§tOCure章helrOuble,lemPOra重ily

V2002,V2003,V2004,

§ymPtOm14intable7‑1.)

V20の.

§hun章(onealalime)C2OO2,C2OO4,andC2OO5wi(h

duplicatecapacìOr§.Ifanapp重eCiablereductiono書
￣

3.Fa社u重eof轟lbias▼○○調ge§.

み

Rcp血ceV2011.

ripplei§nOtedaflerShun書inganỳapaCilO重,重ePlàe
thal∞pad章o重.

Iflube重elacementfails̀OCurethel重ouble,mea§ure(he
▼oltagesand重e§i§lanCeSfo重V2011andcomp種rewi章h
d種lain章種ble7‑23.

4.Exce§Sive重ippleinallbia§

VOltages.

b.Rep重種ぐeV2011,V20重2.

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCu重Clhetrouble,temPOra重ily

shunt(oneatatime)C201landC2012withduplìale
CapaCitors.Ifanapp重eCiablereductionofripplei§
noled

after

shunting

aay

capaci(Or,重ePlàe

thal

Capaぐilo重.

ORICINAし
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TABした7̲1O. TROUBしE"§HOOTINe CHART FOR POW各R
§UPP」Y TY惟PP‑159/FPN‑30 (Co叶d)
SYMPTOM

C柵とCK

.5.Abnormal‑108‑VOlt

a.ReplaceV2010.

Outpu章・

R各SUし丁io[CH各CK

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethet重Ouble,meaSu重e

VOltagesandresistancesfo重V2010and⊂OmPareWith

dataintable7‑23.

6.Abnormal‑30・VOltoutput;

a.RcplaceV2007,V2008.

inabilitytoadju§tR2033.

Iftube∴rePlacementfailstocurethetrouble,meaSure

voltage§and重eSistance§forV2007,V2008andco皿・

PareWithdataintable7‑23.
7.Excessive章ipplejn‑30・VOlt

a.RcblaceV2007,V2008.

OutPut(refertosymptom
14intable7‑1).

Iftubereplacementfailstocure血etrouble,temPO重a重心y

Shunt(Oneatatime)C2007,C2008,andC2010wi血

duplicatecapacitors.Ifanappreciablereduc章ionofriI5・

十1うOsupplyno重mal.

Pleisnotedafter§huntinganycapaci(Or,rePlacethat
CapaCitoき.

丁ABしE

7̲11. TROuB」と。§HOOTINe CHART FOR

POWER §UPP」Y TYPE PP‑958/FPN‑30

SYMPTOM

C軸各CK

1.Abnormal+300‑VOltouト

ク.ReplaぐeV1901,V1少02,

Put;inabilitytoadjust

Rl,22.

V1903,V1904,V1タ0う,

V1906,V1少07.

2.Excessiveripplein+300‑

み

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethetrouble,meaSure

VOltagesandresis‡anCe§fo重the重ePlacedtubesandco血‑

parewi〔hdataintable7‑24.

ReplaceV190宣,V1902,ノ

VOltoutput(refertosymp‑
tom14intable7‑1).

鴫とiUし丁io置C軸とCK

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurethe章rOuble,temPorarily

V1タ03,V1904,V190う,

V1906,V1907.

Shunt(one∴atatime)C1905,C1906,C1907,C1908

withduplicatecapacitors.Ifanapp重eCiable重eduction
Of重ippleisnotedaftershundngもnycapacitor,rePlace

thatcapacit.j+

3.Abnormal+135‑VOJtout.

a.ReplaceV1908,V1少0夕,

Pu章;inabilitytoadju§t

R1933.

V1少10.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethet重Ouble,mea§u重e

voltagesandresistancesfo重V1908,V1909andcompare

withdataintable7‑24.

4.Excessive重ipplein+135‑

a.ReplaceVl,08,V1夕09,

VOltoutput(referto§ymP‑
tom14intable7‑1);

V1少10.

裏ftube重ePlacementfailstocu重ethetrouble,temPO重arily.

§hunt(oneatatime)C1909,C1910,C1911withdupli・●

CateCaPaCito重S.Ifanappreciablereductio血of重ipple

+300‑VOl章SuPPlynbrmal.

isnotedafter§huntinganycapacitor,重ePlace血at
1ぐapaCi10重.

5.Abnormal+1,000・VOlt
Ou章put・

みReplaceCR1夕01・Ch1902・

Ifrectifierreplacemeǹ・fail§・̀Oqurèhetroublc'meaSure

resi§tanCe§aCrOSSR194landR1942;andacro§§R1935,

R1936,R1937andcomparewi〔hnominalvaluesshowa
in§Chematicdiag重am,figure7‑281.

CAulloN
Donotmeasurevoltagesofl?000・VOlt血cuit
with白16xiblete§tleads.

6.Exces§iveripplein・十1,000・

a.ReplaccCRl夕01,CR1902.

VOltou巾ut.(Shownby
VerticaljitterofV重DEO
SCOPEpre§entation.)

Irectifier重ePlacementfail§tOC耽ethetrouble,temPo章二

a重ilyshunt(Oneatatime)C1903,C1912,C1904with
duplicatecapacitor§・Ifanappreciablereductionof
ripplei§nO章edafter§huǹinganycapaci章Or

rePlace

that⊂apaCitor.

CAuTION
Tu重nOffINTERLOCKEDPOWERswilChand
dischargecapacito章§eaChtimeacapaci(Oriscon"

nectedorremoved.

7"20

ORIelNAし
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丁ABし各7○○2. †ROU回しE"iHOOTINe CHAR†各OB

POW駅
;YMPTOM

C確とcK

1.Abnormal+150・VOltou章・
put;inabilitytoadju§t

R2122.

§UPPしY TY惟PP○○57/FPN‑30
R各§Uし丁io置CH格CK

〆.ReplaceV2103,V2104,
V2106,V2107,V2108,

V210夕.

2.Exces§iveripplein+150・

parewithdataintable7‑25.

a.Rep重aぐeV2103,V2104,

vol章OutPut(refe重tOSymP‑
tom14intable7‑1〉.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,meaSure

voltage§and重e§is〔anCeSfo重thereplacedtubesandcom‑

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCure血el重Ouble,temPOra重ily

V2106,V2107,V2108,
V210少.

shunt

C2102,C2103,C2104,C2105

wi血

duplica〔e

capacito重§・Ifanappreciablereductionofrippleis
noted

after

shunting

any

capacitor,rePlace

that

CapaCito重・

3.Abnormal+2,100"VOlt

〆.Rep重aぐcV2101.

Supp重y.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethetrouble,mea§ure

resistanceacrossR2129withVTVM.

CAuTION
TumoffSCOPEHIGHVOLTÅGES§Witchand
di§Chargecapacitor§befo重eChanginganycom・
POnentSOfthi§Circuit"

Ifre§istancei§lessthan15megohm§,重ePlaceC2101o重
R2129.IfvoltageisIowandrippleisexce§§ive,re"

placeC2101・

4.Abnormal‑1,80O.voll

4.ReplaceV2102・

Supp重y.

Iftubereplacementfailstocurethet重Ouble,meaSurC

re§istanceofR2130,R2131.

CAulioN
TurnoffSCOPEHIGHVOLTAGES§Witchand
dischargecapacitor§befo重eChanginganycom‑

ponentsofthiscircuit.
Ifeitherresistordiffersfrom47kbymorethan20pe重・
cent,rePlacetha‥eSistor.Ifresi§̀叩CeaC重OS§either

capacito重C2108orC2109islessthanlmegohm

re‑

placethatcapacitor.IfvoltageisIowor重ipplei§high,

temporarilyshuntC2108andC2109wi章hduplicate
capacitors.Iftroubleisthuscured●rePlacetheindi‑
Catedcapaci章o重・

う.Abno章血狐十8,000〃VO重‡

supply.

〆.ReplaceCR210l,CR2102,

Ifrectifierreplacementfails̀OCurethetrouble?rePlace

CR2103,CR2104. CAU丁loN Turhoff SCOPEH重GH VOLTAGESswitchand di§ChargècaPaCilOr§be‑ fo重etOuChinganycom‑ POnentSOf血is∴Circuil・

TABした7̲13. T教OUBしE

C2110,C2111,C2112,C2113.

§HOOTINe CHÅRT FOR

VO」TAeE髄euしATOR TYP格CN‑235/FPN‑30
SYMPTOM
l.Failuretoregul種te.

C軸暮CK

〆.ReplaccV2301,V2302・

眺§U11§○○C軸各CK

Iftubereplacementfail§tOCurèhetrouble,§WingOUT‑ PUTVOLTAGEScont重OIR2302ove重it§rangeand

notewhetherrelaysope重atePrOPerly.(Anaudible

clickshouldbeheardf重OmK2302asR2302i§重Otated
counterdockwise

from

normalposition

and

f重Om

K2303asR2302is∴rotatedclockwi§ef重OmnOrmal
position.)Ifrelay§OPeratenOrma11y,aS§umedefective relaycontacts,OfK2302ifmotormove§tO重aisevol̀・

ageonly,andofK2303ifmotormovestoIowervolt. ageonly.If重elay§donotope重àcnOrmally・重ePlace Z2301.Iftroublepe重Si§tS,meaSureVOl̀ageSandre‑

si§tanCe§fo重V2301,V2302,andcomparewithdata

intable7‑26.
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Parograph 3 d (ま)

AN/ FPN‑3O

(2) HOW TO USE THE WAVEFORMS.一The

CoR鼠各CTIVE

MAINTENANCE

every §̀age; however, Where significantl the fir§t S̀age

WaVeforms shown in figures 7‑1 through 7‑237重ePre・

enoounte重ed of a par̀icula‥yPe Will have waveforms

§ent tyPical waveforms which may be obtai皿ed f重Om

for all impo重tant elements. For example, figure 7‑105

a properly functioning timer, at a LOW basic rate,

Shows the plate waveform of the A.delay phantastton;

under the condition§ nOted. Where a wavefo重m Will

the grid) SC重een, and §uPPre§SOr WaVeforms for that

Show an important difference at othe重∴rate§, seVeral

Stage are §hown in the next three waveform§ but only

wavefo重m§ a重e given for the different rates. By com‑

Pa重ing the wavefo血n obtained in a given circuit with

the plate waveform i§ Shown fo‥he other phanta§‑
tron§. If trouble i§ found in one of the other phanta§・

the wavefo重m Shown for that ci重Cuit, the technician

trons, Ob§erVe the pla〔e, grid, §Creen, and supprei§Or

will usually be able to detect circuit malfunctions.

waveform§ and compare with lhe waveform§ §hown fo重

The wavefo重m§ are arranged in signal path o重der, tha‡

the A delay phanta§trOn. The waveform§ Will be essen‑

i§,章he fir§t WaVeform§ are Of o§Cillator circuits and

tially the same exccpt fo重§WeeP length・

the following waveform§ a重e Pre§ented in the orde重

The gene重al書重eatment for delay adju§lmen章COVered

of circuits lhrough which the o§Cillator outpu〔 flows

in Section 3 applie§ tO mO§t Of the waveforms p重esented

to develop the §quare WaVe, markers, and timing pul§eS.

here; howeve重, One P重ecaution need§ tO be taken fo重

Likewi§e, at an apPrOPriate place, the sigrial§ Picked

§Ome WaVefo重mS. The p重e§et Ouやut WaVeform§ and

up by the receiver are introduced and wavefo重m§ a重e

the left・right d重if章wavefo重m COntain unique info重ma‑

PreSented to lra⊂e tho§e. Signals through the synchro.

tion at the beginning of each sequence; that i§, im‑

謹書誓書霊豊書誌等蕊ぷ霊

medialely following the + l o重や2 time重eference poinl

the te§t SCOPe, u§ing the test scope of another timer.

霊蒸器‡y嵩藍詳詰ま嵩誓器

The u§e Of the te§t §COPe for ob§e重Ving wavefoms ha§
been di§Cu§Sed in Section 3, Paragraph 17.
Procedure§ for. tracing §ignals lhrough the timer

established by the 50‑CyCle trigger. Therefore, When

delay章O Place the portion of lhe waveform immedi・
ately following the t重igge重nea=he lefl end of the

in i logical orde重have been given in the trouble・

trace. For章he counter l, 4 §tage, Waveform§ §hown

§hooting charts, tables 7‑1 through 7‑12; however,

fo重

the§e PrOCedure§ may be ex〔ended at will. Fo重eX‑

§la‡iona重y COunling cycles at the exl重eme lef章end.of

ample, §ignal may be traced throngh the complete

the (raCe followed by a §e重竜§ Of counting cycle§ Which

limer by slarting with lhe first waveform and check・

Changes from one pa書くem ‡O anO血e重a§ feedback pulses

ing every waveform out ●h重ough to the la§t・ Wave"

are applied lh重ough lhe drif( Ci重Cuil・

fo重mS

are not alway§ given for all §ignal elemen〔§ Of

7」22

くhe drift condition, this will重e§ult in seve重al

(r∽i ○○の房のαd o職〆ge 7‑82)
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AN/置pN̲30

M▲iNT各N▲NC各

TESTSIGNAしswilch:100KCIINPUT
GAIN!et"ngs:60H重

SW駈pSp駈D;100♯3

NoIes:

Fjgur● 7‑l. Sγǹ ConIrol un" TE§T §ICNA[ WaveIorm

TESTSiGNAしswilch:OSHIFTEROUTPUT
CAiN$eIIings:65H重

SW駈PSP駈D:100♯3
NoIe§:

fjgu○○ 7‑2. Sγǹ Conl′OI un;l 「E§T SICNAI WoyeIoJm

TESTSICNAしswitch:100KCtoXMm

GAINiellings:60HI
SW駈PSp捷D:書00♯3

NoIes;

fjgu○○ 7‑3. Sγǹ ConlIOl unjl TE§J SICNA[ Waveform

TESTSIGNAしswitch:iooKCIoFREQ
・ DIV ■

GAINsemngs:6OHI
SW騰PSPEED:1OO♯3

NoIes;

Ijgu′● 74. Sy"̀ C〇両OI unj′ 「ES「 SlcN▲[ Wovef○○m

o教IciNAし

九セ3

7 s。.II。h

C○○273‑1与

Co電照とC丁lV2

AN/FPN‑3O

MAiNTENANCE

TESTSiGNAしswilch:10
GAIN

S

§eI†ings:60HI

SWEEPSP托D:100#3

Noles:

Fjgu′e ,一5. frequeǹy D;vjder TE§r §ICNAl, Wovefo〃n

TESTSIGNAし§Witch:100,S

GAIN§emngS:6OHI

SW旺PSPEED:500#3
No†es:

F;guJe 7」6. F′equeǹγ Djv;de′ TE§「 §JcNAI WoveIorm

TESTSIGNAしswiIch:1000,S

GAINie而ngs:6OHI

SW旺PSPEED:5,000#l
■No†es;

Fjgure 7‑7・ Frequency Djvjde′ TEST SICNA[ Wc'VeIorm

TESTSiGNAしswitch:50・‑
GAiNset†ings:42HI

SWEEPSP旺D:5,000#l
No†es:

的u′e 7‑8・ Frequency Djvjde

TEST SICNA[ WoveIo…

o教ICINAし

7」24
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AN/FPN‑3O

MAINT格NANCE

TESTSIGNAしswi†ch:A10OOGATE
GAINse油ngs:50HI

SWEEPSP駈D:8,000#l

Noles;

FjguIe 7‑9. Tjme DeIoy Unjl 「E§T §IcNA[ Wovefo「m

TESTSIGNAしswi†ch:BlOOOGATE
GAINse硝ng§:50HI

SWEEPSP随D:8,000#l

Nolei:

F;gure 7‑1O. Tjme DeIoy unj′ TE§T §JCNA[ Woveform

TESTSIGNAしswi†ch:B100GATE
GAIN

se硝ngs:50HI

SWEEPSPEED:l,500#2
Noles:

F;guIe 7一口. Tjme DeJoy unji TES「 §IGNAI Wovelorm

TESTSIGNAしswi†ch:BlOGATE
GAIN

se而ng§:60HI

SWEEPSP旺D:200#3
NoIe§;

F;gure 7‑?2. T;me DeIoy un待「EST §ICNAしWove/orm

ORICINAし

7」25
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AN/FPN̲3O

M▲1NT置NANCE

TESTSiGNALiWi‑ch:TRANSMITrER
TRIG
GAIN

settings:54HI

SW掩PSP駈D:2do♯3

NoIes;

fjgure 7‑?3. T;me DeIoy unj口E§「 SIcN▲l Wovel○○m

TESTSIGNAしswitch:BLANKINGPULSE
GAINseIIings:58H重

SW駈PSP駈D:l,000♯2

NoIes:

fjgu'e 7‑14. Tjme De/○γ Unjl TEST §ICNAI WoveIoIm

TESTSIGNAしswiIch:ACERROR
GAIN§el↑ings:40HI
l SWEEPSPEED:32,000♯l

NoIes:Langeerror;WaVeformwillrcmain
StatlOnaryOnlyatsomeSLOWra(e§.

fjgu′e 7‑?5. E/èIrjcoJ Sγǹh「onjzer TE§T SlcNA[ WoYef○○m

TESTSIGNAしswilch:ACERROR
GAiNsetlings:40H量

SW駈PSP既D:32,000#l

Noles:Minimumerror;WavQformwillre‑
main§tationaryonlyat§OmeSLOWrates.

fjgu′e 7‑J6. Elèl庇ol §yǹhronjzer JE§T SICNAふWovelorm

7‑2l

O教○○iNAL
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i..一i。n 7

AN/置pN̲30

MAINT各NANCE

TESTSiGNALswilch:2NDDERIVATIVE
GAiN§eltings:58HI

SWEEPSP駈D:2OO♯3

Noles;

fjgu

e 7」事7.各IèI証oI §γǹl'ron;zer JEST SicNA[ Woveform

TESTSiGNAしswil⊂h:LOCALGATE
GAINie面ngs:50H重

SW陳PSP旺D:100♯3

NoIes:

Fjgu○○ 7」Ie. EJèIrjくoI §γのくh○○njze′ TEiT SIcN▲[ Wovelo「m

TESTSiGNAしswtich:REMOTEGATE

CAiNsettings:50HI
SW髄PSP臨D:100#3

N01es;

fjgu'e 7」?9. ElèIrj̀oI §γǹh'onjz○○ 「各§T SIcN▲[ Woveforれ

TESTSIGNAしswilch;MIXEDGATES

GAiNieItings:5OHI
SW駈PSP喋D:100♯3
Noles:Pedestaltrigger.Thiswaveformu§ed
Onlyat種ma§le重§(ation.

fjguJ●. 7」2O. ElèI「j̀oI §yǹllIOnjze′ TE§I §icNA[ WoveIorm

ORlclNAし

カセ7

7 i..1ion
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AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

TESTSIGNALswitch:1STDERIVAT重VE
GAIN

§etting§;50HI

SWEEPSPEED:200#3
Noles:

fjguIe 7‑2I. E/è書証oI SynぐhIOnjzer rE§T SIcNA[ Waveform

TESTSIGNAしswitch:LIMITEDIST

DERIVATIVE
GAIN§e††ing§:45H暮

SW駈PSP駈D:200#3
No†es;

Fjgure 7‑22. E/è研くoI Sγnぐhronjzer TE§T §IcNA[ Wayeform

EXT駅NAしtesIpoint:V1402pin8

GAINse硝ngi:38HI

SW駈PSP駈D:100#3
Nole§:Useprobe.

Fjgure 7‑23. Os̀川olor, 2nd Amp鵬er PIole Wayeform

EXT駅NAし†esIpoin†:V14O3pin8
GAINse而ng§:54HI

SW旺P§P駈D:10O#3
No†ei:U§eProbe.

fjgure 7‑24. Os̀j肋Io′, IsoIoIjoれAmp鵬er PIole Wavefo「m

7」28

ORiciNAし
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AN/FPN‑3O

MAiNTENANCE

EXT球NAしIe§tPOint:V1404pin8

GAiNse面ngi:65HI

SW捷PSPEED:10,000#1
Noles:Waveformwillnotbestationa重y.

fjgure 7」25. O$C細a′or′ Is′ Heo′e「 AmpI紡e′航Ie WaveIo〃n

EXTERNAしtes†point:V1405pin3

GAINse両ng§:45LO
SWEEPSP髄D:10,000#1
Noles:Waveformwillnotbe§書ationa重y.

fj9u○○ 7」2̀. Os̀肌a′o′′ 2nd Heo′er Amp聞e

航Ie WoveIo′m

EXTERNAしteitPOint:V101pin3
GAIN

se而ng§:50HI

SW髄PSPEED:100♯3
Notes:This∴§(agei§u§edonlyat.a∴§lave
s書ation.

fjgu○○ 7」27. §yれ̀ ControI unjL Phose ihj"e′ DJjve′ Colhode WaveIorれ

EXT駅NAしIesIpoin†:V103pinl
GAIN

sehingi:35HI

SW駈PSP駈D:100♯3
Nolei:S宣OIonMASTER.

fjgu′● 7」28. Sγǹ Conl′OI UnjL IOO・具̀ ▲mp棚e' 〃si PIoIe WoγOfolm

o京IciNAし

7」セ,
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AN/FPN葛3O

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNAしtestpoint:VIO3pinl

GAINse硝ng§;35HI

SW托PSP托D:10()#3

Noles:S101onSLAVE.

Fjgure 7‑29. SynくConI′oI Un朽IOO‑kc Amp鵬er JsI PIole WaveIo′m

EXT駅NAしtesIpoint:V103pin6

GAINse硝ngs:42HI

SW駈PSP睡D:lbo#3
No†es:

f;gu′e 7」O. §ync Con'′OI UnjL事OO‑kc AmpI細or 2nd PIoie WoveIorm

EXTERNALtes†po而:V104pinl
GAIN

§e面ngi:42LO

SWEEPSP駈D:100♯3
NoIe§:

F;gure 7‑3I. Sγǹ CoれIroI UnjL Outpui Amp棚○○ PloIe WoveIo′m

EXTERNAしIesIpoint:V104pin8

GAiN

se硝ngs:48LO

SWEEPSP旺D:100#3
No†es:/

fjgule 7」32. Sγl'̀ ControI unj′′ Ou′pu' FoIIowe′ CalhOde Wov●Io〃れ

郷0

o教ieINAし
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AN/fPN‑3O

MA事NTENANCE

EXT駅NALles青poin†;V105pin8

GAIN§el向9§:,2しO

SW駈PSP駈D:100♯3

NoIes:

F;gure 7‑33. §ync ConlIOI unjL XmI′ Ph。Se §吊fIer PIoie Wavefom

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl:VIO5pinl

GAINsettings:58LO
SW喋P§PEED:lOO#3

Nolei:

fjgure 7」34. SγnC ConlJOI Un高XmI′ foIIowe「 Colhode Wovefo「m

〔XT駅NAしtesIpoinl:V102pin6

GAINse偏れ9S;40しO
SWEEPSP駈D:25,OOO#1
Noles:Minimum§ynCerrOr;WaVeformwill
remainst種tionaryonlyatsomeSLOWrate§.

fjgu′e 7」35. Syǹ Coml.OI unjL 6O‑ AmpIjner P/o書e Woyef○○m

EXT駅NAしIesIpoint:V102pin6
GAINsel↑ing§:4OLO

SW駈PSP駈D:25,00O#l
Notes:Large∴§ynC∴∴errOr;WaVeform

will

remainst食tionaryonlyatsomeSLOWrates.

FjguIe 7」36. SyǹぐonlroI un朽6O

Amp鵬er PIoie Woveform

o脈IeINAし

7̲3漢

7 §。.Ii。h

cc"273.1 5
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ぐo教職とC丁IV容

MAINTENANCE

3O

EXTERNAしteilpoinl:V102pin3
GAIN

se硝ngi:60I.O

SW喋PSP離D:25,000#1

NoIes:Minimumsyncerror;WaVeformwi11

remainstationaryonlyatsomeSLOWrates.

fjgure 7‑37. §yǹ ConIroI un朽6O‑FoIIower CaIhode WoveIoIm

EXT駅NAし†esIpoin†:V102pin3

GAINse砧ngs:45L0

SW髄PSPEED:25,000#l
No†es:MAXIMUMMOTOR

SPEED

con.

trolfulldockwise,large§ynCerrOr;WaVe‑

formwillremainsta(ionaryonlyatsome
SLOW重ate§.

fjgu′e 7‑38. Syǹ ConIrol unjL 6O‑foIIower CoIhode WoyeIoIm

EXT球NAし†es†poinl:V107pin5
GAiNse冊ngs:

35

SW駈PSP駈D:

2う,000#1

No†e§:MAXIMUM

LO

MOTOR

SPEED

con・

trolfulldockwise,large∴SynCerrOr;WaVe・
form

willremai

n

§tationary

onlyat

§Ome

SLOW章ates.

Fjgure 7」39. Syǹ ConiroJ unjらMoIor Amp棚e「 PloIe Woveform

EXT駅NAし†ei†poin†:V202pin6
GAiNse†ling§:50HI

SW旺PSPEED:65#4
Note§:Useprobe.

fjgu′e 7一‡O. f′equeǹγ Djyider,?O"ys BIockjng Os̀制のlor PIoie Woyeform

7」32
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MAINT!NANCと

EXT駅NAしIes†point:V2O2pin7

GAINsemngs:30HI
SW駈PSP駈D:200♯3

NoIes:

Fjgu「e 7一事. Frequeǹy Djvjder,着O一世S β/òkjng Os̀川oIor Crjd Wavefo/m

EXT駅NAし†estpoinhV2O3pin7
GAiNse而ngs:55HI

SWEEPSPEED:1OO#3
Noles:U§ePrObe.

F;guJe 7一書2. Frequeǹy Djvjde′, CouれIer事. I §′oge OuIpuI Woveform

EXT駅NALles†poin青:V204pin7

GAiNsettings:5OHI
SWEEPSPEED:10O♯3

Noles:Useprobe.

fjguIe 7」43・ F′equeǹy DjvjdeI, Co…ler I,ま§巾ge OuIpuI WoveloJm

EXT駅NAし†es†poinl:V205pin7
GAiN

setting§‥60HI

SW駈PSP駈D:150#3

Noles:Useprobe.

的u

oRlcINAし

e 7L44・ FrequeǹI Divjde′I Coun′e′ ,I 4 §′oge Ou′puI WoveI○○m

珊3
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AN/寡pN‑30

EXTERNAしIeslpoinl:V206pin7

GAiNse亜ng§:60H重

SW駈PSPEED:l如

♯3

Noles:U§ePrObe.

f;gure 7一‡5. F′eql/enCγ Djvjde「, Counle=, 8 Sloge Ou咋u) WoveIo〃n

EXTERNAし†eitPOinl:V2O8pin7

GAINseIlings:58Hl
SW駈PSPEED:4OO♯3
Nolei;U§ePrObe.

的ure 7‑46. F,equeǹy Djvjder′ Coun'er 2′ l SIoge OulpuI WoveIorm

EXTERNAしIe§tPOin†;V209pin7
GAIN

settings:50HI

SW駈PSP駈D:l,50O#2
Note§:Useprobe.

的ure 747・ Frequeǹy Divjder′ Coun'er 2′ 2 §iage Ouipul WoveIo…

EXT駅NAしtei† poinh V210 pin 7
GAIN

§e青ling§; 48 HI

SWEEP SPEED; l,50O ♯2

Notes: Use probe.

的uJe 748・ F′eqI,eǹy DjYjder′ Coun′el. 2I 4 §Ioge OuIpul WoγOio…

7̲34

o剛clNAし

CORRECTIV各

ぐ○○273‑15

MAINT各NANC各

s●.Iさ。h 7

AN/l:pN"3O

EXT駅NÅし†eiIpoin†:V211pin7

GAINse而ngs:58HI

SW能PSPEED:l,50O♯2
No†es:U§eP重Obe.

fjgu′e 7」49・ F′eqI,eǹy D柄de′′ Coun′e, 2′ 8 §′oge Ou′puI Woveform

EXTERNAしIes†poin†:V213pin7
GAINse†lings:50HI

SW能PSPEED:4,000#2
NoIes:Wavefom§hownforHIGHrate;
usep重obe.

fjgu○○ 7漢5O. FreqtJenCy Ojvjder, Cou加e1 3, i §loge OuIpI/′ Woveform

EXT駅NAしIes†point:V214pin7
GAINse砧ngs:55HI

SW喋PSP能D:lO,OOO♯l
Noles:Wavefo調ShownforH重GH重a(e;
usep重Obe.

用gu′e 7‑づ?・ Frequencγ D柄derI Co…一〇〇 3I 2 §′age Ou′pu′ WoveIo…

EXT駅NAしIesIpoi両V215pit17
GAIN$e†lings:55HI

SW駈pSP駈Dさ2う,000♯1
Noles:W種▼efom心own[orHIGHr種te;
u§ep章obe.

的W○ 7L七2吉調queǹI Divjder, Counie細3, 4 S調ge Ou巾ul Wayefo州

o教ielNAし

7」3与
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AN/書pN‑30

M▲lNTENANCE

EXTERNAしIes†poinI:V216pin7
GAiN

selIings:55HI

SW托PSPEED:25,000♯l
Noles:Waveform

shown

for

H重GH

rate;

uscp書obc.

fjguIe 7‑53・ frequeǹγ Djvjder′ Co…′e′ 3I 8 iloge OulpuI Woveform

EXT駅NAしIe§tPOinI:V217pin7
GAiNieI†ingi:50HI

SW駈PSPEED:25,OOO♯l
NoIes:Waveform

§hown

for

HIGH

ratc;

usep重obc.

fjgu′e 7‑54. f′equeǹy D;vjde′′ CounIer 3′ I6 iloge OuIpul Wavefo′m

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl:V217pin7

GAIN5el血9S:う0HI

SW駈PSP駈D:25,OOO♯l
No†es:Wave書o重m

§hown書○○

SしOW章ate;:

usep重obc.

的ure 7‑55. f′eqI

eǹy Ojvjde′′ Cou"e′ 3I i6 Sloge Oulpul WoveIorm

ExT駅NAしtesIpoin左V2O4pin7

GAINsettings:54HI
SW駈PSPEED:60O♯2
NoIes:Wavefom§hownlor§lowright,Odd
rate,drift.Refertopar種g重aph

3d(2)Ior

delayadju§tment.Useprobe.

的u′0 7‑5̀・ frequeǹI ojYjde'′ Coun'er l′ 2 i,age Oulpul WoveIo細m′ D′綱

7」3l
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AN/FPN̲3o

MAINTENANCE

EXT球NAしIes†point:V206pin7
GAINse硝ngs:54HI

SW旺PSP駈D:600#2
Noles:Wavefomshownfor§lowright,Odd
rate,drift.Refertoparagraph

3d(2)for

delayadjus(men(.U§ePrObe.

的ure 7‑57・ F′equel'Cy Djvjder′ Coun'er i′ 8 S′oge OuIpuI WoveIo…′ Dr航

EXTERNAL †e§† poinl: V2O4 pin 7

GAIN se硝ngs: 54 H賞

SW旺P SP駈D: 600 #2
Nolei: W種veform shown for sIow left, Odd

rate, drift. Refer to paragraph 3d(2) for
delay adjustment. Use probe・

fjguIe 7‑58・ f

equeǹy Djvjde′′ Coun'er一′ 2 i書oge Ou'pu‑ Wovefo

m′ Dl'jIl

EXTERNAし†esI poinh V206 pin 7

GAIN ieltingi: 54 HI
SWEEP SP旺D: 60O #2
NoIes: Wavefom §hown for sIow Icft, Odd

rale, drift. Refer to paragraph 3d(2) [or
delay adjustment. Use p重Obe.

的ure 7「59. f′eqUeかくy Djvjde′′ Co…′e〇一・ 8 §′oge Ou'pu' WoveIorm′ Drjft

EXTERNAL tes† point: V204 pin 7
CAIN se†ling§; 54 HI

SW駈P SPEED: 600 #2
Noles: Waveform

§hown for

§lo¶′∴right,

even rate, drift. Refer to paragraph 3d(2) for
delay adju§tmeǹ・ U§e Probe.

的ure 7」O・ Freque青くy Divjder′ Co…一er?′ 2 i′oge Ou申yl WoveIo′m

o則clN▲し

D刷

7」37

7 s●̀li。h

Ce‑273"1 5

Co教職格ぐ丁tV書

AN/FPN̲3O

M▲INT各NANCE

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl:V2O6pin7

GAINsellings:34HI
SW駈PSP喋D:6OO♯2
Noles:Waveform

§hown

fo書∴§low

righ(,

evenra書e,drift.Refe重tOPまき食gr種Ph3d(2)lor
delayadjus(men[.U§eP重Obe.

f;guJe 7」6l・ F

eqUeǹy D;vjde′. Cou小e「ら8 SIoge OuIpuI WoγOI〇〇億, D′jft

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinlまV204pin7

GAINseIIings:54HI
SW駈PSP駈D:6OO♯2
Notes:Waveform

chown

書or

8lowle書章,

e▼enm̀e,dri書く.Refertop'ragraph3d(2)lor
delayadju§(meǹ.U3eProbe.

fjguIe 7‑̀2. F○○qUeǹy Djvjder, C〇両ter I, 2 §Ioge OulpuI WoveI○○巾o′肌

EXT駅NAしtestpoinl:V206pin7
GAIN

seIIings:54HI

SWEEPSP陳D:600♯2
Notes:Waveform§hownforsIowle[t,even

rale,drif̀.Refer章OP種ragraPh

3d(2)fo重

del種yadju§(men(.Useprobe.

fjgu

e 7「53. FIequeǹy Djvjder, CounleI l, 8 §Ioge OuIpuI WoY●Iorm, D′肋

EXT轍NAしIèIpoinl:V2鎚pin7

CAIN$ettings:54HI
SW睡PSPEED:60ゆ♯2

Noles:Wavcfomshown!orhstright,Odd
rale,drifI.Reler(OPar種graph3d(2)lor
delayadjustmenl.U襲probe.

Fjgu′e 7「". f′eqUeǹγ DjYjder, CounIe′し2 §Ioge OuIpui Woγ〇番orm, o聞I

7鴨8

O教IOIN▲L

cc‑273‑1 5

Co農具各C丁iV各

MAIN†各N▲NCE

5..Ii。h 7

AN/書pN‑30

EXT駅NAしIestpoi面V206pin7
ヽ CAINsetlin9S:54H重

SWEEPSP睡D:4OO♯2
Notes:Wavefomshownforf種§tright,Odd
脇te,d重ift.Refertoparagr種ph

3d(2)Io重

del種yadju3tment.U§eProbe.

F;gur0 7」5. fr●quenCy Djvjder′ Coun'er?I 8 §′oge OuIpui WoveIorm′ D刷

たXT駅NAし†esIpoinl:V204pin7

CAINseltings:54HI
SWEEPSP睡D:6OO♯2

Noles:Wavcfomshownforiastlefl,Odd
ra(e,drift.Refer(OParagraPh3d(2)for
delayadju§tmen(.U§ePrObe.

的uIe 7L6̀. Frequency Djv;de「′ Counler " 2 §loge Oulpul WaveJo…′ D′航

EXTERN▲しIesIpoint:V2O6pin7
GAIN

§eItings:54H重

SW離PSP陳D:600♯2
Noles:Wa▼efo調shownforfa§tleft,Odd
重ate,driÌ.Refertop種r種gr種ph3d(2)fo重
del食yadju§(ment.Useprobe.

Fjgu○○ 7」̀7・ f′eqUeǹy Divjder′ Counle「事′ 8 §′oge OulpuI WoveIorm′ D′榊

EXT駅NAしIestpoinl:V204pin7
GAiN

setlingi:54HI

SW駈PSPEED:600♯2

Notes:Wave[ormshownforfas=ight,eVen
rate,drifl.Refer(OParag重aPh3d(2)for
delayndiu§lment.U§eProbe.

Fjgu′e 7」68. f○○queǹy Djvjder, Counle「?, 2 §Ioge OuIpuI Wovefo′m, D'綱

o教IolN▲し

7」3,

.7 i●.書i。h

Cc̲ま73。1 5

Co教眺C†lV言

AN/各農N‑3o

M▲iNTENANCE

EXT駅NAしIesIpoin青:V206pin7

GAINse両ng§:54Ii置

SWEEPSP駈D:6OO♯2
Noles:Waveformshownforfa§tright,eVen
rate,drift.Rcfcr(OParagr種Ph

3d(2)for

delayadjuslment.U§CP重Obe.

fjgu′e 7「59. F「equeǹγ Djyjder, Co州le′ら8 SIoge Oulpul Woveform, DrjII

EXT駅NAし書esIpoinl:V204pin7

GAINse面ngi:54HI

SW駈PSP駈D:600♯2
NoIes:Waveform§hownfor書a§tle[t,eVen
ratc,drift.Refertoparagraph

3d(2)for

delayadjustmeǹ.Usep重Obe.

fjgure 7‑7O. frequeǹy D高deI, CounIer事, 2 SI。ge OuIpul Wovelo「m, Dr綱

EXT駅NAし†es†point:V206pin7
GAIN

se冊ngs:54HI

SWEEPSPEED:600#2
NoIes:Wavefo重m§hownforfa§tleft,eVen
rate,drift.Refer

toparagraph

3d(2)fo重

delayadju§tmCnt.Useprobe.

fjguIe 7‑7?. frequeǹy DjvjdeI, Counler?, 8 SIoge Oulpui WoveI○○m, D′蹄

EXTERNAし青e§†poinl:V207pinl

GAiN

§e硝ngs:45LO

SWEEPSPEED:600#2
Noles;

Fjgure 7‑72. F′equeǹy D;Yjde′,?OO‑ItS BIòkjng Os̀川aIor D′jyer PIoIe WoYeIo「m

7〇㌦0

o教iciNAし

i。.1i。h 7

Cc‑273‑15

CORR各CTIV各

AN/FPN"3O

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNAし†est point: V207 pin 6

GAIN settings: 50 LO
SWEEP SP駈D: 600 #2

Noles;

fjgure 7‑73. F′eqI,eǹy Djvjde,′一OO甲S BIock;ng Osc肌′o「航Ie Wavefo…

EXTERNAし†e§† pohi: V212 pin l
GAiN se而ngs: 45 LO

SW駈P SP駈D: 5,OOO #1
No†es:

Fjgu′e 7‑74. F「equeǹy Djvjde′′ ,′OOO叫s BIockjng Osc航,o

D′jver航Ie Woveform

EXT駅NAしtesIpoin†:V212pin6
GAIN

se冊ngs:48LO

SW騰PSP駈D:5,000#l

Noles;

FjguIe 7‑75. Frequeǹγ Djvjde′′事IOOO‑ys Blockjng Osc航′o′ Plo)e Woveform

EXT球NAし†e§tPOint:V218pinl
CAiN

se硝ngs:40LO

SW旺PSPEED:20O#3
Notes:Refe重tOParagraPh3d(2)fordelay
adju§tment.

Fjgure 7‑76. Frequeǹy Djvjder, PIeSeI InpuI Am坤her PIole Woveform

OR書○○NAL

7〇回音

7 s●くIi。観

Cc,ま73.1与

Co教職をC丁iV書

AN/FpN‑3O

M▲lNTEN▲NCE

EXT駅N▲しIe料poinI:V218pin6.

G▲INse硝h9s:42○○

SW駈PSP駈D:20O♯3
Noles:Refe=OP種r食graph3d(2)fordelay
adju§tment.

f;gu′e 7‑77・ f′equeǹγ Djvjde′′ P′eSe, Ou'pu′ ▲mp棚er航Ie WoyeIoIm

EXT駅NAしIeiI poinI: V219 pin 3
G▲lN seIIingi: 4O LO

SW駈p SP既D; 200 #3
NoIe§: Refe‥O Paragr種Ph 3d(2) for delay
adju§章ment.

的u′e 7‑78・ frequeǹγ D;γ;de「′ Prese′ oe′oγ Ojode CoIhode WoYeIo′m

EXT駅NAしtesIpoin正V219pin6
GAIN§e硝ngs:40LO

SW駈PSP駈D:20O♯3
NoIes:Refertoparagraph3d(2)書ordelay
種dju§lment.

f;gure 7‑79. F′eque青くγ D;y;de′′ P

ese′ B,oc航g Os̀航Io′?IoIe WoveIo叩

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinI:V220pinl

GAiNsetlings:44LO
SW各軸Sp駈Dこ2う,000♯賞
Noles:Waveformshownfo重HIGHmte.

fjgu′e 7‑8O. F′equeǹy Djv;de′′ Square Woye Cenerolor PIoIe WoYeIo′m

7。車2

O教IcIN▲し

ieく青ion 7

Cc.273‑1 5

Co南京各C丁IV各

AN/FPN‑3o

MAiNT各NANCE

EXT球NAしIesIpoini:V221pinl

GAINseltings:44LO
SW騰PSP駈D:25,OOO♯l
.Note§;Waveformshownfo重HIGH重ate.

的ure 7‑8一・ Frequenぐy Djvjde′′ §quore Wove Amp棚er PIole Wovefo

m

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl;V233pin2

CAINseIlings:45LO
SW駈PSPEED:25,000♯l

Noles;

fjgure 7LO2. Frequeǹy Djvjde′′ le伍Rjg加Djvjde

J Sloge OuIpu′ WaveIo′m

EXT駅NAしIes†point:V234pin2

GAINietIings:45I.O
SW駈PSP駈D:25,OOO♯l

Nolei:

fjgu′e 7重3・ F′equeǹγ ojyjde

′ [efhRjghI Djvjder 2 §Ioge Oulpul WoveIo〃n

EXTERNAしIeilpoinl:V230pin8

GAIN.settings:43I.O
SW駈PSP駈D:2OO♯3
Noles:Refe=OPa重agraPh3d(2)fo重delay
adju§t調ent.

fjgure 7」84. f′equeǹy Djvjde′. fos=efトRjgh圧oIIower CoIhode Woyefo′m

o京iciNAし

7

回3

7 s..1i。h

c○○273J1与

Co脈寛容ぐ丁iV各

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXT駅NAしiesIpoinl:V228pin6

GAiNset向gs:48LO

SW播PSP駈D:20O#3
Nole§:WavcformshownforsIowdrif(.Re̲

fertobaragraph3d(2)fordelayadjus̀men(.

fjgure 7‑85. F′equenぐγ ojyjde′′ leI,‑Rjgh′ lnpu' Amp棚e′ PIoIe WoveIo〃n

EXT駅NAしIesIpoin†;V228pin6

GAINsettings:48LO
SWEEPSP睦D:200♯3

NoIes:Waveformshownforfastdrifl.Refcr
[OParagraPh3d(2)fordclayadjus(ment.

fjgu′e 7‑86. F′equenCγ DjYide′′ leIトR;gh′ Inpu′ Amp鵬er P/a′e Wovelo〃n

EXT駅NAし一e§一POint:V228pinl
GAIN

se而ng§:4OLO

SW喋PSP陳D:200#3
Notes:Waveformshownfor§lowdrift.Re̲

fertoparagraph3d(2)fordelayadjustment.

fjgu′e 7‑87・ f′eqUenCγ OjYjde「′ [e侶舶gh′ Ou,pu‑ Amp鵬er PIaIe Woyelo〃n

EXT駅NAし書es†poinl:V228pinl
GAIN

se而ngs:40LO

SW駈PSP駈D:200#3
No†es:Waveformshownforfas(drift.Refe重

toparagraph3d(2)fordelayadjustment.

fjgu′e 7」8O. f′equeǹγ D;vjde′, LeII一隊ghl QuipuI Amp棚e′ PloIe WoveI○○m

7̲きき

ORIcINAし

Co級膿とc丁iV各

Cc‑273○○与

i。.1i。n 7

AN/FPN"3O

MAINT各NANCE

EXT駅NAし†ei†point:V229pin3

GAINseltings:60LO
SWEEPSP駈D:200#3
・Notes:Waveformshownforfastleftdrift.

Refe=oParagraPh3d(2)fordelayadju§t‑

ment.

FjguIe 7」89. Flequeǹy D;vjder, lefI‑Rjg加De/oy D;ode Co油ode WoveIo′m

EXT駅NAしIei†point:V229pin6

GAINse而ng§:37HI

SW旺PSP駈D:200#3
Notes:Wavcform§hownforfastrightdrift.

Refertoparagraph3d(2)fordelayadjust‑
ment;uSeProbe.

Fjgu′e 7‑9O. Frequency D柄der, Rjg加BIoくkjれg Osc紺oIor P/oie WoveIorm

EXT駅NAし†esIpoin†:V230pinl
GAIN,Se冊ngs:40I

O
¥ SWEEPSP髄D:20O#3

No†ei:Waveformshownforfastleftdrift.
Refertoparagraph3d(2)fordelayadjus章‑
men章.

Fjgure 7‑9?・ f′equeǹy Djvjder, [ef′ A叫調ner PIole Wovefo…

EXT駅NAし†estpoi面V222pinl
GAINse硝ngs:48HI

SW駈PSP駈D:20#4
No†es:Useprobe.Waveformshowsdetun‑
ingeffectcau§edbyprobeloading.

的u′e 7‑92. F′equeǹy Djvjde′′ 5OO"kc Mu/′;p′;er P佃e Wovelo…

ORIeINAし

7̲き5

7 i..1i。h

ぐc.273・1 5

Co農相各C了iV[

AN/喜pN‑30

MAINT要NANCE

EXT駅NAしIeilpoinl:V222pin6
GAiN§elIings:55H重

SW駈PSPEED:20♯4
Nole§;U§eProbe.Wavefo重mchow§delun.
ingeffectcau§edbyprobcIoading・

fjgu′e 7‑93・ Frequeǹγ Djvjde′′主m̀ Mu冊pIje′印oIe WoveIo「m

EXTERNAし青esIpoinI;V223Pin5
GAINset†ings:100HI

SW駈PSP睡D:10♯4
Notes:U§eProbe.

的u′e 7‑94. Frequeǹy Djvjder′?‑m̀ CIjppe′ PIole WoveIorln

∈XTERNAし青es†point:V235pin5
GAIN

se而ngs;65HI

SW駈PSP駈D:10♯4

N01ei:

的u′e 7‑95. F′equeǹγ Djγjde′′一・s Morke′ foIIowe′ Co山ode WoveIo…

EXT駅NAし†e§† poinI: V224 pin l

GAIN selIing.s: 30 HI

肥田肥田皿

SW駈P SP駈D:24,OOO ♯l
Notei: SLOW SCOPE MARKERS

§Witch

S206 0n.

的ure 7‑9̀・ f′equeǹy Ojvjde′′ S′ow §̀oPe M○○ke「 ▲mp棚○′航Ie WaYe′o…

7」脆

o教IeiNAし

Co叩管C丁IV各

ぐ○○ま73○○5

MAINT各NANCE

i.̀Ii。h 7

AN/FPN"3O

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinI:V225pin6
GAiN§ettings:42LO

SW駈PSP駈D:24,000♯l
NoIes:SLOW

SCOPE

MARKERS

§Witch

S2060n.

fjgure 7‑97・ F′equeǹγ Djyjde′′ SIow r′òe Sepo′oI;on P/oIe WclyeIoIm

EXT駅NAしIe§†poinl:V225pin3

CAINseltings:75LO
SW駈PSP睡D:24,OOO#l
Notes:SLOW

SCOPE

MARKERS

switch

S2060n.

fjgu○○ 7一夕e. frequenly Djvjde′, SIow TIÒe Sepa調l;〇億Ond Morker鮪xe「 Colhode WclVefoIm

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl:V224pin6

GAiNsettings:4OLO
SWEEPSP陳D:24,000♯l
Nole§:WaveformshownforHIGHrate.

fjgure 7‑99. FIequeǹy Djyjder, /soIoijon D;ode P/ole WoveIorm

たXT駅NAし書e!IpoinhV226pin5
GAiN!〇両ngs:40LO

SW駈PSP睡D:24,000♯l
NoIes:WaveformshownforH重GH重ate.

的ure 7‑?OO. f′equeǹy D;v;de,′ SIow Sweep CeneroIor PIoIe WoveIorm

O教IciNAL

7」7

7 se.Ii。購

Ce。273。1 5

Co脈教各C丁iV格

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl;V226pin2

GAiN、Se而ngi:40LO
SW駈PSPEED:25,000♯l
Notes:Wavcform§hownforHIGHra(e.

FjguIe 7‑事O]. Frequenくy Djvjder, §Iow Sweep Ceneralor Supp′eSSOr WoyeIo…

EXTERNAし†e§†point:V226pinl
GAiNse†Iiれgi:75LO

SW駈PSPEED:25,00O♯l
No†e§:Waveform§hownfo重HIGHràe.

Fjgure 7‑IO2・ Frequeǹy Djvjde「′ §Iow §weep Cene′OIor Crjd Woveform

EXT駅NAしte§tPOint:V227pin5

GAINse硝ng§;40LO
SWEEPSP睡D:24,000#1

Noies:WaveformshownforHIGHrate.

的ure 7一一O3. frequeǹy Djvjde

′ Porophose Amp棚er PIoIe Wavef○○m

EXT駅NAしIeit POint: V501 pin 2
GAIN §e硝ngi: 55 LO

SW旺P SP旺D: 25,00O #1
No†es:

Fjgu′e 7〇一O4. Tjme De′oy unj′′ A‑OOO CIjpper C′jd Woveform

o京lclNAし

7̲4 8

C〇二273。 1 5

Co農教書C丁iV各

i●̀ll。n 7

AN/FpN‑3O

MAINT各NANC各

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl:V5O2pin5
GAINseltings:6OHI

SWEEPSP駈D:20,OOO♯l
Notes:Adel種y=8

OOOngu§eP重Obc.

Fjgu○○ 7一事O5. Jjme DeIoy unjl, A IOOO Phonloslron PIoIe Woyeform

EXT駅NAしIeitPOinl:V502pinl
GAINse璃ngs:38HI

SWEEPSP睡D:20タ00O♯l

Noles:Adelay=8,OOO/lS.

fjgure 7」ずO6.丁jme DeIay un朽A事OOO Phonloslron Crjd Woyef○○m

EXT蹴NAしIei†poini:V5O2pin6
GAINse亜ngs:45LO

SW睡PSP駆D:2O,OOO♯l

Notes:Adelay=8,OOOys.

fjgu′e 7」?O7・ J;me DeIoy uri′′ AIOOO Ph〇両osl○○n §creen WoveIo…

EXT駅NAしIe§Ipoi面V502pin7
GAINse冊ngs:50LO

SW晴亨SP駈D:20,000♯1

NoIes;Adelay=8,000us.

的u′e 7一?O〇・ 「jのe OeIoy unj'′ A‑OOO Ph〇両s′′On Supp′es事or Wovelo′m

o剛clNAl

7」,

7 i●.1I。h

cc̲273‑1 5

co教教書C丁IV各

▲N/置pN‑3o

M▲lNT各NANC各

EXTERNAしIeslpoinhV5O3pin2

GAIN事ellihg$:50LO

SW駈PSp重さDぐう.000♯1

Noles:Adehy=2;OOOIIS.

F;gu

e 7‑1O9. Jjme DeIoy unjL ▲lOOO Push‑uP OoIe

c′jd Wovefo′m

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl:V503pinl
GAINse†lin9i:44LO

SW駈PSP離D:う,000♯1
Noles:Adelay=2裏OOO4s.

的ure 7‑11O. Tine Deloγ uかれAIOOO Push‑uP P′ole W9γOI○○調

EXT駅NALlestpoin富:V505pinl

CAiNseIlings:4OLO
SW駈PSP駈D:5,000

♯1

NoIes雪

Fjgu′e 7‑? =. rjme DeIoy Unj'′ AIOOO CIjpper航Ie WoveIo〃n

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinkV504pinl
GAIN

sel↑ings:(2HI

SWEEPSP睡D:lOO♯3
NoIe§雪

的u

7̲50

e 7‑'一2・ Tjme DeIay unjL AIO Push‑uP ′IoIe Wov〆orれ

o教ic州▲し

Co教教とC丁IV各

cc・273。1与

MAINT各NANCE

§。.Ii。h 7

AN/FpN̲3O

EXT駅NAしIe§Ipoint:V501pin7

GAINse面ngs:48LO
SW駈PSP駈D:25,00O♯l

Noles:

Fjgu○○ 7‑=3・ rjme DeIoy un朽B冒OOO CI;ppe′ crjd WoveIorm

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl:V5O8pin5

GAiNsehingi:60LO
SW捕PSP駈D:10,000♯1
Noles:B1000del食y=5,000ys;uSePrObe.

fjgu′e 7」書14・ Jjmo DeIoγ unjL BIOOO MonIosI○○n PIoIe WoyeIom

たXT駅NAし書e§lpoinl:V508pin7
GAINsel↑ings:50HI

SW喋PSP幡D:10,00O♯l
NoIes:B1000del種y=5

000ys;u§ePrObe.

的u′e 7」=5. Jinel Deloy unj'′ B,OOO ′han血$′

On §upp′esSOr WoyeIo…

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl:V5O9̀Phl
GAiN!elling$:45H重

SW睡PSP駈D;1O,OOO♯l
NoI●S:B1000del種y=5

OOO型;uSeProbe.

o教IelNAl

7」与1

7 i。̀Ii。h

C○○273"1 5

CO教RたCTIV各

AN/書pN‑30

M▲lNT暮N▲NC各

EXTERN▲しIe$lpoinl:V511pin5
C▲iN$etting$:5SHI

SWEEPSP駈D:2,OOO♯2
N01è:BIOOdel種y=90O伸;uSePrObe.

Fjgu′e 7‑事I7・ Tine DeIoγ unj'′きIOO Ph帥巾●trOn PI01● Wa▼●Io′m

EXT駅N▲しIellpoin高V311pin6

CAIN'etting$:3OHI
SW睡PSP駈D:2,Oco♯2
Nolel:BIOOdchy=900u3;ueP重Obe.

的U′e 7一一一〇・揃n● DeIoγ u証′′ BIOO Pllon巾●l○○n S̀r○○n Wov〇番orか

EXT駅N▲しI●sI poinl: V512 ̀Pin l

CAIN se柄ngs: 42 HI
SW駈P SP駈D! 2,OOO ♯2
Noiel: B10O del'y =9OO博; u鳩P重obe.

的Ur● 7‑=9・ 「加e oeIoy U諏′き事00向●h‑甲山.1● W.Y●心′観

「

各X丁蹴NAしl●l子poi両Ⅴ事1う農心事
GAiN書〇両n91;ううLo
SW各とP 5p駈D3 200 ♯,
NoI●lさ寄重O d●l●y = 80華

一重j○∪r●手書登o. rj観● o●loy U所動oききoh,○一面の的l● WoY●Io調

O農IclN▲し

7」52

Cc̲273‑1 5

Co農教とぐ丁iV各

i。.1i。h 7

▲N/各pN‑30

MAINTENANC格

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl:V513pin7

GAINie面ngi:35HI

SW駈PSP托D:200#3
NoIes:B10delay=80揮..

Fjgu′e 7‑12?. Jjme DeIoy UnjL BIO PhOnlosI′On Supp′esSO′ WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしIestpoinl;V514pinl

GAINse硝ngs:30HI

SW駈PSP駈D:200#3
Notei:B10delay=804§.

fjgu'′e 7」122. 「in● Deloγ u証i, BIO向sh‑uP PIoIe Wovelo…

EXT駅NAしIe$l poinl: V516 pin 5
GAIN sel↑ih91;う0 LO

SW各軸Sp駈D: 100 ♯3
Noles: B.continuou§ de重種y = 15件. ・

fjgu「● 7」i23. Jin' OeIay unj′, B‑C〇億肋uou' M〇両osIIOn PIole WoveIorm

EXT駅N▲しIesI point: V319 pin ̀
C▲lN $eIIing$: 43LO

SW駈p SP駈D; 100 ♯3
NoIe$: B‑Continuous dchy = 15糾

旬gu′● 7‑?24. 「lm● D●ioγ

○軸oIN▲l

u刷, B‑C〇両inuou$ Inv○○Ier PIaIe Wavelorm

7

与3

7 i。.I雷。h

C○○273・1与

Co教農とc丁iVと

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXT駅NAしtesIpoinl;V507pinl

GAINse而ngs:35HI

SWEEPSPEED:l,500#2
Nolei:U§ePrObe.

fjgure 7‑富25. Tjme DeIoγ un;I, PuIse高YeHql PIol● WaveIorm

EXT駅NAしtesIpoinl:V5O6pin7
GAINsettingi:35H重l

§WEEPSP駈D:l,500♯2

NoIe3;

f;gure 7‑126. Tine DeIoy unjl, BIankjng PuIse Cener0101 OuIpul Orjd Wovelorの

EXT駅NAしte!†point:V506pin6
CAINseIiingi:25H重

SW駈PSP睡D:l,50O♯2
Nolel雪

的u′● 7」? 27. 「高e DeIoy ur時馴onking ′ul'● Oen〇〇〇着oI O〃lpul

PloI● WoY●lo〃れ

EXTERNAしI●$lpoinl:V307pin8
c▲INsettings:2事H量

SWEEPSPEED:l,事OO#:
Nol●lさTi血ermuslbeconaecledtos▼γi(ch.

ge'r書OProvidelordmdd‑C重etumlo重
̀a章hode.

fjgur● 7」I28. †in● D●hγ u刷, BIo証j叩OuIpul foIIow●′ Cainoすe Wov●io〃れ

7」軸

o教icIN▲し

ieく書i。h 7

Cc・273「1 5

00脈脈とC丁iV各

AN/FpN.3O

MAINT各NANCE

EXT駅NAしIeilpoin†:V527pin6
GAIN§ellings:60LO

.SWEEPSPEED:10O♯3
Nole§:

的u′e 7‑ず29・ 'jme De′oy unj'′ §̀OPe Trigger Cenerolo

航書e WoveIo…

.とXT駅NAし†esIpoin†:V518pinl

GAINsetlings:50LO

SWEEPSPEED:100#3
NoIes:

的ure 7一一3O. Tjme DeIay un;′′ Trjgge

CIjppe, PIoIe WoveIo

m

EXT駅NAしIes†poinI:V518pin6

GAiNse硝h9i;4うLO

SW捷PSP陳D:10O#3

NoIei:

Fjgure 7‑冒3?・ Jjme DeIoy UnjI′ rrjgger [jmjle′ PIole WaveIo′m

EXTERNALle§†poinl:V520pin6
GAINielIing§:4OLO

SW駈PSPEED:25,OOO♯l

Noles;

fjgure 7‑J32. Tjme Deloy u高, 「調nSmj"er描gge′ CeneroIor PlaIe WoveIorm

ORlcINAし

7̲与5

7 i..Iloh

ceh273‑ 1 5

co教職とC了lV各

AN/革富N‑3o

M▲1NTEN▲NCE

E)ぐ惟RNAしIe'lpoin一;V1201pinl
C▲iN

3ettings:42LO

SWEEPSPEED:25,00O♯1

Noles:WaveformshownwithAMPLITUDE
BALANCEswi(chS1203IN.

fjgu○○ 7輸?33. lòejv○○, EIèlronj̀ §w航h O高d Woγ●Io'm

EXTERNAしtesIpoinl:V12OIpinl

GAINsellings:44LO
SW駈PSPEED:75O♯2
Notes:WaveformshownwithAMPL重TUDE

BALANCE§WitchS12O3OUT.

f;gW○ 7‑134. *èejver, Elèl′Onj̀ §w航h CrId Wov●!01m

EXTERNALleilpoinl:V121Opinl

CAINsetrings:40LO
SWEEPSP睡D;75O♯2
Notes:Waveformshownwi血AMPLITUDE

BALANCEswitchS1203OUT.

fjguJe 7」?35. Ièejver,きIo血ing DIjYO「 PIoIe Wovelo肌

EXT駅NAしIesIpoin一:V1209pin2
GAINselting§:6OLO

§WEEPSP駈D:100♯3
Noles:Wavefomshownfornormaladju§t‑
皿enlofreceivergaincontrol§.

F;gu○○ 7‑136. #èejver, V;deo DelèIo′ PI9Ie Wovelorm

7」与̀

ORlclNAし

Co教教各C†IV書

Cc̲ま73●1 5

i●̀ll。h 7

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINT各N▲NCE

EXT駅NAしtqstpoinhV1216pin8

GAINseIIings;58I.O
SW駈PSP駈D:100♯3
Noles:Wavefomchownfor。Omaladju3t.
mentof重eCeivergaincontroIs.

fjgu′e 7輸?37.農èejver, yjdeo Foルwer CoIhode WoveIol'm

EXT駅NAし†esIpoinl:V1216pin3

GAiNse=ings:64HI
SW駈PSP駈D:100#3
NoIes:Waveformshownfornorm種ladjus(・
meǹofreceivergaincontrol§.

fjgure 7‑138. ￨èejver,? $l Oj轟erenIjoIor D′jv○○ FoIIower ColllOde W〇γeform

EXT駅NAしIei†poinl:V1212pinl
GAIN

settings:8OHI

SW喋PSPEED:20O#3
NoIes:Waveform§hownfornormaladjust‑

mentofrcceivergaincontroIs.

Fjgu「e 7‑事39. nèejveJ,事sI Dj柵e′enIjoIor crjd WoveIoIの

EXT駅NAしIe§lpoint:V1212pin5
GAIN

se而ngs:45HI

SW駈PSPEED:2OO#3
Noles:Waveform§hownfornormaladju§(・
mentofreceivergaincont重OIs.

Fjgure 7」?4O. Rèejyer,?sI Dj僧erenIjoIo′ PIole Wovefo′m

ORiciNAし

7"57

7 s。.,i。れ

Cc‑273‑1 5

co南京とC丁IV各

AN/FpN‑3O

MAiNT各NANCと

EXTERNAL lesI poinI; V1211 pin 6

GAIN semngi: 48 HI
SW睡P SP駈D: 200 ♯3
NoIes: Waveform §hown for normal adju§t.

ment of receiver gain controIs"

fjgure 7一一4'. nèejYer′ ,s′ Inve′,er PIoIe WoveIo…

EXTERNAし†e§† poinl: V1213 pin l

GAiN settings: 38 HI
SWEEP SP駈D: 200 ♯3

Notes: Waveform shown for normal adjust‑
ment of re⊂eivef gain controIs.

的u′e 7一,42・ hèejY印‑s, De′jvo

ve ▲mpI縮e′航Ie WoveIo「m

EXTERNAしtest point: V1214 pin 3

GAIN se面ngs: 50 HI

SWEEP SP駈D: 200 ♯3
Nole§, Waveform shown for normal adjust‑

hent of receiver gain controIs.

的u′e 7〇一43. Rèe;ve′′、2nd Djffe○○nrio,o′ Drjve′ foIIower Coきhode Wovefo…

EXT駅NAL tes† poinl: V1215 pin l

GAIN ie両ng§:85 HI

SW睡P SP睡D: 200 #3
Noles: Waveform shown for normal adjust・
men〔 Of receiver gain controIs.

的ure 7一一44. hèejye′′ 2nd Djfferenrio′o′ C′jd Woveform

ORICiNAし

7̲与8

C○○273・1与

Co教農とC丁IV各

i。。Ii。h 7

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANC各

EXT駅NAしIe§lpoint:V1215pin5

GAINselIings:45HI
SW駈PSP駈D:20O♯3

NoIes:Waveformshownfornormaladjust‑
mentofreceive重gain,COn(重oIs.

Flgure 7‑事45. Rèejver, 2nd Dj寄eIenl;oIor PIoie WoveIo′m

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl;V1214pin8

GAINsettings:48HI
SW駈PSP陳D:20O#3
Noles:Waveformshownfornormaladjust・
mentofreceive重gain⊂On(roIs.

fjgu′e 7‑事46. Recejyer, 2nd De′;voljve foIIower CoIhOde WoyeIo′m

EXT駅NAしIei青point:V802pin5
GAIN§el↑ingi;48LO

SW旺PSPEED:200♯3
Noles:Waveformshownfor120叫SSWeeP

deIay.

fjgure 7‑事47. Sγǹh○○のj重oI;on Indj̀aI○○, Vjdeo Deloy Monlo§Iron PIoIe WoveI○○m

EXTERNAしtesIpoint:V802pin7

GAIN.seIIings:62I.O
SW駈PSPEED:2OO♯3
NoIe§;Waveform§hownfor12O叫S§WeeP

delay.

Fjgure 7」14〇・ §γǹh○○njzoIjon Indj̀a'or′ V;deo DeIoy Mon'os′′On Suppresso「 WoYeIoJm

°脈IcINAl

7」5,

7 s。.,ioh

Co京雁c丁IV各

C○○273。1 5

MAINT各NANC∈

AN/寡pN"30

EXT駅NALlesIpoinl:V803pin8

GAINse面ngs;90LO

SW駈PSP駈D:20O#3
Noles:Waveform§hownfor120・揮SWeeP
delay.

Fj9ure 7一?49. Syǹh′onjza面on Indj̀OIor, V;deo Sweep lnpul foIIower CoIhode WoYOfo′m

EXTERNAしIe§lpoinl:V803pin8

GAINiettings:58LO
SW駈PSPEED:200#3
Noles:Waveform

shown

fo重

undelayed

l重igger.

FjguIe 7‑?5O. §γǹh′Onj書oi;on Indj̀aior, yjdeo Sweep I叩uI foルwe「 CoIhode Wovefol'm

EXT駅NAし†esIpoinl:V804pinl

GAINsemngs:45HI
SWEEPSP駈D:l,OOO#2
Nolei:Waveformshownfor7OO‑揮SWeeP

spced.

fjgu′e 7‑15J. iyǹhronjzoIjon Indj̀OIor′ Vjdeo §weep Oene′oi○○ Cljd WoveIorm

.EXTERNALtesIpoinl:V804pin5
GAINse南ngs:38I.O

SW喋PSP髄D:l,000#2

Noles:Waveformshownfor700‑4ssweeP
Sp鯵ed.

fjgure 7‑152. §y動くh′onjzolj9n Indj̀oIo「, Vjdeo iweep Ceneroior PIole WaveI○○m

7」O

o教IclNÅし

s。.1i。h 7

ぐc"273̲1与

Co京寄各c丁iV各

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNAしIes†poin†:V804pin2

GAINselling!:42I.O
SW陳PSPEED:l,OOO♯2
Noles:Waveform§hownfor700‑揮SWeeP
§peed.

fjgu′e 7‑事53. §ynchronjzo′jon Indj̀o,○′′ Vjdeo §weep CeneroIo′ §uppre§sOr WoveIorm

EXT駅NAし†es†poin正V806pin5
GAiN§etting§;40HI

SWEEPSP陳D:l,000#2
Noles:U§e

PrObe.Wavefoml§hown

for

700一雄SWecp§peed.

Fjgure 7‑?54. Syǹhronjzoljon indj̀o重○○, Vjdeo §weep Po調Phase Amp鵬er PIole WoveJoJm

EXTERNAし†estpoint:V807pin8

GAINsettings:52LO

SWEEPSPEED:l,00O#2
Notes:Wavefo重m§hownfor700華S.SWeeP

Speed.

F;gure 7‑I55. Syǹhronj重oljon IndjぐoIor, Pedes書○○ FoIIower CoIhode WoveIorm

EXTERNAしIesIpoinhV811pin6

GAIN$e冊ngs:62LO

SW駈PSP駈D:50O♯3
N01e§:

fjgur● 7一?5̀. §yǹllJOnjェoljon Ind;̀OIor,?OOO

o教IoiNAし

s Amp朋er P○○Ie WoveIo′m

7轟音

7 i.くIi。h

cc"273‑1 5

Co農南2C丁IVた

AN/FpN̲3o

MAINTENAN⊂E

EXT駅NALlesIpoinl:V826pinl
GAIN

§ehing§:68LO

SWEEPSPEED:l,000♯2

NoIes:

Fjgu′e 7‑157. §γǹh′OnjzoIjon Indj̀oIor, iOO

§ Amp鵬e′ Plole WaveI○○m

とXTERNAしIestpoinI:V811pinl

GAINseIIing§:52LO

SWEEPSPEED:l00#3
N01es;

Fjgu′e 7葛事5e. SγnCh○○nj重oIjoれIndj̀OIo′, lO

s Amp鵬er PIoIe Woveform

EXTERNAしIei†poin†:V812pinl
GAiNse†Iings:50HI

SW駈PSPEED:50♯4
No青e§:

fjguIe 7‑159. Sy置くh○○nj重oIion Indj̀oIor, I

s Amp鵬e′ PIole WoYelo′m

EXTERNAし†esIpoin正V814pinl

GAiNsettings:35HI
SWEEPSP捷D:l,00O#2
N0書es;

fjguIe 7‑I6O. SIǹh′On;重oljon hd;̀oIoI,州o高er Mjxer PIoIe WoveI○○m

7重2

ORlciNAし

ièI盲on 7

Cc‑ま73‑1与

Co富農とC丁IV各

AN/各PN‑30

MAiNTとNANCE

EXT駅NAしIe§Ipoint:V812pin6
GAINie硝ngs:Direct

SW播PS 騰D:25,0 O#l ヽ
NoIei:Waveformshownforone‑inch§eP種r̲

ationofVIDEOSCOPEtrace§,

的ure.7‑?̀一・ §yǹhrohjzo′jon Indj̀O′o「′ §quore Wove Amp鵬er PIole WoveIo

m

EXT駅NAしte§lpoinl;V824pinl

GAiNseltings:38HI
SW睡PSP陳D:10O#3

NoIes;

fjgu'e 7一事62. Syǹhroll Zal;on InditoIor, R‑F §weep IO

s Amp棚er PIale WoveIorm

EXT駅NALlesIpoir高V824pin6
GAINsetIings:38H重

SW髄PSP駈D:lOO#3
No†es;

Fjgure 7‑?63. Sy"̀h′orizoIjon Jndjcolor,事

s Amp鵬er Ploie WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしtesIpoint:V813、pinl

GAINsettings:35HI

SWEEPSPEED:lOO#3
N0書es:

Fjgure 7一事̀4. §ynch,onjzoljon Indjcolo′′ Mo′ker CI;ppe

ORieINAL

PIa′e Woveform

7書庫

7 i。.1i。h

Cc‑273‑15

CORRECTiVた

AN/書pN‑30

MAINTENANCE

EXT郎NAし青esIpoint:V813pin6
GAiNset†ings:Direct

SW駈PSPEED:25,000#l
Noles:Waveformshownforone・inch§ePar・

ationofRFSCOPEtrace§.

fjgu′e 7一?65. Syǹhronj重oljon IndjぐO′o′′ §quore Wove ▲mp棚e′ P/o書e WoveIo〃n

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl:V816pinl
GAiN§ettings:62LO

SW駈PSP睦D:200#3
No†es:Waveformshown

for50‑せSSWeeP

del種y.

Fjgure 7‑?66. §yǹhron;zaljon Ind;̀olor, R‑f Sweep Deloy CIomp Colhode WavefoIm

EXT駅NAしIes†poin†:V817pin5
GAIN

se青tings:60I.O

SW駈PSP駈D:2OO#3
Notes:Waveform§hownfor50華§SWeeP
de重ay.

Fjgu′e 7‑事67・ §yǹhronjzoI;on Indj̀o′○○′臣f Sw○○p Deloy Phon′osl○○n PIole WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしiestpoinl;V817pin7
GAIN

settings:48I.O

SW睦PSPEED:100#3
Nolei:Waveform§hownfoき5O咋§SWeeP

delay.

fjgu

7」的

e 7」168・ Synch′Onjzo,jon Jれdjぐo′○○′乱F §weep DeIoy Pho輸血s′ron Supp′essO′ Wovefo=n

O教1OiNAし

i。̀I!。h 7

C○○ま73"1 5

Co義教各C丁IV各

AN/書P高̲3o

MÅiNTENANCE

EXT駅NAし†esIpoint:V818昂n8
GAINsel†ing§:7OLO

SWEEPSPEED:100#3
Notei:Waveform

shownfor50‑型

§WeeP

delay.

fjgure 7‑事69. Syǹh○○njz○置ion In萌aIo′, §weep DeIoy Oulpu圧oIIowe

Colhode Waveform

EXT駅NALle§lpoint:V819pin5

GAINset=ngs:35LO
SW駈PSP駈D:20O#3
Noles:Waveform§hownfo重100・揮§WeeP

Speed.

fjgu′e 7‑?7O. §yれ̀hJOnj重aきjoれIndj̀o細or,農一f §w○○p Cen○○OIoI PI寄書e WoveI○○m

EXTERNAしIesIpoin†:V819pin2
GAINse†ling§:4OLO

SW陣PSP陳D:200♯3
Nolei:Waveform§hownfor100・〃SSWeeP
§peed.

的u′e 7‑17事・ Syのく中On;zoijon Indjco細ol., RT §weep Cene

OIor §I,PP′essOr Woveform

EXT駅NAしIesIpoint:V827pin3
GAiNse亜n9i;う2○○

SW揮PSP駈D:50O#3
Nolei:Waveformshownfor100咋§§WeeP

Speed.

fjguIe 7‑? 72. Sγ"Ch〇〇億jzoIjon Indito′ol, R‑F lnIenstry foIIower Colhode Waveform

O則eINAL

7重与

7 i。.ii。h

Cc。273○○ 5

co脈京とc丁iV各

AN/各pN‑30

MAtNT各NANCE

EXTERNAしtestpoint:V81Opin5

GAINieIlings:40LO
SW駈PSP駈D:50O♯3
Noles:Use

probe.Wave登om

shown

for

100・碕§Weep§peed.

的ure 7‑事73. §ynch

onjzo,;on Indjco′or′ R‑f §weep Po′oPhose ▲mpI細or PIoie Wavefo′m

EXTERNAしtes†poin†:V1501pinl

GAINsettings:80LO
SWEEPSP睡D:2OO♯3
NoIei:Waveformshownfo重nO重mal§igml
1cvel.

fjgure 7‑I74・ Elec'「jぐのI SγnCh

Onjze

I I

Pul AmpIj庇r航Ie WayeIorm

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinl:V1502pinl

GAiNsellings:35HI
SW髄PSPEED:25♯4
Nole§:

的ure 7‑事75・ E′è書証q, §ynch′onjzer′ hemo,e Mjxer OoIe O′jd WoveIorm

EXT駅NALtesIpoinl:V1502pin5

GAINsetlings:40HI
SW駈PSP捷D:lOO♯3
Noles:Waveform§hown書or∴Ze重O.errOrOr
no§igml.

fjgure 7‑1 7̀・ EJè偏oI §yǹh「onjze′′南emo書e Mjx○○ PIoIe WoveIorm

7」ll

o教iclN▲し

i。.書i。h 7

C○○273‑1 5

CORRとCTIV各

AN/各PN‑30

MAINTENANCと

EXTERNAし†e§tPOint:V15O4pinl

CAINseltings:35HI

SWEEPSPEED:25#4
Noles;

fjgure 7一一77・ E/è′壷o/ §yǹh○○njze

′きòOI M;xe

Cole c′jd WoYefo

m

EXTERNAし†estpoin†:V1504pin5

GAiNse面ng§;10OHI

SW駈PSPEED:100#3
Notes:Waveform§hownforzeroerroror

nosigml.

fjgure 7‑事78. EJèwicoI SyǹhlOnjzer, [oぐOI Mjxer PIale WoveIorm

EXTERNAしtesIpoinl:V1505pin2
GAINselting§;10OHI

SWEEPSP陳D:25,000#1
Notes:Waveformshownfor∴ZerOerrOrOr
no§igm重.

Fjgule 7」?79. EIèlrjcaI Sγǹh「onjzeI, Remole Syǹ ChoIgjng Djode PIoIe WavefoJm

EXTERNAし書eslpoint:V1305pin2

CANseltings:100HI
SW喋pSp髄D:雷事,000荘重
Nole$:Wavefo重mShownfo重Sig調lcros§・

ov●重心e蘭o書鑓(e.

fjgu′e 7一事8O・ Elèi′j̀oI Syǹhro証書e

ORlciNAL

′ kemo′e Sync Cho

ging Djode PIole Wovefo…

7重7

7 i。揃on

C○○273・1 5

CORR要CTIVE

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXT駅NAしtestpoint:V1505pin2
GAiN.se†tings:10OHI

SWEEPSP駈D:25,000#l
Note§:Waveformshownforcros§OVerbe・

yondgate.

fjgu′e 7一一8一・ E

è書証c'′ Syǹh′Onjzer′ hemo′e §yǹ Cho′gjng Djode航ie Waveform

EXTERNAしIesIpoint:Viso5pin7

GAINse砧ng§;100HI
SWEEPSP駈D:25,00O#l
No†ei:Waveform§hownfor∴ZerOerrOrOr
nosign種l.

的ure 7一,82・ Elè′壷oI §yǹhronjzerI [òol §yǹ Cho′gjng Djode PIole Woveform

EXT駅NAし†es†point;V15O6pial

GAINsetlings:35HI
SW捕PSPEED:25,00O#l
Noles:Waveform§hownfor∴ZerOerrOrOr
ncisignal;PatternWillremain§tationaryonly

at§OmeSLOW重ate§.

的ure 7‑?83. EIè′証oI Syǹh「onjzer′ A‑C E′′Or Cenero書o′ [òoI PIo書e Woveform

EXT駅NAし†e§†poinI:V1506pinl

GAiNse硝ng§;35HI

SW駈PSP駈D:25,000.#l
No†es:Waveform

§hown

forlarge

error;

pat̀emWillremain§tationaryonlyatsome

SLOW重a章eS.Dis‡Ortionofsinewavewill

varywithdegreeoferror.

Fjgu′e 7一事84・ EIèI庇oI iyndronize′′ A」C Er′○′ ceれerOIor [oぐOI PIole Woveform

JJ8

ORlclNAし

C○○273"

Co東京各CTiV各

1与

§è書i。h 7

AN/FPN‑30

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNAしtestpoinl:V1507pin7

GAINsellings:45HI
SWEEPSPEED:25,OOO♯1
Noles:Waveform§hownfo重ZC重OerrOrOr
nosigml;P種t̀emWillrem種in§tationaryonly.

種l§o調eSLOW章種le3.

fjgu○○ 7」185. EIèlrj̀oI §yǹhronjze′,んC Amp鵬eJ Crjd Wovelolm

EXT駅NAしte§Ipoint:V15O7pin7

GAINsettings:35HI
SW駈PSP駈D:2う,000♯宣
Nolei:Waveform

§hown

書orlarge

er重Or;

Patte重n▼Villremainstationaryonlya章some

SLOW重食te§.

fjgu○○ 7‑18̀. E/èIrj̀OI SγnCh○○njzel, A‑C AmpI崩eI crjd Woyeform

EXTERNAしies†point:V15O7pin6

GAINsettings:35HI
SW駈pSp駈D;2う,000♯宣
Noles:W食vefom§hownfo重∴Ze重O.errOrOr
nosignal:Pa(temwillrem轟nstàioのaryonly
種tSOmeSLOWra(es.

f;gure 7」?e7・ Elèi庇oI Sγ

̀h○○njzer, A‑C Amp棚el PI寄書e Woyefo…

EXT駅NAし書esI poinl: V1307 pin 6
CAIN setlings: 35 H重

SW駈P SP睡D: 25,OOO #l
NoIe●; wave書o調九〇wn書o重l種唯e章重O重;
P食ttem w皿re血種in s̀ationary only al some

SおoW富食le3.

的IJ○○ 7L1〇〇・ El●̀I′ÌOI SγnChronjzor; A‑C ▲mp棚e′航きe Wovefo′m

o教IcIN▲L

7̲l,

7 s..1i。n

C○○273‑1与

ぐo原隊格C丁IV各

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNALlesIpoint:V1508pin8
GAINse書lings:100HI

SW喋PSP駈D:25,000♯l
Noles:Waveform

shown

forlarge

error;

PatternWillremain§tationa重yOnlyat§OmC
SLOWrate§.Circuitnotu§edatama§(er
§ta(ion.

Fjgure 7一一89. EJè′rj̀ol §y

̀hronjzer′ A‑C庇ぐIj庇l' Colhode WoveIorm

EXTERNALles†poinr:V1509pin6

GAINseltings:32LO
SW騰PSPEED:25,000#l
Noles:Waveform§hownfor4/4γ肋O"COn‑

dition;PatternWillremainstationaryonlyat
someSLOW重ate§.

的uIe 7一,9O. E,ec,rjぐo′ Syǹhronjzer′ Syǹ E′rOr 「hyroIron航Ie Wovefo…

EXTERNAし′†es†poinl:V1509pin6
GAIN

§elting§:32LO

SWEEPSP臨D:25,000#l
NoIes:Waveformshownfor4/4γ棚、Oβcon‑

dition;PattemWillremains̀ationaryonlyal
§OmeSLOW館te§.

的ure 7〇一9'. Elè書証al §ynch○○n;ze′′ §yǹ Error Jhy′oI○○n PIoie Wayeform

EXTERNAしIes†poin†:V1521pin6

GAiN

se硝ngs:44LO

SW駈PSPEED:25,000#1
∴Nolei:Waveformshownforma§tCrOPera‑
tionwithadel種yof60#Sfo重bothgate§.

的ure 7‑192. Elè書証oI SyǹI匝mjzer, §quo「e Wove AmpI細o'航Ie WaveIo…

7」ず0

O則cINAL

C○○273‑1 5

CO剛【ECTIVE

i。.1i。n 7

AN/ FPN‑3O

MAINT各NANC格

EXTERNAしIeslpoint:V1521pinl

GAiNse†血9i:44○○
SW駈PSP駈D!25,000#l
NoIei;Waveformshownforma§terOPera・
tionwithadelayo番6O/lSforbo血gate§・

的ure 7」一93・ E,ètrjco′ §yǹh○○njz○○′ §quore Wove Amp鵬e′ Plole WoyeIorm

EXT駅NAしte§青point:V152Opinl
GAINse†lings:80I.0

SW駈PSPEED:8,000♯l
Noles:Waveformshownfo重ma§terOPem‑
tionwi血adelayof6O/1§forbothgate§.
(Ze重oe重で○○.)

f;gure 7一一94. Elec′庇oI Synくh○○nj重e

′ §quo′e Wove Djode Colhode Woveform

EXT撒NAしtestpoint:V1520pinl

GAINsettingi:80LO
SW駈PSP睡D:8,OOO♯1
Notes:Wavefom§hownforma§le重OPer種・
tionwi血agatedelayof60ysfo重Iocalgate
and57/lSforremotega(e.(3・件errOr.)

fjguIe 7一?95. E/è所caI §ynch′Onjzer, Squore Woye Djode Colhode WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしtestpoint:V1318pin8
GAINse†ling§;80LO

SW駈PSPEED:8.OOO#l
Nole§:Wavefor血shownforagatedelayof
6O/lSforlocalgateand57/lSfo重∴remOte
gate.(3・揮errOr.)Cir̀uitusedonlyata
maste重st種tion.

fjgu○○ 7‑?9̀・ EIèh壷oI Synch「onj重el'′ DeIoy FoIIower Colhode WoyeIo′m

o教iciN▲し

7J看

7 i..Ii。h

C○○273○○ 5

Co教職とC○○V各

AN/FPN"3O

MAINT各NANCE

EXT駅NAしIestpoinl:V1518pin3
GAINsel↑ing§;52LO

SW駈PSP駈D:25,OOO♯l

Noles:Waveformshownforslaveopemlion.

f;gure 7‑?97. ElèirjぐoI §yǹh′Onjze′′ Deloy J

;gge′ ojode C0書hode WoYefo′れ

EXTERNAしtestpoin':V1517pin5

GAINsettings:55I.O
SW睡PSP駈D:25,OOO♯l
Nole§;Wavefo重m§hownformasteropera‑

tionwithagàedelayof6O4§fo重l∝algate
and57件forremotegate.(3叫Ser重Or.)

用gu′e 7一事98・ E/èI壷oI Syǹh′onjze′′ De/oy Phonlosl○○n ′Ioie Wov●l○○m

EXT駅NAしtesIpoinl:V1517pin5

GAINsetlings:55I.O
SW駈PSP駈D:2OO♯3
Noles:Wavefom§hownforslaveoper種tion

Wi‡hagatedelayo書6O伸.

f;gu○○ 7‑?99. E/eclrj̀ol iyǹh′Onjzer, DeIdγ M〇両o章llOn ′I010 WaY●Io′m

EXT駅NAしIesI poi面V1517 pin 7

GAIN 5e鮎n9S;うう○○
SW駈P SP陳D: 20O ♯3
Noles: Waveform §hown書or a gate del種y of

OO件.

的ure 7‑2OO. EleclrjcaI §yれChl.0njzer′ De/oy Ph〇両●,ron §uppl'essor Wov〇番o〃n

7」72

o教IciNAし

C○○273̲1 5

Co農教各C†IV各

sè書l。n 7

AN/各pN̲30

MAINT各NANCた

EXT駅NAしIestpoinl:V1517pin6
GAIN§eIIin9i;うO○○

SW陳PSP駈D:200#3
NoIes:Waveform§hownforagatedel種yof
償)p§.

fjgu毒7‑2Ol. ElèI′j̀OI §γ"ぐhronjzer, DeIoy Ph〇両osIIOn SぐIeen WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしIe§†poinl:V1525pin6
GAINseI†ing§:52LO

SW各印SP駈D:200♯3
No†ei;WavefomshownforagatedeIayof
̀0〃§.

F;guIe 7‑2O2. Elèt庇OI Syǹh′OnjzeI cole Cene'olor PIole Waγeform

EXT駅N▲しtes† poin正V1525 pin 3

CAIN sellings: 50 LO
SW駈P SP陳D: 200 #3

Notes: Waveform shown for a gate delay of
60岬s.

f;gu′e 7‑2O3・ Elèt証oI SγnChro壷e', CoIe FoIIowe′ Colhode WoveIorm

EXTERNAしtesI poin一: V1519 pin 2

GAIN seltings: 50 LO
SW駈P SPEED: 20O ♯3

Noies :

的u′e 7‑2O4. E/è,壷oI Syのくhrorizer′ Remo′e Co′e Sepora′or P′ole Woveform

O則cINAL

7÷73

7 i。.Ii。h

Cc̲273̲1 5

Co脈京とC丁iV管

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTたNANC各

EXT駅NAし†e§†point:V1519pin7

GAINsellings:50LO
SW睡PSP騰D:20O#3

Noles:

Fjgure 7‑2O5. EIec両̀OI §yǹh′Onjzer′ [○̀oI CoIe §eporolor PIale WoveIorm

EXTERNAし書estpoint:V1522pin7

GAINseltings:50LO
SW髄PSPEED:25,000#1

NoIes:

的u′e 7‑2O6. EIè′r;̀oI §γǹhro

j重e

′ §quo′e Wave Amp鵬e「 Crjd WoveIo′m

EXTERNAし†esIpoint:V1522pin2
GAIN

§e両ng§;50LO

SWEEPSP旺D:25,000♯l
No†e§:

Fjgure 7‑2O7・ E/ec'壷oI §ynch

Onjzer′ §quo′e Wove Amp棚e

Cl.jd Wayeform

EXT駅NAし†es†poin†:V1511pin2
GAIN

se而ngs:58HI

SW捕PSP旺D:200♯3
No†ei:

f;gu

7̲7き

e 7」2O8・ EIec′壷oI・§yǹhronjze′′?sI DerjvoI;ve C〃pper C′jd WoveIorm

OR富elNAし

i。.1i。れ7

Cc‑273・1与

Co教職とC丁IV各

AN/書pN‑30

MAINTENANCと

EXTERNAしIestpoinl:V1511pin7
GAINse而ngs:う5I.O

SW各軸Sp睦D:200#3

Noles:

f;gure 7‑2O9. E,è,

;̀O′ Syǹh′o壷e′′ ls′ De′jvo,jve [jmifer Crjd WoveIo…

EXT駅NAしIesIpoint:V1511pin6

GAINsettings:45LO
SWEEPSP陳D:200#3

NoIes;

Fjgu

e 7‑2?O. Elè一rj̀O/ SIǹh

onjze′′ is' Oe′;voI;ve [証Ie

PIole Wovelo…

EXTERN▲しIesIpoinl:V1512pinl

GAINsettings:4OHI
SWEEPSP喋D:200#3
Noles:Waveformshownfor4/4γ妨Oβcon‑
dilion,nOe重○○r.

fjgure 7」2". E/èI′;̀oI §Iǹh′Onj重e′, AIa′m鮪xe′ PIole WoveIorm

EXT駅NALt●SIpoinl:V1512pinl

GAIN.settings:40HI
SWEEPSPEED:200♯3
Noles:Waveform§hownfor4I4γ肋O"COn‑
dilioの.

fjgu′e 7「212. EIèI「j̀OI Syǹh′On;ze′′ AIo′m Mjxe′ Plo書e WoyeIorm

o教IcINAし

7」7与

7 s。̀Ii。h

C○○273̲1 5

Co景教とC†lV格

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTとNANCE

EXTERNAしIesIpoinl:V1512pin7
CAIN

§etting§:35HI

SW駈PSP駈D:200♯3
No†ei:

Fjgu′e 7‑213. EIeぐI証oI SIǹhronjzer, AIo′m Mjxe′ cOie cIjd Wovelo′m

EXT駅NAしtei書poinl:V1514pin6

GAiNselIingi:32LO
§W睡PSP旺D:25,00O#l
Noles:Waveformshownfor4l4γ柳O"COn.
dition;Pat章ernwillremainstationaryonlyat

§OmeSLOW重a章e§.

Fjgu′e 7‑2?4. EIèlr;ぐoI Syǹhronjzer, O寄§ynl Jhyrolron PIoIe Wovelorm

EXT軟NAしIeslpoinl:V1514pin6

GAINsetrings:32LO
SWEEPSP駈D:25,000♯l
Nolei;Waveform§hownfor4l4γ肋Oβcon.
dition;PatternWilきremain§tationaryonlyat

§OmeS○○W重a(eS.

F;gu′e 7‑2?5. E/èt壷のI §yǹh′On最e′, O寄Sγǹ Jhy調I○○のPloIe WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしIe§†poinl:V1721pin3

GAINse硝hg§:うOLO
SW駈PSPEED:10,000♯l

NoIei:

fjgu′e 7‑2?6. TesI S̀OPe, Squore Wove foI/ower CoIllOde Waveform

7̲7l

o教I○○NAし

ぐO教職要C丁IV各

Cc

M▲iNTEN▲NCE

ま73‑1 5

i。。,l。h 7

AN/各pN"3o

EXT駅NAしIestpoinl:V1701pjnl
cAINietIing§;40

LO

SW駈PSP陳D;10,OOO♯l
No,es:S17010nSQUAREWAVE01po§i・
(ion.

Ejgu「e 7‑2?7. resI ìOPe, NegoIive Syǹ ▲mp棚er PIole WoyeI○○m

EXT駅NAしtes†point:V1701pin6

CAINsellings:40LO
SW睡pSP駈D:10,000♯1
Nole§:S17010nSQUAREWAVE41posi・
(ioの.l,OOO4§STEPDELAYcontroIwill
●h種nge▼yaVefo重m.

FjguIe 7‑2?e. Jesl S̀OPe, Posj"Ye §yǹ AmpIj庇I PIoIe WoyeIorm

EXT駅NAしIes‑ poi証V1702 pin 6
CAiN se硝h9i: 40 LO

SW各軸SP睡D; 20,000 ♯1

Noles: l,OOO 4S STEP DELAY control will
Change w種▼e書om.

的u′e 7‑2?9・ Tes′ §くOPe′一IOOO‑ys De′oγ Ou′pu′航′e WoveIo′m

EXT駅NAし'es' poin': V1703 pin l

CAIN semngs: 50 LO
SW駈P SP睡D: 20,OOO ♯l

NoIes :

的u

e 7L22O. Jes' §̀OPe′一OOO's Push‑uP航Ie Wovefo…

o剛elN▲し

7」77

7 s。.1盲。n

Cc。273̲1 5

Co京京とC丁iV各

AN/FPN̲3O

MAINTENANC各

EXTERNAしte§†poinl:V1704pinl
GAiN§ettings:30LO

SW睡PSPEED:24,000#1
Noles:100

ysSTEPDELAYcontroIwill

changewavefo重m.

fjgure 7‑22?. Tesi §̀oPe, lOOO

s C"pper PIole Wove/orm

EXTERNAし†es‑poin':V1705pin6

GAINse而ngs:40LO
SW捷PSPEED:2,000#2
NoIes:100揮STEPDELAYcontroIwiIl

changewaveform.

fjgure 7‑222. Tesl §̀OPe,?OO‑pe DeIoy Ou申ul P/寄書e Wovefo…

EXT駅NAしIesIpoin†:V1706pinl
GAIN

seltings:50LO

SWEEPSPEED:2,40O#2
Nole§:

Fjgu「e 7‑223・ Tes′ S̀oPe′ loO,s Push‑uP PIoie WoyeJorm

EXT駅NAしtes†poinl:V1704pin6
GAIN

sellings:35LO

SW捕PSPEED:500#3

Noles:CONTINUOUSDELAYcon(rOIwill
⊂hangewaveform.

fjgu′e 7‑224. Tes′ §cope′?OO,s C情pper PIole WoveIorm

7J8

ORiciNAL

i。̀書i。n 7

Cc。273‑1 5

CORR各CTIVE

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXT駅NAしtes†poinl:V1708pin5

GAiNseltings:35LO
SWEEPSPEED:500♯3

N01es:CONTINUOUSDELAYcontroIwill
ch種ngewavefo重m.

的u′e 7「225. 'es′ S̀OPe′ Co硝nuous DeIoy Ph〇両s′′on航le WoveIo

m

EXTERNAしIestpoinI:V1708pin6

GAiNsettingi;4OLO
SW駈PSPEED:500#3

NoIes:CONTINUOUSDELAYcontrolwill
changewavefo重血.

f;gu′e 7‑226. TesI §̀OPe, C〇億両

uOUS Deloy Phon巾Sl′on S̀reen WaveIo

m

EXTERNAしIesIpoin†:V1708pin7
GAIN§e†tingi:6O1O

SW駈PSPEED:50O♯3

NoIes:CONTINUOUSDELAYcontrolwill
Chaのgewavefo血.

Fjgu○○ 7‑227. Tes′ §̀OPe′ Co揃ルOuS DeIoy Phon′as,ron ,§uppresso′ Woveform

EXTERNAしIe$lpoint:V1707pin8

GAINsellings:55LO
SWEEPSPEED:500♯3
Notes:S1701onSQUAREWAVE41posi・
lion.

fjgu○○ 7」22〇・ Jes書S̀OPe′ §yǹ 「′jgge′ foルwer Ca′hode Wove′○〃n

ORI○○NAし

7̲7,

7 i。.,i。n

Cc・273"1 5

Co回教各C丁iV各

AN/FPN‑3O

MAINTENANCE

EXTERNALtes†point:V1717pinl
GAIN.se而ngiさ45LO

SW駈PSP睡D:500#3
Noles:Waveform§hownfor100咋S§WeeP

Speed.

fjgu

e 7‑229. TesI §̀OPeI iweep Ceneroior Cr;d WaveIorm

EXTERNAしIeilpoinI:V1717pin5
GAINsel†ingi:50I.O

SWEEPSPEED:50O#3
NoIes:Use

probe.Waveform

shown

for

100・揮§WeepSp○○d.

fjgu′e 7‑23O. Tesi SぐOPe, §weep Cene調Ior P/ole WoveIo′m

EXT駅NAしIesIpoi両V1716pinl

GAINseIlings:30LO
SW駈PSP駈D;750♯2
No†e§:Use

probe.Waveform

shown

for

重00叩§SWeep§ped.

fjgu「e 7‑23事. 「esI §̀OPe, CIomp Coihode WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしIesIpoinhV1716pin2
GAINset高ngs:3OLO

§W駈PSP駈D:750#2
Notes:W種veform§hownforlOO叫§SWeeP
§peed.

fjgure 7」232・ 「eSI S̀OPe′ CIomp Pl01e WaγeIo…

7」80

ORlctNAL

CO教職ECTIV各

Cc‑273‑1与

i。.1l。n 7

AN/FPN‑3O

M▲lNTENANCE

EXT駅NAしIei†poinl:V1718pin5

GAiNse面ngs:38LO

SW駈PSP髄D:750#2
Notes:Wavefo重mShownfor100華§SWeeP
§peed.

fj9Ure 7‑233. JesI S̀OPe, PorophoSe Amp棚eI PIole WoveIo′m

EXT駅NAしIes†point:V1722pin3
GAINse†Iings:40LO

SWEEPSPEED:l,00O♯2
Noles:Waveform§hownfor100叫§SWeeP
§peed.

fjguIe 7‑234. TesI S̀oPe, InIens崩○○ foIIower CoIhode WoyeIorm

†EST SIGN▲L swilch: V171O pin l
GAIN 5el↑ih9§; 40 ○○

SWE印SP駈D: 5.OOO ♯l
N01es: S1703 on l,OOO #§ MARKERS po§i・
(ion.

fjgu岬7‑235. Tesl S̀OPe, Morker鮪xe「 PIoie WoveIorm

EXT駅NAしIesI poin': V171O pin 6
GAIN seI†ih9S: 40 LO

SW駈P SP騰D: 5,00O ♯l
Noles: S1703 0n l

00O 4§ MARKERS po§i‑

(ion.

fjgu

e 7‑236. Jes′ Scope′事,s Amp棚el PIole Wovefo「m

ORIclNAし

7」81

7 §..1i。h
Parag調ph 3 d (3)
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CORRECTIVと

AN/書pN‑30

MAINTとNANCE

EXT球NAしtesIpOinI:V1711pinl
GAINse††ing§こ30LO

SWEEPSP捷D:5,000#l
Notes:S17O3onl,0004SMARKERSpo§i‑
tion.

的u

e 7‑237・ Tes′ S̀oPe′ Mo

( 3 ) TUBE CHARACTERISTICS CHART.」rhe
tube characteri§tics chart, table 7‑14, P重OVides catalog

ke′ Amp棚e′批書e Waγefo…

Each pin potential in column 4・. unle§S P重eCeded by a
minus sign, is po§itive with re§PeCt tO g重Ound・

data for each of the ̀ube types empIoyed in the timer.

Voltage readings a重C nOt given whe重e the mea§ure・

Thi§ data may be found u§eful when te§̀ing tube§ in

ment from jin to ground would exceed l,000 volt§・

a tube te§ter Which does not li§t SPeCific cont重Ol §etting§

NEVER MEASURE POTENTIALS IN EXCESS OF

for the tube§ Shown. The emis§ion test, Shown m

l,000 VOLTS BY MEANS OF∴FLEXIBLE TEST

the las=wO columns, may bc u§ed̀ a§ a重Ough check

LEADS OR PROBES.

of tube performance with very §imple equipment・ The

Certain重eSistances were too high for acourate meas.

te§t Shows the amount of emis§ion current (Is〉 the

urement using the 20,000 ohms/volt instrument and

tube should pas§ When the grids of the tube a重e OOn.

we重e the重efore measured with an approp重iate VTVM.

nected to the plate, in diode fashion, the required fila・

ment voltage i§ aPPlied

The timer wa§ Set atくくHIGH.O

重ate fo重all mea§"

and the §PeCified te§t VOltage

i§ aPPlied between plate and cathode.

Ce重̀ain voltage o重∴re§i§tanCe readings in colu血n§
4 o重5 will vary when specific control§ are OPerated.

N0青e

Descriptions of the factor§ Which in血uence these read.

ings are listed in column 6.

ALL TUBES OF A GIVEN TYPE SUP‑

PLIED WITH THE EQUIPMENT SHALL

The readings for frequency divide重binary coutlte重

BE CQNSUMED PRIOR TO EMPLOY‑
MENr OF TUBES FROM GENERAL

§tageS a重e given for normal operation. Fo重SOme Stage§

the normal operation重eadi血g i§ followed by addi章ional

STOぐ蝿

data taken with ho inpu章Signal and wi血the tube

removed. To disconnect the input signal move the
( 4) SOCKET VOLTAGES AND RES重STANCES.
‑The following general note§ aPPly to the tube
socket voltage and resi§tanCe Chart§・ tables

7‑15

血ough 7‑26・

(CIRCUIT NORMAL) po§ition・ When mea§u重ing
voltages of binary stages use care to in§u重e that the

§tage§ do not rever§e O仰O# state§ because of t重an§ients

All reading§ Were made with a multimeter similar

to Amy Type IS‑189 (Simp§On Mode1 260) using a
§enSitivity of 20

TEST COUNT INSERT §Witch away from the OFF

000 ohms/volt except whe重e Otherwise

ind icated.

set up as the meter lead i§ aPPlied or removed.
All readings are typical mea§u重emeǹS and in mo§‡
case§ deviation§ uP tO ±20 percent may be considered
no重皿al.

All voltage reading§ Were taken on the lowest meter

Every rea§Onable effo重t has been made to insure

scale po§§ible except where specifically noted. Such

C叩Plete and accurate info重mation; however・ discrep一

§PeCific scale information follows the voltage reading

案S瑞窪蕊嵩f請詩誌器鴛

inthi§ man言er:..45 V (2うO V sc.)

.

Al巨Oltage and resi§tanCe meaSurementS in column§

4 and 5 were made from the listed pins to ground.

equipment with the §Chematic drawing§・

(Te諦CO巌の〃ed o綿ク4ge 7‑重23)
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TABした7‑15. §OCK各T VOしTA○○§ AND R格§iSTANC各§ FOR RADiO

駅EOu剛CY O§CIし」ATOR TYPE O‑2O2/即N‑30

了uさ各

piN

各し各M各NT

2

V1401

Heate王

1

3

(6AC7)

Sc重een

7

Heater

4

7

3

4・

6
7

8

2
V1衣)5

(6V6)

31

4

̀

7

8

0

1.18k
0

130

1.2k

0

0

う8
1.3k

20

270k

̀.3ac

う8

0

‑
2.2

116

givenforpin

The
range
a
stabilized

1.9

Ot○○2

.〇〇〇i〇〇〇〇一

0

10うk

0

ー
112

Hea書e章

0

1.3k

1.う

Sc重cen

Heate重

0

0

1.う

Heate章

Plate

240

̀.3ac

G章id

G章id

18k

130

Cathode

ー
P重ate

0

0
240

l.タラ

Heate章

Sc重ecn

う

0

G重id

4

2k

1.,う
0

lSupp章e§SO重
Shell

曇

0

124

Plate

(̀AC7)

220

2k

6.3aぐ

Heate重

2

Oぐtal

10うk

事24

Sc重een

8

3

0

Ca書hode

7

0
0
220

1.7う

Hea‡e章

̀

Oc章al

G重id

1Supp重eS§O重
She皿

う

V1404

0

Pla書e

(̀ÅC7)

0
24k

0
1.7う

Heate章

2

Oぐ書al

108k

90

Sc重een

8

V1403

77

Cathode

̀

1k

6.3ac

She重l
Supp章eSSo章

う

37

2

Heate重
1

(6AC7〉
Octal

0

Plate

2

0

0
0

0

Cathode

̀

8

0

G重id

う

3

0

Shd賞
Supp章e§S°f

4

Oc書al

V1402

V○○丁Ae各
fACTORSWHiCHIN。
(V〇〇〇i)慮とSIi丁ANC各
(oHM§)
Fしu各NCEREAoiNOi

Perature.This

う00
‑

may

.〇一.一〇

̀.3ac

Cathode

3

0

be

5isfor

of
oven voltage
tem・

vol(age

considerably

greateriftheoveni§

cold.

210

TA叫且7‑1l. SOCKE† VO」†ÅeEi AND RE§i§TANCE§ FOR §YNCHRONiZA†ION

CONTRO」 TY惟C‑1238/FPN‑30

†Uさ話

印N

2

3
V宣Ol

4
1

(う814)
Noval

Voし1Ae各
教とSi§丁ANCと
FACTOR§WHiCHIN‑
(V〇〇〇i)
(oHMS)
fしUたNCEREADiNCi

GridA

CathodeA

0

1血eg

l.6

Hea章e重
PlateA
1う0

う
̀

7

O剛CINAし

としとMをNl

0

Heale重

Pla〔eR

G章idR

130
0
4.8k

0

150

0

8

CathodeB

l.6

少

Hea章e重ぐt

̀.3aぐ

0
4.8k

lmeg

130
0

7̲85

、
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CON鵜教OしTYP各C‑1238/F州‑30 (Conl

1U回と

pIN

各○○M各N丁

2

G重idA

3

VlO2

Nova重

6

Hea(e重

Platc8

7

Hea章e重c章

2

GridA

3
VlO3

1

う
̀

7

CathodeA

2

G重idA

3
4
1

う

Noval

6

少

2

VlÒ
(う814)
Noval

7

8
9

2

3

VlO7
(̀00う)

1

4

う

̀

7

7̲8̀

0
1̀k

300

NC

0

0

NC
0

1う0

0

Heate重c‡

l皿eg

10k

6.3ac

0

270

0

0

6.3ac
NC

2う0

POWer

SWitch

on

the

electrical§ynChronizer
0
In

̀k

2う0

0

0
4.6k

8

11

ScreenGrid

G章idl

NC

NC
NC

GridB

Pla章e

0

NC

CathodeB

Hea(e重 0
G重idl

23k

6.3種c

Hea章e重

Hea章eき

1血eg

12う

P置ale櫨

Ca書hode

0

4.7k

20(う0vsc)

PlateA

う
6

0

0

He種te重

1∴

0

1皿eg

0
26う

CathodeA

4

on

1.6k

Heate章

G重idA

ま

SlOI

SLAVE.

1.うk

48

Heate章ぐ章

witb

4.7k

6.3ac

Ca章hodeD

on

wi血

0
4.7k

10(う0v簿)

G農id寄

8

‑26

1皿eg

う

PlateR

7

0

0

‑う

Heate重
PlateA

(う814)

0

1う0

CathodeA

Bis

1.うk

Hea章e重

Heate章c章

SlOl
on
Ofg重idAto

1血eg

う

G富idR

with

SlOIonMASTERand

‑8.4

一二17

CathodeB

夕

1皿eg

̀.3ac

PlateD

7

of

SLAVE.Voltage
g重id

1k

Hea(e重
Pla‡eA
148

8

de.

SlOIonMASTERand

0

50k

1

GridA

groundi§1.9k

1.7k
wi章b
Resi§tanCe

0

‑26,‑8.4

3

6

A

§etting

R1う7.

1k

0
う0k

93

2

う

VlOう

0

Heaterct

隼
l

cathoく1e

on

3.3k

2.6

Ca章hodeR

(う814)

and

Pend

1.,k,17k

Heate重

少

Noval

0

G章id臼

A

PlateAre§istance書O grounddepend§OnSet" tingofR1う7.

Pla章eE

8

VlO4

0

tumedOFF.
A11VlO2reading§taken

Voltage§OnPlateA,grid

う

Heate章
PlateA
00

4

0
Oto70k
0

2うOk

CalhodeA.

(う814)
NovaI

6.3ac

0

Withpowe富§Witchon

electricalsynch重Onizer

10うk

0

Cath蘭eR

タ

3k

0

100

G章idD

8

1血eg

10toO

Heater
P重a書eA
O章o1う0

う

脈各51§丁ANc各
FACTORiWHICHIN‑
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十0.2う‡o‑1

CathodeÅ
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1

(う814)
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D書Vi D閉口rYPE CV‑274/FPN‑3〇番

丁Uさと

pl軸

2

GridA

3
V202

う

Noval

G章idB

8

CathodeB

夕

GridA

3

CathodeA

4

1

(う814〉

う

Nov血

Heate重

̀

lう2

8

Cath蘭c寄

3

・

う

REMOVED
ANDSTAGE
ON

8

V203

1

P心̀eA

3

S重GNAL

4

INPUT

Hea章e書
Hca章eき

ANDSTAGE

7

GridB

8

1

Pla書eA

2

3

SIGNAL

6

ANDTUBE

7

(う814〉

章All checks made using

ORlclNAし

26う

178
158

Heatc重C章

7う

GridA

3

Nov種l

7う

PlateB

Ca書hodeR

2

CathodeA

4

7う

Heate重

G重id櫨

8
夕

1

180
1う8

Hea章e重

R登MoVED

V204

26う

GridA

う

REMOV最D

166
7う

CathodeA

4

重NPU富

200

1う3

He種‡eきぐt

(う814〉

147
160

Heate重
PlateA
206
う

7う

P重aleB

GridB

8

CathodeR

9

Hea‡e重Ct

AandBtogroundde‑
pendon§ettingof

うOk
R282.Voltagefrom
Resistance§fromcathode§
う0k

214

7

̀High Zero Rate

26k
1.2k章04.3k

7う
22k

Heate重

6

重equi重edforthi§

7う

Cath記eR
タ

regarding§PeCialca重e

16̀

7う

PlaleB

Noval

Refe重、10introducto重ynO章eS

166

のth蘭eA

6

V203

7う

200

REMOV重D

OEE

1飾
16̀

G重idA

う

requiredfo重血is

200

G重idR

2

重egarding§PeCialのre

7う

Heate重の

(う814)

Noval

Refertoi血l重OducIOrynOteS

7う

Ca血調e櫨
9

50k

166

PlaleR

7

う)toheale章∝is6.3ac.

3k章oう.6k

148

Heate重

6

connection(Pi血4or

26k

200

櫨cate章

Voltagefromeilherheale重

7う

Cath∝1eA

4

dependonsettingof

う0k
R282.
Resistancestoground.

23k

166

GridA

fromcathodesAandB

う0k

Heate章Ct

P血書eA

S重GNAl

75

G富id鼠

2

Nov心

33k

7う
22k

7

1

うOk

3ktoう.6k

218

(う814)

う.0

7う

PlateR

夕

13k
170k

0.1

Heate重
Pla(eA
21タ

o重

うOk

‑30

166

4

50k
Voltagefromeithe重heale重

208

1う0

come⊂tion(Pin

う)章ohea章c章ぐ‡is6.3ac.

7う

Hea書efC章

2

1.l皿eg

7う
4.7k

PlateB

7

(oHMi)
FLuとNC各READINc§
京臨I§1ANC各
fACTORiWHICHIN‑

100k

Heate重

6

INPU富

120

4 PlateA
Heale重
1う0

1

V203

10v.(う0vsc)

Ca血odeA

(う814)

V203

(V〇〇〇i)
V○○丁Ac要

としとM各Nl

143
160
7う

ei(herheaterconnection

23k

(pin4or5)toheate重

31k

ctis6.3ac.

1.2kto4.3k
う0k

.

7̲87

7 §。C'i。n
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Co脈南とc丁iV各

MAINT各NANCE

TAB」E 7‑17. SOCRET VOし丁AeE§ AND REilSTANCES FOR F惟OUENCY

DIVID駄TYPE CV‑274/FPN‑3〇番(Con†

丁U回各

V204

PiN

1

PIa書eA

(う814)

2

Noval

Heate重

7う

18,

G章idB

160

CathodeB
ク

Heate重

・う

REMOVED

̀

ANDSTAGE

7

O皐F

8

Heate重

2

3

14う
160
7う

268

GridA

182

CathodeA

S重GNA工

4

INPUT

260

G富idB

Pla章eA

Noval

7う

Heate重Ct

1

160

Heate重

う

7う

Heate重

7う

REMOVED

̀

PlateB

2衛

ANDTUBE

7

G重idR

18̀

REMOVED

8

CathodeB
Heaterct

2
V20う
(う814)

う

̀

Heate章

Plate槍
7

G章idR

CathodeB

SIGNAL

7

G重idR

Ca血ode8

PlateA
2

INPUT

3

,22k
7う
7う
219

Hea章e重

う

Heate重

6

PlateB
7
GridB
CalhodeB

タ

Hea〔e重C章

AandBtoground
dependonsetdngof

Re§i§tanCe§f重Omcathode§
う0k
R282.Voltagefrom

138

7う

260

GridA

is̀.3ac.

う0k

う0k
22k

1̀0

eitherheate重COnneCtion
(pin4or5)toheale富

34k

ctis̀.3ac.

1.2kto4.3k
う0重

RefertoinlrOductorynotes

148

CathodeA

4

eilherheate重COnneCtion

l.2kto4.3k

7う

Hea章e章C章

1

REMOVED
ANDSTAGE
ON
8

dependon§et(ingof

(pin40重う)書ohea章e重Cl

144
34k
1̀0
1.2kto4.3k

Heate重
P重ate寄

8

(う814)
Noval

AandBIOgrOund

3うk

100

GridA
CathodeA

う
̀

50k

23k

14う

Hcate章Ct

9

V206

7う

192
4PlateA
Heate章‑

(う814〉
Noval

30k

1.2k章o4.3k

21少

8

2
3
l

100

PlateA
23k 50k
Resistancesf重OmCathodes
Hcate重 208 7う
R282.Vol章agefrom

タ

V20̀

148

Ca書hodeA

l 4

Noval

1̀0
7う

GridA

3

requiきedfo富this

7う

CathodeR

(う814)

regardingspecialca重e

160

PlateB

9

Refertointroductoryaotes

100

CathodeA

4

重NPU富

191

G章idA

3

SIGNAL

7う

PlateA
2

Noval

160

Heate章ct

1

(5814)

requiredfo重this

7う

P重ateB

7

regarding§PeCialcare

1̀0

6

8

V204

RefetfOin‡rOduc(OrynOte§

う

ANDSTAGE

RとiISTANCE
[ACIORiWHiCHiN。
(oHMi)
書しU各Nc寡京置ADiNcS

14̀

Hea章e重

REMOVED

V204

2̀0

CathodeA

4

重NPUT

VO[TAcE
(V○○丁§)

GridA

3

SIGNAL

ON

とし各MとN丁

d)

160

regarding§PeCialcare
requi重edforthis

7う

7う

1,7
160
160
7う

章All checks made using =High Zero Rate.,.

手嶋8

ORiCINAし
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MAINTENANCE
TA肌E 7̲17. S6cRET VOし丁ÅOE§ ÅND.nEil§TÅNC各§ FOR FREOUENCY
DIVIDER TYPE CV‑274/FPN‑30★ (Con書

丁Uさと

V20̀

plN

としとMとN丁

1

PlateA

(う814)

2

Nova重
S重GNÅL

OF量

8

V206

1

P重ateA

2

3

S賞GNAL

REMOV最D

1̀0

Heater

G重idB

少

Heate重c章

GridA

ー.3(2.5vsc)

CathodeA

う

0

̀
7

4

1

Hea章er

̀
8

1 4
う

V20少

1

PlateA
2

Noval
4

INPUT

う

REMOV玉D

(pin4or5)toheater

32k

ctis6.3ac.

l.2kto4.3k
うOk

Refertointroductorynotes
147

1̀0

regardingspecialcare

requiredforthis

7う

Pla章eB

191

G重idB

1̀0

Hea亡e士ct

dependonsettingof

7う

Heate重

Ca章hodeB
9

* All checks made usi帆g

Heate重

7

8

2̀0

CathodeA

̀

ANDSTAGE

7う

G重idA

3

SIGNAL

i(与0

Hea章e重ct

(う814)

AandBtoground

eitherheaterconnection

22k

14̀

CathodeB

9

50k

223

GridB

8

34k
l.2kto4.3k

7う

PlateB

7

うOk

7う
R282.Voltagef章o皿
22k う0k
Resi§tanCeSfromcathodes

Hea章eで

6

c章is6.3ac.・

1.2k章o4.3k
75

1(王0

Hcate重、
PlateA
210

(pin4or5)toheater

32k

lう0

CathodeA

eitherhea章erCOnneCtlOn

23k

160

GridA

3

(う814)

うOk

Hcate重c〔

2

AandBtoground
dependon§ettingof

7522k う0k
R282.Voltagefrom
Resistancesf重OmCathodes

1う6

CathodeB

9

34k

182

GridB

0
う0k

1.2k章o4.3k

7う

PlateB

7

Noval

l̀0

Hea章e重
Pla書eA
218

5

Noval

0

139

CathodeA

4.7k
70k

7う

G重idA

3

う0k

147
‑26

CathodeB

2

う0k
Voltagefromeitherheate重

7う

Hea書e重ct

connection(pin4or5)

章oheate重c(is6.3ac.

7う
3,k

PlateB
GridB

8

(う814)

42

1.1meg

0

Heate重

少

ORIGINAし

160
75

4 、Pla章eA
Hcater

Noval

ON

177

CathodeB

(5814)

V20少

26う

8

3

V208

75

PlateB

2

1

75

Heate重

7

REMOVED

265

178

̀

ANDTUBE

7う

CathodeA

う

V207

143
160

G重idA

4

INPUT

2̀0

G重idR

Hea章e重C書

(う814)

Noval

7う

CathodcE
9

requiredforthi§

7う

P重ateB
7

rega重dingspecialcare

160

Hea章e重

6

ANDSTAGE

Refertointroductorynotes

160

Hea章e重

う

REMOVED

196

CathodeA

4

INPUT.

VOLTACE
FACTQRiWHICHIN"
(Voし丁S)慮格§IS丁ANCと
(oHMi)
FLUENCEREADINc§

GridA

3

d)

160
7う

High Zero Rate

7̲89

7 ;。.書i。n
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AN/ FpN̲3O
TAB鵬7‑17. §oCKET VOしTAeEi AND RE§i§TANC書S格O教職EOuENCY
DIVID靴TYPE CV‑274/FPN‑3〇番(Co巾

1U回書

pIN

V209

と〇日M各Nl

l

PlaleA

(う814)

2

Noval.

INPUT

Heate重

う

6

8

V20少

、G重idR

PlateA

2

3

SIGNAL
INPUT

う

Heate重

7う

P重ateR

26う

7

GridA

う

8

CathodeB

160

Heaterct

う

Heate重

7
8

GridA

3

う

8

2

4

うOk

147

うk

̲21

70k
0

0

7う

う0k

4,k

100

AandBtog重Ound

l.2kto4.3k

dependonsettingof

PlateA
Heatc重218 7う
40k う0k
Resistancesfromcalhode§
R282.Voltagef重Om

う
̀

Hea章e重
PlaleB

7

8

7う
214

GridB

Cathode8

少

7」,0

う0と
Voltagefromeithe重heater

7う

146

Ca章h宛eA

CO皿neCdon(pin40重う)

‡Oheàe重∝壷6.3ac.

7う
38k

Heate章Ct

G重idA

3

1.1血eg

0

Cath記eB

少

(う814)

0

GfidD

αis6.3aぐ.

うOk

‑.2う(2.うⅤ§ぐ)

P重a書eB

7

(pin4of5)章Oheater

29k

1.2k章o4.3k

Heate章

6

dependon§ettingof

ei‡he重heate重COnneClion

23k

7う

Hea章e富
P置a章eA
38

4

(う814)
Noval,

50k

100

Ca章hodeA

AandBtoground

う0k Resi§tanCeSfromca血odes
R282.Vol章agef重〇億
22k

Heaterc章

2

32k

143

CathodeB

9

う0k

240

G章idD

∝is6.3aぐ.

1.2kto4.3k

1.2kto4.3k

7う

Pla章e寄

(Pin4or5)tohca‡er

32k

132
160

Heate章 188
7う
PlateA

6

eithe重hea書erぐOrmection

7う

G重idA
CathodeA、

AandBtog重Ound

23k

14̀

4

1

うOk

224

G重idR

3

(う814)

7う

7

2

1

34k

160
1.2k104.3k
dependonsettingof
7う
22k
うOk
Re§お館nぐeS書ro血ca血odcs
R282.Vollage缶o皿

P重a章eR

9

章All checks made using

149

Heate重

6

Noval

7う

ま
CathodeA
4 P血teÅ
Hea章e重
2の

1

1

160

Hea章e重ぐt

2

V213

184

CathodeB

少

V212

7う

G重idR

8

Noval

100

Hcate章

REMOVED

V211

188

CathodeA

ANDTUBE

Noval

26う

G重idA

6

(う814)

7う

4

REMOVED

V210

146
100

Heate章ct

1

(5814)

Noval

75

200

CathodeR

9

requiredfo重心i§

7う

PlateB

7

O冒耳

重ega重ding§peぐial̀調e
160

Heate重

REMOV重D

ANDSTAGE

ReferlOint重Oduc̀O重ynOteS

146

.Ca書hodeA

4

教とiiS丁ANC格
[ACTO教iWWICHiN̲
(oHMi)
FしuENC置READiNcS

1夕0

GridA

3

SIGNAL

V○○1Ac暮
(VOITi)

d)

Heate重Ct

う0k
3,k

147

160

eitherheaterconnection
書oheale章C章お6.3ac.

う7k

1.2kto4.3k
7う

50k

High Zero Rate

o脈!clNAし

Cc̲273̲1 5
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AN/ FPN‑3O
丁Aなし各7○○7. §OC惟丁VoしTAeEi AND髄§i§TANCEi FOR職EOUENCY
DiVID閉口mP各CV‑ま74/FPN‑3O青くCoh〃

了u〇〇

V214

PiN

GridA

3

CathodeA

(う814)

う

Noval

Heate章

6

少

1

2

INPUT
S量GNAL

う

7

V214

Hea書e重c章

重NPUT.

4

7

1

Heate重

̀

Pla書eR

270

GridB
CathodcD

180
100

7
8

G重idA

1う2

Heate富
PlateÅ

1̀0
7う
221

う0k
39k

Hca書e章

6

PlateB

220

7

G章id種

1う3

8

Cath蘭eR

4

7うi

Heate重

̀

PlateR

7

G重idR、

8

Ca章hodeR

9

章All checks made using ̀̀High Zero Rate

ぐ章is̀.3ac.

1:2kto4.3k

1う1

0

う4k

AandBtoground

l.2kto4.3k

dependonsettingof

7う
39k
7う

うOk
R282.Voltagefrom
Re§istancesfromcathode§
う0k

218

Heate章C書

(pin4or5)toheater

う4k

7う

100

Heate重
PlateA
222

う

eilhe重heaterconnection

40k

160

G重idÅ
Cath蘭eA

ÅandBtoground
dependon§ettingof

R282.Vo重tagef重o皿・
Resistance§fromcalhodes

う0k

Hea章e重Ct

3

う8k

1.2klo4.3k

う

2

oRlclNAし

7う

CathodeA

9

Noval

7う

Heate重Ct

1 4

l

160
7う

う

3

(う814)

i8う

Heate重

2

V21̀

270

CathodeA

9

Noval

7う

G重idA

4

(う814)

142
1の

Heatc章ぐt

3

REMOVED

V21う

2̀う

G重id寄

2

ANDTUBE
REMOVED

7う

PlaleB

P置ateA

(う814)

requi重edfo重this

7う

Ca章hodeR
少

regardingspecialca重e

160

Heate重

6

8

Refer10iutroductorynotes

100

Hea(e重

ANDSTAGE

SIGNAI,

182

GridA

う‑

重NPUT

7う

Cath心eA

R最MOV鵬D

Noval

100

Pla章eÅ

3

V214

160

少

Nov記

OF重

18う

Ca血odeR

2

requiredfo重this

7う

PlateB
G重idB

1

rega重ding§PeCialca?e

100

7う

8

(う814)

SIGNAI,

Refe重くOitltrOductorynole§

Heale重

̀

〔oheatercti§6.3ac.
1.2kto4.3k

143

Heate重

ANDSTAGE

Voltagefromeitherheate重

160

26う

dependon§etlingof

connection(pin4o重5〉

う6k

CathodeA

4

REMOV鵬D

う0k

Heate章c(

GridA

3

AandBtoground

うOk
R282.
Rc§istancesf重Omcathode§

40k

1う2

Cathoく1eB

PlateA

(う814)

7う
3,k

21,

GridB

8

60k

1.2k章o4.3k

7う

PlateR

7

oN

1う1
160

4 PlateA
Heate重
220

l

V214

(V○○丁3) 陳§Ii丁ANc各
(oHM§)
凱uENCI:READINci
VOしTAeE
FACJORSWHiCHIN"

各○○MとNl

2

d )

eitherheaterconnection

40k

1う3

100

(Pin4or5)toheater

う4k

c章is6.3ac.

1.2k章o4.3k

7う

うOk

.

7̲,漢

7 §。.‑i。h
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MAINTENANCE

TABした7○○7. SoCK晴VO」TÅeE§ AND RE§li†ANC格§書OR FREOU各NCY
DIVID駅TYPE CV‑ま74/陣N‑3o青くCoh書 d)

了Uさき

piN

各」各M各NT

2

GridA

3
V217

1

144

CathodeA

160

4 PIalcA
Heate重
2う8

(う814)

う

Nova重

Heate重

P富むeD

7

G重idB

8

う

Noval

8

1 4

う

8

1

8

GridA

4

(う814)

GridB

8

GridA

3

V222

1

Noval

0

う

7

0

PlaleR

GridB

0

0
う0k

440k

0

8k
7う

17k

l.7mcま

7う

Heate重

̀

うOk

110

‑21(う0v§C)

Cath記cA

COmeCtion(pin40富う)

toheaterc章is6.3ac.

うOk
Voltagefromeitherheate重

7う

‑1.9(2.うv§C)

144
4 P重a(eA
Heate章

(12AT7)

1.7血eg

7う
17k

Heate書Ct

2

う0k

0

Cathode種

9

C章is6.3ac.

1,2kto4.3k

‑1.9(2.うvsc〉

P重atc櫨

(pin4or5)toheater

66k

7う

音

eitherheaterconnection

40k

160

Hcate重

̀

AandBtoground
dependon§e章tingof

R282.V○○tagef重o皿
Resi§tanCe§fromcathodes

うOk

21少

Heate重
PlateA
110

7

う0k
39k

7う

151

Ca(hodeA

う

Nもval

66k

1.2k章o4.3k

Heate重Ct

3

0
う0k

1う2

CathodeB

2

4.7k

170k
0

160

GridB

夕

う0k

7う

Pla‡eR

7

1

7う

̲22

Hcate重

toheate重Cti§6.3ac.

うOk
Voltagef重Omeitherheater

300

4 Pla(eA
Heater 218、
7う

6

V221

Come償ion(pin40重う〉
220k
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̀
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Nova重
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6k
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0
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TABしE 7‑17. §OCKET VOL丁AeE§ AND RE§1§丁ANCEi FOR F鵬OuENCY

DIVID駄TY惟CV‑274/岬N‑3〇番(CoれI

丁uさ格

pIN

各1登M各N丁

2
V23う

Heater

1
3

4

7う

うOk

Hca章e重

8

P重ate

High Zero R寄te
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ScreenGrid
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Voltagebetweenbcater
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̀
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TABしE 7̲漢8. §OCKE† VOL丁A○○§ ÅND R各iliTÅNC各§ FOR

TIMたD軸AY丁YPE TD‑9Z/FPN‑30
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○
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TABしE 7‑18. §OCll惟T VOしTAe各§ AND RE§1i†ANC要るFOR
TIM各D軸AY TY惟†D○○2/即N‑30 [Coれ〇°d)
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g重Ounddependon

§ettingofR574.Resisl・
16k
Voltage§fromplateA,
0

Heate章
0
0
Pla章eA
10う章o1隼0

PlateD

7

0
0
to78

Ca九蘭eA

う

6

0

Hea‡e章

G重idA

(う814)

and§uPPreS§OrtO

1皿eg章o宣.1皿eg

Ca血odeめ

3

PendonsettingofR63O.
Voltage§fromplate,sereen

22k書o24k

0

Heate重雄

2

Vうさう

38to74

0.2(00.4う

G重id寄

9

0

ground,WithS504al NORMAL,,dependon §et‡ingofRう81. Re§i§tanCeSf重OmSCreeき and§uPP重eS§OrtO grounddependon §ettingofR630.

PlateB

8

ORiclNAし

plate,SCreCnand§uP.
う40k
Voltagesfromgridl,
pre§SOrtOg重Oundde‑

う̀k

Ca(ho(leA

う

0

6.3種ぐ

Heate重 73
Pla‡eA

(12A冒7)

Nov種l

1うk章o28k

G重idA

3
1

Ot○○13

Rうう7.

0

0

80章o146

grounddependson

1調eg

0

0

SぐでeenG重id
Suppre§SorGtid

ancefromgridAto

6.3aぐ

櫨eate重
Pla章e

6

7・pi録

‑0.3う

Ca血de

4

う

7

Ⅴう16

0

う2k

G重id宣
‑1.うt○○0.7う
3
Heate重
0
0

(う72う)

Noval

tingofR557.Resi§t‑
Voltage§f重OmPlateÅ,

0

Hea章e章α

2

Vう14

0
う2k

CathodeB

gridAandplateBto

grounddependonset‑

14.う(o17

G章idR

8

1

0

Heate章

PlateB

脈膳1SIANC各
RACTO購WHiCHiN。
(oHM§)
FしUENC暮READINeS

1皿eg書olこ1皿eg

0

4
Heate章
0
PlaleA
14.うto17

1

7・pjn

‑0.4章o‑0.7

CathodeA

(う814)

Vう13

V〇〇〇Ae話
(V〇〇〇§)

107(o140
70to34
十11(o‑14

う40k
Voltage§fromgridl,
PreSSortOgrOundde・

6.3ac

0

う6k
22kto24k
1うkto28k

pendonse南ngof

R631.Re§isぬnCeS書章O皿
§Creenand§uPP重eSSOr

(OgrOunddepe血don SettingofR631.

7喜,7
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TABL容7‑置8. iOCK格T VOしTAe寡i ▲ND教書§i§TANC格i FOR
TIM書D軸AY †Y惟†D‑12/FPN‑30 (Co巾

了U回書

plN

とし各M各NT

2

Vう17

う
̀

G章idA

Heate重
PlateA
147

Noval

PlateB

7

GridA

3

う

̀

Ca誼odeお
Hea章e章Ct

Heate重

う
6

7

4

う

6

2
Ⅴう22

1

4

う

うkto28k

7

77to148

CathodeB
Heate重
,6to147
0
Heatc重

77to148

うkto28k

47

う量‡028k・
0
ううk

andcathodeB‡O

grounddepetldonset‑
Volぬge§f重o皿̀種血宛eA

0

t血gofRの9.Volのge§

う5量

and重eSi§章anCesO書p血章c

NC

NC

AandplateBIO

g重Ounddepeのdonset‑ 血gofRう02. Vol(agefromca心odeA ‡Ogrounddependson 縛南ng〇番Rう02.

うkto28k
ううk
0

6.3ac

夕6to147

IntemalShield
Pla章eB

Jう10.

う10掌

6.3ac

110書o147

Ca章hodeA

6

7細98

72to147

Plugdiscomectedf重Om
NC

0

72(o147

PlateA

3'

(う7之6)

7・pin

0

InternalShield
P重ateD

andgrid2toground
weremea§uredwith
Re§i§tanCeSOfぐa血ode

NC

タう

Heater

CathodeA

7

47

6.3ac

3CathodeB
Hcatc重
0
9う1o147

(う72の
7・pin

Pla書eA

0
0

1.2皿eg
0

G重id2

2

1

0

G重id2
Plate

47k
0

6.3ac

Ca血ode

4

0

宣6k

0.6

3
Gridl Heate重
‑14.う(うvsc)
0

(2D21W)

血e§e南ngofR631.
Vo重唆ge§a血d宣e壷のnc鋒

0

7う

G章id8

OfplateAandg重idA

tog重Ounddependon

0
10
1うk章o28k

8

7‑pin

0

Heale章

7

2

0

0

1うkto28k

0

Pla章eB

9

Vう21

十11to‑4

4
Heate章
PlateA
十11to‑4

l

1皿eg
0

ふ3ac

CalhodeA

(う814)

0

42k

0.1

Heate重c‡

2

0

0

Ca章hodeD

少

0

030k

33

G重id寄

8

1皿eg
0

Hea章e重

̀

0

‑1う

4
1

う

0

̀.3ac

Ca書hodeA

Nov山

1皿eg
0

3

(う814)

Ⅴう20

‑6.夕

Hea‡e重Ct

2

0

4.夕k

Ca〔hodeB

少

1

0

148

G重idD

8

0

0
4.タk
0

Hea章e重

Plate8

7

Vう19

1血eg

0

PlateA
Heate重
148

(う814)

Ⅴう18

‑う.2

CathodeA

l
4

Noval

VOITAe書
教書§営i鵬NC書
書ACTORiWHiCHIN'
(V〇°T§)
(oHMi)
軸U暮NC各教職D州e§

G章jdA

3

d)

0

ううk

NC

NC

plateA,ぐa血odeRand

PlateBtog重Ound
Vol書ageSf章OmcathodeA,

(al§oPlate§AandB

重esi§協血Ce)depcndo重

settingofR532when

S504isatNORMAL. Vollagef重Omcathodes AarldBtogroundde‑ pendon§e竜孤gof R610.

O則eINAL
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7̲18. §OCK各丁VOしTAe格i AND R各§1i†ANC格S FOR
TiME D且しAY TY惟TD‑92/F州‑30 (Co巾

1U回電

pIN

としとMをN丁

2
Vう23

l

PlateA

4

う

Heater

Pla章eD

2

(う72の

4

73章o148

うk1028k

‑2to̲14

G重idR

6.3ac

0

GridA

Ca血odeA

6

7

9

Oto5.4

Heate富
PlateA

う

0

§etlingofRのl.

1皿cg

0

groundwithS504at

NORMAI.depend§On

う6k
0

Voltagefrompla書eAlo
SettingofR629and

0

0

1うk(o2夕k
0

R630.

Vol書agesf章o皿plaleD

andca血odeお‡b

g重Ound

depend,Wi血

Sう04a書NORMA事on SettingofR56land R62タこ 鼠esi§章anCe§f章o皿pl種(eD andca血odeBto g重ounddependoaset・ 血go書R62少.

3
14

tog重Ounddependon

1うkto29k

‑2章o̲14

CathodeB

2

8

0

Heate重

PlateB

Heatc章c章

NC

宣32kto147k

PlateA
80to1460
He種章e重

(う814)

O教IclNAし

NC

‑1う(う0vsc)

う

OfR631.Voltageand

重e§i§章anCe筆書O皿p重àeD

G重idA

タ

肌▼血

0

重うk

Ca(hodeA

andplateAtoground

う6k
Voltagesfromca血odeB
dependonthesetting

6.3ac

140

2

8

CathodeBa虹dplateB

う6k

68tol18

6

CathodeA,PlaleA,

NC

107t0140

IntemalShield

7

Vう27

・NC

Plate櫨

14

R630.Voltagcsf重〇億

う6k

7

(う814)

andBtog重Oundde‑

VoltagefromcathodesA
Pendsonseltingof

0

107to140
0
0

Heate重

3

No▼種l

う6k
0

togrounddependon Se筒ingo重Rう81when S504isatNORMAL POSilion.Resi§tanCe fromphtesA印dB togrounddepend§, whenSう04i§atNOR. MAI.,OnSettingof Rう81.

CathodeA

6

andBtogroundde.

うk章o28k

6.3ac

PlateA

4

Si§tanCefromplatesA

NC

801o146

Cathode寄
Heate章

う

R629.Vol章ageand重e・
う6k

pend,WheoSう04isal NORMAしon血e鵜‡・ dng°fRう61.

73to148

Heate重

2
1
3

Ⅴう26

うk‡o28k

andBtogroundde‑

Voltagef重OmCathode§A
Pendonsetlingof

0

NC

IntemalShield

PlateD

(ガ26)

73‡o148

CathodeA

6

7・p血

6.3ac

CathodeD
80to146
Heate重
0

う

7

う6k
0

13.う章o14.6

Pla章eA

13

Ⅴう2う

うkto28k

IntemalShield

7

7・p血

73to148

CathodeA

6

Ⅴう24

RとiI§1ANC各
FACTORiWIliCHIN"
(oHMS)
置しU置NC各鼠とAoINcS

13うto146
3CathodeB
Heate重
0

(う726〉
7・pin

VOしTAcE
(VOLT§)

d)

0
0
1う0

Heate重
PlaleR

G章idD

80k̀〇°100k

8章○○う.う

148

Heale重ぐ章

CathodeAtoground
dependonset(ingof

Sう03.Re§is書種nぐe書きo皿
4.9k
Voltagef重OmgridAand

0

0
うk

‑1う(う0vsc)

CathodeB

100k

0
6.3ac

gridAtogroundde‑
Pend§OnSetlingof

う2k

Sう03.

0
0

7̲,,
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MAINTENANCE

TAB」E 7̲喜8. §OCKET VOしTAeE§ AND Rた§l§丁ANC各S FOR
TIME D軸AY TYPE TD‑92/陣N‑30 (Cohl

了Uさを

pIN

たし各M各N丁

2
Vう28

PlateA

l
3

(う726)
7‑pin

VoけAe要
FAC†O教SWHICHIN‑
(V〇〇〇§)教各ili丁ANC各
(o軸MS)
管しu各NC各脈各AolNei

‑1う(う0v§C)

Cathode8
Heate重
4

6

CathodeA

Plàe寄

00

̀.3ac

0

0

InternalShield

7

l皿eg

0
0

Heate重

う

d)

0

NC

NC

‑1う(う0v§ぐ)

1皿eg

TABし各7̲19. §OCKE丁VOしTAeたるÅND RE§1§TANC各§
FOR RADIO RECEIV蛾TYPE R‑514/即N‑30

丁U回と

PIN

各」とM各Nl

2
V1201

1

3

(う74,)
7・pin

Supp重eS§OrG重id

Heate重
Plate

6

820

1皿eg
0

0

6.3ac

0

143to147

ScreenGrid

R各ii51ANCと
fACIOR§WHICHiN‑
(o軸Mi)
帆uとNCEREADiNe§

2to19

G重idl
‑2̀o‑28
Hea〔e重

4
う

V○○丁Aeた
(Voし丁§)

grounddepend§OnPOStr

Voltagef重Omgridl書O
donofS1203andthe
鵜書くing〇番R1303.V血ue

う.兜章oin饗

106to126

40k‡oi録書

is̲2wilhS1203out.

Voltage§from§uPPte§・

7 Cathode 2to19 820 §o重,pla章e,sC重een種nd cathodetogroundal§O mea§uredasabove.The valueswi血S1203out areinorde重:19,143, 106and19.Re§istaaces fromplateandscreento groundarein血i〔eWi血 S120宣oul.

2

V1202

1

Supp重e§SO重Grid

Oto̲26
3 G重idl
Hea章e重

(う74少)

4

7・pin

Plate

う
6

7

1

7・pin

う

7

2

1

(う749)
7・pin

う

7

Ca血ode

120to14う

0O

0

33

gridltogtoundde‑

̀.3k

R1228andR122タ.

plate?SCreenandca章h・

Vollage§書romgridl,
odetogrounddepcnd

音O

80tolO6

0.4うtoO

7.2k

33kt042k
0
0

6.3種ぐ

ScreenGrid

§etlingofR1228aad
R122,.Resi§lanぐef重o血

Pend§On§el(ingof

0

R1228andR122夕:

Voltage§f重omgridl,
odelOgrOundd印endo

0

6.4k

33

Suppre§SOrGrid

Pla〔e
̀

andcathodetog重Ound

pl寄書e,S̀章een孤d̀a血・

80章olO6

0.うOtoO

Heate重

0

6.3ac

Ot○○26
3G重idl
He種章e重
4

7̲1

0

118to145

R1228andR122夕.

dependon§etdngof

42kloう2k
0
0

Sc重eenG重id

Cathode

0

7k

・33

Heate章
Plate

f重Omg重idltoground

Vo重tage§f重o皿pla(e,§C重een

78tolO6

0.4うtoO

Suppresso重G重id

4

6

V1204

̀.4k

Oto̲26
3G重idl
Heale章

(う74夕)

0

6.3ac

117to144

Sc重een

2

V1203

Hea‡e重

Calhode

0

42k書oう1k
Voltageandre3istance
0
0
dependon§ettingof

on§e章(ingofR1228and.
R122タ.Re§i§̀anぐeffo血

7農

g書idltogroundde‑

Pend§On§ettingof

R1228直れdR1229.

ORlclNAし
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i。.Ii。n 7

. §OCKET VOしTAeE§ AND REiI§TANCE§

書OR教ADIO REC剛V馳TYP各R‑5̀4/F州‑30 (Conl

丁U回各

PIN

害したM各N丁

2

V120う

1

1

(う74少)
7"pi血

Suppre§SO重Grid

4

Pla章e

̀

Cathode

2
(5654)

Cathode

3

1

(600う)

Hea章e重

1

ScreenGrid
G重idl

う
̀

Sc重eenGfid

Pla章eA

1
3

C種thodeB
Heate章

(う72の

4

6

2

(5814)

Noval

う

̀
7
8
夕

ORlciNAし

‑2to‑7

Heater

PlateR

0

NC

NC

0

Heate章ぐ〔

grounddependsonposi・
tionofS1203andthe

28重と
VoltagefromgridAto
0
SettingofR1303.This
0

CathodeB

(CCW).

47k

0

少う

G章idR

t重Ol§atminimum

3.う

700k
0

PlateA
Heate重,う 0

andBtogroundwere

0

0

Ca章hodeA

14

10k

6.3ac

CathodeA

G重idA

1う0

3.う
Voltage§fromplatesA
0
measuredwithgainco11・

PlateB

3

R1229.

4.うk

47k

00

InternalShield

7

V1210

3.4to4

0

0

4.うk

143

Heate重

う

6.3ac

O章〇一̀.3

2

togrounddependon

§ettingofR1228and
Voltage§ftomca(hode,

143

Suppre§§OrGrid

gridlandsuppressor

4.うk
0
1う0

Heate重

G章idl

10k

143

8

7・Pin

うk
4.7k

Ot○○6.3

7

少

V重20少

143

P重ate

0

4.うk

0

Heate章
0
Ca章hode
3.4to4

(̀CL6)
Noval

̀.3ac

ScreenGrid

4

220

4.7
0

0

143

̀

Gきidl

22k
330

う.8

0

P重ate

3
V1208

̀

7

2

0
̀.2k

120

Gridl

う

330

2.4

Heate重

4

7‑pin

g重idltogroundde・

3.3k
0

0

131

Ca血ode

2

6.,k

6.3ac

Sc重eenG重id

7

SettingofR1228and
R1229.Re§istancefrom

Pendsonsetlingof R1228andR122,.

0

Pla亡e

̀

0

2.4

H:a章e章

う

V1207

33

G章idl
Heale重

4

7・pin

Plate,SCreenandcathode

Voltage§fromgridl,
togrounddependon

̀.4k

88to宣O8

OtoO.4

Cathode
1

3

0

̀.3ac

118to142

ScreenGrid

7

0

31k章o42k
0
0

Hea〔e重

う

.V120(;

VOし†AeE
脈各ii§丁ANC置
FACTOR§WHICHIN。
(V○○丁i)
(oHM§)
Fしu各NCEREADiNCi

G章idl
0章0‑26
Hea章e重

3

d)

0
36

VOltageis鵜2with

28k

S12030u章.

220k
,.うk

6.3ac

0

7̲漢01
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TABした7̲19. iOCKE† VoしTAe各§ AND RESISTANCEi
FOR RÅDIO REC馴VとR TYPE R‑514/FPN‑3O (Coれ青

丁U寄格

PIN

とし雪M置N丁

2

GridA

3
V1211

う
̀

Plate臼

8
9

Heaterct

6.3ac

(う6う4)

4

Hea章e重
P重ate

ScreenGrid
Cathode

2

G重idA

3

CathodeA
う

GridA

8

9

7̲1 02

0

̀.3ac

0

G章idB

23k

0
0
4.うk

0

14う

う1k

6.3ac

Suppre§SO重Grid
G重idl
Heate重

2.8
0

2.2k

0

83

ScreenGrid

92

Cathode

1ううk

2.2k

0.4(2.うv§C)

̀2

0
4.うk

Hea書e重

PlateB

14う

0,う(2.うvsc)

CathodeB

Heaterct

1meg

10k

Heate重
PlateA
14う

0
7うk

2.8

CathodeA

0

0 1皿eg
0

Hea章e重
Plate

GridB

1meg

う8

Heate重ct

GridA

0

4.うk

0.48(2.うvsc)

CathodeB

4

lmeg

̀1

Hea章er

う

7

0

0.4う(2.うv§C)

1PlateD

5

̀

0

Hcate重
PlateA
14う

(う6う4)

Noval

dependonsettingof
R1228andR1229.
Voltagesf重OmPlateB

0

CathodeA

31

14

0 16k 0

Heate重Ct

9

(う814)

andg重idBtog重Ound

820

lmeg

8

3

l皿eg

3.3

‑2to‑28

6

2

0

Heate章

う

7

170k
2.2k

G重idB

4
1

6

92
3

1皿cg

3

7・pin

0
7うk

‑2to‑28

9

2

2.2k

0l皿eg
0

CathodeR

7

fromplateAandgrid
Atogrounddependon

Plate鼠

7

V121う

3

0

Hea章e章
PlateA
104

8

Noval

11k

72

6

(う814)

agesandresistance§

1meg

̀.3aぐ

7

2

become§infinity.Volt‑

Se書くingofR128少.Volt・ agcf重omcathodeAto grounddependson SettingofR1289,R1229, andR1228. Reading§fo重SeCtionB measuredwithgaincon・ t重OIsatminimum (CCW).

う

̀

sectionA(akenwith
S1202cIosed.Re§istan⊂e

1うk

31

[ACTORSWH○CHIN.

OfcathodeAtoground
Å11重eading§foき章重iode

0

0.3う(2.うvsc)

Grid宣
Heate重

14

V1214

0

Suppres§O重Grid

(う814)

V121̀

0

1
3

7‑pin

0
0
Oto‑13k

Ca章hodeR

2
V1212

Noval

4,ko重inf

117

G重idR

RESIiTANCE
(oHMi)
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SuppressorGrid

2

0

NC

0

ScreenG重id

7

0

0

0
う6k0

Heate重

う

、6

7‑pin

̀.3ac

‑30

G重idl
Hea〔e重
‑30
4

7‑pi皿

Vlう05

う6k

CathodeA

Plate櫨

1 3

1皿eg

う6k
0

0

In章e重nalShield

7

3.6k

‑30

Heate重

i§readusing2.5vsc.
27k

1う0

Pla〔eA

6

0

Oto‑0.う

l
3
4

grid10grOunddepends

0 Voltagef重Om§uPP重e§§O重
onsettingofR1515and

6.3ac

2

う

0

1う0

Suppresso重Grid

(う726)

NC

0

う6k
0

Platc

7「)in

Vlう04

0

Sc章eenG書id

7

NC

NC

Hea章e重∴

う

0

NC

6.3aぐ

G章idl
Hea章e重
‑30

4

V1う03

0

NC

Hea章e重Cl

1
3

0
Vollagefromg重idAto

NC

Ca書hodeB

9

§e筒ingofR1う01.

0
う2k

PlateD

7

g重Ounddepend§O11

1.うk

Heate重

6
8

R各iI§丁ANぐと
(oHM§)
fしuENCEIR各ADINci
fAC†ORSWHICHIN"

OtolOk
2.0

Heate重
PlateA
70

Noval

7‑pin

0

CathodeA

4
1

V宣う02

V〇〇〇A○○
(Voし†i)

2l

028k

0
28k

0

grounddepend§On
se章tingofR1522.Vol章・

ageftomca章hodeAor
VollagefromplaleAto
B̀Og重Ounddepcndson

血e‡e重p○○a章i吋Sincea

10血eg

0.7うtoO,9aぐ

§m種lld‑CCOmPOnen章

21

(am重OXO.1vdc)

affec̀§重eadingaccord‑ ingtoreversalofmete重 lcad§.Voltagefrom PlateBtog重Oundde・ Pend§OnSettingof Rlう1う.
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Co脈京容C丁IV各
MAINTENANC各

AN/FPN̲3O
丁AB」を7̲21. iOCKE† VOLTAeEi AND RE§1§TANCE§ FORとし容CTRICAし
§YNCHRONIZ各R TYPE iN‑1 1 7/FPN‑3O (Conl

丁U寄書

、pIN

Vlう07

2

G書idA

3

CathodeA

4
1

Heate章
Pla(eA

う

̀

2

GridA

3

Cat血deA

(う814)

う
6

0

0

470k

0

l皿eg

Hea章e重
PlaleB

0

Heate重ぐt

6

580

1皿eg
0

9to30
22kto62kVoltagesandresi§tanCeS
fromcathodeandgrid
700k,1.1血eg

Heate章

う

0
う80

6.3ac

Heate重

4

SettingofR1522and

R1う1う.
Voltagef重OmCathodeA

0
0

0

Ca章hode
G重idl

togrounddependson

10k

03.7k 0

G重idR

3

0

少tolO.う

C種thodeB

2
、1

3.3k

6.3ac

8

(2D21W)

0

108k

1.̀to2.1

7

夕

Pendonsettingof
Rlう22andR1う1う.
VoltagesfromplateBand

77to9う

Heater
PlateA
1う0

Nova重

MASTER

0
NC

Heate重

Heaterct

4
1

CathodeBtogroundde.

NC

0
NC

CathodeD

タ

7「pin

NC

NC

GridB

8

V宣う0夕

NC

Plate鼠

7

V1う08

(Voし丁§)教たらIS丁ANC各
(oHMi)
FしuENCEREAD̀NcS
VOしTAc置
FA⊂1ORiWHICHiN.

各したM各N丁

(12Aす7)

Novali

d)

0

0

̀.3ac

G重id2

NC

2tog重Ounddependon
0

NC

settingofR1534,

Resistanceofgridlto

OPERAT重ON
6
Pla〔e
32toO,‑78
27kto66k
groundis700kwith
/ 7 G重id2 夕to30 22kto62k Phasedialat±4and 1.1megwi血phase dialatO.Voltagefrom Platetogroundi§32 toOwilhunfiredtube (SYNCERRORlight Off)and‑78withtubc 血ed(2う0v§C).Re・ Sjs(anCefromplateto grounddependson SCtlingofRlう34.

Vlう0タ

2
1

Ca章hode
G重idl

(2D21W)
7・pin

3
4

S」AV重

Heale章

う

OP農RA冒重ON

9to30
22k〔062k
0,lう〔032
110k

Heate重

6

G重id2

Plale

0

0

6.3ac

NC

32toO,‑78

0

NC

groundisOwithSlO8
Voltagefromgridlto

inthesynchronization
COntrOlunitnotoper‑

ated.Iti§15to32volt§

27kto66k

WilhSlO8operated,

7 G重id2 夕to30 22kto62k dependingonsettingof R1う34. Voltagefromplateto groundis32toOwith tubeunfired(SYNC ERRORlighto髄)and ‑78withtubefired (2う0v§C).Vol書ages and重eSistancesfrom Cathodeandgrid2to grounddependon set章ingofRlう34.Re一 Si§tanCef重o皿pla(etO grounddependson Se章tingofR1う34.
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Co脈鴫とC丁IV各
MAiNTENANCと

AN/寡pN‑30

TA帆と7‑21. §OCKET VOし†AeES AND RE§l§TANCES FOR E」ECT剛CA」
SYNCHRONIZER TYPE SN‑1 11 7/即N‑30 (Conl"d)

丁Uさと

PIN

としとM各NT

2

GridA

3
V1510

う

Nova置

PlateB

7

Heate章c章

2

GridA

‑0.4(2.うvsc〉

0

う

Heate重

PlateB
G重idB

G重idA

Noval

̀

2

GridA

4

̀

l皿eg

Cathode

4

Heate章
う

̀

G重id2

28to3タ

620k

0

̀.3種ぐ

0

620k

100kto140重
0
0

6.3ac

G重id2

Pla〔e

10皿eg

0

28書o3タ

Olo44
3 G重id宣
Heate重

0

620k

‑0.4(2.5v§C)

Hea亡erぐ書

2

0
10皿eg

0

28章o3少

Cathode寄

少

0

10血eg

0

Heater

G章idR

8

7

0

6.3ac

‑0.4(2.5v§C)

PlatcR

7

i

う6k

Heate章
PlateA
‑0.4(2̀うvsc)0

5

0

10皿eg

0

CathodeA

(う814)

(2D21W)

0

‑30

Heate重α

3

0
100k

0

12

CathodeB

少

1meg
10皿eg

Heate重

G重idD

8

0

0

Pla‡eB

7

0

12

Heate重 147
Pla章eA

う

1皿eg
0

6.3ac

CathodeA

4
1

0

100k

0.3

Hea‡eきc章

(う814)

0

12

Ca書hodeE

3

and‑1.25onADJUST.

1・3皿eg

0
220k

2

7‑音漢0

l

0

少

7「pin

22k

ResistancefromgridA togroundis18kwith S1504onOPERATE and10megon ADJUST.

Hea章e重
PlateA
106

8

1

9.2

S1う040nOPERA丁重

41

7

Noval

groundis‑5.2with

220k

0

̀

1

VoltagefromgridAto

CathodeA

(う814)

V1う12

0

0

3

Noval

Vlう14

6.3ac

groundi§65wi血S15O4

OnOPERATE,and87

3.7k

0

Ca章hode鼠

9

0

1う0

G重idB

8

0

0
1血egWithS1504onADJUST.
VoltagefromplaleAto

Hea書e重

6

V1う11

18k,10血eg

0

Heater ̀う,87
0
P重a章eA

(う814)

V1う13

‑う.2,‑1.2う

Ca章hodeA

4

1

V○○丁▲c置
農とiii丁ANc各
FAC丁ORSWHICHiN。
(V〇〇〇S)
(oHMS)
fluENCEREADINci

NC

一うOto30

0

Cathodeandgrid2to
Voltage§fromgridl,
grounddependon

鵜書dngofRlううう.Re・

NC
620k

sistancefromgridlto
grounddepend§On

SettingofR1555. Platevoltagetoground Variesfrom50tQOwith SYNCERRORlighton accordingtosettingof R1555.Thevariationis Oto30withSYNC ERRORligh書o債
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MAINTENANC各

AN/FPN̲3O

丁ABしE 7̲21. §OCK即VO」†ÅeたらÅND R各SiiTANCE§ FOR即題CTRICAし
SYNCHRONiZER TYPE §N看1 1 7/FPN‑30 (Conl

1uさ2

PiN

2
3
4
l

Vlう1う
(う814)

Nov轟

GridA
CathodeA

NC

Heate重
PlateA

NC 0

う

6
7

Pla章eA
CathodeB
3■

4

う

V1う16

P重ateR

7「pin

3
4

SLAV登

う

6
7

V1う17

3

7「pin

4

MAS冒ER

う

OPERAT重ON

Plate

3

7「piき

4

OPERAT重ON

Plate

6
7

2
1 3

(う814)
Noval

MASTER
OPERATION

7

0う00kfromscreengridand
Voltagesandresistances
0

supp重essorgridto

0

grounddぐpendon

470k

34toう3

settingofR1592.

19kto21k

10kto26k

32to123

Heate重

Heate重

6

se〔〔ingofR1592.

Voltagefromgridlto

grounddependson Se〔tingofRlう,2.

470k

gridA,CathOdcA,grid

PlatcA
CathodeA
32to123
31to123
470k1.うmeg
Ⅴ01章agesfrompla章cA,
BandcathOdeBto
4

5

8
9

ORICINAし

GridA

Voltagefromgridlto

grounddependson

6.3ac

̲4書○○18

grounddependon

settingofRlう,2.

19kto21k

0

32to123

ScreenGrid
Suppresso章Grid

suppressorgridto
0

470k

0
toO.2う

Hea章e重

う

0

10kto2̀k

Heate重

R1544.

0
う00k f重OmSCreengridand
Voltagesandresistance§

34toう3

2G章id宣
Cathode
‑1.う

1

cathodeBtoground

dependsonsettingof

0

‑̀to‑18

R1351.Resistancef重Om

NC

6.3ac

Sc重eenGrid

settingofR1544and

480k

32to123

Suppre§SorGrid

(う72う)

V1う18

Heate章

togrounddependon

0

NC

480k

Heate重

̀
7

SIAVE

32to123

cathodeAandplateB
Voltagesf重OmCathodeB,

0

̀.3ac

32to123

zationcontrolunit).

21k
14kto22k
0

R1565,R1517andR138

(latterisinsynchroni・

480k

2G重idl
Cathode
0
‑1.う‡00.2う

1

(う72う)

Vlう17

NC

IntemalShield

Pla章eB

settingofR1544,R1551,

480k

NC

Heate章

CathodeA

OPERATION

tog重Ounddependon

0

32to123

Heate章

cathodeAandplateB
Voltagesf重OmCathodeB,

0

32to123

2 CathodeD
PlateA
2少
32to123

1

(う726〉

0

21k
47k

0

IntemalShield

7

0

6.3ac

̀.3ac

CathodeA

6

0

10kto26k
10kto2̀k

29
32to123

Hea書e重

OPERATION

scttingofRlう,2,
Voltagesandresistances

0

Heater

l:ACTORiWHiCHIN̲

fromplateBandgrid
Btogrounddependon

0

̲18to‑4

Heate重ぐ章

2

MAS丁ER

0
NC

Ca心odeR

(う726)
7‑p血

NC
NC

NC

̲18to‑4

G重idB

9

1

(oHMS)
Rとるi§†ANc各

Heate重

Pla章eB

8

V1う16

(VOLTi)
VOしTACE

たし各M各N†

d)

PlateB
G重idR

0

0

0

1う0
23to126

CathodeE
Heaterct

0.

grounddependon

settingofRlう44,Rlうう1,

3.7k
2.2皿cg

32to123
6.3ac

Rlう65,Rlう17andR138
(latterisinsynccontrol

47k
0

unit).

7̲看漢音
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Co電照各C丁IV各

AN/FPN‑3O

MAiNTENANCE

†AB帖7‑21. SOCK訂VO」丁AeE§ AND RE§看§TANCたるFOR各鵬CTRICAし
SYNCHRONIZ駄TY惟SN‑1 17/FPN‑30 (Con書‑d)

丁U8各

pIN

置膿MたN丁

2
V1う18

GridA

1
3

(う814)

4

SLAV重

7

8

‑30

2

Heale重

PlateD

12

0

4
う

̲16

‑3夕

Heaie章
Heale重

Pla章cB

‑38

Ca章hodeR

6.3ac

Pend§OnSetdngof

0

ma§terOPe重ation.
Thistubeisusedonlyfor
Re§is〔anCefromplateB

0

togrounddepend§On

NC

NC

1.1皿eg

masterQPeration.

110ktollうk
Thistubeisu§edonlyfor
少00
Voltagefromplate§Aand

0

0

Btogrounddependon

§e‡tingofR1544,R155l,

115kto12うk

重.1血eg
‑30

§e(tingofR1う6う.

12うktol1うk

0

0

ー̀toう0

G章idD

Heate章ぐt

andBtogroundde‑

R1う44,Rlうう1,R1う6う,

2.2血eg

InternalShield

G重idA

少

NC

0

0

̲6toう1
3 Pla章eA
CathodeA
‑30

7

NC

6.3aぐ

2

8

7鵜音12

Heater

Pla書e臼

6

0

2.2皿eg

‑1う
in書
0
2.2血eg

7

(う814)

ma§terOPe重ation.
Thistubeisu§edonlyfo重

Voltagefromcathodc§A

Rlう17andR138(1a筒e章 isinsynccontrolunit). Vollagef重OmPlate§A andBl:Og重Oundde. Pendson§ettingof R1う44a心dRlううLRe. Si§t種nCefromplateBto grounddepend§On §ettingofR156う.

CathodeA
6

0

6.3ac

Hea章c重

4

う

Noval

OPERATION

12うk章ol1うk

NC
470k

110ktol15k
2.2血eg

23to126

Pla書eA
CathodeB

OPERAT重ON

MASTER

‑6toう0

NC

0

InternalShield

3

1

‑6toう0
23to126

Hea章er

̀

う6k

‑68

Heate重

CathodeA

(う726)

V1う21

P重ateD

4

0

‑30

Inte重nalShield

う

7

470k
う6k
0

0

6.3ac

Ca‡hodeA

PlateA
Ca章hodeB

OPERAT重ON

SLAVE

0

‑68

3

7‑pin

47k

6.3種c

Cath°de8
Heate重

(う726)

V1う20

2.2皿eg

Pla〔eA

7

7‑pin

0

1
3
4

R1うう1.

3.7k

72

2

̀

MASTER

G重idR

Heate重C‡

う

Se章dngofR1う44and
0

1う0

Ca血odeB

(う726)

1

0
0

9

7「pin

V1う20

0

PlateD

PlateA,g重idAand

470k
Voltagetogroundfrom
1.う皿eg
CathodeAdependson

Heate重

6

OPERATION

470k

32to123
32to123

Heate重

う

Vlう1夕

32to123

PlateA
CathodeA

Noval

VO11AcE
脈亡§1i丁ANcた
FAC丁ORSWHICHIN。
(V〇〇〇S)
(oHMi)
暮し∪各NC各膝AoiNc§

少00

R1565,R1う17andR138.

(Lal〔e重i§in§ynCCO血t重Ol
unit.)Re§istanceofpI競e

Atogrounddependson §ettingofR1544and R1うう1.Resi§tanCef章O皿 PlateBtogroundde‑ Pend§OnSeltingof Rlう6う.
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AN/[pN‑30

CO教R重CTIVた
MA書NTENANCE

TAB帖7̲Z「. §OCKET VOLTAeEi AND RE§1;†ANC格§ FO教軸各CTRICÅし
§YNCHRONIZER TY惟§N‑○ ○7/即N‑30 tCoれl d)

Tu寄書

plN

2
V1う21

GridA

3
l

(う814)

4

6

PlateB

‑16

4
1

う
̀

̲121

7

G重idR

CathodeB

(う726)

l.1血eg

̲121

1.1血eg

0

‑30

う6k
0
う6k

0

6.3ac

CathodeA

P重ateD

0

0

IntemalShield

7.

12k

6.3ac

Hea章e章

う

0
470k

一104

Pla章eA

6

0
470k

0

Heate章 ‑30
Ca章hode8

4

12k

0

‑68

Hea書e富Ct

7・pin

0

‑104

He種te章

8

2

,00

6.3aぐ

Plate寄

3
1

0

1.1皿eg

Hea‡e章
PlateA
‑68

9

0

0

‑30

CathodeA

(う814〉

0

‑38

G重idA

3

grounddependson

§et(重ngOfR1う6う.
Re§istancefromplateBto

11うkto12うk

G重idB

Heate重c書

2

Vlう23

,00
inf

CathodeB

9

Noval

1.lmeg

‑30
‑1う

Hea章e重

7

8

(oHMi)
Fしu各NC各READINei
R各§iSTANC置
FÅcTORiWHICHIN.

Heate重

う

OPERATION

V1う22

‑39

CathodeA
PlaleA

Nov種l

SIAVE

(V○○1§)
V○○丁Ae暮

○○各M格Nl

0.

NC

NC

‑30

900

V1う24 (nolused)

2

G重idA

3
V1う2う

41

う

6

GridA

3
V1う2̀

4
1

(う814)
Nov種l

う

7

GridB

8
・夕

ORielNAし

Heate重Ct

6.3aぐ

0

0

1う0

う6to80

CathodeB

0

cathodeBtog重Ound

14k

dependonsettlngOf

0
Rlう38.Vol章agef重O皿
3.7k
Voltage§fromg重idBand

櫨eater
Plateお

6k

1皿eg

48to8う

Heate章 1う0
0
PlateA

̀

470k

6.3ac

6ら87

CathodeA

0

100k

ー104

Heate重ぐt

2

0

̲104

CathodeB

9

0
3.7k

‑8う

G書idR

8

11k

0

Heate重

PlateD

7

lmcg

̲26

Heate重
PlateA
1う0

(12A了7)

Noval

‑1う

偽書hodeA

0

g重idAtog重OundlS65

3.7k

wi(hS1504onOPER‑

1うOkto160k

62to84

14k

ATE,and87withS1504

onADJUST.

VoltagefromcathodeAto grounddependson settingofRlう38and S1504.Resistancefrom gridBtogroundde‑ Pend§OnSet章ingof R1う38.

7̲113
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CO脈R書CTIV各
MAINT各NANCE

AN/各pN̲30
TAなしE 7‑22. §OCRET VOしT▲e格§ AND RE§Ii†ANC書S FOR T寡S丁

OiCl〇〇〇§CO門口nrl惟O!」31/FPN‑3O

Tu回書

PiN

各」とM各Nl

2

GridA

3
V1701

う
6

G章id最

8

5

̀

G重idR

8

Cath瓦cR

9

Hea章erc書

2

V1703

1

G章idA

0

GridA

3

う

Noval

Pla‡eB
7

G章idA

4
う

8

1皿eg

60旺
皿eg0
0

0.3

BtogrounddepeAdson

Voltagefromplate§Aand
Se調ngofR172少.
Voltageandresi§tanCe

0

う4(o64

CathodeB
Heate重C章

0

1皿eg‡01.1

0

R1720.

1うk

0

Hca書e重

G章idB

dependson§ettingof

6.3種ぐ

Heate重

PlateR

Pl種teBtoground

3少k

Pla章eA
う4t064
Ca書h記eA
0

(う814〉

0

38
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(5) COIL WINDING DATA CHART. ‑ The
tion which may be required to repair a coil or tran斗

former in the field. Field repair should be attempted
Only in an emergency when a spare pa重t is not avail.
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equivalent compound, may be used 〔o mOistureproof

the transformer after rewinding.
For most li§ting§ the uiγe読e column also indicates
the type of insulation u§ed on the wire. The abb重eVia‑
tion SF means single fo重mVar COated wire, HF means

heavy formva重COated wire, EC means enamel covered
able. Such a重ePair may be effected by removing the
Old wire and inte重Iayer insulation from the original

transformer core and replacing it with the specified

wire, DCC means double cotton covered wire, SSE
means single silk enamel‑COVered wire, DSC mean§

double silk covered wire, DNE mean§ double nylon

Wlre and in§ulation equivalent to the o重iginal. For

COVered enamel wire, and SNE means single nylon

he重metically sealed tran§formers thi§ requires that the

covered enamel wire.

tran§former∴CaSe be opened, by un§Oldering the bot‑

tom cover, and all pofting compound be melted and
POured oul・ The original potting compound, O重an

ORIciNAし

The letters S and F, On the coil schematics, reSPeC〃
tively indicate the sta重t and fini§h of each winding.
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4. ADJU§TMENT OF FACTORY"§書丁CON丁ROしi.
The timer i§ equipped with a large numbe重Of con.

「 蕊莞書誌:n誌懇意」謹書議書
I 葦覚書。‡器†霊謹蕊霊e霊霊

臆冒

I
l

窪葦窪ま重器霊C謹t露盤荒
:諾詰霊t皿entS nOt PreViously described are

a. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR TYPE
O葛202/FPN‑30.‑The only factory adjustment§ Which
might require change are variable capacito重S C1401 and

C1407. IN NO CASE SHOULD THE ADJUSTMENT
OF VARIABLE CAPACITORS C1401 or C1407 BE

CHANGED EXCEPT WHEN TRANSFORMER
T1401 OR T1402 IS REPLACED. If an attempt lS
made to change the adjustment of these capacitors
while the circuit is o§Cillating) a mistuned condition

will probably result. This i§ because mistuning causes
a higher output but less §tability.

(1) TUNING TRANSFORMER T1402.
S印Z. Remove the oven cable leads from ter・

minals lO to 14 inclusive on terminal board.TB1402.
Remove the feedback by disconnecting the brown
wire f重Om netWOrk Z1401 at termina12 of transformer

T1402 and connect this wire to termina1 1 of T1402.
Sieク2. Connect a lO,000‑Ohm resi§tOr Similar

to R1406 across terminals 3 and 4 0f transformer T1401
to reduce the gain su伍ciently to eliminate hand capac‑

ity e任ects when adjusting capacitor C1407. Connect a
lOO‑kc §ignal §OurCe tO terminals 12 and 13 of TB1402.
This signal §OurCe may eithe重be an・ audio generato重

(SuCh as the Hewlett‑Packard 200‑C) or the oscillator
from a stand‑by timer.(if available). If an audio
generator i§ uSed, the frequency must be adjusted to
lOO kc ±5 cycles. If the oscillato重Of a stand.by timer
is u§ed, meanS muSt be provided to attenuate the 15・

volt lOO.kc output to about 210 microvolt§・ A l‑meg・
‑2二〇A﹁さ7e9時日はけ

ohm resistor and a lOO・Ohm potentiometer should be
connected as shown in figu重e 7‑239 for this purpose.
Connect a 13う‑Ohm re§i§tOr Similar to R140う

to

terminals lO and ll of TB1402.
S印3. Set the METER SWITCH to the OSC

OUT position. Adjust the amplitude of the lOO‑kc sig"
nal to obtain approximate midscale deflection of the
oscillato重Panel meter. Make this adju§tment at the

beginning of the tuning procedure and adjust the
amplitude during the ̀uning procedure・ if required

to maintain approximàe midscale deflection.
S型4. Loosen the locknut for capacitor C1407

and adjust C1407 to obtain maximum meter deflection.

Upon completion of the adjustment, tighten the lock‑

」

ing nut and restore the circuit to normal condition・

(2) TUNING TRÅNSFORMER T1401.
Fjgu′e 7‑238・ JermjnoI ConnèljonS Ior 5RP2A

Calhode‑Roγ Tube

S碑Z. Remove the oven cable leads from ter.
minal§ 10 to 14 indusive of terminal board TB1402.
Connect a lOO‑kc §ignal source to terminals 12 and

ORICINAし
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13 of TB1402・ Thi§ §ignal source mu§t have an intemal

impedance of at least l,000 ohms; if necessary place
a l)000"Ohm resistor in series with the signal source to
Obtain the required sodrce impedance・ The signal
SOurCe may be either an audio geneやcor (such as the
Hewlett‑Packard

200‑C)

or

the

o§Cillator

from

a

Stand‑by timer (if available). If an audio generator
is used, the frequency must be lOO kc ±5 cycles. If the
OSCillator of a stand・by timer is used, meanS muSt be

R= lM∈c ±IO% FOR TUNING TI40I

PrOVided to attenuate the 15‑VOlt lOO‑kc output to

fi= 221(±lO% FOR TUNING TI4O2

about 60 microvolts. A 22,000‑Ohm resistor and a lOO‑
Ohm potentiometer∴Should be connected as shown

Fjgure 7‑239. Co個eく而on Djog調m fo「 ObIa証ng
?00‑k̀丁esI Si9noI

in figure 7‑239‑ for this purpose. Connect a 135‑Ohm
resistor similar to R1405

to terminals lO and ll of

TB 1402.

limits, rePeat the adjustment. If it is found impossible

S;e夕2. Set the METER SWITCH to the OSC

to bring the reading within the limits of 60 to 140,

OUT position. Adjust the amplitude of the lOO"kc sig‑

replace血e thermoswitch in accordance with instruc‑

nal to obtain approximate midscale deflection of tlle

tions of parag重aPh 5 b (3)・

OSCillator panel meter. Make this adjustment at the
beginning of. the tuning procedure and adjust the

Sleク

3. Upon completion of the adjustment

replace the plug and gasket and replace the three

amplitude during the tuning procedu重e言f required?
SC重eWS.

to maintain approximate midscale de血ection.

OOSen the locknut for capacitor C140l

b. SYNCHRONIZATION CONTROL TYPE C‑

and adjust C1401 to obtain maximum meter deflection.

1238/FPN‑30.一Mechanical and electrical adjustments

Upon completion of the adjustment tighten the lock‑

Of the sync∴COntrOl unit which might require change

nut and re§tOre the circuit to normal condition.

are described below.

Sieク3. I

(3) COARSE HEATER OPERATING TEM‑
PERATURE.‑As described in Section 2, ParagraPh

(1) ALIGNMENT OF PHASE DIAL, POTEN‑
TIOMETER, AND STOP.‑The PHASE dial and the

4 a (う), the operating temperature of the coar§e

recorder drive potentiometer must be correctly aligned・

heate重may be varied over a range of somewhat less

with re§PeCt tO eaCh other, for prope重OPeration of

than 3O through the action of an auxiliary heater ar‑

the re⊂Ording system. In additio重!, at a maSter StatlOn

rangement

only, the mechanical stop must be properly positioned
With respect to the PHASE dial and the potentiometer

on

the

thermo§Witch.

The

check

for

the

need fo=hi§ adjustment is given in table 7‑2, SymP‑

tom 2・プand symptom 2b・ To make the adjustment

to insure operation about the center of the potenti・

p重OCeed a§ follows:

Ometer∴reSistance

Sleク]. Remove the three screws holding the

Phenol fiber plug in the end plate of the oven. Pull
Out the plug and ga§ket, taking care that the discs

element

and

thus

prevent

the

arm

from going off either end of the winding. If any
SymPtOm Of misalignment is detected perform either
(a) o重(b) be○○w.

Of heat insulating material remain jn place.

(a) ALIGNMENT FOR USE AT A MASTER
STATION.

Sleク2. Adjust the §haft of potentiometer R1422,
expo§ed by the operation in §teP l, by means of a small

S;eク]. Tum the timer MAIN POWER switch

SCreWdriver. CIockwise rotation of the shaft decrease§

OFF. Remove the cover plate (held by slide fasten‑

the coar§e heater temperature and increases the read‑

ers) from the phase and frequency components hous‑

ing of the oscillator panel meter when the METER

ing which is located in the right center of the sync

SWITCH i§ in the HEATER po§ition. CountercIock"

COntrOl unit chassis. Remove the long protectlVe COVer

Wise rotation increases temperature and decreases the

which is Iocated immediately behind the front panel

meter reading. In the middle range of the meter scale

and

a 20O rotation of the §haft produces a change in meter

i§

SeCured

by

two

cam‑lock

fasteners.

Tum

the

recording

am‑

MAIN POWER switch back ON..

reading of about lO. Toward either end of the meter
SCale a somewhat greater shaft rotation is required to

Sie夕

2.

Connect

the

spare

meter to the timer which is to be adjし1Sted by plugging

PrOduce the same change in meter reading. Adjust the
POtentiometer to obtain a meter reading between 80

and 120. These limits are narrower than actually re‑

the test cable furnished into EXTERNAL RE"
CORDER jack JlO5 on the sync cont重Olしmit front

Panel. (A procedure for making this connection is
quired for normal operation but §hould be used to

allow for any future change・ Adju§tment Of R1422

given in Scction 3, ParagraPh 29 e (2)・)

Will not a任ect the meter reading immediately; COn‑

S;eク3. Rotate the PHASE dial and observe

Sequently, rePlace the plug and wait a few hours until

the reading of the PHASE dial obtained as the stop

the fine heater i§ Observed to stabilize. If the heater

is encountered at both ends of the dia獲rotation. (The

§tabilizes with the meter reading out§ide the prescribed

reading at each extreme wi11 be approximately 4.8
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microseconds.) If equal readings (within O.05 micro‑

S/eク3. Observe the cente重Pen Of the record‑

second) are not obtained loosen the setscrews holding

1ng ammeter aS the PHASE dial is sIowly rotated in a

the dia看to the shaft, rePOSition the dial as required)

counterdockwise direction toward the

tighten the setscrews, and observe the readings again.

ond mark. The pen should move sIowly to the right.

Repeat as necessary.

Slightly before the ±5‑microsecond mark is reached,

±5‑microsec‑

the recorder should suddenly jump to the zero line on
51eク4. Loosen the locking nut on the me‑

chanical stop screw and withdraw (countercIockwise

rotation) the screw until it clears the stop. Observe
the center pen of the・reCOrding ammeter as the PHASE
dial is sIowly ro〔ated in a counterdockwise direction

toward the

±う‑microsecond mark. The pen should

move slowly to the right. Slightly before the ±5‑

microsecond mark is r6ached, the recorder should sud‑
denly jし1mP tO the zero line on the chart. Record the

PHASE dial reading at the point where thiS occurs.
As∴rOtation is continued, the recorder pen should

remain on the zero line until a point of rotation

where the pen suddenly jumps to the extreme left of

the chart (i.e., a large negative deflection). Record
this∴SeCOnd point. Further counterdockwi§e rOtation

of the PHASE dial should make the pen travel sIowly
to the right. If the two polntS reCOrded in this step
are not equally centered about the ±5‑microsecond

mark (within O.0うmicrosecond), then set the PHASE
dial on the ±5‑microsecond mark, loosen the coupling

between the autosyn and the potentiometer) and

the chart. Record the PHASE dial reading at the point
where this occurs. As rotation is continued, the re‑
corder pen should remain on the zero line until a

POint of rotation where the Pen suddenly jumps to the
extreme left of the chart (i.e., a large negative deflec‑
tion). Record this second point. Furthe重COunterCIock・

wise rotation of the PHASE dial should make the pen
travel sIowly to the right. If the two points recorded
in this step are not equally centered about the ±5.

microsecond mark (within O.05 micro§eCOnd), then set

the PHASE dial on the ±5.microse⊂Ond mark, loosen

the coupling between the autosyn and the potentl‑
ometer, and position the potentiomete重Shaft with the
fingers as required to center the a誓a of potentiometer

rotation where the recorder pen rests on zero. Leaving
the potentiometer shaft in the center of this zero read‑
ing position, make sure tha‥he PHASE dial is still
on the ± 5.microsecond mark and tighten the coupling.

Repeat the check and adjustment as necessary unul the

two readings of the PHASE dial are within O.05
mic重OSeCOnd of each othe重・ This completes the ad.

position the potentiometer shaft with the ̀fingers as

JuStment at a Slave station. Replace the cover pla(e

required to center the area of potentiometer∴重Otation

and disconnect the spare recording ammeter.

where the recorder pen rests on zero. Leaving the

potentiometer shaft in the center of this zero reading

position, make sure that the PHASE dial is still on the

(2) ALIGNMENT OF THE FREQUENCY COR‑
RECroR DIAL, FREQUENCY WARNING CAM,

Peat the.check and adju§tment aS neCeSSary until the

AND FREQUENCY CORRECTOR CAPACITOR. ‑
The FREQUENCY CORRECroR dial, the frequency

two readings of the PHASE dial are within O.05

wa重ning cam, and capacitor C120 must be properly

micro§eCOnd of each other.

aligned for the frequency cor重eCtOr SyStem tO OPerate

±5‑microsecond mark and tighten the coupling. Re.

Steクj. Tum the mechanical stop screw dock・

P重OPerly. If misalignmen〔 is indicated by improper
QPeration of this system, P重OCeed as follows.

wise ・し1ntil it just touches the stop as the PHASE

dial i§ rOCked back and forth past the ±5・microsecond

S;eクZ. Rotate the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

mark. With the PHASE dial on O turn the stop §CreW

dial altemately in both directions from the O mark and

cIockwise three fし11l tums and tighten the locking

observe the FREQUENCY WARNING indicato重Iamp.

nut. This completes the adjustment at a master s〔a‑

Note the dial reading at each of the two point§ Of

tion. Tum the MAIN POWER switch OFF. Replace

rotation where the lamp ju§t COmeS On. If each reading

the two cover plates and disconnect the spare record‑

is not between 3‑3/4 and 4, loosen the setscrews hold‑

ing ammeter. Turn the MAIN POWER switch ON.

ing the knob, rePOSition the knob as重equired) tigh̀en

(b) ALIGNMENT FOR USE AT A SLAVE
STATION.
Sieク]. Tum the MAIN POWER switch OFF.

Remove the cover plate (held by slide fasteners) from

the setscrew§, and recheck. Repeat a§ neCeSSary. If the

knob cannot be centered within the proper limits, mi・

croswitch SlO5 may have to be repositioned. Adjust‑
ment of the microswitch is de§Cribed in paragraph

うで(3), tO follow.

the phase and frequency components housing which is
located in the right center of the sync control unit
chassis. Tum the MAIN POWER §Witch back ON.

S印2. Tum the timer MAIN POWER switch
OFF. Remove the cove重Plate (held by slide fa§tenerS)
from the pha§e and frequency component§ housing in

Steク2. Connect the spare重eCOrding ammeter

to the limer which is to be adjusted by plugging the

test cable f11mished into EXTERNAL RECORDER
jack JlOうon the sync∴COntrOl unit front panel. (A

PrOCedure for making this connection is given in Sec‑

tion 3, ParagraPh 28 b (2).)

7‑1 3̀

the right center of the chassis. Loosen the coupling
connecting to C120 and §et C120 for maximum capac・

ity.(Plates fully meshed). Adjust the FREQUENCY
CORRECTOR dial to read 4 at the cIockwise end
(thi§ end reads LOWER OSC DIAL BEFORE RE"

SETTING). With C120 still at maximum capacity,
ORlciNAし
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tighten the coupling. This completes the adjustment.

USE、T川S SCREWDRlVER

Replace the cover・ Tum the MAIN POWER switch

B」ADE TO ADJUST

BOTTOM TUN州6

ON.

S」UG

FROM TOP OF COIL.
(3) ADJUSTMENT、 oF LlO3.‑100 KC TUN‑

ING inductance I.103 may require occasional adjust‑
ment. The coil tunes broadly and adjustment is not
ぐでilica重.

部eクI. Set the TEST SIGNAL switch on the sync

control unit to lOO KC TO FREQ DIV and the test
ScoPe SIGNAL SELECTOR §Witch to SYNC CON・
TROL. Using a sIow sweep apeed, §et the GAIN

SELECTOR.§Witch to HIGH and the SIGNAL GAIN
cont重Ol fo重SOme COnVenient deflection.
Sxp 2. U§e a SCreWd重iver to adjust the tuning §lug

Of LlO3 for maximurn §ignal amplitude.

c. FREQUENCY DIVIPER TYPE CV」274/FPN

30.‑The factory adjustments in this unit consist of
adju§tmentS fo重the l

s marker generator∴Ci重Cuit coils

(Z201, Z202) and adjustment of the DRIFT ADJUST
COntrOl.皿e l

s marker gene重atOr adjustment§ COn§ist

of tuning the two coil§ and pha§ing the l,§ and宣0

s on

the VIDEO SCOPE. Ordinarily the coil‑tuning adjust‑
ments (§teP§ 1 through 5) will not be required unless
One Of the transformers, Or SOme a§soCiated component,

is replaced. The adjustment fo重PrOPe重Phasing (step§
6

and

7)

may

be

required

from

ti皿e

tO

time.

Need

for this adjustment will be visually evident as rii§align‑

ment of the l,s and lO,§ On the VIDEO SCOPE.

謹。‡H f。S㍊照井一VER

A §PeCial alignment tool, Shown in figure 7‑240, is

BOTTOM S」UC FROM
BOTTOM OF COI」.

SuPPlied with the time重tO facilitate these adjustments.
One end of this tool i§ an insulated screwdrive重. The

Othe重end i§ a hollow metal tip with a pin funning
through it. The pin project§ beyond the sides of the
tool to engage the tuning sIot of the upper §lug. The
insulated §C重eWdriver end may be inse重ted through

the upper tuning slug to engage the tuning sIot of the
bottom slug. Altematively, a SCreWd重iver blade, Within

fjgure 7‑24O. §peぐjoI AIjgnmenI TooI

the hollow tip, may be used to adjust the bottom
tuning slug from the underside of the cha§Sis. The

Choice of tuning the bottom slug from either end is a
matter of convenience.
(1) COILS IN THE l

S

eク3. Move the probe to termina1 3 of Z202

(secondary winding output terminal) and adjust the
te§t SCOPe gain controIs as required for this next ad‑

s MARKER CIRCUIT.

S;eク]. Apply the. test scope low capacity probe

to termina1 6 of Z201 (secondary vyinding output
terminal). Set the test scope gain control§ for a high

justment. Again peak the top, then the bottom, tunmg
adjustment for Z201.
Sxp 4. Peak the top, then the bottom, tuning′ad‑

JuStment for Z202.

Signal amplitude and then重educe gain a§ required

Steク5. Move the probe to the terminal board

to mainlain convenient amplitude during the adjust‑

connection of C323 which is fu重thest from the chassis.

ment procedure.

Again tune the top, then the bottom, tuning adjust‑

5teク2. Using the special alignment tool de‑

SCribed above, adjust the top (Primary) tuning adjust"

ment fo重Z202; Jbあ/ime 4di妨i /07

miのimαm Jigml

amクliiude.

S/eク6, Tum the VIDEO SCOPE PRESENTA.

ment of Z201 for maximum deflection of the test
SCOPe Signal. (The order of adjustment given in this

TION SWITCH to CAL and the SWEEP SPEED con‑

and following §tePS mし1St be observed.) Adjust the

trol to the extreme dockwise position, for a fast sweep

bottom (secondary) tuning slug for maximum ampli・

speed. Separate the traces to simplify observation of

tude. The adjustment of Z201 is now tentatively com"

SOme Particular group of lO,s and l

s.

Plete; further adjustment, made in the next §teP, is

S;eク7. Modify the tuning adjustment of the

required because of the capacitive loading of the

Z201 secondary bottom screw slightly to obtain maxl‑

test probe.

mum amplitude of the lO,s. As Z201 is tuned the phase

ORiG!NAし
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s. This will

identical in each ca§e Only the adjustment procedu重e

s to change. Adju§t the

for the AlOOO delay circuit is given. A table, at the

tuning, in the direction giving be§t reSults, until the

end of the procedure, Shows which cont重OIs to u§e and

lO

What sweep length to use for each delay circuit. Col‑

Of the l,s will vary with respect to the lO
Cau§e the amplitude of the lO

s have a maximum amplitude. DO NOT ADJUST

ANY BUT THE BOTTOM TUNING ADJUST‑

umn

MENT FOR Z201. If any other adjustment of Z201 o重

2 the sweep length, and column 3 the delay bias con‑

Z202 is accidentally upset, rePeat StePS 3, 4, and 5

trol. The controIs and §WeeP length for the AlOOO

before continuing with step 6.

adju§tment are Shown to facilitate comparison. A sepa・

1 in this table shows the delay control

COlumn

rate procedure is given for the B continuous bias ad・

(2) DRIFT ADJUST CQNTROL ADJUST・

MENT.‑The DRIFT ADJUST control is provided to

) uStment・

(1) AlOOO, BlOOO, BlOO, and BlO DELAY BIAS

Vary血e shape of the drift pulse, aS required to make

ADJUSTMENTS.

the added or §ubtracted drift pulse occur at the proper

S;eクJ. Set the AlOOO control for maximum de‑

time. Should the drift circuit provide an inco重reCt

amouht of drift, Or nOt OPerate, in one or mo重e POSi‑

lay (full dockwise rotation).

tions of the DRIFT switch, PrOCeed a§ follows:

Sieク]'

S;eク2. Set the TEST SIGNAL switch to AlOOO

Adjust the∴teSt SCOPe and frequency

divider∴COntrOIs to observe the

50‑CyCle wavefor皿

and the SIGNAL SELECTOR switch on the te§t SCOPe

to TIME DELAY. Adju§t the test scope controIs

tO

Shown in figure 7‑8. Be sure to have the test scope

POSition the AlOOO push‑uP gate near the center of

SYNC SELECTOR switch in the SQ WAVE $ 1 posi・

the trace, uSing about a lO,000・micro§eCOnd §WeeP

tion throughout this procedure.

length.

Sieク2. Adjust the SWEEP DELAYS co叩roIs

Sieク3. Observe the characte重istics of the bias

to move the 50‑CyCle pulse to the extreme left edge of

adjustment as the AlOOO bias control (R507) is sIowly

the §COPe・ This adjusts the test scope to ob§erVe eVentS

rotated

OCCurring at the beginning of the A half・CyCle, the

COunterdockwise position and then toward the ex・

time when modification of the loran重ate, tO Obtain

treme cIockwise position. As the control turns counter・

d重ift, OC⊂u重S.

CIockwise, the circuit starts to free重un; that is, the

Sieク3. Tum the frequency divider TEST SIG‑
NAL §Witch to lOO

s ind the te§t SCOPe MARKER

SELECTOR switch to lO

s and rs. Adjust the SIGNAL

GÅIN control to make the lOO

§ about one‑half inch

high and adjust the MARKER HEIGHT control to

(unlock

the

control)

towa重d

the

ext重eme

PuSh‑uP gate JumPS back and forth as the phanta§trOn
triggers it§elf continuou§ly. As the cont重Ol is moved

dockwise, a POlnt lS重eaChed where the gate moves
rapidly to the left. This重aPid motion is p重eCeded by
a much sIower motion, Which should be igno重ed.

s about one‑eighth inch high (ju§t Vis.

S/eク4. Note the dial reading at which the

ible).・Adjust the sweep speed controIs so that a lOO i§

rapid motion to the left begin§. Back the control off two

visible in the middle of the screen.

mdl divi§ions below this point. Tighten the locking

make the lO

Sieク4. Hold the DRIFT switch (on the syn‑

nut.

Chronization indicator ) on SLOW RIGHT and observe
the test scope. The lOO should move 40 microsecond§

(four lO

COしuMNI

C°しUMN

2

COしuMN

3

s) to the left. Unlock the DRIFT ADJUST

COntrOl and adjust to the po§ition where the lOO moves

A1000

40

RlOOO

10,000

RlOO

l,000

microseconds

to

the

left

each

time

the

DRIFT

switch is turned from OFF to SLOW RIGHT. Find
the po§itions either side of this setting where the

10,000

BlO

COrreCt mOtion of the lOO no longer occurs. Put the

100

Rう07

R610

R629
R̀30

DRIFT ADJUST control in the cente重Of the§e tWO
POSitions and lock the control. Make §ure that the

lOO moves 40 microsecohds to the right for the two

(2) B CONTINUOUS DELAY BIAS ADJUST‑
MENT.

PO§itions of left drift and moves 40 microseconds to

the left for the two positions of right drift. If correct

S;eクI. Set the B DELAY OUTPUT switch

drift is not obtained in all positions modify the ad‑

to B CONT if it is not al重eady in this position. If at a

justment as required.

master station tempora重ily set the STATION SELEC‑

TOR switch to SLAVE. Set the B CONTINUOUS de‑

d. TIME DELAY TYPE TD‑92/FPN‑30.一Most
Of the adjustment§ for the time delay unit have been

described in Section 3; however, the delay bias con‑

lay control for maximum delay (fu11 dockwise rota・

tion).
Sieク

2.

Set

the

TEST

SIGNAL

switch

to

trol adjustment is described here・ Delay bias must be

TRANSMITTER TRIG and the SIGNAL SELECTOR

made sufficiently negative so that the circuit does not

switch on the test scope to TIME DELAY. Adjust the

free run, yet nOt SO negative that the range of circuit

test scope controIs ̀o POSition the transmitter trlgger

delay is shortened. Because the adjustment pr∝edure

near the center of the trace

for the AlOOO・ BlOOO

§Weep length・

7̲看38

BlOO

.and BlO controIs i§

uSlng a lOO‑microsecond
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Sieク3. Obse重Ve the characteristics of the bias

S

eク2. Observe the characteristic§ Of the bias

adjust重nent aS the B CONT BIAS control (R595) is

adjustment as the RF BIAS ADJ control (R960) is

sIowly rotated (unlock the control) toward the ex.

sIowly rotated (unlock the control) toward the ex‑

treme counterdockwise po§ition and then toward the

treme counterclockwise position and then toward

isl multiple transmitter trigger pulse§ are gene重ated

the extreme cIockwise position. As the control tums
counterdockwise, the circuit starts to free run; that
is, the RF SCOPE trace flickers and is unstable. As the

as the phanta§trOn triggers itself continuously. As the

control i§ mOVed dockwise a polnt lS reaChed where

control is moved cIockwise, a POmt lS reaChed where

the marker§ mOVèraPidly to the right. This rapid mo‑

the transmitter trigger moves rapidly to the left. This

tion is preceded by a much sIower motion, Which

rapid motion is preceded by a much sIower motlOn,

should be ignored.

extreme.dockwise position. As the control tums
couhterdockwise, the circuit sta重tS tO free run; that

which §hould be ignored.
S′eク4. Note the dial reading at which重aPid

motion to the left begins. Back the controI off two

S卿3. Note the dial reading at which rapid
motion to the right begin§・ Back

the controI off two

∫mll division§ below thi§ POiǹ・ Tighten the locking

∫mall divisions below this point. Tighten the locknut

and restore the B DELAY OUTPUT and STATION
SELECTOR switche§ tO their original conditions・ Re‑

/. RADIO RECEIVER TYPE R葛564/FPN‑30. ‑
The radio receiver contain§ a number of broadly tuned

store the B CONTINUOUS delay controI setting fo重

a normal B continuous delay.

e. sYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR TYPE IP‑

238/FPN‑30. ‑ The synchronization indicator con‑

circuits which have been factory"adjusted to the center
of the operating range of the重eCeiver. The§e Circuits
will not no重mally重equlre readjustment unless the

adjusting component, Or SOme aSSOCiated component

is changed・

tains delay bia§ adjustments in the delay circuits of

the VIDEO SCOPE and the RF SCOPE. The pro・

(1) CAPACITOR C1298.鵜Capacitor C1298 (lo‑

cedure for making these adjustments is similar to that

cated as shown in figure 7‑255) i§ PrOVided in the

for delay bias adjustments in the time delay unlt.

local channel to compen§ate for tube capacities in the

(1) VIDEO SCOPE DELAY BIAS ADJUST・

MENT.

remote channel and thus make the local channel input
transformer have delay characteristics identical to those
of the corresponding tran§former in the remote chan‑

Si印J. Set the SW髄P DELAY control to the

nel. Should C1298 be replaced, Or its glyptal sealed

ext重eme COunterdockwise position ( maximum delay )

adjustment be accidentally disturbed, a Sufficiently

and the SWEEP SPEED control to midpo§ition. Set

accurate adjustment wi11 be obtained if the capacitor

the PRESENTATION switch to CAL and adjust the
TRACE SEPÅRATION control for a convenient sepa‑

ration to permit observation of the markers on one

is set to the angle of the original factory‑Set CaPaCltOr.
Figure 7‑241 §hows an average angle and several iden‑

tifying features of the rotational position of the rotor
and §ta章O重.

Ste夕2. Observe the characteristics of the bias

adju§tment aS the video BIAS ADJ control (R959) is

sIowly rotated (unlock the control) toward the ex‑

treme countercIockwise position and then toward the

extreme cIockwise position. As the control turns
countercIockwise, the circuit starti tO free run; that

If a more accurate setting is desired and capacltanCe
measuring equipment is available・ the capacltOr may

be adjusted to 6 mmf before it is wired into the circuit.
After∴§etting C1298, §eal the adjustment by paint‑
ing with glyptal or some §imila重agent.

i§, the VIDEO SCOPE t重aCe flickers and is unstable.

(2) FILTER INDUCTORS.‑Some of the power

As the control is moved dockwise a polnt lS reaChed

filter inductors are proYided with powdered iron

where the markers move rapidly to the right. This

cores so that a high inductance is afforded. These core§

rapid motion is preceded by a much sIowe重mOtlOn,

which should be ignored.
S′坤3. Note the dial reading at which重aPid

motion to the right begins. Back the controI off two
∫mカl divi§ions below this point. Tighten the locking

(2) RF SCOPE DELAY BIAS ADJUSTMENT.
S

eク]. Set the SWEEP DELAY control co the

extreme countercIockwise position (maximum delay)

and the SWEEP SPEED control to the extreme coun‑

NO丁こき

tercIockwise pOsition (sIow sweeP sPeed). Set the

MAX. CAPACITANCE OCCURS
wH帥TWO SO」DER DOTS

PRESENTATION switch to CAL and adjust the trace

ARE ADJACENT.

SeParation control to a convenlent SeParatlOn tO Permlt
observation of the markers on one trace.
ORICINAし
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are factory‑adjusted to the maximum inductance posl‑
tion. Should it be necessary to adjust these cores, POSl‑

Sieク5. Set RF TRÅP NO. 1 in the extreme
COunterCIockyi§e Pt)Sition. Tune RF TRAP NO. 2

tion them so that the core‑adjusting screw protrudes

to the received signal, tuning for a minimum output

the distance shown in the following table.

a§ fo重RF TRAP NO. 1 in step 3.

S印6. Remove the snap button covering k1218

DIi丁ANCE SCREW

PROTRuDEi
看NDUCTOR

(lNCHと§)

L1203

1/2

L1223

1/2

L1224

1/2

意1208

1/4

L1218

3/8

(located as shown in figure 5‑13) and adjust R1218
for minimum signal amplitude. Readju5t the RF TRAP
NO. 2 tuning and R1218 as required to obtain mini・

mum output. Replace the snap button, remOVe the sig‑
nal

generator

connections,

and

resto重e

the

normal

antenna connections.

g・ ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZER TYPE SN‑

117/FPN‑30. ‑ The delay bias circuit in the electrical
synchronizer is adjusted by a slightly di任erent proce・

(3) BROAD BAND TUNING ADJUSTMENTS
L1212, L1214, L1215.‑The broad band tuning adju§t・
ment§ are factory"Peaked at l,850 kc. Because of the
broad tuned cha重aCteristic of these coils, it is im・

dure than that used fo重the time delay unlt.

(1) DELAY BIAS ADJUSTMENT.
SJe夕子set the elect重ical synchronizer TEST

necessa重y tO adjust one of these coils, tum the adjust‑

SIGNAL switch to the LOCAL GATE position and the
test scope sIGNAL SELECTOR to.the ELECT SYNC

ing screws counterdockwise until the screw i§ aS far

POSition. Adjust the test scopf COntrOIs to place the

PraCticable to tune them in the receiver. Should it be

Out Of the coil as it will go. Then turn the screw

local gate approximately in the center of the sc重een

dockwise in accordance with the following table.

using a lOO‑microsecond sweep length.
S′eク2. Obse重Ve the characteristics of the bias ad‑

§Luc POSITION
C
L
丁 ︼
▼ L

飢12112 1 121

FROM Fuしl

justment as the DELAY BIAS control (R1592) is

OU丁

sIowly rotated (unlock the control) toward the ex‑
treme countercIockwi§e POSition and then toward the

4 tu重ns

ext重eme Clockwise position. As the cont重Ol tums coun‑
6 tu章ns

tercIockwise, the circuit start§ tO free run; that is,

2章u重n§

multiple gate pulses are generated as the phantastron

triggers itself continuously. As the control is moved

(4) R‑F TRAP RESISTANCE ADJUSTMENTS.
SJe2, J. Temporarily remove the antema∴COn.

nection f重Om REMOTE SIGNAL jack J2204 (on the
back of the time重∴Cabinet) and feed the output of a

cIockwise, a POlnt lS reaChed whe重e the gate moves

rapidly to the left. This rapid motion is preceded by
a :nuCh §lowe重mOtion・ Which should be ignored.
S;印3. Note the dial重eadings for the two points

Signal generator into this jack. Temporarily di§COn・

where free running §tartS and where the gate starts

nect the antenna comection to LOCAL SIGNAL jack

moving重aPidly to the left. Set the contrcl midway

J2203. Se〔 both r‑f t重aP COntrOIs in the extreme coun‑

bèween these two points. Tighten the locking dut.

tercIockwise position・
SJe夕2. Tune the signal generator to the §ame
frequency to which the plug・in coils of the receiver are

tuned. Set the COARSE RF GAIN control to about 35
On the dial, and adjust the §ignal generato重gain con.

b. TEST OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE OS‑39/FPN‑30.‑
The test scope gate width and delay bia§ COntrOl§ may

require occasional adjustment.

(1) GATE WIDTH ADJUSTMENT.

trol for some convenient deflection of the RF SCOPE

S;eクJ. Unlock the lOOO GATE WIDTH con‑

PreSentation. Refine the. f重equenCy Setting of the sig‑

trol (R1713) and rotate it about one・quarte重tum

nal generator by 4′arying the frequency §lightly as

counterdockwise. Rotate the lOOO #S STEPS control

required to obtain maximum signal deflection.
釣eク3. Tune RF TRAP NO. 1 to the重eCeived

Signal; this wi!l be indicated by a severe dip in signal
amplitude. Advance the COARSE RF GAIN cont重OI
Or the signal generator gain control as necessa重y tO

(R1707) by a small amount in either direction and
note that the trace blanks out in between l,000‑mi⊂rO.

§eCOnd steps of delay change.

§印2. Rock the lOOO prS STEPS control

back

and forlh over a small range so that the trace appear§,

maintain a convenient signal deflection. Refine the

disappears, and reappears. At the same time tum the

trap tuning for minimum output.
S/e夕4. Remove the snap button cふering R1213

lOOO GATE WIDTH controI cIockwise. Note that, aS
the lOOO GATE WIDTH control is tumed cIockwise,

(located as shown in figure 5‑13) and adjust R1213
for minimum signal amplitude. Readjust the RF TRAP

during which the trace blanks out・ les§enS. When the

NO. 2 tuning and R1213 as required to obtain mini‑

range over which blanking occurs i§ PraCtically zero・

mum output・ ReplaFe the snap button.

so that blanking i§ eliminated, StOP tuming the lOOO

7̲音40
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the drawer unit to be raised or lowered and which per・

trol beyond this point or multiple triggering may re.

mit the front panel of the drawerし1nit to be tilted

Sult. Tighten the locking nut.

Slightly so that the panel will be flush with the front

Sieク3. Unlock the lOO GATE WIDTH control

Plane of the cabinet frame.

(R1729) and rotate it about one‑qua重ter tum COun‑

The slide mechanisms and the latching arrangements

terdockwise. Rotate the lOO +S STEPS control (R1720)

used with all of the drawer units are constrしICted in the

to find the position about which the trace blanks out.

Same Way. The slides consist of three rails, an Ouler

Adjust R1729 to eliminate the blanking in the same

脇il, Which support§ the chas§is, a middle 7,ai4, and an

Way aS WaS done in step 2 for the l,000"microsecond

クnner mil, Which is moun〔ed on the inside of the

SteP delay adjustment. Tighten the locking nut.

(2) DELAY BIAS ADJUSTMENT.
SteクJ. Set the TEST SIGNAL switch on the
time delay unit to TRANS TRIG. Set the test §COPe

SIGNAL SELECTOR switch to TIME DELAY. Adjust
the test §COPe COntrOIs to center the transmitter trigger
PしIIse on the trace, u§ing about. a 200・micro§eCOnd

SWeeP length. Set the CONTINUOUS DELAY control
(R1736) to the extreme countercIockwise (maxim叩

Cabinet. The middle rail slides on ball bearings
mounted on the inner rail and the outer rail slides

On Similar bearings mounted on Ihe middle rail. This
arrangement permits the drawers to slide completely

clear of the cabinet endosurt3. A latch mechanism
PreVentS the outer∴rail from being pulled off the

middle rail except when it is desired to take the drawer
unit from the cabinet for bench service or replace‑

ment. A fixed stop prevents the middle rail from being
disengaged from the inner rail.

delay) position.
S;eク2. Observe the characteristics of the bias

adjustment as the DELAY BIAS control (R1752) is
SIowly rotated (unlock the control) toward the ex‑

treme counterdockwise position and then toward
the extreme dockwise position. As the control tums
countercIockwise, a double trace appears and then the
Cir⊂uit starts to free run; that is, multiple transmitter

t重iggers will appear on the screen as the phant義tron

triggers itself continuously. As the control is moved
Clockwiseタa POint is∴reaChed where the gate moves

The panel latching arrangement§∴COnSist of push‑
to"OPe重ate CatCh buttons and locking thumbscrews.
Adjustments are provided for the catch positions∴and

for alignment of the thumbscrew socket hole plates
(mounted on the cabinet frame) with the panel thumb一
.screws. Tbi∫ &lig形me

i mu5i be adiu∫led # Jbe pmel

クo∫寂on ;‥baタグged. Adjustments of the panel position
(for the two drawer∴SuPPOrt arrangementS), Of the

CatCh position, and of the thumbscrew socket hole plate
PO§itions, are discussed in the subparagraphs be】ow.

rapidly ̀O the right. This rapid motion i§ PreCeded

(a) SLIDE DRAWER UNITS.‑Those drawer

by a much sIower motion, Which §hould be ignored.

units which slide but do not tilt are supported at four

Sleク3. Note the dial reading at the point where
rapid motion to the right begins. Back the controI o任
One ∫mll division below this point. Tighten the

locking nut.
5. REPAIR TECHNIOuE§.

POints. Each outer rail is §eCured to a stand.off U

bracket at the front and back of each side of the drawer
unit. A bolt passe§ through an elongated hole in the

Outer rail to hold thc rail to each U bracket. By
loosening each bolt and manipulating the position
of each of the four corners of the drawer unit in suc‑

CeSSion, it is possible to adjust the position of the

This paragraph describes repair and adjustment pro‑

drawer panel to fit snugly against the cabinet frame

Cedures which are not immediately obvious by physical

without binding against the panels of adjacent units.

inspection. Techniques are given below for each unit

Refer to figure 7‑242.

Of the timer. Photographs of each unit are shown to

To raise or lower the panel of a drawerし一nit (to

facilitate location of components.
PreVent binding agalnSt

a・ CABINET. ‑ The adjustment procedure for the

slide mechanisms and latch mechanisms of the drawer

units mounted in the cabinet and the replacement pro‑

an adjacent panel), loosen

the holding bolt at the front of each side of theし1nit,

adjust the position as required, and tighten both bolts.

Cedし1reS for the cabinet thermos〔at and blowers are

。g霊言霊霊謹書素描:誌岩盤

described below.

the rear of each side of the unit, adjしIS=he position as

(1) SLIDE‑AND‑TILT DRAWER ADJUST‑

required, and tighten both bolts.

MENTS.喜As described in Section l all of the major

(b) SLIDE̲AND‑TILT DRAWER UNITS.一

unltS mOし1nted in Electrical Equipment Cabinet CY‑

Tho§e drawer units which slide and tilt are each

1437/FPN‑30 are moしInted on slide mechanisms which

Pivoted near their center of gravity to make tilting

Permit theし1nits to be withdrawn from the cabinet in

easy. The pivot pins rotate in notched vertical plates

drawer fashion. Some of.the units are also equipped

which are secured to the oしIter rails. A spring‑loaded

With tilt mechanisms which permit access to theし1n‑

latch engages the notches in eithe‥he normal or the

derside of the chassis. Thus there are two different

tilted position to hold theし1nit rigid. The exact hori‑

drawer sし1PPOrt arrangementSし一Sed in the cabinet. Each

ZOntal posi〔ion of earhし一nit is controlle

SuPPOrt arrangement has adjustments which permit

bar. The ends of the stop bar are fastene

ORIGINAし
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Fjgure 7‑242. [òCll;ons oI S間e Mèhonjsm AdjusImenls

ends of the outer rails and the stop ba重PaSSe§ under
〔he unit so that the bottom front of the unit rest§
against the stop bar. Guiきe pins in the stop bar pass

(c) ADJUSTING THE THUMBSCREW
PLATES.一Whenever a drawer unit panel is重aised or
lowered, the position of the thumbscrew socke〔 hole

through locating holes in the bottom lips of the unit to

Plates may have to be changed accordingly to accom‑

POSition the unit accurately between the two outer

modate the new position of the thumbscrews. To adjust

rails. The exact pivot point of each unit is somewhat

the positions of these plates, loosen the clamping

to the rear of the center of gravity so that the for.

SCreWS Which hold these plates to the cabinet frame

Ward portion of the unit rests. firmly against the stop

(the lower of the two screws in each plate is ⊂OVered

bar..

by the panel of the next lower unit; the §CreWS for the

The notched vertical plates and the stop bar are

bottom units are exposed), PuSh the drawer back into

bolted to the outer rails. Elongated holes in the rails

the cabinet, thread the thumbscrews into the socket

Permit adjustment of the support positions to permit
the drawer panel to fit snugly against the cabinet

hole plates, and tighten the lower∴Clamping screw§・

frame without binding against the panels of adjacent

accessible by reaching through the opening p重OVided

units. Refe重tO figure 7‑243.

by withdrawing the next lower unit.) Loosen the

To raise or lower the panel of a drawer unit (to
PreVent binding against an adjacent panel), loosen
the small holding bolts示each end of the stop bar,

(The clamping screws are fitted with nuts, Which are

thumbscrew§, Pull the d重aWer unit out, and tighten

the upper clamping screws. This completes the adjust.
ment of the thumbscrew plates.

adjust the position of the stop bar as required, and
tighten all four bolts.

(d) ADJUSTING THE PANEL CATCHES.‑
The panel catches may occasionally require adjustment.

To correct the plane of the panel (to make it fit

If the catches fail.to hold, Or if the panel can be moved

組ush against the cabinet frame), loosen the locknuts

appreciably with the catches engaged, the position of

behind the holding bolt§ Which secure each notched

each catch should be changed until satisfactory latching

Vertical plate to each outer rail

is obtained.

loosen the holding

bolts, adjust the plate positions as required, and tighten
all four bolts and locknuts.

To align the guide pins in the stop bar, first tilt
the unit, loosen the nuts which secure these pins to
the stop bar, reStOre the unit to a level position and

The adjustment is made by loosening screws which
hold the catch to the side of the drawer unit and §lid.

ing the catch forward or back as required. Once the
COrreCt POSition is obtained, tighten the screws.

Slide theし1nit into its latched position in the cabinet;

(2) THERMOSTAT REPLACEMENT.一The

Carefully withdraw the unit so as not to change the

thermostat replacement procedure reqし一IreS eXPlanation

POSition of theしInit with respect to the stop bar, and

Only because of the relative inaccessibility of the ther・

tighten the nuts for the alignment pins.

mOStat.
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SteクJ. Tum the MAIN POWER switch OFF.

blower assembly, Withdraw the

lnit at the top of the

Unlatch the synchronization indicator unit and with‑

cabinet (either the frequency divider or b

draw it as far as the slide mechanism will permlt.

delay unit and the blank panel above thc time delay

)th the time

Sieク2. Open the right rear door of the cabinet

unit). To重emOVe either a blower or a blower motor

and observe the location of the thermo§tat On the §ide

capacitor, first disconnect the blower wiring from the

Of the center cabinet center position, behind the §yn‑
ch重Onization indicator unit. Loosen the two terminal
SCreWS and remove the thermo§tat COnneCting wlreS.

terminal board at the top of the cabinet,でemOVe tbe
mounting duct, and then separate the blower∴and/o重
the capacitor f重Om the duct.

b. RADIO FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR. (Re/er /0

Steク3. Using an app重OPriate socket wrench, Or

Pliers, remOVe the four nuts holding the flanged base
Of the thermostat to the center partition of the cabinet.

lgure 7‑248.) The oscillator consists of the oven as‑
sembly and asso宣ated electronic circ̀litry. The replace‑

Reach behind the center partition and take each screw

ment of components in the oven assembly is 〔reated in

as the associated nut is removed.

the paragraphs which immediately foll。W. Replace‑

S;eク4. Install the replacement thermostat,

using the original hardwafe and replacing the comect・
ing wire§ On the terminal screws. CIose the rear door,

ment procedure§ for the rectifiers, nnd nssociated re§is・
tors, Which are in the meter circしIit of the∴electronic

Circuitry, follow later.
(1) IMPORTANT FOREWORD.臆The crystal

restore the §ynChronization indicator to normal posi‑

tion, and tum the MAIN POWER switch ON.
(3) BLOWER REPLACEMENT.一The replace‑

oven of the radio frequency oscilln〔Or C。ntains the

most critical components of the oscillator. The con‑

ment procedure for the blowers is obvious and straight"

struction and assembly are extremely important smCe

forward once some special construction features are

the device is made and adjusted to the highest practical

known. Each blower is mounted on a rectangular,

standards of precision. The endosed chamber is he重・

flanged, duct fitting. The fitting is bolted) by means of
its flange, tO the rear wall of the cabinet. Two nuts, at

metically sealed and a small quantity of dcsiccan〔 is

Placed inside just before sealing.
Ii i∫ dire〆訪;ba白20 r印air∫ be

the top center of the flange, are We獲ded to the flange to
Permit easy replacement of the as§OCiated bolts. The

o

C

remamlng nutS muSt be held in place as the associa〔ed

Tbe鋤i co雄

SCreWS are remOVed or replaced. To gain acces§ tO a

クa∫∫ed初oz
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four hours before 〔he oven cover is replaced.
This will cause any moisture which has ac・

Cumulated within the oven to be driven off.

the complete oscillator unit will be retu重ned to the

紫慧誌霊善書豊忠霊霊

C.O., C.G. Radio Station, Alexandria, Virginia, for

POnentS tO fail.

It is expected that if a defect appears in an oven,

repair. The paragraphs which follow are offered for
the use of those individuals who are authorized to make

(2) REPLACEMENT OF CABLES.‑The heater
and crystal cables are replaced in the following manner

repalr§ O重Who are interested in the intemal con§truC‑
(§ee figu重e 7‑244) :

tion from an academic point of view.

S;eクZ. Break the lead seal at the end of the

In normal practice, the entire oscillator should be

replaced if it ceases to function satisfactorily. A com‑

OVen neareSt the cables and remove the §ix fillister.head

SCreWS holding the cover.

Pletely assembled unit is furni§hed as a spare, in addi・

tlOn tO comPletely assembled ovens and spares for those

Sxp 2. Remove the cover and pile‑uP Of alter‑

PartS Of the unit which can be replaced readily and

nate felt disc§ and metallation discs exposed under the

Safe重y.

COVe章.

No書e

N○○e

If the relative humidity is high (above 80

The two coprene gaskets (markedくくgasket

PerCent) and an appreciable length of time is
COnSumed in making repairs within the oven,

figure 7‑246) are cemented in place on the

the oscillator should be energized for about

during disas§embly operations.

in

COVerS and are not to be removed from them

fjgure 7‑244. Exp/oded V;ew o1 0ven AssembIy, §howjng Con§l…Cl;on

O白he Moio′ C〇両のjner
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SJeク3. Remove the fiber plate (lifting by

means of the two finger holes provided) and the fiber
tube, thus expos与ng the terminal boards TB1403 and

TB 1404.
S;eク4. Remove the leads of the cable from the
inside row of terminal§ (TB1403 fo重the heater cable o重

TB1404 for the crystal cable).
Sieク5. Remove the knurled nut and rubber

gasket of the cable seal and pull out the cable.
S;eク6. Slip the rubber ga§ket and knurled nut
OVe重the replacement cable and push it through the
threaded bushing of the cable′§eal. The cable should be

inserted far enough to allow all connections to be made
to the terminal board without cau§ing any of the leads

to become taut. Care must be taken to insert the proper
end of the cable into the oven. The crystal cable ha§
five leads ente重ing the oven and six toward the chas§is;

the heater cable ha§ eight toward the oven and nine

FjguIe 7‑245. Oven AssembIy 「e…inoI

toward the chassi§. The extra lead in both ca§e§ is the

βoord ConnecIjons

grounding wire of the shield.
S;eク7. Connect the leads of the cable to their

HEATER position. If the reading is abnormal, readjust

PrOPe重Iocations on the terminal board as shown in

figure 7‑245, taking care that a lock washer is in
Place under the head of each screw replaced on the

R1442, aS described in paragraph 4 4 (3)・

(4) REMOVING CRYSTAL ASSEMBLY FROM

board. The length of cable inserted into the oven

OVEN.‑Three replaceable items are mounted on the

Should be adjusted so that there is no §train on any

base of the evacuated crystal unit, Wìh which unit

terminal connection.

they form the crystal bridge. These item? are the two

封eク8. Slip the rubber gasket down against the

threaded bushing of the.cable seal and then tighten
the knurled nut.
Sleク9. Replace the fiber tube and fiber plate.
Sleク]0. Replace the pile‑uP Of felt and metaua‑

tion discs. The exact sequence of the discs is unim‑
POrtant, eXCePt that‑ the felt. and metallation discs
should be alternated.

resistors, R1401 and R1402, and a smallくくba11ast

lamp,

RV1401. They are shown in the lower∴right‑hand

comer of figure 7‑246. Before concluding that one of
these parts requires replacement, make sure that all

possible tests are exhausted. Be certain before openlng

the oven, Tests should be done by making the necessary
extemal checks of resistance at terminal board
TB1402 below the chassis deck of the oscillator. Resi§‑
tor R1401 is checked between terminal§ 8 and lO; the

Sl印H. Replace the cover∴and secure it to the

OVen by the six fillister‑head machine screws, rePlacing
the lock wa§her under the head of each screw.

(3) REPLACEMENT OF THERMOSWITCH

re§istance should be

2,000 ohms. Resistor R1402 is

checked between terminals 9 and ll; the resistance

should be in the range of l to lO ohms. The ballast
lamp, RV1401

is checked between terminals 8 and ll;

S1403.一The thermoswitch, S1403, is replaced as fol‑

the reading should be in the range of 50 to 250 ohms.

lows:

If the lamp is open, the reading will be aboしIt 23,000
Sl印]. Remove the covcr, felt discs, metallation

0hms,

discs, and fiber plate from the∴Cable end of the oven.

If the checks at TB1402 indicate a defect, make cer‑

S/eク2. Disconnect the four thermoswitch leads.

tain that it is not due to extemal causes (a sho録

(See figure 7‑24う.) Other leads or other parts of the

circuit, for example). If it is determined, Without

oven shoしIld not be disturbed.

question

S;eク3. Remove the foしIr SCl.CWS Which hold the

that the defect is within the oven, make the

first tests at terminal board TB1404 in the crystal oven

thermoswitch in place. Thesc arc shown in figure

(see figure 7‑245), SO that the possibility of a defective

7‑24う.

oven cable will not be overlooked before fし1rther dis・

S;印4

Withdraw the thcrmoswitch; insert the

assembly is attempted. To gain access to Rlrol, Rl初2,

new thermoswitch and replncc the mol‑nting screws,

or lamp RV1401, the crystal assembly mし1St be removed

taking care to place a lock w租she‥1nder each screw

as described below. The oscillator shoしIld be removed

head.

from the cabinet although the oven need not be re"
S;印5. Reconnect thc thermo§Witch lead§・ The

two black flexible leads go to R14f2. Repack and dose

moved from the chassis.

the end of the oven as describcd in paragraph 4 b (2)

S/e/, J. Remove the oven cover at the end away
from the oven cables. This one is shown in the upper

PreCeding, StePS 9 to ll・ After pcr賞111ttlng nt least two

Part Of figし一re 7‑244・ Remove the pile‑しIP Of felt discs

hoし

and lnetallation discs. This will expose the end of the

rS Of warm.し1P, Check the ()lうeration by observing

the rea〔ling of the meter wi〔h thc sdector switch in the

OR!GINAし

COarSe heater assembly.
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Fjgu′e 7葛246. Exp/oded Vjew oI Oven Assemb/y, §how;ng ConsIIùljon

of fjne Healer ond CrysioI AssembIy

N0書e
The two coprene gaskets (marked.くgasket

SJeクj. Withdraw the crystal as§embly from the
in

figure 7‑244) are cemented in place on the
covers and are not to be removed互om them

during disassembly operations.

fine heater assembly (see auxiliary view in figure
7‑246), uSing the fingers only, if possible. It is held
Only by the friction of the inner felt strip. Finger hole§

are provided in the餌er end plate of the cry§tal
assembly. If the assembly is too tight, u§e a Pair′of

Stet, 2. Refer to figure 7‑246. Remove the plate
as§embly from the end of the coar§e heater assembly.

This plate assembly is shown in the upper left‑hand

Plier§

for pulling but be extremely careful. The

vacuum flask and cylindrical brass fine heater assembly
remain in place in the oven.
No†e

Part Of figし一re 7‑246. Withdraw亘し1Sing a finger in

the center hole (not shown on the drawing) or, if

The leads on the crystal assembly are long

necessary, by prying it oし1t CarefしIlly with a screwdriver.

enough to permit it to be pulled out com‑

Sle/, 3. Remove the felt disc and felt pad which

Pletely without di§COnneCting any of the

are next in seqし一enCe, thし一S eXPOSing the end of the

VaCし1し1m組ask am1 vac…重n p重しIg・
Sle/, j. Remove the vac…m Plし1g (〔he felt
WaShers and felt disc

11ay be left in the ho11ow end of

the plし1g) and the felt pa・!, thしIS eXPOSing the end of
the crystaI as§embly.

7̲1 46

terminals.
笹p 6. Refer to the lower∴right"hand part of
figしIre 7‑246, Which shows the base of the crystal as‑

Sembly taken apart.
S/e/, 7. Remove the two §CreW§ Which hold the

fiber end plate in place. This leaves two hexagon spac‑
ORICiNAし

Fj9u′e 7‑247. ExpIoded Vjew of Oven Assemb/y, §how;n9 Exp/oded
Vjew of C〇〇rse Heaier and TerminoI End

ers exposed. Remove. the spacers by tuming them

mounted in an entirely conventional manner. If the

counterclockwise with a suitable wrench.

resistor is defective, it is replaced without complica‑

Steケ

8 The elements of the crystal bridge,

RV1401, R1401, and R1402 are now exposed for repair
Or rePlacement.

(5) REPLACEMENT OF LAMP RV1401. Re"
move the crystal assembly from the oven as explained
above, then proceed as follows :

(7) REPLACEMENT OF RESISTOR R1402.‑
The replacement of R1402 is a difficし1lt procedure be‑
cause it must be adju§ted accurately to the particular

value which provides the desired balance of the bridge.
The procedure・is complicated by the fact that the oven

must be completely asse血bled and operating when
SJeクI. Remove the original lamp by un§Older・

ing the leads. Solder short extension wire leads to the
new lamp, uSing a hooked connection so that they will
not fall apart if the solder is heated to the liquid state.
Sieク2' Slip a length of protective tubing over

the entire body of the lamp. The original tubing may
be used. .
S;eク3. Place the lamp in position on the ba§e

Of the crystal and solder the leads to the original ter‑

adjustment is made. This requires that the crystal as‑
Sembly be reinstalled after removal of the resistor, the

oven completely reassembled, and the new resistor
COnneCted and adjusted externallyし1ntil it is correct.

Then the oven is again taken apart

the resistor added,

the oven reassembled, and a final check made.

The procedure follows:
St印J. Remove the crystal assembly from the

oven as described in paragraph 4 b (4), above.

mina賞s.
Sieク2. Remove the defective resistor, R1402.

(6) REPLACEMENT OF RESISTOR R1401.
S;eクJ. Remove the crystal assembly from the

OVen aS eXPlained above.
Sl印2. The replacement of R1401 invoIves no

SPeCial problems. Its value is not critical and it is
ORICINAし

S/eク3. Reassemble the oven withoし

t R1402・

S;eク4. Adjust the value of the new resistor to
about lO ohms as measured on an ohmmeter.The oし1ter

tube of the replacement resistor is not cemented in

Place to permit access to the resistance element.
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Stet, 5. Connect the resistor temporarily be‑

tween terminals 9 and ll of TB1402, below the chassis
of the oscillator.

Sieクj. Pull the leads through the terminal
tubes, aWay、from the terminal board.

Steク6. Withdraw the crystal assembly and the

5te/, 6. Place the oscillator in operation and
tしIrn the meter selector switch to the OSC OUT posi‑

tion. Tし1rn the COARSE FREQ. control to position 16.

Observe the reading of the meter at the panel of the
CryStal oscil】ator.

felt strip which is wrapped around it.

(9) REMOVING THE FINE HEATER
ASSEMBLY.
SieクI. Disconnect the leads to terminals l to 4

inclusive at terminal board TB1403, figure 7‑245.

S;印7. Adjust the value of the new resistor,

R1402, SO that the panel meter reads between 120 and

Sieク2. Pull tha lead§ through the terminal

tubes, aWay from the terminal board.

1う0.
S
Steク8. Allow the oscillator to operate for 24

eク3. Remove the fine heater assembly and

its felt wrap from the open end of the oven.

hours and again ob§erve the meter∴reading. It should

(10) REMOVING AND DISASSEMBLING

be within 20 units of 120∴

Stet, 9. If the meter reading is not within the

SPeCified range, readjust R1402 and again allow 24
hours operation before making the reading. Repeat
this as many times as necessary to obtain the correct
reading・

THE COARSE HEATER.一Reference is made to figure
7‑247 in the following procedu重e.
SJeクJ. Make certain that the external cables a重e

disconnected f重Om TB1403 and TB1404.
卸eク2. Withdraw the coarse heate重aSSembly

SieクJO. When R1402 is adjusted properly,

reopen the oven, remOVe R1402 from TB1402, and
§Older it in place at the base of the crystal unit.

from the oven at the end opposite to the cable seals.
S;eク3. The terminal froard end assembly may
be removed as a unit simply by removing fou重Small

SleクH. Reassemble the oven and again place

sc重eWS arOund the out§ide edge of the oven cYlinder・

the oscillator in operation for 24 hours. If the meter

The screw§ are beneath the outside wraps of the oven,

reading is still correcl, the oven may be opened and

and are covered with the tape shown in figure 7‑247・

the

The screws engage thread§ in the edge of the plate

fiber

tube

cemented

to

the

resistor.

If

it

i§

nOt

COrreCt, a final adjustment must be made, this time
with the resistor in its proper po§ition at the base of

the crystal unit.

a§Sembly shown at the bottom of figure 7‑247.

S;eク4. If the te重minal board end assembly is
to be taken apart, di§COnneCt the leads to terminal§ 5,

Noie

The description given above takes into account

6, and 7 0f TB1403 and TB1404. Then remove the four
screws which pass through the holes in the comers of
the plate a§Sembly.

all repairs which may be neces§ary under nor‑

mal conditions. Repair work beyond this

(11) FEMOVING THE VACUUM FLASK.‑

POlnt lS nOt reCOmmended as a normal prac‑

Reference is made to figure 7‑247 in the following

tice. The description which follows may be
useful for emergency work, for its academic

Value, Or for use where complete overhaul

p重ocedu章e ・

S′eクZ. Withd重aW the vacuum flask from the
COarSe heate重aSSembly.

may be necessary for some special reason.
Sieク2. Remove the two felt jackets and the

(8) REMOVING THE CRYSTÅL ASSEMBLY.

‑Reference is made to figure 7‑246 in the following
PrOCedure.
∫teクJ. After completing the cable removal pro‑

Cedure of paragraph 4 b (2), StePS l through 5, remOVe

four felt pads・

S印3. The vacuum plug, the felt §trip around
it, and the felt di§C may be withdrawn with the flask or

may be removed from the terminal board end of the
assembly.

the plate assembly from the end of the coarse heater. It

(12) REASSEMBLY OF THE CRYSTÅL OVEN.

is shown in the upper left‑hand pa重t Of figu重e 7‑246.

‑Reassembly of the oven may be carried out ln re.

Withdraw it, uSing a finger in the center hole (not

verse order to that given above. The operation, how・

Shown in the sketch) or, if necessary, by prying it 6ut

ever, is fle嘉ble in that the exact sequence need not be

lightly With.a screwdriver.

follQWed. It i§ POS§ible to place the fine heater assembly

S;eク2. Remove the felt disc and felt pad which

are next in sequence.

in the vacuum flask first, after w重aPPing it snugl声n its

felt wrap (figure 7‑246) ; Or the crystal a§Sembly may
be placed inside the fine heate重aSSembly before or after

Sleク3. Remove the vacuum plug and felt strip

around it. The felt washers may be left in the hollow
end of the plug.

in§ertion of the heater into the vacuum fla§k, Or at any
later stage of the a§Sembly. If done at this stage of the

a§§e平bly, the vacuum plugs may be inse重̀ed in both

S碑4. At the opposite end of the oven, dis‑

ends of the vacuum flask, after first replacing the felt

connect the intemal leads from terminal board

pads undemeath each plug and wrapping the plugs

TB1404 (terminals 6 to 12). (See figure 7鵜245.)

with their felt strips.
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F;gu「e 7‑248・ Rodjo F′eqIJenぐy Osc;/′alo′ Type O‑2O2/FPN‑3O,
βoi′om Vjew of Componenls

The crystal and fine heater leads are run out of the

( 13) RECT工FIERS CR1402, CR1403.‑If rectifier

in the §PaCe between the flask and the plugs and

CR1402 is replaced, it may be necessary to replace re‑

are held firmly by the felt §trip surrounding the plug.

Si§tOr R1432. Likewise, if CR1403 is replaced, it may be

The small felt discs and felt washers should then be

necessary to replace R1417. The value of each of these

flask

Placed inside the vacuum plugs (see figures 7‑246

resistors depends upon the characteristics of the par‑

and 7‑247), PrOVided they have not been left in posi・

ticular as§OCiated rectifie重and may be eithe重750 or

l)000 ohms. The procedure for determining the p重OPer

〔ion.

The flask i§ Slid into the coarse heater as§embly along

value in each ca§e follows.

With two of the §urrOunding felt pads and the two felt

To replace CR1402 tum the MAIN POWER switch

jackct§ Which will be guided and held in position by

OFF. Connect an audio test oscillator (such as the

the terminal tube§; these run the full length inside the

Hewlett・Packard 200‑C) across terminals l and 2 0f

COar§e heater assembly. When the flask and felts are
completely in§erted, the remalnlng tWO felt pads are

transformer T1405. Set the frequency to approximately
900 cycles and adjust the output to prodし1Ce 8 volts

across terminals l and

PuShed into place arou種d the flask.

The flask should be rotated to a position such that

2

of T1405. With METER

SWITCH S1402 set to the HEATER position, the meter

the four heater leads emerge from the flask beside the

Should read between 70 and 130. Change R1432 to

group of four adjacent terminal tube§・ The five crystal

either 750 or l,000 ohms as necessary to meet this re‑

leads should come out diametrically opposite. Al1 1eads
Should be drawn through their∴reSPeCtive terminal

tubes.

quirement.

To replace CR1403 turn the MAIN POWER switch
OFF. Connect a test oscillator (such as the Hewletト

The entire coarse heater assembly is replaced in the

Packard 200‑C) to jack J1401; leave the normal oしItPし1t

Outer housing after first wrapplng lt Snugly in its felt

Of J1401 connected. Set the frequency to lOO kc ±5

WraP and metallation wrap. The open end of the

CPS and adjust the output to 18 volts. With METER

assembly §hould be cIo§ed with the felt pad, felt disc,

SWITCH S1402 set to the AMP OUT posi〔ion, the

and plate assembly (see figure

meter should read between 70 and 130. Change R1417

7‑246). The leads

Should be connected to the terminal boards as shown

to either 750 0r l,000 0hms as necessary to meet this

in figure 7‑245.

reqしIirement.

ORICINAし
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̀

c. SYNC CONTROL UNIT. (Refer∴io fg〃γe5

through the bottom of the subas§embly and take care

7‑249, 7葛250.)一寸he sync control unit indudes a gear

not to set the subassembly down in such a way that this

SyStem Which is used to mechanically couple the 9ynC

gear rests on a hard surface.

COntrOl motof) the phase shift components, and the
frequen⊂y COrreCtOr CaPaCitor. The procedures li§ted
below de§Cribe disas§embly of the element§ Of the gear
SyStem. For the mo§t Pa重t these procedures are obvious

upon inspection; however, the procedure§ for replace・

ment of the phase §hifte重autO§yn (BlOl) and the pre‑
Ci§ion potentiometer (R138) §hould be followed care‑
fully lO aVOid disturbing the factory adjustment§ for
dial §haft ,alignments.

At the completion of any required work replace the
Subassembly by reversing the above procedure. Align
the element§

Of the PHASE DIAL shaft and FRE・

QUENCY CORRECTOR shaft in accordance with
ParagraPhs 4 b (1) and 4 b (2), reSPeCtively.

(2) REPLACEMENT OF GEARS OR
CLUTCHES IN GEAR TRAIN.一To replace any of

the gears or clutches in the gea=rain it will first be
necessary to remove the phase/frequency §ubassembly

(1) REMOVAL OF PHASE/FREQUENCY
GEAR SYSTEM FROM MAIN CHASSIS.‑The
motor, gear train, and phase/frequency controI com・

POnentS are mOunted on a common subassembly which
is shock‑mOunted on the main chassis of the sync con‑

from the main cha§Sis as described above in paragraph
5 c (1). Gears and clutches are secured to their respec・

tive shafts by mean§ Of taper pins and setscrews工t will

be necessary to drive out all taper pins, loosen a11
setscrews, and pull the shaft forward through the front

trol unit. Refer to figure 7‑249. To replace components

bearing hole in order to replace any element mounted

Of the gear.train, Or tO adjust the operating range of

On a Shaft. The procedure will be obvious upon inspec̲

the frequency waming cam, it is desirable to remove
the subassembly f重Om the main chassis. Proceed as

follows :
SJeクZ. Tum off the timer MAIN POWER

tion. Be careful not to exert exces§ive pressure when

driving out taper pins so that shafts will not be bent.
In the ca§e Of a shaf〔 which carries the clhtches, better

access will be obtained if the two screws securing the

SWitch. Pull the sync control unit forward in it§ §lides.

brush a§Sembly to the housing wall are removed and

Remove the重ear COVer, Which houses the phase/fre‑

the bmsh assembly is moved out of the way. Figure§

quency components, by unhooking the §lide fastener§

and lifting the cover. Remove the tivo flat covers, On
top of the gear train h6using, by taking out the重Ound‑
head §CreWS. Remove血e long protective cover which

is Iocated immediately behind the front panel and is

2‑55 and 7‑249 show the construction of the gear drive
assembly and may be useful when replacing part§・

(3) FREQUENCY WARNING LIMIT MICRO‑
SWITCH (SlO5).臆The frequency waming limit

microswitch is mounted on the front of the gear hous‑

§eCured by two cam‑lock fa§tenerS.

ing. Any adjustment or∴rePlacement of the swi〔Ch

SJeク2. Disconnect the wiring going to TBlO3

requires the removal of the pha§e/frequency sし1bas.

and TBlO4 (connection§ tO this terminal board are

Sembly from the main chassis as described in paragraph

Shown on the wiring diagram, figu重e 7‑290, §O that

5 c (1) above. To adju§t the §Witch ‑remove the sub‑

no special identification tagglng lS重equired at this

assembly and proceed a§ follows :

POint). Remove the coaxial connection from JlOl.
Di§COnneCt the ground strap Iocated at the front of the

§uba§§embly by removing a nut located beneath the

SJeクZ. Loosen the pivot screw at the left of the

microswitch and the position locking screw at the right
end of the microswitch. Position the switch so that the

cha§Sis.

roller res〔S lightly in the depression of the frequency

S;eク3. Using a multiple spline wrench to

warnlng Cam. Temporarily tighten the posi〔ion locking

Ioo§en the setscrews, remOVe the knobs of the PHASE

and FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dials.
Sleク4. Tilt the sync control unit to gain access
to the bottom of the chassi§. Remove the screws secur.

ing TBlO3 and TBlO4 (component‑mOunting boards

S/eク2. Temporarly replace the FREQUENCY

CORRECTOR dial and tignten one setscrew. Fashion
a pointer from a piece of sti任wire and position

the

POlnter aPPrOXimately over the top of the FRE‑

Iocated under the chassis) and move the boards aside

QUENCY CORRECTOR dial to provide a reference

to gain access to the screws holding the pha§e/fre‑

quency subassembly to the main chassis. Remove the

POint. Secure the pointer to the top of the gear housing
CaSting by means of one of the roundhead screws nor‑

four holding screws with their snubbers (large flat

mally used to hold the cover in place.

WaShers) and locknuts. Be careful to hold the chassis
in place as the la§t SCreW is removed to prevent damage

S/eク3. Rock the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR

dial back and forth and observe the dial readings at

to the tube§ lo⊂ated behind the suba§Sembly. Unlatch
which switch clicks resしIlt as the roller moves olll of
the tilt mechani§m and restore the chassis to its flat

posi書ion.
∫leクj. I.ift the rear end of the subassembly out

the cam depression. Before the microswitch can be
properly adjusted the dial must be centered about the
POlnter SO that the switch dick occし一rS at the same

first and remove the subassembly from the main chassis,

reading each side of O. Loosen the knob setscrew and

Pulling back, aWay from the front panel, tO allow the

PO§ition the FREQUENCY CORRECTOR dial as re‑

Shafts to clear the panel. Note the large gear proJeCtlng
ORlciNAし

qし1ired. After tightening the setscrews, Observe the 〔WO
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重eadings at which the switch clicks. If these readings

(5) PHASE SHIFTER AUTOSYN (BlOl).‑The

are not between 3・3/4 and 4, loosen the switch position

axial alignments of the phase shifter shaft and of the

locking screw and change the switch po§ition as重e‑

PreCision potentiometer shaft mu§t nOt be disturbed

quired. Move the roller away from the cam to raise

when the phase §hifter is∴rePlaced; therefore, follow

the dial readings at which the clicks occur. Conversely,

the recommended procedure carefully. It i§ nOt neCeS‑

move the roller closer to the cam to Iower the dial

Sary tO remOVe the phase/frequency sしIbassembly from

readings.

the main chassis for this replacement.

After the adjustment has been made tighten the
SWitch pivot and positioning screws

remOVe the FRE"

Siet, J. Tum o任the timer MAIN POWER
§Witch. Pull the sync control unit forward on its slides.

QUENCY CORRECTOR dial, and replace the sub‑

Remove the rear cover, Which houses the phase/fre・

assembly on the main chassis.

quency components, by unhooking the slide fastener§

(4) PRECISION POTENTIOMETER (R138).‑
The axial shaft alignment for R138 must not be dis‑
turbed when this component is replaced; therefore,
fo11ow the recommended procedure carefully. It is not
necessary to remove the phase/frequency subassembly

Tum

off

the

timer

MAIN

Sieク2. Observe the construction of the coupl‑
ings connecting the pha§e Shifter autosyn to the pre‑

cision potentiometer and to the PHASE DIAL shaft.
Each coupling consists of a grooved disc damped
between two hubs. The grooves on the disc叩e lapped

from the main cha§Sis fo重this replacement.

S/eクJ.

and lifting the cover.

with the mating lands on the hubs to assure good
POWER

SWitch・ Pull the.sync control unit forward on its

sliding action as the shafts rotate. Because each su重face

is lapped with its mating §urface言t is essential that

Slides. Remove the rear cover, Which houses the phase/

the orientation of the coupling surfaces be maintained

frequency components, by unhooking the slide fasten‑

when the phase shifter i§ eVentually replaced. There・

ers and lifting the cover.

fo重e, Place a lehgth of sticky tape over the three §eC‑

封eク2. Observe the∴COnStruCtion of the coupl‑

tions of the forward coupling and then loosen the

ing connecting the phase shifter autosyn to the

SetSCreWS holding the forward coupling to the phase

PreCi§ion potentiometer. The coupling consists of a

§hifter. Loosen both set§CreW§ On the rear coupling,

grooved disc sandwiched between two hubs mounted

§1ide the coupling back on.the precision potentiometer

On the shafts. The grooves on the disc are lapped with

Shaft as far∴aS it will go, and tighten the set§CreW ln

the mating parts on the hubs to assure good sliding

the forward hub to §eCure the coupling to the shaft

action as the shafts rotate. Because each surface is

during the remainder of the procedure. As the coしIPling

lapped with its mating surface, it is essential that the

is slid back, the重eduction bu§hing u§ed to adapt the

Orientation of the coupling surfaces be maintained

diameter of the phase shifter shaft to the coupling hole

When the potentiometer is eventually replaced. There‑

wi11 be forced out. Set this bushing a§ide for later use.

fore, loosen the setscrew holding the hub to the pre‑
Cision potentiometer shaft, Slip the hub back on the

。。as∴豊諾意霊霊1霊言謹告霊‡

§haft, and immediateIy place a piece of sticky tape on

Using an angle screwdriver, remOVe the three small

the grooved disc to hold it in position on the remalnlng

dogs used to clamp the phase shifter to its mounting

hub.

plate. Do

Steク3, Unsolder the wires connected to the

ク0J /005eタグ/be /0

;brougb ;be b桝agom/ PO融O

g JCl′eu′∫ t4,bicb pa55

ei;ber ∫㌶e o/ Jbe

terminals of R138. Using an angle screwdriver, remOVe

mou初iのg Pla′e or the shafts may be thrown out of

the three screws holding R138 to the backplate. Do

axial alignment. Remove the phase shifter.

loo∫eク2 Jbe /o

g ∫Creu′∫

妨

bicb pa∫5 ;bl・Ougb ;be bem‑

f;eク4. Observe whether the redし̀Ction bし1Shing

goml po∫15 Of /be /rame J印クOr妨クg /be bac佃la;e or

used to adapt the diameter of the phase shifter shaft to

the shafts may be thrown out of axial alignment. Re‑
move R138.
Steク4

Slip the coupling hub taken from the

Old potentiometer over the new shaft. Install the new

the opening in the /oru′a′・d coしIPling remained in the
coupling or came oし一t With the old phase shifter. If

necessary transfer the bし1Shing to the replacement phase

shifter.

PreCision potentiometer, making sure that the ter.

S;eク5. Replace the new phase shifter, making

minals are on the left side. Replace the three holding

sure that the group of two leads is at the top and the

SCreWS and tighten the coupling hし1b in place. Remove

the sticky tape immediately before tightening the hub.
Steクj. Resolder the connecting wires, referring

group of three leads i§ at the bottom. Replace the dog§
removed in step 3, above・
S

eク6. Tighten the setscrew securing the for・

to the wiring diagram, figure 7‑290, tO determine

ward coし1Pling to the phase shifter shaft・ making sし一re

Which coIor‑COded wires go to which terminals.

tha=he redし1Ction bし1Shing is properly located between

Steク6. ,Align the f)reCision potentiometer with

the rear hub of the forward coしIPling and the phase

the PHASE dial as described in paragraph 4 b (1).
Transfer the sync error cams from the old poten‑

shifter shaft.

tiometer and align the cams as described in Section 3,

ward, Place the redしIC〔ion bushing, PreVioしISly set aside

ParagraPh 28 b (2) or 29 /.

in step 2. nn the phase shifter shaft・ Slide the assembly

7̲1 52
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to it§ P重OPe重PO§idon, and tighten the selSCreWS for

necessary to get at the relatively inaccessible generator

both hubs. Rotate the PHASE dial to assure that all

assembly. It is not necessary to remove the phase/fre‑

COuPlings work properly.
SJeク8. Solder the wires of the replacement

quency subassembly from the main chassis for this
OPeratibn.

Phase shifter to the appropriate terminals, aS desig‑
nated in the wiring diagram, figure 7‑290.

SWitch. Pull the sync control unit forward on its slides.

織eク9. Align the precision potentiomete重With

the PHASE DIAL as described in paragraph 4 b (1).
(6) SYNC CONTROL MOTOR (BlO3).一Re‑

Placement of the sync control motor is entirely
Straightforward・ It is not nece§Sary tO remOVe the

Phase/frequenq′

COmPOnentS Subas§embly f重Om the

SieクJ. Tu重n Off the timer MAIN POWER

Remove the small top cover in the left f額eht of the

gea重box housing by loo§ening the four∴rOundhead

SCreWS. Remove the long protective cover which is
Iocated immediately behind the front panel and is
SeCured by two cam‑lock fasteners.
Sleク2. Remove the two nut§ apd bolts holding

main cha§Si§ for this operation. The only thing not

a switch assembly to the left end of the gear box. Pull

Obvious about the mounting of the motor is that the

the switch assembly up out of the way.

front projection of the motor housing is a machined

Sieク3. Loosen the four bolts holding the gen‑

Surface which accurately mates with a recess in the

erator to the support bracket. Remove the two nuts and

gear housing casting to align the motor with the gears.

bolts holding the generator support bracket to the left

(7) GENERATOR (BlO2).‑The generato重is

end of the gear box. Pull the generator out of the gear

mounted on an angle bracket within the gear hou§ing.

box and remove the four bolts holding the generato重tO

Special care is required to align the generator drive

the §uPPOrt bracket.

gear with the motor pmlOn tO a§§ure minimum gear

SJe夕4. Unscrew the leads from the terminals

Wear. The procedure which follows describes the steps

on the front end of the gene;ator. connect these leads

F;gure 7‑25I. Frequeǹy DjvjdeJ Type CV‑274/FPN‑3O,
Boilom Vjew of Componenls
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lo the corresponding terminals on the new generator,
Observing that the two white"black wires go to the
Same terminal on the neiv generator as they did on the
Old gene重ato重・

部eクj. Transfer the gea重from the old gene重a‑

tor shaft to the new one. Remount the generator sup‑
POrt bracke章on the new generatof, but do not tighten

the bolts. Replace the support bracket in the housing.
SJeク6. Adjust the position of the gene重atOr §O
that the重e is just a trace of backlash between the gen‑

erator gear and the motor plnlOn, and so that the
generator §haft is parallel with the other shafts in the

gear housing. Tigh‡en the fou重generatOr mOunting

d料7. Replace the switch assembly making
Su重e tO SeCurely tighten the two holding bolt§・ Turn on

the MAIN POWER switch and operate the timer to
make the sync control motor operate. Obse重Ve that the

motor drives the generator smoothly without evidence

Of gear binding. Tum the MAIN POWER switch off.
Sieク8. Replace the small top cover and the
long thin cover. Restore the §ynC contrOl unit to the

normal operating position and tum on the MAIN

POWER switch to place the timer back in normal
Ope重a亡ion ・

(8) 60‑CYCLE TUNING INDUCTOR LlO2.‑
The replacement procedure for LlO2 is §traightforward

「jgure 7‑254. Tjme DeIoy Type TD‑92/FPN‑3O′

C/ose‑uP Of即nk Moio′ AssembIy

and obvious upon inspection; however, One PreCautlOn

is required. When installing the new inductor make
Sure that the coil is turned in such a way that the

g. sYNCHRONIZATION INDICATOR. (ReIer Jo

adju§tment hole is accessible through the opening pro‑

fgure∫ 7‑256初ougb 7‑263.)一The replacement and

vided in the left wall of the sync control unit cha§Sis.

adjustment procedures for the mechanical linkage

If a new coil is in§talled, it will be necessary to tune

elements of the RF GAIN control are described below.

the coil. The tuning procedu重e is given in Section 3,

This paragraph also describe§ the locations of various

ParagraPh 28 c for a slave station and 29 c for a master

components hidden within the chassis.

Station.

No章e

d. FREQUENCY DIVIDER.‑The repai重and re‑

The §ubchassis of the synchronization indica‑

placement procedures for components of the frequency

tor may be swung aside (to permit access to

divider are obvious and straightforward. The locations

the interior of the chassis) if each spring

of components are shown in figures 7‑251 and 7‑252.

loaded coupling assembly (which links the

e. TIME DELAY UNIT.一The repair and adjust‑

presentation switch on each chassis to the

ment procedures for components of the time delay unlt

PRESENTATION control) is pulled apart

are obvious and straightforward. The locations of com"

and if the knurled locking nut in the comer

ponents are shown in figures 7‑253 and 7‑254・

of each subchassis is loosened. When fastening
the coupling assemblies back together・ make

手RADIO RECEIVER. (ReJer Jo fgure 7‑255・)‑

The repair and replacement procedures for the radio

sure that the∴red line, On eaCh half of each
assembly, is aligned with it§ mating red line.

でeCeiver are obvious and straightforward" One precau‑

tion needs special mention. When disassembling any
of the receiver subchassis from the main chassis, nOte

(1) RF GAIN CONTROL LINKAGE.‑The me‑
chanical linkage between the front panel RF GAIN

carefully how the subchassis is insulated from the main

control knob and the gain controI capacitor consists of

chas§is by means of washers sandwiched between the

three elements: an uPPer aSSembly (box 2) which

screw heads and the nuts which secure the subchassis.

converts the rotary motion of the knob to a pし1Sh or

As described in Section 2, ParagraPh 4 e, Chassis Nos.

pull motion

1 and 3 are each grounded to the main chassis

through a rigid metal conduit, and a lower assembly

by

a flexible cable which is pし一Shed or pし一Iled

omitting the insulated washers from one of the screws.

(box l) which converts the pしISh or pしIll motion of the

The ground connection and insulation arrangement

cable to a rotary motion to operate the gain controI

must be preserved when reassembling any of the sub・

capacitor. Each box has a grooved wheel which grips

chassis to the main chassis.

the thread̲like surface of the flexible cable. A meta1
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Componenls Be吊nd RjghI S;de Cove′

StrlP, attaChed to each wheel, CurVeS arOund the∴Cable

Shown in figures 7‑256 and 7‑257. Remove the∴damps

to clamp the ends of the cable to the wheel. This strip,

from the wheels of each box. Be carefし1l to hold the end

Or Clamp, PrOjects from the side of the wheel and acts

Of the flexible cable down and thし一S PreVent the clamp

as a stop to limit wheel rotation. The two wheels are so

from being thrown from 〔heしInit as each screw IS

arranged with respect to the cable that the stops permit

removed.

the capacitor to rotate at least 185O but not more than

Sle/, 3. Pull the flexible cableし1P and oしIt Of

200O. If any of the elements of the linkage is discon‑

the conduit through the opening in box 2. Pし一Sh the

nected from the linkage, Care muSt be taken, When
reassembling the linkage, tO reStOre this arrangement
Of mechanical stops. Acc。rdingly, the applicable pro‑

Cedures given below must be followed carefully.
(俄) FLEXIBLE CABLE REPLACEMENT.‑To
install a new flexible cable in the rigid condし1it:

SteクJ. TしIm the INTERLOCKED POWER

SWitch OFF. Pull the synchronization unit forward on

new cable into the condし直throし1gh the openlng ln

box2.
Sleク4. Loosen the foし1r Se〔SCreWS On the JOl幼

COuPling between box l and the capacitor drive shaft.
Slide the coし1Pling over the drive shaft. Remove the
two screws holding box l to a moしIn〔ing bracket and
Pull the box clear of the moし一nting bracket.
∫leク5. Adjし1St the position of the cable, With

its slides・ Remove the two Iong shield covers Iocated

respect to box 2, by rotating the cable in the condしIit,

behind the top of the front panel. Remove the panel

SO that the cable end projects about 3/8 inch beyond

On the right side of theし1nit by loosening the two cam‑

the mounting hole for the cable damp. Wrap the cable

lock fasteners and pumng the panel out, down, and

around the wheel so that it hし1gS the groove. Install the

forward・ Loosen the fastenings for the two subchassis,

Clamp on the wheel of box 2.

し1nCOし1Ple the linkages to the two control knobs, and

Ste/7 6. Pし1Sh box l over the new cable and the

SWing the sし一bchassis aside. Remove the cover plate

COnduit as far as it will go. TしIrn the RF GAIN control

from beneath the subcha§sis Iocation. Remove V815

fully clockwise and make sしIre that it remains in that

from its socket.

51e/, 2. Rotate the RF GAIN control to actuate

POSition throし一ghoしIt the next step・
∫te〆, 7. With box I pressed firmly against the

the linkage; this will faciIitate ident誼cation of box l

COndし1it, rOtate the box aro11nd the condしIit to make the

and box 2. Identify the boxes. Physica=ocations are

Wheel tし1rn. Rotate 〔he box to adjしISt the whecI position

ORIGINAL
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so that, When the box is finally mounted in the original

the capacitor plates by looking through the top ope皿・

ing provided when the cove重Plate under the subchassis
position, the∴Cable 。amp mounting screw hole is
halfway between 8 and 9 o

S印8'

Mount

the

cIock.

box

on

the

mountlng

bracket by means of the two s〔reWS PreViously re"
moved. Position the bo女so that the wheel shaft i§

was removed in step l.) Slide the solid coupling to the
right to just before the point where the coupling binds

against the box mounting bracket. Tighten all four
screws in the coupling.
SieP JO・ Rotate the RF GAIN cont重Ol from the

in axial alignment with the capacitor drive §haft.

Before proceeding, Check that the clamp mountlng

extreme

screw is positioned at a point halfway between 8 and

cIockwise position; Simultaneously・ Observe that the

cIockwise

position

to

the

extreme

counte重‑

9 o,dock with the RF GAIN control in the extreme

capacitor plates a重e driven from the completely meshed

clockwise position. (If the screw is not so Iocated

position to slightly past the completely unmeshed posi・

remove box l again and repeat steps 7 and 8.) Wrap

tion. If the plates do not travel th重Ough at least 185O

the cable around the wheel so that it hugs the groove

of重Otation, Or if rotation is more than 200O

and fasten it in place with the damp.

cable clamp from the wheel of box l

S

eク9. With the RF GAIN controI still fully

dockwise, tum the capacitor drive shaft t6 make the

plates of capacitor C864 mesh completely. (Observe

on the solid coub

remOVe the

. loosep the screws

ling, and. slide the coupling clear,

remove box l from the mounting bracket, and repeat
steps 7 through lO. In §teP 7 make the clamp mountlng

fjgu′e 7‑259. Syǹh「onjzarion ′ndjco′o′ Type ′P‑238/FPN」O′ [òOrfon oI
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FjguIe 7‑26O言ynchron;z訪on Indjcalo′ Type IP‑238‑FPN」O,
Componenls [òoIed βeh;nd Rea「 Covel

screw

hole

move

towards

8

0

was

Sleク4. Rotate the RF GAIN control to actuate

clock if the range was

the linkage; thi§ Will facilitate identification of box l

dock,

le§S than 185O, and towards 9 o

if

the

range

and box 2. Identify the boxes. Physic机lo⊂ations a重e

血o重e than 2000.
SieクJ重. Replacc> V815, reStOre the large flat

COVer tO the normal position under the subchassis, re‑

shown in figures 7‑256 and 7‑257. Remove the clamps
from the wheels of each box. Be ca重eful to hold the end

of the flexible c可)le down and thus prevent the clamp

Place the subchassis, rePlace the two Iong covers and
the重ight side cover, reStOre the unit to normal operat‑

ing position, and tum on the INTERLOCKED
POWER switch. After the !置nit ha§ Warmed up and

from being thrown f重Om the unit as each screw is重e‑

moved.
Sxp j. Remove the RF GAIN control knob・

been adjusted for normal operation, Check the opera‑

Remove the two s⊂reWS Which were located behind the

tion of the RF GAIN control.

edges of the knob and which hold box 2 to the panel.

(b) BOX 2 REPLACEMENT.
Sieク

Z. Tum the INTERLOCKED POWER

S

eク6. Remove the

§CreW holding a cable

clamp for the rigid conduit to the cha§Si§・ This screw
pa§§eS through the chassis bottom near the right fron〔

SWitch OFF. Pull the synchronization unit forward on

corner (as observed from the panel) and is idchtified

its slides. Remove the two Iong shield cove重S Iocated

in figure 7‑257.

behind the top of the front panel. Remove the panel on
the right side of theしInit by loosening the two cam‑

SJeク7. Work box 2 o任the conduit and cable.
To do this bend the conduit to the left and to the重ear,

lock fasteners and pulling the panel out, down, and

enough to allow the wheel shaft to dear the openlng

forward. Loosen the fastenings for the two subchas§is,

in the panel, and pull the box up.

uncouple the linkages to the two cohtrol knobs, and
SWing the sub〔hassis aside・ Remove the cover plate

from beneath the subchassis Iocation. Remove V815
from its socket.

S

eク8. Remove the clamp from the wheel of

the replacement for box 2" Work the replacement box
onto the cable and the conduil. Mount the box on the
panel by replacing the screw§ remOVed in s〔eP 5. Re一

S/et, 2. Remove the RF SCOPE cathode‑ray tube,
as described in Section 5, ParagraPh 2. Before removlng
〔he tし1be, Place a piece of sticky tape on the scope
screen to mark a horizon〔al reference line.

St印3. Remove the metal §hield which sur・
roし一nded the cathode‑ray tしIbe by taking out the two

浩書誌三豊霊‡霊悪霊霊蕊
position・
Steク9. Replace the screw for the cable damp
holding the rigid condし1it to the chassis. Perform steps

4, 5,6, 7, 8,9and lOofparagraph 5 g (1) (a), above.

SCreWS at the base of the angle bracket holding the

S,eクJO・ Replace the cathode‑ray tube shield

shield to the chassis anし1 the follr SCreWS at the front

and the cathode・ray tし1be. Rotate the t一̀be so that the

Of the shield. Pし一Il the shield forward throし1gh the

sticky tape i§ horizontal. This will assure tha‥he trace

VleWlng Winしlow in the front panel.

will be horizontal. Remove the sticky tape.
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Boifom Vjew of Componenls
SleクH. Replace V815, reStOre the large flat

box l. Be careful to hold the end of the flexible cable

cover to the normal position under the subchas§i§, re‑

down and thus prevent the clamp from being thrown

Place the subchassis in their normal positions, rePlace

from the unit as the §CreW i§ remOVed.

the two Iong cover§ and the right side cover, reStOre

the unit to normal operating position) and turn on the

INTERLOCKED POWER switch. After the unit has
Warmed up and been adjusted for normal operation,

Check the operation of the RF GAIN control.

(c) BOX I REPLACEMENT.

Sieク3. Loosen the four setscrews on the JO彫d

COuPling between box l and the capacitor drive shaft.

Slide the coupling over the drive shaft. Remove the
two §CreWS holding box l to a mounting bracket and

Pull the box clear of the mounting bracket. Work the
box off the conduit.

SieクJ. Turn the INTERLOCKED POWER

SWitch OFF. Pull the syrichronization unit forward on
its slide§・ Remove the two Iong shield covers located

behind the top of the front panel. Remove the panel

Sleク4. Push the replacement for box I over the

Cable and conduit, aS far as it will go. Turn the RF
GAIN control fully dockwise and make §ure 〔ha〔 it

remains in that position throughout the next step.

On the right §ide of the unit by loosening the two
Cam‑lock fa§tenerS and pulling the panel out, down,

and forward. Loosen the fastenings for the two sub‑
Cha§Sis, unCOuPle the linkage§ tO the two control knobs,
and §Wing the subchassis a§ide. Remove the cover plate

from beneath the subchassis Iocation. Remove V815
from it§ SOCket.

S;eク5. Perform s〔ePS 7, 8, 9, 10, and ll of para‑

g重aphうg (1) (a), above.

(2) HIGH‑VOLTAGE BLEEDER RESISTORs.
‑The mounting arrangement for high‑VOltage bleeder

resIStOrS R857, R858, and R856 is not immediately
Obvious upon inspection. These resi§tOrS are mOunted

Sleク2. Rotate the RF GAIN control to actua〔e

by means of screws or threaded mounting stud§, Which

the linkage; this will facilitate identification of box l.

aie threaded into the metal terminals at the resi§tOr

Identify the box. The physica=ocation is shown in
figure 7‑2う7. Remove the damp from the wheel of

ORICINAし
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(a) R8う7.

S印I. Turn off the INTERLOCKED POWER

S′eクj. Replace the shield unde重the subchas§is"

Restore the subchassis to the normal position, rePlace
the two long §hield covers and push the synchroniza∴

swilCh. Pull the §ynChronization indicator forward on

ti。n indicator back into the cabinet. Turn the INTER・

its slides. Remove the two long shield covers located

LOCKED POWER switch ON.

behind the front panel. Discharge the high"VOltage
capacitors of the 8,000‑VOlt supply associated with

(b) R8う8 0R R8う6.

high‑VOltage bleeder resistors R8う6・ R857, and R858
by sho重ting the terminals of R8う6 to・grらund with an
in§ulated screwdriver. Swing the left and right sub‑

S印J. Tum off the INTERLOCKED POWER
switch. Pull the synchronization indicato重forward on

chassis out of the way and remove the shield cover

its slide§. Remove the two Iong §hield covers located

immediately beneath these chassis.

behind the frdnt panel. Discharge the high‑VOltage
capacitors of the 8,000・VOlt supply associated with high.

S

eク2. Remove the screw holding the rea重end

of R857 to the angle bracket which extend§ aCrOSS the

center of the unit. To do this, reaCh through the open‑
ing, PrOVided by §Winging the left subcha§§is out of the

way> With a screwdriver.

voltage bleede‥eSi§tOr§ R856

R857・ and R858 by

shorting the terminals of R856 to ground with an in.
sulated screwdriver. Swing the left and right sub・

chassis out of the way and remove the shield cover
immediately beneath the§e Cha§§i§・

S′eク3. Thread R857 off the stud which holds

R8う7 to R8う8.

Sieク2. Remove the screw

at the f重Ont end of

Si印4. Thread the replacement resIStOr OntO
the.§tud and replace the screw to hold the resistor to
lhe rea重end of the bracket.

S印3. Thread the rear end of the resi§tOr Off

the stud.
ORIcINAし
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S;eク4. Install the new resistor, making sure

2,000‑VOlt circし1it which is exposed to easy

that the connecting wires are replaced at the points

∴COntaCt by the service technician. If it i§

to which th?y Originally connected・ Replace the screw

desired to work on the low‑VOltage ci重Cuits

at the front end of the resistor.

Iocated behind thjs panel, be sure to tum off
the SCOPE HIGH VOLTÅGES switch before

Sieクj. Replace the shield under the subchassis.

turnlng On the interlock.

Restore the subchassis to the normal position, rePlace
the two Iong shield covers, and push the synchroni‑

zation indicator back into the cabinet. Tum the IN‑

TERLOCKED POWER switch ON.

h. ELECTRICAL SYNCHRONIZER.一The repair
and replacement procedures for∴COmPOnentS Of the

electrical synchronizer are straightforward and obvi‑

(3) HIDDEN COMPONENTS.‑The physical
locations of some of the components of the synchroni‑
Zation indicator are obscしIre because of the unique

StruCtural arrangement of the unit. A bank of capaci‑
tors, best reached for servicing by removing a cover
Plate on the bottom of the unit, is shown in figure

OuS. The locations of components are §hown in figure

7‑2̀4.
i・ TEST SCOPE.‑The repair and replacement p重O‑
Cedure for components of the test scope are st重aight‑

forward and obvious. The locations of components are
Shown in figure 7‑26う.

7葛259. Those components Iocated behind the hinged

j. POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP喜959/FPN葛30.、 (Re一

Panel at the bottom front of the unit and the locations
Of those components will be obvious upon inspection

/er Jo万gure 7‑266・ )‑A replacement procedure fo重the

Of丘gu重e 7‑2う8・

MAIN POWER switch i§ given. below. Thi§ SWitch

COnSists of two identical, SeParate, Circuit breaker sec‑

WÅRNiNe

tions. Either one or both sections may be replaced at

Special care must be used with regard to the

any one time. Each section break§ One Side of the powe重

interlock switch which is Iocated behind the

1ine.

hinged controI panel in the front of the syn‑

Chronization indicator. Opening this panel,
and tuming on the interlock, energize§

a

(1) MAIN POWER SWITCH S2001.
SteクJ. Tum the l15.volt power off at the
§Witchgear or some other point ahead of the input to

FjguIe 7‑265. TesI Osc川os̀oPe Type OS‑39/FPN‑3O,
BoI′om V;ew of Componenls
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Sieク7. Re§tOre the power supply to the no重mal

the timer. Pull PP‑959/FPN‑30 forward on its §lides.

Remove the cover behind the front panel by taking
oul ‡h章ee §C章eW§.

S′eP 2. Remove the four screw§ Which hold the
mete重ing jack panel to a suppo重t frame. Pull the panel

position in the cabinet, tum the l15.volt powire重back

on, and test the operation of the new MAIN POWER
switch.
鳥.

POWER

SUPPLY

.TYPE

PP‑958/FPN‑30,

up and to the left. Set the panel aside so that it i§ Clea重

POWER SUPPLY TYPE PP‑957/FPN‑30. (Re佃r /O

of the a重ea behind the MAIN POWER switch・

lgu灼7‑267, 7‑268・ ) ‑Except for §PeCial precautiohs

Sタや3. Remove the fou重SCreWS holding the
switch §uPPort POStS tO the front panel. D重OP the

§Witch assembly back away from the panel.

S′eク4. Replace one switch §eCtion at.a time to
avoid rever§ing the a・C POlarity of timer wiring: I‑OO§en
the §CreW§ Which hold the mounting clips (at the ba§e

of the §WilCh) to the back plate which support§ the
switch. Slip the clip§ Clear of the switch and remove
lhe §Witch f重Om the back plate. Tran§fer the switch
leads to the replacement.§Witch section.

請印j. Mount the new §Wi章ch §eCtion in place,
po§ìion the clipsl and tighten the holding §CreWS.

to be obse重Ved when replacing high‑VOltage重eCtifiers
or rectifier mounting ferrule clips, in the§e units, the

replacement of components is enti重ely conventional.
One clip and one end of each rectifie重a重e COded with
a red mark. Thi§ ma重k identifies the posìive end of
each rectifier and the a§SOCiated inounting clip fo重that
end. When replacing重eCtifier§ be su重e tO align the red

marked end of the重eCtifier with the red ma重ked clip.
When重ePlacing clips be sure tbat the clip is aligned
so that the §ides are pa重allel with the重eCtifier.

l. VOLTAGE REGULATOR TYPE CN‑235/FPN‑
30. (ReIer Jo fguγeS 7‑269, 7‑270・)‑The voltage

When both §eCtion§ (if two sections are to be replaced)

regulator consist§ Of two main component grouPS‑a

are mouǹed, POSition the §Witch assembly against the

control unit and a moIo重・d重iven autot重an§fo重mer a§・

front panel, and replace the four screws to hold the

6embly. The controI cirauit is a plug.in a§Sembly which

a§Sembly to the panel.

is readily removed for service. A §PeCial te§t cable as‑

Si印6. Restore the metering jack panel to the

sembly is fumi§hed with the regulato‥O Pe重mit

original po§ition and replace the screws. Replace the

operating the control unit when it is重emOVed f重Om the

cover to it§ POSition behind血e front panel and重ePlace

regulato重aS§embly for servicing. Use of this as§embly

the three holding sc重eWS.

and mechanical §erVicing of the controI circuit are
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obvious upon inspection. The motor‑driven autotran§・

(2) DRIVING MOTOR REPLACEMENT.‑

former assembly is a∴COmPaCt meChani§m Which re‑

When driving moto重B2301 is to be replaced, the

qui重e§ detailed explanation of repair procedures. The

plnlOn gear, O2302, Should be重ePlaced at the §ame

explanation covers重ePlacement of the driving motor

time, Since it is impracticable to remove the old gear

replacemen章Of the motor plnlOn

rePlacement of the

from the motor without damaging the gea重・ Replace.

drive gear, and replacement of the b重uSh a§§embly for

ment gear§ are.SuPPlied with a setscrew and a locking

the autotransformer.

pin; the

(1) REMOVAL OF MOTOR・DRIVEN TRANS‑

FORMER ASSEMBLY.‑Whenever any replacements

set§CreW is used only to §eCure the gea‥n

place on the shaft temporarily while d重illing the gea重

and shaft for the locking pin.

a重e tO be 「,dde on this a§Sembly, it is necessary to

S;eクJ. Remove the nameplate f重Om the top of

remove the entire∴aSSembly to facilitate the procedu重e.

the driving motor and disconnect the leads on the

First, tum Off 115‑VOlt power, ahead of the regulato重・

exposed terminal b6ard.

disconnect the leads to the terminals of terminal board
TB2302, then remove the leads to the variable powe重

transformer. Remove the bolts, nutS, and lockwashers
secu重ing transformer T2301 and the motor assembly to

lhe front panel, then carefully remove the entire a§一

Semb重y.

7̲1 16

S印2. Remove the four screws at the ba§e Of
the motor and remove the motor, mOunting plate

and

PmlOn gear from che a§§embly.

S;eク3. Remove the three screws securing the
motor to it§ mOunting plate.
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SJ印4. Place the new pinion gea重On the motor

securing the motor mounting plate to the variable

shaft as described in steps 3 and 4, ParagraPh 5 / (3)

power transformer; then carefully lift the upper

below, and replace the motor using the reverse of the

portion of the assembly from the variable power trans‑
former, being careful not to damage the limit switch

above procedu重e.

(3) MOTOR PINION REPLACEMENT.‑Re‑

actuating levers. This makes the driving gear accessible
for replacement; tO重emOVe it follow the pro⊂edure

place motor plnlOn gea重02302 as outlined below・

detailed below.

S;eクZ. Remove the driving motor as described
S′eクL Remove the three flathead screws from

in paragraph 5 b (1).

the upper §urface of the va重iable pc

部eク2. Use a gear puller to force the defective
plnlOn gear Off the motor §haft・ Shearing the locking

pin in the procedure. Leave the old locking pin in the

Wer tranSformer

driving gear, nOting the position of the limit switch
actuating post with respect to the variable powe重
transformer cast f重ame.

motor shaft to plug up the old hole・

Sieク2. Lift the gear from the variable power
S′eク3・ Place the replacement gear on the shaft

of the motor at txactly the same distance from the
shaft end as the original gear and lock it in place with
the set§CreW adjacent to one end of the locking pin.

Steク4. Carefully drill through the gear hub

transformer shaft collar and replace the limit swìCh
actuating post on the replacement gear.
S

eク3. Install the replacement gear u§ing the

reverse of the above procedure.

and motor shaft at a point 90O from the setscrew, uSlng

(5) BRUSH ASSEMBLY REPLACEMENT.‑To

a size #42 drill. Care mu§t be taken to drill straight

replace the brush assembly・ the variable power trans‑

through the shaft and not at an angle. Drive in the

former and the motor assembly must be removed from

locking pin and remove the setscrew. Reassemble, uS‑

the cabinet as detailed in paragraph 5 b (1).
SieクJ. Loosen the two screws on each bru§h

ing the reverse of the above procedure・

(4) DRIVE GEAR REPLACEMENT.÷‑To
place drive gear O2301

重e‑

it is necessary to separate the

clamping spring and carefully lift out the brush as‑
sembly. Each brush assembly consists of two brushe§・

variable power transformer from the re§t Of the as‑

complete with leads. Replace with new brushes∴and

sqmbly. First rem如e the three bolt§ and lockwashers

reassemble, uSing the reverse of the above procedure.
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Sl印2. As a check for the limit switch actし1at‑

Shol‑1d field repair of the chart drive assembly be

1ng Cam, maXimしIm rOtation in either the dockwise or

COntemPlated, refer to figしIre 7‑304, Which shows the

COしInterdockwise direction shoしIld place the cam on

mechanical assembly and lists the manしIfactし一rerS, part

the left side of the variable powe=ranSformer, VleWlng

numbers for replaceable parts.

it from the front.
Slet, 3. After replacing the brし一Shes, PしISh a

SCreWdriver blade or wood wedgeし1nder one brush
SPrlng tO raise the brしIShes slightly off the commu‑
〔atOr SしIrface. Then place a strip of crocしIS CIoth or very

7.しOCATINe TROUBしE iN FRとOUENCY
DIV書DER COUNT各R CiRCuIT§

WITH

TEST COuN丁FEATuRE.

a. INTRODUCTION.‑The frequency divider has

fine sandpaper aboし一t l inch wide and 3‑1/2 inches Iong

a built.in checking featしIre Which permits troし一ble to be

On the commしItatOr SしIrfaceしlnder the brしISh with the

located 〔O a §PeCific stage. This featし1re is the TEST

SmOOth §ide of the∴Cloth agains=he commutator and

COUNT INSERT switch, TEST COUNT bしIttOn, and

the abrasive §urface against the brしIShes.

associated indicat?r lamps. The binary coし1nter Jiage∫

S/e〆, j. Use some implemen=O hold the crocus
CIoth flat against the commし1tatOr Sし1rface. While hold・

ing the doth tightly in place, remOVe the wood wedge
under the spring and carefし111y rotate the brush.holder
assembly over a short arc. Blow oし1t eXCeSS Carbon par‑

in the freqllenCy divider form groups of cou′

er∫・

Three counters areしISed in the frequency divider. These
are coしInter l, COしInter 2, and counter 3. Coし1nte重1 and
COunter 2 are foしIr‑Stage decimal coしInterS and provide
a maximし1m COしmt Of lO. CoしInter 3 js a five‑Stage COun‑

ter which can provide a maximum count of 32・

1icles.
Slet, 5. Again rai§e 〔he brし1Sh spring and re"

b. USE OF THE T唱ST COUNT INSERT FEA"
TURE.‑The manし1al test count insert circuit is pro‑

move the crocし1S doth.

5tet, 6. Rotate the entire bmSh assembly many
tlme§ OVer the normal fし一Il range. This procedure will
くくwork in
, the bmshes. After
くくworking in,,, the
brushe§∴§hould fit flat over∴the entire commutator

range, and light should not be visible between the

Vided for a convenient check of counter operation.
This circし1it provides one artificial counting pulse, for

each operation of the TEST COUNT push button. By
use of the TEST COUNT INSERT switch, this pulse
may be inserted into any of the three counter circuits

to permit testing of each counter individually. By this

brushes and commutator surface.

mean§ it is possible to check out the operation of each

Stage Of each counter. Indicator lamps and switches

̀. RECORDINe AMMETER.

used for checking counter operation are located behind

Corrective maintenance operations on the recording
ammeter shoし11d be confined to simple, Obvioし一S adjし1St‑
ments. The instrしIment is cons〔rし1CtCd like a fine watch,

the∴right‑hand front panel ddor designated TEST
COUNT on the freqしIenCy divider. The indicator lamps

are arranged in three vertical rows, One rOW for each
of the three counters. The lamps for coし1nte重1 and

and field repalr lS nOt reCOmmendedし一nless the tech‑

nician has had considerable experience in delicate
mechanical repair. In any case, field service shoし一Id only

counter 2 are numbered l, 2, 4, and 8. The lamps for
counter 3 are numbered l, 2, 4, 8, and 16, At any time
the total count may be obtained by adding toge誼er

be attempted when i〔 is impracticable to return the

the nし1mbers of the lit lamps. If the TEST COUNT
instrument to the manし1factし1rer. Normal

service ad̲

INSERT switch is set 〔O COUNTER‑l, and the TEST
JuStmentS for the pen and inking sys〔em are described
in Section 4・ The measし1ring element, Which actし一ateS

COUNT button is pressed, One Pulse is sent into the

first counter. With repeated pressings of the TEST

the pen, is similar in constrしICtion to a conventional

COUNT button, the lamps of coし1nter l shoしIld show
D/Arsonval 〔yPe meter mOVemen〔, Sし1Ch as tha〔 em‑
〔he counter going throし細gh a coしInt Seqし一enCe Of l to

Ployed in M2001, the d・C Panel meter of PP‑959/

lO and then repeat. A coしInt Of lO is equivalent to a

FPN‑30. The measuring element is∴a COmPlete as‑

Sembly which may be removed from the meter case for

COし1nt Of zero as indicated by all the lamps being oし1〔・
If sしICh a resし1lt is no〔 Obtained, a Circし証defect is indi‑

SerVice. The assembly may be maしle accessjble for rc‑

cated. The same procedし1re aPPlies if the TEST
moval by first removing the chart

lrive assembly, aS

described below.

COUNT INSERT swi〔Ch is se〔 〔O COUNTER‑2, eXCePt
that coし1nt impし一Ises are inserted into coし一nter 2 instead

The chart drive assemb】y is secし一red to the meter case
by meanS Of foしIr CaPtive screws. These screws are

Of coしInter l. Coし1nter 3 wi11 go 〔hroしIgh fl SOmeWhat
different §eqしIenCe, depending on the basic rate.

located at the foしIr COrnerS Of the rear of the chart drive

If any of the coし1nterS do not follow the proper

frame. To remove the assembly, loosen the foしIr SCreWS

sequence as oしItlined in detail below, tha‥し一be shollld

(it is no〔 neCeSSary tO takc them complet。ly oしIt Of the

be sし一SPeCted which corresponds to the light which first

frame) and ex〔raCt the assembly from the∴CaSe. The
COmPlete assembly may then be∴Sen‥O the factory for
SerVice or repair. The fac〔Or〉′ a(肌ess of the manし1fac‑

fails to go on or off according to the proper seqし一enCe.
Replace this tしIbe with one known to be good iln

tし一rer is‥ The Esterline‑Angし一S Company, Inc., P.O. Box

indicator lights∴are StamPe

596, Indianapolis 6, Indiana, U.S.A.

top of the chassis・
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(4) When all the lamps are on, P重eSS the TEST

COUNT push button once more. If the BASIC RATE
SWitch i§ Set ‡O SLOW, this should result in the l, 2,

c. COUNTER I OR 2

cHECK.‑To test eithe重Of

the decimal counters with the manual test circuit, PrO・

Ceed in the following steps:

and 4 lamps remaining on. Thi§ COrふsponds to a count

Of seven and indicates that a p重eSet COunt Of seven has

taken place and that only 25 more counts will be re‑

( 1) Set the TEST COUNT INSERT rotary §Witch
to the decimal counter under test (COUNTER・1 o重

COUNTER‑2 ).

quired to complete the counter cycle.

(5) Proceed with the rest of the check under the
as§umPtion that the next button operation i§ number

(2) Set the SPECIFIC RATE §Witch to zero.

8 in table 7‑29. Witb succeeding operations of the

(3) If apy of the lamps are on, they must be

TEST COUNT push button, lamp operation §hould

tumed off before §tarting the actual test. Do this by

COrreSPOnd to the table. A§ nOted with the two decimal

OPerating the TEST COUNT push button until all the

COunte重S, a hollow circle indicates a lamp血at is on

lamps go out. Be sure to stop immediately as soon a§

and a dash a lamp that i§ Off.

all the lamps are off

Since another button operation

Will begin tu重ning them on again.

If it is desired to test the counter while switched to
the LOW rate, Set uP the circuit in the §ame manner

T要S書謹言t嵩講書豊島器謹書

de§Cribed for SI‑OW. Howeve重, When all lamps are on,

the next button operation will tum on the 4 and 8

Iamps after each operation. The lamps §hould go on

lamp§・ COrreSPOnding to a count of 12. From this point

and off as shown in table 7‑28. A hollow ⊂ircle indi̲

On・ PrOCeed with the testl aSSuming that the ‑neXt

CateS a lamp that is on, and a daSh a la!nP that̀is off.

OPeration is number 13, etC. Refer to table 7‑30.

Note that the total of the number§ aSSOCiated with the
くくon
lamps is the count.

The same procedure hold§ for the HIGH rate, eXCePt

tha‥he firs章OPeration (after getting all la血p§ On)
Will ⊂auSe the l and 16 lamp§ tO gO On, indicating a

d. COUNTER 3 CHECk.‑Te§t COunt insertion in

the third counter is similar to that described for the
decimal counters, but the. set‑uP is somewhat different.

PreSet COunt Of 17. Proceed with the test count insert,
assuming the next button operation to be number 18,

etc. Refer to table 7‑31.

The results obtained in making the test will vary

depending on the position of the BASIC RATE switch

No書e

When the test i§ made. All stages will be checked, in

After making use of the test feature (if the

One Way Or anOther, if a test sequence is run, regardless

equipment is found normal), always be sure

Of the setling of the BASIC RATE switch. Table 7‑29

to restore the TEST COUNT INSERT switch
to the OFF (CIRCUIT NORMAL) ) position,

Shows the lamp ope重ation when the BASIC RATE

SWitch is set to SLOW. Since. the counter is basically
a coし1nter Of 32, that number of TEST COUNT switch

and restore the specific rate swi(Ch lO it§

Original setting.

OPerat10nS are Shown, and a portion of them are left

blank to indicate that they are not used. For the SLOW

TAB」各7‑28. TEST COuN†しAMP iEOUENCE
FOR COuN†各R§ 1 AND 2

rate, 25 §Witch operations are indicated. For the other
two rates, a lesser nし1mber of operations is u§ed. To

Check the third coし一nter・ PrOCeed in the following steps :

しAMp

NUMB駅Ol:TiM〔S′′TEiTCOUNT・・

NUM甘言Ri

§WITCHISPRES§∈D

(l) Operate the BASIC RATE switch to the de‑
1

Si重ed ra章e.

(2) Set the TEST COUNT INSERT

3

4

5

̀

7

8

9

10

§Witch to

COUNTER‑3.

聞

2

(3) Operate the push button until all旬e Jmク∫
0/ COUNTER‑3 4re On・ When all the lamps of

1

2

4

0

ー

‑

‑

0

0

0

ー

‑

0

ー

0

一

0

0

0

0

0

0

‑

‑

‑

0

ー

‑

一

COUNTER‑3 are on, they correspond to an inserted
8

一

‑

‑

ー

0

COun亡Of 31.
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8. PERFORMÅNCE CHECK OF RADIO RECEIVER.

Parqgraph

7

8

given for the various §ignal injection points to be tested

The r.f signa=evels in the radio receiver are重ela.
tively small in amplitude and therefore it fias.riot beふ:

by this procedure and values of attenuation

重equired to

reduce a l‑VOlt signal to these voltages, are also given.

POSSible to provide te§t SCOPe Signal tracing data for the

The input jacks of the subchassis are much more

receiver r‑f stages. To permit the receiver perfor尋nce

acpessible than the grids of the various stages. It is

to be checked, PrOCedures are given here for mca§ure‑

ment of receiver gain and receiver bandwidth. A gapid

therefore suggested that the trouble be isolated to the

Particular subchassis before attempting to galn aCCeSS

gain check provide§ a Very COarSe eValuation of receiver

to the tube grids. Thus it will be nece§Sa重y tO dis‑

Pe重formance: POint"tO‑POlnt galn meaSurement§ Permlt

assemble only one subchassis to Iocate the defective

an accurate check of over.all receiver gain and al§O Of

Stage・

Stage・by‑Stage gain to isolate an imp重OPerly operating

The input voltages specified for the' test procedu重e

§tage. The bandwidth measurements provide means for
Checking the ove重・all performance of the tuned circuits.
Because the tuned circuits are plug‑in coil assemblie§,

a defective tuned coil may best be detected by §ubsti・

tuting one coil at a time and checking bandwidth to
dete重mine which coils cure any t重Ouble which may be
ob§erVed. ‑

given here are for a typical receiver which has con‑

siderably higher than the minimum acceptable gain
as indicated by the rapid check of paragraph 7a, above.
If the receiver under test fail§ the rapid check, the

departure from the specified gain figures will be very

high and the reason for abnormal performance will be

easy to find. The gain through a normal receiver may

a. RAPID GAIN CHECK.‑This measurement pro.
vides a rough mea§urement Of receive重gain and may be

used to quickly determine whether failure to recelVe
Signals is cau§ed by trouble in the receive重Or trOuble at
SOme POint ahead of the receiver. It con§ists of remov‑

1ng lnPut COnneCtions to the receive重and observing

the receiver noise output on the VIDEO SCOPE with

vary somewhat from the gain through the typical

receiver used to obtain the gain figures given here. In
view of this, Small differences in gain should be
ignored; Only large di任ere血ce§ Signify abnormal per‑

f〇五皿ance.

鎚や]. Di§COnneCt the coaxial connections froin

REMOTE SIGNAL INPUT jack J1201 and LOCAL

SIGNAL INPUT jack J1210. Make sure that both r"f

the重eCeiver gain control§ advanced・

S/eクJ. Remove the coaxial connections feeding

LOCAL SIGNAL INPUT jack J1210 and REMOTE
SIGNAL INPUT jack J1201.
Si印2. Advance the FINE RF GAIN cont重Ol to

traps are tuned out by tuming them to the extreme

COunterdockwise position.
Sleク2. Connect the negative lead of a suitable

high re§istance voltmeter (Simpsoh Type 260, Army

the extreme cIockwise po§ition. If not already set,

Type IS‑189, Or equivalent; O重a VtVm) to the a重m Of

Place the SIGNAL switch, On the VIDEO SCOPE, tO

COARSE RF GAIN controI potentiometer R1228. Con.

the VIDEO po§ition and ob§erVe the scope. Advance

nect the positive lead to ground. Using both the

the COARSE RF GAIN control until the peak・tO‑Peak

COARSE RF GAIN control and the FINE RF GAIN

noise (grass) amplitude is at lea§=hree inches. If it
is not pos§ible to obtain 3 inches of noise deflections,

the receiver gain i§ nOt adequate and the procedure of

control, adju§t for a bias voltage of exactly 4.5 volts

(dc) , aS indicated by the meter. Lea4,e肋e gdn co物産rol∫

ai偽毒PO5楊0の/0γ ;be remi縦タer o声be gaあmea∫αre・

ParagraPh 3b, below, Should be used to Iocalize the
trouble.
Sieク3. At the completion of this check, retum

S

e夕3. Disconnect the coaxial connection from

cha§Sis No. 2 into J1206 (on chassis No. 3) and feed an
the gain control§ tO their normal positions and re§tOre

the coaxial conneclions to J1201 and J1210.

r‑f signal (at ′the nominal operating frequency of the
receiver) into J1206. To

do this use a suitable signal

b. POINT.TO‑PCIINT GAIN MEASUREMENTS.

generator (Type LP, AN/URM‑25, General Radio

‑Point‑tO・POint gain measurement permits the tech‑

Type 805, Ferris Type 16, Or equivalent) and a

nician to rapidly evaluate the performance of each

separate calibrated attenuator capable of red↓lCing the

section of the receiver and therefore locate a defective

generator output to as little as 65 microvolts. The

stage or group of §tageS. Data is given for the gain of

procedure is ̀based on a generator output of exactly
l volt ind therefore an attenuator capable of inserting

the three subchassi§ and for the gain of each stage. The
method of measurement i§ tO aPPly signal to the vari‑

up to a lOO‑decibe=oss is重equi重ed. (The combination

霊忠霊霊霊重器u‡豊麗嵩霊

of a Daven type RFA‑543‑50 and RFA‑550‑うO atten「

⊂OntrOl bias is maintained at 4.5 volts, and measure

StePS, With a resolution to one decibel") Set the attenua‑

the input signal amplitude. Thi§ 4・5.volt bias repre‑

tor for an 80‑db lo§S (to provide a load for the signal

SentS a tyPical value of bias and must be duplicated.if

generator) and adjust the signal generator output for

章he condition§ for which the data was

taken are章O be

exactly one volt rm§ (しtSing a suitable vtvm across the

duplicated. The signal level required to produce the

attenuator ;印ul terminals). Change the vtvm to a

15‑VOlt output under the§e COnditions is an indication

scale suitable for measuring 15 volt§ rm§ and connect

Of the gain of the receiver. Values of input voltage are

the vtvm across RF OUTPUT jack J1208. To do this

ORIclNÅし

uator, in tandem, Will produce lOO‑db loss, in decade
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Over副R‑F FJequeǹγ Response Choràlerjsljc

u§e a T‑COnneCtOr at J1208; do not disconnect the nor‑

S;eP

4.

Transfer the r.f feed to J1204 and re‑

mal connection.from J1208 to the RF SCOPE, Or the

StOre the nbrmal connection for J1206. Adju§t the

r.f cathode follower (V1205) will be detuned. Adju§t

attenuator to make the meter read a§ Clo§e tO 15 volt§ aS

the attenuator to make the vtvm read as dose to 15
POS§ible. Note the amounf Of atlenuation required to

VOlts as possible. Note lhe amount of attenuation re・

quired to ob〔ain this reading. An attenuation of 55 db

below the l‑VOlt generator output will prdvide a l,700‑
microvolt signal. This signal represents a typical value,
for injection into J1206, tO Obtain 15 volts out. Any

obtain this reading. An attenuation of 84 db below the
l‑VOlt generator output will provide a 65‑microvolt
signal. This §ignal重ePre§en章§ a tyPical value, for
injection into J1204, tO Obtain 15 volts out. Any lesse重

lesser attenuation (towards zero db), O重Iarger signal,

attchuation (towards zero db) , Or larger signal, indi.

indicates that the gain i§ less than the gain over the

cate§ the gain is less than the gain over the corre§POnd‑

COrreSPOnding portion of a typical receiver.

ing portion of a typical重eCeiver. The difference in
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attenuation values for thi§ and the preceding measure‑

Plug‑in component§, the t重Ouble i§ nOt Cured, meaSure

ment (84 minus 55 equals 29 db, tO u§e the values for

the resi§tanCe Of 3,300‑Ohm resistor R1236, 4,700〃Ohm

a typical重e⊂eiver) is the gain for cha§Si§ No. 2.

resistor R1239, and lO,000‑Ohm re§istor R1242. If any

S碑j. riansfer the r‑f feed to J1201 and re‑
§tOr9 the normal connection fo重J1204・ Adjust the
attenuator to make the meter重ead as do§e tO 15 volts

as possible. Note the amount of attenuation重equired

Of the§e untuned r‑f amplifier grid resistor§ do not
appear to be within 20 percent of their nominal value§,
they should be replaced. If the grid重eSi§tOr Value§ are
normal, Check the component§ Of each of the two r.f

to obtain this reading. An attenuation of 81.5 db below

traps. Measu重e the re§istance acros§ the capacito重S in

the l‑VOlt generator output will provide an 85‑micro‑

the trap§ tO make §ure they are not leaky. If the capaci.

VOlt signal. This signal represents a typical value, for

tors appea重nOrmal, disable the trap by connecting a

injection into J1201, tO Obtain 15 volts out. Any lesser

Short piece of wire between the terminal§ Of the tuned

attenuation. (towards zero db), Or large重Signal, indi‑

CateS the gain is less than the gain over a typical
receiver. The difference in attenuation values fo重thi§

coil (L1204 or L1205). If the bandwidth is normal
With the trap disabled,重ePlace the coil and both capaci・

tors of the trap.

and the preceding measurement (84 minus 87 equals

The bandwidth measurement procedure empIoys the

3 db, tO uSe the value for a typical重eCeiver) i§ the

§ignal generator and attenuator equipment required for

lo§§ for chassis No. 1.

the gain mea§urementS (7b above) to feed a reference

Sieク6. Consider the data obtained in steps 3, 4,

and 5 above and ,decide which chassis is causing the
t重Ouble. Mea§ure the gain of the §tageS Within that
Cha§Sis. To do this, remOVe the shield covers from the

§ubchassis in question and apply the重・f signal to the

Signal and two attenuated §ignal§ into the receiver. The
attenuated signals are 6 db and 60 db below the refe章一
ence signal and a重e uSed to determine tho§e frequencies

at which receiver gain i§ 6 db down and 60 db down,

重eSpeC̀ively・

COntrOl grid of each tube. Comect a O.01‑mf capacitor

Sle夕Z. Disconnect the coaxial connections fro皿

between the output of the重‑f attenuator and the tube

REMOTE SIGNAL INPUT jack J1201 and LOCAL

grid・ (Shielded comections must be used up to the
CaPaCltOr, and the capacitor leads must be as sho重t aS

POSSible.) The method of measurement i§ the same as

used in the preceding steps (4.5 volts bias and 15 volts

SIGNAL INPUT jack J1201. Remove blanking drive重

tube V1210. Make sure both r‑f traps are tuned out by
tuming them to the ext重eme COunterCIo吐wise position.

S牢p 2. Connect a vtvm acros§ RF OUTPUT

rf out) except as noted in the footnote. The data for a
jack J1208・ To do thi§ uSe a T‑COnneCtO重at J1208; do
typical重eCeiver is tabulated below:

not di§COnneCt the normal connection from J1208 to

the RF SCOPE, Or the r‑f cathode follower will be
detuned. Set the meter to read 15 volts rm§.
膝ED

SlcNAしINTO

DBBEしOW]VOしT

SIGNAししたVEし (MiCROVOしTS)

Sieク3. Feed an r"f §ignal, at the nominal oper.

ating frequency of the receiver, into REMOTE SIG‑
V1208pin2掌
V1207pin宣

0

1,000,000

4

620,000

V1206pinl

29

V120うpinl

3う

34,000

NAL INPUT jack J1201. To do thi§ uSe a Suitable

Signal generator (Type LP, AN/PRM‑25, General
Radio Type 805, Ferris Type 16, Or equivalent) and a
Calib重ated attenuator capable of

V1204pin賞

17,000

48

4,000

重educing a l.volt

generator output by a§ muCh as 80 db. (The combina.

tion of a Daven Type RFA‑543‑50 and RFA‑550+50
attenuator, in tandem, Will produce up to a lOO・db

V1203pinl

う7

1,3う0

ioss, in decade steps, With a re§Olution to l db.) With

V1202pinl
V1201pinl

64
60

600
1,0う0

exactly l vol〔 into the attenuato重(verify by reading

With the vtvm) set the attenuator for an 80.db los?.
S;eク4. Adjust the r‑f gain control§ SO that the

青The VTVM reading for the output of this‑ Stage Will be O.95

volt,

vtvm (connected ac重OSS J1208) reads exactly 15 volts.

The generator.frequency mu§t be accurate within O.5
kc∴at this point and for the checks to follow. If the

封印7. When the mea§u重ementS have been com‑
Pleted, and any necessary repairs made

重ePlace any

Shield cove重S remOVed, disconnect the test equipment,
and re§tOre the coaxial connections removed in step l.

c.

BANDWIDTH

MEÅSUREMENT.‑The

band‑

accuracy of the gene重atOr CannOt be depended upon,

assume that the receiver is peaked at the nominal fre.

quency and tune the generator for a peak reading of the
vtvm. If necessary, readjust the r‑f gain controIs so
that the vtvm reads exactly 15 volts.

width measurement permits the technician to evaluate

部eク5. Remove 6 db from the attenuator §et"

the performance of the ̀uned circui亡§ Of the重eCeiver.

ting (total loss of 74 db). Change the signal generator

Most components which have any significant effect on

frequency, below the center frequency, until the vtvm

bandwidth are plug‑in assemblies and may be∴readily

again reads 15 volts. Record this frequency as fl・ Raise

Checked by sし1bstitしItion. If, uPOn Substituting al1

the generàOr f重equenCy, PaSt the center freq̀一enCy・

7鵜漢74
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until the vtvm read§ 15 volts. Record thi§ frequency

blanking pulse. If the leading edge of the blanking

a§ f2. The bandwidth a章6 db down equals f登‑ fl. This

Pul§e Were COincident with the transmitter trigger, the

重e§ulting beat products would distort the leading edge

bandwidth should be 35 ±5 kc.
Sieク6. Remove lan additiona1 54

db fro平the

器量霊豊富葦霊宝豊とこ重器霊
until血e vtvm reads rs volt§. Record this frequency as
f3. Rai§e the generator frequency until the vtvm again
reads 15 vol章§. Record this frequency as fl. The band‑

wid(hふ60 db down equals f書‑ f,いThis bandwidth

should not be over 150 kc.

Of the loran signal, aS PreSented on the timer oscillo・

scope; and in the §ynChronizer, and make §ynChroni‑

Zalion difficult. To eliminate this problem the blanking
Pul§e is triggered somewhat ahead of the transmitter
trigger so、 that any spurlOuS §ignals cannot coincide

With the loran signal.
Should local condition§ make it desirable to view a

signal immediately precedi竜the t重anSmitte=rlgger,

Sieク7. If the bandwidth is not within the re‑

and provided that there is no likelihood of interference

quired limi章§, Substitute one plug‑in tuning as§embly

from communications §ignal§ On Channel§ near the

a〔 a time and repeat the bandwidth measuremen〔 until

loran frequency, the following simple modification

the cause of章rOuble i§ located.

may be carried out to make the leading edge of the

S坤p

8.

When

the

measurement§

have

been

blanking pulse coincide with the transmitte=rigger:

COmPleted, and any nece§§ary rePairs made, di§COnneCt
the te§t equipment, rePlace V1210, and restore the
COaXial connections removed in step l・

9. REDUCINe WiDTH OF BしANKINe PUし§置.

Sleク]. Remove the connection between pin 2

of V507 and contact 3 0f S501‑2.
Si印2. Connect a suitable length of wire from

Pin 2 of V507 to contact 12 of S50l‑1.

The blanking pulse has been made wider than abso‑
lutely necessa重y in order to minimize the possibility of
interference. In some location§, communications sig‑

nals entering the receiver could heterodyne with radio
frequenq′ COmPOnentS Of the leading edge of the

ORICINAし

S;eク3. Replace C513 with a 2,700‑mmf capaci・
tor, §uCh a§ CM30D272J.
S牢p 4. Readjust the blanking pulse width, fol‑

lowing the procedure of Section 3, ParagraPh 24c.
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Figure 7-273. Radio Frequency Oscillator Type 0 -2 0 2 /FPN—30, Schematic Diagram
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